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PREFACE

In 1896, at the request of Dr. Fr. Ladislav Rieger, the Czech

Academy of Sciences and Arts made me a grant for the pur-

pose of carrying out explorations in Arabia Petraea. In 1908,

after the fruits of these explorations had been published,

the Academy, as a result of the intercession of its founder

and first president, Mr. Joseph Hlavka, made me a new grant

which provided funds for my investigations in Arabia proper.

Therefore it is with a profound sense of obligation that

I dedicate the first part of this new scientific work to the

Academy which has done so much to make it possible.

To Dr. J. K. Wright the author owes a debt of gratitude

for his services as editor of this volume.

The skeleton of the accompanying map of the Northern
Hegaz was based on my detailed itinerary, determinations of

latitude, and extensive plane-table surveys. The Hegaz Rail-

way was drawn according to the sketch lent to me by the

Board of the Railway at Damascus ; the Red Sea coast accord-

ing to the British Admiralty chart. In filling in the parts

not previously investigated I have made use of many sketches

obtained from the natives. The northwestern part of the map
I have compared and checked with the map in Sir Richard
F. Burton’s The Land of Midian, 2 vols., London, 1879. To
ascertain the elevations we took readings of three aneroid

barometers examined before and after the trip at the Military

Geographical Institute at Vienna. The Directorate of this

Institute has determined the heights above sea level by com-
paring our observations with those taken simultaneously at

the stations at Jerusalem and Beirut.

To the spelling of the proper names I have given great

attention, since names correctly spelled may form the basis

of historical investigation. In transliterating Arabic sounds

I have used the same signs as in my Arabia Petraea and
Kusejr ‘^Amra. I have endeavored to express every sound by
a single letter or a single symbol. The meaning of the different

symbols will be found by experts below the title of the map
of the Northern He^az. For the general reader I would point

xi



xii THE NORTHERN HE6AZ

out that (j is to be read like g in gem, s like sh, z like z

in azure, 6 like ch in chief, j like y in yoke. ' is a strong

guttural sound. The remaining symbols need not trouble him.

Throughout this work most of the Biblical names have

been transliterated consistently with the scheme of trans-

literation employed for Arabic names. The forms, hence, are

often somewhat different from those found in the King James
version, but the latter may readily be ascertained by reference

to the Bible itself. When the transliterated form of familiar

Biblical names differs very widely from that of the King
James version the latter is in some cases indicated in

parentheses.

References to the Bible are to Rudolf Kittel’s second

edition of the Hebrew text, Leipzig, 1913. The reader will

observe that occasionally these references are at variance

with the text of the King James version. These variations

are due to the fact that my interpretations of the meaning
of the original Hebrew sometimes diverge from that of the

translators of the King James version.

Bibliographical references in the footnotes are given in

abbreviated form. The full references, with the dates of

Arabic and ancient authors, will be found in the Bibliography,

pp. 335—340.

The meaning of the majority of Arabic terms used in the

text will be evident from the context. The following terms, how-
ever, are frequently employed without explanation

:

se'ih (plural, seibdn)

:

relatively small watercourse or valley occupied

by an intermittent stream.

wadi (plural, tvudijdn); relatively large watercourse or valley

occupied by an intermittent stream.

wdli; governor of a Turkish vilayet or province (Arab, wildje).

mutasarref: governor of a Turkish sanjak (Arab, mutasarrefijje

or liwa’, subdivision of a vilayet).

Ifdjma^dm; governor of a Turkish kaza (Arab. Jfada, subdivision

of a sanjak).

mudtr; governor of a Turkish nahiyeh (Arab, mudirijje or ndhije,

subdivision of a kaza).

IfdM; judge, magistrate.

Arabic botanical terms which appear in the text are

listed in the index with brief characterization and Latin

equivalents as far as they have been determined.

A sketch map showing the author’s route and indicating

the pages in this volume in which the different portions of

his itinerary are discussed accompanies the volume.



CHAPTER I

MA'AN

DAMASCUS TO MA'AN

In the middle of March, 1910, I was invited, at the sug-

gestion of Dr. Mark Kaller, to Constantinople, where I entered
into negotiations with the Turkish Government and the Board
of Health regarding a journey of exploration in the northern
He^:az. The Board of Health was desirous of discovering by
what routes pilgrims were evading the quarantine station at

Tebuk, the methods by which this evasion could be checked,

and whether this center could or could not be transferred.

Tal'at Bey, the Minister of the Interior, wished to learn the
political attitude of the tribal chiefs in this region, and he
also desired to know in what localities settlements could be
developed. He promised me every assistance and said that
he would send special instructions to the Governor General
at Damascus, who at that time was Isma'il Fadel Pasha.
Assuming that Tal'at Bey would fulfill his promise and that

I should be able to work unrestrictedly, I took with me
Dr. Leopold Kober, of the Geological Institute of the Uni-
versity of Vienna, and my valued assistant Rudolf Thomas-
berger of the Military Geographical Institute. Leaving Vienna
on April 21, we proceeded via Trieste to Alexandria, Beirut,

and Damascus, where we made preparations for our journey.

When we reached Damascus we found that Ismail Fadel

Pasha was inspecting the extensive area under his adminis-

tration and that he was not expected to return for several

weeks. His deputy knew nothing about the promise made by
Tal'at Bey concerning special instructions and maintained an
attitude of complete passivity. After two weeks, however, he
informed me that he had received word from Constantinople

that I might proceed to the Hegaz, but only by railway,

and that I must not alight at any intermediate stations.

This was at variance with the promises I had been given

in Constantinople; but I thought that Isma'il Fadel Pasha
would act on my behalf when he returned to Damascus or

when I applied to him by letter or telegram for assistance.

1



2 THE NORTHERN HE6AZ

My only desire was that the Turkish Government should

not interfere with me. I did not expect active aid from them,

was aware that their authority did not extend more
than a very short distance from the railway track. My old

friend Halil Fattal and various acquaintances had provided

me with recommendations to a number of prominent men
in the Hegaz and at al-Medina. Then, too, I was familiar

with the conditions of the country and knew several of the

native chiefs, so I had no doubt regarding the success of

the expedition. I was troubled only by our late start, as

I knew that the tribes migrate at the beginning of June
from the interior of the desert to the seashore and that in

the remoter districts we should find neither water nor guides.

As head man and servant, I had engaged my acquaintance

Gwad, clerk to my friend and brother Prince an-Nuri eben
§aian and his relative Serif. Gwad was to proceed with our

supplies from station to station, our purpose being to explore

the surrounding district on camels, returning to the stations

only to secure fresh supplies. We all donned the attire of

Arab nomads. Kober and Thomasberger, who did not know
Arabic, were passed off as Turks, and we gave them the

names of Rif'at and Tuman respectively.

Having completed all our preparations at Damascus, we
left that city on May 21, taking the railway for Ma'an.

From the station of Ziza, whose ancient and venerable name
has been distorted by Turkish officials to Giza, we sketched

out a map of the area on either side of the railway as far

as Ma‘an.1

From Ma'an I sent a message and a letter to my friend,

the chief 'Awde abu Taj eh, asking him to lend me some
camels, so that I might travel on them to his camp, where
I could purchase camels for our expedition. We took up our

abode at the station inn and spent our time in exploratory

rides over the surrounding district.

THE OASIS OF MA'AN

Ma'an forms an oasis on the western edge of the desert

(Fig. 1). The slopes of the as-§era’ range rise gradually to

the westward, and to the east extends an undulating plain.

^ A key to place names on the map of the Northern ^e^fiz accompanyins this volume
is included in ^e index. See also index map in pocket.



ma'An 3

The territory west of Ma'an can be cultivated and in former

times was cultivated and colonized. To the east there stretch-

es an inhospitable desert. At Ma'an itself and in the imme-
diate neighborhood there are a very large number of springs

and even several copious fountain-heads. The nearest and the

most abundant of these is ad-Dawawi, from which water
flowed and still flows through a subterranean aqueduct as

far as Ma'an. A second aqueduct, reaching from the distant

spring of al-6itte, used to convey water to the reservoir of

al-Hammam and thence possibly even farther eastward to

the ruined garden tower of Ammu-t-Trab. This tower is sit-

uated on the eastward extremity of a long, flat-topped moun-
tain spur. Utilizing this elevation, a narrow connecting drain

was installed from which the water formerly flowed north

and south, irrigating the garden into which the whole eleva-
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tion had been transformed. The wall of this garden is still

visible running all along the foot of the elevation, but, suf-

fering the same fate as other gardens in the surrounding

district, this one fell into neglect during centuries of unrest,

and only some scattered remains of the other gardens have
been preserved near the two entrenched settlements, today
known as Ma'an.

The southern settlement,® Ma'an al-Ma§rijje or al-Kebire,

sometimes called also al-Hegllzijje, contains one hundred and
eighty families, which form two groups: at-TahUta and al-

Kara§in. To the former belong the clans:

al-HawSlde
al-Hammadin
al-Bezij'e

al-Fanatse.

Al-Kara§in comprise the clans:

al-Helalat

'Ejal Marl
al-'Abid

al-'AkSjle

as-SallahM.

The headquarters of the Government are at the southern
settlement of Ma'an.

The northern settlement is called as-Sarira, as-Samijje,

or al-Morara, and contains about one hundred and ten families.

The largest clan here is that of the Karamse, smaller being

the clans:

at-Tawabte
'Ejal Hajjane
'Ejal al-Hasan

an-Nis'a

'Ejal 'Abdallah.

The inhabitants of both settlements are occupied princi-

pally in trading. The soil in the immediate neighborhood of

Ma'an contains limestone, and grain will not grow there un-

less it is continually irrigated. For that reason it is said that

only ara^i al-ba‘al (bare grounds, because they are insuffi-

ciently watered by rain) belong to Ma'an. In places which
are continually irrigated there is successful cultivation of

grain, vegetables, and particularly figs, pomegranates, grapes,

* See Musil* Arabia Petraea, Vol. 3, pp. 66—67.
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and apricots. A few kilometers to the west the old fields begin.

These are leased, tilled, and cultivated by the people of Ma'^in.

The settlement of Ma'an is situated at the junction of

important transport routes. On its eastern side runs the best

natural transport route uniting southwestern Arabia with

Damascus and the Phoenician harbors. From it there branch-

es off in a southwesterly direction the most convenient road

to the former harbor of Elath, now comprising the settle-

ment of al-'Akaba on the Red Sea gulf of the same name.

To the west there runs an important caravan route to Gaza
and northern Egypt; and on the east there is a route through

the oasis of Dumat al-6andal, known to the ancients as

Adumu, to the Persian Gulf and Babylonia. To the northeast

there is a road which divides into two branches at the spring

of Nelfel. One passes by way of the ruins of 'ts — which is

identical with ‘Us, the residence of Job — northward to west-

ern Moab. The second, branching off to the north-northeast,

leads through the ruins of at-Twane — which, in my opinion,

mark the former settlement of the Teman tribe — to central

Moab.
These crossroads and the abundance of water, which is

not found farther eastward, explain why the settlement of

Ma‘an has been preserved till the present day, instead of be-

ing destroyed by the innumerable attacks of the nomads to

which all the surrounding settlements to the southwest and
northwest have already succumbed. It would have been sur-

prising had the settlement of Ma'an not been of considerable

importance during the period when the greater part of inter-

national trade was directed along the above-mentioned routes.



CHAPTER II

ma'An to AL-HOMEJMA

The kdjmak&m, or representative of the Turkish Gov-
ernment at Ma'an, was one of the most intelligent and hon-

orable officials whom I ever met in' the Turkish Empire.
He exhibited great readiness to assist me, but he himself

admitted that his influence over Ma'an was less than mine,

and he asked me to reconcile him with several of the na-

tive chiefs. No Turkish gendarme dared to show himself east

of the railway, and from time to time the noise Of gunfire

could be heard. All the people showed signs of unrest and
were afraid of what the morrow might bring forth.

We were anxious to get away from the oasis into the

open desert, but our camels had not arrived. As we were at

luncheon, however, we heard the growling noise of someone
forcing the camels to kneel down. The sweetest music could

not have been so gratifying to our ears. We immediately
brought out our baggage and prepared for the journey to

the camp of Chief 'Awde abu Tajeh of the tribe of Hwetat.

THE HWHtAT tribe

The tribe of Hwetat is divided® into three groups:

Hwetat at-Tihama
Hwetat eben 6ad (or 'Alawin)

Hwetat eben 6azi.

The first group encamps by the Red Sea, from the val-

ley of ad-DUma on the south to the oasis of Makna on the

north and eastward to the mountain chain which is known
generically as al-6eles. The Hwet&t eben GSd have their en-

campment in the northwestern corner of the Hesma region,

from Mount Ramm, or Iram, in the northwest to the foot of

the a§-§era’ mountain range in the east. The HwStAt eben
6&zi are the masters of as-§era’ and the adjacent desert to

the east. The clans of the latter are as follows:

’ See Musil, Arabia Petraea, Vol. 3, pp. 48—49, 51—55.

6



MA'AN to AL-HOMEJMA 7

al-MatMka
DarawSe
'Amamre
Maraj'e

ad-Dmanijje

al-'Utun

at-Tawajhe.

The head chief Eben 6azi is descended from the clan

of al-Matalka. Until the year 1894 his authority was acknowl-

edged by all the other clans. At that time 'Ar'ar eben 6azi,

who was the great chief, resisted the advance of the Turkish
Government and killed several soldiers. The Turks, there-

upon resorting to stratagem, captured him, put him in prison

at al-Kerak, and negotiated with the various chiefs who
promised the captors support and gifts if they released ‘Ar'ar.

When 'Ar'ar was set free at the end of 1896, nobody would
obey him. After his death in 1900 there arose dissension

among his Hwetat. Each chief did what he pleased. The one
having the greatest authority was Harb abu Tajeh — chief

of the at-Tawajhe clan—who was joined by several families

from the remaining clans who did not wish to pay tribute

to the Turkish Government. Harb died in the year 1904 and
his aged son Rbejje' became chief, but only in name, the

real authority being exercised by Rbejje'’s younger brother

'Awde, who, when Rbejje' died in 1907, was recognized as

chief of all the Tawajhe and of the various clans encamping
with them.

'AWDE ABU TAJEH

'Awde was renowned far and near for his courage, en-

ergy, obduracy, and also for his cruelty. In 1902 when he
was encamped near al-Morejjera he led a raid upon the tribe

of Sararat at Abu 'Amud and returned laden with booty.

The Sararat united and surrounded his camp. For seventeen

days the women did not leave their tents. The Sararat were
passionately exhorted to persistence by their leader, Da'san

eben Hems. The chief 'Awde prayed: “0 Allah, may Da'san

fall beneath my hand, that I may be able to drink his

blood.” Da'san fell, mortally wounded by 6wered, a relative

of 'Awde. The latter flung himself upon his enemy, tore out

his beating heart, and gulped his blood. Over three hundred
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men are said to have fallen on both sides and twenty-seven
of ‘Awde’s kinsmen perished. Eye-witnesses described to me
how 'Awde on several occasions cut the heart from a wound-
ed enemy and bit at it.

I met this chief in the spring of 1909, when he was
visiting the camp of Prince an-Nuri eben Saian at al-Haw^a.

His hand had been injured by a gunshot and I cured the

wound for him. He hated the Turkish Government, which,

in 1908, issued a warrant against him for having shot two
gendarmes who had been sent to arrest him because he had
not paid tribute. 'Awde assured me that the charge was a
lie and that he had paid the tribute. He said that in 1906

he had accompanied his brother to Ma'an and that they had
taken with them all the money collected for tribute, together

with the proceeds of the sale of ten camels. At Ma'an they

deposited both wallets with the kadi* and the tax collector,

asking them to calculate the amount due to them and to

return the remainder. The Turkish officials took all the gold

coins except seven and assured both the chief and his brother

that everything was paid. The cautious 'Awde wanted a re-

ceipt, but the officials declared that it was just the time for

the al-a?r (afternoon) prayer and that they must go and pray.

They departed and did not return again that day. On the

following day the kadi fell ill and the tax collector went on
a journey. 'Awde and his brother waited at Ma'an for sev-

eral days, but the sick man grew no better and the tax

collector did not return. Their friends in Ma'an asserted that

it was a matter of common knowledge that they had paid

their tribute and promised that they would obtain a receipt

for them as soon as the kadi recovered his health. Accord-
ingly, the brothers departed to join their tribe and proceeded

to their winter encampment in the at-Tubejk region. They
did not return to Ma'an until eight months later, but they
found no receipt and discovered that both the officials had
been transferred elsewhere. At the end of 1907 Rbejje' died

and 'Awde received an order to pay his arrears of tribute

from 1906. When he did not obey this order, declaring that

the tribute had been paid up to the end of 1906, two gen-

darmes were sent to his camp near Ma'&n, early in the sum-
mer of 1908, for the purpose of conveying him to the seat

* Arabic terms (except botanical terms) not defined in the text are explained above,
page xii.
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of Government. 'Awde, afraid that he would be imprisoned,

refused to go. One gendarme fired at him but missed his

aim; whereupon both servants of the law were killed. Since

then 'Awde has avoided Ma'an.

DEPARTURE FROM MA'AN

On Thursday, May 26, 1910, at 3.45 P. M., we left the

station of Ma'an, traveling in a southeasterly direction. We
were accompanied by the negroes Mhammad and Salem,

whom 'Awde abu Tajeh had sent to us with six camels, and
by the gendarme Ismaln. 'Awde was encamped to the south-

east of Ma'an, on a plain which extends between the lowland

of al-6afar and the southeastern spur of as-§era’. We did

not proceed to him by a direct route but by a detour along

the foot of as-§era’, in order more easily to avoid the hostile

bands patrolling the depression of al-6afar. As the journey
to 'Awde’s camp was very dangerous, we were joined by
fifteen settlers from Ma'an and several Bedouins with cam-
els, each animal carrying two men.

Leaving the station on our right, we soon reached the

well 'Ajn al-Kalbe on the left slope of the broad se"ib of

the same name, which extends in an east-northeasterly direc-

tion from Ma'an. The se'ib of al-Kalbe joins on the east with

the seHbdn of al-Hataba, ar-Ratami, Ab-al-Gerdam, and ar-

Rwej^dde, all of which converge on the lowland of al-6afar.

On the right slope of al-Ha^aba we saw about forty

horsemen, chiefs of the clans of the Hwetat returning from
Ma'an, where they had gone to claim payment of the money
which the Government owed them for the protection of pilgrims.

Until the railway was constructed from Damascus to al-Me-

dina, the tribes encamped along the Pilgrim Route used to

protect the pilgrims, and for this service the Government paid

them fees on a fixed scale, known as ma’dSe, After the rail-

way was built the Government wished to abolish this pay-

ment, but the tribes protested against the proposal and threat-

ened to destroy the bridges and remove the rails. The more
judicious chiefs pacified their companions and suggested that

they should negotiate with the Government, and it was for

this purpose that about forty of the HwStat chiefs had pro-

ceeded to Ma'an to discuss matters with the kdjmakdm. Being
afraid that they might be attacked and slaughtered by Turkish
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troops, they had not entered the narrow streets of the set-

tlement but had encamped on the slope opposite the Govern-
ment building and had threatened to shoot everyone who
entered or left the building until the kajmakdm had paid what
was due to them. The kajmakdm pleaded that he was not in

possession of so much money and asked them to be satisfied

with a sum on account, offering to let them have the balance

as soon as he could procure it from the provincial governor
at Damascus. After negotiations which lasted for two days,

the chiefs consented to accept a sum on account and to de-

part. They promised, however, that they would return in

greater numbers if the whole amount were not paid to them
before the middle of July.

At 4.48 P. M. we entered the broad channel of 'Akejka,

which passes through a rocky slope consisting of three hori-

zontal layers. On the left we saw the railway embankment
and to the north the yellow sides of the table-shaped ele-

vation of al-Mamlah, where the peasants of Ma'an dig for

salt. The ^e'ih of 'Akejka begins to the southwest on the

ridge of as-§era’, near the Roman camp of al-Karana, at a
height of 1676 meters. The hilly region of Abu Hsejnan
divides its head from the §e%b of Taberijja, the lower part

of which is known as al-Msawwal. At five o'clock we caught
sight of a small white house with a red roof towards the south-

east, the station of Abu Tarfa'. Almost in the same direction,

but nearer to us, we saw the tree Umm 'Ajja§, which, in

the opinion of the pilgrims and settlers, is inhabited by a

spirit. Then we crossed the small ie’ih of al-fiemagem. Our
camels were hungry and greedily searched for the perennials

which grew here and there in the stony soil. Wishing to give

the animals time to graze, we halted at 5.58 P. M. in the se%h

of al-Msawwal, on the left slope of which workmen had broken
stone for the construction of the railway track.

THE LOWLAND OF AL-ClAFAR

Mounting the slope of the §e’ih of al-Msawwal, we drew
a map of the lowland of al-Oafar. The setting sun illuminated

the yellow hjllside which sinks down towards the lowland. The
separate channels, partly obscured by shadows, resembled dark
bands and were plainly visible.
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North of the seHb of ar-Rwejfeide, the seHb of az-Zersi runs into

the lowland of al-6afar. This latter se*ib takes its origin in the SeHbdn

of Ab-al-Hamam, al-Beza (al-Beza being formed by the junction of the

seibdn of Negel and ad-Da'ganijje), and, last of all, al-Kal&t. Farther to the

east rose the dark slopes of RweSed ar>Rawjan and Rwesed al-'At§an,

which run from the tabular hill of al-Burma. Eastward from al-Burma

could be seen the shining hills of a§-Shejba, in which the seHbdn of

Mdejfa'at and Abu Tlejha have their origin. Behind as-§hejba are the

heads of the seHbdn of 'Ajrijje, Abu Sarawil, Riglet al-Hrak, and al-

Kzejme. From the east proceed the se'ibdn of as-S6meri, Radejrat Zajed,

al-Rwejr, al-'Arfa’, and finally al-*Adrijjat, separating the hills of Wad-
*at as-§haba* from Wad'at al-Hamra* and as-Swehet.®

To the northeast, between the aeHbdn of ‘Akejka and al-6emagem,
there extends in a northeasterly direction a series of isolated hills called

at-Tweren, the last remnants of a stratum which has disappeared through

the action of wind and rain. In the plain, the se‘ib of al-Msawwal joins

with the se‘ib of ‘Akejka, with the united seHbdn of Umm Raza’ and Abu
Dims, and still farther on with the se'ib of as-Sidijje, which rises near

the pass al-Hdejb. On the right bank of the lower portion of the last-

named se'ib is situated a group of yellowish elevations called al-Kbejda,

which form the southern border of the actual lowland of al-6afar.

ABU TARFA' TO 'AStfS ABU RADIR

At 7.31 P, M. we again took up our march. The soldiers

guarding the station of Abu Tarfa^ heard our voices and shot

at us twice, thinking that we wished to attack them. The
Bedouins creep round the railway stations under cover of

night, fling themselves upon the soldiers, rob them of their

arms and ammunition, and vanish before the victims can re-

cover from their surprise. The garrison at Abu Tarfa' had
already been attacked and robbed in this manner on two
occasions and was on the alert.

At 8.22 we reached the railway track, which projected

about thirty centimeters above the plain. It was not easy to

persuade our camels to cross the rails. They became frightened

at the unexpected sight and fled to right and left, so that

we were finally compelled to dismount and force them across

one by one. We continued in the same direction at a rapid

pace through Satnet umm Raza and Abu Dims. Camels pro-

ceed at night more rapidly and steadily than by day, espe-

® These two Wad'a hills and their neighborhood recall the region of MawdiiS which
(1224 A. D.). Mu‘ifam (Wtistenfeld). Vol. 4, p. 678. and Abu-l-Fara^ al-I^fah&ni {Af&ni

[BOlAl^, 1285 A. H.J . Vol. 9, pp. 148—149) locate in the territory of the Beni Murra belonging
to the tribe of It was there that the valiant warrior Hirm ibn Pem^em al-Murri used
to dwell. — The surrounding district of al-Wad'a once belonged to the Beni Murra, the
warrior’s kindred. In the poem quoted, the name was changed to MawdA' for the sake of the
preceding rhyme, hu0il\
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dally if they are passing over a plain where they need not

avoid stones. At 9.52 we arrived at the ie%h of a§-§idijje, in

the hollow of which we encamped, now being north of the

railway station of Bir a§-§idijje (or Bir a§-§edijje).

On Friday, May 27, 1910, after a peaceful night, we set

out at 4.15 A. M. in a southeasterly direction through a re-

gion covered with coarse sand of a dark-gray, almost black,

color and cut by numerous twisting SeHbdn, broad but shallow.

These watercourses are the only places in which annuals and
perennials can thrive. But the valleys are not entirely covered

with plants, and it is only in their lower portions that one
can observe clumps of various kinds of vegetation. Here and
there bushes and low talk “ trees project above the brushwood.

At 5.30 A. M. we crossed the se’ib of al-Makmi and im-

mediately afterwards ‘Asus abu Radir. To the east we spied

a rider on a camel. Scarcely had the negro Salem caught sight

of him when he called to one of the Bedouins who were accom-
panying us. Whereupon they threw aside their outer garments,

loaded their rifles, and started off in pursuit of the unknown
rider. Seeking cover among the high slopes, they endeavoured
to cut him off. The rider, observing us, came to a moment-
ary standstill, but immediately afterwards disappeared not

far from a high pile of stones heaped upon the hill above,

which indicated the position of the well of al-Marmak. After

a short interval we again caught sight of the man fleeing from
Saiem and his companion. When they caught up with him Salem
flung him from his camel and rode up to us with the captured

animal. It was 6.08 A. M. when he returned. After a while

the plundered rider came running up to us and asked for his

camel. He was a Sarari, or member of the tribe of Sararat,

which occupies the inhospitable territory north of the oasis

of Tejma. As the SarSrat cannot obtain enough sustenance in

their own territory, they associate with the tribes of the Hwetat,
Beni Sa^r, and especially with the Rwala, to whom they pay
tribute. No one holds them in great esteem, and the Bedouins
number them among the dishonorable Arab iribes. S&lem, being

the negro of a chief, only laughed at the §ar^i and refused

to return his camel to him. When I urged S&lem not to torment
the poor fellow any more, he declared that he would restore

the camel to its owner but not until he reached the chief's

* Latin equivalents and brief characterizations of many Arabic botanical terms ap-
pearing in the text are given in the index.
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camp. He would ride there on it and would lend his own camel to

his acquaintance, a settler from Ma'an, who had been proceed-

ing on foot. The §arari made no objection to this arrangement,

happy in the thought that he would not lose his animal. From
6.08 to 7.35 our camels grazed (temperature: 16.8" C).

The negro Mhammad recounted to me how the chief 'Awde
abu Tajeh had plundered the Sararat early in May. During
the rainy season he had been encamped with his clans at Tubejk
al-Hamar and Tubejk al-'Afar; that is, in the territory which
belongs to the Sararat, with whom he was on the most friendly

terms. When all the ponds of rain water dried up at the end
of April, 'Awde with his Hwetat proceeded northward into his

own territory. The Sararat, who had been his friends hither-

to, desired to go with him, but 'Awde attacked one of their

divisions, robbed it of all its herds, and proclaimed war on
the whole tribe. When I remarked that I should not have ex-

pected such conduct from 'Awde, Mhammad replied: “The §ara-

rat are our magazine, mahzan, which we empty whenever we
please. If we want war, then we have war with them, if we
want peace, then we force them to make peace.” At the time

of my journey several clans of the §ararat had remained at

at-Tubejk; others had made their way to the se%b of Hedre^:

and the depression of Sirhfin, whence they were making in-

roads into the territory of the Hwetat, robbing the latter

of their flocks.

THE HW£:tAT, the BENI SAIjR, AND THE TURKISH
GOVERNMENT

The majority of the Hwetat clans were encamped between

Ma'an and al-Bsejra that is west of the railway - and only three

clans with 'Awde abu Tajeh were still grazing their herds south-

east of Ma'an. Even they were already on the march west-

ward to the territory of the settlers who till the soil, where
they desired to obtain grain necessary for themselves and their

horses. Within the next fourteen to twenty days they wished

to strike out toward the southwest and west of Ma'an, so that

after that time the region between Ma'an and the depression

of SirMn would be stripped of all camps and would form the

seat of war between the Hwetat and their enemies. The latter

included the Beni Sa^jr as well as the §arArat. The Beni Sa^r
and the Hw6tat have no strictly defined frontiers, and when
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in the territory of the settlers both tribes often lay claim to

the same settlements and exact payment from the same settlers.

This proceeding generally results in skirmishes. The Turkish

Government many times endeavored to reconcile the two
tribes. At the time of the harvest, when they were both en-

camped in the territory of the settlers, the governor would
summon the chiefs and exhort them to make peace, threat-

ening that he would not pay the money due to them for

the protection of pilgrims until peace was concluded. Several

chiefs of the Beni SaJjr and the HwStat would proceed to

the muta^arref at al-Kerak and agree to everything that

he demanded; whereupon the authorities at Damascus and
Constantinople would be informed that peace had been con-

cluded between the tribes encamped along the Pilgrim Route.

But this peace concluded by the Government did not last long.

The Bedouins would say: “We did not conclude peace of our

own free will, but it was the Government who forced us to do

so (adrdowle a§lahatna),’' and would continue merrily to steal

the flocks. Then the Hwetat would send a message to the mutor
?arref: “To please the Government we concluded peace with
the Beni Saljr, but they are disturbing the peace (amm beni

sabr klohow).” The chiefs of the Beni SaJjr would directly

contradict their enemies and lay all the blame on the Hwetat.
As the Hwetat were wagmg war both with the Beni

Sa}jr and with the SararUt and Sammar, who were encamped
northeast, east, and southeast of Ma'an, it was clear that

I should not be able to use Chief ’’Awde’s camp as a start-

ing point from which to explore the territory of as-Sawwan,
which extends between al-Gafar and the depression of Sir-

han. As our only guide would in that case have belonged to

the Hwetat, we should have fallen a prey to one of the

enemy marauding parties; in which case we might have lost

not only all our equipment but our lives as well. Mhammad
comforted me, saying: “Do not be afraid. Chief. If Allah is

well disposed to thee, thou wilt not perish {elja ^ajjark alldh

la tmut)'*

ABU RTEJMAT to 'AWDE'S CAMP

At 8 A. M. we crossed the combined ie'^ib of Abu Rtej-

mat and of Abu ‘Alejdijjat and ascended a slight elevation

that divides this channel from that of the Abu 'Amud val-
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ley. At 8.28 we caught sight of a large troop of riders mount-
ed on camels, proceeding from the north in a westerly di-

rection. We at once forced our camels to their knees and
watched the riders. But they were not visible from the ground,

and it was impossible to keep our binoculars steady when
we were in the saddle as the focus changed at the least

movement of the camels. We therefore urged our mounts on,

doing our utmost to reach the Se’ib of Abu 'Amud as quickly

as possible. There we should have a better chance of con-

cealing ourselves from the strange riders who we feared

might be a troop of the Sararat on the lookout for herds

belonging to the Hwetat.

We remained in Abu 'Amud until nine o’clock. The §e%b

begins under the name of al-Msas in the territory of al-

Kdur near the pilgrims’ station Kal'a Faso'a, and it joins

with the se'ib of al-Makmi near the rain wells of al-Marmak,
and lower down with a§-§idijje on the left and al-Mat^ on
the right. It forms the border of the al-Kbejda hills and ends

at the wells Kulban al-6afar. An old road runs along the

right side of the lower part of this Se'ib, past the rain

wells of al-Marmak to the wells Kulban al-6afar and con-

tinues northward between the Se'ib of 'Ajrijje and that of

Abu 'Tlejha.’

At 9.20 A. M. we sighted a grove of talk trees on the

north, with the rain wells of al-Marmak close by. These wells

are about two meters deep and hold water for two to three

years following a heavy rain. North of al-Marmak rise the

tabular hillocks, al-Kbejda, which, enveloped by vapors, re-

sembled a big isolated tent.

We were now passing through the plain of a§-§ubej5e,

which is covered with coarse, brown gravel, in which a good
rain helps the plant semh to thrive. Semh, which grows thickly

and has a short but very disjointed root topped with an umbel
as wide as a human palm, never exceeds four centimeters in

height. The small sprigs and leaves are yellowish green, soft,

gelatinous; the blossoms, tiny and white. The Sararat, Beni

Saljr, and the inhabitants of the oasis of al-6owf gather the

ripe semh into bags, and when these are filled they beat them

’ Abu S&ma, Raiv^Mejn (Cairo. 1287-1288 A. H.), Vol. 2, p. 6, writes that as long as
the Crusaders held sway at al-Kerak the journey from Syria to Egypt was made by way of
Bo^ra, al-AzraV. al-6afar, and Ajia. — Bosra is a well-known town in the southern ^awr&n:
al-Azrak, a fortress at the northern end of the depression of Sirban; Ajla, a harbor on the Red
Sea. now known as al-'A^aba. From its situation, the old al-6afar must be identical with
our al-6afar.
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with sticks and stones to separate the seed pods. Then, shak-
ing the bags till the pods fall to the bottom, they remove
the husks, throw the seeds into some rain pool, and wait pa-

tiently for the moisture to open the pods, thereby causing
the seed to drop out. Throwing away the now worthless pods,

they pick out the seeds, which they dry and preserve for

food. The seeds are eaten either roasted or boiled; they are

also ground into flour for bread.

At 10.49 we crossed the head
of the le'tb of al-Matb, where talh

trees grow plentifully. The terebinth

and sidr, on the other hand, will not
thrive southeast of Ma'an. At 12.35

P. M. we rode across the water-

course, Ammu Mil, which rises in

the southwest from the long hill-

side al-Cabd that stretches south-

eastward. This hillside forms the

watershed between the plains of al-

6afar on the north and of as-Sabha
or Sabha Sorar on the south. From
1.10 to 2.35 we rested in the se'ib

of al-6ehdanijje, where our camels found good pasture in

some of the low spots. These spots are called rowze by the
Hwetat, while they give the name of hamad to bare gray sur-
faces (temperature: 30° C).

At 3.28 we perceived on our left a dolmen about two
meters high, known as Abu 'A|:arem, rising above a large

artificial reservoir (Fig. 2). Before long we saw a number
of tents to the east, two of which were supported by two
main poles, whereas the remainder rested on one pole only.

The small triangular tents are called f^ardbiS, while the tent
with two or more main poles is known as bejt.

The negro Mhammad at once informed me that the
tents must belong either to members of the SararUt or the
Beni 'Atijje, as the HwetSt have no l^ardbU tents. For sev-

eral years the Beni 'Atijje have lived at peace with the
HwSt&t, and their head chief Harb eben 'Atijje was a faith-

ful friend of 'Awde abu TSjeh. Mhammad added that he be-
lieved that we saw before us the camp of a Beni 'Atijje

clan. Nor was he wrong. On asking for news of Chief 'Awde,
'

we were informed that he was camping somewhere near

Fig. 2—The dolmen of Abu
'AgSrem.
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the §e‘ib of al-Mnawah, if he had not already proceeded

farther on to the rain pond Habra Minwa'.

Changing our direction somewhat to the east-northeast,

we hurried over a bare, undulating plain covered with coarse

gravel until we reached the se'ih in question. At about five

o’clock we perceived on a broad elevation a long row of black

spots which vanished for a while in the brown atmospheric

layer and then reappeared. Gradually these spots increased

in size, remained more firmly in their places, and were trans-

formed into a row of tents. It was the camp of 'Awde abu
Tajeh. Mhammad recognized the chief’s tent from afar and
we made our way towards it.

AT THE CAMP OF 'AWDE ABU TAJEH

Several men came out of their tents and stared at us

inquisitively. The chief’s tent was open towards the east, so

the men’s division was located in its southern portion as the

men’s division is always to the right. Turning towards it,

we rode round the long tent ropes and ordered our camels

to kneel at about thirty paces south of the tent. 'Awde, ac-

companied by several younger chiefs, came towards me, em-
braced and kissed me, and led me into his tent, where he
assigned me to the place of honor north of the fire near the

partition that divides the men’s and women’s quarters. I sat

down on a small rug and rested my left arm on a pile of

small cushions. 'Awde sat at my right on a long carpet which
was spread out alongside the back wall of the tent. My two
companions, Tuman and Rif'at, sat on the carpet with him.

Our baggage was left outside, in care of the servant Serif.

The tent was crowded with more than fifty persons who
greeted me one by one. When the greetings were concluded,

'Awde beckoned to a negro who was boiling coffee and tea

over the fire, whereupon we were each served three times

with several drops of black coffee and a cup of sweetened

tea. Just then a rifle shot resounded behind the camp, caus-

ing all the youths present to leap up, arms in hand, and
rush out in the direction of the shot. After a while they re-

turned, announcing that there was no trouble, the shot hav-

ing been fired by a mischievous herdsman. I was surprised

to see that each man had a cartridge belt slung around his

body and that even when they were sitting in the tent they
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all kept their rifles in their hands. The chief himself wore
two cartridge belts which contained about a hundred and
forty rounds of ammunition. Later I discovered that 'Awde
and his men were fearful that they would be attacked by a

kindred clan with whom they had had some dispute on the pre-

vious Wednesday. Returning from a raid, a relative of 'Awde
had stolen a camel from a §arkri, a protege of another rel-

ative. The plundered SarSri hastened to his protector and
asked him to have the lost animal restored. But all endeavors

proved vain. It was impossible to recover the stolen camel.

The protector then lodged a charge against his kinsmen with
the judges of the Hwetat tribe, and they decided that the

camel was to be restored immediately to the Sarari. But
'Awde’s kinsmen would not comply with the court’s decree.

Thereupon 'Awde called together his negroes and cousins,

proceeded to the tent of his obstinate relative, and requested

him to return the camel at once, as he would otherwise take

it by force. The relative and his family began to abuse and
threaten the chief and his companions: a shot was fired and
one of those accompanying the chief fell dead to the ground.

'Awde fired his rifle, inflicting a mortal wound on his re-

lative's son. Further fighting was prevented by the more
prudent men, who surrounded both parties and urged them
to make peace. One of 'Awde's negroes led the stolen camel

away and returned it to the Sarari. As one man had been
killed on either side, the score was even; but the relative

from whom the camel had been taken declared that he would
not endure such injustice and departed with his whole clan

to the settlement of Ma'an in order to seek help against

'Awde. As 'Awde did not know whether his offended relatives

with other opponents would attack him, he commanded his

men to equip themselves and set up a guard all around his

camp. Only about fifty tents were left with him, but in

case of danger he hoped to receive assistance from his friend,

the chief Harb eben 'Atijje, who was encamped not far off.

Toward evening, when the camels had returned from the

pasture, 'Awde ordered a fat old she-camel (fdter) to be

slaughtered in our honor. The evening meal was not ready

until midnight. The boiled camel’s flesh was heaped up on a

shallow dish one meter in diameter and filled with rice. Four
slaves brought the dish in and placed it before me. 'Awde
invited me, my European friends, and three other chiefs
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to commence eating. A young slave poured a little water on

the fingers of our right hands, we drew around the dish, sat

down on our left heels, took up the rice with pieces of meat,

and with three fingers of our right hands kneaded it into

mouthfuls which we swallowed almost without chewing. Our
native companions thrust into their mouths pieces of food

larger than hens’ eggs and after about four minutes had
eaten their fill and, holding their right hands over the dish,

waited for us to satisfy our hunger. As soon as we had fin-

ished, we all rose and went to our places. Rifat and Tuman,
my European companions, whispered to me that they were
hungry. After us, 'Awde invited the second row, then the

third; and when the meat and rice were eaten up he had
the dish filled for the fourth time, so that nothing remained
of the whole camel save a mere heap of bones, which were
gnawed at by some of the poor §ararat. After midnight we
left the tent and went to our baggage, where we lay down
to rest.

RIDE TOWARD IIABRA MINWA’

Early on Sunday morning. May 28, 1910, 'Awde brought
me two camels, and, shortly after, the other chiefs also ar-

rived with camels, so that we were supplied with a sufficient

number of animals for mounts and as baggage carriers. 'Awde
informed me that we should proceed in a northerly direction

in order to approach the rain pond Habra Minwa’. The Hwetat
struck their tents, loaded them on the camels, and waited for

the chief. Almost all the other tents were already disposed

of, but his still remained untouched. Though 'Awde shouted

abusive words at his slaves, no one listened to him, so he was
finally reduced to pulling out the poles and rolling up the

tent himself. He was then joined by his people, who packed

up his supplies and tent; at 5.30 we moved off.

There was no order bn the march. Each one rode or

drove his camel however and wherever he wished. 'Awde was
continually avoiding the pack camels, turning off first to the

right and then to the left in order to keep clear of the throng.

At first I rode with him, as I wished to discuss various mat-

ters; but we had scarcely begun to talk before some ragged

servant or herdsman would thrust his camel between us, fol-

lowed by a second and a third rider, compelling us to ride
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round them in order to rejoin each other. The same thing

happened to the other chiefs who joined 'Awde.

FAWZAN on the HWfixAT

Seeing that it would be impossible during the march to

talk to 'Awde undisturbed, I joined a camel merchant named
Fawz&n as-SAbek, who was followed by his servants driving

more than two hundred animals that he had purchased. This
herd, as well as the servants, protected us from the trouble-

some HwAtat.
Fawzan, a man about forty years of age, had a good-

natured, dark face, with expressive eyes, and he conducted

himself very quietly and modestly. He had bought the camels
on behalf of an acquaintance of mine, the rich camel-dealer

Mhammad eben Bassam, by whom he had been warmly re-

commended to me. When I expressed my surprise that the

Hwetat observed no order either in camp or on the march,
FawzAn said that the HwAtat were not genuine camel-breed-

ers but that they belonged to the Ahl ad-Dire, who breed

sheep and goats, and that, in fact, many of them were mere
tillers of the soil. The Hwetat, he declared, had no head
chief, so that any chief who was in charge of more than
ten tents acted in complete independence, declared war, and
concluded peace with whom he liked, regardless of the other

clans and families. This independence was supported by the

Turkish Government in the case of all the tribes encamped
along the railway between Damascus and the Heg:az, as the

authorities considered that it was easier to subjugate scat-

tered tribes and mutually warring clans, than if they were
subordinated to a single head chief. But this policy was not

altogether correct; for if any move was set on foot against

the Government, all the scattered clans would unite at once

and rally round the chief who happened to be acting against

the Government. If, on the other hand, the Government wished
to obtain something from the tribes, desiring, for example,

to count their herds so as to fix the amount of their taxes,

or if it was searching for flocks stolen from the settlers, it

had nobody to support and assist it in carrying out its in-

tentions. There was no head tribal chief, and the numerous
petty chiefs would take flight with their flocks, or join the

chiefs of neighboring tribes who were under no obligation
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to keep watch on them or to supply the Government with

reports concerning them. Thus the Government never suc-

ceeded in achieving what it set out to do. Of course, it would
call upon this or that chief, enjoining him to collect taxes

on his herds or to find out what had become of stolen flocks;

but in such cases the chief generally would plead disobe-

dience on the part of his subordinates, or would announce
that they had left him and that he did not even know where
they were encamped. These statements were true and could

be corroborated by numerous witnesses. In the autumn, when
these tribes used to penetrate more deeply into the desert,

they would again rally round their chief and remain with

him until the end of May or the beginning of June. Then
they would return to the frontier of the cultivated territory

under Government jurisdiction, separating and scattering

again in order to evade the governmental demands. During
this season they would rob and plunder in the villages sub-

ordinated to the Government. The peasants who had been
robbed often enough recognized the plunderer and reported

him to the Government, which would then send his chief a
written order that the culprit be produced immediately with
his booty. But the chief, supported by witnesses, would as-

sert that the culprit was not encamped with him and that

he did not know where he was to be found. Meantime, the

lawbreaker had packed up his tent and departed with his

booty to join another chief, to whom he would give a share

of the plunder remaining with him, safe in the knowledge
that he would not be reported. Even when a whole tribe

engaged in a raid on Government territory, the Government
was unable to discover the culprits.

In March, 1908, a band of the Hwetat attacked the large

settlement of Salamja, situated southeast of Hama’, and made
off with about twenty horses and a hundred and sixty camels.

All these animals were branded with the mark of the inhab-

itants of Salamja, yet the Government was unable to dis-

cover a single one of them. The victims complained to the

Government that they had been robbed by the Hwetat, who
were under the control of the chiefs 'Awde abu Tajeh and
'Ar'ar eben 6azi. The Government requested the two chiefs

to restore the stolen animals and then sought to imprison

them; but both 'Ar'ar and 'Awde were able to prove that

they had not taken part in the raid. 'Ar'ar had been detained
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at the settlement of Ma'Hn at that particular time, and 'Awde
produced twenty witnesses, all of whom swore that the chief

had not left his camp either in February or March, 1908.

The kdjmakdm at Ma'an therefore informed the authorities

at Damascus that he could punish neither 'Awde nor 'Ar'ar

for what had been done by other chiefs who, moreover, were
recognized by the Government as independent and not ac-

countable to the two leaders accused. The inhabitants of Sal-

amja sent four men into the environs of Ma'Sn to find out

which chiefs were looking after the animals stolen from them.

The investigators reported five petty chiefs to the Govern-
ment at Ma'an, but the chiefs mentioned did not put in an
appearance, preferring to proceed farther into the desert. In

the summer of 1909 two men from Salamja were again stay-

ing at Ma'an and reiterated their complaints. In reply to a

fresh summons by the kdjmakdm, the accused chiefs arrived

with numerous witnesses, who all asserted that they had,

indeed, had the stolen camels with them, but that these

animals did not belong to them, being the property of stran-

gers who were now encamped somewhere with the Beni 'Atijje

or with the Sararat. So the inhabitants of Salamja did not

recover a single horse or a single camel. Yet I personally

bought from Fawz&n a young she-camel which bore the mark
of the settlers at Salamja, and I was informed that in 'Awde’s

camp there were twenty-eight such camels and six horses.

The Hwetat laughed not only at the foolish settlers of Sal-

amja, but also at the unwise Government. If the Hwet&t had
had a single head chief and the Government had effectively

supported him, he could have controlled the chiefs under him
and thus preserved order. But he would, of course, have had
to stand in awe of the Government, knowing that obedience

would be forced from him if he did not fulfill its wishes

voluntarily.

EBEN SA'tTD AND EBEN RA§iD

From the autumn of 1909 to March, 1910, Fawzan had
been residing in the Neg:d, in the territory of the Princes Eben
Sa'ud and Eben Ra§id. He explained that during the last

few years there had been very little rain in the region of

Eben Sa'ud, in consequence of which expeditions against

Prince Sa'ud eben Rasid had suffered. During the last rainy
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season Prince ‘Abdal'aziz eben Sa'Qd had been encamped
within the area of al-Hasa. The minister, Zamel eben Sub-

han, regent for Sa'ud eben Rasid who had not yet attained

his majority, had concluded peace with Prince 'Abdal'aziz and
had established his authority among the Sammar and among
the inhabitants of the various settlements in their territory,

especially in the town of Hajel. In the environs of this town
and, in fact, in the whole territory belonging to the §ammar,
there had been a great abundance of rain during the last

two years, so that there had been a great increase in the

prosperity of the Sammar; and many of the smaller tribes

who owed their allegiance to Eben Sa'ud had joined the

Sammar for the simple reason that they sought pastures for

their flocks. Many of the orthodox Moslems are said to have
regarded the lack of rain in the territory of Eben Sa'ud as a

punishment sent from Allah because Eben Sa'ud’s followers

had joined the unbelievers and slaughtered the faithful child-

ren of Mohammed. Fawzan declared that 'Abdal'aziz eben

Sa'ud would not be content until he had driven out Eben
Rasid and occupied all the latter’s territory, including the

town of Hajel. This would be an act of revenge, as Mhammad
eben Rasid had once expelled 'Abdal'aziz’s father, 'Abdar-

rahman, from his residence at ar-Rijad and had established

his deputy, or 'amel, there. The deputies of Eben Rasid had
resided at ar-Rijad until the year 1902.

At the end of 1901, Prince 'Abdal'aziz rode out from the

town of al-Kwejt, where he had been dwelling with his father,

'Abdarrahman. Accompanied by an escort of ten, he found
adherents among the 'A^man tribe, which was encamped in

al-Hasa, and with them advanced toward ar-Rijad, where his

ancestors had formerly resided. The inhabitants of this town
hated 'A^lan, the representative of Eben Rasid, and longed

for the return of the old ruling family. 'Abdal'aziz pitched

his camp at a point about two hours’ journey from the town
and, when night fell, led his men on foot under cover of

darkness to the gardens. There he was awaited by the citi-

zens who were favorably disposed towards him. They led him
from the gardens into the town and after midnight they at-

tacked the citadel which was the residence of 'Ag:lan, whom
they slaughtered with his friends. After the fall of the town
of ar-Rijad, nearly all the remaining settlements acknowl-

edged 'Abdal'aziz as their ruler, and in a short time he was
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joined also by the Mtejr tribe. In the spring of 1906 Eben
RaSid undertook a great raid on this tribe, attacked several

of its camps, and drove away a goodly number of its herds.

But just at that time Prince Eben Sa'ud was resting with

a large body of troops only about two hours' journey from
the encampments which had been attacked; and he set out

in pursuit of 'Abdal'aziz eben Ra§id, who had started home
with the booty. Overtaking his quarry, the pursuer ordered

a small band to attack the raider and then to flee. The ruse

was successful. Eben Ra§id, who began to pursue the attack-

ing band, was waylaid by Eben Sa'dd, completely surrounded,

and slaughtered with all his men. After their leader’s death

domestic warfare arose between the members of Eben Rasid’s

tribes, and Eben Sa'ud took advantage of this to establish

and extend his authority.

AT 'AWDE’S CAMP NEAR HABRA MINWA’

While Fawzan was telling me of these events we were
proceeding along a slightly undulating plain covered with coarse

sand of a dark gray color, where grass and perennials grew
only upon a few patches of hollow ground. The grass was al-

ready parched, but the perennials were luxuriantly green. The
watercourses are very broad and shallow and in places they al-

most disappear. At 8.10 A.M. we reached a large patch of low
ground thickly covered with perennials; and from all sides the

HwSt^t raised a clamor, demanding that 'Awde should encamp
there. I was surprised at this, for the Rwala never would have
dared to shout at Prince an-Nuri or to decide when and where
he was to pitch his camp. In reply to the shouting, 'Awde
announced that he would encamp by the rain pond of Minwa’,

so as to have water close at hand; but his Hwltat increased

their din and, when he refused to come to a standstill, they

urged their camels to kneel down, flung the tents to the ground,

shouting to their chief that he could ride on as far as he
liked, but that they would encamp there. At 8.20 'Awde also

halted and the Hwlt^t made a new encampment.
'Awde came up behind me, sat down at my side, and we

began to discuss the best way for me to reach the oasis of

Tejma. But after a short while we were surrounded by about
a hundred men and boys, who one after another asked all kinds

of questions, threw my baggage and equipment into disorder.
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and annoyed me by their obtrusiveness, until they heard the

noise of the mortar in which a negro was crushing roasted

coffee grains. This sound, so dear to every nomad, freed me
from their unwelcome attentions. Forming a long line, they

made their way into the tent, and those who could find no
room inside sat down near the entrance, glad of an oppor-

tunity even to smell the fragrance of the coffee, although the

slave did not pour out a drop for them.

At noon 'Awde invited me to proceed with him to a point

about fifty paces from the tent and shouted orders that no-

body was to come near us. Squatting down, we began to talk

about my journey. In 'Awde’s opinion it was not possible to

visit either Bajer or al-Hawsa. There were wells of spring

water at both of these places, which were consequently the

most important centers of water supply between the depres-

sions of Sirh§,n and al-6afar. Raiding bands proceeding from
west to east, or vice versa, visit these wells. During the rainy

season, when all the rain ponds are full of water so that the

nomads can obtain a supply anywhere and need not search

for wells of spring water, it is possible to explore the envi-

rons of Bajer and al-Hawsa without great danger. But in sum-
mer, when the rain ponds are dried up and every marauder
is anxious to reach these wells, it is extremely dangerous to

remain in their vicinity. The danger is all the greater when
the surrounding tribes are waging war against each other,

because then the bands of raiders never pass by the wells.

'Awde explained that near al-Hawsa there are long under-

ground passages called al-Kelwa. The entrance is very narrow,

but the passages increase in breadth, so that they can be trav-

ersed comfortably. 'Awde said that when he was there he
had carried a taper and his companions had lighted small

bundles of dry brushwood, this illumination enabling them to

penetrate the crooked underground passages for quite a long

distance. One of these passages, he informed me, is several

hundred paces long and consists of numerous spacious galleries,

in the walls of which there are small recesses similar to berths.

In some places it seems as if the walls had been artificially

hewn out, although elsewhere they are rugged and rough.

More to the south of al-Kelwa 'Awde had seen three ruined

towers (burg).^

^ Mu^sam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, pp. 179 and 361, states that ^aw^a* is situated

between WAdi al-^ura* and the settlement of Tebdk. The Prophet is said to have encamped
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I learnt from 'Awde that for the past four months a Turk-
ish garrison consisting of seven gendarmes had been sta-

tioned in the oasis of Tejma. Tejma had formerly belonged

to the domain of Eben Rasid, whose representative had re-

sided there and kept order not only in the settlement itself,

but also in the surrounding district, since the Fukara’ and
al-Ajde clans of the Weld 'Ali tribe of this neighborhood had
paid tribute to Eben RaSid. When Eben RaSid’s power was
overthrown, the Fukara’ and al-Ajde drove out his represent-

ative and harassed the settlers. The latter sent a petition

to Damascus, asking the Turkish Government to protect them;
which the Government was able to do as far as the Fukara’
and al-Ajde were concerned, because both these clans were
in the habit of encamping by the railway and used to obtain

supplies, clothing, and money from the Government, upon which
they were thus dependent. Their territory is very unproductive

and they cannot provide themselves with grain and clothing

except from Syria, hence from regions that were entirely under
the control of the Turkish regime. If the Government had
barred their access to Syria they would have died of hunger.

As a result of a decree from Constantinople seven gendarmes
were sent to the oasis of Tejma and later a strong military

garrison was to be transferred there. I was anxious to pro-

ceed from 'Awde’s camp direct to Tejma in order to explore

the regions of Tubej2 al-'Afar and Tubej2 al-Hamar, as well

as the oasis of Tejma itself and especially the burial ground
of Zel' al-Rnejm. I therefore asked 'Awde whether I might
find a reliable guide in his camp. 'Awde replied that there

was in the camp a Feiir, or member of the clan of the Fu-
kara’, who was well acquainted with the whole region and
who could guide me safely. But he drew my attention to the

fact that between the territory of the Fukara’ and his camp
extended the regions belonging to the §arar£it and Beni 'Atijje.

there on his march to TebAk, and in consequence a mosque of the same name was erected
at the upper end of the passage of al-^awsa’, the Messed du al-6tfe standing at the lower
end of it. Ibn Ish&V (died 768 A. D.) calls this place Qaw^a*.

In his description J&kdt is certainly thinking of our al-^aw^a’. although his W&di al-

l^ura* is either the famous southern W&di ai-l^ura’, in which the modern settlement of al-'£la'

is situated, or the northern W&dl al-li^ura’ with the settlement of DQmat al-6andal. It is note-
worthy that not a single mosque is recorded on the Prophet’s journo to Dilmat al-6andal.
Whether Mohammed actually reached our al-Qaw^a’ on his march to Tebiik or to Ddmat al-

6andal. it is impossible to prove ; but this l^irawqfa* is situated on the important junction of
the routes from Syria to al-Medtna and from Egypt to Irak, and it is possible that the mosque
was erected there and dedicated to the Prophet. The mosque of Du al-Gtfe is perhaps identical
with the ruins near Morejrat al-F&i;er, where ends the valley which one traverses on the
way to the wells of al-Qftw^a’. Near Mofejrat al-F&ter the ieHbdn of Umm dirfejn and
Ammu 6tfejn come together, and their names perhaps contain the primitive sound of the
word 6ife.
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from whom I should have to take a guide as well. He added

that he was expecting a visit from the chief Harb eben 'Atijje

with whom I could discuss the matter.

In the afternoon I was informed by the servant Serif that

some of the Hwetat were demanding payment for the camels

which 'Awde had sent to Ma'an for us. Mhammad, 'Awde’s

negro, claimed that all these camels belonged to the chief, who
had received various gifts from me in return for the animals.

But it turned out that 'Awde had sent only one of his own
camels, while the five others belonged to different members
of the Hwetat, who were now asking the sum of six megtdijjat

(15.40) for each and in addition a special gift to every guide.

Before I had dealt with this awkward business, Fawzan came
and asked me whether I could not offer 'Awde a pair of bin-

oculars as a gift. I replied that I needed my good binoculars

for myself and my companions. Fawzan excused himself for

having come to me, saying that it was the chiefs command
and that the latter would like either a pair of binoculars or

firearms or some other gifts. Realizing that 'Awde would like

the binoculars, the firearms, and the other gifts as well, I an-

nounced my extreme regret at being unable to give him any-

thing, as I had brought with me only absolute necessities,

having left the gifts, the extra firearms and binoculars, among
my stores at Ma'an, whence they would follow me to Tebuk.
However, as I should be very pleased to comply with the

chiefs wishes, I would ask him to send one of his slaves to

me at Damascus, where, after returning from my journey,

I would give him everything that remained. If he did not

wish to send to Damascus, then I would forward the things

he asked for to his friend and brother. Prince an-Nuri eben

Sa'lfin, who would certainly deliver them to him in the in-

terior of the desert. Fawzan went away and 'Awde did not

put in an appearance.

It was after four o’clock in the afternoon when four men
came riding up on camels to the chiefs tent. They were the

chief Harb eben 'Atijje with his retinue. Harb was about

forty-two years old. The expression of his face revealed sagac-

ity, but at the same time it aroused repugnance. He was
a blood relative of 'Awde, his mother being a sister of 'Awde’s

father, and he had married 'Awde’s daughter. Harb announced

that by the well of al-M§ejtijje, northeast of the railway

station of al-Mdawwara, his men had perceived a troop of
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about three hundred on camels proceeding to the north or

somewhat to the northwest. It was certain that they were
enemies, but it was not known to what tribe they belonged

or against whom they were riding. Harb conjectured that they

were the Sammar on their way to attack the Beni 'Atijje,

but 'Awde declared that they were certainly the Beni Sa^r,

who had purposely eluded the Hwetat, with the intention of

attacking them by surprise from the south. Both urged the

men who were present to be cautious and alert. 'Awde des-

patched twelve horsemen to the south for the purpose of

protecting the herds of camels from an unexpected attack.

Harb immediately returned to his men to the west in order

that they might repel the enemy, should an attempt be made
on the flocks returning from the pasture.

The impending danger induced the herdsmen to return

with the camels from the pasture at an early hour, and the

owners brought the animals to me, offering them for sale.

All the camels were exceptionally fat. In the regions of at-

Tubejk, where they had been grazing throughout the rainy

season, there had been an abundance of rain during the past

two years, in consequence of which they had thriven on luxu-

riant brushwood and fresh grass. I was told that it is some-

times necessary to bind the camels' jaws to prevent excessive

grazing, as otherwise the surplus fat would cause a breakage

of their humps. If the camel fattens too much as a result

of good pasturage, the hump increases by about half; the

lower part, uniting it with the camel’s back, cannot bear the

weight; the hump breaks and hangs down on either side, and
the animal perishes.

In the evening we ascertained our geographical latitude.

On Sunday, May 29, 1910, many more camels were offered

for sale to me. I selected seven animals whose ages were
between four and six years and paid from fifty to sixty-five

megidijjdt ($45.00 to $58.50) apiece for them. Six of the

camels were thorough-breds; the remaining one being a cross-

breed, though very strong and yet of slender build. With
a hot wire we immediately branded our mark on their left

thighs—this being a half-moon between two vertical lines

(heldl w metrakin). One of the camels already had eight

such branded marks, thus recording eight different owners
before myself. The old marks (wadm) cannot be obliterated.
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but it is easy to distinguish which mark is the latest, and

that indicates the owner.

DEPARTURE FROM 'AWDE’S CAMP

While the camels were being branded I had a talk with

the Feiir whom 'Awde had recommended to me as a guide.

From his information, supplemented by that of others, I had
drawn a sketch map, on the previous day, of the territory

between al-6afar and Tejma. I could see that he was well

acquainted with the district, and I should have liked to secure

his services as a guide; but he was unwilling to accompany
me on account of the danger and therefore asked more than

I could pay him. He wanted first a hundred and then fifty

Turkish pounds ($450, $225) in gold, which were to be paid

immediately, irrespective of whether we reached the oasis of

Tejma or not. In addition I was to give him firearms and my
own camel for the journey. It occurred to me that in case

of attack he would not lose much if he left all his wages at

home and took nothing of his own with him except his old

garments. By fulfilling this demand, I should have placed

myself entirely at the mercy of his caprice and should have
been unable to obtain a cheaper leader later. I offered him
one megidijje (90 cents) per day and his railway transportation

from any southern station as far as Ma'an, whence it would
be easy for him to reach 'Awde's camp. The herdsman in

charge of the camels, whom I also wished to engage, demanded
two megtdijjdt per day, his usual pay being four megidijjdt

for a whole year. Both of them declared that they would
accompany me only because they were fond of me, knowing
as they did that they were threatened by certain death. 'Awde
sent for other guides, but they all demanded the same amount,
their excuse being the danger which they would incur if they

came with me. At last about twenty of them were sitting round

me; one after another they described the horrors of thirst and
the hostile bands that lay in wait during the summer season

for travelers proceeding from the settlement of Ma'§.n direct

to the oasis of Tejma. The more they talked, the more certain

and terrible became the danger of death, until finally they

declared that not a single one of them would accompany me.

My native companions grew alarmed at this talk, and the
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gendarme Isma'in whispered to me that he would rather

return to Ma'an than go with me to death: I should not forget

that he had a young wife and three children and that it would
be difficult for me to bear the responsibility before Allah if

through my fault his children became orphans.

Harb eben 'Atijje now entered the camp again, sat down
near my baggage, called my companion 6wad to him, and
questioned him concerning me. He was probably annoyed at

not having yet received the gifts he had demanded. I had
already sent him word on Saturday that I should be glad to

give him something as a keepsake but not until I was in his

territory and in his tent. On account of this annoyance he

wished to frighten me. He therefore asked 6wad to show
him the orders which the Governor had sent him personally

from Damascus. If we did not have such orders addressed

specially to him, he would not permit me to enter his terri-

tory. To this demand of his I replied that I had not yet

spent any time in his territory and that he therefore had no
right to demand such orders. Moreover, the Governor at

Damascus would not allow any chief to demand that he send

orders to each chief specially, in view of the fact that they

were all fed and paid by him. Knowing, however, that Harb
would work up feeling against me, I gave orders for the

baggage to be loaded immediately upon the camels which
had been purchased, and announced that I was returning to

Ma'an. I asked 'Awde to permit his negro Mhammad to ac-

company me.
At 9.30 on the morning of Sunday, May 29, 1910, we

left the camp without a guide and without a herdsman in

charge of the camels. There were not many who took leave

of us. They had expected abundant gifts and easy earnings,

and they had been disappointed. 1 promised the negro Mham-
mad, who was well acquainted with the region, an ample
reward if he would tell me exactly the situations and names
of various places and would remain with me as long as the

gendarme Ismaln. I promised the same thing to the latter,

and I won them both over, because they realized that they

could obtain more from me than had been given to the two
chiefs and the other Hwetat who had tried to extort presents

from me at the camp.
The journey on the spirited camels was very troublesome.

Our mounts took fright and dashed off at a toot or canter.
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so that the gendarme Ismain wished to proceed on foot rather

than risk falling from the saddle and breaking his neck.

I soon tamed the most spirited of the animals by compelling

each one to gallop along with me. After ten minutes they

were out of breath and after a quarter of an hour all the

camels went along quietly. From 11.32 A. M. to 1.2.5 P. M.
we halted on an extensive stretch of lowland covered with
brushwood and prepared our lunch. Not far from us stood

two dolmens (Fig. 3), the

southern one being 2.1 m.

high and the northern one

1.65 m. high, 0.7 m. broad at

the bottom and 0.6 m. at the

top, with a thickness of about

0.35 m. To the north of the

dolmens the soil had been

artificially hollowed out, and
rain water had collected there.

Eastward the plain was en-

closed by the steep walls of

as-§wehet, which the narrow
plain Harm az-Zbej'ani sepa-

rates from Wad'at al-Hamra
and al-Kennasijje. At three

o’clock we reached the east-

ern spur of the flat ridge Hazm al-Cabd, the steep sides

of which project as much as eighty meters above the plain.

These consist of three yellowish strata with an occasional

admixture of black stone upon which no grass or brushwood
thrives. Cut in them, however, are some short, deep SeHbdn

covered with brushwood. At 3.56 the furrowed region of

Tubejz al-'Afar became visible, called al-'Afar (the white)

because it contains numerous drifts of white sand. At 4.50

we halted near the southeastern spur of al-Cabd in the channel

of a deep se'^ib, in which our fire could not be seen. The
camels were able to graze around the baggage. Not knowing

whether a hostile band was still hidden somewhere close by,

we did not venture to make a fire on the bank, nor did we
allow the camels to graze on the uplands, where they would

have been visible from afar at sunset.

Fig. 3—Two dolmens south

of Habra Minwa’.
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VIEW FROM AL-CaBD

Accompanied by Mhammad, Tum^ and I ascended al-

6abd, from which we could sketch the whole of the surround-

ing country. The view to the north, east, and south was
extremely impressive.

Fig. 4—Tubejz al-‘Afar from the west.

To the north we could survey the whole plain of al-6afar, as well

as the more southern slopes of the mountains of al>Hganag^m and al-

K&*ade, which form the watershed between the Dead Sea and the de-

pression of al-6afar. To the southeast of these heights the mountain
ranges of ar-Rha*, Hmar as-Saww&n, Berk ad-DOde, and 6&1 al-Hawi^a

divide the fertile depression of Sirhan from that of al-6afar. On the

western slope of this watershed there is a very abundant growth of 'dder,

for which reason the gullies uniting in the valleys of al-Rwejr and *Arfa

are called §e*ib&n al-*Adrijjat. The steep slope 6al al-Hawsa separates

the region of Tubejz al-*Afar from Tubej2 al-Hamar. Beneath it in the

hollow of Fihat at-Tlejha are wells, Kulban al-Hawsa, from which the

of al-'En&b extends in a northwesterly direction as far as al-6afar.

Along the right-hand slope of al-'EnUb and to the northwest of the wells

stretches the table-shaped elevation of Umm Rukuba, while still farther

to the northwest is the table-shaped elevation Kart al-'Enab; and on the

left-hand side among the hills of Radh as-Sumr is the water Mehir abu

'Alda. The defile of Harm abu 'Alda separates these hills from the jagged

elevations of al-Mrejfedijje, the central part of which is called al-Bwejb.

To the west of these heights, from south to north, extends the narrow

plain of Harm 'Alejjan, bordered on the south by the table-land of al-

Kenn&§iijje. Down the northeastern spur of these hills, under Kart al-Amrar,

the rain water flows into the pond al-Fasa?ijjat.

The watershed between the se*t6 of al-Hawsa and the basin of Sorar

on the southwest is formed by the hills of al-6uMe, ar-Rise, an-Negili,

al-M§Srif, Sarmada, Twejjel az-Zibed, Umm Leben, az-Zejdanijje, and al-

Rdawijje. North of Twejjel az-Zibed is the water Tm§d Rabi'a. All these

uplands belong to the region of Tubeji al-'Afar (Fig. 4), the western

frontier of which is formed by the plains of Ammu RgUm and Fihat

Hawmal, from which rain water fills the ponds HabUri 'Amrat. Westward
from these plains rise the uplands of 'En&z, Durda§, at-Taje, Zel' Hawmal,
Sa*ada’-1-Hamra’, al-'Erfik, and az-Zejd&nijje. The plains of Qarm al-

l^em&ra and ^arm al-Mha§§ar separate the elevations az-Zejd&nijje from
§a*ada'-l-Barfa’ and al-Rdawijje, the last-named being connected with

a§-§w§het.
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Westward of these table-lands we could see beneath us an endless

yellowish plain, from which rose countless cupolas, cones, peaks, and
obelisks, isolated and in groups. As the highest of these elevations rose

only a little higher than the point where we were standing, it was obvious

that none was more than 980 meters high. The nearest to us was the

mutilated pyramid of al-*Ejsawi which towers up to the southeast; south-

west of it rises the peak of al-Mzejjen; and west of the latter the five

cones of at-Tamlat, southwest of which there extends from east to west
a table-land overlooked by the hill of al-*Awga\ South of al-Mzejjen and
Sa'ada^-1-Bar?a' rise the three high obelisks of Kalb al-MgawwaJ}, and
south of them, westward of Sa'ada’-l-Hamra', the huge group of Klub
al-9ejl and al-Hesse.^

Southeast of al-He§§e the plain of Bwejb al-Hawi merges with the

plain of Fihat Hawmal. At a considerable distance to the south, from
a yellowish plain, there rose the dark ridge of Se'ata partly concealing

the peak of Hi§st at-Towr, which lies north of the railway station of Dat
al-H4gg and southeast of the station of Hal&t *Ammar. North of Se'ata

the peaks of Dbejdeb Selit were reflected from the glistening white salt

marsh as-Sabha. At the southwestern edge of this marsh stand the old

pilgrims* station of Kal'a Sorar*® and the new railway station of al-

Mdawwara.
The se'tb of Fzer al-Razi, dividing at-Taje from Durdas and Sdejjed

R^zi, ends in the marshes of as-Sabl}a; and here also ends the §e'ib of

al-Mkejhil, which originates at Msas al-Cabd under the name al-fteb{i',

as well as ar-Rwe^e and ar-Ratje to the west of al-Mkejhil. On the

right side of ar-Ratje, stretching from north to southeast, the plain is

shut in by a row of hillocks. Berk ar-Rezaje, partly buried in sand.

® Ibn (died 768 A.D.) relates (Ibn HiSam [died 834 A.D.], Stra [Wtistenfeld]

,

p. 975; Mu*Sain [Wiistenfeld] , Vol. 2, p. 448) that Zejd ibn ^areta attacked the Beni
tiudam near QuSejn, which, accordinsr to Ibn HiSAm, is situated in the region of ^esma. —
If we ventured to read |fu§§ejn, we could locate this spot in al-^edSe, situated on the eastern
border of ^esma not far from a supply of water at al-Mdej(ijje and thus suitable for
a camping place. It is possible that Zejd returned through the region of ^esma to TebCk :

but from the narratives of al-Wa^edi and Ibn HiSAm it does not seem as if he penetrated
into Qesma.

JAVQt, op, cit., Vol. 3, p. 77, states that Sarr is the border between the Qel^Az and
Syria, that it lies between al-Murtta and the settlement of Tebuk, forming a station on the
Syrian Pilgrim Route, and that it was there that the leaders of the armies fighting in
Syria waited for the Caliph 'Omar ibn al-^a^tAh. He also asserts that al-Med!na is thirteen
days’ march distant from the station of Sarf and that, according to MAlek ibn Ans, Sarp is

a settlement in WAdi TebAk.
Al-Mufita should be located on the Pilgrim Route, north of Sorar, but it is utterly

unknown. It seems to me that it has been erroneously transcribed from Ma'An or confused
with the station of the same name on the road from al-KOfa. The statement of MAlek ibn
Ans that Sarr is situated in the WAdi TebOk is obviously incorrect, for the Arabic geographers
nowhere refer to the WAdi TebAk.

The same place, Soraj*, is also recorded by JAi^At, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 86, in the form
SarA'. He quotes a passage from a lost work by Abu ^udajfa on the conquest of Syria, in
which it was stated that Abu 'Obejda marched with the Moslems by way of WAdi al-^ura’,
al-6unejne, al-A^ra', TebAk, and SarA', whereupon he advanced into Syria. — All these
places here referred to are situated on the present Pilgrim Route, and from this it is clear
that SarA' is a corruption of Sarf. The old name Sarp has been preserved by the natives
in the form Sorar ; but in the later literature of the pilgrimages it was replaced by the name
TubeJlijjAt or TabtlijjAt.

Mebmed £d!b (1779 A.D.) writes {Mendxil [Constantinople. 1232 A.H.], p. 72) that
the station of JubejlijjAt is fifteen hours distant from ^ahr al-'A^aba, that no water is to
be had there, and that the stronghold and reservoir there were built by 'AbdallAh Pasha.
According to him, on both sides of the stronghold rise stony slopes, and an endless desert
stretches away from the mountains, undulating and from afar resembling an ocean of sand.
The road to the station of DAt al-blAAA is stony except for a track on which one travels
for about three hours.
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Farther west extends another row of jagged brownish hillocks, which
at the time we observed them were covered with bluish shadows cast by
the setting sun.

AL-CABD to the §E'iB OF AL-KRfiN

Having returned to our camels, we made them kneel down
close to the hillside, tethering their front legs; and after

supper we lay down around them, fearing lest the high spirit-

ed animals should be frightened by s.ome wild beast during

the night and run away.
On Monday, May 30, 1910, we were in the saddle as

early as 4.15 A. M. (temperature: 8“ C). Not wishing to ride

around the spur of the ridge of al-Cabd, which extends far

to the north, we laboriously ascended the steep slope (gal)

by winding paths and then, after a short time, crawled down
into a low ground covered with luxuriant perennials. At six

o’clock we reached the dome of Mhakhak al-Cabd and re-

mained beneath it until 7.03. This dome, which rises above
the southern slope of the table-land al-Cabd, affords a de-

lightful view across the southern plains. It seemed as if the

latter, lying several hundred meters below us, were plunged

in bluish water from which arose a dark blue vapor enfold-

ing still darker water with a thin veil. Above the dense haze

there rose like islets countless horns, cones and truncated

cones, blunt pyramids, obelisks, and other quaint shapes, fash-

ioned by the action of rain, frost, and wind, which had gnawed
at the layers of rock and carried away the softer ingredients

to the east and southeast as far as the sandy desert an-Nefud.

The rays of the rising sun were reflected from the separate

peaks in a dense shower of golden sparks, while the sides turn-

ed away from the sun were wrapped in a dark red shadow.

From Mhakhal^ al-Cabd we turned toward the west, rid-

ing above the slope itself until we descended through a deep

gap to the foot of it. The descent was very difficult. The
road led between huge broken boulders, amid which our cam-
els, loaded as they were, could not pick their way; so we
were obliged to unload the animals and carry the baggage our-

selves. In places there were drifts of sand a meter in depth

and so soft that the camels sank into it up to their knees.

At 8.05 we arrived at the rain water well M§S.§ al-Cabd,

situated at the foot of the mountains in a small bay. The
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well is between three and four meters deep and after a heavy
rain is filled with water to a depth of one meter. If it

does not rain copiously for two or three years the water
dries up. In the immediate vicinity there is an abundant
growth of ba’etrdn.

Having let the camels drink and after filling our goat-

skin bags with water, we moved on at 8.40 and by numerous
windings reached the summit, along which we proceeded in

a west-southwesterly direction. From 9.32 to 11.05 we let

the camels graze, while we drew a sketch of the southern
region. At twelve o’clock we reached the very edge of the
slope which falls steeply towards the south and saw beneath
us on the plain of al-MazIum large green expanses that re-

minded us of our own fields of central Europe. They were
densely covered with the plants known as semh. In the lower
places the semh was dark green, while on the borders higher
up, where the moisture had already evaporated, it was be-

ginning to grow yellow and ripe. Bluish sandstone rocks en-

closed the sewfe-covered plains. Farther to the south there

extended olive-colored cones, horns, and ridges, with pink

slopes, which seemed to throb in the burning and almost
visible rays of the noonday sun. All the sides facing the north-

west were covered with yellowish sand, while the eastern

and northeastern sides had a dark brown gloss, and on some
of them blood-red stripes could be distinguished. At two
o’clock Mhammad pointed out to me, far in the south, the

sharp, jagged peaks of al-'Agat and, to the northwest of them,

two cones and seven dome-shaped groups which formed
§e'ata. To the southwest of us and quite close by, there arose

the three tabular hills of at-Tlejtwat, which at times disap-

peared in the quivering haze and at other times assumed
gigantic shapes which appeared to change their positions.

The undulating upland of al-Cabd gradually merges into the

plain of ar-Ratijje, inclining to the north toward the seHb

of Ammu Mil but falling steeply toward the south. In places

the stony soil is so eaten away by wind and rain that it ap-

pears to have been artificially paved. In places, too, it is cov-

ered with coarse gravel in which the only growing things

are small groups of da‘d% a species of semh. In a few shal-

low declivities there thrive mti, rate, mrdr, and knifde, which

the Hwetat call 6aff marjam.
At 2.45 P. M. Mhammad showed me, to the south at the
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foot of the slope, the rain water well M§a§ 6eb(i% by which
'Awde abu Tajeh encamped in December, 1909, on his march
to Tubej2 al-'Afar. From this camp he undertook a campaign
against the Sirhan clan, whose flocks were then grazing on the

southern foot of the Hawrfin, north of Ku§ejr 'Amra. Passing
through the of Hedreg, the Hwetat were observed by
the Beni SaJjr, who immediately pursued them on horses

and camels and overtook them in five hours. A fight took

place, in which the Beni Sa^r succumbed to the superior

power of the Hwetat. Between twenty and twenty-five of

the combatants fell, among them Hajel eben FSjez, my good
friend and brother, who in the years 1898, 1900, and 1901

accompanied me to the castle of 'Amra. A treacherous bullet

ended the life of this undaunted warrior, whose body was
covered with scars of both rifle and sword wounds. Of his

brothers, who were friends of mine, Barbas, 6eruh, and
Mhammad perished in the fight; the only one to die a natural

death being Talal, who died in October, 1909, at Damascus,
where he was negotiating with the Governor. In the above-

mentioned fight north of al-Hedre^, the HwStat captured

seven mares, whose riders were thrust from the saddle

(kaldje‘), and also sixty good riding camels.

At 4.05 we perceived on our right hand some small thick-

ets of talk trees growing in the gullies which join with

the Se°tb of Ammu Mil. At 4.19 we halted by one of these

thickets (temperature: 31.5° C). The trees, which attained a

diameter of eight-tenths of a meter, were luxuriantly green

and dotted with hard circular buds. Their long thorns cov-

ered all the surrounding ground, and we had to gather them
up, as otherwise they would have penetrated our skin bags.

Our camels found abundant pasturage in the vicinity and we
prepared the evening meal. As the smoke from our fire could

have been seen from afar, we decided not to spend the night

in the same place; so at 7.02 we proceeded farther to the west

and at 8.30 encamped in one of the gullies of the se‘ib of

al-Kren.

THE §E'lB OF AL-KRfiN TO RWEJSAT UMM ItAZA

On Tuesday, May 31, 1909, at 5.05 A. M. (temperature:
10.5° C) we entered the region of al-Kdur. This consists of

undulating plains furrowed to the north by broad, deep chan-
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nels, and it contains no considerable peaks or elevations. Only
to the northeast could be seen a knoll of no great height
with a large pile of stones upon it. Beneath this knoll, in the

se%h of al-Keder, lies the rain water well Msas abu 'Amud.
To the northwest the region of al-Kdur extends as far as
the ruin of al-Mrejjera, which is also called Hirbet al-Kdur.“

In the autumn of 1907 the clan of 'Awde abu Tajeh was
encamped at al-Kdur. Their flocks, which were grazing in the
se’ihan of Abu 'Alejdijjat, were attacked by the Sammar
and driven away as booty. The Sammar also stole a herd of
white she-camels (mardtir) belonging to 'Awde. Now white
she-camels are the pride of every clan, and they form the
only herd from which not a single animal is sold. So it is

customary to have them guarded by the best fighters; and
if an enemy succeeds in stealing this herd the news spreads
throughout the desert, all who hear it admire the alertness of

the marauder and jeer at the careless clan which allowed its

white herd to be driven away. At that time 'Awde was paying a
visit to an-Nuri eben Sa'lan, who was encamped on the south-

ern foot of the Hawran by al-Azrak. 'Awde returned to his

men on the day following the raid; as soon as he heard the
sad and ignominious news that his white herd had been stolen

from him, he at once proceeded with sixty men on camels
in pursuit of the Sammar. He overtook them in the region

of al-Hug, on the northwestern border of the Nefud near the

well of Abu Tenijje. There are only two convenient roads

leading from the basin in which the well is situated to the

upland. During the night 'Awde occupied both roads, sur-

rounded the Sammar who were asleep, killed seven men, res-

cued the stolen herd, and took thirty-two riding camels as

plunder, with which he returned to his men. The latter, who
were then encamped by the rain water well Msas ar-Ratijje,

greeted him with hearty rejoicings.

At 6.02 A. M. we crossed the main road leading from

south to north, the road which is followed by the migrating

tribes. At the station of al-Hazm it separates from the Pil-

grim Route and passes by the watering places at al-Mratijje,

” Al-Mas'Mi (956 A.D.), Tanbth (De Goeje), p. 338, relates that in the year 716—717
the Abbasside, Mu^ammed ibn 'Ali, dwelt, according to some in al-^omejma, according: to

others in Kr&r among: the a§-Sera* mountains in the territory of al-Beili^a’ in the adminis-

According: to manuscript L (British Museum, Add. 23, 270), ibui,, p. 338, note 8, the

place Kr4r should be read as Kd4r, which is identical with the present Keder or Kdtlr. It

is situated among: the aS-Sera* mountains bordering: on the environs of al-^omejma in the

administrative area of Damascus. Al-Bel^a' did not extend so far to the south.
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al-'Akejla, al-Msetijje, and al-6afar. Thence it winds through
the defile of an-Nkejb to the Kurtasijje range, passes by Twil
as-ShSk on the west, swings off to Radir al-6inz, and at al-

Hasa’ again unites with the highroad of al-Hagg, the Pil-

grim Route. At the wells of al-6afar this road is crossed by
another road leading from the west from Petra (Wadi Musa)
via Ma'an, al-6afar, al-Hawsa, and Majku' to Dumat al-6an-

dalijje (al-6owf).‘“

Westward from the former road the region of al-Kdur

becomes more and more rugged. The, individual gullies are

deeper and the slopes more precipitous. At 8.42 we perceived

in one of the gullies a boulder 2 m. long, 1.6 m. high, and
1.1 m. thick, known as al-Madbah (place of sacrifice) because

it is said that upon it goats and sheep have been sacrificed

to the dead who are buried in the small cemetery to the south.

Around al-Madbah, as well as in the other seHbdn of the

neighborhood, there is an abundant growth of ratam, iden

al-hmdr, sih; also zetdde in places and talk bushes. The hills

separating the SeHbdn from each other are covered with coarse

stones, which made it difficult for our camels to press forward.

From 9.30 to eleven o’clock we remained in the seHb of al-

Mutrammel, where the camels found only a scanty pasture

(temperature: 29.8° C). The winter rains had filled the artificial

reservoirs at the pilgrimage station of Faso'a, and several

clans of the Hwetat had encamped near by. Their flocks had
been grazing in al-Kdur, and in consequence all the grass

and brushwood had been consumed. At 1.15 P. M. we crossed

the railway line near the station of 'Akabat al-Heg:azijje

(1150 m.)."®

To the northeast we perceived a higher elevation, Twejjel

al-Hag^, and to the west a tower-shaped pile of stones indicat-

ing the site of the pilgrimage station of Fas6°a, hidden in the

basin of the SeHb of al-M§M, which unites with Abu ‘Amud

This is the transport route which Artemidorus (100 B.C.) states (Strabo, Geographih
XVI, 4; 18) is used by the trade caravans of the inhabitants of Gerrha proceeding to Petra.

1’ J&l^dt, Mu*0am (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 712, relates that Dat al-Man&r is situated
on the extreme southern border of Syria. It was there that Abu 'Obejda (634 A.D.) pitched
his camp on his expedition to Syria. — As we know from the report which is recorded by
Abu ^udajfa (Ja^dt, op, cit., Vol. 3, p. 86), Abu ‘Obejda enter^ Syria north of Sorap:
we musC therefore expect to find D&t ai-Manftr between this settlement and the town of
Ma*&n and thus somewhere near the present station of 'A^cabat al-^e§azijje. The main
transport route from southwestern Arabia to Syria ascended the ridge of aS-Sera' behind the
station of Sorar, through the pass of Batn ^dl, which is the most convenient for draft
animals. Above this pass there certainly was erected a watchtower, illuminated on dark
nights in order that the caravans might not wander from the right path and therefore called

D&t al-Man&r. Similar towers were built along the road from al-KOfa to al-Medina, where
they were also known as Man&r.
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farther to the northeast. At 12.40 P. M. we descended to the

small ruined fortress of Faso'a, north of which are situated

two artificial rain pools still partly filled with water (Figs.

5, 6, 7). We remained near this spot until 1.32.

The camels were very thirsty, pressing forward to the

edge of the parapet of the rain pools, and it was all we could

do to drive them away and prevent them from falling into

the water. Serif and Mhammad baled the water out of the

pond with a canvas bucket, making the camels drink from
this container. No sooner had the animals assuaged their

thirst than they were running about in search of pasture.

Accordingly, there was nothing for us to do but to replace

the baggage quickly and move on, as there was not a single

plant in the vicinity of the rain pools. Everything had been
entirely eaten up.

We proceeded to the west through the opening of the

seHban of Abu 'Alejdijjat, which join Abu Rtejmat and al-

Makmi. At three o’clock we reached the se%h of al-Morara,

near which the region of al-Kdur ends and the actual range
of as-Sera’ begins. The latter consists of a broad, flat ridge

ascending towards the northwest, covered with coarse gravel

in which the §a'rdn grows abundantly. At 4.20 we halted on
the southern foot of the cone of Rwejsat umm Raza, north-

west of the pass Nakb al-Hdejb, which is traversed by a fairly

convenient road to the southern lowlands (temperature:
30.5° C). Serif was to prepare our evening meal while Isma'in

guarded the camels.

VIEW FROM KNOLL OF AL-HDEJB

Taking Mhammad with us we proceeded to the knoll of

al-Hdejb, which is of no great height and stands near a precip-

itous slope, and from its summit we made a geographical sketch.

The station of 'Akabat al-^ej^azijje is mentioned under different names in various
descriptions of travel. Mebmcd Edtb. Mendzil (Constantinople, 12:^2 A. H.), p. 71, calls it

i^ahr al-'Akaba. as well as 'Ib&dan, while the pili;rims arc said to have called it also Syrian
'A^aba. It is thirteen hours distant from Ma'An, without water, and situated in a valley.

A military guard from Ma'an escorts the pilgrims as far as this station along a flint-covered

road. Just before al-'A\^aba is reached the pilgrims dismount from their litters and proceed
downhill on foot; the pasha — the leader of the pilgrims — sits beneath a parasol at al-'^AVaba
and inspects the pilgrims advancing before him. At this point the water bearers distribute

sherbet. In the sandy and stony district round about, Othman Pasha (died 1758) caused
a stronghold and a fountain to be built. The locality of L!s. like a village, is situated behind
'Ib&dan, to which it belongs. It is in these places that the chamberlain of the pasha who is

in charge of the pilgrims' caravan collects letters from the pilgrims on the return journey
and conveys them speedily to Constantinople. Generally, however, this is done earlier, at the
settlement of Tebdk. — The LSs referred to by Meljmed Edib perhaps designates the group
of isolated rocks, ad-D!se, between 'Aljabat al-9e^razijje and Soraf.
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Pig. 6

Fig. 5—Fasd'a fortress from the southeast.

Fig. 6—Faso'a fortress, interior.
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To the east we could see the deep gap of Batn al-‘Akaba, through
which the railway line winds to the stations of Batn Rftl (1125 m.) and
Wadi ar-Ratam (993 m.). To the south from as-Sera’ lead the passes

Nakb as-Sen', al-Mumbatah, al-Ahmar, and al-Hdejb, from the last of

which we^ were taking observations (1355 m.) (Fig. 8). Not far to the

west as-Sera* bends northward at the spur Ras al-Msattara. At this

spur begins the seib of Raber, called al-Hafir in its central part. This
se'ih is joined on the right by the seHbdn of Umm Zareb, Umm Etle,

Fig. 7—Rain pool of Faso'a.

and Ammu Tlejha and comes to an end in the rain pond Naka' al-

'Alejjin near Kal'a Sorar, where also end the al-Mhejs and ar-Ratam val-

leys, which are traversed by the railway line. Between the two latter

valleys rise the isolated peaks of al-Harad, 'Emmer, and al-Hatijje,

while between al-MheJs and al-Hafir, on a rocky plain, are situated the

cone-shaped hills of 'Ammar, Dbejban, and al-Kaws. West of Dbejban
and the Je/ib of al-Hafir towers the isolated 'Omejr, south of which is

Ammu Sdad, split into two parts; and southwest of Ammu Sdad stands

the mutilated obelisk of as-Sk6k. To the south of al-Hafir the Hozon
(or al-Hozn) valley, which begins between the al-Abrak and al-Birde

ranges, ends also at Naka' al-*Alejjin. In its upper portion, on the right,

al-Hozn is joined by Ammu Rkejbe, Umm Hasim, and al-Baljtijje, as well

as by as-Samra, Abu Hsejje, and al-Mhas, all three of which proceed from
the as-Sa'ejd elevation. The latter is bordered to the south by the al-Losom
valley, which starts in the as-Sardan plain and is joined on the right by the

seHbdn of ar-Ratama and Umm 'Alda. Between the lower courses of al-

Hozon and al-Losom lies the short gully Sidd al-Kah. The rain ponds

Habari Sorar derive their water from the seHbdn of as-Saladeh, Wudej
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Rakeb, Ab-al-^Iar, al-Hasra, and al-Halfa. The latter proceeds from the

water Hsi ammu Sejfen in Ammu Kaff and is joined on the right

by Umm Rati and Umm Sellale, between which rises the cone of Bnejzer.

To the southeast of Habari Sorar ends Se'ib at-Tebahher, which begins

near Twejjel al-Magnun under the name of al-Mustahakna, and in which
is situated the water of Hsejjet Stejje. The last running in a north-

easterly direction through the hills of Nderat al-Fhul to the marshes of

as-Sabha, is called al-Mu'ajzeb.

Near Dat al-Hagg end the seHbdn of Hlejf Zeben, which runs from
the hills of al-Abrak, and Umm Zarb, which is joined by al-Hind. The
latter comes from the watershed of Nedra and from the fountain of al-

Hind (Bir al-Hind), divides the hills of 'Enejk on the south from those

of Id (Berka 'Id) on the north, and borders on the south side of al-

Hanaser. Near Berka Td are the springs of al-Hlelit.

The station of Dat al-Hagg lies in a basin into which the water
flows from the surrounding valleys, hiding itself beneath alluvial de-

posits and sand. In many places the water rises to the surface, so that

it would be possible to plant the whole hollow with palms, which now grow
here and there only. The pilgrimage station is a rectangular stone strong-

hold with a large courtyard and a shallow well containing good clean

water.

The plain of ad-Darejn, extending southward from Dat al-Hagg, is

enclosed on the west by the hills of ad-Dhal, Berk at-Tweref, and
al-Kidrijje. Into it merges the se%b of Dimne (near which are situated

the wells ftebw al-Hamir, Biz, and Dimne), as well as the great Wadi
az-Zejte, which, under the name of an-Ngejli, begins at Bir al-Msallam
in the az-Zejte range. On the left this wadi is joined by Ammu Frut
and Umm Hasab, which proceed from the al-Mhassa and al-Harik hills;

on the right the following se'ibdn merge with az-Zejte: al-Mrassa, which
rises in the Far'un hills; at-Ttori, which conveys water from al-Mnejdir,

ad-Darabig, and as-Sehem; Sder, separating the al-Hrejmat hills from
'Emart al-'Aguz and al-Hawatel; and Rejlan, proceeding from the ruins

al-Krajje. At the lower end of the last-named se‘ib are the wells of

al-'Ejene,

To the north of our halting place, near the pass of al-Hdejb, the

rain water flows through the seHbdn of al-Morara, Bajjiiz, and al-Abjaz

to the valley of as-Sidijje, which ends in the depression of al-6afar.

The dome-shaped hills of Rwejsat umm Raza separate as-Sidijje from
the gullies of Sna' Zaher and Abu Kejsuma, which combine to form the

se'ib of az-Zerib. The latter, after merging with ad-Dabbe, is called Ta-

Mu^dam ( Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2. p. 182, refers to a place called Dat
between al-Med!na and Syria.

Accordin); to Abu-l-Feda' (died 1331 A. D.), Mufj^ta^ar (Adler),Vol. 5, p. 284, the Beni L&m,
who were encamped in the ^eg&z, gathered together near pat al-l^&^}^ in the year 1313 and
attacked the merchants traveling; out on camels to TebOk to meet the returning pilgrims.
More than twenty merchants fell before they managed to beat off the Beni L&m and take
about eighty riding-camels away from them. — The Beni Lam belonged to the tribe of Twi*
Today they encamp in southern Irak.

Mebmed Edib, op» cit., p. 72, states that the station of D&t al-Ijlagg is also called Dar
al-^a^g, 9aj^ar, and Bij&r. He says it is fourteen hours distant from Carim&n, as the station
of Tubejlijjat was sometimes called. During the reign of Sultan Suleiman, according to
Mebmed £d!b, a stronghold and a reservoir were established there, the latter being filled

from a well dug in the stronghold. An abundance of wild dates was to be found there,
because date palms thrived in soil in which water could be obtained anywhere by digging

:

the shallow wells at this station belonged to the Beni Selim tribe ; the hill opposite was
called b^ubbet '» the gravel consisted of pebbles and flints.
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berijja and is joined on the left by Abu HalMa. Its lower course is

known as al-Msawwal.

We stood on the ridge of the ag-§era’ range where, after

running from north to south, it turns off almost at a right

angle to the east, thus forming for a distance of nearly one
hundred kilometers the natural frontier between territory

on the north which might be partially cultivated and rocky

and sandy desert on the south; between present-day Syria

and the Heg:az; between the Arabia Petraea and Arabia Felix

of classical times; and between the mountain range of Seir,

or Edom and the territory of the Madianites of Biblical times.

rwejsAt umm raza to al-batra

Returning to our baggage, we came without warning upon
Ismain sitting quietly by the fire drinking coffee. Five of

the camels were not to be seen, but two of them were grazing

on a hill about two kilometers away. When I reproached him
for neglecting to guard the camels, which, in this undulating

region, might easily be driven off by enemies moving through
the numerous passes, he replied calmly: “If Allah has decreed

that the camels are to be stolen from us, we cannot prevent

it even if we guard them.”
After the evening meal we proceeded farther to the west

at 7.40 and at 8.47 encamped in the Se’ib of Sna' Zaher. The
night was very warm and clear.

On Wednesday, June 1, 1910, I roused my companions
at three o’clock, untethered the camels so that they could

graze, and lit a small fire over which I warmed the coffee.

Mhammad and Isma'in did not get up until the smell of the

steaming beverage reached them. A small cup of coffee and
a morsel of bread composed our breakfast. At 4.45 (temper-
ature: 17“ C) we set off on the march, at first to the west,

but from five o’clock onwards due north, because a§-§era’

itself turns off almost at a right angle to the north near

Rfis al-Msattara (1455 m.). We proceeded over broad, low

table-lands, and through shallow, broad valleys, all of which
could have been cultivated. They were covered with an abun-

dance of annuals and perennials. To the west these plateaus

fall away steeply, without any transition, to a depth of about
three hundred meters, while to the east the descent is gradual.

At eight o’clock we reached a region where the table-lands
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merge into an elevation cut by broad valleys and numerous
narrow, deep, transverse gullies. Only the lower valleys might
be transformed into fertile fields; but on the slopes of the

gullies there is an abundance of grass and bushes, which
affords copious pasture. There is a fair amount of water, as

nearly every se^ib contains a spring; so the whole region

might be tilled and colonized. Before us rose the nlighty

dome-shaped peak of al-Batra, projecting somewhat to the

east from the ridge of as-§era’ itself.

We met five migrating families of the Beni 'Atijje, as

they call themselves, though the Hwitat and other tribes

camping to the north of Ma'an nearly always refer to them
as Ma"aze or 'Atawne. Each family had but one camel, upon
which was loaded all its property: a tiny tent with a single

main pole, torn blankets, a bag of semh, a small pouch of

sour milk, and the smallest of the children. The other mem-
bers of the family walked behind the camels, driving a small

flock of goats with long, shiny, black hair. No flock contained

more than fifteen animals.

At 8.27 we arrived at the spring wells Bijar al-Batra

(Figs. 9, 10). Of these about twenty are filled with stones,

but eight have been preserved in good condition. They are

nearly four meters deep, and the water in them is always
clear and fresh but flows only gradually. Serif crept into a

well and filled a canvas bucket which Isma'in held attached

to a rope. The camels did not want to drink, so we filled one
of the bags and at 8.50 began to mount the winding paths

to the peak of al-Batra. We were accompanied by a Hw^ti
who had joined us at the springs. At 9.15 we deposited our

baggage by the ruined Roman watchtower (Fig. 11) and
remained there until noon (temperature: 34.5° C). The camels

grazed while we drew a sketch map.

VIEW PROM AL-BATRA

From al-Batra a wide view is obtainable. To the south the prospect

s enclosed by the high peaks and cones constituting the mountains of

Ramm, al-Barra, al-Mazmar, and the mutilated pyramid of Umm ‘Asrin,

with the huge and lofty ridge of Raman west of Umm 'Asrin. In the

more immediate foreground to the south, above a rocky plain, rise the

solated remains of mountains of various partly disintegrated forms.

From the plain the rain water flows through the se'ib of Btajjehat

to the Wadi al-Jitm. Btajjeh&t has three tributaries: from the south-

east, al-Herim; from the northeast, an-Nasfe; and from the north.
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Fig. 10

Pigs. 9 and 10—Bijfir (wells of) al-Batra.
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at-Telage. Al-Herim rises between al-Barra, al-Abrak, and 6ilf al-

Mnejsir; near it and in the eastern part of the Ramm range are situ-

ated the wells of al-'Agelin, Abu Rmejle, as-Sbah, al-Kwejse, and al-

Mrejra. An-Nasfe begins south of al-Msattara on the southern foot of

the low table-shaped rocks of pera* umm Sw&de and Hazb as-Saferin

and joins al-Herim southwest of the brown, cone-shaped peaks of Atra
and 'Emud and south of the huge broken summit of al-Hsani. At-Telage

proceeds from the ruins of the same name on the western edge of the

a§-§era* range. It separates the rocks of al-Me'zSnijje from al-6ill;

al-*Emejjed from Hazb as-Saferin, near which flows the spring of al-

Rorr; the peak of *Erka from Salaka; Abu Halkum from Hzejb ar-Ruhbi;

al-M^ardk and al-Hmejza from Hazbat ar-Ratama; and, joining with

al-^erim west of al-HsHni between the cones of Ahejmer and Umm
Hasa, forms Btajjehat.
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To the northeast could be seen the railway station of Ma'&n, the

depression of al-6afar with Twil §h&lj: to the north, and west of the

latter the extinct volcanoes rising east of the settlement of D&na.
There is no view from al-Batra to the west because the vast ridge of

a§-Sera’ rises up to cut off the prospect in that direction.

AL-BATRA TO bIr HADAB

From al-Batra we proceeded to the west. The Se'ibdn are

deep, the slopes rocky, but between them extends a level ele-

vation upon which both annuals and perennials flourish. North
of al-Batra there are numerous springs of water. At 12.30

P. M., in the §e‘ih of al-Hufejjere, we found the remains of

old gardens, and at 12.47 two old, but still active, wells of

the same name. We then mounted the ridge of as-§era’, upon
which we halted at 1.17 among the ruins of Umm at-Telage

(Fig. 12).

Umm at-Telage is the southernmost settlement on as-

§era’, there being hundreds of similar ruins to the north of

it. The ridge of as-§era’, which is flat and covered with a broad

layer of yellow clay, could easily be transformed into fertile

fields. There is a magnificent view into the region of Hesma’,
toward which a§-§era’ falls steeply over three hundred meters.

Hesma’ begins to the northwest of Umm at-Telage and extends far

to the south. It is a white, rocky plain, eroded by rain, wind, and sand,

upon which are found the numberless scattered, brown remains of

various firmer strata. On the northeast this plain is bordered by the

steep wall of the as-§era’ range; and on the west by a brown ridge

which runs from north to south, falling off on the west towards the

Stephen of Byzantium (about 600 A. D.). Ethnica (Meineke). p. 237, calls Dusara
a very hish mountain in Arabia. According to him it is named after the grod Dusare, who is

worshipped by the Arabs and Dacharenoi tribes.

Ibn j^aldOn (died 1406 A.D.), Mukaddivia (QuatremSre), Vol. 1, pp. 110—111; idem,
‘Ibar (BOl&k* A.H.), Vol. 1, p. 6^, writes that to the east from the shore of the
Mediterranean Sea there rises a huge mountain called al-Lukk&m. BeKinnint; near the Sea
of i^olzum, not far from the town of Ajla, it extends in a north-northeast direction, separat-
ing Egypt from Syria. At its southern extremity, near Ajla. is the steep pass of al-'A^aba,
through which the journey is made from Egypt to Mecca, and to the north of which Abraham
is buried. The mountain range of al-Lukk&m is bordered to the north from al-'A^aba by the
aS-Sera* range, which first runs towards the east but then changes its direction. To the east
of it is situated the settlement of al-Hegr, the territory of the TamOd tribe, and the oases
of Tejma and DQmat al-6andal, which latter forms the remotest settlement of the Heg&z.
Between the aS-Sera* range and the Sea of ^olzum extends the sandy desert of Tebuk. At
a turning of the al-Lukk&m range to the north is situated Damascus, separated by this

mountain range from the towns of Sajda* and Beirut.

—

Ibn Ifalddn calls the western edige of the Syrian rift valley al-Lukk&m. He sometimes
refers to al-'Ai^aba as a steep slope of this mountain range near the Gulf of al-‘Akaba and
sometimes as the pilgrims' station of al-'A^aba (Ajla) from which the afi-Sera’ range extends
to the east. Ibn ^aldiln is thinking of the southernmost part of this range, which, project-
ing far to the east, bends in a semicircle open towards the east and runs in a northeasterly
direction. Al-Bleftr does not lie to the east but to the south of afi-Sera' ; likewise the territory
of the Tamdd and the desert of Tebdk. which, according to Ibn extends as far as
the Gulf of al-'A^aba of the Sea of l^olzum. It is interesting that he reckons the oasis of
Ddmat al-6andal as still forming part of the ^eftftz.
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rift valley of al-*Araba and the Red Sea. From Umm at-Telllge to the
southwest extend oblong groups of isolated rocks: Hzejbt as-Sme*e,

al-6ill, Derw as-Sulba, and ar-Rokob. West of them the channel of

Ammu Sawra twines like a white girdle, its head lying near the spring
of Fawara, westward from the ruins of Star.*®

Fig. 12—Ruins of Umm at-Telage.

A small telegraph line has been installed along the left side of the

se'ib of Ammu Sawra, which runs down from the Star pass. This line

passes the spring of az-Zerafa not far below the pass. Westward from
the se'ib of Ammu Sawra can be seen innumerable white dome-shaped
rocks of the groups Derw as-Saki, Harabt al-'Abid, and al-Koff. Behind

Saladin marched through our pass of St&r. Abu Sama. Raw^atejn (Barbier de Meynard).
p. 217, relates that on May 11, 1182, Saladin set out from Egypt for Damascus by way of
§adr and Ajla and arrived there after five days. Learning that the unbelievers were concen-
trating their army near al-Kerak in order to obstruct his path, he strengthened his two
flanks and proceeded from the region of ^esma" through the pass of Sit&r to al-Karjatejn,
making an incursion into the enemy’s country. Thereafter he marched with the main stren^h
of his army along the very border of the al-Kerak territory to al-I;j[asa’, while his brother,

al-Muldk Bdri, traveled with the noncombatants on his right flank. Within a week
they had joined at al-Azrak. —

It would seem that Saladin, when coming from Egypt, followed the ancient transport
route by way of $adr to Ajla. Traveling rapidly, he arrived at the latter harbor within five

days. Thence he took the northeastern brahch road to the main transport route by way of
Ma'&n. From the account given it is clear that he reached the region of ^esma and the
pass of Star. The branch road in question leads from al-'A^aba through the Wd,di al-Jitm
to the northwestern corner of the ^esma’ region, whence it ascends through the Star pass
across the aS-Sera’ range and then follows parallel to this range as far as the oasis of
Ma^'an, which our report refers to as al-l^arjatejn — two settlements — because it comprises
two villages. From Ma‘d,n Saladin proceeded with his army along the main south to north
transport route until he got as far as the station of al-^asa’ at the head of the wddi bearing
the same name. From there he moved in a northeasterly direction to the stronghold of

al-Azraki where he met his brother.
J&kdt. Mu‘dam (Wdstenfeld), Vol. 3, p. 269, refers to the Sitir pass as lying to the

east of the Egyptian Pilgrim Road and lading through the aS-Sera’ range between the
regions of al-Bcl^a* and al-Med!na. It leads north into an extensive grassy district, located

south of al-Kerak, over which loom the F&r&n mountains.
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them to the west rises the white, mutilated cone of az-Za*tar, flanking

the rocky plain to the north. On the west the plain is bordered by a
brown mountain range intersected with numerous deep Se'ibdn. The parts

of this range situated west of az-Za‘tar are known as ’ArkQb al-MSejti,

Rwejs ad-Dukkdne, aS-Sunn&rijje, and Ktejb az-Zab'i; while farther to

the south are U^ejmer, az-Ziblijje, Umm al-'Azim, Seji^er, Ms&wer, Dneb,
Trejbin, Tabal^&t Kal|}a, a§-§6r, az-Zamhk, ai-MlS^j, az-Zarba, al-Hegfe,

Abu Sjejle, al-Hmejra, Ummu Njjejle, and al-Mdajfen, separated from
R&m&n by the defile Qarm al-Mer$ed.

At 2.38 P. M. we started off toward the north through

fields sown with barley and wheat. After three o’clock we
entered the valley of al-Bijara, where lie the springs of al-

’Anejzi and the ruins of the large settlement of an-Nasara.

At 3.46 we were at the spring of Abu Krejzat, and at four

o’clock we were standing by the ruins of the Roman encamp-
ment at al-Karana (temperature; 21° C). I wished to make
a sketch plan of this stronghold, which I had visited as far

back as 1898,^’ but this was not possible. Some of the Hw§tat,

while cultivating the neighboring fields, had set up folds for

their sheep and goats among the ruins and had removed the

walls, which had been still preserved in 1898. They were
encamped about six hundred meters east of al-Karana, near

the springs of al-Mi:awg:a and Ab-ad-Dud, and immediately

came up behind us. As the negro Mhammad was not well

acquainted with this region, I wanted one of these Hwetat
to act as our guide, and Ismaln brought me a man about forty

years of age who declared that he knew all the hills, springs,

and ruins from there to Wadi Musa. Wishing to make sure

of his knowledge, I asked him to point out on the ground
the directions north and south and to indicate the position

of the SeHb of az-Zerib, through which the rain water flows

from al-Karana to the northeast. The poor fellow could not

distinguish north from south; he described everything situated

to the north or south of us as being between sunset and
sunrise. When I declared that he could not go with us because

he did not know the directions, he asked me to take him
nevertheless and endeavored to make an exact drawing of

the Se’ib of az-Zerib for me. Five times he set about the work,

and five times he arrived at a different result, being quite

unable to indicate in the sand the winding course of this valley

although he could see it in front of him. Finally one of his

kinsmen who was with him told him to go home, saying that

” See Musil, Arabia Petraea, Vol. 2, Part 2. pp. 229—230.
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he could understand nothing and offering to accompany me
himself. This man was able to indicate accurately both the

directions and the names of the various localities.

Having ascertained our geographical latitude, we started

off on the march again at 7.55 P. M. Mhammad and Ismaln
urged this move, declaring that the Hwetat who were encamped
near al-Karana were notorious robbers and that they might
easily steal our things in the night. When I objected that

we had one of their kinsmen with us as our companion {fiawi)

in order to protect us against his tribesmen, Mhammad replied

that in recent years the Hwetat had ceased to acknowledge
the rights of the lydwi and that they would rob their own
fathers.

The night was so dark that nothing could be seen at

a distance of two meters, and the region was covered with
coarse stones, so that we could not move forward. Therefore

we halted at 8.18 not far from the spring Bir Hadab, from
which the road leads westward to the region of Hesma through
§rejf abu Ralajin over the pass of the same name.

bIr hadab to the ruins of hammad

On Thursday, June 2, 1910, we started off at 4.49 A. M.
(temperature: 22° C). On our right lay the two wells of

'Atud, each about fifteen meters deep; on the north we
perceived the extensive ruins of Da'uk and to the east of

them, in the valley of 'Akejka, the springs of al-Ma'ekel, near
which 'Akejka is joined by the ie'ib proceeding from the

springs of al-M|:aw^a and al-'Arej2a. At five o’clock, at a point

not far from Bijar al-Masri, we entered the broad valley of

'Akejka, which contains numerous shallow springs with good,

fresh water. At 5.20 we branched off to the west, near the

springs of 'Akejka, in order to obtain a better view by mount-
ing the ridge of as-Sera’. Both the valley of 'Akejka and the

ridge itself have been converted into fields of wheat and
barley. The wheat was only just in flower but was plentiful

and well developed. At 5.40 we had on our right hand the

entrance to the Je'ib of al-Fw§ri, in which an abundant spring

gushes out near the ruins of the same name. From 5.47 to

7.05 we remained among the ruins of al-6dejjed (tempera-

ture: 24.2° C), for it is possible to obtain from that point

a view not only of the Hesma territory but also of the north-
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eastern part of the a§-§era’ range. The latter was entirely

covered with dark green plants, which made it resemble an
endless expanse of grainfields. The lowlands were still covered

with dark blue shadows, from which the separate peaks rose

like fabulous monsters. At 7.30 there was a slight shower,

which, however, did not last long, and at 7.35 near a ruined

watchtower we crossed the Darb as-Sultani or, as our guide

called it, as-Sikke, the highroad.

At the post and telegraph station of al-Kwera, as-Sikke

swings off to the northeast and runs alongside the telegraph

line across the eastern slopes of the se%b of Ammu Sawra,

past the mutilated cones of al-Ma''ejsi, al-Mesfirik, al-Hlejfi,

and al-Morr to Derw as-Sulba, over which it gains the spur

of Star. Winding around the western side of the latter, it

reaches the ridge of a§-Sera’ near the ruins of Star. From
there it continues in an almost northerly direction through

the SeHb of WahadS.n to the ruins of al-Fwele, Ab-al-Lesel,

and Myejjera, after which it trends to the northeast following

the Se‘tb of ad-DawSwi as far as Ma'4n. The telegraph line

is installed to the east of the road upon the slopes of SwemSt
and Ammu-l-Ksejr.

At 8.09 we rode through the beginning of the Se"ib of

al-Hajjat, which runs towards the ruins of as-Sdejjid. The
camels found the crossing quite difficult, as the ridge is cut

by deep ravines with stony sides, and it was necessary to

dismount and mount again, no easy task among the shifting

stones. At 8.35, on the left arm of al-6eman and toward the

northeast, we perceived the three huge, bare, dome-shaped
peaks Nebat as-Swemrat situated on the spur of the a§-§era’

range between the ruins of Ab-al-Lesel and Tasan. To the

west our guide pointed out the spring of al-Kena’, from which
an aqueduct leads down to the ruins of al-Homejma.

A tortoise measuring about twenty-five centimeters in

diameter crawled across our path. We wanted to catch it to

make soup from it, but our native companions protected the

animal, saying that it was poisonous. We knew, of course,

that this was not true, but we did not take the tortoise, not

wishing to provoke our people .unnecessarily. At 9.28 we
observed the small ruin of Ammu Dij&b in a gully on our

right.

At 9.40, on the eastern foot of the huge mountain of

al-Krajje'e near the shallow well Bir Turki, we met four
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riders. They were Terabin, who were encamped by the Medi-
terranean Sea to the south of Gaza and were riding to the

Sa'idijjin clan, whose encampment we had seen at 8.09 in

the §e%h of al-Hajjat, in order to arrive at an agreement
concerning the consequences of a crime. A fellow tribesman
of theirs had killed a member of the Terabin and had fled

to the Sa'idijjin to save his life. He had offered blood money
to the avengers of the murdered man; the offer was accepted,

and the dead man’s relatives were now riding to meet him
with his surety, for the purpose of collecting the stipulated

amount.
At 9.50 we entered the Roman highroad which leads from

the ruins of al-Homejma along the aqueduct as far as the

spring of al-Kena’ and along the southern slope of al-Krajje'e

to the ridge of as-§era’. On the elevation of at-Turra, to the

left, there lay a great heap of stones, Ab-an-Nsur, the remains
of a watchtower. At 10.09 the guide showed me the ruins

of al-Baradijje to the east and, to the northeast of them in

a steep rocky wall, the cave of Harabt ammu Sanajeh. From
10.24 to 12.20 the camels satisfied their hunger with 'a?:am

plants, while we drew a sketch map of the surrounding

country (temperature: 27.5° C). From here on the journey
was even more troublesome than before. The ravines became
deeper and deeper, their sides more and more precipitous,

so that we were obliged to lead the camels. If one of the

animals began to gallop, it lost the articles hung from the

saddle, or else its load slipped over to one side, and we had
to collect the lost articles or put the load straight again.

The Roman highroad branched off of our route in a north-

northeasterly direction, leading south of the ruins of Tasan
to those of Swemre and there turning off northward past

al-Kren and Zor to the ruins of as-Sadaka. At 12.40 P. M.
we descended into a deep basin in which there are numerous
caves, Harab ad-Dukkan (temperature: 30.2° C).

At one o’clock, having 'Ajn az-Zwejde on our left hand,

we made our way cautiously down to the large spring 'Ajn

Burka (Fig. 13), where we remained from 1.30 to 4.15. Below
the spring a rectangular pool had been constructed from large

hewn stones, into which the water flowed and from which
it was distributed over the surrounding gardens. The pool,

however, was entirely clogged up, and there remained nothing

of the gardens save the small walls which were built to keep
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the fertile soil from being washed away. The Meraj'e clan,

belonging to the Hwfitiat, was encamped north of the spring,

and close beside them stood several tents of the Kabala clan

of the Sa'idijjin tribe.

Fig. 13—From *Ajn Bur^a looking north.

Before long we were surrounded not only by the men
but also by the women and children, who meddled with our
things and asked inquisitively who we were, what we were
selling and buying, and where we were going. Fearing that

some of our camels might be driven away from us, we divided

ourselves into two groups, one of which mounted guard over

the camels and the other over the baggage. 1 did not wish
to start off until I had found a reliable guide. We were
anxious to proceed through the rocky territory of the Kabala
clan to the ruins of al-Homejma, and we needed a Sa'idi not

only to show us the road and tell us the names of the various

places but also to protect us from his fellow-tribesmen and
from the rapacious 'Al&win, to whom al-Homejma belongs.

After lengthy negotiations I hired a guide, and at 4.15 we
were able to start off. Isma'in and Mhammad heaped abuse

^ See Musil, Arabia Petraea, Vol. 3, p. 46.
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on the Sa'idijjin because they had not negotiated with us as

with guests but had begged from us not only tobacco and
coffee but also rice, flour, and other articles of food. As
a result, we did not warm up any coffee while we were with

them, and it was for this that the negro Mhammad in par-

ticular had a great hankering.

Wishing to refresh ourselves a little and to make a sketch

of the surrounding district, we remained at the spring of

al-6w'ejbe from 4.32 to five o’clock. South of the spring, on
the slope of as-Sera’, are situated the ruins of al-6hejjer.ii*’

To the north of al-6hejjer, above the ruins of Delara,

there rises a huge mountain, al-Hadab, behind which the hills

of Krent az-Zejjat run from south to north, with, to the

west of them, the broken dome of al-Hawla which separates

the deep se%b of Abu Rarab from the mountains of §ebib

and Ammu Rwejsat. The large mountain of M'awwal al-'Azab,

which is almost table-shaped, merges to the south with Rwejs
ad-DukkSne and as-§unnarijje. Between the two latter moun-
tains a footpath leads through the al-'Ekejrbe pass to Wadi
Rarandel. To the west and south the Se'ib of al-'Ei:ane en-

circles 'Arkub al-M§ejti and joins with al-Mweleh.

At 5.06 P. M. in a deep, rocky ravine on our left, we
saw the spring of Abu Hsejje gushing out from under a steep

wall of rock. The descent to this ravine was very troublesome.

Two of the camels threw off their loads and ran away, and
we had to carry the loads after them until we caught them.

From the ravine we descended southwest of the spring and
ruins of al-6hejjer to the se%b of al-6mejl, through which
we reached the broad valley of Abu Rarab, where we encamped
at 6.55 at the foot of Rwejs ad-Dukkane (temperature: 29.5° C).

Taking the guide with me, I proceeded to the ruins of Hammad
(or Hamad), situated about three kilometers to the north

and forming the remains of a large village on the right-hand

side of the above-mentioned valley. Among the ruined houses

which now serve as a graveyard, there is a small shrine,

al-Weli Hammad, to which the Sa'idijjin make pilgrimages.

The guide said that there was a large stone with inscriptions

near the shrine, which he wished me to see, but it turned

out to be merely a large slab of rock covered with tribal

Al-Ja'V^bif Ta’rfft, (Houtsma), Vol. 2, p. 38E>, writes that the Omayyads dwelt in al-

6uhajjer between al-^umajma and Admits in the administrative region of Damascus. — In
the text it is incorrectly printed (d-JlHJR, Our al-Ghejjer is situated on the road from
al-^umajma to Adrub*
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tokens (awsdm). The night was quite cold, as a moist west
wind was blowing.

RUINS OF HAMMAD TO AL-^OMEJMA

On Friday, June 3, 1910, we led our camels in a south-

erly direction from 4.42 A. M. to 5.23 (temperature: 12® C).

As far as the well of at-Tarif the road was very try-

ing, as it wound among large boulders and fragments of

rock, which often completely filled the river bed. The well

Bir at-Tarif, situated almost exactly on the watershed between
the valleys of Abu Rarab and al-Jitm, is about three meters
deep and four meters broad and contains pure fresh water.

Eastward of it rise several piles of rock, the ruins of an old

building, to the northeast of which can be seen the yawning
black mouths of the Harab al-Bhejra caves.

At 5.30 we rode through the broad hollow of al-Mesann,

which on the left joins the §e%b of at-Tarif. A few meters
farther to the south we saw the remains of a broad dam by
which the Se'ib had been transformed into a capacious rain

pond. From the left-hand side of this pond the water passed

through a narrow canal into gardens that were laid out in

terraces. To the south we could see the Hesma territory, ly-

ing at a great depth beneath us and swathed in a dense cov-

ering of morning mists, from which projected only the highest

peaks, cones, pyramids, obelisks, and numerous other forms
which the isolated rocks assumed. The rays of the rising sun
struck upon them so that it seemed as if their angular faces were
burning. In the river bed of at-Tarif grow ratam shrubs and
low Sih. On the slopes 'Arkub al-Msejti, as well as on al-Mrejbet

and az-Za'tar, there are supporting walls of varying length,

the remains of old gardens. At six o’clock we rode along the

right-hand side of the river bed at the foot of the granite ridge

of al-Mrejbet, as we wished to avoid the numerous short ra-

vines running down from the soft limestone slopes of az-Za'tar.

These are twenty to thirty meters deep, scarcely three meters
broad at the bottom, and their sides are formed of yellowish

clay and soft white limestone. Suddenly the river bed leaves

the foot of al-Mrejbet and cuts through the soft limestone in

a gorge about fifty meters deep. At 6.48 A. M. we made our
way into it near the spring of al-Helwa, which gushes out

from the left-hand side and fills numerous pools (Figs. 14,15).
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Fig. 15

Fig. 14—From al-Helwa looking north.

Fig. 15—From al-Helwa looking south.
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The le'ih of al-Helwa joins ar-Rekijje and comes to an end,

under the name of a§-§ebibi, in the rift valley of al'Araba

near Mount az-Ziblijje.

Our party remained at the well of al-Helwa from 6.48

to 10.45. Meanwhile, accompanied by the guide, Tuman and

I clambered on to the southern peak of Mount az-Za'tar,

where we did some cartographical work. On our return we
found that our companions were ready for departure. Having
led the camels out upon the left-hand slope of al-Beza, we
crept down the broken ridges of rock, picking our way among
white boulders, until at last we came out upon a white, un-

dulating plain at 11.06. We caught sight of a pile of old

buildings to the west, on our right, and came upon the Roman
highroad, here regularly paved for a distance of about two
hundred meters. Near it there stood three broken pillars,

possibly the remains of Roman mileposts. I could see no in-

scription on them, as they were made of soft limestone which
has been largely decomposed. At 11.31 we rode round the

ruined bridge that spans the ^e’ib of Ammu Dude. This se'ih

forms a broad but shallow trough between white rocks, which
gleamed so brilliantly in the sun’s rays that they seemed
white-hot. The separate channels attain a depth as great as

ten meters and are shut in by steep banks. The whole geological

configuration resembles that of Wadi Mfisa especially in its

northern area near al-Beda. After 11.42 we rode alongside

the aqueduct, which is said to lead from the copious well of

al-Kena’ and rises only a very little above the plain. The
lower wall is 70 cm. broad, the trench being 15 cm. deep and
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40 cm. broad. South of the aqueduct there stretches a low-

land which could be transformed into fields. The remains of

old field and garden walls extend as far as the ruins of al-

Homejma, which we reached at 12.42 P. M. (temperature:
29.8“ C),

Fig. 17—From al-Homejma looking south.

These ruins cover the eastern and southern foot of the

elevation of Umm al-'Azam as well as the surrounding lowland
for several square kilometers; but not a single building has
been preserved (Figs. 16, 17). The soft limestone of which they
were constructed has collapsed, so that the isolated buildings

are now reduced to whitish-yellow heaps of soft powdery
lime. If these heaps were excavated, apartments would cer-

tainly be found intact beneath the crumbling limestone, and
in them possibly various monuments as well. There are nu-
merous capacious artificial reservoirs for rain water that are

not more than half covered. In every building were installed

pyriform cisterns, where the 'AlSwin conceal chaff and com.
Inasmuch as some of the buildings are constructed in a style

which resembles that of the ruined houses at Wadi Musa, it

may be inferred with certainty that al-Homejma was also

built by the Nabataeans, and for this reason I locate here

the Nabataean city of Auara.*®

Al-^omejma obtained its name from the white color of the rocks and soil which
prevail in its environs. In Aramaic and Arabic this white color is designated also by the
word ^Lawwdra, which the natives often interchange with l^omejma. and I conjecture that
these ruins were originally called ^aww&ra.

According to Uranius, Arabica (Miiller, Fragmenta, Vol. 4), p. 623 (Stephen of
Byzantium, Ethniea [Meineke], Vol. 1, p. 144) the Arabic city of Auara obtained its name
from a prophecy which was communicated to the Nabataean king Obodas (about 93 B. C.)
by his son Aretas. The latter was to seek a place which was white, or auara, as white is

called in Syriac and Arabic. While occupied with this task, there appeared to him a white
man on a white camel who thereafter suddenly disappeared. The searcher then perceived the
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Having inspected the ruins, I proceeded to the hills of

Umm al-'Azlim, as I supposed that I should certainly find a
necropolis there, but my search was in vain. For two hours
I scrambled from hill to hill, making my way through deep
gaps, and in the se%b of al-Hazar I found numerous stone

quarries and artificially smooth-

ed walls of rock, but I did not

see a single rock tomb. My
endeavors won me nothing but

a brief inscription in Greek and
Nabataean. As I was returning,

I heard a shot. It was an alarm
signal with which my native

companions were recalling me.
Running out from the rocks,

I saw my companions and the

camels surrounded by a crowd
of the 'Alawin (Fig. 18). The
latter had been reaping barley

southeast of al-Homejma and,

hearing of our arrival, had rush-
ed up to my baggage, where
they were begging for food

and presents from Serif and
Mhammad. Mhammad despised

them and had warned me a-

gainst them even before we had encamped at al-Homejma,
declaring that they were all rogues. “Those of them who
are strong, steal; those who are weak, beg {kawvnhom

portion of a tree trunk rooted in a certain place. It was upon this spot that Obodas founded
the city of Auara. — As this narrative does not contain the sligrhtest reference to the sea
and the harbor city of Leukekome (Auara in Syriac and Arabic), which was known before
Obodas* time, I would identify Uranius* city of Auara with the city of Auara which Ptolemy,
Geography

t

V, 17 : 6, places in Arabia Petraea and which, according to the Tabula Peutingeriana
(Vienna, 1888), sheet 8, was situated on the highroad from Aila to Petra and is identical
with our ruins of al-Qomejma.

Notitia Dignitatum (Seeck), Oriens, 34, Nos. 12 and 2b, refers to a place Hauare or
Hauanac in Palestine, which contained a garrison of mounted native bowmen.

Assemanus, Bibliotheca Orientalis, Vol. 3, Part 2, fol. 593, notes, according to Nilus
Doxopatrius (1143 A. D.), that in the sixth century of our era the bishopric of Avara be-
longed to the metropolitanate of Bostra.

Al-Ja'Vi^bi, Ta*rih (Houtsma), Vol. 2, p. 347, relates that in the year 713—714 A. D.
al-Walfd I set out for the settlement of al-^umajma in the district of a§-Sera*, which was
situated in the administrative region of Damascus. The mother of Salit ibn ‘Abdall&h ibn
*Abb&s complained to him that 'AH ibn 'Abdall&h had killed her son and buried him in
a garden in which he lived, and had built a little shop above his grave. Al-Walid punished him
for it, 'AH settled down permanently in al-Qumajma, and his children also remained there
until AH&h entrusted them with authority over the Moslems.

Al-Mas'ddi, Tanbth (De Goeje), p. 338, records that in the year 716—717 A. D. the
Alide pretender Abu-l-H&Sem.proceeded to the Caliph Sulejm&n ibn 'Abdalmalek, from whom
he departed with rich gifts to al-Medtna, While on the road poison was administered to him.
When it began to take effect, he hastened to the Abbasside Mu|)ammcd ibn 'AH — who.

Fig. 18—An *Alawi and our guide.
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nahhdb, ?a’ifhom Sahhdd)" I was unwilling, and indeed un-

able, to give them food, as we did not know when we should

reach Tebuk, where we could obtain fresh supplies. When
Mhammad, a servant of the chief 'Awde abu Tajeh, to whom
the 'Alawin were in the habit of sending gifts, offended

them by his words and gestures, they wanted to drive away
our camels, declaring that they damaged their corn. Isma'in,

who was guarding the camels, was unable to keep them off

and had fired a shot for help. Running up to the disputants

I endeavored to pacify both sides and after a while succeeded.

We should have liked to move on, but Rif'at had not yet

returned. When at last he came running back, he pointed

to his half-torn clothing and explained that among the rocks

to the west he had been attacked by shepherds and robbed

of everything he had. Not until an older man came up to

the shepherds and explained to them whence we came and
that we had a soldier ("askari) with us, did they restore a

few things to him.

according to some, was then living in al-^umajma but, according to others, at Kdar in the
aS-Sera’ range, in the district al-Bel^a' of the administrative area of Damascus — and
renounced all claims to the Caliphate in favor of his son. —

Following the manuscript L (London) of the Tanbih I identify the dwelling place of

the Abbassides, or Beni 'Abbas, mentioned in connection with al-Bomejma, with the region
of Kdflr situated east of al-yomejma, in the southern part of aS-Sera' near the highroad
leading to al-MedSna.

Al-Ja'kCibi, Bulddn (De Goeje, 2nd edit.), p. 326, refers to al-^umajma as in the a§-

Sera' range.
Al-Bekri (died 1094 A.D.), (Wiistenfeld), pp. 83, 284, states that al-^umajma is

a place in Syria. When 'Ali ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Abbas emigrated to Syria, he settled in al-

^umajma and built a strongly fortified house there.

Jal^Ot, (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 342, mentions al-^umajma as a settlement

in the a§-§era’ region on the Syrian border, which belonged to the administrative area of

'Amm&n. He states that the Abbasside dynasty dwelt there before they obtained possession

of the government. A5-Sera' was the name of the district in which the settlement al-^umajma
lay. — The ruins, however, are not situated in the a§-Sera' range but upon its border in

the tfesma* region.
Abu-I-Feda', Takivim (Reinaud and De Slane), pp. 228—229, asserts that in the neigh-

borhood of the aS-Sera' range there is a settlement, al-^umajma, from which the Abbassides
departed in order to obtain possession of the Caliphate in Irak. The village of al-^umajma
is situated a day's distance from Sowbak.



CHAPTER III

AL-HOMEJMA TO AL-'AKABA

AL-BOMEJMA TO HARM AL-MERSED

At 4.25 P. M. we left al-Homejma and proceeded south-

ward over the plain of Har^ura alongside the broad channel

of as-Sih. The plain to the east of the channel was planted

in places with crops of wheat and barley. Between the various

fields there are small clumps of shrubbery formed of ratam,

rimt, and thorny silla. On the west side rise the steep granite

rocks of Sejker, cut by the se'ib of Rihan from Msawer and
Dneb, on the northern side of which gushes forth the spring

of Abu 'Ag:arem. To the south of the Rihan se"ib the peak of

a§-S6r rises above a flat-topped rocky upland and behind it

the two prisms Tabak^t Kal^a.

Toward 7.35 we caught the sounds of loud conversation

and the melancholy strains of the rebdba (rebec or single-

stringed viol), and before long we noticed the smell of brandy,

for we were drawing near to the Post and Telegraph station

of al-Kwera, beside which we encamped at eight o’clock. We
were surrounded by a number of men, who in correct and
broken Arabic asked us who we were and where we were
going. Isma'in replied to their questions, whereupon they

brought us fuel so that Serif could cook the supper. In the

meantime we ascertained the latitude (temperature: 14.2* C).

After supper we were obliged to take part in the conversation

and hence could not retire to rest until after midnight.

On Saturday, June 4, 1910, we remained at al-Kwera until

the afternoon. This ancient Roman stronghold has been newly
populated. The telegraph line from Ma'an to al-‘Akaba runs

around it. In 1908 a house was begun west of the strong-

hold for the use of the telegraph and postal official, but the

building was not yet completed, as the ceiling and roof were
wanting. In consequence, the official and his assistants lived

under canvas in the courtyard of the old stronghold. About
one-third of the stronghold was cleared of d4bris, and the

small comer rooms were cleaned out and furnished for use

as a shelter in the rainy season (Figs. 19, 20, 21). The of-

62
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Pig. 20

Fig. 19—Al-Kwera from the east.

Fig. 20—Al-Kw6ra from the southeast.
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ficial received 470 piasters ($21.15) per month, from which
he had to feed himself, his family residing at Ma'an, and
the horse which carried him on his tours of inspection of

the telegraph poles. It was no wonder that he complained
of suffering from hunger. All food supplies for al-Kwera
had to be conveyed from Ma'an or al-'Akaba, and they were
dear. The official was assisted by three telegraph inspectors.

who patrolled the line from

r-

'
'

< A"'

Fig. 21—In the Roman camp,
al-Kw^ra.

Ab-al-Lesel on the northeast

to the end of Wadi al-Jitm

on the southwest. An ombdii
(corporal, non-commissioned
officer) and six men of the

regular army guarded the sta-

tions and telegraph lines. Every
day they brought water on an
ass from the spring of al-Ashab,

which flows out about six kilo-

meters to the west at the foot

of the granite mountain of

al-Hegfe. About one hundred
meters south of the station

there rises a low, red, sandy
hill, bearing the remains of an
old wall. More extensive ruins,

perhaps those of a watchtower,
are noticeable upon a table-

shaped hill northeast of the

stronghold. This small table-

shaped hill, which is called

kwira (diminutive of kara, isolated table-shaped hill), gave
the ruins of the stronghold their name.*^

Tho Roman higrhroad is clearly distinfiruishable near the station of al-]^w£ra. The
part of it which leads from Syria east of the Dead Sea to the harbor of Aila is defined as
far as the station of Zadagatta (a^-^adaVa). From Zadasatta to al-9omejma only the greneral
direction can be determined. From al-Qomejma to the lower end of the deep W&di al-Jitm
numerous mileposts have been preserved from the time of the Emperors Constantine and
Constans, which establish the fact that the Roman military road was constructed through
this wddi and did not branch off through any ie^tb winding down to the rift valley of al-

'Araba between al-Jitm and Zadagatta. The Tabula Peutingeriana (Vienna, 1888), sheet 10,

shows a single highroad running from the harbor of Haila (Aila) to the north, which, at
the mark indicating the station of Ad Dianam, divides into two branches: a western one
proceeding toward Palestine and an eastern one to Zadagatta. It is Questionable whether
the Tabula Peutingeriana has accurately represented this division. The red line denoting
a new branch road on this map frequently either joins the main road too far to one side
or the other of the actual junction, and is thus assigned to the wrong station, or else forms
a crossroad where there is none. It is possible that, in this case also, the red line of the
Syrian road was placed too high and the station of Ad Dianam was thus turned into a junction
point. In this respect it is very striking that Aila, where the tenth Legio Fretensis encamped,
has no special symbol, while the entirely unknown station of Ad Dianam bears the symbol
of a temple, although it is only the chief cities that are supplied with symbols on other parts
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Early in the morning we sent a scout to procure us a good
guide from the camp of the 'Alawin situated near the defile

Harm al-Mersed. Tuman and Rif'at, accompanied by a soldier,

set out for the peak of al-Mleh, rising to the northwest, south
of which there is a spring of the same name; whereas another
spring called Abu Turrah flows to the northwest of al-Mleh.

Meanwhile I changed the photographic plates, sketched the

surrounding district, recorded the names of the various hills

and valleys, and gave out necessary medicines to the soldiers.

Toward noon the scout returned with a guide. The chief of

the 'AlSwin, Salem eben Hammad eben 6ad, wished to accom-

pany us and wanted to take with him his negro and another
man, but I would not consent to this latter plan, fearing that

these famished and unnecessary companions would be likely

to deprive us of our small stock of supplies. At first Salem
remonstrated. However, when Isma'in told him that if he went
by himself he would obtain the remuneration which would
otherwise be divided among three, he ordered his two com-
panions to go back to camp. In the afternoon Mhammad with
two scouts led our camels to the spring of al-A§hab, not
returning until three o’clock. Rif'at and Tuman had been back
for some time, and we had everything ready for our depar-

ture. Having loaded the baggage on the camels, we started off

at 3.08 for a lengthy march southward along the trade route.

The level plain of al-Hmejza, over which we passed, is

shut in on the west by the granite wall of the Abu Sjejle

mountain, while on the east it gives place to numerous iso-

lated, sandy hills of various shapes, among them Salaka, Abu
Halkum, ar-Ruhbi, al-Mljaruk, ar-Ratama, 'Atra', 'Emud, al-

Hsani, and al-Ahejmer. At 4.02 we crossed the of

Abu Sjejle, which starts at the well of the same name on

of the map. The symbol indicating: a temple at the station of Ad Dianam perhaps oriii^inated

from the fact that Adian — the Semitic name of the station — was twisted into Ad Dianam
by the desijfner and that either he or a copyist drew a symbol belonginK properly to the
military camp and harbor of Aila in such a way as to make it apply to the neishborini?
station of Ad Dianam, which it transformed into a temple. The red line of the Syrian hisrh-

road bends off to the south after its division from the Palestinian line. This bend tallies

perfectly with the actual state of thiniyrs.

From the station of Zadasatta to the city of Aila, by way of Ad Dianam, is represented
as 81,000 paces, or about 120 kilometers, while the actual length of the Roman road with
all its turnings is not more than 64,000 paces, or 96 kilometers. If we exclude the 16,000 paces
from Ad Dianam to Aila and reckon the distance direct, assuming that the roads diverged

at Aila, we obtain 65,000 paces, which accords with the actual distance (approximately
64,000 paces). The positions of the two stations Hauarra and Praesidio can be determined
accurately. At 20,000 paces from Zadagatta (the modern ai^i-l^adaka) we reach the spring
of al'Be^a* and the extensive ruins of the city of al-^omejma. Everything indicates that this

city was built by the Nabataeans and thus antedates the Roman epoch. It controlled the most
convenient and the shortest road leading from the south along the western foot of the a§-

Sera' range to the city of Petra. The name Hauarra has the same signification as al-BS?a’

or al-l^omejma. From the northern part of the ruins of al-^Jomejma the Roman road runs
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the border of the rocks of al-Hegfe and Abu Sjejle. At 4.28

we arrived at the telegraph line. Twenty-four telegraph poles

for an unknown reason had been set up in a southeasterly

direction from al-Kwera, and only the farther poles were
directed to the southwest. At 4.53 we left the trade route

and at 5.05 came upon the watercourse of Btajjeh&t, which
joins Wadi al-Jitm. To the west there yawned the black §e%h
of al-Filk, which comes from the well of al-Ktejfe and sepa-

rates Abu Sjejle from al-Hmejra. Both sides of the water-

course of al-Btajjehat, as well as all the slopes inclining to

the east, are covered with soft sand in v?hich there is an
abundant growth of ram. Among the green shrubs of raza

a flock of sheep and goats were grazing, and our guide Salem
dragged a fat ram to us.

We entered the broad, sheer defile Harm al-Mersed, which
rises to the south between the granite rocks of al-Mdajfen

on the west and 'Atud on the east. The western half of this

defile was covered with a growth of raza shrubs (Fig. 22),

beneath which we encamped at 6.08 P. M. Our camels munch-
ed nothing but ro?a, which they had not tasted for many
months, perhaps even for many years, as in the land of the

Hwetat the raza is found only in isolated spots. The chief,

Salem, killed the ram, skinned it, cut up the meat, hacked
the bones, and Serif and Ismatn stewed it in all the utensils

which we had with us. They had plenty of fuel, because the

stout, dry trunks and branches of the raza burned well and
slowly. Salem baked the liver and lungs in the ashes. He
wound up the intestines, buried them in the sand, divided

a distance of twenty-one kilometers to the Roman fort of al-||[w§ra. This stronfichold was built
to the south of a low, isolated, table-shaped rock, generally called Mra (diminutive kivera), upon
which are situated the ruins of the Nabataean fortress. The distance of twenty-one kilometers
makes 14,000 paces, whereas the Tabula Peutingeriana gives it as 24,000 paces. It is well
known, however, that the figures indicating distances on the Tabula Peutingeriana have been
very unsatisfactorily preserved. We have, therefore, every reason to suppose that an in-
accurate "xxiiii*’ came from a correct *'xiiii**— an easy error in Roman figures. Hence al-](^wera
would seem to be the Roman station of Praesidio. Beyond al-lKwSra the Roman road turns
off from the cultivated lowland into the deep W&di al-Jitm surrounded by granite mountains,
passes through it southward to a point nearly due east of Aila, thereupon turns to the
northwest, leaves the wddi about five kilometers north of Aila, and then turning again south
arrives at Aila at a distance of forty-five kilometers from al-l^wSra. This distance should
not be 21,000 paces, as given on the Tabula Peutingerianaf but 30,000. The Roman figure
“xx” is on the left and the figure *‘i” on the right of the red line; this figure “i," however,
is so short that it resembles the stroke of an **x” rather than an "i.” On this road there
actually is no place for the station of Ad Dianam, whereas on the Palestine road Ad Dianam
would correspond to the Semitic Adian (Ra4j&n)> a town which was located 32 kilometers,
or exactly 21,000 paces, north of Aila on the eastern border of al-‘Araba (see Musil, Arabia
Petraea, Vol. 2, Part 1, p. 254).

The station of al-](|lw€ra is situated at the crossing of two important ancient transport
routes. One ran from Madian in the south to ancient Petra in the north; the second led in
a iwrtheasterly direction from the harbor of Aila (the modern al-'^Alicaba) by way of Na^b
aS-St&r to Ma'ftn. I hold the opinion that the Israelites followed the former road to ^adeS,
near Petra, and, returning, branched off on the second road to Mount Se'tr, Ma'&n, and
farther on to Moab (see below, pp. 267—272).
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the fire above them, turned them twice, and then proceeded
to feast on them. After supper he lit a small fire, placed

a can of strong coffee near it, called for a handful of tobacco,

sat down by the fire, and smoked and drank coffee until dawn.

Fio. 22—l^arm (defile of) al-Mersed.

HARM AL-MERSED TO AL-KN^NESIJJE

On Sunday, June 6, 1910, we were in the saddle again
at 5.08 (temperature: 15.2° C) and made our way southward
through the defile of al-Mersed. To the west rise the rocks

of al-Mdajfen and to the east those of 'Atud. They both
consist of vertical, black granite ribs, over which are layers

of yellowish limestone, gnawed and consumed by the action

of rain, wind, heat, and cold. Lying in the defile there are

large pieces of limestone that have broken away. At 5.20,

through the gap in al-Mdajfen, we caught sight of the sharp
obelisks formed by the granite mountains of at-Till, to the

southwest, northeast of which were the broad summits Rwes&t
al-HMde and to the south the huge pyramid of Baker. The
reflected rays of the rising sun seemed to glance off all these

peaks in showers. At 5.34 we crossed the path leading east-
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ward to the water of al-Muhalleba. At 5.50 Salem pointed

out on a granite slope to the left the spring of §am‘ul and
to the right on another slope the well of Hawara, the water

of which is said to be particularly fresh. Here the raza shrubs

ceased; but in place of them the plain was covered with Hh,
gerad, 'agram, danahndb, ha^ejtran, nasi, kejsum, harmal
(known also as hartal), nates, wraka, nikd, silla, and also,

as an isolated growth, kalh. At 6.30 we saw to the left the

broad gap of Mojet R^man and to the right the deep Se'ib

of Abu Neda*. The Mojet Raman gap leads along the southern

foot of Mount RUman to the plain of al-Krejnife, separating

Raman from Mount Ramm with its countless sharp-pointed

pyramids. At 7.10 we passed out of the defile and viewed

to the southeast the high pyramids shining with a ruddy
glow and the isolated, broken cones called as-Sarabit.

The mighty Ramm, or Iram, revealed itself in all its beau-

ty. The broad plain Hawr Ramm, which separates its south-

eastern part, known as al-Barra, from the northwestern al-

Mazmar and Umm 'Asrin, makes it seem as if the mountain
range of Iram had been split in two. The southeastern half

is higher than the northwestern and has an almost level ridge,

from which rise innumerable small, sharp -pointed pyra-

mids, so that from a distance it resembles a huge, mysteri-

ous fortress. In the northern part are the springs of al-Kwej-

se, as-SbSb* al-Mrejra, Abu Rmejle, and al-'Ag:elin.

At eight o’clock we reached the watershed and halted

below the hill Klejb al-Mer§ed, from which I drew a map of

the surrounding district (temperature: 25“ C).

The eastern part of the R&mhn mountain is called Ramh^ and
borders on the plain of al-Krejnife, which extends between it and the

Ramm group. To the southwest al-Krejnife is enclosed by Mount al-Katt&r,

south of which a rocky plain gradually rises to the southwest, the

southern part of the plain being called al-Mor&r. To the east al-Morftr

extends as far as the ridge of al-Abrak, to the southeast as far as

al-Birde, while to the south it merges into the plains of as-Sardkn and

(Jawr 6eris, north of the mighty ridge of a;-Zahr which runs from north

to south. To the east of the plain of al-Morfir rise the rocks of Ammu
Mkhr and Umm 6asar, and to the north of these al-Mharrak and
al-^adad. To the west of Klejb al-Mer?ed stretches the long elevation

of al-Mrejwe?, separated by the Se'ib of al-Ma*n&n from the higher

ar-Rat&wa.

While here, the camels grazed on the gerad and the high

swds, similar to the kalli. At 10.45 A. M. we made our way
still farther southward.
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Klejb al-Mersed and al-Barra form the southern border

of the 'AlSwin, the tribe to which our guide Salem belonged.

Also called Hwetat eben 6ad,** they number about fifty tents

and comprise the following clans:

Swelhin al-Farrag^n

Mak&ble as-Srurijjin

al-Mahamid al-Menage'e

al-Bdul al-Kidman
as-Skur al-'Awasa’

al-Hzerat as-Sallamat

as-Sallamin al-Rajalin.

The 'Alawin paid no taxes but received from the Turkish
Government an annual grant of five hundred English pounds.

The Egyptian Mameluke sultans, and later the Turkish rulers,

had formerly paid them this money in return for their pro-

tection of the pilgrims journeying from Egypt by way of al-

'Akaba to al-Medina and Mecca; but after the construction of

the Suez Canal the Government discontinued the payments,

as the pilgrims from Egypt no longer passed through the

desert but took ship to Jidda or Rabey. However, those who
still journeyed through the desert continued to pay personally

for their protection. In 1898 the tribes encamped southwest of

Ma'an began a revolt against the Turks and wished to transfer

their allegiance to Egypt. In order to win them over, the

Turkish Government consented to grant gifts of money in

individual cases and recommenced the annual payment of five

hundred English pounds to the 'Alawin.

SMem urged me to take a guide from among the 'Imran,

who would protect us from his predatory friends. It should

be explained that each tribe regards the neighboring tribe

as more thievish than itself.

The defile of al-Mersed is enclosed to the south by the

uplands of Shejb al-Araneb and Smejr as-Sebihi. Avoiding
these uplands, we .entered a capacious basin sloping towards

the south, in which, near the well of Abu Sjejle, we per-

ceived several camels belonging to the §amsan clan of the

'Imran. After a while we were joined by an old man with a

good-humored expression, whom SMem recommended to me
as guide. This was Hammad, the chief of the Samsan. On
his head he wore a black and threadbare kerchief, while his

body was clothed only in a tattered black shirt, which he

2* See Musil, Arabia Petraea, Vol. 3, pp. 64—55.
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carefully concealed under his new red and yellow cloak, receiv-

ed a few days before as a gift from the new kdjmakdm at

al-'Akaba. No Bedouin would have bought a garment of such

a color. When, however, the Sultan at Constantinople selected

this garment for Hammad and sent it to him by his official,

Hammad could not refuse the gift, for Mawlana-s-Sultan (Our
Lord the Sultan)^ knew well what would be most fitting for

the chief of the Samsan. Entering into conversation with him,

I discovered that he was familiar with the art of giving di-

rections and distances and that he had a wide knowledge of

local place names. In consequence I hired him as a guide.

As we were drawing near his camp, he seized my camel by
the bridle and implored me to dismount at his tent as a guest

sent by Allah. Not wishing to squander time unnecessarily,

I extolled his lavishness and hospitality in high-flown words
and asked him to excuse me on this occasion, adding that I

would perhaps rest in his tent on my return.

Inquiring about ruins, I discovered that there are no

remains of old buildings in the territory of the Tmr&n, but
was told that southeast of us there were the caves Mor&r
'Antar, constructed in the same extensive and beautiful man-
ner as those at Wadi Musa (Petra). After Hammad had giv-

en me an exact description of these caves, we branched off

to the east at 12.45 in order to inspect them. We rode through

a se‘ib, broad in most places but made so narrow in spots

by the encroachment of the sandstone hills that the water-

course can scarcely penetrate it, and therefore called az-Zjejke

(the gorge) (Fig. 23). The banks are steep walls and remind-

ed me of Sik Wadi Musa. The rays of the sun were reflect-

ed from the brown rocks, and the white sand which here and
there formed extensive drifts was so dazzling that it was
impossible to look at it. My right eye pained me; the lid was
swollen, and the veins in the white of the eye were blood-

shot. At 1.25 P. M., from a high rock, we perceived to the

west on the right-hand side of Wadi Jitm al-Tmran (or al-

'Emrfin) the dark-tinted mountain of az-Zab'i; the flat ridge

of LebenSn lies opposite, on the left side of the wddi. To
the south of us rose the black, worn, granite rock of al-He§im,

near which there flows a scanty spring; while south of us

towered the isolated summit of al-Mkasseb. Branching off

to the southeast, at two o’clock we entered into a broad SeHb

that contained a number of small fields, and later we came
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to the peak of al-Knenesijje, which shuts in the great plain

of al-Morar on the northwest.®®

AL-KNfiNESIJJE TO AL-WARAKA

At 2.30 P. M. we rode alongside the dark red rocks of
at-Tfejhwat with their precipitous sides, admiring the groups

Fig. 23—Az-Zjejke.

of cleft cones of Sardan and Nurra. The latter are prominent
by reason of their peculiar olive color, and, as they extend
to the northward separating the large, level plains of Hawr

“ The plain of al-Moj-ar is mentioned by Arabic authors as bein^ in the territory of
the Gudam tribe.

Al-Hamd&ni (died 946 A.D.). $ifa (Miiller), p. 129, states that the 6udam tribe en-
camped between Madjan, Tebdk, and Adrub, one clan sojourning, however, in the vicinity
of aV-Tctbarijje (Tiberias). The same author mentions {op.cit.» pp. 130 f.) that the territory
of the Beli tribe borders on the territory of the 6ud&m on the shore near the station of
an-Nabk and that the Gudam territory extends as far 'as 'AjnOna' and TebCk in the desert,
the a§-Sera’ range, Ma'an, and thence back again to Ajla, and farther on to within sight of
al-Marar, the place last mentioned being the encampment of the Labni tribe, who arc also
the owners of a strip of country between the settlements of Tebdk and Zopar.

Al-Bckri, Mu^dam (Wiistenfeld), p. 650, mentions the place al-Maln as being in the
Gud&m territory. According to the poet ^ass&n ibn T&bet, the camping places of the 6ud&m
are distributed between ai-Ma'!n, *Awd, al-Marrflt, al-^jfabt, al-Muna*, and Bejt Zum-
m&ra\ The poet Malek ibn ^ar!m mentions Mount 'Urad together with al-Ma'!n.
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6eris and Sardan, they are visible from a long way off. At
three o’clock we had the white limestone hills of al-Haz'ali to

the east and the high dark gray cone of al-Kider to the

southeast. At 3.20 we reached the plain Hawr 6eris, where
HammSd pointed out to me on the right the famous caves

Morftr 'Antar. On the eastern side of the limestone mountain
Tor 'Antar were the mouths of three large, natural caves
which served as a shelter for flocks of goats and sheep. No-
where in these caves is there the slightest trace of any deco-

ration or any other sign that human hands have touched them.
Their resemblance to the burial caves at WS.di Musa was
a product of HammSd’s lavish imagination. He was distressed

to find that the caves did not please me, but he comforted
me by saying that he would conduct me to the rock of 'Ala-

kfin, where he would show me boulders containing gold dust.

He declared that in the spring of that year an official, }iaddam,

of the Viceroy of Egypt had searched for such boulders near
'Alak&n without being able to find them, but that he would
certainly show them to me. I thanked him for his willingness,

but declared that I would not go to 'Alakan, as I could not

go there alone, and, if I were to take my companions with
me, Isma'in and Mhammad would likewise see the boulders

and later on would certainly make a raid upon the 'Imran

for the purpose of taking the boulders from them.

Having turned to the southwest through the gap of

Abu Hsejje, we halted at 4.08 beneath the rocky wall of al-

Waraka (temperature: 28° C). To the northwest, near the

AI-Bckri also states, op, eit, p. 190. that the places mentioned by ^assUn ibn Tabet
refer to the encampments of the 6ud&m and that they are situated in Syria (9as>s&n ibn
T&bet, Dtwdn [TQnis, 1281 A.H.], 0728).

AUBekri, op. cit.. p. 624. refers to Marrdt as a region in the 6ud&m territory, which
was presented to Qu^ejn ibn MuSammet by the Prophet Mohammed, together with the fountains
of U^ejheb. al-M&'eze, al-Hawi, at-Tmad. and as-Sd§ra in that area. —

Madjan is the present oasis of al>Bed' about half-way up the wadi of al-Abja?. Adrui;i
is situated sixteen kilometers northwest of the town of Ma'&n. An-Nabk is a pilgrimage
station on the shore of the Red Sea, which must be located in the Se'tb of Sa'^af, although
the frontier between the 6ud&m and Beli was and is still formed by the wddi of D&ma,
nearly sixty kilometers northwest of Sa'af. 'AjnOna’ is located about fifty kilometers south-
southeast of Madjan (al-Bed'). Al-Ma^&r — or, as it is called today, al-Mor&r — is a plateau
to the south and southeast of the Ramm range, or the ancient Iram. rising to the east of
the former city of Ajla and enclosing the northern corner of the ^esma’ district. According
to al-Hamd&ni the Gud&m tribe occupied Qesma' as far as the harbor of Ajla and al-Mo^&r.
as well as the neighborfng a5-Sera* range as far as Ma'&n and the eastern table-land. The La^m
tribe had the territory to the north of al-Mo^fir and to the west of the neighboring aS-Sera*
range as far as the Dead Sea, always supposing, of course, that the details given by al-

Hamdftni are accurate. It is certain that the La^m territory did not extend as far as the
settlement of Tebftk. No other writer mentions the La|)m in the vicinity of Tebilk, and no
tribe would have permitted a foreign zone to be thrust as a wedge into their territory, thereby
intercepting the road from water to water. Al-Ma'tn is a mountain overlooking the coastal
plain about sixty kilometers north of the D&ma wddi. Some accounts mention 'Ard in place
of *Awd. although it seems to me that the former name is correct, for *Ar&jed is the name
of an important encampment north of Teb&k, well known to the Arabic writers. The
place named unknown to me in the territory of the 6ud&m tribe. It is. however.
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rocks Sarbut Amrar, we perceived a woman with three asses,

who hastily took to flight when she caught sight of us. Our
guide Hammad wished to pursue her, in order to evade the

taunts and reproaches which Isma'in and Mhammad were heap-

ing upon him for having extolled the caves of 'Antar as re-

sembling the caves at Wadi Musa and for declaring that he

knew of a boulder near 'Alakan baked in golden flour. It was
with great difficulty that I soothed his feelings. I had realized

that he was well acquainted with the whole territory of his

tribe, and I knew that we should need him to protect us

against the aggression of his fellow tribesmen.

Accompanied by Hammad and Tuman, I went to the top

of al-Waraka and drew a map of the surrounding territory.

It took us over forty minutes to reach the summit, and it

was a Very difficult climb, as we had to scramble from boulder

to boulder and from rib to rib. Scarcely had we set about

our work than we heard a number of muffled shots below

us, followed by shouts that sounded like bellowings. Running
to the very edge of a wall of rock, I gazed down at our en-

campment. The camels were grazing among the broken frag-

ments of rock at the foot of al-Waraka. The baggage was
lying about two hundred meters to the east of the animals.

Isma'in, Mhammad, Serif, and Salem were lying hidden in a semi-

circle behind four boulders and were defending themselves

against some thirty assailants. The attackers had come from
the northwest, some on camels, the majority on foot. Among
them and behind them came women and boys, armed with

very probable that the name hasi not been accurately preserved and that its proper form
was 'Azza or something similar. There is an encampment ’’Azaza known to the modern
nomads in the former territory of the 6udam tribe situated at the entrance to the al-Bdejje
pass, through which the road from Tihama runs eastward across the rocky plateau of al-6eles.
I locate al’^abt in the modern al-^bejt, on the eastern side of the wddi of al-Abjaz. Al-Muna*
is unknown to me. Bejt Zummara’ may be identical with the modern range of Zunndra, for
in the Arabic dialects m is often interchanged with n. More probably, however, Bejt ZummS.ra’
has been preserved in the modern Abu Zummarin, which is the name of an important passage
from the eastern plateau to the shore. The encampment of 'Ur&d of the poet Malek ibn
^arim can very reasonably be identified with 'Ard and 'Ar&jed, for the poets often adapted
place names to their particular requirements. Al-Marrut denotes the whole region, the position
and extent of which we can determine if we find the wells of U?ejheb, al-Ma'eze, al-Hawi,
at-Tm&d, and as-Sdera.

U^ejheb is the modern well and 6e‘ib of a^-l^ahab near al-Weli Sam'Ol. The spring of
al-Hawi flows out about ten kilometers north of a^-^ahab. Al-Mft'ezc suggests al-Ma'Hzi,
twenty-five kilometers northwest of al-Hawi. I identify at-Tmad with the wells of al-Ma'-
ajjenftt, ten kilometers south of al-Ma''4zi. Tmad is the general name of shallow wells in
a river bed, and al-Ma'ajjen&t are of this description. About fifteen kilometers from them
are the hills of as-Sedara, in which there are several wells west of al-Hawi, and it is there
that I locate as-Sdera. Near al-Ma'azi rises the &e*%h of al-Mratijje, the root of the name of
which suggests the diminutive Marrdt. This, accordingly, denotes the zone between as-$ahab
to the south and al-Mratijje about forty-five kilometers to the north.

The Prophet granted in fief to Husejn ibn MuSammet the wells near the im^rtant
transport route that passes from north to south through the western district of the Gud&m
territory, and ^ui^ejn was entitled to demand a remuneration from the trade caravans.
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cudgels; all were shouting and cursing. Our guide Hammad,
recognizing the assailants as his fellow tribesmen, shouted

to them that he, their chief, was guiding and protecting us,

and, when they paid no heed to his words, he pulled his splen-

did mantle from his shoulders and, waving it in the air in

his right hand, went leaping down towards them, jumping
from boulder to boulder. As soon as the marauders perceived

him they came to a standstill. Gradually the women went
away, and at last the men also took their departure. After

this incident we could complete our work. When, after sun-

set, we returned, I thanked Hammfid for his protection; but
the negro Mhammad declared that we had not been saved by
the chief but by the chief’s red and yellow cloak. Mhammad
said that as soon as the assailants had caught sight of this

garment— selected and sent to Hammad by the Sultan— they
had been struck blind and had therefore been compelled to

depart. So long as this cloak was with us, not a single thief

among the 'Imran would venture to steal anything from us.

But HammM had no such faith in the great power of his

cloak, and he urged me to post a guard to watch over our
camels and baggage throughout the night. The chief Salem
offered to keep watch until morning, if I would fill his bag
with tobacco and give him a can full of coffee to boil. I sat

up with him nearly all night, as I was suffering from a severe

pain in my right eye.

AL-WARAKA TO AZ-ZJEJKE

On Monday, June 6, 1910, at 4.40 A. M., we rode out from
camp toward the southwest, through the Se’ib of Swebet
(temperature: 14“ C), and at 5.44 we crossed to the water-

course of Sabet. This Se’^ib runs from southeast to northwest
through the sloping basin Hawr 6eris, from which protrude

only a few low, rocky ribs. The largest of these is called

al-Mekjal. The whole basin and surroundings of the §e%b

of Sabet were covered with a thick growth of grass and
shrubs, a sign that there had been an abundance of rain

during the last rainy season. Many snakes were crawling

about among the vegetation, and we saw at least twenty
of them. They were about thirty centimeters long, very thin,

and their backs were covered with black scales. Harnm&d
praised the “richness of the pasture that year (tif has-sene)"
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He explained that in the preceding year also there had been
plenty of rain, but the young locusts had destroyed the grass

and shrubs, so that the 'Imran had been obliged to move on
with their flocks to the region of al-Kdur on the southern

border of the as-§era’ range.

We reached the watershed of the valleys of al-Jitm and
al-Mabrak through the broad defile of 'Elw al-Jitama, and from
7.30 to 11.42 our main party

remained beneath the steep

wall of Ammu Zkuk (Fig. 24).

Jumping down from our cam-
els, Tuman and I took up the

instruments we needed and
with Hammad made our way
to the summit of Ammu Zkuk.

The ascent was difficult and
even dangerous in places. We
crawled among the granite ribs,

frequently passing round ver-

tical walls of rock, and scram-

bled between broken boulders,

continually taking care not to

set loose a stone that might
roll down and wound or kill

one of our companions coming
up behind. After eighty min-
utes we reached a rocky ridge

at an elevation of 1387 meters.

Thoroughly tired, and breathing with difficulty, we sank down
upon a rock, but after a short time recovered and set about

our task.

To the east our view was shut off by the higher peaks of Ammu
*nd to the northwest it was barred by Abu 'Urflk; but in all

other directions we could see for a great distance. To the northeast,

behind the elevation of Ammu Drejra, from which the Se'ib of an-Na'ami
proceeds, there extends the plain ^awr 6eris, separated by the group
of Sard&n and Nurra from the plain of as-Sardan, which slopes to the

southeast. South of Nurra the mountains of Ammu SaJjan and al-Mut-
tala'a are united with the broad ridge of az-Zahr, and still farther south
they merge with the mountains of Nedra and az-Zejte, which form the

watershed between the eastern lowlands and the Red Sea. Below Ammu
Zl^iik to the south, the broad ie’ib of al-Krejn extends from east to

west — bordered on the east by the hills of al-Bt&ne, Ammu Lowze,
and ’Alak^; on the south by az-Zeranik, an-Nkejra, Abu Rel^ajef, and

Fig. 24—Ammu Zkhk.
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Rur&ba; on the west by a§-§fejhe; and on the northwest by Abu Krfln

and Abu *Urhk. Through the plain of al-Krejn there winds the water-

course of the same name. The spring of an-Nkejra lies between the

rocks of an-Nkejra and az-Zer&nik on the eastern portion of the plain,

while toward the western end the spring of al-Es&wed rises at the foot

of Abu Krhn. The SeHb of al-Krejn joins the Se’tb of al-Mabrak, which
extends from the rocks of 'AlaklUi, at-Tafha, and Ammu Ked&de that

lie to the southeast. To the west of ‘Alakhn, on the right-hand side of

al-Mabrak rises the mountain of al-Rofon; on the left-hand side, al-Emejrer
and Umm Bur^a; Ammu Ham&ta farther to the west is on the right-hand

side, and az-Zrejf on the left. At the head of the Se'ib of al-Mabrak — to

the southwest of 'Alakan — is the spring of al-'Elli; to the west of

al-Emejrer is the spring of at-Tarfa’, while northwest of at-Tarfa’ are

al-Wugide and al-Ma'ajjenfit, the latter on the west slope of Ammu Ham&ta.

I collected some plants during the descent, so that I re-

turned about a quarter of an hour later than my companions.

Having described the plants and put them away, I made ready

for departure, without refreshing myself with even a cup of

coffee: my hungry companions had consumed everything

available.

We turned back northward through the defile of 'Elw

al-Jitlima, as) I wanted to journey through Wadi al-Jitm to

the settlement of al-'Akaba. Before us, to the northwest, rose

the dark mountains of Sarbut al-Amrar with their vertical

ribs, on which stand steep-walled, red, natural strongholds. The
vertical ribs are of granite and the strongholds of limestone

and sandstone. The individual mountains are divided by broad

notches, the walls of which are black while the ridges of the

mountains are red, and in the rays of the sun these two
colors spread around them a thin veil, woven of the most
various shades of color. This veil appeared to be in perpetual

motion, which was irritating to the eyes. I was obliged to

bind up my sore right eye and use only the left.

At 1.10 we had on our left the §e^ib of Ammu Nsal, in

which rises near a sidr tree the spring of Hawara. The 'Imran

believe that this tree is the abode of a spirit

—

hal-welijje

hddi mamMka (this holy tree is possessed by a spirit). At
2.10 on the right among the black granite rocks we perceived

the broad gap of Mekreh al-6emal and came to the ie’ib of

al-'Emedijje, through which a road leads to the spring of

Abu Hbejle. From 2.40 to 5.13 we rested at the foot of Mount
al-Mkasseb (Fig. 25). The baggage was unloaded and the

camels were led to the spring of Taten, which comes up from
the northern slope of al-Knejne. The air was filled with thick
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vapors, which formed broad layers and shut out the view
(temperature: 37.2° C). They quivered in the hot rays of the
sun and were continually changing their position. My left eye
also began to hurt and I trembled with fever.

Fig. 25—Mount al-Mkasseb.

Toward five o’clock my companions brought back the
camels, and at 5.13 we set off between the rocks of al-Kejtun,
al-Halal, and al-Hmejra on the left and al-Mkasseb on the
right. At six o’clock, on our right beneath the spring of a§-

Seri'a, we observed a large encampment of the 'Asbfin clan,

who also belong to the Tmran. The chief, Kasem, ran up to

us with about twenty men and entreated me and my com-
panions to be his guests. Tormented by fever and by the pain
in my eyes, which was so severe that I could scarcely hold
myself in the saddle, I craved rest and peace. I prayed the
chief to allow us to sit down in the shadow of his tent and
beneath the protection of his countenance, saying that we
should everywhere extol and proclaim his bountifulness. At
6.12 we settled down beneath a rock of no great size near
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the le'i& of az-Zjejke, about one kilometer from the tents

(temperature: 21® C).

Mounting the rock with Tum4n and the guide, I noted

the names of the surrounding mountains and then dragged
myself to the baggage. §erif placed my saddle for me in the

shadow of the rock, where I lay down. My right eye was
swollen and blood-shot, I had excruciating internal pains, and
was shaken by fever. Scarcely had I wrapped myself up in

my mantle, covering my head also, when Kasem, the chief,

came to pay me a visit, bringing me a bleating ram as a gift.

Tying up the animal behind my head, he sat down beside

me and inquired how I was prospering, how my parents were
prospering, how my relatives were prospering, how the Sultan

of Constantinople was prospering— not only the new Sultan,

but also Abdul-Hamid, who had been deposed and who was,

Kasem said, a great benefactor of the 'ImrSn, because he
selected better cloaks than the present Sultan — and so on.

Many other men came with the chief, and they also sat down
around me, fingering the softness of my cloak, judging its

cost, and declaring that it was of better material than the

cloak which the Sultan had sent from Constantinople to their

chief. Observing the barrel of my three-chambered rifle lying

beside me. underneath my cloak, they asked how it worked.

As my head was entirely covered, I did not move or pay
any heed to the chief and the rest of the company. After

about a quarter of an hour, the leader got up and went to

our fire, where coffee was just being boiled, and the rest of

them crowded after him. Only the ram remained tied up
behind my head and kept on bleating. At last the animal

succeeded in breaking loose and escaped from the camp. Scarcely

had its escape been observed than the chief and his followers

dashed off, caught the animal, and brought it back again;

but this time they did not tie it up near my head but near

the fire, where it continued bleating until morning. All night

long, as in a dream, I heard the voices of the men talking

and the bleating of the ram.

AZ-ZJEJKE TO THE RIFT VALLEY OF AL-'ARABA
AT ri6m AL-FAZH

Before dawn on Tuesday, June 7, 1910, Kasem, the chief,

was again sitting by my side with his ram, which he now
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held by the horns with his left hand. He offered it to me
as a gift, expecting, of course, a much more valuable gift

from me. The evening before he had invited us to come to

his tent as guests, but in the meanwhile he and his followers

visited us, consumed all my companions’ supper, and drank
four cans full of coffee. But he nevertheless continued to

regard himself as my host and demanded a gift. My com-
panions were very much annoyed with him, and Mhammad
signaled to me that I should give him nothing. When Serif,

at my hint, paid him three me^tdijjat, Kasem mounted his

camel and rode away without a word of thanks: he had ex-

pected a much greater gift. On the heels of the chief about
fifteen other men came up and all begged for gifts. I was
glad when we rode away at 4.58 P. M.

The 'Imran comprise the following clans:

Samamse (or Samsan), 10 tents; at az-Zjejke.

Dbur, 25 tents; at Sabet.

Rabi'ijjin, 20 tents; at the head of Sabet.

al-Makable, 30 tents; between as-Sedara and Zeranik.

al-Fzul, 20 tents; at Hakl. They form two groups:

ar-Rwekbin and al-Kawasme.
al-HawS,mde, 35 tents; at 'Elw as-Sirr. They include

al-Hlelijjin.

'Abadle, 20 tents; in Tihama from al-Hm§za to ad-

Dabr.

al-'Asabne, 40 tents; from Sfejha to the west and
south.

The head chief of the 'Imran is Salem eben Makbul. He
receives 250 Turkish gold pounds ($ 1125) annually from
the Sultan. The territory of the 'Imran from az-Zjejke in the

north to ad-Dabr in the south is about sixty kilometers long

by thirty-five kilometers broad. They have a clear and distinct

pronunciation of k, k, and g; their z is nearer to d; ta’

marbuta sounds nearly always like a.

At 5.45 we rode through a grove of sejdl trees which
covered not only the valley but also the northern foot of

Mount az-Zab'i. The wadi forms a basin open on the east

but shut in on the west by the steep walls of Mount Lebenan.

The latter are made of black, reddened, and blue strata,

broken perpendicularly.®^
^ Abu Mu|;iammed al>Aswad Mu^dam [Wiistenfeld] , Vol. 4, p. 347) recalls a

ride from the sandy desert of Ajla through the lowland of Lubna’ and through the volcanic
region of al-'Aramat, which is covered in places with sandy drifts. He states that Lubna*
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At seven o’clock, on our left, we saw the ^e%h of Umm
'ESS, which is clogged with stones and sand, so that the

river bed is over five meters deep. At 7.20 we arrived at the

junction of the two valleys called Jitm, MalSka’ al-Ajtam

(junction of the Jitms), one of which proceeds from the

ruins of al-Homejma on the north, while the other, through
which we rode, comes from the southeast. The small ruins

of al-Kitara, situated on the spur between the two channels,

are said to be inhabited by a spirit and consequently are

avoided by both the 'AlS,win and the 'Imran.*® North of

them is the spring of al-Harak.

I should have been very glad to have halted and in-

spected the ruins, but there was nowhere any trace of plants.

Both wadis were completely dried up, and in the joint valley

of al-Jitm only sejdls were growing in the stony soil. Our
guide Salem said that in the’ lower part of WSdi al-Jitm

there had been no rain during either that year or the previous

one. The sun beat down upon the black rocks that enclose

the wadi, the air did not stir, and in the deep ravine the

sweltering heat was unbearable. The camels were as eager

as their riders to escape from this closed furnace and needed

no urging to hasten westward. At eight o’clock we had the

rocks of Maksar al-6erra on our left; four minutes later the

se‘ib of Umm Hamata was on our right, and at 8.10 we were
thrusting our way among countless granite boulders that

had been wrenched from the wall of ar-Resafa which enclosed

the wddi on our right. At 8.44 we came upon the dam of

al-Mesadd, which once ran across the full breadth of the

wddi from southwest to northeast, transforming it into a large

rain pool. Its southern portion has now been broken through
and carried away. At 8.52 P. M. we saw many sejdl trees

in the Se’ib of Umm Lasam on our left; and at nine o’clock

we rode out from Wadi al-Jitm and from the granite walls

enclosing it. On the left of the river bed, beneath the rocky
wall, lies the huge, smooth boulder Dims al-'Okbijje, so named
is situated in the territory of the 6ud&m. — I locate the lowland of Lubna* in the valley near
Mount Leben&n. for Lubna' is the feminine form of the masculine Leben&n. It belonged
to the Qud&m tribe, and an important road led through it from the harbor of Ajla to the
southeast.'The region of 'AramAt would then be identical with the volcanic territory ^arrat
al-'AwAre^.

^ Al-9Azimi. according to op. eit., Vol. 4, p. 317, mentions Mount Kawtar
as lying between al-Medlna and Syria. — This is perhaps the mountain which rises above
the ruins of Kitara. The approximate indication of its position between al-Med!na and Syria
is customary with the Arabic geographers and implies that it is situated by the road — or
at least not far from the road — which leads from aI-Med!na to Syria. This road runs from
Ajla by al-Kitara to the pass of SitAr, the position of which is defined by JAl^dt. op. oit.t

Vol. 3, p. 269, precisely as lying between al-Medtna and Syria.
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after a young woman of the Beni 'Okba tribe. She is said

to have been a renowned beauty, who was married as a girl

to the chief, a relative of hers. After having been married
for two years she had not yet presented her husband with
a boy or a girl. At Allah’s injunction, she came one day to

Fig. 26—From Rii;m al-Fazh looking northeast.

look for fuel in Wadi al-Jitm. She was accompanied by an-

other woman but lost sight of this companion. After shouting

had failed to attract the attention of the missing woman,
the chief’s wife leaped upon a huge boulder but missed her
footing and slid down. Lo and behold! after due time, she

gave birth to a strong, healthy boy. Since then the childless

women of the neighboring tribes have made pilgrimages to

the boulder of al-'Okbijje, where they climb over its surface:

if Allah wills it they obtain children and if All^h wills not

they obtain no children.

RI6M AL-FAZH TO AL-'AKABA

At 9.15 A. M., to the east of Ri^m al-Fazh, we perceived

a few yellowish rimt bushes (Fig. 26), beside which we
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remained until 11.45. Our famished camels could find nothing

except rimt. The rift valley of al-'Araba was completely

parched, and, as there was nowhere the slightest trace

of grass or green plants, the prevailing color was gray. The
heat was so great that we found it difficult to breathe

(temperature: 37.8° C). The air was full of yellowish layers;

the sun could not be seen, but its hot rays warmed these

layers and scorched the stones and sand. There was not the

least breath of wind to bring cooler air to the heated soil

upon which we lay. Our lungs struggled to gulp down as much
air as possible, and we could not bear to turn our eyes upon
the glowing atmosphere. My right eye was paining me so

much that I did not venture even to move the muscles of it,

not wishing to increase my agony. My fever had grown more
severe again, and I could feel the blood throbbing in my
temples.

Mounting our camels at 11.45, we rose above the warmest
atmospheric layer and could breathe somewhat more freely.

After proceeding southward along the western foot of the

Ummu Nsejle mountains, at twelve o’clock we crossed the

Iet6 of Umm 6urfejn, through which we could see the black

ridge of Mount ar-Rweha. But we did not find any fresh

green plants anywhere at the foot of the mountain; the

needles had been preserved only on the rimt bushes and not

on all of these, for many of them were completely bare,

a sign that the roots had not found enough moisture to nourish

the long, thin leaves, which resemble pine needles. At 12.47

we caught sight of the palm gardens of the oasis of al-'Akaba

(Fig. 27). The tops of the palms seemed to be a dull black,

while the sea behind them was a dirty yellow. At 1.06 we
rode across the se'th of as-§ellale and reached the wooden
huts in which a hundred and fifty foot soldiers were quartered.

Skirting the encampment and settlement on the western side,

we urged our camels to kneel down by the well of Ajla

(temperature 42.3° C).

The well of Ajla is situated between the stronghold and
the seashore, from which it is scarcely fifty paces distant.

To the north and south extend the palm gardens. At the

advice of Isma'in, who was well acquainted with al-'Akaba,

we carried our baggage into the nearest of the northern

gardens, where we encamped. After a while, the owner of

the garden came up to us with a watchman, and both gave
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us a hearty welcome. Accompanied by Isma'in, I proceeded

to the kdjmakdm. The Government building — a low, dirty

hut with two rooms and a single window— is situated north

of the village. We did not find the kdjmakdm there, as he
was paying a visit to the hut of the Military Commander
farther to the north. In front of the latter's hut the soldiers

had planted several ratam bushes, which had grown abun-

dantly as a result of careful watering.

The kdjmakdm, a man of about thirty-five, with an intel-

ligent expression, was lying on a carpet and reading a Turkish
newspaper. He spoke Arabic quite fluently,- and this I immedi-
ately remarked as unusual among the younger Turkish officials,

especially since the change of Government. I first handed
him a recommendation and a letter from his father-in-law at

Damascus, and then a recommendation from Constantinople.

He heartily bade me welcome and questioned me particularly

about events in Constantinople and Syria. He informed me
that he had reached al-'Akaba from al-Medina by way of

Ma'an only a few days before and that he proposed to subject

the region entirely to the Turkish Government from Morajer
Su'ejb in the south to the well 'Ajn Rarandal in the north,

from 'Ajn Taba in the west to the mighty ridge of az-Zahr

in the east. He was to be supported by one hundred and fifty

foot soldiers and twenty-six men mounted on camels. The
kdjmakdm complained that one hundred and thirty of his men
were lying ill, suffering from fever and malaria and that his

mounted men had only two camels, which were deteriorating

from day to day as a result of insufficient food. The camel
riders all came from al-Kasim, thus being 'Akejl, whom the

kdjmakdm had hired in al-Medina. The Government had appoint-

ed him the first kdjmakdm in al-'Akaba but had not supplied

him with money, food, or even ammunition. In al-'Akaba there

were no medicines and no doctor. The soldiers who were
seriously ill were transported on camels to Ma'an and thence

by railway to Damascus, a journey which required eight days,

so that few of those who were dangerously ill reached Damascus
alive. The garrison was relieved every six months. In 1909

many of the soldiers and the native inhabitants had died of

cholera brought by pilgrims returning by way of al-'Akaba

to Egypt and thence to northern Africa.*®

” Abu-l-Feda’. Takwim (Reinaud and De Slane), pp. 86—87, states that in his time
nothing was left of the former small town of Ajla except the stronghold on the Egyptian
Pilgrim Route situated by the shore of the l^olzum Sea. There were no fields in the
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The settlement of al-‘Akaba has about thirty huts, inhab-

ited by nineteen families who have emigrated from various

countries and cities. The majority of the inhabitants are

descendants of Egyptian soldiers and pilgrims who fell ill at

al-'Akaba, were cured, and married there. The huts are built

of broken stone or unburnt brick. The only building of a higher

type is the stronghold, which is constructed of square-hewn,

black and white stones (Fig. 28). At each comer of the

stronghold there is a round tower. A fine gateway in the

center of the northern side leads into an extensive courtyard,

along the walls of which there are stables, storehouses, and
rooms for visitors and pilgrims. To the right and left of this

gateway there are rosettes, and on the northeastern tower
is a knight’s escutcheon (Fig. 29). On both walls of the

broad passage formed by the gateway there are inscriptions

announcing by whom and when the stronghold was restored.

Today it again stands in need of restoration, for its north-

ern and eastern walls are half in ruins.

The inhabitants of al-'Akaba cultivate the date palm.

They have excellent plantations to the south of the settlement,

to the northwest near the ruins of ad-Dejr on the road to

Egypt, and in the western part of al-'Araba. They assured

me that they have more than three thousand date palms.

Under the palms they grow figs, pomegranates, sweet lemons,

and various kinds of vegetables. The gardens do not provide

them with a living, as they nearly all belong to the chiefs

of neighboring tribes, for whom they are cultivated in return

for a half or a third of the yield. The settlers seek a liveli-

hood in trade, conveying and selling various goods which are

brought by the coasting traders or sailors on ships from
Egypt. In the Wadi al-'Okfi the soil can be cultivated, and
the harvests there are abundant when there has been plenty

of rain and water has been flowing through the wadi for

a considerable time. In this valley the inhabitants rent allot-

ments from the Hewat, sowing the land with wheat and
barley and living in tents beside their fields during the

periods of sowing and of harvest. After the harvest they

return to al-'Akaba with the threshed corn.

vicinity of this stronghold. In former times Ajia had a small fortress on the island [a small
island (not shown on the map) situated near the western shore of the gulf and not explored

by me] ; but this also was abandoned* and the Egyptian governor resided in the above-
mentioned stronghold. For records of the history of the harbor of Ajia, see Musil, Arabia
Petraea, Vol. 2, Part 1, p. 306, note 16.
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Northwest of the ruins of Ajla we visited a grove of
luxuriant date palms in which we found other remains of

old buildings, called ad-Dejr or ad-Dar. In 1898 the Military

Commander began to construct a large barrack to the south

Fig. 29—Al-*Akaba, the northeastern tower.

of this palm grove, but the building was never completed
and now resembles a ruin.

After our return from ad-Dejr, I photographed the in-

scriptions on the stronghold, visited a number of the sick

soldiers, conversed for more than an hour with the k&jmakdm,
and looked about for a reliable guide. The chief, Salem eben
Cid, who had accompanied us to al-'Akaba, had become so

accustomed to our coffee that he did not feel inclined to

leave us.



CHAPTER IV

AL-'AKABA TO MADIAN

The negro Mhammad, who was guarding our camels on

the pasture, sent me ,word that there were neither annuals

nor perennials in the neighborhood and urgently advised that

we should quickly finish our work at al-'Akaba and continue

our journey. I accordingly sent Serif to Mhammad, so that

they might drive the camels on to the well of Ajla (Fig. 30)

and let them drink there. But the animals did not wish to

drink the fresh water from the well, preferring to go to the

seashore where they very readily drank from the many springs

which flowed there. At low tide the rocky shore was laid bare

for a distance of about two hundred meters, uncovering nu-

merous springs which gushed forth with great strength.

AL-'AKABA TO (lAKL

At 2.04 P. M. we left al-'Akaba, making our way in a
southerly direction between the gardens and the sea. At the

southern extremity of the gardens, at 2.15, we fell in with
a man riding on a camel in the direction of the oasis of

Hakl. Joining us, he told me the names of the various places

that were visible. On the eastern shore of the gulf there is

a group of yellowish mountains from which run numerous deep
and shallow SeHbdn. Many of these have watercourses as deep
as twenty meters, hollowed out amid small stones mixed with
clay; and there are also places where the sej&l trees grow.

No green plants were visible anywhere. Immediately behind
the gardens we crossed the le'id of Ammu Sidd, which rises

at Hala’ Da^ne; then we crossed al-HolozHni, al-6ow§ijje, and
at 2.28 ar-R&hbijje, which comes from the mountain of Abu
Ruzum&n, the rocky spur of which thrusts itself down to the

sea. At low tide the spur is separated from the water by a
strip about twenty meters broad, covered with many boulders

and with soft sand into which our animals slipped up to

their knees. At high tide the sea washes against the foot

of the spur’s rocky wall, and in stormy weather the waves

88
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rise to a height of many meters, wearing away the rocks.

At this point it is impossible to cross between the sea and
the steep wall, so a bridle path about four meters broad has
been cut across the spur about one hundred meters from the

sea, and a small watchtower (Fig. 31)— called al-Brejg

—

has been set up to prevent the Bedouins from occupying the

rocks surrounding the saddle path and thus intercepting the

pilgrims on their journey. This steep path, artificially cut

out from the rock, was originally called 'Akabat Ajla, and
from it the present settlement and stronghold of al-'Akaba

has received its name.
At three o’clock we rode across the se'ift of Umm Hajt;

at 3.10 we had Ri^ ad-Darak on our right; at 3.30 we cross-

ed the se%h of §rej{}, which comes from the northern slope

of al-Halal and joins Umm Sidre on the left; and at about

3.45 we rode through the seHbdn of a§-§mejsijje, al-Mha|:g:ar,

and al-Jemanijje. Beyond the last-named the mountains recede

toward the east, and between them and the sea there extends

an undulating plain about two kilometers broad, on which

the etmdn grows in some places. From 4.22 to 6.45 we halted
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in the Se%b of al-Arwah in order to let the camels graze a
little, and here we made a fire from the long-thomed branch-
es of the sejdl, this being the only wood we could find (tem-
perature: 40.8° C).

Fig. 31—‘A^abat Ajla, watchtower of al-Brejg.

At 6.50 we rode across the se%b of al-Hesani. The road
leads along the seashore itself, beneath a brittle slope of
white marl, about six meters high, through which the §e‘ib
of al-Halal—which we crossed at 7.08—has worn away a deep
channel. After 7.30 we proceeded across the marshy soil of
al-Mamlah, which extends to the southeast as far as the low
hills of Hekint ar-Rimt. Later we crossed the §e‘tb of al-

Mratijje (formed by the union of al-Krejzi and an-NwIb'e)
and beyond it al-Esawed.*^

The poet an-N&bira, who was a member of the Dubj&n tribe to which the land^ of the region of ^esma* belonged and who lived about 600 A. D., mentions (An-NAbira.Wwdn [Derenbourg] , p. 292 ; [Ahlwardt], p. 21 ; J&V^t, op. c<t., Vol. 4, p. 797) the camping
places between the fertile lowland of Nu*mi and the valleys of al-AAftwel and al-As&wed.— As he was well acquainted with the camping places of the northern ^eAAz and mentions^em often in his ^ems. we must l<^te these three spots in the northern ^eft&z. Rowze

then be identical with the fertile lowland^by the well of an-Na*emi; the valleys
lowlands near Mount Gawla; and the valley of al-AsAwed,

if this name is Mcurately given, we should locate in the vicinity of the well of al-Es&wed.
Az-Zamahtori op. eiL, Vol. 1. p. 687) locates the lowland of an-Nu'mi on the

seashore, the Tihama. thus infusing it with the valley of al-AgAwel. Bur^a Na'mi is thename oi a half-reddened, half-black cone above the well of the same name.
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The night was extremely dark, for the stars were partially

hidden by haze. On the right, the sea was phosphorescent

and appeared to be illuminated by numerous lamps burning

beneath the water. The fever was shaking me again, and I

was glad when we settled down at 8.30 at a short distance

from the road among the rimt bushes near the Se'ib of

S&hjet al-Ma"azi. Fearing that some robber from al-'Akaba

might creep up behind us or that some traveler along the

trade route might hear our voices and steal something from

us, we kept guard over our encampment all night.

On Thursday, June 8, 1910, we started off at 4.34 A. M.
(temperature: 27.8° C). At 4.40 we rode through the Sahjet

ad-Dirri and passed along the marl slope of ad-Debbe. The
sejal trees which grow there are low and stunted, and their

trunks and tops bend eastward, a sure sign of prevailing

westerly winds. At 5.08 we rode round two piles of stones,

one covering the grave of a Bedouin, the other marking the

place where his blood had been shed. He had been riding to

Egypt with his nephew. At this place the nephew shot him
and rode on to Egypt with his uncle’s horse and all his prop-

erty. But the man who had been shot roused himself from
his swoon long enough to tell of the villainous deed to a
traveler, who, by the ordinance of Allah, was passing that

way; after which he died. The traveler buried the man and
announced to his son that he should avenge his father.

By the sea we noticed numerous piles of shellfish. In the

autumn the Arabs camping by the seashore collect these shell-

fish, warm them over a fire, and when they are half-open
eat the contents. At 5.20 we rode through the deep channel
of al-Ktejf, hollowed out in the marl of ad-Debbe. On the

left this Se%h joins the se%h of Ammu Hsi. On the shore

itself, by the se'th of al-Ktejf, there stood three high palm
trees. About one hundred and fifty paces to the south rises

a salt spring, to the east of which extends a large burial

place.

At 5.34 we caught sight of the oasis of Hakl. Steep

slopes thrust the road towards the sea, and in places broken
rocks are piled up across it. The crossing below Ketib al-

Mbassi is dangerous. A steep slope about forty meters high,

completely covered with fine sand, rises sheer from the sea,

and in this the road has been artificially cut. But the soft

marl does not adequately resist the attacks of the waves; it
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breaks and crumbles so that nothing remains of the broad

road but a narrow footpath, which in places is scarcely forty

centimeters wide. During storms at sea, when the waves reach

the footpath, the connection with the south is cut off.

Ketib al-Mbassi is often beset with robbers, who lie in

wait for the rich trade cara-

vans; but these hostile bands

have suffered more than one

defeat there. In the spring of

1907 the Hwet&t at-Tihama —
who owe allegiance to the head
chief Abu Tkeka— made a raid

against the TmrUn who were
encamping by the Se%h of al-

Ktejf. The latter, being fore-

warned of the approaching

danger, carried a great number
of stones to the edge of the

slope Ketib al-Mbassi and hid

behind them. When the last

man of the enemy passed
along the footpath — about

five hundred meters long —
advancing from the south to

its northern extremity, the

Tmran began to roll large and
small stones down on both ends

of the path, in this way killing

six of the enemy and compel-

ling all the rest — over two
hundred in all — to beg for

mercy. At the southern end of this footpath is the spring

of Hkejl, near which there are four groups of palm trees.

At 6.12 we reached the outlying palm trees of the small

oasis of Hakl. These trees form a narrow strip extending

southward along the shore. Among and behind them rise

numerous springs, the water of which, however, is either salt

or brackish and causes violent fever. Hence the saying: “Hakl

is the ruin of reason, Mel salab min al-akl.” Only to the

south of the §e%b of al-Mabrak is there a spring with good

fresh water. Near it are several huts built of palm leaves

and therefore called 'eifle (nest, bower). To the north of
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these huts, on the right-hand side of al-Mabrak and to the

east of the date palms, there grows a group of dum palms
(Fig. 32).“

We remained in the se%h of al-Mabrak from 6.25 to 7.28.

Four men and two women came up to us and very willingly

described to me the vicinity of Hakl, asking if one of them
could accompany us as a guide. I selected a short, thickset

man, named Farrag ar-Rw§kbi (Fig. 33), to come with us

to the nearest camp of the Tmran.
While I was negotiating for the guide, I^ma'in shot twelve

kata* birds (a species of partridge), which were drinking

from the fresh spring. Nowhere in this oasis are there any
traces of old buildings, and, as there was absolutely no pasture

in the vicinity for our camels, we could not remain in Hakl.

ECAKL TO 'ELW AS-SIRR

At 8.38 we went on to the left side of the and
proceeded in a southeasterly direction across the undulating,

bare, parched region of al-Hasa’, which gradually merges
into the elevation of Sahab at-Tabak. At 9.20 we had the

palm groves of al-Hmejza and al-'Enabijje on our right hand,

in a deep notch; and we rode into the §e%h of al-Hmejza at

the spot where it is joined by the §e%h of al-'Emejk. At the

head of the latter stands a small well (shrine) of Sheikh
Hmud. The saint Hmud is called the liberator of the pris-

oners, fakkdk al-mahdbis. If an Arab who has been impris-

oned by the Turkish Government appeals to him, he will

set him free, even though he^may be in chains. It is seldom
that he assists a Turk or a Crkas (Circassian).

At ten o’clock we descended into the §e‘ib of al-Cille,

known as Umm 6urfejn in its middle part, where there was
a settlement of liberated black slaves. Their chief was called

FazlallMi. They live like the Arabs, breeding goats as well

as a few sheep and camels. They comprise thirty-six families

^ I think that in Ptolemy, Geooraphy,yh 7: 27, Agkale is a corruption of the Arabic
word The location tallies.

Al-Bekri, Mu^Oam (Wtlstenfeld), p. 26, writes that ^aVl is situated on the shore of
the oasis of Tejma in the territory of the Gudftm tribe.

According to Mu*iiam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 299, ^al^l is a place sixteen
miles from Ajla, in the direction of al-Medlna. 'Asza, the l^loved of the poet Kutejjer, had
a garden there. In agreement with Ibn al>Kalbi. JAV^t makes Qa^l the landing place
of Tejma. —

The distance between Ajla and the oasis of Qa^l is thirty-five kilometers. It is

doubtful whether this oasis was ever of any importance to Tejma. The landing place ^be' is

situated 160 kilometers nearer Tejma than is Qa^l.
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and obey Eben Makbul, the head chief of the ''Imran. Many
of them are the descendants of Egyptian soldiers who guard-

ed the various halting places on the Pilgrim Route leading

from Egypt by way of al-'^Akaba to al-Medina and Mecca.

At 10.30 we came upon the plateau of al-Mrejra, where
we remained from 10.47 to 1.15. The camels chewed at the

hard woody portion of the etmdn. To the south of Umm
6urfejn rise the hills of al-Asmar, from which the SeHbdn
of ar-Ramti, at-Tawtahijje, 6edu'^ and al-'Arajk§n proceed

toward the west. The Se’ib of a§-§rejh divides the hills of

al-Asmar from the ridge of the same name. Toward the north

rise the broken peaks of at-Tnejnir and east of them the huge
cones of al-Hadab. My companions boiled the kata* birds, but

after two hours they were even harder than when they were
put into the water.

At 1.45 P. M. we had the se'l6 of Salab al-'Arejf on our

right; at 2.15 Umm Mesta was on our left; and at 2.45 Sejh

al-Ksejr. These Se'ibdn come from the rocks of al-Kerin and
al-'Aw&ijje. At the northern foot of al-Kerin is the well Bir

6edid, while the spring of 'Arej|:a rises on the southern foot.

The hills gradually grow into mountains. The §eHbdn become
narrower and deeper. Except for the grayish-green sejdl trees,

there was no vegetation. At 3.20 we saw on our right the

Se'ib of al-Msejhet which comes from the spring of the same
name; on our left was al-Hwewira, separated by the ridge

of as-Sedara from Sejh al-Ksejr; and at 4.38 Fegg; al-Kal^

was on our right, while on our left lay the se’ib of Sejhig

near Mount al-Hawara. We reached the plain of 'Elw as-Sirr,

upon the northeastern portion of which are the three isolated

dome-shaped peaks of Manazer as-§erki. South of these ex-

tends the ridge of al-Farwa with the broken cone of as-

Silmi. Finding that this plain furnished pasture for our camels,

we encamped at 5.31 P. M. beneath a high red rock, from
which we obtained a view of the surrounding country (tem-

perature: 32.5® C).

To the west of ‘Elw as-Sirr extends the narrow ridge Srejf al-Maktale,

west of which is Umm R&§ed and, still farther, al-Kalhi. From the eastern

slope of al-Maktale rises the Se'ib of ad-Dabr, which runs in a north-

westerly direction and is joined on the right by the Se'ibdn of al-Hadab

and at-Tmejmijje, on the left by Qtejmijje and al-'Ajn. Se'ib ad-Dabr

comes to an end beneath the hills of al-Ham?a on the shore of the Red
Sea. Southwest of Srejf al-Maktale and south of Umm R&Sed, rain water

collects in the Se'ib of al-£h?@ri, the branches of which are al-Hriit and
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al-HaSa' on the right and al-Hsej on the left. The seih of as-Sult&nijje

runs from al-Kalbi. South of this se*t6 and north of al-Ehz§ri stands the

small shrine al-Weli ‘Azzd,m.

There was once a pregnant woman who was walking along the

seashore, unable to find any water. Being very thirsty, she knelt down
and begged All^h to have mercy on her. At that very moment she gave
birth to a male child. Being too weak to hold him in her arms, she laid

him beside her on the ground, and behold, at the child's feet a spring

gushed forth. Allah had saved mother and child. The spring, hence, is

holy, and it is called ‘Azzarn. This story is probably an echo of the legend
of Hagar and Ishmael in Genesis, 21:15.

Farther south the seHbdn of Gennijje, al-Rurajje, and al-Klejb extend
from the hills of an-Nates toward the sea. Thes^" seibdn start in the

mountains of Krejdat al-Arnab, al-A§hab, and al-Mhejmez, south of Srejf

al-Maktale. At al-Ashab rises the se%b of Halal
;
at al-Mhejmez the seHbdn

of Umm Ha§a and an-Nimrijje, in the latter of which is the spring of

Tireb. To the east of an-Nate§ the seHb of an-Nekwa joins al-Klejb,

dividing an-Nates from as-Sakka. The southern border of an-Nates is

formed by the se‘ib of an-Nhejl. From it the mountains of al-Korzijje

and as-Sikijje rise to the southeast, descending steeply to the sea near
the copious well Bir Marsa’. The §e*ib of the same name ends in the

se'ib of Harljdra near al-Marsa’. To the south of the latter the seHbdn
run in a southwesterly direction and end near Tajjebt Ism, where there

is a small grove of date palms.

Tajjebt Ism is a small oasis belonging to the 'Amarin clan, which
comprises only eleven families. Formerly this clan possessed the whole
region between the valley of al-Abjaz and the sea, but the greater part

of the families have migrated to the neighborhood of Wadi Miisa.

The large spring of al-Liwi rises between Tajjebt Ism and Bir

Marsa’, north of the Se'ib of as-Swehel. It is situated at the foot of the

6eh&man, which we could also see both from Ab-ad-Den and 'Elw as-Sirr.

East of *Elw as-Sirr the ridge of al-Farwa forms the watershed
between the seHbdn running in a westerly direction and the deep valley

of al-Abjaz extending southward. This valley starts near the shrine al-Weli

Sam*dl, at the junction of three branches. The longest of these is as-Sahab,

which extends from the east, from the hills of az-Zorf and the ridge of az-

Zahr. On the left it is joined by the SeHbdn of al-*Ajen&t, az-Zell, a§-§rejf,

and al-Kiswe, and on the right by as-Sukka, which comes from the cones

of al-Malfi and Abu Rhajjat. The northern branch, al-Waset, begins

under the name of al-Hsajd, between Umm Burka* and the rocks Hzejb
al-Bi? and al-Mu*allak. The SeHbdn which merge with it on the right

are al-Hawi (in which is the spring of al-*Awgijje), al-Bakra, Ammu
Ka?m, Ammu-t-Tin, and Se'ibUn ar-Razijje; on the left it is joined by
Umm 6aser (which comes from near the well of the same name on the

northern foot of the ar-Ril&n rocks), by al-Mgejfel (which rises between
ar-Rilan and al-Kaljiaze), and finally by al-Hrejg. The third branch, as-

Sejdle, starts from the ridge of al-Farwa and divides Klejb ar-Retllme

from the Ekt&n rocks. With the valley of al-Abjaz merge on the eastern

side the following SeHbdn: al-^ar&kfs, which begins among the rocks of

Rur&b; Srejm and TbSt, coming from the large mountain al-Ma*tijje;

al-J^bejt, bordering al-Mw§leh to the south ; al-Mltemm, which joins with
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al-He^ijje; Sejh al-Ksejr; al-Metaha; as-Sdejr; al-'Emejk; *Alegan, made
by the junction of al-Mhatta and al-Rara; Amwas, formed by the combination
of Fejh&n, ar-Raha, and EmtUn ; and, finally, at the water of al-Bed' and
ruins of Hawra, the se'ih of an-Nmejr. On the right the valley al-Abjaz

is joined by the shorter seHbdn of Sidd near the spring of al-Wugera,
by as-Seraf, as-Se'ed, at-Tleje, al-Hsane, Masra’, Umm *Ess, garm al-

*Aker, Asejher, az>Zerafa, al-Makje, and Ekdad.

'ELW AS-SIRR TO THE §e1B OP AL-MISMA'

Having spent a peaceful night, we left our encampment
at 4.34 A. M. on Friday, June 10, 1910. There were a number
of isolated rocks scattered over the plain, among them, on
our right, the small red rock of al-Hmejdijje, said to be in-

habited by a spirit. At 5.20 we reached the rocks of a§-§araf

and Umm 6idde, between which the Pilgrim Route of as-

Sultanijje swings off, maintaining, however, its generally

southeasterly direction from al-'Akaba to the seHb of as-

Seraf, through which it reaches the wadi of al-Abjaz where it

trends southward.*”

Leaving the Pilgrim Route, we rode in a southerly di-

rection along the foot of ad-Da'ganijje. At six o’clock we met
two riders on camels and three wayfarers traveling from west
to east. Having greeted our guide, they stopped with him
for about ten minutes, after which the riders went on east-

ward, while the wayfarers joined us. Falling into conver-

sation with them, I discovered that one had an admirable

knowledge of the region, so I asked him to accompany us as

a guide. He accepted my offer and told me that he was going

to [fetch his riding camel which his father was watering at

the well of Bwara.
At 6.24 A. M. we entered a gap about three hundred

meters broad and rising to the south, which we followed

until 7.20, when we halted. The baggage was unloaded, and
Isma'in and Serif, together with the old guide, drove the camels

to the well of al-Bwara, which flows in a deep se%b. The new

^ A§>Serftf is the ancient pilgrims’ halting place, Saraf al*Ba”l or Sarafe Beni ‘A^ijje.

Ja^iit, op. eit.t Vol. 1, p. 675 : Vol. 3, p. 278, mentions Saraf al-Ba'l but does not
know whether it is a place in Syria or a mountain on the Pilgrim Route from Syria. —
J&V^t was not familiar with the Pilgrim Route from Egypt.

Al-^azwini (died 1283 A. D.). ^A6d*ib, (Cairo, 1321 A. H.), Vol. 1, p. 234, says that
the mountain of Saraf al-Ba'l rises on the Pilgrim Route leading from Syria to al-Medina.
On it there is a large building for the statues of deities wrought so artistically in stone
that it would have been exceedingly difficult to do the same work in wood. Everyone marvels
at the height of the building, the size of the stones, and the length of the pillars. — The name
Saraf al-Ba'l is printed SaraV al-Ba'l. The place now is full of isolated rocks curiously eaten
away by sand and wind, rain, frost, and sun.
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guide returned with the animals, but without his own camel.

His excuse was that his father had driven it away; but the real

reason was that he did not wish to risk his camel’s being

stolen. I asked him to draw for me in the sand a plan of

the whole shore of al-Hmejza as far as 'Ajnuna, with the

various SeHbdn and the mountains from which they run.

From his statements and his plan I myself drew a sketch

map. Twice I rubbed out his drawing and asked him to sketch

the SeHbdn again— on each occasion from a different side—
and I thus found that he never contradicted himself. His
statements as to direction and distance were accurate. He
measured distance either in terms of camel rides or of

marches on foot.

At 8.50 we proceeded farther southward. At 9.20 we
reached the elevation of Krejdat al-Arnab, and we remained
beneath a high granite peak until 12.30. Originally we had
intended to eat, but we had five hungry Tmr&n with us, and
our stock of supplies was already running short. Consequently

Mhammad urged me to complete our cartographical obser-

vations rapidly and then continue our journey. Only the

heaviest baggage was unloaded from the camels, the lighter

articles being left on them. Accompanied by the new guide,

Tuman and I climbed to the top of the peak, from which
we intended to sketch the surrounding district. At first we
went up a slope of crumbling stone which shifted with every

footstep. We then clambered from boulder to boulder until

we reached a projection which we took to be the actual sum-
mit, but we soon discovered that the latter was situated

farther on towards the west. It consisted of vertical ribs

between which we cautiously climbed upwards. The upper

ends of these ribs rose up like a wooden fence and were so

smooth that we had to crawl among them at full length.

The summit was formed by a single boulder three meters
long and two meters broad at the top. As I am subject to

dizziness, I could not look downward into the precipitous

chasm, more than one hundred and fifty meters deep. Having
completed our work, we went down again, the descent prov-

ing even more difficult and dangerous than the ascent. Be-

fore we were safely down blood was drawn from our hands
and feet. The camels were already loaded, so that we could

continue our journey immediately. Our uninvited guests had
waited a long time for our return, but not knowing where
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and when we should prepare the midday meal they had finally

departed.

Passing through a narrow, rocky ravine we came at 12.50

P. M. to a se"ib which contained an abundant growth of plants,

and here we stayed until 2.30 P. M. Our guide was acquainted

not only with the region lying between the right-hand side

of the al-Abjaz valley and the sea but also with the territory

situated to the east and northeast of al-Abjaz. From his

various remarks I gathered that he was a chief of robbers

and that he only occasionally visited his tent. He was willing

to accompany us as far as al-Bed', where he had left with the

Mesald two stolen camels that he intended either to sell or

to send to Egypt. Of all our camels, he liked best the one

that Isma'in was riding. He stroked it and patted it at every

opportunity, which made Isma'in afraid that the man would
steal the animal during the night.

At 2.59 we observed the mountain range of al-Mweleh
to the southeast. It consists of two horizontal strata, the

lower one white, the upper one black. From this range proceeds

the §e'ib of the same name, which joins with al-Abjaz on

the left-hand side. East-southeast of al-Mweleh rise two cones

of Jabb, and southwest of these cones we could see the ridge

of as-§emralj with several high pyramids denoting the pass

of al-Hegijje. On our left we had the head of the Se'ib of

Se'ed, which joins al-Abjaz opposite the se'ib of al-Mweleh.

At 3.10 the guide showed me the spring of 'Ejert al-Kab§ on

the right, while on the left we saw the ravine of Hsij al-Benn

with several black boulders, said to be possessed by spirits

{mamlukdt). At 3.20 we had the §eHb of al-Klejb on our right

and at-Trejfi on our left. Through a gap in the left-hand

rocky wall we perceived at 3.32 three palm trees above the

fountain of Mojet al-Hsane. At 3.45 we rode around a large

pile of stones heaped up upon the grave of al-Welijje Sa'ide,

or the holy woman Sa'ide, who is said to help women in

distress or illness. At 4.05 we observed the SeHb of Medlig: on

the left, and south of it Mount az-Zrejbij je, with springs of the

same name, from which proceed the seHbdn of ad-Db&klijje

and al-Mesall, which join with al-Hsane and end in Wadi
al-Abjaz.

We rode through the Se^ib of al-Hsane until 4.20, when
we reached the red elevation of as-Snejd'e and the shallow

channels of ar-Rihijjfit. To the southeast glistened the red
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and white strata of the al-Lowz mountain range, south of

which, on the mountain of al-Makla, ,we saw the high, white,

shining pyramid of Nsejlet al-'Ajn, from which the large

spring al-'Ajn flows to the southwest. From this spring

there are roads leading to the passes Nakb al-Madsus and
Nakb al-Makla; and southeast of the latter is the well of

Mat'ama with the holy tree of the same name. The pass of

al-Makla divides the mountain range of al-Makla from the

black mountain of ar-R&ha. North of al-Lowz we saw a deep,

dark gap— the §e%b of al-Mhemm — and east of it a clear, white

strip, which was the road to the pass of al-Hetijje, near
which there is a well with good water. To the left of us rose

the hills of al-Kattar, and on our right to the southwest the

guide pointed out the spring of Riha at the foot of al-Ashab.

At 4.24 we crossed the se%b of an-Nweb'e, which starts

on Mount al-Mhejmez from the spring of the same name.
West of al-Mhejmez flows the spring of at-Tireb, and south-

west that of Sow§a. The region through which we passed was
completely barren. There was no vegetation on the rugged,

rock-strewn slopes; in the river beds there grew some scattered

ratam and rimt, but no verdure was upon them. The guide

drew my attention to the fact that we were approaching an
area in which there had been no adequate rain for four years

and that he therefore doubted whether we could find any
pasture for our camels on this part of our journey.

At five o’clock we reached a low elevation called 'Arejf

al-RalSjin, where the Arabs dig out meerschaum from which
they cut their short pipes. Smokers from the whole of the

northern half of the Hegaz are said to come here. Many of

them carry away on their camels as much as two loads of the

soft stone and sell it to their fellow tribesmen. Southwest

of 'Arejf al-Ralfijin rises Mount Mrah, the vertical ribs of

which surmount the ridge by almost four meters. In the

broad Se^b of al-Ma§ra’ we found numerous traces of Arabs
and their flocks, arz matkuka (trodden ground), but no

pasture for our camels. The guide pointed out to me Mdjet

SowSa in a short Se‘tb to the west and to the east the large,

black mountain a§-§a'ill. At 5.25 we crossed a footpath leading

to the spring of 'Arejtu> and at 5.35 we perceived the broad,

gray ridge of al-Hbejt running in the direction of al-Abjaz.

It was 6.15 before we found at the eastern bank of the

ieHb of al-Misma’ a few green rimt bushes, beside which we
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encamped (temperature: 30° C). The camels were hungry and
tired and the road was stony, so that we could not leave this

place after our evening meal. We therefore made a fire under
a large boulder, but after cooking the supper we immediately

extinguished it in order that its flame might not betray us.

The camels knelt, one close beside the other; whereupon
we fastened their two front legs together. Then we lay down
in a circle around the animals, with the new guide between
Isma'in and Mhammad. He was not called upon to act as guard
during the night.

THE §E*!B of AL-MISMA’ INTO WADI AL-ABJAZ

On Saturday, June 11, 1910, we started off at 4.34 A. M.
(temperature: 22° C) through the se'lh of al-Misma’ which
forms the beginning of the se%h of Asejher, in which, at five

o’clock, our guide Sliman pointed out to me the water of al-

Harada. He also showed me farther to the southeast on the

left side of the wadi of al-Abjaz the deep gaps formed by the

seHbdn of an-Nzerat that join with as-Sdejr and al-'Emejk.

South of them we could see the seHbdn of al-Mhatta and
al-Rara extending to the seHb of 'Ale^:an. At 5.20 we saw
the narrow peak of Ab-ad-Den to the southeast. We then

came to the beginning of the §eHb of Zerafa, which forms
the western border of the territory belonging to the 'Emerat,

a clan of the Hwetat at-Tihama numbering about one hundred
tents. On the south their territory extends as far as the oasis

of al-Bed', on the north as far as^ al-Weli Sam^ul, and on the

east it reaches to the mountain of Semralj and al-Makla. South
of this clan the Mesa'id encamp, and to the north the 'Imran.

At 6.04 we rode between the rugged hills of al-'Ajdijje and
the mountains of Abu Rij&§, where the seHb of al-Hkaf begins.

After being joined on the right by the seHbdn of a§-§arma
and 6ehaman, which extend from the mountains of Ardad,

al-Hk&f penetrates the hills of ar-Rafid and ends on the

seashore near the oasis of Tajjebt Ism.

Our guide explained that the territory between Hakl and
'Tajjebt Ism used to belong to the 'Amarin clan. They had
migrated to Egypt and to the neighborhood of Wadi Musa,

so that only about ten families remained in the original territory

and these few were now encamped with the 'Imran. The latter

are also accompanied on their nomadic wanderings by about
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twenty families of the Fawajde clan of the tribe of Beni
'Okba, which once ruled over the tribes of the Ma"aze and
the HwStat at-Tihama and is said to have been descended

from the Tamud tribe that built rock dwellings at al-He^
and Moyajer Su'ejb. Today the ruins of these dwellings, as

well as the oasis of al-Bed', belong to the Beda'in clan of

the Mesa'id tribe. The Mesaid are not akin either to the

TmrSn or to the Hwetat at-Tihama, and they form two equally

numerous clans, the Beda'in and Farahin together consist-

ing of about one hundred and twenty tents. The Farahin
sojourn for the most part between the §e'ih of al-Kijal and
Ras Fartak (Cape Fartak), while the Beda'in remain north

of them between the oasis of al-Bed' and Makna on the

seashore.

At 6.38 we rode through the §e%h of al-Ma^e and
approached the black mountain of al-Hserme. To the south-

east we saw the mountain of Zihed, which resembles a kneeling

camel. Its isolated peak rises above the entrance to the

ie%h of al-Hrob.

To the northwest rose the high obelisk of Ab-ad-Den,
separated from the lower one of Abu Rijas by the broad
mb of FarSt 'Edd. At 7.15 the broad se%h of FrejSt al-

'Ekejl opened out on our right. The region through which
we were passing was completely void of life. Nowhere did

we see animals or birds, nowhere was there any green growth
of vegetation. The ratam bushes were absolutely bare, as

though dried up, and even the hardy acacia sejdl, which
defies the drought, had not a single leaf. My right eye was
not yet well, and my left one also began to pain me. The
fever returned.

At eight o’clock we had the huge mountain of Lebun
on our left, and we admired the mountains of ar-Raha and
al-Makla, covered with a delicate veil of haze. These mountains
form the watershed of the Wadi al-Abjaz — and thus of the

Red Sea— and the lowlands traversed by the railway to al-Me-

dina. West of the saddle Nakb al-Makla yawned the deep

ravine of Fejh&n, through which a road leads from the valley

of al-Abjaz to the well al-'Ajn and farther on to the

passes Nakb al-Madsus and Nakb al-Makla. At 8.30, on our

right lay the small Se’ib of Hajjij, with the water of the

same name at its entrance; at 8.40 we saw the small Se‘ib of

'Ekejl, which comes from al-Klej^ji and Trejf al-BawwSl.
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At 9.28 we entered the Wadi al-Abjaz at the point where
it is joined on the left by the se%h of 'Aleg:an. In the broad,

white river bed of al-Abjaz we found an abundance of rimt
bushes, but they too were completely dead. However, on the

left-hand side in a small basin through which winds the

channel of al-Abjaz — below this point known as al-'Efar or

al-'Efftl— we could see a darker clump of rimt bushes at the

foot of a high, black peak. We turned aside towards them
and remained beside them from 9.46 until 12.42. Rain water
had been collecting for some time in this basin, so the roots

of the rimt were still able to nourish the grayish-green leaves.

Our camels grazed on the rimt for a few minutes and then

proceeded to search for other plants, but, finding none, they

knelt down one after the other and rested. To us this was
a discouraging sign, for it showed us that the animals were
already very tired (temperature: 37.5“ C).

Accompanied by the guide and Tuman, I climbed up to

the black peak, beneath which we sat down. The ascent

required more than half an hour and was dangerous in places,

as we had to crawl on our stomachs up the smooth slope.

We named this peak Samra’ Tuman (Fig. 34), and the guide

promised to see to it that the Bedouins should call it by the

same name.

Southwest of Samra* Tuman rise the dark brown peaks of Kdad,

Esdeh, as-Sokk, and al-Latt, from which the seHbcin of at-Temile, as-

Sokk, al-Ksara, Abu Hlejfi, and Abu Dwejme reach to the sea. On the

watershed to the southeast rises the black range of ar-Raha, on the

western slopes of which are situated the cones of Umm 6adeb, Self, and
al-Fers. In the southern part of ar-Raha, by the cone of al-Fers, flows

the spring 'Ajn Marra, near which rises the se'ib of at-Tmejmijje, joining

with Fejhan. Somewhere near the middle of this se'ib is the spring of

Kammah, from which the pass Nakb an-Nassas leads eastward. To the

north of Kammah is Nakb al-Ahejmer. To the south of ar-Raha the

watershed is formed by the brown and white streaked hills of al-Mu'affara,

the southern spur of which is called al-Rajme. Az-Zihed towers to the

west of al-Rajme and to the north of az-Zihed stretch the narrow ridges

of al-Hrejbe, al-Mnife, ad-Dbejbi, as-§edi{i, al-Kbejda, al Hemara, an-Nmejr,

Laha, al-Rarak, and Mikwan al-Hagg, which slope toward the southwest.

A little before noon a strong, south-southwesterly wind

arose which, though it failed to moderate the intense' heat,

at least set the air in motion and thus facilitated our breathing.

We felt the full strength of it as we were moving toward

the south through the broad valley of al-Abjaz. This valley

is covered with a layer of fine sand, from which isolated
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clumps of rimt bushes emerge like small islands. It is bordered

to the right and left by high, rocky walls, through which
break numerous SeHbdn, large and small. After one o’clock the

wddi became tapering and twined round the spur of Mikwan al-

Ha^g, which extends towards al-Abjaz from the east. Egyptian

Fig. 34—Samra’ TGm&n from the northwest.

troops always occupied this spur when the pilgrimage caravans
passed this way, for on several occasions the Arabs had
attacked and robbed the pilgrims near here. Our guide Sliman
related how his father Salem had taken part in such an
attack. The Egyptian soldiers had built a wall of rough stones
on the mountain spur, behind which they had set up two
small cannons. Not seeing any hostile Bedouins anywhere
about, they were looking at the approaching pilgrims, admir-
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ing the decorated camels carrying gifts from Egypt to Mecca
and the splendid palanquins of the Egyptian ladies and gentle-

men, and keeping no watch on the higher rocks to the east.

But it was precisely in these rocks that the Tmran were
concealed with the Beni 'Atijje. Creeping down softly toward
the soldiers, they flung themselves upon them with a great

shout. Some they killed, others escaped. The Bedouins set

light to fuses and fired at the pilgrims who were crowded
together in the narrow valley beneath the spur, where they

were completely unable to defend themselves. The victims

were thoroughly plundered by the Bedouins. Sliman said that

his father carried off two camels, upon which he loaded

various garments, carpets, and food, and that in addition he
made off with a small bag containing forty-eight gold coins.

TO THE RUINS OF HAWKA’

At 1.50 P. M. we saw on our right the small Se’ih of

Ekdad, which comes from Trejf al-Bawwal, and to the southeast

we could see the flat elevations of az-Zerw and al-Rarak,

composed of red and white strata. At 2.22 we had the small

Be%h of Amwas on our left hand, and on our right the short

§e%h of al-Krejbat.

Sliman recited a poem which he had composed in my
honor, but Mhammad and Ismain would not let him finish

it, declaring that they had composed a better poem; whereupon
they also said a few verses. But Sliman disposed of them,

saying that their verses were not original, being a mere
repetition of his idea.

Toward three o’clock there was a change in the appearance

of the country. The serried granite mountains disappeared,

and on both sides and ahead of us we saw limestone hills

and uplands, covered at the foot with a moderately deep layer

of sand. The slopes of these hills and uplands were more
gradual than those of the hills through which we had come,

and the SeHbdn were shallower and broader but with no
vegetation. At three o’clock we could see to the south through

a notch of no great depth the high, red ridge of an-Nmejr
and above it higher brown mountains with the white strata

of al-Mu'affara. The valley of al-Abjaz gradually grows
broader, and the channel on the western side runs along a high,

yellow escarpment known as Safra’-l-Bed'. This escarpment
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is composed of countless pillars nearly all of the same height,

some of which are hollowed out and lie in the river bed. At
3.22 we had the Se‘ib of Emtan on our left, while on our

right, above the escarpment, were the uplands of Sbejlat and

Sikh. At 4.12 we reached the defile of Ka'edSn Rabey at the

Fig. 35—From Ka'edan Raber looking northeast.

point where the escarpment of Safra’-l-Bed' swings off some-

what to the southeast (Figs. 35, 36). The channel of al-Abjaz

penetrates through the bend thus formed, thereby cutting the

defile. The river bed, scarcely twenty meters broad and covered

with a growth of dark green tarfa trees, is bordered on the

right and left by walls more than fifty meters high, formed of

horizontal, yellow, red, and blue strata. The rays of the sun

were reflected from the southeastern wall, and there quivered

a rainbow spectrum around the separate strips of color. Seen

from the south, the defile produces an even more overwhelming

impression. The southern fagade resembles a gigantic fortress

with olive-blue foundations, violet walls, and a high, slender,

yellow, rectangular tower sharply cut with battlements and

numerous round loopholes. Behind this fortress, far on the

northeastern horizon, rises the purple mountain range of Lowz
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and to the south of it the half white and half black mountains

of al-Maklaandar-Raha; while in front of the latter, nearer the

valley, are the lower hills known as al-Hemara and al-Kbejda,

the colors of which range from grayish-green to orange-yellow.

In the river bed numerous half buried sejdl trunks were visible.

Fig. 36—From Ka*edan Raber looking southeast.

At 4.30 we reached a grove of dum palms and made our
way across some ancient walls that stretched crosswise and
lengthwise through the valley. These were the remains of

gardens. Here the river bed is more than fifty meters broad

and five meters deep and is completely covered with a growth
of tarfa. From the south the fans of date palms beckoned

to us, and at 4.55 we were near the palm gardens where
here and there we could see huts built of palm leaves. Toward
the east the gardens are shut off by a white marl slope about

thirty meters high.

On all sides there are springs of various sizes, the water

of which flows together and forms a stream, beside which
we halted at 5.20. Some men and women of the Beda'in were
watering goats and camels and filling their skin bags. The
men scarcely replied to our greeting. But they inspected us
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with covetous eyes, asked what our intentions were, and

wished to conduct us immediately to their chief who was

encamped a few kilometers to the south. Isma'in and SlirnSn

declared that we would remain at al-Bed' that day to let our

hungry camels graze and to rest ourselves a little, so that

we could not visit the chief

until the morrow. When the

men and women had departed,

we were joined by a youth

about sixteen years old (Fig. 37)

in a tattered shirt, who invited

us to enter his palm hut. Thank-

ing him for his courtesy, I

offered him our hospitality.

We were in urgent need of a

companion belonging to the

rapacious Mesa'id, who would

protect us from his fellow

tribesmen. Knowing that he

could obtain from us his fill

of bread— which, he asserted,

he had not tasted for more
than a year— the youth began

to drive our camels together,

urging us not to camp by the

water, because if we stayed

there we should be stung by
gnats during the night. I asked

him to lead us to the caves

Morajer Su'ejb (Fig. 38).

At 5.40 we left the meadow, through which flows the

stream al-'Efar, mounted a slope about ten meters high, and

proceeded to the ruins of Hawra. These ruins are nearly

hve-tenths of a kilometer long from southwest to northeast

and about four hundred meters broad. Half a kilometer to the

south there are similar ruins, composed of piles of old building

material, long, white foundation walls, and a quantity of debris.

Not a single building had been preserved. They were con-

structed of soft limestone, which, though very easy to work
with, could not resist the wind, sand, and rain. It has dis-

integrated into fine di»t, some of which still lies in small

heaps, while the rest has been carried away by the wind.
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There are about ten heaps of larger size and more varied

composition, in which it might, perhaps, be possible to find

something.

Behind the ruins we branched off a little to the west
into a small Se^ib and found ourselves in front of monumental
tombs hollowed out in the white limestone rock (Figs. 39,

40, 41). These tombs obviously recall Wadi Musa. We encamped
by them at 5.56. Having made some examination of the

surrounding neighborhood, we obtained our geographical lati-

tude for the evening (temperature: 31.8° C).

Our new guide brought up a lame old man driving a lean

goat, which he offered to sell for the sum of four megidijjat

($3.60). Isma'in and Mhammad handled the animal and then

returned it to the old man with the suggestion that he let

it graze until its bones were covered with at least as much
flesh as one kata' bird (see above, p. 94). I could not sleep

at all during the night, as I was tormented by fever, and
our new companion Salem kept up a continual shouting to

warn any possible robbers that we were under his protection.

Whenever Salem was quiet, our old guide, the robber Sliman

(Fig. 42), shouted in an even louder voice that he would shoot

anyone who interfered with us or our property.

AT MADIAN

On Sunday, June 12, 1910, I visited the necropolis of Mo-
rajer Su'ejb before sunrise. The tombs had been hollowed

out of the soft limestone rocks. In front of each one the slope

had been cut away to form a vertical wall, and through this

wall had been cut a door that led into a large excavated

room, on the floor and on walls of which were the individual

graves. Many of the entrances were adorned with crumbling

decorations (Figs. 43—52). The necropolis is over one kilo-

meter long and nearly two hundred meters broad, but not

a single grave had been completely preserved. The soft lime-

stone rock had crumbled and cluttered the rooms and the

doorways. The best preserved graves are those in the western

part, where the rock is somewhat harder; the northern and

especially the southern parts have completely decayed. For
more than two hours I crawled from tomb to tomb, search-

ing for inscriptions, but I did not find a single one. They
had been carved out in the soft limestone walls, which had
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Fig. 38—Map of the site of ancient Madian.
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Fig. 41

Figs. 39, 40, 41—In the necropolis, Madian.
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crumbled and vanished. But the walls of several tombs had
received a fairly thick coating of firm mortar, and in about

five tombs I came upon insignificant traces of Nabataean

inscriptions written in black upon this coating of roughcast.

Even of these, however, not a single letter had been com-

Fiq. 42—The robber Slimftn.

pletely preserved. After a vain search I photographed several

tombs and then went on with TurnSn and SMem to the ridge

of al-M$alla, where we sketched the surrounding district. It

was not easy to reach this ridge, as its sides had broken

away at a height of about ten meters, so we were compelled

to make a detour of more than two kilometers in order to

ascend it from the north. On the ridge we found about fifty
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circles marked out on a stone elevation. SMem said that those

who wish to pray to Su'ejb stand inside these circles.

The lowland, in which the extensive ruins of Hawra and the oasis

of al-Bed* are situated, is bordered on the east by the hills of al-Hards, al-

Fig. 43—A sepulcher, Madian.

Kbejda, and as-Sedih; on the west by as-Sikh, 'Ag*dge al-Ksara, and
'Abdejn; and on the southwest by al-Hamra and at-Tlah. To the north

of al-Msalla extends the white plain of al-Brejtem; and to the southwest,

al-Ham^a, in which is situated the well of the same name. The rain water

flows from both these plains through the se'ib of Makna to the grove

of date palms bearing the same name situated on the shore.
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Fig. 47—Interior of a sepulcher, Madian.

The oasis of Makna belongs to the Fawajde clan. They dwell in

twenty huts, ^ardjei, of palm leaves and cultivate about fifty date palms

and large vegetable gardens. Al-Fawajde are the remainder of the Beni

'Okba tribe, various clans of which migrated during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, some to the territory of al-Kerak, some to Egypt.3®

To the south-southwest of al-Hamra' extend the limestone hills of

Umm KefaS Umm Losof, and al-Mesadd, forming the watershed between

Ptolemy. Geography

»

VI, 7: 27, records in northern Arabia Felix a place Makna
or Maina, which is certainly identical with our oasis. The name Maina recalls the Ic'fb of

al-Ma*ajjen&t. in which the settlement of Makna is situated.

r*. During his residence at TebOk, Mohammed imposed annual taxes upon the Jews living

in the settlement of Makna and gave them a charter (al-W&kedi, Mardzi [Wellhausen]

,

p.405: al-Bel&dori [died 892 A.D.], Futil^ [De Goeje], p. 60). These taxes — which consisted

of a quarter of the yield of the sea fisheries, date palms, and weavers' looms — were received

by *Ubajd Ibn J&sir ibn Numajr of the Sa'dall&h clan, as well as by a certain Gudami from

Banu W&jel, who went to Tebdk and became a Moslem. Mohammed assigned a hundred grass

plots to *Ubajd's horse, and these plots still belonged to the Sa*d and W&jel clans at the

time of al-W&kedi (died 823 A. D.). Later, 'Ubajd put his horse in the care of a certain
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Makna and the valley of al-Abjaz—the latter being known in its lower

part as al-*£f^l. From these hills the seHbdn of al-Mrejzel run to Makna,
penetrating the table-land of al-Fhejt&t, al-Harag, and al-Mab'iil^, in which
rises the spring of al-Amrar; while the springs of *Ejane and al-Far-

Fig. 48—A sepulcher, Madian.

Jewess in the settlement of Ma|^na. assigning to her sixty of the hundred grass plots. These
plots were taken away from the heirs of the Jewess only toward the close of the rule of the
Omayyads, but the heirs of 'Ubajd did not obtain them. The charter was said to have been
lost, and the one which was exhibited in the settlement of Ma^na at the end of the ninth
century and which was intended for the Beni 9ubejba and the inhabitants of MaVna. was
said to be an undoubted forgery.

Ibn ^ai^ar (died 1449 A. D.), Ipdba ('Abdalbaj), Vol. 2, p. 1070, does not believe the
tale about 'Ubajd's horse.

J&Viit, Mu‘iiam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 4, p. 610, writes that Ma^na is situated not far

from Ajla.
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Fig. 61 Fig. 52

Figs. 49, 50, 51, 52—Sepulchers, Median.

r&*i are in the Se*ib of Makna. South of Makna the SeHbdn of Asmar and

ar-Ri§e run down to the sea. South of these SeHbdn and south of the

hills of al-Kebrit a white, rocky plain extends as far as the sea. In the

southwest portion of this plain are cut the small coves, Serm Dabba and
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§erm Mugawwan; and to the southwest the plain forms two capes: Ras
Fartak with the small shrine as-Sejl} Hm^d and Ras al-Kasha.

To the east of Ras al-Kasba extend the se'ibdn Wokob, as-Sbejti,

al-Kmejle, an-Nahala, al-'Asla—all three of which proceed from the pla-

teau of an-Ndejra—as well as al-*Ess, Abu Zufra, and al-Kijal, rising on
the southern slope of Matent as-§ujuh.

In the oasis of Kijal dwells the al-Farahin clan of the Mesa'id tribe.

This clan numbers about sixty families who live in tents or huts made
of palm leaves. They cultivate date palms, pomegranates, and various

vegetables.31

Al-'Efal, or al- Efar, is joined on the right, to the south of al-Bed*, by
the broad valley of Umm Hasim, which extends from al-Hamra^ to the

southeast between Umm Kefa^ al-Hbejrat, and at-Tlah on the west, and
Twejjel 6ed'an on the east. Farther south al-'Efal is joined on the right

by Rbejla, known in its western part as al-Msejr, which proceeds from
ar-Rise and penetrates Matent as-SujuJi. From the east al- Efal is reach-

ed by the seHbdn of al-Mhas, which begin under the name of al-Rarid

near the ridge of as-§edi{i; by al-Marra umm 6arda^ formed by the seHbdn
of al-Homsi, al-MinkHsi, Kdejdi, and al-Ktejbe, which come from the hills

of ad-Dbejbi and al-Mnife; and still farther on by Msas al-Hawa, al-K(is,

and al-Hrob, the latter being joined by the seHbdn of al-*Esejle, ar-Raka,

and al-Mrah, which begin in the mountain range of az-Zihed and al-

Mrejfek.

We had not yet finished our work when Serif, out of

breath, shouted to us from below that the Mesa'id had sur-

rounded Mhammad and our camels and were about to steal

the animals. Seizing our firearms we hastened with Isma'in

to Mhammad’s aid. Serif remained with the baggage. The
attacking party numbered eight. From afar we heard them
cursing the Government at Constantinople and the Sultan and

threatening to kill Mhammad if he fired at them. The leader

informed me that he would at once take me and all my effects

to his chief, saying: “Order your companions to pack your

things immediately and to come with us to our chief. Here
in al-Bed' no Government issues orders, here he alone issues

orders, and you must submit to his will.”

To this I replied: “I submit only to the will of Allah,

by no means to the will of any of his creatures. There is no

son of the Arabs in the whole of the Hegaz who could force

me to do what I do not wish to do. Deliver a greeting to your

chief from me and tell him that I shall not go to him, the

chief of the Mesa'id, but to the chief of the Hwetat at-Tihama,

The poet Kutejjer (died 723 A. D.) deacribcj op. ctf., Vol._ 4, p. 26) the
journey along the valleys of al-Bu^aj', the well of Una’, and the shore of Kij&l. —

Al-Bu^aj*^ (not an-Nu^ajS as is given in the text) is identical with the region of al-

Be?r ; the well of Una’ (not Uba’) with the well of *Ajndna’; and l^ijal (not l^ib&l) with
the valley of al-?ijal to the northwest of 'Ajnuna’.
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and I make known to all of you present that I am journeying

before the countenance and under the protection of the chief

Abu Tkeka, and he who harms me or my companions, or

hinders us on our journey, let him fear the vengeance of the

chief Abu Tkeka. You know that his sword is sharp and
his arm is long.”

“We do not fear Abu Tkeka; he does not hold sway over

us,” the Arab answered.

“Nevertheless,” I went on, “you pay him annual tribute

for his protection and send him gifts. If you do not fear him,

then know that there are six of us, that each of our rifles

has six charges, each of our revolvers ten, and Allah, who
led us into your country, will not permit a single one of our

shots to miss its aim.”

Paying no heed to the robbers and their leader, I caught
hold of my camel, urged it to kneel down, jumped into the

saddle, and turned towards our baggage. My companions drove

the rest of the camels on before me. We did not even look

behind us at our assailants.

While we were packing up our baggage, Salem, our com-
panion, told me that he could not accompany me to the chief

Abu TkSka, as one of his relatives had killed a subject of

Abu Tkeka, who attended to a palm garden in the oasis of

§arma; but he added that he had found another guide for me.
This proved to be a man of about sixty, who had a very

marked squint. Mhammad spat when he first saw the new
guide and called upon Allah to protect us from bad omens
and from the misfortune which is brought by every person

who squints.

At eleven o’clock we rode off in a southeasterly direction

past the ruins of Hawra, crossed the stream of al-'Efal, and
at 11.26 halted by the ruins of al-Malha (Figs. 53, 54). This
was a pilgrimage station established after the sixteenth cen-

tury. Northeast of al-MS,lha appear the ruins of an old build-

ing — the watchtower al-Birg, with a well. After halting

for twenty minutes, we turned off towards the south and at

11.55 came upon the large, quadrangular, ruined fortress of

al-Malkata, situated at the southern edge of the oasis. Here
the broad ramparts and deep trenches are still clearly visible,

surrounding great piles made up of ruins of old buildings

that have fallen to decay. Some of the walls can be traced

for a distance of one hundred paces. Only a strip of soft
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Fig. 54

Fig. 53—Rain pool of al-M^lha.

Fig. 54—From aI>MiIha looking northwest.
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limestone, about forty centimeters broad, forms the remains
of each wall on the surface. Around the fortress there is an
abundant growth of dum palms.

In the oasis of al-Bed' we found four settlements. The
most ancient one seemed to me to be al-Malkata; the next
oldest, the settlement to the south of Hawra; and the most
recent, al-Malha and al-Birg. Hawra is certainly of Nabataean
origin.

According to the Arabic and classical authors, this oasis

is identical with ancient Madian, the Madjan of the Arabic

authorities.



CHAPTER V

MADIAN TO THE OASIS OF §ARMA

AL-MALKATA TO AL-IIRAJBE

Having left the ruins of al-Malkata, we reached the ancient

Pilgrim Route at noon and proceeded along it toward the

south-southeast. After a short while we met two riders on

camels, subjects of the chief Abu Tkeka, who were carrying

a message to the Tmran. They informed us that 'Afnan,

the son of the chief, was living at al-Hrajbe. The Mesatd,

who until now had been watching us from a distance, dis-

appeared as soon as they saw that we were talking to the

riders.

The Pilgrim Road leads across a stony, bare, and almost

flat plain, al-Rarama, bordered on the east by the red

peaks of as-§edil) and ad-Dbejbi. At 1.30 P. M. we crossed

the §eHb of al-Mhas, and at two o’clock al-Marra umm 6arda.

From 2.30 to 3.26 we halted by al-Ktejbe in order to make a

sketch of the surrounding district. At 4.05 we crossed the

broad channel of Msas al-Hawa and perceived on the left a

deep gap through which the se'ib of al-Kus proceeds from the

mountain. We reached this se%b at 4.30 and at 5.48 came
to the channel of ar-Raka, or Araka, in which grew a quan-

tity of green plants of the same name, but these our camels

refused to touch. The se'ib of ar-Raka joins that of al-Hrob.

We searched vainly in the undulating plain, with its broad

and shallow valleys, for pasture for our camels, but nowhere
could we find any green vegetation, for everything was com-

pletely dried up. But at 6.15 we found extensive groves of

low dum palms, from which the 'arad shrubs stood out here

and there by reason of their yellow color. Branching off east-

ward from the highroad, we encamped at 6.45 in the deep

Se'ib of al-Hrob, which was covered with a growth of ‘ardd

shrubs (temperature: 33.8° C). Our camels could now graze.

I was feeling far from well, as I was racked with fever and
physically quite exhausted. Fearing the rapacious Mesald, we
kept guard all night over our baggage and camels.

121
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On Monday, June 13, 1910, we started off at 4.47 A. M.
(temperature: 26.8° C), leaving the Pilgrim Route that leads

to the southeast and proceeding southward to al-Hrajbe. This

region is full of lofty, oblong heights with steep, rocky slopes

and broad, fertile valleys; but the latter were completely

parched, as there had been no adequate rain for the last four

years. There was an impressive view to the east, where the

sun was just rising. A chain of high granite mountains, ex-

tending toward the southeast to within about fifty kilometers

of the shore, concealed the sun in such a way that isolated

rays penetrated only through the deep mountain gaps. The
eastern peaks and angles of the granite summits shone with

a clear light, while the western parts lay swathed in a dark

blue curtain. Two thirds of the whole range were almost in-

visible, for dense vapors rested on them; only the upper third

projected above the mists. I felt as if I were standing be-

fore a great exhibition of ecclesiastical architecture, save

that I was not confronted with small patterns or diagrams
of the various styles but with temples of all possible shapes

in their natural sizes or even of gigantic dimensions. There
was perhaps no variety of Gothic which was not represented

there. The roofs and towers glittered in the sun’s rays and
around them could be seen Gothic churches with countless

turrets and windows, unequaled in wealth of ornament even

by the Milan cathedral. Magnificent domes were displayed in

every possible variety of style, and among them the attention

was held by a number of cupolas, reminiscent of baroque

architecture in its prime. Nor were the simple and magnificent

forms of the earliest basilicas missing. And all these towers,

turrets, roofs, columns, pillars, and statues were as if festively

illuminated, shining with the clearest luster, while the houses

and churches below were hidden in a mysterious twilight. My
eye fondly clung to this splendid picture, and my only desire

was that the sun should rise quite gradually. But suddenly

the pure orb leaped above the highest towers, and all those

temples, houses, and basilicas disappeared, leaving only the

bare parched rocks before us. How beautiful is mere illusion,

how prosaic is reality!

At 5.02 we rode through the broad SeHb of al-Mrah, in

which the luxuriant, dark green 'asla grows.

To the east of this valley rise the plateaus of as-Se‘ede and Radma,
and above these plateaus project the isolated black cones and ridges of
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the granite mountains which form the above-mentioned chain on the water-

shed between the Red Sea and the lowland near the He^az railway. Nam-
ing them from the northwest, these mountains are al-^ejmri, al-'Enejme,

Dafdaf, Safwan, ar-Rawa, as-Sik, as-Sati, and Kir. From al-Mu‘affara

they approach the sea like an arch, so that between them and the moun-

tains of az-Zihed and al-R&jme there lies a deep basin, from which the

Fig. 55—The se^ib of as-Swer.

rain water flows to the oasis of 'Ajnuna. From the southern slope of the

mountain of al-Mu'affara runs the se"ib of the same name; from Safwan

comes the se"ib of 'Azbe; from ar-Rawa and al-Haris, the seHb of Rawa,

near which rises the spring of al-Bsajjet; and from the plateau of Radma,

the seHbdn of Umm Niran and Entes.

At 5.42 we advanced through the broad Se'ib of al-6imm,

which is covered with a growth of palm thickets and could

be transformed into an extensive plantation of date palms.

It forms the border of the region known as al-Hrajbe. At

6.16 we crossed the Se'ib of as-Sw§r, which contains a growth

of dum bushes. From 6.45 to seven o’clock we halted in this

Se'ib, for among the dum palms we discovered a number of

ratam bushes which our camels devoured greedily (Fig. 55).

To the west there rises the elevated ridge of Dabbet as-Sw§r.

Proceeding on our journey, we rode through the hillock

range of Berk al-Mbassab with its deep and narrow SeHban
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and steep slopes, the eastern sides of which are covered

with sand.

All night long quite a strong northeast wind had been

blowing. At sunrise the wind abated, but at 7.28 A. M. it

began to blow from the southwest.

At 8.40 we entered the §e%h of al-M^assab. In the sand

drifts on both sides of this §e%h there is a luxuriant growth
of tonzob bushes, which in places form low trees. As soon

as the south-southwesterly wind began to blow, the air was
filled with innumerable horizontal veils of vapor, which rested

nearly on the ground. The sun’s rays then penetrated and
heated them, so that they became as a sweltering furnace.

At 9.10 we again caught sight of the Red Sea through a gap
in the ^e%h of al-Mljassab. It was not red, but of a pale and
even yellowish blue. The flat marshy shores merge into it

without any sharp transition. Our guide Hsejn caught a large

zahh lizard, which he tied up in his cloak, wishing to take

it home as a delicacy.

At 9.26 we passed from the hillock range to the flat

shore, and proceeded to the southeast through a region covered

with rimt shrubs and sejdl trees that make it resemble our

orchards. But neither the rimt nor the sejdl was green; all

the trees and shrubs were a pale yellow or a parched gray.

Towards the northeast this coastal plain joins a green hillock

range, behind and above which there rise the granite moun-
tains. To the west, rising above the sea, were the pink rocks

of the islands of Tiran, Senafir, Abu l§u§wa, Rajaman, Umm
as-Sjele, Barkan, and al-Maksud. Close to the shore itself

we observed numerous islets, among which a white sail was
wending its way.

At 9.42 we saw to the southeast the green palm groves in

the oasis of 'Ajnuna, which belongs to the Dijabin and Zamahre
clans of the HwStfit at-Tihama. It is situated at the foot of the

red hillock range of Berk al-M^assab at the point where the

latter is penetrated by the Rawa §e‘ib. Beneath the trees could

be seen a number of white huts constructed of palm leaves.®*

“ Ptolemy, Geography

»

VI, 7: 2, notes, on the coast of northern Arabia Felix, the
settlement of Onne, which is identical with al*9rajbe, the former harbor of the settlement
of Una* ('Ajn Una*, Ajndna*).

Marcianiis of Heraclea (about 400 A.D.), Periplua (Mtlller), p. 627, speaks of Onne,
as an emporium of Arabia Felix.

Al-Ja'l^dbi, BtUddn (De Gloeje), p. 341, writes that in his time (about 891 A.D.) the
settlement of ‘AjnOna* was inhabited, that it had palm gardens, and that buried gold was
being sought there. — As early as the end of the ninth century the covetous natives were
destroying ancient tombs and buildings.
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The oasis of 'Ajnuna is famed for its good, fresh water,

which once flowed through a walled aqueduct, now ruined

in places, to the coast settlement of al-Hrajbe. We recognized

this place from a number of palm trees standing on the

shore itself. Behind the palms several stone huts have been
built, but as they are of the same gray color as the shore

they are indistinguishable from it. At ten o’clock we entered

Wadi 'Ajnuna, two kilometers broad, which might easily be

transformed into one great palm garden. On the southern

side there rose a low elevation, upon which was situated

a four-cornered building with the Turkish flag flying over

it. This building, really no more than a spacious cottage,

is the fortress of al-Hrajbe. West of the fortress, or rather

of the barracks, there are a number of palms, and between
them and the sea stand ten small trading huts built of marl.

AT AL-BRAJBE

At 10.28 A. M. our camels knelt down beneath the palms
at al-Hrajbe (Fig. 56) (temperature: 35° C). As there was
no pasture anywhere in the neighborhood, we tied their

forelegs together, and instead of grazing they rested. Before
long six traders approached us. They were young men with

thick lips and broad, fleshy noses; and all of them were

Al-Mukaddasi (985 A. D.)# Afysan (Dc Gocju, 2nd edit.)> p. 54, assipnis the settlements
of Ajnuna’, Wajla, Madjan, Tebuk, Adruh, Moab, and Ma'^an to the administrative district

of ^opar.
Al-Bekri, Mu^dam (Wiistenfeld), p. 266, mentions the settlements of ^ebra’ and

'Ajnuna’, situated between the Wadi al-Kura, and Syria, which Tamim ad-Darij obtained
from the Prophet as a fief. Al-Kalbi thinks that these two settlements belonged to Syria.
When Sulejman ibn 'Abdalmalek (died 717 A. D.) journeyed there, he did not venture to
spend the night in them, as he said, for fear of the Prophet. —

Tamin ibn Aws ibn !^arege ad-D&rij was probably a Christian monk who passed
over to Islam (see an>Nawawi [died 1278 A. D.], Tahdib [Wtistenfeld], pp. 178—179).

The place yebra’ is not mentioned by any other writer. Possibly it is a bad tran-
scription for the settlement of ^awra’ situated near Madjan. According to al-Kalbi these
two were the only fiefs bestowed by the Prophet in Syria, but al-Waljedi, Mardzi (Well-
hausen’s transl.), p. 406, records that the Prophet bestowed also the settlement of Ma^na
as a fief, and this is situated to the northwest of 'Ajnuna’. If I^ebra’ and 'Ajndna’ belonged
to Syria, then Ma^na did also: and so there were then not two but three fiefs situated in Syria.
Syria denotes the administrative district of l^opar. Al-Bekri places 'Ajnuna’ not in Syria but
in the border territory.

J&V^t, op. cit., Vol. 3, p. 758, decides that it is possible to write either 'Ajn Una’ or
'Ajndna’. According to him, Una’ is a valley on the shore between a^-^ala’ and Madjan.
As-Sukkari, the commentator on the Kitdb writes that the settlement of 'Ajndna’
is situated on the Egyptian Pilgrim Route. The poet al-Kutejjer refers to a journey from
the valley of al-Budaj', by way of 'Ajn Una’, to the slopes of Ij^ibal. —

Ai^-I^ala’ is identical with the modern al-MwSle)? and Madjan with the oasis of
al-Bed'; I locate the valley of al-Budaj' among the valleys of the region of al-Be^i'; the
place ^ib&l must be read as ^ij&l, ’ as the valley about twenty kilometers to the west of
'Ajndna’ is called.

Abu-1-Fa<j[&’il (died 1338 A. D.), Mardmd (Juynboll), Vol. 2, p. 294, records the form
'Ajnuwunna’, which presupposes a name Unna’, recalling the Onne of Ptolemy.

J&V^t, op. cit.f Vol. 1, p. 367, also mentions the simple form Una’. It is a wddi near
the shore of as-$ala’ and Madjan, through which the pilgrims passed. In it there is a
spring which is called the spring of Una’, 'Ajn Una’.
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dressed in thin white shirts and fine white turbans. They were
eager to know what we were buying or selling. Behind them
came two other men: one dressed in trousers, one leg of which
reached only to the knee, and in a vest, while the second was
wearing trousers similar to our bathing drawers and a thick

Pig. 56—Al-grajbe from the northwest.

padded coat. They introduced themselves to me as gendarmes
and requested that I should visit the commander of the garrison,

under whose command were fifteen infantry soldiers of the line.

The commander was sitting in a hut which had been

built north of the barracks. He greeted me very agreeably

and offered me his services and help even before I had shown
him my recommendations. He complained of the ruinous climate

and the dreadful solitude in al-Hrajbe. The head commander
resided at Jidda and paid no attention to the separate garrisons

distributed along the coast. Once a month a ship arrived at

al-Hrajbe from the settlement of Zbe’ with rice or dura

(a kind of millet, a variety of Andropogon sorghum)', once

every two or three months a ship from Suez put in with flour,

rice, and particularly clothing, which were exchanged for char-

coal, obtained by the neighboring Arabs from sejdl, tarfa,

and, in the highlands, from ra^a. Except for these vessels,

nobody came to al-Hrajbe for months at a time. If the garrison

was relieved, it received food supplies for six to twelve months.

When 1 mentioned that our flour was running short, the
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commander immediately offered me some of his own for sale.

His flour was clear white, but half mixed with potato flour.

The officer and the soldiers declared that they had enough
to eat, but that they were suffering from various diseases.

They were afraid of water, especially of sea water. Not
a single one would bathe in the sea, and they washed only

when it was absolutely necessary and then only in a super-

ficial manner so as to carry out the command of their religion.

They were firmly convinced that all the diseases which were
rampant at al-Hrajbe came from the sea and that the deeper

a man plunged into the sea water, the sooner he would catch

them. They were afraid of water, but they drank distilled

liquor, "arak, which was brought by the vessels from Suez.

The officer’s family dwelt in a cottage of palm leaves built

in an old cellar which had been somewhat cleaned out. The
commander showed me a rectangular pool to the east of the

barracks where the aqueduct from 'Ajnuna ends.

Southwest of the pool had been laid out gardens of date

palms, which, though not large, were carefully tended. They
were the property of the chief, Abu Tkeka, and his son

'Afnan was then inspecting the promised harvest for that

year. As soon as I left the commander, the chief’s son came
to call upon me. He was about twenty years of age, puny
and frail, with a dark-colored face like all the coast dwellers.

On his head he wore a fine white kerchief fastened with

a broad, bright-colored string. A thin white shirt, over which
was a loose white cloak, covered his body, and he wore large

sandals on his feet. The expression of his face was gentle,

his eyes were large, and the edges of his eyelids were darkly

tinted with kohl (collyrium, antimony powder). After the

usual greetings I asked him to furnish me with a guide to

Tebuk. He told me to visit the territory of his tribe and
then to travel to Tebuk from Zbe’. I thanked him for his

kind invitation and promised him that I would be sure to

visit their territory, but not for about a fortnight. The
scientific investigation of the territory of the Hwetat at-

Tihama demanded at least twenty days, and our supplies

were not sufficient for that length of time. When leaving

Ma'an, I had taken supplies for only fifteen to twenty days,

for I had supposed that I should be able to survey the

region lying east of the railway and within the allotted time

reach Tebuk, to which place I had arranged that all my supplies
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should be transported by railway. But the war between the

HwStat and Beni ‘Atijje on one side, and the Beni Sa^jr and
SarfirSt on the other, had prevented me from traveling to

the east of the railway. Consequently, I had proceeded west-

ward to al-‘Akaba, and had already been on the road for

eighteen days. The uninvited guests had partly helped us to

diminish our supplies so that not even the additional flour

which we purchased was adequate, and there was no other

food to be had. In addition to that, I needed photographic

plates and gifts for the head chief of the Hwetat at-Tihama
and his relations; our camels were tired and hungry, and we
learnt from 'Afnan that in the whole territory of his tribe

there was absolutely no pasturage; in fact, his father had
sent his horses to Egypt and had entrusted his camels to

the protection of Chief Abu §ama, who was encamped to the

west of al-Hegr. It was therefore necessary for us to proceed

to Tebuk to obtain the necessary supplies there and to give

the camels a rest and good pasturage. I proposed that after

a stay of about ten days at Tebuk we should return to the

coast territory of the Hwetat at-Tihama, through which
I intended to travel as far as al-We|:h, where I could visit

my old acquaintance Sliman eben RefMe, the head chief of

the Beli tribe. From al-We^h we were to go to al-He^r, to

which place our supplies were likewise to be transported.

When 'Afnan heard that I intended to return to his

territory, he promised that he would give me a guide who
would conduct us as far as Tebuk and from Tebuk to Zbe’.

When I asked him where I should find this guide, he an-

swered that he was now sojourning in the oasis of Sarma
and that he would send for him. I suggested that we should

immediately set out for the oasis of §arma, as our camels

had no pasturage at al-Hrajbe. But neither 'Afnan nor the

commander, who meanwhile had joined us, wanted to let me
leave al-Hrajbe at once, and it required a long time to obtain

their consent. 'Afnlin declared that he would come with me
and asked me to have the water bags filled. At al-Hrajbe

there is plenty of water, for wherever a hole about four

meters deep is dug water is found, but it is quite salt. For
that reason drinking-water is brought from the oasis of 'Ajnuna.

We filled one skin with salt water, while the officer had the

other one filled for us with good water from 'Ajnuna, and
when we left al-Hrajbe at 2.30 he accompanied us some distance.
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THE HW^TAT AT-TIHAMA AND THE TURKISH
GOVERNMENT

'Afnan was riding on a very lean white camel, and his

two negroes went on foot. His father, the head chief Abu
Tkeka, generally resided in the settlement of Zbe’ where the

muh&fez^^ of the wali of the town of Jidda also dwelt.

The tribe of the Hw§tat at-Tihama®^ is composed of the

following clans:

al-'Emerat Selemijjin al-6awahre
al-Mesa'id al-'Obejjat al-Kbezat

ad-Dijabin al-Mawase al-Fahamin

az-Zamahre al-Mesahir al-6erMin

at-Tkekat al-Kur'an

Until 3.40 we rode along the shore in an almost easterly

direction and then turned southward. We met four men going

to al-Hrajbe. They were farmers who tended 'Afnan’s gardens

at §arma in return for a quarter of the net yield. They
joined us.^ At 4.15 we rode into the broad, marshy lowland

of wadi §arma. Here and there rise low, sandy drifts and

cones, from which grow tonzob and rimt. Between them
stand serried groups of sejdl trees. We saw, on the peninsula

of Msajbet Sarma before us, a large ruined building and in

front of it Kser abu Tkeka, a large, roofless, four-cornered

house with broken windows. Both buildings had been erected

for the use of pilgrims by the chief Abu Tkeka, but as the

number of pilgrims was growing smaller year by year, the

houses were deserted and falling into decay.

At 4.50 we encamped near a small hovel constructed of

palm leaves, which also belongs to the family of Abu Tkeka,

the members of which use it as a nocturnal lodging when
they visit the oasis of Sarma. They are afraid of the oasis,

because the ague is said to lurk there at night and to attack

every stranger who ventures within its domain. The oasis

itself appeared to us as a broad, dark strip lying towards

the east-northeast.

Sitting down with 'Afnan about one hundred paces from
the rest of the party, I asked him whether the inhabitants

of the coast were satisfied with the Turkish Government.
His reply was voluble:

** Vernacular equivalent of kdjmakdm.
” See Musil. Arabia Petraeat Vol. 3, pp. 48—49.
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“May Allah curse the Turkish Government! What do we
get from it ? They give us nothing and oppress us wherever
they can. In every harbor they have placed a toll collector,

but they pay no heed to the harbor itself, or to the buildings

which are necessary for the storing of goods. All along the

shore they have placed regular garrisons who do not protect,

but harass and exploit us. I am sorry for the soldiers who
die here or who are killed by our arms. They are destroyed

by the climate, to which they are not accustomed, and they

are destroyed by us when they steal our goats, sheep, and cows.

They are supposed to protect us against our enemies, but they

do not venture even so much as a gunshot beyond their bar-

racks and indeed scarcely dare even to thrust their heads out-

side the doors. It is a good thing that they let us have their

ammunition and even their firearms by trade or sale. And these

poor wretches are the representatives of the Turkish Govern-
ment in our country! It is no wonder that we hate and de-

spise the Turkish Government as we do. It never occurs to

us to pay any attention to what is happening in Constanti-

nople, but we are all interested by what is happening in Egypt
or among the English. The Turkish soldiers and ourselves

have Turkish money, it is true, but we fix its value accord-

ing to Egyptian or English money. Our traders maintain

trading relations only with the Egyptians and the English.

They read Egyptian newspapers and tell us about everything

that they learn. The poor people go to Egypt to find work
and profit, and when they return home a few months later

they proclaim the splendor of Egypt. We all want our coast

to become a possession of England, or at least of Egypt.

When the Viceroy of Egypt, the Hedtwi, made a pilgrimage

to Mecca this year, we supposed that he would become our

master. But we were mistaken. If we belonged to the Egyp-
tians or the English, all the settlements on our coast would
flourish. Our oases would be capable of feeding thousands

of people. Thou visitedst al-Bed', Musa; thou sawest al-'Efal

and thou wilt see Sarma, so thou wilt believe it when I tell

thee that at al-Bed‘ and al-'Efal and in the ieHbdn situated

to the east thousands and thousands could find nourishment.

The whole of this region could be planted with palms and
transformed into a garden. And ‘Ajnuna, the coast by al-

Hrajbe, the whole of the vmdijdn of §arma, Terim, and as-Surr,

the neighborhood of Zbe’ and other places could be inhabited
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by peasants, if the safety of our lives and property could

be guaranteed. We are told about Paradise which we have
not seen, but the whole of our coast could be made a single

paradise and we could dwell in it.”

“Who taught thee, 'Afnan, to speak thus?”
“My father, my uncles on my father's side, and all with

whom I meet. Betake thyself, O Musa, to al-Mweleh or Zbe’

or Zahakan, and everywhere thou wilt hear the same thing

that I, 'Afnan, am telling thee.”

We were disturbed in our conversation by three riders

on camels arriving from the south. They were going on the

Darb ar-Rakak road as far as the as-§arma valley, where
they had branched off to the oasis, and, having discovered

that 'Afnan was sojourning at al-Hrajbe, they had wished

to go there to see him. But the slave, whom 'Afnan had sent

into the oasis for the sheep, had told them that 'Afnan was
to be found on the peninsula of al-Msajbe, and they had
therefore journeyed to us. While 'Afnan was discussing things

with one of them, the other two drew in the sand for me
a map of all the surrounding neighborhood from al-6eles

to the sea, indicating the hills and mountains by means of

small stones and cutting the courses of the various seHbdn.

They were admirably acquainted with the whole region, espe-

cially the elder, who, quite unabashed, declared that when he

had been a young man he had been fond of going on maraud-
ing expeditions and that he had spent months at a time in

the ravines of the granite mountains which separate the

coast valleys from the northern highlands. From his indi-

cations we drew a map of the whole coast area and fixed

the position of the mountains in sight, from Mount Ral in the

south as far as Ornub in the east and az-Zihed in the north.

Msajbet §arma is actually the eastern extremity of a

strip of dry land which formerly extended westward nearly

as far as Ras al-Kasba. This strip was broken through by
the sea in six places, and of it there remain six larger islets

and several smaller ones. Between them and the northern

mainland there is a bay about twenty kilometers broad and
sixty-five kilometers long. During the reign of the Ptolemies

these islets were explored, and detailed accounts of them and
the coast have been preserved to us from the second century

before Christ.®*

See below, pp. 302—308.
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TOPOGRAPHY OF REGION BETWEEN §ARMA AND BADA’

To the southeast of the peninsula of M^ajbet Sarma rises the table-

land of an-Nubb&r, and, to the south of the latter, Burka Krajkre, which
passes eastward into al-Hamfim. Near Burka Krajkre the ae^ih of ar-

Ratijje proceeds seawards, and farther on are Rowz al-'Abd ; Terim

;

al-WakzIui; Swer, near the village of Sawra; Abu Seriljia; al-Mrir abu
Hasim, separated by the elevation of as-Safra from al-Mrir abu liajme;

at-Twejjek; Umm ftejhile; al-Mestebek; az-Zawge, proceeding from the

spring of Ammu Sjejle in the hills of al-Asajle; Smejr 6aber; al-Kamre;
al-F§er, which rises in al-Frejs; Abu Dijje; as-Surr; and al-Haggir, form-
ing the northern border of the elevation of Lehjane, through which winds
al-Mistah, which begins in the hills of al-Mawkre. Southeast of these, the

jagged hillocks of as-Snejwijje, Twejjel al-Kibrit, al-Beza, and Hmera-
1-Krajker approach near the shore. The separate river beds form deep
seHhdn with steep banks. They are: al-Harr, which terminates in the

harbor of the same name; al-Kmajjes, which ends in the harbor §erm
al-IIirke; al-B^za; al-Madsus, which, joining Abu Rarajer and al-Mradder,

reaches the harbor of 6ibbe; al-Manatt; al-Mu*arras, which passes through
the salt swamp as-SabJia; ad-Derre; and Abu Serira and al-Ral, which
form the southern border of the hills of Hmera-l-Krajker. Farther to

the southeast the undulating plain nearly reaches the sea, towards which
it falls in a gradual slope. Through this plain pass the seHbdn of al-

Mhassam, ‘Ejane, a§-§ki^, al-Hasi, Zahak^n, Zbe’, Sidre, and al-Kfafi,

all of which come from the mountains of a§-§rejb and Abu Ri§, Farther

on are: as-Saimi, with the spring of al-Bedi*; al-6awha; Abu Tir^n;

al-Bahara; ad-Dama; as-§berem and al-Marr, penetrating the hillocks of

an-Nusba; al-Aznam; Hrajmel; ad-Dubban; ad-Db^bi^J Balabt; al-Marra;

Krejdahha; and §a*af.

The longest valleys are those of as-§arma, Terim, as-Surr, al-RHl,

as-S&lmi, al-Bahara, ad-Dama, and al-Aznam. They all rise in the

mountain chain which extends over a distance of fifty to one hundred
kilometers from the sea in a southeasterly direction, forming a contin-

uation of the watershed between the valley of al-Abjaz and the low-

land through which the Hegaz railway passes near the Pilgrim Route.

The mountains of al-Mu*affara, which have already been mentioned (see

above, p. 123), also stretch toward the southeast, and the same direction

is followed by al-gejmri, al-*Enejme, Dafdaf, ar-R&wa, as-Sik, Ornub,

an-Na*ejza, and ar-Rawj&n. The mountains of al-Melj&n and ad-Dwejme
trend toward the east, while Tmarr — which is next to them — swings

off toward the northeast. N^, Nwejfat, al-Ktejfe, an-Nawman, al-

Keraker, al-Mubteles, as-Sowt, and az-Zelfe again trend in a southeasterly

direction.

The continuous chain terminates to the south of az-Zelfe. Here
separate mountains diverge somewhat to the southwest and form a lower

watershed. Thus, the lower spur of az-Zarba runs from az-Zelfe to the

southeast and is joined on the west by ai^-S&ne‘, with the cones of

Narar and Nurejjer; while to the southeast of a§-Sane' are grouped:

Abu Tine; Mw^reb; al-Wited; al-Wutejdat; al-6owla; al-Maha?a; al-‘Ess;

Ammu Rumejs, with the pass of al-Knej; al-Kl^b; as-Sa‘ad; al-Libne;

al-]g[asif; Hamt at-TjOs; Sahbat at-Twejs; as-Sel'; and Shejb al-B^m.
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W&di Sarma, the middle part of which is called al-Rarr and the

upper part Umm KarUdi, starts near the well of an-Na*emi, between
as-Sik and Ornub. Into it, on the right-hand side, run the aeHbdn of

:

Umm HaSim; *Ajn Kir; Bir az-Zerb; Abu Turban; al-Htan; *Ajn abu
Hrera; 'Ansiirijje, rising near the ruins of al-Merw; Umm as-SarUbit;

and al-Mellah. On the left it receives the seHbdn of: Abu Hamata; 'Alas

with al-Med^'ik; Ornub with al-Mathane, al-Hatijje, and Cfar&gra; an-

Naljala; Drejm; Abu Takar; al-Hrase; and Zehijje with Umm Hesim.
Wadi Terim begins under the name of al-Hambara on the eastern

uplands behind the chain of granite mountains to the north of the Tmarr
range. At first it trends toward the west-northwest, but near the granite

chain it swings off to the southwest and runs through the deep gap of

al-Malhaga, between the mountains of Ornub and an-Na'ejza, to the coast

lowland, where it is called al-Kahala; it then waters the oasis of Terim,
from which it receives its name, and comes to an end at the seashore

near some ruins which bear the same name. In the uplands it is joined

on the right by the se'ibdn of: Abu-l-Kawasim; Retame; and Zwejbt
as-Skur, the last-named being joined by the seHbdn of Obejjez abu Zukra
and Obejjez at-Tarik. Lower down on the right Wadi Terim is joined by:
al-Agza', running from the well of the same name; al-Wejmijje, which
rises on the western slope of Mount Razi near the well of Dket; Harhura,

at the upper end of which flows the spring of az-Zab'ijje; Ammu-d-Diid,
with the well of the same name; and Abu Del, which extends from the

hills of al-Mufa\ Wadi Terim is joined on the left by al-Kwera, al-

Fras, and at-Tawar, as well as by the long seHb of Sadr, which begins

under the name of as-Swewin at the foot of the mountains of ar-Rawjan
and Hrejtat ammu Rgum. On the right hand Sadr receives only the seHbdn

of 'Azaza, through which a road leads to the pass Nakb al-Bdejje, and
an-Namra; but on the left there merge into it: as-Safra, Ajlan, Umm
Leben, al-Mrajfek, Nakwa, Turban, al-Wewi, Umm 2a'za', Zunnara, Umm
'Akab, an-Nabala, Umm Sijale, and Umm Rarejmin.^®

Wadi as-Surr runs from the defile Nakb al-Hrejta, between the

mountains of Hrejtat ammu Rgum and al-Meljan, where the spring

of al-Hama has its source. On the right it is joined by the seHbdn of:

al-Ksabrijje, into which ad-DHra and al-6idde merge; and by the seHbdn

of ad-Dbejjeb, al-Ktajfe, al-Kwemra, Ammu Mzerikat, and Ammu Skaka;

on the left by al-Meljan, Umm Harga (with Abu-t-Tanazeb), al-Makhul,

al-Musab, and Abu Hawawit.
Wadi al-Ral rises on the northwestern slope of Mount as-Sar

near the springs of al-M16h and al-Bdejje and, running in a south-

easterly direction, separates the high ridge of as-§ar from the lower

cone of al-Kw&jem. After this wddi is joined by the seHb of Umm 6irma,

which comes from Mount al-Ral, it swings off to the west.

Wadi ad-Dfima begins in the pass Nakb al-Keraker, between the

mountains of a§-Sirt and al-MuJjteles, near the springs of ad-Difla and
al-Lowza. It extends through the plain of ar-Rahaba and is joined on the

J&Vut, Mu^dam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 846; Vol. 2, p. 727; and al-Bekri, Mu^ifam
(WUstenfeld), p. 196. assert that Ibn as-Sikkit places the valley of Tirjam close to Madjan. —

As accordins to al-Bckri, loe, eit„ the poet Kutejjer also was acquainted with the form
Terim. we may infer that Ibn as-Sikk!t identifies the oasis of Terim with the place called

Tirjam situated not far from Madjan.
op. eit„ Vol. 3. p. 270, locates the place called Sar&wa near Tirjam at Madjan.
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left by the seHhdn of: al-6bejl, in which there is a well of the same

name; al-Bed*, in which there are also a well and the ruins of al-

Kantara; as-Subejde; ad-Dijfir; al-Malaka, united with Ammu Nsal;

al-Bedi'; Swak, coming from the ruins of the same name near the oasis

that lies between the mountains of a§-Sane* on the north and al-Hasim

on the south; al-gandaki; al-Kt&n; and the se'ib in which are the wells

of al-Mzehfe and Abu Salama. On the right ad-Dama is joined by the

SeHbdn of: SagarUt al-*Arajes; az-Zarb; at-Tlejh; and the great se'ib of

Tmarr, which begins between the mountain range of the same name and
the mountains of Nuf, Nwejfat, and at-Twejme. On the right hand the

se'ib of Tmarr receives the seHban of: ‘Affan, near the Kart al-Hamra;
and Salhwa, which is joined by FarraSe, as-Slejsel,87 Ratje and Dahal, and
by al-Ktejfe, which comes from Harm al-Bedarijje; while on the left

hand the Tmarr se'ib is joined by al-Mrejtbe, al-Hgejl, and an-Namra.
Wadi al-Aznam rises among the mountains of Mwereb, al-Wited,

and al-Wutejdat; not far from the ruins of Sarab®** it is joined by the

se'ib of al-Etle and farther to the west by the seib of Ziklab, both

of which come from the southeast.

Still farther to the southeast lie: Wadi al-Manabb, with the branches

of Shejjer and *Anka, proceeding from the mountains of al-Mahaza; al-

Knej and al-Medhem, rising between the mountains of Ammu Rumejs
and al-Klub, near the defile of Nakb al-Knej; as well as Wadi as-Srhm,

” Accirding to Ibn (768 A.D.) (Stra, as edit, by Ibn HiSam [Wtistenfeld]

,

Vol. 1, pp. 984—986; aUBckri. op. cit., p. 780) *Amr ibn al>'A^ in 629—630 A.D. penetrated
the territory of the Qudam as far as the well of Silsil, from which his expedition was then called
razwat ae^StUdael (raid to as-Saiasel). — Our Slejsel is a diminutive of Silsil, and the spring
bearing the same name is on the western slope of this valley.

Al-Mas*0di, Tanbth (De Goeje), p. 265, writes that pat as>Salasel, from which the
raid of '^Amr ibn al-'As in 629—630 is called, is situated ten days' march from al-Med!na to the
north of the Wadi al-]^ura’. — As al-Mas'Odi fixes the distance between al-Med!na and TebOk
at twelve night halts (ibid., p. 270), the position of Slejsel tallies exactly with the distance
of Dat as-Saiasel, for our Slejsel is situated nearly ninety kilometers (i. e. two days' march)
to the south-southwest of TebOk, and the road from al-Med!na direct to Slejsel is not as trouble-
some as that to Tebuk. The Moslems proceeded along the old transport route from al-Medina
to Palestine and Egypt through the territory of the Beli — with whom 'Amr was related
through his mother — wishing to surprise the camps of the Beni ‘Udra from the west.

^ A^-'fabari (died 923 A. D.), Ta*ri^ (De Goeje), Ser. 1, p. 395, explains that the descendants
of the Patriarch Jacob dwelt below the Palestinian territory of Qesma' in the coast region
of aS-Sa^ab. where there are many caves. Jacob was a nomad and possessed camels and
sheep. —

The territory of Qesma' is nowhere reckoned as geographically part of Palestine but
always as part of the |jeg:az. That a^'Pabari calls it Palestinian must be explained by the
political administr:.tion which incorporated the northern Qej^&z as far as latitude 27® 40' N.
— this comprising nearly the whole of the territory of Qesma' — into the Syrian political

area of ^o^ar.
Al-I^mjri (961 A.D.), Maadlik (De Goeje), p. 27, writes that the Beni Merw&n gave

the settlement of Sa^ab as a fief to az-Zuhri, an expositor of the oral tradition (see Ibn
Sa'd [died 846 A.D.], T*^bakdt [Sachau], Vol. 2, Part 2, pp. 136—136) and that he was also
brought up there.

J&kOt, op. eit., Vol. 3, p. 302, locates Sarba' in the territory of the 'Udra tribe. Ibn
as-Sikktt relates that the place contains a pulpit (mimbar) and a market, and that in the
settlement of Bada' there is likewise a pulpit. According to others, Sarba' and Bada' are
situated between al-Medtna and Ajla. The expositor az-Zuhri Muhammed ibn SihiLb was brought
up at Sarba' in the 9e&&z. Bada' of the Patriarch Jacob is a day's journey from Sarba'. —

It is not certain whether in the thirteenth century the Beni "Udra were still en-
camped to the wert of al-^eftr. As early as the tenth century Sarba', which is certainly
identical with our Sarab, had become the property of the Beli tribe, to whom it still belongs.
Az-Zuhri, the famous expositor of the law, died in 742 A. D.

According to ^aSgi !|^alfa (died 1668 A. D.), Oihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1146 A.H.),
p. 626, Azlam (so written instead of Azlad) is a bare, salt territory, a day's journey wide
and surrounded with mountains. In it the senna plant flourishes. In the year 1604—1606 A. D.
Sultan al-Malek al-Airaf ^ansdb al-Rawri caused the pilgrimage station, built by Sultan
al-Malek an-N&^er Mu^mmed ibn ^el&’On (1298—1308 A.D.), to be fortified and provided with
a military garrison.
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the beginning of which forms the ae^tb of az-Za'ame, near which is the
oasis of Bada\39

Between the chain of granite mountains described above as steeply
enclosing the coast region and the uplands to the east, there are nu-
merous high hills, mountains, and elevations which give the region a
distinctive charm. Thus, from the ar-R^wa range on the northern side

of the Sarma valley there stretch westward the mountains of Kir, a§-

§&ti, al-Abjaz, ad-Dubba, Ummu Rgum, and Umm as-Sarabit.

The watershed between as-§arma and Terim is formed by Mount
Razi and the elevations of al-Hamum, Kos al-Hnane, an-Nuhbar, and
Burka Krajkre. Between al-Kahala and as-Sadr the huge black cone of

Harb rises to a height of 2134 meters. Mount Debbar, southeast of Harb,
is higher, rising to an elevation of 2347 meters, and, with its spurs
Hej§^mi, Tor (or Towr) al-Wusem, Srejf al-Hatab, al-6imm, al-Kalb,

Ammu 6dejl, Zunnara, Rarrur, and Wabri, forms the border between the

valleys of Terim and as-Surr. To the southeast of Hejsumi stretch the

elevations of as-Sahhara and Kalha.

Between the upper part of Wadi as-Surr and Wadi al-Ral extends the

narrow but lofty ridge of as-Sar, which in its northwestern spur, Ras
al-Ksejb, attains a height of 2000 meters. Between the eastern part of

this spur and Mount Umm al-FrOt cuts the defile Nakb abu Sa'ar. To
the southwest, from the ridge of as-Sar, projects the elevation of al-

Kwajem with the springs of al-Malha, al-Bdejje, Umm Casr, al-Lehjane,

Abu Raka, and al-Hw^t; to the west are the hills of al-Kumma, al-Mej-

seri, al-Mawkre, and Lehjane. The southwestern extremity of the a§-§ar

ridge — known as Abu Senader — is connected with the mountains of

Ral and Ab-al- Bared, between which the pass Nakb Hwejd leads to

the head of the se'ib of Saluwa which separates the mountain of al-Ma'in

from as-Sahta.

From Mount al-Ral to the southeast extend the hills of al-Hawani,

al-Me'tedan, Rajdan, Ziklab, Rurab, and Talba, from which the ridge of

Naz'an proceeds in a southwesterly direction. The branches of the Tmarr
aeib run eastward from Ab-al-Bared, between the ridges of as-Slejsel,

Ptolemy. Geography, VI, 7: 30, was acquainted with Badais to the south of Soaka,
(Swak). which is certainly our Bada’.

Stephen of Byzantium, Ethnica (Meineke), Vol. 1, p. 155, mentions the town of Badeos
situated in Arabia Felix near the shore of the Red Sea.

Al-Mukaddasi, AhkSdn (De Goeje), p. 84, records that at his time Bada' Ja'k^b was
inhabited and its environs were cultivated.

Al-Bekri, Mu*0am (Wiistenfeld), p. 143, locates Bada' between the road from Egypt
and that from Syria to al-Medina. He quotes passages from the poet Kutejjer, who mentions
Bada' together with Sarab, and also from the poc't 6umejl, who connects the valley of Bada'
with the region of H^sma' and the oasis of Safab. — All these particulars are accurate.
Bada' is situated to the east of the Egyptian, and to the west of the Syrian Pilgrim Route.
From Bada' a road leads in a northwesterly direction to the oasis of Sarab and then in
a northerly direction to the region of Uesma'.

jakut> Mu*datn (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 3, pp. 463—464, says that pabba is a settlement
near the coast in the Tihama still belonging to Syria. Opposite, seventy miles from it, is situated
another settlement known as Bada', through which a stream flowed and which belonged to
the Patriarch Jacob. From this settlement Jacob proceeded on a journey to Egypt to his

son Joseph. — Pabba is the modern ?be' on the coast. At a distance of 130 kilometers, or
over seventy miles, to the southwest of it is situated our Bada', watered by a stream which
swells into a wild torrent after abundant rains.

Elsewhere (ibid., Vol. 1, p. 523) J&kdt states that Bada' is a valley on the coast
near the town of Ajla, or an oasis in one of the valleys of the Beni 'Udra territory, or that
it is located in Wftdi al-^ura'. — The two last details are inaccurate. Both the territory of
the Beni 'Udra and al-^ura' lie to the east and southeast of Bada'.

Al-^azwtni (died 1283 A.D.), Atdr (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 104, likewise recalls the
oasis of Bada'.
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Sawd al-LehM, Kart al-Hamra, al-Mbajnek, Sdejjed, ar-Rwejt, al-

Mrejtbe, al-*Emd§n, NezUha, an-Namra, and Ummu Rmejt. To the south

of al-M^ajnek stretches the plain of BurajriJ, connected on the South

with the defiles Hrejm al-*Asira and ^arm al-Bedarijje, from which the

pass Nakb al-Mefwa leads across the ridge of al-Me‘tedltn to the springs

of 'EmM and Umm 'Amel and farther on to Zbe*.

South of the upper part of the valley of ad-D&ma rise; the hills

of Abu Snan enclosing the plain of ar-Rahaba on the south; Zlu' al-

Humr; al-Fgejme; as-Sane* with the cones of Narar and Nurejjer; still

farther on: al-Hasim; az-Zuma’, and Abu Tine, separated from Mount
Rajdan by the se'ih of al-^andaki; and to the south of as-§ane', Mwereb,
al-Wutejdfit, Shaba* filimra, al-]gaza, Shejb al-Biim, and al-6ebala.

On the seashore near Wadi as-Surr is the shrine of the Sheikh
(as-Sejh) 'Abdallah, and to the east of it the spring of az-Zahl\ita,

while still farther eastward are the oases of an-Nger and an-Negel.

South of the wddit on the shore itself, is located the settlement of al-

Mweleh beside the ruins of Lehjane.

Farther to the southeast are clustered the huts of the village of

Zahakan on the bay of the same name, and about five kilometers still

farther south is the large settlement of Zbe* with fine palm gardens.

Beyond this village is the shrine Kabr at-Twa§i, and near it the well

Bir as-Sultani.

The island of an-Na*man lies to the south of Zbe* and almost west
of Wadi ad-Dama, which forms the old frontier between the territories of

the Hw§t&t at-Tihama and the Beli, to whom the rest of the coast with

the settlement of al-Wegh belongs.^*

There are two old trade routes leading along the coast to the

southeast; they branch off from each other north of the oasis of 'Ajn^na.

The eastern one is called Darb ar-Rasifijje; and the western, Darb al-

Mell&h. The latter leads via the oases of Sarma, Terim, and an-Nger,
makes a crooked detour around the rugged elevations of as-Snejwijje

and al-BSza, under the name of Darb al-Falak, then passes the settle-

^ Al-Mu\^adda8i, A}j>Han (De Goeje), p. 53, records pabba also among the settlements
belonging to the l^ur^ area.

(Wtistenfeld), Vol. 3, pp. 463—464, as we have already seen (see above,
p. 135, note 39), says that pabba is a settlement near the coast in the TihAma, still belonging
to Syria. Opposite, seventy miles from it. is situated another settlement known as Bada*,
through which a stream flowed and which belonged to the Patriarch Jacob. From this settle-

ment Jacob proceeded on a journey to Egypt to his son Joseph. — Bada’ is an oasis on the
Darb ar-Rakak road leading from Egypt to al-Medina. About 130 kilometers to the northwest
of it, on the shore, is situated our settlement of ^be’, which I identify with the pabba of
al-Mu)^addasi and J&VOt. Al-Mukaddasi does not transcribe names accurately, and those who
copied from him did not investigate the correctness of his lists. He mentions two places of
the same name in the 9ei^&z and in the depression of Sir^&n. Both arc pronounced al-‘Awnid
by him, and J&V^t follows his example, although the two places are actually called al-'Wejned.
He probably jotted down Paba’ and later transcribed it as Pabba’, while actually the name
of this settlement was S^aba’, or, as it is now pronounced, ^ba’ or ^be’.

This supposition is confirmed by al-Ma^rlzi (died 1142 A.D.), Mawd'i^ (Wict), Vol. 1,

pp. 57—68, who says that to the east of the Ij^oizum Sea are situated the region of al-^awra’,
Dahba, and Nebk, the region of Madjan, and the region of Ajla. Some manuscripts have
Tana’ and others ^aba’. The transcription pabba, however, is certainly erroneous. It is obtained
irom J&Vilt and is due to an inaccurate etymology. The name of this settlement does not
come from ^b, as J&l^Ot supposes, but from ^aba* or 4aha\ Codex Vindobonensis has ^a^aja’,
which suggests an original phrase fa ipaha* (and ^aba), that is our Ij^be’.

Al-Makrtzi, MawdH^ (Codex Vindobonensis), Vol. 1, fol. 36 v., writes that the island
of an-Na‘mAn is situated not far from at-T^r And that it is inhabited by Arabs. — The
landing place of located 260 kilometers to the northwest of the island of an-Na'm&n.

Al-Mahr!zi, MawdHf (Wiet), Vol. 1, p. 62. also records that in the ^olzum Sea there
are fifteen islands, of which four are inhabited, among them the island of an-Na'm&n.
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ments of Zahakan and Zbe’, approaches the sea itself, crosses Wadi
al-Aznam by the ruins of the halting place of al-'Wejned, and again turns

away from the marshy seashore.

The eastern road, Darb ar-Rasifijje, seems to be the older. It

crosses Wadi al-Rarr west of the spring of the same name; reaches

Wadi Terim by way of the se'ib of Ammu-d-Dud; leads along the

western foot of the al-ftimm mountain range; passes round the ridge

of as-Sar through a plain extending to the east of the upper part of

the as-Surr wadi; then, under the name of Darb ar-Rakak, it crosses

the elevations of Ab-al-Bared and al-Ma'in; follows the se*ib of Saluwa'

past the point where the latter joins ad-Dama; runs through the seHb
of al-Handaki to the water and ruins of Sarab; and continues along the

western slope of Shaba* 6amra to the oasis and ruins of Bada*.

From the coast it is possible to ascend the eastern uplands through
numerous defiles. The road most often taken is the Darb al-Wabri, which
runs from al-Mweleh through the as-Surr valley and the pass Nakb
al-Hrejta to the uplands, whence it leads by way of the well of al-

ftdejjed to Radir abu 'Azejne, Temilt ar-Radhe, and farther on to Tebuk.
The settlement of al-Mweleh serves as a harbor for Tebiik.

TO SARMA

I did not cease making my notes until it had grown
completely dark and Tuman called me to determine our lat-

itude (temperature: 31.1° C). "Afnan was sitting beside me,

smoking and groaning. Like myself, he had been tormented
with recurrent ague and had no appetite. After supper,

he got up, kissed my head, and thanked me for the kindness

which I had shown him in accepting his hospitality. He went
through the same ceremony with the rest of my friends, ex-

cepting only the black Mhammad; him he did not kiss.

On Tuesday, June 14, 1910, we set out at 4.29 A. M. for

the oasis of Sarma (temperature: 25° C) across a flat plain

which was covered with sejdl thickets. At 5.44 we reached

the edge of the oasis where we were to wait for 'Afnan.

Our camels grazed around the water, while we, with the

Al-Mu^addasi. Afysan (Do Goeje), pp. 26. 84, was acquainted with two towns called
an-Nabk and al-'Awnid in the which he compares with the two halting places of the
same name on the road through the desert to Tejma. He describes al-'Awni 1 as the populated
harbor of the town of ?ur^i, famous for its honey, and includes it among the main settlements
(ummahdt) of the Uegaz. — The reading al-'Awnid is not accurate. The halting place of the
same name, situated in the desert to the north of Tejma. is not called al*^\wntd. but al-

*Wejned. ^ur^ is an older name for the modern oasis of al-'Ela\
Al-MaVrtzi, MawdHf (Codex Vindobonensis, Vol. 1, fols. 10 v., v., 134 v., 316 v.

;

Wiet, Vol. 1. p. 311). asserts that the vocalization should be al-'Uwajnid and not al-'AwnSd.
Al-Idr!si (1164 A. D.), Nuzha (Rome, 1692). Ill, 6, likewise records al>'Uwajnid as an

anchorage where mariners take in a supply of water, situated opposite the island of an*
Na'm&n at a distance of ten miles. The nearest anchorage to the south is called a^-Tan&fijje.

op, eit.t Vol. 3. p. 748, allots al-'Uwajnid to Egypt and says that it lies near
Madjan and al-l^awra\ — This location is not very exact, for Madjan is nearly 200 kilo-

meters away and al-Uawra* more than 260 kilometers.
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guide, made a sketch map of the surrounding district. About
an hour later 'Afnan rode up accompanied by six men and
asked us to proceed farther eastward. After riding for ten

minutes through a dense palm forest, we arrived at a large

vegetable garden and halted in front of a palm-leaf hut. As
there was no pasturage in the vicinity, we tied up our camels.

At 'Afnan’s request the farmers brought the animals a lapful

of green dates, but our camels, which were not accustomed
to this food, did not touch it, while 'Afnan’s camels consumed
the dates with great relish.



CHAPTER VI

THE OASIS OF §ARMA TO TEBCK BY WAY OF AL-RARR

§ARMA TO THE CREST OF THE AL-fiELES RANGE

Not wishing to let our starved and weakened camels

suffer unnecessary hunger any longer, I asked 'Afnan to

allow us to depart and to give me the guide he had promised.

The latter asked me to pay him twenty English pounds in

advance and declared that he would go with me no farther

than the first camp of the Beni 'Atijje, as at Tebuk and in

its vicinity there dwelt families hostile to him. 'Afnan called

upon his people, one after another, to accompany me, but

they all refused. In the midst of our difficulties there

arrived at the oasis a Bedouin about twenty years old, who
was seeking work and profit. Scarcely had he heard of our

quandary than he seized the edge of my cloak and begged
me to take him, saying that as a shepherd he knew the

whole region of the Hw§tat at-Tihama from al-Bed' in the

north to Wadi ad-Dama in the south, that he was also

acquainted with the shepherds of the Beni 'Atijje and could

therefore obtain one of them as a new guide for me. Having
come to an agreement with him, I gave 'Afnan the presents

intended for him and his servants, and at 8.04 A. M. we left

the oasis.

Our road led through dense palm thickets, across small,

marshy, shallow streams. The oasis of §arma is scarcely

four hundred meters broad and is bordered on the north and
south by low, steep, rocky slopes. Date palms thrive there

admirably and their fruit ripens quite early in the year. Many
dates had already attained a bright brown color, and 'Afnan

brought me a handful of the half ripe fruit.^®

At 8.45 we reached a large, dry hollow with a few palms,

close to the spot, to the north, where the combined gullies

of al-Mak'ade and al-'Efrija come to an end. Toward the east

** In the literature dealinar with the pilffrims, the oasis of Sarma is called al-^a^ab.
Abu-l-Feda', (Adler), Vol. 6, p. 334, made a pilgrimage with his master to Mecca
in the year 1320 A. D., and he greeted the new moon of al-Mu))arram (Feb. 12) at the halting
place of al'^a^ab, about four days* march from Ajla in the direction of Janba'.
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the hollow becomes tapering and is called Wudej. It is reached
from the south by the Se’ib of Zehijje, which runs through
the rocky hills of Umm Ha§im. After 9.15 the guide gave the
name of al-Rarr to the valley through which we were pro-
ceeding. On both left and right we saw numerous springs
and groups of date and dum palms (Fig. 57). From 9.55 to

11.40 we rested in a marshy hollow filled with a growth of

reeds, where our camels found pasturage. In places the rocky
soil was so scorching hot that it was impossible to walk
barefooted. Our rifle barrels were as hot as if they had been
left in a fire. Towards noon a slight wind arose from the
east and we were able to breathe more freely (temperature:
38.2“ C). At twelve o’clock we had on our left the copious

spring of al-Hrase, which irrigates several gardens and forms
a stream more than three hundred meters long. In the gardens
there were crops of onions, melons, and tobacco.

At 12.25 we saw the se"ib of Umm as-Sarabit on the

left and crossed the old Pilgrim Road of ar-Rasifijje leading

southward to the hills of Kos al-Hnane, where spirits abide.

Date palms were still growing in parts of the valley, so that

the oasis of §arma could be extended a full twenty-five

kilometers to the east.

At one o’clock the Se’^ib of Ummu R^:um was on our

left and Abu Takar on our right. At 1.40 on the northern

edge of the valley we perceived the well Bir al-Rarr, near which

some Arabs were watering some sheep and about ten camels.

The HwStat at-Tihama breed few camels, because the beasts

do not thrive on the coast and in the moist oases. Instead

of camels they keep cows on the coast and sheep and goats

in the mountains. Eastward from the well Bir al-Rarr the

valley through which we were riding is called Umm KarMi.

It is covered with fine gravel, in which the rimt and sejal

grow only sparsely, and it is joined from the north by the

SeHb of 'Ansurijje, near the beginning of which is situated

a pile of old, ruined buildings, called al-Merw. The slopes of

the valley are steep and barren of vegetation. From the rugged

uplands project isolated peaks and obelisks.

To the east, without any gradation, there rise precipitously

from the uplands the huge granite mountains belonging to

the chain that separates the coast from the eastern highland.

In front of them towers Mount ad-Dubba, the curious shapes

of which attracted our attention (Fig. 58). The northern
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peak resembles a tall man standing up and attired in a Roman
toga; while on the right a young man appears to be leaning

against him, and on the left there is a girl with dishevelled

hair. The southern peak forms a group of six persons, all

of whom are looking westward to the sea. South of this

group yawns a narrow, deep gap, through which emerges
the valley of al-Karadi. The camels grazed from 2.10 to 4.12

P. M. while we drew a map of the distant surroundings from
a high cone to which we had climbed with great difficulty

(temperature: 39.8° C).

Passing on between the granite mountains of ad-Dubba
and Arejka we proceeded through a bare and dismal valley.

On the right and left were high smooth walls, and between
them a river bed about one hundred meters broad, which in

places contained deep deposits of gravel, with no trace of

vegetation. At 5.20 the guide drew my attention to the spring

of Abu Swer on the left. This rises north of the entrance

of the se'ib of Drejm which comes in from the south. At
6.12 we reached the §e%b of Turban, which, coming from
Mount ad-Dubba, rises in a copious spring of the same name
that waters an extensive grove of date palms. East of it we
proceeded through another seHb covered in places with drifts

of sand.

At 6.55 we encamped (temperature: 37.2° C) beneath

a high, isolated cone that stood in the midst of the valley.

On its western and northern slopes were high drifts of sand
in which we observed some bushes of luxuriant green arta,

of which the camels are very fond. The inflammation in my
right eye had disappeared, but the ague had not yet left me.
The night was clear and comparatively cool. The granite giants

rising to our right and left assumed bewitching shapes in the

moonlight and seemed to stretch their huge limbs as if pre-

paring for some weighty undertaking. From time to time

slight but very agreeable sounds broke the clear calm of the

silent night. I did not understand these sounds, although

I listened intently. Mhammad said: “The moon is rousing

these enchanted giants and trying to find out whether they

are still alive and strong and is instructing them what they

are to do. How good and sweet the moon is, O Musa, and
how cruel and hot the sun!”

On Wednesday, June 15, 1910, we started off at 4.54 A. M.
(temperature: 31.6° C). On our right were a se’ib and the
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water of Umm NaJjale on the slope of Mount Arejka, which
is conspicuous because of its ocher color. At the southern foot

of the mountain are the springs of Dket and az-Zab‘ijje,

which belong to the al-Kahala basin. At 5.30 we saw the

ife'td of al-'A|:uz on the left and to the southeast the high
walls of the granite mountain range of an-Na'ejza, through
which lead the defiles of al-'Arajjek and al-Bdejje. In front

of these mountains to the east of us rose the black moun-
tain of al-Ruraba, along the southeastern foot of which
extends the §e‘ib of al-Mathane, which joins the se'i6 of

Ornub. At 6.15, entering an extensive hollow covered with

a dense growth of sejdl, we observed under the trees a few
wretched tents belonging to the Hwetat. From 6.30 to 7.34

we rested to the west of the se’ib of al-Meda7k, on the

northern edge of the hollow near a deep gap which contains

the spring of az-Zrejb. Having unloaded our baggage, we
led the camels to the water. After a while three women came
up behind us driving three flocks of small goats, and behind

them followed a young man with a flock of about ten sheep

and two camels. I wished to hire him as a guide, but he could

not leave his flock. Our previous guide was afraid that he

might be seen by some of his enemies encamped on the uplands

of Hesma, and he asked me therefore to let him return.

According to 'Afnan’s statements, we should find in the

vicinity of the spring of az-Zrejb on the border of the Hwetat
and the Beni 'Atijje a camp of the latter, but both the women
and the young man assured us that all the 'Atawne had
departed for the uplands of Hesma, where their flocks had
abundant pasturage, while on the coast the flocks were perish-

ing with hunger.

At eight o’clock we rode round an ancient burial place.

At 8.03 we observed on the left the se"ib and spring of Kir,

the source of which is high up on the steep slope of the granite

mountains bearing the same name and is very difficult of access.

Mount Kir is composed of a great quantity of granite ribs

some of which project above its general level and from afar

resemble black stalactites. At 9.40 we had the SeHb of Umm
HaSim on our left; at 9.50 the Se’ib of Abu Hama^a and the

spring of the same name were on our right. South of the latter

Se‘ib begins the cleft of al-Meda'ik, which joins the SeHb of

Ornub. Having passed the latter, we entered the narrow §e’tb

of as-Sik, enclosed by high, rocky walls which seem to touch
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each other at the top. Here we vainly searched for pasturage

for our camels. Only some isolated ratam and Mh grew there

and these plants were all dead. The walls enclosing this se%b

are of black granite, which had absorbed the burning rays

of the sun and was giving out an unbearable heat. As no

Fig. 59—The se^ih of as-Sik.

breath of air could penetrate the deep Se’ib, we felt as if we
were passing through a fiery furnace. The road was very

difficult, because the camels had to walk over piles of stones

and sand which had drifted there. Our guide drew our attention

to the fact that we were approaching even more difficult places

and advised us to let our camels rest. We did so from 11.32

to one o’clock (temperature: 35° C). Finding no pasturage

the animals kneeled down and gazed sadly at us (Fig. 59).

After 1.30 we reached the water of as-Sik, which fills a narrow
fissure in the rock whence it does not flow out, as much of it

evaporates. Behind the water rises a rocky wall, about fifteen

meters high, which completely shuts off the se’ib on the east.

Only a narrow and scarcely distinguishable little path leads up-

wards through a rocky cleft. Our camels were afraid to attempt

this path. Leading my animal, which was urged on by Rif'at,
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I endeavored to persuade it to enter the cleft. For a long

time it refused and turned back, but at last it jumped on to

the path and the rest of the camels followed, but only so

long as they could see one another. As soon as the front

camel disappeared around a bend the next animal stopped,

and all the rest came to a halt behind it. We had to bring

the leading camel back in order to persuade the others to

continue the march. It was not only difficult but frequently

even dangerous to turn round on the narrow and precipitous

pathway. The baggage fell from the backs of two of the

camels and slipped down on the tail of the third one, so that

the beast knelt. The fallen baggage went rolling down the

slope, and it was no easy task to carry it up again and load

it on the camel. Both men and animals found it almost

impossible to breathe, and the sweat was pouring off us.

At last we climbed on to a rocky wall and entered a narrow
crevice known as az-Zjejke, through which we climbed comfort-

ably after a few minutes. In two places the water had formed
puddles, but they were full of leeches of various sizes, so that

not even our camels could drink from them. Suddenly the

crevice was barred by a steep wall over four hundred meters

high, which prevented us from continuing our journey. Nowhere
could we see a trace of any path. After a few minutes Mhammad
discovered on the eastern slope, behind a clump of palms,

a smooth strip leading steeply to a small spur. This was the

path. The spur projected scarcely sixty meters above the

crevice, but it took us more than an hour to mount it. The first

third of the way consisted of high, steep, twisting steps. My
camel jumped up to the first step, thence to the second;

behind it came the camels of Rif'at, Tuman, and Isma'in,

and in a short time our mounts were all side by side on the

spur, where we persuaded them to kneel down and tied up
their feet. Not seeing the rest of my companions, I climbed

downwards and saw two camels with baggage already standing

on the steps, but the third was still in the cleft. Ordering

Mhammad and Isma'in to hold the two front camels, I hurried

down into the ravine to persuade the stubborn animal to move
forward. I led it away from the path until it could see the

two camels higher up, then I drove it behind them and it

actually jumped up to the first step. But at that moment
a stone of no great size worked itself loose from the top of

the slope, rolled down, and rebounded in front of the first
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camel carrying the baggage. At this the beast took fright,

wheeled round and stampeded down to the crevice, dragging
the two others with it. Isma'in’s camel broke its tether and
likewise fled down from the spur. The frightened animals

did not come to a halt in the ravine but fled back to the rocky
wall on which we had climbed so laboriously through the gap,

and did not stop until they reached the very edge of the

precipice. My European companions, Rif'at and Tuman, held

three camels fastened on the spur, while the natives uttered

lamentations and curses, exclaiming that they would not move
a finger. Paying no heed to them, I ran out on to the spur,

unfastened my camel, and brought it down into the crevice

again. The guide followed me. Having overtaken the fugitive

animals, we chased them back to the path, where we let them
rest for a few minutes. In the meanwhile, Tuman and Rif'at,

having first of all tied up the remaining two camels also by
their right forefeet, had collected the scattered baggage and
carried it up to the spur. The natives, who were now ashamed,
gave aid, so that all our baggage was carried up before long.

At last I persuaded my camel to jump up to the steps again.

The second one jumped up behind it and followed me as far

as the spur. When it had been safely secured there, I returned

to the ravine with my camel, to lead up the second and third

animals. As I was starting back for the fourth one, my animal

began to offer resistance. Jumping out on all fours it lost

its balance, rolled over, and began to slip down the rocky

slope, dragging me with it. Leaping and sliding, we both

reached the crevice. The animal was lacerated, my hands and
feet were bleeding, and I felt a severe pain in the upper part

of my chest, for while falling I had knocked myself against

a sharp stone. But I did not lose the camel and finally

succeeded in bringing the last animal up to the spur.

TO AN-NA'EMI

Having secured the luggage, we rode on and at four

o’clock reached the summit. We had now completed the worst

part of the journey. From four to 4.48 men and animals

rested (temperature: 36.5“ C). Then, having refreshed our-

selves with strong coffee, we set out again. Toward the west

we saw the high, black walls of the as-Sik range; to the east

were the broken rocks of Ornub; to the southeast there yawned
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beneath us the unforgettable ravine of az-Zjejke; and before

us extended a region of narrow SeHbdn and rocky knolls.

At 6.30 we had reached the pools of the spring of an-Na'emi

in the se’ib of the same name. The water of an-Na'emi is

surrounded by steep rocky walls more than two hundred
meters high. Beside the water we searched for a path that

would lead to the south or to the east, but we could not find

one. Proceeding downward through the §e"ib, we came to

a standstill at the edge of a declivity more than twenty meters

deep. Here we branched off into a gap leading eastward, but

after half an hour we had to return again because steep

rocks prevented us from going on. Serif then called out that

we were being watched by two men on the hillside. They
vanished, however, the moment they perceived that we had
observed them. The sun had now set, and we did not know
whether they were friends or enemies (temperature: 32.4° C).

Having returned to the Se%b of an-Na'emi, we encamped
in the middle of it, so that no stones could be roiled down
upon us. Crawling upon my hands and knees I slipped out

to the eastern slope to look round for any signs of a fire

and to listen for voices from an encampment. Nothing could

be seen from the slope, but about two hundred meters to the

east there rose the black bulk of a knoll, to which I made my
way. From it I saw, at some distance to the southeast of

us, the glow of several fires, which I knew must belong to

the camp of some clan of the Beni 'Atijje. Were the two
men, whom we had perceived, from this camp and had they

returned there, or were they acting as scouts for robbers

and watching the spring of an-Na'emi to see whether they

could water their animals and supply themselves with water

there undisturbed? These questions I was unable to answer.

I found the descent of the slope much more dangerous

than the ascent, and when, in the morning, I observed the

place where I had climbed, 1 could not understand how I had
managed it.

All night long we kept up a big fire and had our rifles

loaded beside us, prepared to defend ourselves. None of us

closed an eye, but the night was calm.

On Thursday, June 16, 1910, at six o’clock we were drawing
near to the water on a fresh search for a path leading to

the east, when suddenly we saw two men mounted on camels

galloping straight toward us. They waved their rifles and
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called upon us to surrender if we were enemies. They were
shepherds tending the camels of the Beni 'Atijje, and they
had ridden up to ascertain whether the well of an-Na'emi
were safe or not. Having discovered that we were peaceful
travelers, they greeted us and promised that they would
lead us to the nearest camp as soon as they had let their

camels drink. Jumping down from the saddle, they dug with
their hands and sticks a pit about sixty centimeters deep
in the sand of the river bed, and it soon filled with water.

One man led up the camels; the other stepped into the pit,

collected water in a wooden dish, and poured it into a large,

deep copper plate, from which the camels drank. While doing
this they sang in a monotone. Meantime two other shepherds
had driven up two flocks, and I beckoned to my companions
to help them dig a new pit and to water the flocks, so that

we might depart as soon as possible.

Accompanied by the elder of the shepherds and Tuman,
I climbed a knoll not far off and drew a sketch map of the

surrounding district.

Before us, to the east, extended a vast plain covered with hills, cones,

horns, mutilated pyramids, and obelisks, just as we had viewed it from
Mount as-Sera^ (see above, pp. 41, 43, 47—49). This was the upland of

Hesma\ Northeast of us appeared the flat elevation of al-Rurur, from which
the of al-Hadad extends eastward to the lowland of al-Mamlah, north-

east of Tebiik. To the north of al-Rurur is the white plain of 'Elw ar-Rwa^
on the eastern edge of which is situated the cone of Ammu Zumejrine,

while east of it, on the left-hand side of the se‘ib of al-Hadad, are the

two knolls of al-Hwij, and farther to the northeast the al-Mzannad group

with the se‘ib of the same name, which joins al-Hadad east of the broad

mutilated pyramid of ar-Rakeb and the peaks of Umm 'Adame. Farther

to the east, under the hill of Umm fteba^ al-Hadad is joined by the

seHb of Ammu Rha’, which rises at the foot of Dafdaf between Ammu Darag
and al-Balas. The se‘tb of az-Zamm runs out from the pass Nakb
al-Makla. This se'ib begins near Sagara Mat'ama, under the name of

al-Hwejme, and forms the northern border of the cluster of cones known
as al-Ahawat and Ammu Rzim. From the right it receives Ammu Stan,

formed by the arms of Rakak, ar-Rkejb, and al-Mhawa, which collect

the rain water from the eastern slopes of the mountains of ar-R&ha,

al-Mu'affara, and al-Hejmri and twine around the rocks of Bejdwat and
Abu 'Alejkat. Lower down az-Zamm is joined on the right by the seHbdn

of 'Arejka and Umm Latje, which wind between the rocks of an-Nderat,

'Arejka, Abu Zejjer, al-Bared, and Abu Rzejlat; while it is joined on the

left by the se'ibdn of al-Mirgihem and al-Mharrak. Al-Mirgihem proceeds

from the mountains of ar-Rass, Jabb, and Far'un; on the right it receives

al-Heseb (which rises near the pass Nakb al-Hegijje) and al-HwejmSn
(which begins in the mountains of al-Lowz, al-Makla, and at-Tlete); it
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is divided from al-Hwejme by the hills of Morr and Abu Daraf. Near
the latter al-Mirgihem is joined on the left by the se'tb of al-Maha§,

which begins on the eastern slope of the ad-Dar&big; elevation near the

mountains of Abu On the western edge of the depression of

al-Mebteteb, the le'ib of al-Mharrak, which extends from the hills of

al-Amrar along the low table-shaped hillocks of al-Haw§al, terminates

in the le'fb of az-Zamm. To the east of al-Amrar, the eastern part of the

al-^azza plain is entered by the se'ibdn of al-Bezwa and al-AwzSm, which
rise west of the railway station of al-^azm in the hills of at-Taff and
Tr&r al-Aw?&m.

On the right al-Hadad is joined by the Se'tb of ad-Drale, which
begins east of the mountains of Omub among the rocks of Abu Ksejme,

al-Mhawwar, QaSm Nljejb, al-Kwara, al-Minlj, Abu ^asaba, Abu Sdad,

and a§-§ikik; farther on it is joined by the Se'ib of tlmm Nel^ad&t, which

separates the hills of al-Mhejmi and al-Kwejsi from Umm *ArejIj;ib, Abu
Tbejk, MiejjiS al-Qamis, MuhaSiar al-Hkzem and al-Mhejbel; and finally

it is joined by the Se'ib of as-Sk&'a.

On our return we found that our companions had been

approached by about ten men who eyed us in no very friendly

manner. They suspected that we were disguised envoys of

the Turkish Government and that it was our purpose to

ascertain the number of their flocks in order that higher

taxes might be imposed upon them. Not yet having obtained

a guide from their tribe, we were without a protector among
them. Then one of them said: “Let us get rid of these strangers

and divide what they have.” When I heard this, I sprang

toward him, seized him by the shoulder and called upon him
to repeat his words. He was taken aback and said nothing;

after a while he went away. I then asked the others to

conduct us to the nearest camp and announced that I was
placing myself under the protection of the chief of this camp,

before whose countenance I would present myself. In this way
I made clear that I recognized this chief, hitherto unknown
to me, as being so powerful that he could protect me from
his own people. I had accordingly shown him honor and he

would have forfeited his honor if he had not actually shown,

or at least attempted to show, that he was as powerful as

I had conjectured him to be. It was certain that some of the

men present would report our conversation and that it would
therefore be heard of by the chief to whom I wished to be

taken. All who could leave the flocks joined us and guided

us to the camp. They were inquisitive as to what would

happen to us.
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AN-NA'EMI TO NAKA* KEMAJEM

At 8.20 we left an-Na'emi (temperature: 30.1° C) and
proceeded in a southerly direction on a path which led through
a deep gap to the uplands. We had not been able to find

this path, because hitherto no flock had been watered at an-

Na'emi. The sand of the river bed had been worn perfectly

smooth by the last trickling water, and the entrance to the

path leading from the river bed to the gap was hidden by a

high boulder. Between the boulder and the rocky wall beside

it there remained a space only about one and five-tenths

meters broad, which a short distance farther on was shut

off by another boulder on the left, so that from the river

bed it seemed as if there were no outlet to the winding path.

Entering the upland, we found ourselves in the extensive

hollow of Bath as-Sikara, running from north to south. On
the west this hollow is shut in by the al-Rurur mountain
range; on the north by a spur of the same range known as

Hasm Nkejb and by the rocks of al-Kwara, al-Minb, and Abu
HaSaba; and on the south by the granite rocks of Abu Ksejme
and al-Mhawwar. Our new guides would not answer a single

question. Toward ten o’clock we perceived to the east the

first cones, pyramids, knolls, horns, and other shapes, which
are so characteristic of the upland of Hesma. The se'i6 broad-

ened out, the separate elevations became flatter, the vege-

tation more abundant. The various hollows were thickly over-

grown with ratam among which tents appeared at intervals.

It was not an enclosed camp; instead, the tents were scat-

tered over an area of several square kilometers.

At 10.40 A. M. we halted in front of the chief’s tent

(temperature: 34.2°C). Upheld by a single middle pole, it was
shabby and full of holes. An old man came out, greeted us, and
assigned a place to us between three ratam bushes. There

we deposited our baggage. The camels immediately began to

graze near by. After a while we were greeted by a youth

of about twenty, who welcomed us on behalf of his father,

the chief, who was absent on a raid. The youth brought a

tent cloth, the old man a few poles and ropes, and with

the help of my native companions they set up a temporary

tent above our baggage. At my request Serif boiled some
coffee and served it to all who were present. The youth

went off with his cousin to the spring of Djejb, where his
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goats were to be watered, in order to bring us back a kid.

Our tent soon was full of people. The old man, the brother

of the youth’s mother, cautiously enquired where we were
going, why we had entered their territory, and what we in-

tended to do afterwards. I replied that we were going direct

to Tebuk, that we would visit Harb eben 'Atijje, the head
chief of all the Beni 'Atijje, and that we would return under
his protection to the upland of Hesma. With a sneer the old

man remarked that the Beni 'Atijje had no head chief.

“Every chief is his own head chief, and without his per-

mission no stranger may enter his territory, unless he is ac-

companied by Harb eben 'Atijje himself.”

“What thou hast said is true. Every chief of the Beni

'Atijje is independent, none is ruled by Harb, but each of

them would consider carefully before rebelling against him.”

Isma'in asked the old man whether he could not provide

us with a guide to Tebuk. The old man described the dangers

threatening the guide on the way there and back and said that

we should have to be accompanied by at least ten armed men.
I said: “If AllSh allows us to be attacked by a strong

band of enemies, your ten armed men will run away or sur-

render just like a single guide. Therefore I will go from here

to Tebuk either with one guide or with none.”

The old man beckoned to Isma'in and went out with him
from the tent into the bushes. After a long time, when the

youth had already returned with the kid, Isma'in came up
to me and announced that our host, the chief’s son, with his

cousin would accompany us to Tebuk for a fee of ten English

pounds. This amount I could not pay, and I declared that even

ten megidijjdt ($9.00) would be a great deal for this journey.

Isma'in pointed out the dangers by which we were threatened,

as hitherto we had no protector among the Beni 'Atijje, who
were accustomed to cheat and rob the pilgrims and traders

who passed through their territory. He therefore persuaded

me to summon the youth and the old man and to discuss

the matter with them. Sitting down about a hundred paces

from the tent, we negotiated for a long time and finally

agreed that the youth should accompany us for fifteen me-
^tdijjdt ($18.50), but only to within sight of Tebuk; as soon

as Tebuk came into view, he was to return. He was afraid that

on his way back he might be attacked and robbed on the road

through the bare plain between Tebuk and the western moun-
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tains. The greedy old man demanded two megidijjat ('$1.80)

for the kid and one me^idijje (90 cents) for the fuel and the

labor of preparing the meal. Yet we had scarcely tasted any of

the kid’s flesh, for it was eaten up by the rest of those who
were present, and we were given neither bread, rice, nor even
milk. After the meal I went away with the youth and Tuman
to a cone not far off, in order that we might note down the

position and direction of the various localities. Our camels were
al ready prepared for departure, but the guide still lingered,

his excuse being that his riding camel had not yet arrived.

At last, losing patience, I jumped up into the saddle, my
companions followed my example, and at 5.30 we rode out

of the camp and did not trouble about a guide. As a parting

word I told those present that, if he did not overtake us be-

fore sunset, we would announce everywhere how faithfully

the son of the chief of the Beni 'Atijje had kept his word.

That proved effective. Scarcely twenty minutes had elapsed

before the young guide galloped up to us.

We proceeded in a southeasterly direction through the

rocky plain of Bath as-Sikara, from which numerous isolated

rocks project. Where any quantity of mould had accumulated,

various plants were growing, and the camels and goats grazed

upon them. In the rays of the setting sun the region was
filled with a riot of beautiful colors. The blackened surfaces

of the sandstone, leveled down by wind and rain, glistened

as if molten iron had been poured over them. The rich green

stood out sharply against the ruddy background. The walls

and slopes which were turned towards the sun glowed blood-

red and their angles seemed to be lined with purple. Fire

blazed from each edge. The northern and southern slopes

were as if painted a dark blue. In the deep gaps between the

various knolls and cones there were already displayed dense,

violet-colored veils of mist, above which a golden-yellow fir-

mament was arched.

The road was good, being devoid of stones or debris. At
eight o’clock we came upon a clear, white, bare, dry, clay

surface. It was the dried-up rain pond Naka' Kemajem, the

eastern extremity of which we reached at 8.20. From it to

the east extends a broad, sandy drift, the northern slope of

which falls off about fifteen meters. To the north there rises

a rock, against which the west wind beats and scatters the

sand southward, so that between the rock and the drift there
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remains a passage about twenty meters broad, covered only

with a thin sandy layer in which ‘arfe^ grows. In this passage

we encamped at 8.30 P. M. Our camels grazed on the ‘arfeg,

while in a rocky hollow we lit a cheerful fire and prepared

an abundant supper. We were all hungry, for we had eaten

scarcely anything throughout the day. The fire could not be

seen from either side.

NAKA* KEMAjEM TO BERKA’-D-DIME^i

On Friday, June 17, 1910, refreshed by a peaceful sleep,

we left our camping place at 4.42 A. M. (temperature: 19° C)
and proceeded in a southeasterly direction. Our guide led us

to an isolated reddened knoll, behind which is the water of

al-Ber. South of Naka' Kemajem project the rocks of Kal'at

az-Za'ejter, Abu ZummUrin, al-Mlosoma, and 6immed; and to

the north are Abu Hasaba, Abu §dad, as-§ikik, and Mhejmi.
During the ride I asked the guide for news, and there was
one thing I heard which distressed me very much. I had
intended that from al-Mu‘azzam we should visit the oasis of

Tejma, explore the region east of the railway, and meet the

Weld 'Ali and Weld Sliman, whose acquaintance I had
made in the spring of 1909. But from the guide I learned

that both the Weld 'Ali and the Weld Sliman had fled away
from the regions situated east of the railway and that the

Turkish gendarmes had been driven from the oasis of Tejma.
Zamel eben Subhan, guardian of Prince Sa'ud eben Rasid,

who was about ten years old, had undertaken a great mili-

tary expedition against the above-mentioned tribes and the

oasis of Tejma. The Weld 'Ali were encamped by Medajen
Sileh. On June 6 or 7 their shepherds announced the arrival

of Eben Ra§id. The Weld 'Ali sent the women with the baggage
into the fortress, drove the flocks into the western defiles,

and occupied the heights which rise on the western side of the

fortress. The army of Eben Ra§id encamped to the northeast

of Medajen Saleh, surrounded the Turkish fortress, and the

troops watered their camels and horses from the wells be-

longing to the Turkish soldiers. The Turkish garrison, shut

up as they were in the fortress, could in no way hinder them.
Wishing to entice the Weld 'Ali from their advantageous

position, Eben Subhan ordered the tents to be struck and
began to retreat. He left only a small detachment by the
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wells, which was attacked and pursued by the Weld 'Ali. But
the pursuers were surrounded and defeated, losing eighty-six

rifles and seventy riding camels. Eben Subhan proceeded to

the oasis of Tejma, drove away the Turkish garrison, had
the staunchest adherents of the Government beheaded, and
set up his own deputy in the oasis. From Tejma Eben Subhan
had intended to attack al-6owf, but, learning that the Rwala
had not yet left the depression of Sirhan, he turned to the

southeast in order to subdue the Weld Sliman. No Arabs re-

mained between the oasis of Tejma, Medajen SHleh, and al-

Mu'azzam. The Weld 'Ali marched northwards, pressing on
against their enemies the Beni 'Atijje, who fled before them
to Mount al-§era’ or to the volcanic territory al-Harra or the

uplands of Hesma. The father of our guide had gone on a
marauding expedition against al-Ajde, a clan of the Weld
'Ali, who were said to have encamped near the central part

of the al-Aljzar valley. In the neighborhood of Tebuk there

were no Arabs, we were told, because bands of marauders were
continually passing that way and disturbing the flocks.

This was sad news for us. The journey to Tejma east

of the railway was out of the question, nor was it possible

to send our exhausted and starving camels to recover in some
camp in the vicinity of Tebuk. We had intended to allow the

camels ten to fourteen days’ rest with abundant pasture, and
only then to start on the new journey.

On our left hand we had the cones of al-Maljaruka, az-

Zebedijje, and the pyramid of Umm 'Arejkib; on our right

hand the huge pyramid of Kal'at az-Za'ejter. At 6.03 we
reached the well of al-Ber and remained there until 6.28

(temperature: 24.5° C). This well is situated at the north-

western foot of the sandstone cone bearing the same name;
it is two to three meters deep and contains only rain water.

If there is no rain for two or three years, it dries up. On the

surrounding sandstone walls we observed numerous carved

images of camels, goats, ibexes, ostriches, and horses, but

we found no inscriptions. A few men and women were water-

ing long-haired goats, and from them I bought a goat, which
Isma'in immediately sacrificed in honor of the spirit that

filled the well with water.

The men asked our guide when his father would set out

for the al-Kerak territory to fetch grain. It seems that in July

every clan of the Beni 'Atijje sends some men with a flock
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of camels to the regions of at-Taflle, al-Kerak, or Madaba,
east of the Dead Sea, in order to sell the camels there and
with the proceeds to purchase grain and particularly barley.

Such an expedition for grain is known by the Beni 'Atijje

as l^atar. The guide complained of the Government for levying

tolls on every load of grain.

Above the well some rafiam birds (Egyptian vultures)

were wheeling, and the men shot at them. They would have
liked to bring down at least one, in order to have the flesh

for their comrade who had been bitten by a serpent. They
suppose that there is no better remedy for the bite of a serpent

than the flesh of these birds. The person bitten is allowed to

eat only their flesh and must rub their fat into his wound.
The well of al-Ber is hidden among countless isolated

peaks, cones, obelisks, mutilated pyramids, and other forma-

tions produced by the joint action of rain, wind, and sand.

To the west rises the mutilated pyramid of al-6immed and
to the southwest the peak of Ummu Rkejbe; south of Ummu
Rkejbe is the hollow obelisk of Sa'arat al-'Efas and farther

on in the same direction the knoll of al-Melhem with the

pyramid of al-6emez to the east of it. Beyond are the rocks

of Hejrab, Bbejran, al-'Asi, Ashab, and as-§a'ara, and the

mutilated cone of Belal to the north of the last-named. East

of al-Ber projects the prism of Ab-al-Kur, northwest of which
is the obelisk of 'Aker; and to the north of al-B§r rise the

severed cone of al-Ma(}aruka, the group of peaks known as

az-Zebedijje, and Umm 'Arejkib, behind which are seen the

flattened knolls of the table-shaped rocks of Abu Tbejk and
al-Mhejmi.

At 7.20 we caught the first glimpse of the volcanic

region Harrat ar-Rha’ to the southeast. A black rampart, as

if heaped up by giants, rises to the east and fades from view
far on the southern horizon. This rampart forms the southern

frontier of the uplands of Hesma.
We rode along the broad, rocky elevations, upon which

are situated isolated remains of strata that have been carried

away. These rocks, the last memorials of bygone mountains,

display curious shapes, according to the manner in which
the different strata have resisted erosion. Almost directly in

front of us rose the crag of al-'Uweker, composed of three

circular rocks of decreasing size set one upon the other. The
heat increased, the air did not stir, and the sun was surrounded
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with a yellow disk. Between Abu Tbejk and Berka 'Id the

rocky plain is covered with coarse gravel, debris, and boulders,

between which the camels could advance only with very great

caution (Fig. 60).

Ismain and Mhammad wished to leave me at Tebuk and
were already looking forward with pleasure to the reward
which they would receive for services rendered. The nearer

we approached to Tebuk, the more obliging and dutiful did

they become, and Isma'in even composed a poem in which
he celebrated our journey and extolled my gratitude and
lavishness. But his poem did not meet with the approval of

Mhammad, who corrected various verses, replaced several

words by more beautiful ones, and reproached Isma'in with
not knowing the poetical language and using expressions

which no poet would employ. Isma'in was annoyed at this

and referred to the legend about the Beni Helal, from which
he knew several poems by heart and in which the same words
occurred. Mhammad laughed, because, as he was unable to

read, he had never read the tales and poems about the Beni

Helal. He said Isma'in composed bad poems and that no Bedouin
would express himself in such a way, though Isma'in imitated

the speech of the Bedouins.

At nine o’clock, to the east we perceived the broad notch

of al-Fuha (Fig. 61), which runs from west to east through
the ridge of Umm 6alad. The isolated rocks, so distinctively

characteristic of Hesma, had vanished; and in their place

appeared rugged elevations and plateaus between which there

were neither gullies nor valleys but only level stretches of

varying size, partly covered with sand, so that the water was
lost in them. The plateaus are mostly flat, only here and
there overlooked by dark, isolated knolls.

At 9.55, on our right by the spur of Nedrat as-Sba', we
found a winding path running through a growth of yellowish

grass and luxuriant shrubs, amongst which we remained until

12.13. The sweltering heat was unbearable, the air was filled

with fine sand, and the sun could not be seen. At one o’clock

to the east we saw the knoll of Hala^el, to the north the dome
of Ammu Fruz, and beyond it Msejs al-Hamis. Behind every

shrub there glistened from west to east a sand drift, which

fell away abruptly towards the east, showing that westerly

winds prevail. At 2.50 we entered the broad notch of al-Fuha

bordered by high, steep walls (temperature: 35' C). At three
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Pig. 61

Pig. 60—Ammu PrO? from the south (near Beriya 'Id).

Fig. 61—The notch of al-F0ha from the west.
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o'clock we observed the tracks of about thirty riders on
camels. These tracks were scarcely more than twenty-four

hours old and were directed toward the east. We knew that

a band of raiders was proceeding that way, but it was not

certain whether they were friends or enemies, whether they

were riding due east or had branched off and were encamping
somewhere to the right or left of the road.

Suddenly, from the southeast, a strong wind began to

blow, raising and filling the air with sand and flinging it

into our eyes. The sand was most dense in a layer up to

a height of about two meters, above which it began to grow
thinner. Finding it impossible to see where we were going,

we covered our faces and did not attempt to guide the camels.

Every ten minutes or so the wind would subside and the

sand would sink down for two or three minutes, but even
in these moments of peace it was impossible to see as far

as four hundred meters. The grains of sand penetrated through
our clothes and into our mouths, eyes, noses, ears, and skin,

and caused us a curious nervous pain. After 3.30 the rocky

gap grew wider and the onslaught of the sand became all

the stronger. We sought a shelter in which to wait until the

storm passed, but in vain. Not until after five o’clock did

I perceive on our left, on the slope of Ammu Zruk, a ravine,

and with my weary camel I made my way towards it. The
ravine led into a deep hollow where we descended at 5.18.

Here in places was a growth of raza bushes, which our camels

completely devoured after a few minutes and then vainly

searched for more. The hollow was enclosed by walls about

one hundred meters high, across which the sand was carried,

so that only an insignificant amount of it fell on us. In a small

cleft in the southeastern rocky wall we made a fire and
prepared our supper. At eight o’clock we rode on. The storm
still continued, but we had to proceed on our way if we
wished to reach Tebuk in time. We passed thi’ough a defile

in the plateau of al-Medari|: amid rugged and bare rocks

until 10.18 P. M., when we encamped among the rocks Berka’-

d-Dime2.

BERKA’-D-DIME2 to tebuk

On Saturday, June 18, 1910, early in the morning I

climbed with Mhammad to a neighboring rock to get a view

of the surrounding district. To the northwest I saw the
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reddened rocks Berka’-d-Dime2, partly covered with sand; to

the north of them were the yellow rocks of Ferdat al-Atra§

and in the angle formed by the two, on the right of the

river bed of al-Hadad, the wells Kulban ad-Dime2; far to the

north there were to be seen several black hills of al-'Ag:at,

and to the southeast of them, a long ridge straggling to the

southeast, the steep slope of the mountains of Birka §ardra,

Ammu Rzejje, al-Rawanem, and az-Zufejjer/^

Between the slope of az-Zufejjer and the region of Hesma
there extends an undulating plain which near al-'Ag:at is known
as al-'Arajed,^® farther to the south as al-Hazza, to the north

of the settlement of Tebuk as al-Mehteteb, and, to the south-

east of this settlement, as al-Eteli.

On our return we dismissed the guide. He had begged
flour, salt, coffee, sugar, ammunition, etc.

At 5.06 we proceeded eastward (temperature: 15.5° C).

In front of us stretched a large plain, from which isolated

heaps of rock projected here and there. Numerous drifts of

sand extended from west to east, overgrown with high and
massive ra?a bushes. Mhammad explained that before the

railway was built it was impossible even to penetrate the raza

thickets, but it could be seen that since then the woodcutters

had been busy there. The wood of the raza is conveyed to

TebOk and from there sent by railway as fuel for the various

garrisons guarding the railway. Also to the north and north-

east of Tebuk there are extensive raza shrubberies, in which
the inhabitants of Tebuk bum charcoal.

** According to JaV^t, Mu"0am (WUstenfeld), Vol. 3, p. 475, Du pafir is a mountain
in Syria. He recalls a verse composed by the vice-governor and poet an-Na'man ibn Ba§!r,
a contemporary of Caliph Moawiyah. in the camp of the ^ajn tribe at al-^afr in which
mention is made of Du paffr. R&'is, and Maf&n. In Abu-l-Farag. Af&ni (BdlAi^, 1285 A. H.),
Vol. 14, pp. 124 f., the verse runs differently. —

Maf&n, about which J&\^<lt knew nothing, is probably a transcription from Ma'ftn*
Instead of al-9afr I would read al-Gafr, and I would locate the camp of the ^ajn tribe to
the east of Ma'&n in the lowland of al-Gafar, where there is an abundance of water.
I identify Du paftr with our l^ufejjer, and R&’is with the well of ar-R&jes situated to the
west of ^ufajjer.

J&V<lt, op, eit„ Vol. 2, p. 746, calls R&’is a well of the Beni Fez&ra — and at ar-R&jes,
six kilometers to the south of Teb&k, there is an abundance of water. Whether this well
ever belonged to the Fez&ra is doubtful, but it is possible that during the years of drought
they encamped at ar-R&jes as guests and dug a well there. Even today we have wells named
after clans whose pastures are situated hundreds of kilometers away.

Mehmed Edib describes (Mendzil [Constantinople, 1232 A.H.], pp. 72—73) ^&'
al-Busajt, which he also calls 'Ar&’id, Meh&r, Ruhejbe, as well as ^&‘ a^-^artr. He asserts
that it is situated thirteen hours from D&t ai-^afti^ in a sandy plain. At about the center
of the plain there rises a high mountf^n called Sardra’. In the year of the He&ra 1121
(1757—1758 A. D.) the pilgrims were attacked and robbed there. To the right of the halting
place a mosque and a pulpit can be observed on the hill. Neither a stronghold nor a reservoir
was built there, and therefore the military escort brings water from D&t al-Pa&g. —

The plain of al-*Ar&jed is enclosed to the east by Mount Sardra’, the peak of which
rises up like a pulpit and is therefore known as al-Mambar. It is probably identical with
the pulpit to which Mehmed Edib refers. Nobody there at the present time knows of a mosque.

J&V&t, op. dU, Vol. 3, pp. 282 f., mentions Mount Sardra’ rising to the east of Tebdk.
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After six o’clock, having crossed the §e%h of al-'Wejned,

we perceived a dark strip in front of us: the palm gardens of

Tebuk. At 6.40 we rode through the broad iie%b of al-Bakkar

and to the south observed the garden of ar-Rajes, which be-

longs to the chief, Harb eben 'Atijje. Southeast of it appeared

a small grove near which is situated the copious well of Oer-

tuma. Beyond the Se’ih of al-Mu'ejsi, which we crossed at 7.10,

the ground rises toward the east and forms a broad elevation

about thirty meters high upon which the oasis of Tebuk is

situated. To the south of it projects the isolated crag of al-

Hsejb. North of the oasis could be seen the station building

with a windmill which pumps water from the well at the rail-

way station. At eight o’clock we reached the northern extrem-

ity of the oasis where we induced our camels to kneel down
by some etel trees.

SOJOURN AT TEBUK

My companions remained in the shadow of the trees

while Isma'in and I went to the station to look for 6wad,
the clerk. 6wad had transported our supplies from the settle-

ment of Ma'an to the oasis of Tebuk where he was to deposit

them in the house of Mr. Sarikakis, a trader who rented

stores and inns at all the larger stations of the Pilgrim

Road from Damascus to al-'Ela’. We discovered 6wad in a

spacious hut of unburnt brick, with a single apartment used

by Mr. Sarikakis as an inn, a shop, a storehouse, and a dwelling.

We returned with 6wad to our friends, deposited the baggage
under the etl trees where we pitched our tents, unsaddled

the camels, and sent them with a hired shepherd to pasture.

We then went off to the hut of Mr. Sarikakis in order to

inspect our supplies and to provide ourselves with what was
necessary. The baskets and bags containing our supplies lay

in a narrow yard behind the hut. They had been gnawed by

mice, and much of the food had gone mouldy. The ground
and the air contained much moisture which penetrated partic-

ularly into the dried vegetables and sugar.

In the afternoon I went with Isma'in to the mudir, or

representative of the Turkish Government. He lived in the

first story of a little, tumble-down fortress and was sitting

on a tattered carpet, upon which I likewise sat down. The
mudir was by no means pleased at my visit. He returned my
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greeting only with a nod of the head, my letters of recommen-
dation he did not even want to look at, and he slowly went

on copying out the Government orders word by word, taking

no further notice of me. He offered me neither coffee nor

cigarettes. After a while the little room was filled with settlers

Fig. 62—Our encampment, Tebflk.

from Tebuk, who all looked at me inquisitively. Neither the

mudir nor the gendarmes had any great knowledge of Arabic.

A young gendarme asked me where 1 came from, where

I wanted to go, what my business was, what I thought of

political affairs in the Hegaz, etc. As I did not answer some

of the questions at all, and others only very curtly, he started

a conversation with Ismatn, from whom he learnt a great

deal — except that it was all invention. I told the mudir

that after a few days I was leaving for Medajen SSleh and

that I wanted him to let me have a reliable guide. The mudir

wagged his head several times and groaned at the difficulties

of his jiosition. The young gendarme accompanied me to our

encampment (Fig. 62), where he found out who Rif'at and

TQman were and why they were going with me, since there

was nothing about them in my orders. From various hints

I gathered that he was longing for gifts, both for himself
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and the mudir. I assured him that I would reward everyone

who did me any favor, but only after it had been done and
not before. He warned me not to encamp so far from the

oasis, saying that it would be better if we were to pitch our

tents in the garden near the fortress so that all could protect

us. When I remarked that there were enough of us and that

we had good firearms to repel any attack by robbers, should

the gallant gendarmes not come to our assistance, he offered

to remain with us and guard us. Knowing that he would
only annoy us with his begging and that he would fleece us,

I declined his offer with thanks, pointing out that the mudir
would not be able to fulfil his onerous duties without him
and that, far from wishing to cause the mudir any trouble,

it was my desire rather to make things easier for him. The
gendarme was not pleased at my attitude. He went away in

vexation, remarking that he would at once send a report to

Damascus that two disguised foreigners were traveling with
me. After his departure we arranged the scientific material

which we had collected.

On Sunday, June 19, 1910, very early in the morning,

assisted by Mhammad I drew a sketch map of the territory

between the Pilgrim Road, the depression of Sirhan, and
the desert of the Nefud. At noon I was visited by 'Abdarrah-

man Effendi, the superintendent of the temporary quarantine

station. He invited me to take up my quarters with him in

the station, where he had prepared three rooms for me and
my companions. I thanked him for his invitation and promised
that we would perhaps make the move some day or other.

Toward evening I paid Mhammad and Isma'in their wages
and added various gifts, such as cloaks and headcloths, and
at midnight they departed by railway for Ma'an.

On Monday, June 20, 1910, 6wad brought to me an old

man of the Beni 'Atijje tribe, named Sbejh, who wished to

accompany me. He had brought charcoal to Tebuk on his

camel during the night and was to take away a supply of

various wares to a peddler who happened to be sojourning

among his clan. But the wares had not yet arrived from
Damascus and therefore he did not wish to wait several days
at Tebuk for nothing and would be glad of the opportunity

of earning something extra. Wishing to ascertain the extent

of his knowledge and his ability, I went with him to the

top of a high sand drift to the west of the gardens of Tebuk
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and from his indications drew a sketch map of the surrounding

district. Comparing his statements with the notes and the

map which I had prepared previously, I found that he was
well acquainted with the whole region from the se'Cb of

al-Kena’ in the south to the se'tb of az-Zejte in the north.

I therefore hired him as a guide.

Before noon SMem, the clerk and representative of the

chief, Harb eben 'Atijje, came to us. He greeted me very

humbly, offered me his services, and assured me that he
would rest neither by day or night until he had fulfilled my
every desire. After a while he also began to ask who Rif'at

and Tuman were, why they did not pray and did not speak

either Arabic or Turkish, He explained to me that in recent

years several foreigners had come to Tebuk, all of whom
he had served willingly and faithfully, so that they had given

him and his chief various precious things as keepsakes.

I thanked him for his goodwill, overwhelmed him with pleasant

words, and dismissed him with the assurance that I would
satisfy everyone who satisfied me by aiding me materially

to fulfil the task which Allah himself hiad imposed upon me.
Soon after that there came to me a gendarme named

Halil, an elderly Kurd, and warned me against Salem. He
declared that in the whole of Tebuk and the distant sur-

rounding area, where he had now been serving for fifteen

years, there was no greater extortioner than Salem and that

he fleeced not only the natives but also strangers. Thus
recently, he said, two strangers had come to Tebuk and had
wished to visit the ruins of Rwafa. Salem had promised that

he would guide them there; he described the journey as being

so distant and dangerous that he might lose his life on it,

yet nevertheless he said that he would do all in his power
to protect them from every danger, if they gave him sixty

Turkish pounds ($270). The strangers actually gave him
fifty-five pounds ($247). Of this sum he distributed twenty
pounds ($90) between the mudir and the gendarmes and kept

thirty-five ($ 157) for himself. Escorted by the gendarmes,
he led the strangers toward Rw^a, but they actually visited

only the small heaps of old ruins and tombs of R|:um §owhar
situated about four hours south of Tebuk, and he returned

with them on the same day. In the neighborhood of Ksejr
at-Tamra the gendarmes said they had discovered the tracks

of a hostile band, and they so frightened the strangers that
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they themselves asked that the journey be cut short and
that they return to Tebuk. When the strangers later heard
from their servant that they had been cheated, they wanted
to set out on the journey afresh, but then nobody would
accompany them. They asked to have their money returned

to them but obtained nothing.

Halil wished me to take him as a companion. He had
a numerous family, and his income as a gendarme was not

enough for food, let alone for clothing for his two wives and
children. He admitted that he did not know the names of

the localities, but on the other hand he was acquainted with
the chiefs of the Beni 'Atijje, as he had spent fifteen years

in Tebuk and the neighborhood. He had been the commander
of a Turkish garrison in the oasis of Tejma and had returned

from there not long previously. What he had saved at Tejma
had been taken from him by the Sammar of Eben Rasid, so

that he and his family had arrived empty-handed. I liked

him. I wanted to help him, and I knew that in return for

such help I should win him over so that he would not cause

me any difficulties on my journey. He was the best of all

the gendarmes of Tebuk who had hitherto offered me their

services, and accordingly I told him that he and nobody else

should accompany me. But this caused him misgivings; he
wished to have instructions from his superiors that he might
come with me. He was surprised that no answer had yet

arrived from Damascus to the telegraphic inquiry whether
any gendarme was to accompany me or not. The telegraphic

inquiry, he said, had been written by the young gendarme;
it stated that I wished to proceed from Tebuk to Eben Rasid

and to Eben §a1an. I could not understand how a gendarme
could send such an inquiry to Damascus, seeing that 1 had
not said a word about my intentions of going to those two
men. I had distinctly told the mudir that I wished to remain

only in the region to the west of the railway between Tebuk
and Medajen Saleh.

Toward noon 6wad informed me that Salem would not

allow Sbejh to accompany me, because the mudir announced

that I should obtain no guide and should not be allowed to

leave Tebuk until an answer had arrived from Damascus. He
had given the gendarmes instructions to watch me so that

I should not leave without permission. Salem assured me that

both he and the mudir were alarmed for my safety and that
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it was only from love of me and my parents that they would
not allow me to proceed to certain death. The Beni 'Atijje,

he said, did not obey the Government, nor did the Hwetat at-

Tihama, and their territories were frequented by gangs of
robbers, so that we should assuredly perish if we were to leave

Tebuk without the necessary military escort. In addition to
that, the mudir must inform Damascus that I was accompanied
by two other foreigners who knew neither Arabic nor Turkish
and to whom there was no reference in my official docu-
ments. I knew that the journey among the fanatical population
of the Heg:az involved great danger, but I also knew that both
the mvdtr and Salem were purposely exaggerating the danger
in order to extort gold and other gifts. I sent a message by
6wad to both of them that I relied upon Allah and his pro-
tection and that I would not yield until I had fully carried
out my task; that if they would support me effectively, then
I would reward their assistance with gold and other gifts; that
Tumfin and Rif'at were my servants, that I could take whom
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I wanted as my servants, and that neither the mudir nor Salem
nor the Governor at Damascus could prohibit my doing so.

In the afternoon, accompanied by 'Abdarrahman Effendi,

we proceeded with Tuman on an excursion through Tebuk and
its environs in order to draw a sketch map of this settlement.

Fig. 64—Around the spring, Tebiik.

TEBUK
Tebuk is situated on a vast rise, which is especially

conspicuous from the south and west but which sinks grad-

ually to the north and east down to the surrounding lowlands

(Fig. 63). Somewhere in the center of this elevation there

is a spring which is so abundant that the water penetrates

the sand drifts and flows over the surrounding district.

The water has a temperature of 26” C and is yellowish in

color. Around the spring there are three cement reservoirs

(Fig. 64), set up, not on the hard soil, but on the drifted

sand. From the reservoirs, in which it attains a depth of

one and a half to three meters, the water is conducted by arti-

ficial canals into the surrounding gardens, where date palms,

fig trees, pomegranates, and various vegetables thrive. Not
long ago the whole area around the spring formed a single

palm grove, but the central part of the grove was cut away
in order that the west wind might have free access to the

stronghold and settlement and disperse the malaria from which
the inhabitants were suffering severely. To the west of the
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spring the chief Harb eben 'Atijje had fenced off a part of

the ground with a wall of unbumt brick and had established

a new garden, in which he had planted date palms, pome-
granates, and a few fig trees, and his gardener cultivated

vegetables there. But the artificial wall of this garden aroused

the wrath of the wind, which deposited sand against it; the

drift increased in size, surmounted the wall, and the sand

was scattered into the garden. The gardens of Tebuk form
the shape of a horseshoe open towards the northeast, and
they enfold the stronghold and the settlement. The stronghold,

which rises a few meters to the northeast of the spring, is

a rectangular stone building of no great height, without side

towers, and recalls the medieval structures on the Pilgrim

Route. A narrow gate leads into a courtyard, around which
dwelling places, storerooms, and stables flank the walls. An
open staircase leads to the first floor, which is built along

two sides of the wall. In the courtyard there is a well about

four meters deep, with good water. From the stronghold

a short road of no great width runs nearly due east between
huts built of sun-dried brick and broken stone. Of these there

are fewer than forty. By the northeastern extremity of the

village, near a small mosque built by Italian masons, there is

a well about six meters deep. Still farther to the northeast

there are wells here and there, which become deeper and
deeper the farther one goes; the well by the railway station,

from which water is obtained for the engines, is twenty-four

meters deep. By the eastern (Fig. 65) and northern extrem-

ities of the gardens the sandy soil is sown with barley after

abundant rains. In years when there is little rain the barley is

not sown, and even when there has been ample rain the ground
has to be carefully watered from the neighboring wells, as

otherwise it would dry up. About two hundred paces to the

east of the eastern extremity of the gardens some huts have
been built for the soldiers, and to the northeast of them a

large quarantine station has been established for the pilgrims.

To the south of this station rise the two isolated crags of

al-H?ejb where the stone is hewn for the buildings of Tebuk.
About fifteen families, constituting the original in-

habitants of Tebfik, are descended from the Hamajde
tribe and are called al-Hmejdat. They have a chief from
the family of the 'Awad. The rest are immigrant rail-

road workmen who have no gardens. The chief Harb eben
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'Atijje set up two huts and planted a garden in Tebuk.
When we returned, we found our camels already in the

encampment. They were hungry, for in the se%h of 'Arejken,

below Tebuk to the southeast, there was very little vegetation,

and we could not drive them elsewhere for fear of robbers.

Fig. 65—The eastern extremity of the oasis of Tebuk from the north.

6wad drew my attention to their feet, which were in a bad
state from walking on the sharp stones of the rocky Hegaz.
Two of the camels had the skin of the soles of their forefeet

already torn away in places. A sharp stone could have pene-

trated them. On the advice of 6wad we bought naphtha,
saltpeter, and sulphur, and rubbed their feet with this mixture.

In the evening we determined our geographical latitude.

On Tuesday, June 21, 1910, in the morning, we drew
a sketch map of the region through which we were to travel

with our guide Sbejh. Before noon Salem, the representative

of the chief Harb, came to us with the chief Da'san M Zel',

of the Rawazin family of the Sbut clan, likewise belonging to

the Beni 'Atijje. The latter had arrived at Tebuk in the night

with several camel riders for salt and clothing material. His

attitude towards me was very friendly, but he warned me
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asrainst traveling to the south, because, he said, many maraud-
ing gangs, both large and small, were wandering about there.

Seeing that I did not intend to abandon my plan, he offered

to accompany me himself as far as his encampment near the

spring of ar-Rawjan, and he said that there he would find

me a reliable guide to the territory of the Hwitat and Beli.

In the further course of the conversation I gathered that

he would not allow me to pass through his territory without

his permission, because several times he remarked that the

Sultan ruled in Constantinople, but that he was the one who
ruled on his own pastures and that Harb eben 'Afijje and
the mvMr from Tebuk were still more insignificant in his

eyes than the Sultan. To my question as to when I could

start he replied that I should make all preparations for

departure, that he would go with his people for salt to the

salt marsh of al-Mamlah northeast of Tebuk, and that on the

next day he would return and take me with him. About his

pay he said nothing. When he was leaving, I told 6wad to

go with him and ask him how much he would expect me to

give. 6wad returned with the sad news that Da'san demanded
fifty Turkish pounds ($ 225) and had declared that if he did

not get as much as he wanted he would not take me with

him and would not allow me to pass through his territory.

As his territory bordered on the northern edge of the karra

(tract of country covered with lava), I could not reach the

territory of the Hwetat and the Beli by any other way.

It was accordingly necessary for me either to fulfil his

desire and to go with him or else to cross the frontier

of his territory before he returned to his camp. From
Tebuk it would take us at the most two days to reach

the spring of ar-Rawjan in the vicinity of which Da'san’s

clan was encamped and for this journey Da'san demanded
fifty Turkish pounds! In his camp I should have been com-
pletely dependent upon him, and I feared that he would have
demanded fresh money both for himself and for the new
guide and would thus have rendered it impossible for me to

continue my journey. The craving for gold and for profit

was already aroused both in the mudir, the representative

of the chief Harb eben ‘Atijje, and in Da'san, and it was
therefore necessary for me to get away as quickly as possible.

I sent each of these three persons a trifling gift as a bait

and prepared to shift my quarters to the quarantine.



CHAPTER VII

TEBt)K TO wAdI AL-CIZEL BY WAY OF RWAFA

DEPARTURE FROM TEBOK

On Wednesday, June 22, 1910, I had all our baggage
deposited under the trees and gave orders for the tents to

be struck and rolled up. 'Abdarrahman Effendi sent two
assistants who were to move our effects to the quarantine.

The mudir and Salem were glad that I was remaining for a

long time at Tebuk and that they would be able to go on
fleecing me comfortably. While my companions were busy
arranging our baggage, aided by the guide Sbejh I sketched

all the roads with which he was familiar.

At one o’clock the shepherd Mutallek drove up the

camels upon which our baggage was to be transported to

the quarantine. I then sent 6wad for the gendarme Halil, to

whom I handed two telegrams, one to the Minister of the

Interior at Constantinople and the other to the Commander
of the Gendarmerie at Damascus, informing both of them that

I was just leaving Tebuk for Medajen Saleh, accompanied by
the gendarme Halil. Gwad read them to Halil and went with

him to hand them in at the Telegraph Office. I instructed

Halil to join us before two o’clock, as we were leaving at two.

If he should be late or if he refused to accompany me, then

let him tremble before his Commander at Damascus! The un-

fortunate Halil was so astonished at these proceedings that

he trembled from head to foot. After a while Gwad return-

ed and announced that Hfilil had handed in the two telegrams

and had gone to the mudir to ask for his advice. The mudir
was asleep, just as everybody else was at Tebuk during the

heat of noon. When Halil disturbed him from his slumbers

and brought him such an unpleasant piece of news, the angry

mudir told him to go to the devil. Halil departed, taking

his arms and his saddle sack, and came to me.

At two o’clock we left Tebuk. Except for two guards

from the quarantine and one small boy, nobody took any

notice of us. All the rest of the inhabitants of Tebuk were

171
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asleep. We made our way towards the southwest, because

SMem and Da's&n had recommended to me the road leading

around the gardens of ar-RI,jes to the of al-Kena' as the

best, and Sbejh had sent a message by one of the guards, whom
he knew at Tebuk, that we should spend the night either at

ar-Rajes or at Oertuma. I had expected for a certainty that

both the mudir and SHlem would send gendarmes after us to

hinder our journey, so we had to outwit them. At 2.52 there-

fore, we turned off directly to the west into a rocky area where
our tracks could not be discovered. Towards the south we
saw the gardens of ar-Rajes, which belong to the chief Harb
eben 'Atijje, and to the south of them the well of 6ertuma.
Both ar-Rajes and 6ertuma are situated by the Se'ib of 'Arej-

kSn, which is connected with Zab'^n and Abu N§ejfe; the latter

is known in its upper part as Abu 'Ag:ejg:at and terminates

by the salt marsh of al-Mamlah. To the west of ar-RSjes

extends the Se‘ib of al-Mu'ej§i, which runs from the southern

slope of the black rock of al-Rmejjem, winding along the

western foot of the elevation of Tebuk and likewise coming
to an end at al-Mamlah.

We rode cautiously, continually watching for hiding places

behind the dark sandstone rocks of Ammu ‘'Wejkile, and at

four o’clock we crossed the broad seHb of al-Bakkar.

This se'ib begins in the south at Mount NM and extends among the

hills of Wa*&l, IJalfiwi, *A§ejfir, al-*Ajren, and *As§ra on the east, and
among al-gambara, ad-Dwejmez„ fiedirt a§-Sefi, al-Hsejra, Hlej al-Hmedi,
Zhejlil, al-Mizwar, Hamra’-s-Swarbi, al>Mu‘ezz, al-Brejt, and Berka-s-Smej-
h&n on the west. In the upper part it is called Dejjer, and in the elevation

of al-Hambara it is known as Dellem; from the well Bir al-Kena’ it keeps

the name al-Kena’ as far as the hills of Umm ^rejman, whence it is called

al-Bakk&r. On the west it is joined by the seHbdn of al-Ba^it; Hulful; al-

Wdej; al-Kejs^m; al-6rejs, which extends between al-Mu'ezz on the west
and Umm ^fang^r on the east; and finally by Umm Tibb. On the east

there merge with al-Bakkar the seHbdn Ammu Rzej; Ammu Nsejb—wind-
ing between Trejf al-Bdm, Msejs al-*Abd and Klejb Mardiid; and, farther

on: al-Hawij; Umm 6erid; al-*A§fura; ar-Rkejk (or ar-Rl^ejjek); and
al-Medra’, the last-named descending from the mountains of ‘ASIra and
al-'Ajren.

From 4.80 to 7.03 P. M. the camels grazed on the arta

and raza in a small, deep hollow (temperature: 38® C). The
gendarme Halil collected fuel, boiled coffee, and promised that

he would help us in everything, if only I would declare before

witnesses that he was not responsible either for me or my
property and that I would protect him against the mudtr in
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Tebuk and the Commander in Damascus. Serif laughed at the
guide Sbejh, because he could not satisfy his hunger. According
to what Serif said, he had received more than one and one-half

rotol (three and one-half kilograms) of rice, and he was still

complaining that his stomach was half-empty. After supper

Fig. 66—Al-Medarig.

we proceeded through the uplands of al-Medari^ (Fig. 66)
and at 7.20 crossed numerous paths leading to the well of
ad-Dime2.

A violent, cold, west wind arose and drove the sand into our
eyes. After nine o’clock we searched in the §e%b of al-'Wejned
for a place with abundant pasture for the camels, but in vain.

The Se’^ib and also the surrounding district were entirely

parched. Sbejh declared that there had been no rains in these
regions for years. At 9.50 we encamped behind a low, isolat-

ed knoll.

AL-'WEJNED TO AS-SEJJER

On Thursday, June 23, 1910, we all complained of the
cold. Having left the camping place at 4.26 A. M., we went
on foot in the Se'ib of al-'Wejned to warm ourselves. On the
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right we had the two violet-colored tabular hills of al-Hukuk,

between which projected a high peak. There were no signs

of vegetation, everything being quite bare and parched. To
the east of the ie’ib there rise the numerous low hills of

Berka-s-SmejhSn, half-covered with sand, and to the south

extends the high, table ridge of Umm HrejmSn. North of

the latter rises the three-peaked mountain of Umm Hangur,
in front of which is the high cone of al-Brejt. To the south

of these mountains and to the west of the well of al-Kena’

extends the long ridge of at-Tmejjem, terminating in a steep

slope. At 5.25 we saw in front of us the black sides of the

table-shaped hill of al-Mu'ezz (temperature at 5.00 A. M.:
21“ C).

The configuration of the whole region is uniform: table-

shaped hills with precipitous sides; deep, broad SeHbdn; and
extensive plains, upon which are situated low knolls, cones,

and peaks. The seHbdn contain much sand in which the raza

and 'dder grow. Here and there isolated ratam bushes and
talk trees are found. The guide explained that the talk trees

are very useful. If the bark is cut, fragrant resin, called

aamar, gushes out. This resin in a hardened form is collected

and sold at Zbe’ and al-Weg:h for from one to one and a half

megidijjdt ($0.90 to $1.35) the rotol (2.56 kilograms), accord-

ing to the demand. In 1909 the Egyptian traders at Zbe’ paid

as much as one English pound for one rotol. Resin is also

collected from the sejdl, but this is not as fragrant and does’

not fetch as high a price.

At 5.38 we saw the hills of Rdejhat al-Hamz and behind

them the rocks of Hamra’-§-§warbi. At six o’clock the guide

pointed out to me a couple of dark cones between which (ben

ha-s-samrawin, between both of these blackish cones) begins

the Se^tb of Umm Tibb, which joins al-Kena’.

Our camel driver Mutallek explained that there were no
greater rogues than the fellow tribesmen of our guide Sbejh.

They have no regard either for hospitality, protection, coun-

tenance (waijh), or shelter. Sbejh grew very angry and threat-

ened to strike Mutallek and indeed to kill him if he spoke

about the Beni 'Atijje in such a manner. Mutallek hailed from
the oasis of Tejma but had been living at Tebuk for several

years. In the spring he went to Ma'Iin to earn money. Re-

turning from Ma’Sn he met with the chiefs Hamed and Ahmed
eben Der‘, who had been driven out from the oasis of al-
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6owf. Going on foot from camp to camp, they had reached

the camp of the (Sme'anijjin clan, belonging to the Beni
'A^ijje, near the railway station of al-Mdawwara. They gave
a greeting, their greeting was returned, and yet they were
surrounded by some shepherds and completely robbed. Their

good clothes were taken from them and old ones thrown at

them in return. They fled to the chief, Matlak eben Rbejje',

asking him for his protection and the recovery of their stolen

property. But Matlak declared that he did not know the cul-

prits, that he must first search for them; and yet they were
pointed out to him sitting in front of his tent. Sbejh declared

that this was not true, that Mutallek was lying, and that if

he thought that he had been badly treated he should go to

Tejma, bring out his kinsmen thence, and let them punish
the rapacious Beni 'Atijje. The inhabitants of the oasis of

Tejma had, in the last few years, been robbed several times

both by the Beni 'Atijje and by the Ajde and Fukara’,

belonging to the Weld 'Ali, and even by several clans of the

Sammar. The gendarme Halil said that he had been at Tejma
for three months. Many houses there had been ruined, many
gardens laid waste, and many warriors had perished. When
Zamel eben Subhan marched into Tejma, he had all the ad-

herents of the Turkish Government, nine in all, beheaded in

front of the gendarmes.
At 7.06 we rode between the mountains of al-Mu'ezz and

Rdejhat al-Hamz. To the east rose the dome of Han^ur, to

the south Hamra’-s-Swarbi, with which elevation the huge
mountain of al-Mizwar is connected. In these mountains there

are many ibexes and beasts of prey, especially nimr (leopard)

and fahad (a leopard-like cat, smaller than a nimr). In the

sand we perceived the fresh tracks of a nimr and of a

gazelle, which it had dragged into a talh thicket and devoured

there. Only a few fragments of the legs remained. The nimr,

it seems, is larger than the fahad and so strong that it can

drag away a young camel; it therefore often attacks camels.

Before the railway was built the antelopes are said to have

come into the region of Hesma, but now they are afraid of

the railway line and remain to the east.

At 7.20 we had on our left the se%h of Zhejlil, which
comes from the mountain of the same name, the peak of

which projects far above the table-land. At 7.30 we at last

found some fresh arta shrubs, a proof that we had already
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emerged from the region in which there had been no rain

for four years. Our camels grazed until 9.08. Not far from
us there was an ancient burial place. The graves had been

built above the earth, each one consisting of large stones

bordered by a circular wall of small stones (Fig. 67). At 9.16

we left the §e’ih of al-Haraze on the south and reached the

black crags of Ammu Rtejmat, among which the ^e'ih of al-

'Wejned is transformed into an impassable ravine. This se%h

descends from the west from the

northern extremity of the ridge of

Berka ’Id and, after joining the

se%h of al-Haraze, winds round the

northern spur of the volcanic terri-

tory, first in a northerly and later

in a northeasterly direction. On
the right it is joined by the se^ih-

dn of Dbejsuwat and al-Hsejra

— the latter being formed by the branches of as-Sefi and

Salil — and also by al-Krejwet. Branching off to the west, we
slowly penetrated the black rocks on the north side of the

§e%h. In front of us we had the black cone of al-'Abd, from
which the seHb of Selim descends; on the left beneath us was
the ravine of al-'Wejned, the bed of which is covered with

pink sand, from which the green ratam shrubs stand out

conspicuously. At 9.55 we crossed Wdej 'Amri. In the rocks

on the right and left sides of it a ghost, rola, is said to have

its abode. The ghost resembles a large eagle but sighs and

weeps like a human being.

At ten o’clock we mounted to the elevation, and from
10.08 to 11.55 we rested in a shallow hollow, where we found

pasturage for our camels (temperature: 34® C). At the eastern

border of the hollow there was a rain well, msds, but without

water. On the boulders could be seen numerous carvings of

gazelles, camels, and horses, cut out to no great depth; but

there were no inscriptions. To the northwest, behind the

knolls of Ammu Fruz, appeared the hill of al-Hamis and east

of it the ridge of aS-SkS'a, with al-Mhejbel and az-Z6r still

farther north. On the south, to our left, extended a black

plain with the dark gaps which marked the SeHbdn of al-Krejwet,

al-H$Sra, and a§-Sefi.

At 1.30 we crossed the Se‘ib of Abu S6r, which descends

from Nedrat as-Sba' and joins al-'Wejned. At two o’clock we

Fig. 67—Ancient grave near
the 8e*ib of Zhejlil.
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entered the splendid rocky §e‘ib of Umm Butum with high
steep sides, through which we again reached al-'Wejned
(Fig. 68). The latter Se'ib is scarcely ten meters broad; its

bed is covered with sand to a considerable depth and is

bordered by precipitous rocks. On the rocks are carved various

Fig. 68—The se'ib of al-'Wejned.

tribal signs, numerous primitive drawings, and also a few brief

inscriptions. We remained among the rocks from 2.30 to 2.46.

Not far away there was a rain well, but it had dried up.

From 3.05 to 3.40 we halted by the rain well of ar-Radhe,
which contained water, so that we were able to fill one water
bag. Thence we continued our journey across smooth rocks,

which rose like a staircase and were so steep that we had
to lead our camels. At 4.15 we climbed an elevation and saw
extended before us the curious rock formations so typical of

the uplands of Hesma (temperature: 35* C).

At 4.45 we dismounted by the cluster of rocks called

Dbejsuwat, on the eastern spur of which there is a sand
drift more than two meters deep and covered with arta and
raza, so that our camels were able to eat their fill. I ordered
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Mutallek to drive the animals from our encampment to a place

where the arta grew most abundantly and to guard them
carefully, because the proximity of water is always dangerous.

Though shaken by an ague 1 had to climb with Tuman and
the guide to a knoll and from there draw a sketch map of

the region. We were just setting about our work when we
saw the keeper of our camels driving them back to the fire.

I shouted and beckoned to him, Sbejh and TumSn did the

same, but Mutallek did not want to see and, when he saw,

did not want to understand. There was nothing for it but

for me to climb down and drive Mutallek and the camels

with him back to the pasturage.

Having eaten our supper, we set out again at 7.10 (temper-

ature; 30.8* C). The smoke from our fire was visible a long

way off and might have attracted the attention of robbers,

who would attack us in the night. Accordingly we had to

seek another place in which to camp. Moreover, to the north

of the hills of al-Mkejmen we perceived some herds of camels,

and Sbejh declared that they belonged to the kindred of

Rawazin who formed part of the Shut clan, the chief of which
was Da'skn eben Rbejje'. He had threatened that he would
not allow me to cross his territory without his permission,

and therefore I wanted to get out of his territory as quickly

as possible, or at least to obtain some Arab to protect us.

Sbejh praised Da'san and declared that among all the Beni

'Atijje there was nobody so noble, rich, and bountiful as he.

He owned two large herds of camels and was called the father

of the poor, abu-z-zu"afa\

We rode through the sandy plain of Ab-al-Ketin, covered

with an abundant growth of grass and perennials, and at 8.45

halted not far from the §e%b of as-Sejjer. To the southwest

of us some shepherds with large herds of camels were spend-

ing the night. As the night was quite clear and the region

safe, our camels could graze freely, and not until after midnight
did we drive them up to our encampment and make them kneel

down. Sbejh’s camel still went on grazing.

AS-SEJJER TO 9ARM AL-FAHAM

On Friday, June 24, 1910, immediately after midnight,

I sent the guide Sbejh to the shepherds to find out whether
Da‘skn had already returned or not. At the same time he
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was to find for us a guide acquainted with the volcanic

territory al-Harra as well as with the coast regions belong-

ing to the Hwet&t at-Tihama. If he did not find such a guide
among the shepherds and Da'san had not yet returned, then
he was to go down to Da'san’s camp. I waited a long time
for Sbejh and finally at 4.55 A. M. we started without him
(temperature: 19.5" C). ‘Arfed and etman, together with
some isolated arta and ratam, grew on the plain. Having
crossed the Se'ib of Obejjez at-Tarik at 5.40, we rode round
the hill of al-Mkejmen and ascended a rise from which we
obtained a fine view to the south and west. On the pale

yellow plain are innumerable white, pink, and blood-red knolls,

cones, peaks, and obelisks, and in front of them, nearer to

us, could be seen about fifty black tents. On the western
horizon there rose the huge battlements of the rugged mountain
range of Razi, steeped in violet vapors; to the southwest we
saw the rocky slopes of al-Hnejfse, composed of black and
red strata, and between the two there towered up above the

vapors the high, dark peak of Harb and the majestic Debbar,

reaching to the clouds.

From 6.55 to 7.20 we remained in the se'ib of Zwejbt
as-Skflr by the rocks of Ashab, where we were overtaken

by Sbejh. The chief Da'san had not yet returned, but they
were expecting him every moment. In the encampment Sbejh
had found a man hailing from the Beli tribe, who was willing

to act as our guide. Having arrived at an agreement with

him, I asked him to bring up his camel and to proceed with

us at once. He promised to do so but asked us to wait for

him a short while, as his camel was in the pasture. In the

meantime Da'san’s uncle came up to us and invited me to

remain in the camp as his guest. I thanked him for his

invitation but regretted that I could not accept it, because

our camels were thirsty and we were anxious to water them
at the well of ar-Rawjan. He offered to water our camels

at the well, msds, of Abu Nmar and said that in the meanwhile
we could rest in his tent. He at once began to question us

about our journey, warning both us and our new guide against

the dangers by which we were threatened. He asked whether

I had spoken with the chief Da'san and why we were coming
that way, since we were neither buying nor selling anything.

Knowing the disastrous consequences of such conversations,

I beckoned to Sbejh, went with him to my saddle to put
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something in order there, telling him in the meanwhile to

ask the new guide to make haste and to say that we would
wait for him by the rocks of al-Kwejmi. Thereupon I swung
myself into the saddle and, saluting all those present, rode

off to the south. My companions were glad to get away from
the camp of the Rawazin, for they were afraid that they

might make us prisoners, rob us, and send us back to Tebuk.

To the southeast of AShab rise the two low, white knolls

of at-Tweren, to the south of them the cone of ar-Rtejmi,

and to the west of the latter the isolated knoll al-Batra.

Al-Batra is said to have shifted to its pfesent position from
the east and to have brought flints with it, for only upon
it and upon about fifty tiny hills situated to the north of

it can flints be found. There are none anywhere else in the

uplands of Hesma. The small, low hills with the flints are

called the “baggage of Batra,” Hellet al-Batra. To the north-

west of al-Batra stands a solitary talk tree, and near it is

the miai of Beni 'Okba. Another well of the same name is

situated on the southern border of the plain of az-Z4wije

southwest of the hill 6lejf as-Semen. The plain of az-Z&wije

extends from al-Mkejmen as far as the foot of the granite

mountains of ar-Rawjan and al-Meljan and is bordered to the

east by the volcanic wall of 6edirt as-Sefi with its south-

western spur al-Lehjane. The chain of granite mountains
dividing the coast, known as at-Tihama, from the uplands

of Hesma forms a ridge, which, with the eastern spurs, is

five to ten kilometers broad and is known as as-§efa’. The
inhabitants of the Tihama coast give the name of al-6eles (the

rocky plain) to the eastern uplands, because they are composed
of rocky plains.

At 8.54 we crossed' the river bed of al-Hambara, in which
there grows a great deal of talk. To the west of us Sbejh
pointed out in a channel the rain well, mias, of al-Ma§kah.

By the gap through which the of al-Ma§kah finds its

way to the west, on the north side, is the spring of as-Sidd

and, on the south, that of a§-§ikri. Around the latter the

road leads to the pass Nakb al-Malha|:e. This is a deep notch

between high, rocky walls, black below and red above, from
which a lower group of sandstone hills runs to the east.

From 9.16 to 11.24 we waited for the new guide in a
sheltered place among the rocks of al-Kwejmi. While we were
drawing a map of the surrounding district we were joined
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by two shepherds, who told us that smallpox had broken out
in the encampment of the Hwetat at the head of the §e'ib

of Tmarr and that therefore all the Beni 'Atijje encamped
in the se^ib of al-Hambara were fleeing to the north. This
was bad news, because we wanted to proceed along the northern
foot of the Tmarr mountain range to the southeast. The new
guide failed to turn up; either Da'san had returned or Da's&n’s

uncle had frightened him. Our guide Sbejh also wanted to

leave us. Previously he had feared the Hwetat and the Beli;

now he feared still more that he might catch the smallpox.

His camel had remained in Da'san’s camp, and the new guide
was to have brought it to him. He asked me for his wages,
because he said that he did not intend to lose his life. It

took me a long time before I could persuade him to remain
with us until we found another guide.

Having left al-Kwejmi, we proceeded through the plain

of az-Zawije farther to the south. At twelve o’clock we had
on our right the pink-tinted elevation of at-Tlji and at 12.20

on our left the yellowish hill of al-Asejher with, near by in

the shallow se'ib of al-Kwera, the hollow Radir abu 'Azejne
and farther east Radir Abejter. On the east the plain is

enclosed by the steep slopes of sandstone hills about sixty

meters high, upon which lies a horizontal stratum of lava.

The se"ib of al-Hambara proceeds from a deep, broad gap,

the sides of which are as upright as if they had been arti-

ficially made with a T square. To the south we saw the

blackened and rugged elevation of as-Swejwin. We rode through
the numerous shallow, dry watercourses of as-Sa'ejdat, which
run in a northeasterly direction. Footpaths lead through them
to the gap of al-Hrejta.

At 1.55 P. M. we approached the rugged crags in which
lies the rain well Msas al-6dejjed. With our loaded rifles in

our hands we scrutinized the crags to the right and left, for

we feared that there might be robbers about. At 2.35 we
went down to a well where we remained until 4.55. This well

is situated in the bed of the rocky ravine nearly one hundred
meters deep. The well itself, which was about three meters

deep and half dried-up, contained only a little water. Halil

climbed up to the southern slope to keep watch while Serif

went down to the well and collected water with a dish into

a canvas bucket. Mutallek drew out the filled bucket and

poured out water for the camels, which had to drink two at
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a time. Rifat and Tuman drove away the rest of the thirsty

animals, which were thronging round the well. Going down
with Sbejh through the §e%h to look for more wells, we found

a few half-covered in and likewise containing water, but

it was not possible to lead the camels to them because the

channel was littered with huge rugged boulders, among which
it was very difficult to push forward. We also wished to fill

at least one bag with water. Sbejh crawled to the well and
with a bowl poured water into the bag, which I held suspended

by a rope. We had filled the skin about half-way, when above

us we heard a voice and a dull report, and a bullet struck

the rock a few centimeters above my head. To this very day
I feel ashamed to think that for a moment I was frightened.

Pulling myself together, I held the rope with the water bag in

my left hand, while with my right I drew out my Mannlicher
pistol and fired it in the direction of the smoke. At that

moment Sbejh crawled from the well, took his rifle, and
shouted

:

“If you are 'A^awne or Hwetat, show yourselves, but

otherwise disappear, or we will shoot you all.”

Somewhere about the middle of the left-hand slope we
perceived two rifle barrels aimed at us. We did not see our

assailants, who were hidden in a rocky crevice. In reply to

Sbejh’s challenge, a voice was heard: “Who are you?” Sbejh

gave a suitable reply; whereupon two men appeared and
scrambled down to us in a zigzag. They belonged to the

Hwetat at-Tihama and were guarding the approach to the

various wells, because they said within the SeHbdn of as-

Sa'ejdat there had appeared a band of robbers whom they

wished to frighten away by preventing them from getting

at the water.

Having filled the water bag we returned to our compan-
ions, who were awaiting our arrival in a state of alarm.

They had heard the three shots, Tuman had recognized the

sound of my pistol, and they had not known whether to

hasten to our assistance or to guard our baggage and the

camels. The baggage had been loaded up and Mutallek said

that the camels had drunk all the water they wanted. But
Rif'at’s camel began greedily licking the water bag which we
had brought, showing that it was thirsty. As I supposed that

only that camel had not drunk enough, I ordered water to

be given it from the bag, but all the rest of the camels
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pressed forward, likewise wishing to drink. At my command
the baggage was again unloaded from the animals, and we
once more doled out water among them (Fig. 69). As they

were tired and had rarely been able to graze to their satis-

faction, I decided that they should at least not suffer thirst

(temperature: 36® C).

Fig. 69—At the rain well Ms&s al-6dejjed.

From al-6dejjed we wished to proceed to the ruins of

Rwafa. Sbejh declared that we should find no water there,

but one of the two men who had attacked us assured us

that the rain water well there contained water that year, but

that it flowed slowly. I should have liked to take one of the

Hwetat with me as a guide, but they would not accompany
us, their excuse being that they were afraid of the bands

of raiders and that they could not leave their post. Having
returned to the plain, we branched off to the east-southeast.

There was a complete absence of pasturage, for all the plains

were dry. It was not until after six o’clock in the evening

that we perceived near the western border of the narrow

defile Harm al-Faham a fair-sized group of half-green 'or/cp.

We remained there from six o’clock to 8.20 (temperature:
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31.5° C) and at 9.04 encamped on the eastern edge of the plain

of al-Faham, to the southeast of the rock Olejf as-Semen.

Throughout the night we kept watch, as we were afraid that

there might be robbers about, but we saw nobody.

gARM AL-FAHAM TO THE §E*iB OF RETAME; RWAFA

Starting at 4.28 A. M. on Saturday, June 25, 1910, we
rode through the narrow passage Zjejkat al-Fahade, which
is enclosed on the north by the dark slope of az-Zhejr and
on the south by the sides of the mutilated cone of Ammu
Rkejbe. After a while we perceived to the north the deep

gap of Rwel al-Araneb and to the southeast the dark range
of Umm RHtje. At 5.05 we found some fresh ‘arfed, upon
which our camels grazed until 5.28. The passage Zjejkat al-

Fahade is more than five hundred meters broad and is shut

in on the north and south by steep, red slopes, upon which
there is a layer of scattered lava about thirty meters thick.

At 6.44 we observed on the right the flat table hill of as-

Shejme, south of it the al-MesSbe range, and at some distance

to the northeast the long, high ridge of al-Henw, with the

huge cone of al-M§akkar beyond. At 7.20 we changed our

course somewhat more to the southeast and after about ten

minutes reached the spacious basin of Zenkulla. The soil of

this basin was covered with a growth of green shrubs from
which the steep rocks rose up on all sides, red below, white

in the middle, and black above. To the west were the red

rocks of al-Mesabe, north of them the black crags of ar-RJia,

and still farther north the ridge of al-Henw; to the east

rose Abu Krun (which is connected with the granite mountain
range of Tmarr), with the huge dome of al-Hateb to the south-

west, and to the south the spur of ad-Dwejme. On the western

flank of the mountain range thus formed is the pass Nakb
an-Netki. To the east of Abu Krun appeared the oblong ridge

of as-Sarawil, and behind it rose the isolated knolls of Nuf
and Nuwejf&t; then to the north of the latter the huge
elevation of Amm Wa'al. The western part of al-Henw is

known as al-M§akkar. Its northwestern spurs, called LehjSne,

are separated by the ie%h of al-Henw from the hills of Hbejrat,

which are clustered together to the west of ar-Rfea.

On the southwestern slope of the basin of Zenkulla we
saw a wall more than four meters high and behind it the
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ruins of an old building. These are the remains of the sanctuary

of Rw&fa, by which we dismounted at 7.35 A. M. (Figs. 70,

71, 72). In front of the wall there is a caved-in well, behind

the wall a large burial place on the old building site, and
about five hundred meters farther to the southwest, at the

foot of the rocks of al-Mesabe, a rain water well, midl,

near which stood eight camels. A larger well, known as al-

L&wi, is situated about five kilometers to the southwest of

Rwafa. I ordered Serif, Sbejh, and Mutallek to lead our camels

away immediately to the well and to give them plenty to

drink there. Halil was to guard our baggage while I examined
the ruins. I found it difficult to sketch their plan. Nothing
was left except the above-mentioned wall; the rest of the

foundation walls had been covered up by large stones, which
we could not remove in order to draw a sketch plan. On the

building site among some stones I discovered one stone with
a Greek inscription and another with a Nabataean inscription.

Among the building material I perceived a stone more than
two meters long, which I regarded as an architrave. Surmising
that there might be some inscriptions upon it, with the help

of Tuman I scraped away some of the smaller stones with
which it was covered and endeavored to insert my hand beneath

it. From under the stone a snake ran out; after thrusting

my stick underneath to make sure that no more snakes were
concealed there, I rummaged beneath its lower portion and
by my sense of touch traced the cuttings of separate letters.

When our comrades had come back from the well, we turned

the stone over. On it was carved a long Nabataean and Greek
inscription of which I prepared two molds.

The spelling of the name of this building is uncertain.

I recorded Rwafa and Rwafa; my companions, speaking the

vernacular, said that it is generally known as Rwafa, but

the old natives call the ruins Rwafa. According to the bilingual

inscription, the sanctuary was built by the Thamudenoi tribe

at the beginning of the second half of the second century

of our era.

We should have liked to have remained at least two days
by these ruins and, with the help of the Hwe^at camping
not far away, to have cleared the debris, examined the separate

stones, and drawn an accurate plan. Among the stones there

are certainly many others with inscriptions, and possibly more
records are buried beneath the building material. We were
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unable, however, to remain there. From the well a Hwgti
came to us and rebuked us for damaging property not our
own. When I asked him to stay with us he said that he was
about to leave immediately with his camels, because the district

round the Rwafa was infected with smallpox. Near the hill

Fig. 71—Ruins of Rwlfa from the northeast.

of Abu Krun, he said, there was a deserted tent with two
men who had been taken ill with smallpox; his own health

and that of his children was much more valuable to him
than the wages which I offered him. My native companions
were also afraid of infection and urged me to finish the work
as quickly as possible and to leave Rwafa. Moreover, they

supposed that the chief Da'san might have returned and
that he would take measures against us. The gendarme Halil

then reminded me that the mudir and Salem, the representative

of chief Harb, would certainly incite the 'Atawne against us.

There was nothing left for me but to get away from Rwafa.
We wanted to proceed due southeast across the eastern

flank of the Tmarr mountain range, but the Hweti warned
us against this region, which, he said, was infected with
smallpox. He also informed me that the journey was extremely
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difficult and that our weary camels would perish after a few

days. I had not intended to change the direction. I wished

to make my way due southeast, but the guide Sbejh declared

that he was unacquainted with this territory, and, as the

Hw^ti would not accompany us, I could not venture to enter

Fig. 72—Rw&fa and environs.

the volcanic and almost impassable region without a guide.
Then too, the journey would have been useless, because I should
have been unable to note down the names of the places which
I saw. Sbejh was willing to accompany us as far as the
“great ruins” of al-Kena’, where he said we could certainly
find the 'At&wne, from whom we could then select a guide
who would accompany us farther to the south. At these
“great ruins,” he said, there are gardens, aqueducts, and
ruined houses; the Hw^^i confirmed this, and I had heard
the same thing from Saiem at TebQk. I agreed that Sbejh
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should guide us to al-Kena’, although this was a great detour
from our original direction and we should thus arrive in the
vicinity of Tebuk, exposing ourselves to the danger of being
overtaken by the gendarmes of the mudir.

At 11.23 we left the ruins of Rwafa and proceeded in

Fig. 73—Bir (well of) al-Madkur.

a northerly direction (temperature: 34.5° C). I was extremely
sorry at being compelled to leave this important place without
having thoroughly investigated it. I made up my mind that,

as soon as ever I could, I would go to Rwafa for a week’s

sojourn and carry out excavations there. At 12.50 P. M. we
reached the foot of the al-Henw ridge, where we saw clusters

of talk trees with green shoots, upon which our camels fed

with enjoyment. We remained there until 1.10 (temperature:
36.2° C). Then we ascended the ridge, leading the camels by
the rein, and on reaching the top climbed down again along

a steep path into the ie%h of Lebid, bordered on the west
by the high, rocky slope of LehjSne and on the east by the

still higher slope of Dejtan. At three o’clock we halted by
the well of al-Madkur (Fig. 73), situated in the he%h just

mentioned (temperature: 36.8° C), where we found two women
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watering a large flock of black goats. One of the women was
the sister of the chief Harb eben 'Atijje, to whose kindred

the camp situated to the north of the §e"ib belonged. Halil

and Sbejh asked her to send us a guide from her camp, who
could overtake us either at the crossing of ad-Dwejmez or the

next morning by the water of al-Kena’. We could not enter

her camp because it was pitched in an almost inaccessible rocky
ravine. The woman inquired about her brother and his camp
and promised that she would fulfil our wish. At 3.16 we left

the Se'ib of Lebid to the east of the pool Radir Abejter,

crossed an elevation from which there was a wide view west-

ward, and at 3.42 descended again into the Se%b of ar-Retame,

where we remained by some blossoming talk trees from 3.55

to 6.20. The camels did not find much pasture, for there was
no vegetation in the §e%b except the talk trees and a few
yellowish rimt bushes. The river bed was gray, the rocky

walls white below, black above, and overhead hovered an ash-

colored veil of air which blazed with the glowing heat. I trembled

with ague, Rif'at complained that he had a severe headache,

Tuman’s eyes were inflamed, red and swollen, the guide Sbejh
asked for his wages and announced that he would leave us

immediately; two of the camels had their backs lacerated and
bleeding; all were tired and hungry, and we had to press on.

Following a path about thirty centimeters broad which
wound among the sharp lava stones, we reached a narrow,

rocky defile, from which there seemed to be no way out. We
could not go back, nor was it possible to branch off to one

side; we had to move forward, for Sbejh declared that this

defile led to the crossing of ad-Dwejme2. I led the way forward
with my camel. In places we laid lava stones one upon another

in order to form steps upon which our camels could mount.

After an hour’s wearisome march we reached the summit.
It proved to be an endless plain covered with black lava,

from which projected only slightly to the left the elevation

of al-Harka and to the right the elevation of Dbejjeb. We
again found the small path about thirty centimeters wide,

trodden by the camels among the sharp lava stones. From
this path it was impossible to move aside either to the right

or to the left. At 7.35 P. M. we found a bare surface measur-
ing about fifteen meters in diameter, from which the lava

had been removed, and here we encamped at a height of

1451 meters (temperature: 28® C). Not knowing whether the
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'Atawne were pursuing us or not, we kept guard over our
property during the night.

RETAME TO AR-RKEJK

On Sunday, June 26, 1910, we were on the march as

early as 4.25 A. M. The pathway led in a direction which was
inconvenient for us because we were obliged to move due east

across the sharp lava. The march was very difficult and
painful for our camels. The poor animals had to pick their

way forward through fragments of lava, cautiously stepping

between them. After only a quarter of an hour, all the camels
were bleeding from the hocks and joints of their feet, but

the guide Sbejh assured me that it did them no harm. It

would be a bad thing, he said, when the soles of their hoofs

began to bleed.

At 5.15 we observed to the southeast two isolated knolls,

the highest peaks of Mounts Nuf and Nuwejfat. From them
there proceeds to the northwest the deep rift of the se'ib

of Abu-l-Kawasim, the lower part of which is known as

Retame. To the west we could see on the Sinai peninsula

not only the mountains of the southern part of the peninsula

but also the plain extending to the north of these mountains.

Nearer to us towered the steep peaks of Harb and Debbar,

and to the south we had a view of the greater part of the

at-Tihama shore. We were traveling at a height of about

1460 meters. Around us extended a black, lifeless, slightly

undulating plain that stretched beyond the limits of our

vision. The deep, narrow ravines seemed to be blacker than
the plain itself.

Before seven o’clock we came to the difficult descent

into the ravine of al-Kena’ and at 7.33 we had reached the

channel below. The ravine gradually grew wider, and at 7.40

on our right we saw a clump of hamdt (wild fig trees) and
a few fine fig trees, by which we halted at 7.54 (temperature:
28.5° C ). These trees are situated about a third of the way down
the eastern slope and give shade to a copious spring which fills

a pool of no great size about fifty meters distant, to which the

water is conveyed by a trench. Near by were to be seen the

remains of foundation walls, piles of unhewn stone, and the

level sites of old gardens, a proof that a village had once

been situated here. By the spring a number of women were
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watering some long-haired sheep, and five men were attending

to about twenty camels. As the sister of Harb had not sent

us a guide, I should have liked to have hired a guide from
among the men present, but they all excused themselves,

saying that their camp was a long way to the northeast and
that they were on the point of moving northwards for fear

of the smallpox, which had broken out in the upper part of

the of al-Kena’. They told us that we should find an
Arab camp by the fountain of al-Hadara, situated to the

south of al-Kena’ in the §e’ib of the same name. I asked

Sbejh to accompany us that far and not to.-leave us until we
had another guide.

At 8.25 we left the spring and proceeded in a north-

easterly direction. On our left we observed a herd of camels

going down to drink. It was curious to watch how these

animals found their way downwards over the steep rocky

wall. About half-way down the slope projected a narrow,

horizontal rib, in front of which the camels came to a stand-

still; the leading animal groped about in front of this rib,

crawled over it cautiously, but returned and waited until

all the rest of the beasts had climbed down; only then did

it follow.

At 8.40 we branched off eastward by the §e'ib of al-Hulful,

crossed the broad Se’ib of Dellem, which is connected with

the shorter ravines of Dejjer and al-Bafeit. At 9.10 we rode

through the ravine of Ammu Rzej, which merges with

at-Twejmer; at 9.50 we left al-Kena’, turning almost due
north, and after crossing the low ridge of Trejf al-Bum we
made our way into the §e’ib of Ammu N§ejb, where we
remained from 10.20 to 12.10 P. M. (temperature: 36° C).

The camels grazed on fresh Sa’rdn and rimt. The sun was
scorching, the rocks and sand so hot that it was painful to

touch them with the bare hand or foot. The camels, having
drunk their fill at al-Kena’, were craving for pasture, but

there was none in the Se‘ib of Amniu N§ejb. I climbed up
the slope and in a rather small hollow discovered a fairly

extensive space with a growth of fresh la'rdw, but our camels

were so tired that they could not get up the steep declivity.

After several vain attempts one camel after the other knelt

down in order at least to rest, if it could not satisfy its

hunger. Nevertheless, we had to urge the tired and hungry
animals to a further march.
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We rode through a ie'ih toward the south-southeast un-

til we reached the cleft of a§-§elul, which contains a tiny

spring. From there we turned eastward at one o’clock. We
had lost the path. From 2.10 to three o’clock the camels

grazed on a strip of fresh etmdn, which we found in a ravine

of no great size. I had sent Sbejh to look for the path, but
he had not returned. Finally we found him on the height,

reposing under a crag, cursing the day on which he had al-

lowed himself to be hired as our guide, complaining of his

weariness, and consigning us, together with our wages, to the

nethermost hell. Halil and especially §erif grew so angry that

they threatened to beat him, but this I would not permit.

Sbejh was unwilling to go any farther with us. He wanted
to get back. I should have dismissed him without further

ado, but this was not possible until we had secured another
member of the Beni 'Atijje tribe as guide, and hence also as

protector, for otherwise they would certainly have robbed
and possibly even killed us. I sat down by the side of Sbejh,

gave him medicine which refreshed him somewhat, and asked
him not to leave us and at least to show us the direction

in which we could reach the spring of al-Hadara. At last he
got up and led the way through a plain covered with lava

to the northwestern slope of the elevation of al-Halawi. There
he lay down again and asked us to pay no heed to him, but
to go our way. We were standing on a horizontal ridge some-
where in the middle of the slope. On our left there rose a

steep rock, on the right yawned a ravine about one hundred
and fifty meters deep; ahead of us appeared a semicircular

rocky rift. Halil and §erif looked for the path, but in vain.

Leading our camels into the rift, we searched about to see

whether we could descend by its right-hand slope, which form-

ed a narrow, precipitous spur. Up this spur we could lead

the camels in zigzags part of the way, but this was possible

only here and there. In places we had to form steps by means
of the stones and elsewhere to roll the stones away. Having
reached the top, we found in front of us still another ravine,

where we discovered a path leading to the rocky plain, in

which it was lost once more. I scrambled out on to the sum-
mit no great distance away and inspected the region. South-

ward I looked over red, high, billowing crags amongst which
the §e’ib wound. East and west the view was shut off by
heights. Somewhere about the middle of the southern slope
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of the eastern height, I perceived a shining strip, a path, to

which we directed our footsteps. Sbejh came on behind us,

continually complaining. After six o’clock we saw on the

northw'est the Klejb Mardud, on the east the ridge of 'Asejfir,

and we then caught sight of the deep basin of ar-Rkejk.

The slope now became somewhat more steep and we went
down in zigzags along the path. We were very glad when to

one side we saw a number of goats and on the southeastern

edge of the basin three small tents. At 6.30 we were in the

basin and at 6.35 we encamped about five hundred meters

north of the tents (temperature: 32.2° C).s

Halil immediately entered the largest tent and after a

while returned with a lame man about forty years of age,

who was willing to act as our guide. Halil apologized for hav-

ing brought us a lame guide (Fig. 74), but he said that this

was the only adult male in the tents. All the rest of the men
and youths were away on a raid. The new guide explained

that while he was still a lad a large stone had fallen on his

right foot and had crushed it. Since then he could only walk
with a crutch and lived on the generosity of others. “My
property consists of a two-year old camel, ka^ajjed, ten small

goats, and four little girls.” The tent in which he lived did not

belong to him but to the chief, his relative, who was not there.

Sbejh recovered as soon as he had obtained his wages, and was
quite satisfied because he had obtained more than he had
expected. The night was peaceful and we were able to rest.

BASIN OF AR-RKEJK TO AZ-ZURBA

On Monday, June 27, 1910, we left our encampment at

five o’clock in the morning (temperature: 24° C), proceeding

through the se%b in a southerly direction. On the surround-

ing rocks Tamud inscriptions could be seen here and there.

My camel went lame in its left forefoot and about every two
minutes limped so much that it sank down on its knees.

Jumping down from the saddle, I examined its foot and in

the sole found a sharp stone about the size of a hazel-nut.

I extracted the stone and stopped up the wound with cotton

wool, which, however, immediately fell out. Sand penetrated

into the wound, and whenever the animal stepped on a sharp

stone it nearly sank down to its knees, but nevertheless I had
to move forward.
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Having left the river bed we proceeded after six o’clock

along the side of the ridge of al-Rmejjem, which runs in

a southerly direction. On the surrounding boulders Tamud
inscriptions could likewise be seen. The path was covered
with coarse gravel, and my camel could make no headway.

Fig. 74—Our guide at ar-Rlfejk.

The guide advised us to bind up the left foot with a piece

of skin. Accordingly, from a skin water bucket, known as

mattdra or zemzemijje, we cut out a piece of skin the size

of a camel’s hoof, which we tied firmly above its ankles, but
the animal had not gone ten paces before this artificial sole

fell off. We then unsaddled the camel, made it kneel down,
tied up its legs, rolled it over, and sewed the skin on to its
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sole. It was a laborious task which took until eight o’clock

but proved successful. The skin kept on the whole day, the

camel did not stumble, and the wound closed up somewhat.
At 8.10 we entered the §e%b of al-Hadara, which extends

to the northeast, merges with the Se‘ib of as-SdSr, and forms

Fig. 75—Umm Leben.

the Se'ib of al-Etel, terminating in al-Mehteteb, northeast of

Tebuk. At 8.40 on our left we perceived the high, black wall

of Umm Leben (Fig. 75) and at 10.20 reached the well of

al-Hadara. This well is about two meters deep and always
contains water. The dry watercourse is covered with fluvial

deposits and debris of rocks, and there were no plants in it.

At 9.46 we turned northeast through a gap between the ridge

of al-Maw‘ada and Umm Leben to the wells of an-NwSb'e,

where we remained from 10.20 to 12.60 P. M. These wells

are situated in a deep Se^ib enclosed by bare rocks. There
are eight wells still active, varying in depth from three to

four meters and filled with clear, fresh water to a depth of

six-tenths of a meter. Unfortunately there were no pastures

in the vicinity. On leaving the wells we rode for five minutes

through a ie‘ib in which, about two kilometers farther to
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the northeast, there is the smaller well of al-Ferri. We climbed

the right-hand slope of the to the east and from the

top at 1.24 perceived the dark rocks of Sawda’ Hamde and
farther to the northeast the red hills of ad-Da^ja^ir. At two
o'clock we proceeded along the height §rejf ab-al-Biz, from
which we had an unobstructed view of the mutilated cone

of al-Watar to the southeast and of a large clump of talk

trees near the water of al-Bed'.

The character of the landscape gradually altered. The
black lava receded in places, and red elevations began to appear,

with isolated brownish cones and cupolas upon them. But the

region was bare and parched, because there had been no rain

for four years. Through the se%b of Abu Nmar we reached

the broad and deep se%h of al-Basiri, where we entered an
ancient road running north and south. On all the more con-

spicuous points to the right and left of the road there were
small circular towers about two meters high and from two
to ten meters in diameter. Most of these towers were built

of stones without mortar, and some were quite empty inside.

Our guide told us that they are landmarks for the wayfarer,

pointing out the way in the midst of these craggy hills. They
are probably the ancient Aram (stone landmarks). At 3.30

there hovered before us the oblong mountain of az-Zurba, in

front of which glistened the broad plain of al-Bedi', surrounded
by red hills. We moved forward between the low elevations

of al-Manaher. At four o’clock we descended into the se%h

of al-Bedi' where we remained by a palm grove from 4.40

to 4.53 (temperature: 39.2* C). The palm trees belonged to

the chief 'Alejjan eben Sadfan, of the clan of the Sa'ejdanijjin,

who encamps there when the dates ripen. Northeast of the

palm trees there were ten wells, each about three meters
deep, artificially walled in or hewn from the rock. They always
contain water and could be used to irrigate a large palm grove.

After filling one water bag, we rode to the southeast

past numerous goat folds. Entering a small §e%b we ascended

its left-hand slope, where we found a large burial place. The
tombs were not raised up but were level even with the ground
and surrounded by a low, circular wall measuring about one
hundred and eighty centimeters in diameter (Figs. 76, 77, 78). In

the middle there are stone slabs; in each case two are inserted

in the ground and a third laid across them, or else all three

or even four are propped up against one another. The stone
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wall of some tombs is semicircular,

and in front of some there is a hollow
bordered with stones and measuring
about forty centimeters in diameter.
The Arabs place small green ratam
twigs upon the slabs and pour water
into the hollow, this being their
manner of honoring the dead.

Not far beyond the burial place,

in a ieHb enclosed on all sides, at

the foot of the‘ north side of az-

Zurba (Fig. 79) we found a fairly

good pasture, where, consequently,

we encamped at 5.10. In the even-
ing we ascertained the latitude
(temperature: 30.2° C).

AZ-ZURBA TO ABU §AWRA

On Tuesday, June 28, 1910, we
left our camping place at 4.30 A.M.
(temperature: 16.5° C) and at five

o'clock mounted a
height from which
we had a delightful

view to the south.

The region is only

slightly undulating
and is covered with
yellowish ratam and
coffee - colored Hh
which appeared to

have a dark-blue veil

over it. In the back-

Fiq,78 ground hovered the

Fig. 76, 77, 78—Graves at al-Bedl'. isolated broken cone

of al-Watar, from
which what seemed to be small clouds of smoke were being

carried eastward by the wind. In front of al-Watar towered

the cone of al-L&ja, and to the north of both of these moun-
tains lay the brilliant uplands of 6dejdil&t, an-Na'Sme, an-

Nimrijjat, and an-Na'&jem. The first rays of the rising sun

Fig. 77
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caressed the hills and the shrubs. At 5.26 we passed by an-
other ancient burial place similar to the one described above.
On three slabs could be seen numerous carved tribal tokens.
From 5.50 to seven o’clock we stopped to draw a sketch map
of the surrounding district. Thence the road led us through

Fig. 79—Mount az-Zurba.

the basalt rocks of al-Ktejjat, the highest of which towered

above the neighboring country to a height of one hundred
and fifty meters with perfectly vertical sides. At 7.26 we had
the well of al-Ktejje on our left; then we crossed various small

ravines and at 9.30 reached the valley of ar-Rumaza, which
forms the border between the Beni 'Atijje and the Beli. From
10.15 to 11.55 we rested on the western slope of the black

basalt mountain of al-Laja (Figs. 80, 81). It was an unpleasant

halt, for the sun blazed, the barrels of our rifles were so hot

that we did not venture to touch them with our bare hands,

and the camels were tired and hungry, having found no
pasture.

At 12.30 P. M. we had the head of the deep §e’ib of ar-

Ret&me on our left, to the south the beginning of the basalt

rocks of ad-Dere', and to the east the table mountain of al-

Watar, which is visible from Tebuk. Al-Watar is composed of

five strata placed horizontally one on the other. Upon the

fourth stratum from below, which has the appearance of being

artificially cut out on the slopes, lies the fifth like a flat

hat. At 1.35 we entered the eastern upland of an-Na'ajem.

This consists of numerous low, flat, black knolls separated

by deep ravines, to the north of which rose the red groups

of the an-Nimrijjat hills. On the right and left of the road

could be seen piles of tiny stones in addition to the small,

round towers which we have already mentioned. The guide

explained that the clefts near by were inhabited by an evil

female spirit, who, he said, was fond of enticing lonely travelers
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Fig. 81

Fig. 80—Mount al-L&ja from the east.

Fig. 81—From base of Mount al-L&ja looking south.
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from the road and th6n destroying them. Wishing to overcome
her temptations, the travelers pick up the small stones, place

them on the boulders and think of their relatives, who would
mourn for them if they knew that they had gone astray and
perished of hunger.

On our right we had the black cone of Ab-ad-Dahab,
covered here and there with a growth of yellow moss (tem-

perature: 35° C).

From 2.48 to 3.15 the camels grazed in the se'ib of Sem'
which proceeds from the huge mountain of Sejban, towering

up to the southwest. In the northern part of SejbUn are the

wells of 6hajjer and al-6eba’. At 3.32 we crossed the se%b of

al- Atane, more than four hundred meters broad and containing

a growth of §ih, ba'ejtran, kejsum, and ratam. To the north-

east, not far from our road, al-'Atane is joined by the se’ib

of Zrab."«

The country now becomes rolling; the seHbdn are broad,

the slopes less abrupt but more stony. At 4.08 we turned

to the south toward Mount §ejban with its innumerable
clusters of knolls and mutilated cones. In front of us
towered the black spur of ad-Dara. At 4.46 we were near
the water of al-Embate, where we found a large herd of camels

being driven by armed men to Mount Sejban. The camels
belonged to the Huzara’ clan of the Beni 'Atijje. The men
in charge of them said that al-Ajde were preparing a warlike

expedition against them. An 'Atiwi, or member of the Beni
'Atijje, who had served among the Ajde as a shepherd, having
heard about this raid, had escaped and warned his kinsmen
of the danger by which they were threatened. The Huzara’
and al-Masabhe had then occupied the crossings at al-Lwij,

La'aban, and al-Kne'er, leading from the southeast into their

territory, and had sent herds of camels to Mount Sejban to

hide them there. The flocks of goats had remained near the

tents which they had erected in hidden ravines.

We were rather exhausted before we found one of these

small encampments of the Huzara’ in the narrow, stony se’ib

of Abu Sawra, where we halted at 5.58 (temperature: 29° C).

Abu Sawra is the head of Wftdi al-AJjzar (or al-Bazar), which stretches
in a north-northeasterly direction, then swings off to the northwest by the

Mu’dam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 3. p. 614, mentions 'EtAI as a defile and valley in
the land of the 6ud&m. — Our 'A^Ane (n interchanged with 1) is a, valley and a defile, as a
road leads through' it from the west to the valley of al-6izel and to the plains near Tebiik»
traversing a nearly impassable volcanic region which formerly belonged to the 6udAm.
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railway station of al-AJj^ar, and terminates in al-Mehteteb. On the left

al-Al)zar is joined by the Se'ibdn of an-Na'&me, ad-Delw, and ad-Da’St>

which descend from the cone of Qir^; farther on by ad-Da'h^ and
al-’Omejd@n, which [rise among the rocks of Mejshra; then by Abu Tarfa’,

between which and the lower course of al-‘OmejdSn stands the cone al-

KnS'er; then follow the Se'ibdn of SkS'ijje, Abu ^alfa, Di Tin, al-Wu-

ierijjet al-BIza’, at-Tfllijje, al-6eleb, Ummu Kwe’, al-Hazra, ad-Dreka,

al-Mu^tobra, al-Worob, and Ummu RkSbe. The valley is joined on the

right by the Se'ibdn of ar-R&sde, with al-La'aban; and by al-Fhiejl, as-

Samake, al-'Wu2erijjet as-Samra*, al-Hmejda, SomSn, al-Mel}tebi, Ammu
Rtejm&t, as-Shk, Erdeht 'Aneze, Ammu Kan&tel, Umm Safa’, al-BSza, and
Umm Tina.

In the ten tents of the camp near which we halted there

was only one man and he was mad, magnun. Having heard

of another encampment about a kilometer farther on to the

northeast, I sent Halil there to bring us a new guide, because

our lame one was no longer familiar with the country. In this

second camp there were five men, all of whom came to us

with Halil. I took as guide a young man who answered all my
questions accurately. In the night I again suffered with ague.

THE SeIb of ABU SAWRA TO RIGM AL-FASED

On Wednesday, June 29, 1910, we started off at 4.10

A. M. (temperature: 15° C) while it was still dark. The guide

was to catch up with us. The se'ib of Abu Sawra is narrow,

and we had to go round the camp, frequently knocking against

the ropes of the tents and thus disturbing all the dogs, who
pursued us a long way. After about twenty minutes the new
guide overtook us. The mad old man likewise joined us and
kept on shouting that Allah might make the road smooth for

us. Having left the Se'ib of Abu Sawra at 5.30 by way of

a rocky ridge, we reached the broad §e'ib of al-Beza, here

covered with a growth of reeds. Here and there could be seen

small pools of dark brown water which gave off a very

unpleasant smell. At six o'clock we halted on the southwestern
slope of these pools, where our camels drank and we took in

a supply of water (Fig. 82). From all sides camel riders were
coming up to the wells, fully armed to repel the expected

attack of the Ajde. The water near al-Beza is sufficient to

irrigate large gardens or fields. That the whole surrounding
district was once cultivated is proved by the remains of old

garden walls and piles of stones on the gentle slopes where
vines once grew. These piles of stones are particularly numerous
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on the southeastern slope of ad-Dara, which runs northeast

and southwest. Behind ad-Dara rises the southern peak of

Mount Sejban, known as as-§irt, from near which, to the

south, flow the copious springs of al-Lowza and ad-Difla.

South of ad-Dara extends the low ridge of Abu Kamejn,

Fig. 82—The se'ib of al-Beza.

upon which are two peaks, and to the southeast of Abu
Karnejn appears the broad elevation of al-Mu|)teles.

Upon leaving the water of al-Beza at 6.23 we rode in

a southerly direction through a plain covered with coarse

gravel. Our guide told us that he had been on his way to

al-Kerak for grain and he complained that the railway causes

very high prices throughout the country. Before the railway

was built the grain at al-Kerak and al-Belka’ was much cheaper.

Now a camel load (one hundred and fifty kilograms) of barley

costs five megidijjdt (about $4.50) at Kerak, and a load of

rice at al-Wegh costs fourteen megidijjdt and a half (about

$ 13.05). The rice is bought by the chiefs alone and they give

it only to specially honored guests. The rest of the Beni

'Atijje are glad if they can sometimes bake a single loaf. If

the semh thrives, they mix the flour made from it with
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barley flour. The guide mentioned with delight that in that

year the great areas between Tubej2 and Hesma were covered

with semh, so that every family would have a few bags of

semh seed. From 7.30 to 7.50 our camels grazed. On the

southwest appeared the cones of Abu §nan.^^

At eight o’clock we came upon fourteen small piles of

stones, which had been set up as a memorial to the fact

that upon this place the chief Twele' al-Hozri saved fourteen

starving warriors. The latter had gone on a raid but had
been surrounded and overpowered and were obliged to give

up their arms, camels, and all their supplies, including even
their clothing, and then had to return home on foot. For
eight days they lived on various herbs, but on the ninth they
became so weak that they could go no farther. For two nights

and one day they remained in the same place, listening to

the wild animals howling around them at night and in the

daytime watching the birds of prey wheeling over them. Thus
they awaited death. At last Allah had pity on them and sent

the chief Twele', who saved them.
At 8.20, to the east, we perceived the extinct volcanic

cone of HebrSn and nearer to us the broad ravine of 6emum,
which joins with the se%h of ar-Ra§de, which in turn merges
into the valley of al-Afezar. On the broad elevation of Umm
Birka, where we found good pasturage, we remained from
9.05 to 10.50 (temperature: 39* C). Having unloaded the

baggage I proceeded with the guide and Tuman to a cone

not far away, whence we drew a sketch of the surrounding

district. The ascent was difficult because we had to cross

fragments of lava, continually avoiding large basalt boulders.

The table mountain of Umm Birka, covered with basalt, is situated

on the watershed of the valleys of 6izel and al-Ahzar. On the southeast

Umm Birka is connected with Mount as-Sbal), from which ar-Rig:m ex-

Ibn Hifi&m* Sira (WUstenfeld). Vol. 1. p. 975. relates that Dibja ibn ^altfa of the
Kalb tribe was sent by the Prophet Mohammed to the Byzantine Emperor. On his return
he was attacked in the valley of Sin&r by al-Hunajd ibn of the ij^ulaj' clan of the
GudAm tribe and robbed of the sifts and various wares which he was brin^ns from the
Emperor.

op. citu Vol. 3. p. 325, calls the valley in which Di\^ja ibn ^altfa was attacked
SinAn and locates it in Syria. At the command of the Prophet, Zejd ibn l^Areta undertook
a punitive expedition against the GudAm, who had attacked Di\^ja. —

The valley of SinAr or SinAn may be identical with one of the ieHhdn surrounding
Mount Abu SnAn. From Syria a road 1^ by way of Ajla to al-Medtna around this mountain
through the valley of al>Gizel. JAVAt's statement that dinAn is situated in Syria is not
accurate and is due either to the fact that Diltija of the Kalb tribe hailed from Syria or
that under the Moslems a part of the northern ^eAAz was for several centuries politically

administered from the town of $oirar at the southern end of the Dead Sea. Mount Abu
SnAn is situated in the former territory of the Gu^m. which extended as far as latitude
270 20' N., thus tallying with the statement of Ibn HiSAm that the valley of SinAr belonged to
the Gu^Am tribe.
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tends eastward. Still farther to the east rise the volcanic cones of Dabba,
Mlejsa, Hebr&n, as-Shftm, Nezdh, Abu Maradif, and as-Sbd.wi. South of
the latter appear the cones of ar-Rhajje, with the pyramid of N&jef and
the volcanoes of Ferdan and Ri‘ still farther south; southeast of Ferd&n
and Ri' is the table mountain of Hazma with the spring 'Ajn L&la on
its western slope, and south of Lila the hill of at-Tiah, with, to the north-

Fig. 83—The se'ib of an-Nezib.

west, the volcano of 'Omejris and the broad ridge of Semne.** Upon
Semne is situated the cupola of 'AiSba.

To the south of Semne extends the black volcanic upland of 'Atlja,

with which are connected the ridges of K^e'at Dijabe, al-Msalfkar, and
Swejd an-Niswfin. Looking westward we saw the upland of as-Sowt,

covered with lava, and to the southwest az-Zelfe, from which the passes

Nakb Eb'ejd and Nakb az-Zarba lead to at-Tihama.

Proceeding through the se'ib of an-Nezib (Fig. 83) to

the southeast, at 11.32 we crossed several beaten tracks

leading to the well of al-Msejjid. The region becomes gradually

more mountainous. At 12.35 we had on our right the high
hillocks of az-Zelfe, on our left the broad eminence of as-Sba^

with the well Bir Rzehan at its southwestern foot. At 1.45

we perceived before us the high, red wall Kat'at al-'Eg:ejbi,

behind it the broad gap formed by the se'ib of an-Neiib, and
on the southern horizon the lofty mountains of al-Wited and
al-6awla. The se'ib of an-Ne2ib, which contains numerous talk

trees, is stony and is enclosed by high rocky walls. Leading
our camels, we descended into the dry watercourse at a point

where it is joined by the Se'ib of al-M§ejjid, which descends

from the northwest. From 3.10 to 5.15 the camels grazed by
the rain water wells TemSjel an-Neiib (temperature: 34.8° C)
(Fig. 84). At 5.30 we reached the Se'ib of at-Twejrijje, which

" op. ctt., Vol. 3, p. 146, gives the name of Sumna to the water near the
valley of al-lgCura* between al-MedSna and Syria. — As the vicinity of the Semne ridge contains
several sources, we might identify one of them as the water of Sumna mentioned by Jai$;ut,

all the more so because the valley of al-6izel is connected with the valley of al>^ura\ and
the road from al-MedIna to Syria leads across the foot of the western spur of as-Semne.
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contains six wells each about two meters deep, with good
water (Fig. 85) and known as BjerM Dabbarat. At six

o’clock we had in front of us the broad ridge of 'Atka,

enclosing on the southeast the low elevations Matent al-Merw
and Matent al-Fle’, said to have been the camping place of

the Beni Helal on their march from south to north. At seven

we saw on the right a high pile of stones, Ri|:m al-Fased,

and behind it the rocky slope of Kat'at al-'E|:ejbi, with
Kte'at Dijabe to the south. On the southern foot of Kafat
al-'Eg:ejbi is the spring of al-'Akejrbe at the head of the

se'ib of al-Hallas, which merges into the broad Se'ib of

al-FarrS'. At 7.25 we encamped. The night was warm and
quite peaceful.

ri6m al-fAsed to wAdi al-6izel; attacked by the beli

On Thursday, June 30, 1910, we started off at 4.17 A. M.
To the east yawned the gap made by the deep seHb of al-Hzejb,

with low, red crags in front and high, rocky walls behind.

Before us in the le'tb of an-Nezib we saw innumerable red crags

enclosed by steep, basalt slopes. At 5.10 we had on our left

the se'ib of as-Snanijje, on the right Rafwan, and farther

to the left Ammu-l-6ejs. The Se’ib of an-Nezib grows steadily

narrower, and the dry channel winds between the isolated

knolls and cones of Kte'at Dijabe, which recall the forma-

tions of the region of Hesma. At 7.15 on our right we saw
the red mountain of HaSm Limme, with, to the south, the

blood-red isolated cupolas of al-Bezi'; between the two runs

the broad valley of al-Farra'a. This valley begins near Nakb
az-Zarba and extends eastward; it is joined on the north

by the Se’ibdn of al-Hallas, Ratje, and al-Rajbe, the last-

named being connected with as-Sulba; and on the south by
'Onejbed, Hawra, Erzen, at-Twejje, and al-2dejje. At its

junction with an-Ne2ib it forms the valley of al-6izel.

To the west appeared the peaks of Nurejjer and Narar
in the mountain range of as-Sane'; to the southeast of them
Abu Tine, al-Wited, the three peaks of Mount 6awla, and
a butte situated on the ridge of al-Mah&za, with, still farther

to the southeast, the furrowed mountain of al-'E§S, Ammu
Rumejs with its broad saddles, and the pointed as-Sa'ad.

At 7.25 we reached the summit of the slope of al-Msejlke,

where we remained until 9.20 in order to draw a sketch map
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Fig. 85

Fig. 84—Temajel (rain wells of) an-Neiib.
Fig. 85—The se"ib of at-Twejrijje.
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of the surrounding neighborhood (temperature: 34* C). At
9.50, at the place where the seHbdn of al-Mrallan and al-Roson

approach the §e‘ib of an-Ne2ib, we entered a low-lying country

through which the se'l6 of al-FarrS'a makes its way.

The united SeHbdn of al-Farra'a and an-Ne2ib, as has
already been stated, form Wadi al-6izel. The bed of the latter

is in places as much as one kilometer broad, covered with

coarse gravel, but nevertheless showing vegetation. At 11.30

we crossed the SeHb of Rubata, which comes from the east,

and at 12.05 had on our right the SeHb of Zrejs, which forms
a fairly broad plain covered with sand drifts.

In the plain of Zrejs we saw the first shepherd of the

Beli tribe. He rode up to us at a gallop on his camel and
brandished his rifle. Our guide rode off towards him, not

wanting him to meet us, for the guide was afraid that if the

shepherd discovered we were foreigners he might incite his

friends to rob and even kill us. We were in the territory of the

Beli and we had no Belawi as a guide and protector. The clans

of al-Mw&hib, as-Shama’, and al-Fre'at, encamping in the

valley of al-6izel and the volcanic regions of ar-Rha’ and
al-'AwIrez, are notorious for their rapacity and treachery.

Our guide told us that they respect neither the right of

hospitality nor the right of refuge but are continually waging
war among themselves and obey nobody, not even the head
chief Sliman eben Refade, who dwells at al-We^h. Our plan

was to endeavor unobserved to reach the tent of some family

or other and, entering the tent, to win over the owner as

a guide to the nearest camp. Our guide, an ‘Atiwi, thought
that we should not succeed in doing so and that we should

only be attacked by the Beli; but trusting in Allah we wished
at least to make the attempt.

Having learnt from the guide that the Beli were encamped
due south, we branched off southward at 12.10 P. M. from
the valley of al-6izel by the ieHb of al-MlSha. We proceeded

through a gray, parched plain covered in places with fine,

black lava gravel. At 1.05 we caught the first sight of the

extinct volcano al- Enaz, far away on the eastern horizon. Soon
afterwards, at the SeHb of al-6iden, we found the fresh tracks

of camels coming from the southeast. Following them we
went up the slope of Mount as-Sa‘ad, rode through a narrow
defile, and at a distance of scarcely fifty meters in front

of us perceived about twenty small tents. Before the surprised
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occupants were aware of it, I ordered my companions to urge
their camels to kneel down in front of the largest tent, the
one which was nearest to us. I greeted its owner, he returned
my greeting, and I was able to enter his tent. If he had not
returned my greeting, not even his tent would have protected

us. Seating myself in the tent, I saw about a meter in front

of me a wooden dish filled with water. I could easily have
reached it and drunk from it, but I wanted the owner, who
was silently sitting beside me, to give me a fresh proof that

he was well-disposed toward me. I therefore asked: “Wilt thou
not give water to the thirsty?” The owner handed me the dish

without saying a word, and I drank from it. He still held

his peace, and the assembled men watched us in an inquisitive

and hostile manner. Wishing to win them over, I again asked:

“Hast thou no pots for boiling coffee?” “By Allah, I have,”

said the owner joyfully, and the others regarded us more
pleasantly. They brought the pots, kindled a small fire, Serif

gave them coffee beans, and a kinsman of the owner set

about preparing the coffee. In the meanwhile I questioned the

owner about various matters, and he replied briefly. A young
man then entered the tent, looked at the gendarme Halil,

and exclaimed: “This is that dog of a Government servant

who knocked me about at al-Mu'azzam.” Halil vowed that

it was not true and that neither by day or night had he
seen the station of al-Mu'azzam, and he asked his accuser

to produce eyewitnesses. But those present were more inclined

to believe the young man, and the danger which threatened

us was increasing. The owner then poured about twenty drops

of freshly boiled coffee for me into his coffee cup, and his kins-

man poured out some for the rest. The quarrel between the

young man and Halil ceased for a while. Having drunk the coffee,

I pointed to my tongue, saying: “Behold, thy salt is resting on
my tongue”; that is to say: “I have become thy guest and ask

thee to treat me as is demanded by the rights of hospitality.”

He asked me what I wanted of him. I demanded that he should

accompany me to al-He^r, as the Bedouins call Medajen SMeh.
“The journey to al-Hegr takes more than three days

and a third. It leads through territory belonging to clans

with whom we are at war, and I cannot accompany thee

as far as al-He^,” he said.

“Then accompany me to the nearest clan, and Allah will

provide for the rest,” I replied.
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Wishing to win him over, I promised him a fitting reward
and went to my camel. I paid the old guide his wages and
dismissed him.

At 3.15 we departed with the new guide, leading our

camels. Scarcely had we reached the valley when a war cry

resounded behind us. Turning round, I perceived a crowd of

savage forms, men and women, running after us with rifles,

spears, and bludgeons. On the right there was a smaller

encampment, and from this also various people were hurrying

against us. After a while we were surrounded. The men and
women flung themselves on us like wild heasts.

“You Christians! accursed Christians! we must slay you,”

they shouted, striking us with the butts of their rifles and
attacking our camels with sticks and spears, so that some
of the beasts ran away. What followed cannot easily be

described, and, even if I were to attempt it, such a description

would seem improbable to many and would not do justice to

the danger in which we were. They dragged us off to the

smaller camp; Rif'at and Tuman they condemned to death

as Christians and threatened to kill them at once. The rest

of us were to suffer a similar fate, because the rapacious

Beli wished to remove all witnesses of their crime. Surrounded
by a pack of infuriated men and women, abused, ridiculed,

and even beaten, we did not close an eye all night.

On Friday, July 1, 1910, early in the morning, a large

troop of the Shama’ clan arrived at our camp and, after an
agitated and wordy warfare, compelled our tormentors to

deliver us up and dragged us off to their camp, which was
pitched by the spring of Abu Rlika in the valley of al-6izel.

Our sufferings continued, but we were helped by the fact

that at the very beginning I had cried out that I was traveling

to Sliman eben Refade, the head chief of all the Beli, that

I was journeying therefore before his countenance and under
his protection, and that I called upon each one of those

present to report to him how the Beli were infringing his

protection. Toward noon there rode into the camp at Abu
R&ka a negro serving under Slimfineben Refade; he threatened,

if they would not release us, to tell his master how his name
had been reviled by our tormentors. The negro took our part

because I had gained his favor by a considerable gift. Negotia-
tions went on for a very long time before we won our case.

Our photographic appliances were knocked about, the plants
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were crushed, and my notebook with various inscriptions

disappeared. Finally, at six o'clock in the evening, we were
able to leave the camp of the Shama', who gave us a young
man as a guide. He was to accompany us to the nearest

camp of the Beli on the road to al-He^.
The ancient tribe of the Beli^" encamps to the south of

the Hwetat at-Tihama. To the east its territory extends as far

as the railway station of Dar al-Hamra’. Its chief clans are

:

al-Ma'akle al-Wabse
ar-Rmut al-Mw&hib
al-Fawazle al-Hruf

az-ZabbMe al-Wahse
as-Shama’ al-'Aradat

The family of the great chief Eben Refade is a scion of

the clan of al-Ma'akle and dwells at the harbor of al-Weg:h.

The oases of Bada’ and §arab belong to the clan of the

Wabse.

WADI AL-filZEL

At 6.30 P. M. we left the valley of al-6izel.'’“

On the east of al-6izel the hills of al-Ma'€kel separate the se ih of

al-Roson from the se"ib of Rubata with the Radir al-Lawi. Farther to the

east the rocks of al-Htan and al-*Amara are penetrated by the seHbdn
of Haifa and Enke*, the latter of which contains the springs al-A*al and
al-Asfal, and also by the seHb of az-Zuma’. Below the latter the valley of

al-6izel is joined on the east by the se'ibdn of Ensejfe and al-6ife, which
come down from the slope of as-Smejhta near the volcano of an-Negme and

See Muail. Arabia Petraea, Vol. 3, pp. 50f.

Al-Hamd&ni. Sifa (Muller), p. 170, says that the territory of the Beli contains the
places Hai^aSan, al-6a*zl, as-Sulcja’, ar-Ru^ba, Madden Faran, as well as the settlements
of Sarb and Bada' between the oasis of Tejma and al-Med!na. On the coast the station of Nabk
forms the frontier between the Beli and the 6udam. —

According to these particulars, an-Nabk, situated in the valley of aS-Sa'af, was the
first halting place in the Beli territory on the Pilgrim Route from Egypt to al-Medina. The
settlement of Safb belonged to the Beli tribe, as did also a part of the plain of ar>Ra^aba
and the whole of the valley of al-6izel, which I identify with the ancient al-6azl. In the
time of al-Hamd&ni the valley of ad-D&ma would then have formed the actual frontier
between the 6ud&m, who guarded the halting places of al-'Wejned, and the Beli, who
protected Nabk. This frontier still exists between the Beli and the ^wS^t at-Tihama. and.
just as in the time of al-Hamdani, the valley of al-(iizel as well as Sarb. Bada'. and SukJa',
belong to the Beli. Ar-Ru^ba, or ar-Ra^^aba, in the upper part of W&di ad-Dama belongs
to both.

Ibn ^abtb (al-Bckri. Mu^dam LWiistenfeld] . p. 789: J&kOt. Mu^dam [Wiistenfeld]

.

Vol. 4, pp. 702 f.) locates the place Maj&ser, which is mentioned by the poet Kutejjer,
between ar-Ruhba and Sukja'-l-6azl, not far from the valley of al-I^ura'.

This Su^ja'-l-6azl must be distinguished from the settlement of as-SukJa' situated
near al-6u^fa, to the southwest of al-Med!na. It was in Sukja'-l-6azl, according to J&ki^t.
that the singer T^^js died, but according to Abu-l-Farait (Ardni [BOlakt 1285 A. H.]. Vol. 2,

p. 172), he died under Caliph al-Walld ibn 'Abdalmalek at as-Swejda, two night halts from
al-Med!na on the road to Syria. — As the valley of al-6izel joins the valley of al-](^ura',

the settlement of SuVja'-l-6azl can be included among the settlements in the latter. It

seems, moreover, that Su^ja'-l-6azl is identical with Su^ja Jaztd, referred to by al-MuVad-
dassi, (De Ck>eje), p. 84.
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pass through the plain of Fari Dme2a; lower down al>6izel is joined by

Amtar, which descends from the volcano of al-'A^i; by ar-Raraj and
ar-]|^l}ama, near which is situated the volcano of ad-Dil; and farther

south by al-IJorb, which flows down from Sihbet ar-Reg^'; by at-Tefihe;

ar-Rusafa; and al-Aharr, all three of which proceed from Sihbet at-Tefihe

and the volcano al-AShab; and still farther south by *AwSre2; by Zk% at

the head of which towers the volcano Hala'-l-‘Araf ; and finally by Gajle.

On the west al-6izel is joined below the rocks of al-'AkUba by the deep

SeHb of Zamr; then by al-Bez and al-Aw^in, the latter containing a settle-

ment of the same name; by Sdi‘, windihg from the precipitous walls of

Hamt at-Tjiis;by as-Sidr; al-Mwejzi*; al-Hwejmer; Ammu-z-Zb&‘; al-Hon-

§era; Rorobin, which rises between as-Sik&ra, as-Sel', fiamlud

&del, and al-Mharraka; farther on by al-Mahaza; Jerde ; and the long valley

of Nei:d, which extends through the lowland bordered by as-Sel' and al-

MJjaddes on the north and by Shejb al-Biim and al-&ebala on the south.

Between the seHbdn of al-Ma^aza and Jerde, near the valley of al-6izel,

are situated the ruins of the settlement of Balata.®*

JaV^t, op, eit,t Vol. 2, p. 784, calls Re^afat al-^egAz a spring which, according
to Abu ‘Abdall&h al>Quma^i, is located not far from an-Negal.— The ieHbdn of ar-Ru^afa
and 6ajle merge into the valley of al-6izel. By the 6eHh of ar-Ru^afa are the ruins of

Bal&tBt. As this name also recalls Re^afa (the paved place), we may identify it with Re^afat
al-9eftaz.



CHAPTER VIII

RETURN FROM WADI AL-6IZEL TO TEBUK BY WAY
OF AL-MU‘AZZAM

THROUGH AL-SaW INTO THE HARRAT AL-'AWfeREZ

On leaving WMi al-6izel we had on the right the se'ib

of ar-Ratijje, which comes from the cone of Slej'.

Wadi abu Ham&ta, through which we now rode, is enclosed

by high sandstone rocks covered with a stratum of lava. It

grows broader towards the east. Its channel is more than

thirty meters broad, four meters deep, and covered with

a layer of fine sand. On its sides there are numerous talk

trees and ratam and rimt bushes. Our camels were showing
signs of great weariness. Mine was limping, and all of the

animals had such lacerated soles that they walked very

cautiously. I should have liked to go from Abu Raka direct

to al-He^, but in the volcanic Harrat al-'Awerez our camels

would certainly have perished. Moreover, I was afraid that

one guide would hand us over to another and that new
difficulties and fresh extortions would arise in every camp.
I therefore intended to proceed through Wadi abu Hamata,
which is not covered with lava, and thence to the station of

Dar al-Hamra’. Whether we went south or north from there

depended on the condition of the camels. As I did not trust

the guide, for the time being I said nothing to him about

my intention, not knowing whether his fellow tribesmen would
attack our encampment during the night. At 7.32 we encamped
by the dry channel beyond the se'16 of Hrejmel. We did not

light a fire, and nobody ventured to talk aloud. We took the

guide, along with Serif, into our midst and kept guard over

him all night.

On Saturday, July 2, 1910, quite early in the morning,

I made an attempt to secure the guide for my plan. Halil

supported me and pointed out to the Belawi the great reward

he would receive if he accompanied us to Dar al-Hamra’ and
if he did not share it with anybody. The guide understood

that he would be rewarded only if he avoided every other

213
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encampment, and he promised to guide us so that we should

not encounter the Beli. Having settled the payment which he

was to receive for guiding us, he demanded an extra fee for

giving the topographical names, threatening that otherwise

he would merely guide us and not tell us the names of the

various places. On disposing of this matter also to his satis-

faction, we started off at 4.30. A M. (temperature: 17® C).

The valley broadens out into a basin enclosed on all sides

by low, but steep, slopes, and known as al-6aw (the watering

place) because it contains many mM§e, or rain water wells.

The plain is covered with a fairly deep layer of clay in which
various plants thrive luxuriantly, and it therefore forms the

best winter encampment of the Beli. The guide proudly pointed

out to us the abundant withered pasturage through which
we were passing and asked whether throughout our journey

from Tebuk we had seen so many and such various plants.

The annuals were yellowish, while the shrubs were a brilliant

green. At 4.45 we observed the se‘ib of Derwa on our left.

To the east of it, WMi abu HamSta is joined by the §eHb

of a§-§ekk, which contains the well of Makran ai-§ekk. The
m§d§ of az-Zennadijje lies to the northeast. Derwa starts from
the hill of at-Tlah and divides the table mountains of al-

Msakkar, Swejd an-Niswan, and al-'Amara on the west from
the similar mountain of Tadra on the east. In the upper

part of this se'ib are the rain water wells Msas al-Bli. The
knoll of Tor Hamde overlooks its mid-course from the west.

From the east Derwa is joined by the se‘ib of an-Neg^li, which
begins under the name of al-Mrejra to the north of Tadra near

the wells KulbSn Hzer and divides this mountain from al-

Kafha on the east. Upon the eastern slope of the gray table

mountain of Tadra is situated the black volcano Hala’-l-Bedr.

On the western slope there used to flow a spring now said

to have been clogged up by the collapse of a rock. Southwest
of Tadra the plain is overlooked by Tor Hamde. To the

southeast we perceived the hill of Slej' and still farther in

that direction the volcano of al-'Asi, in which are the Moyajer
'Abid Mflsa, “the caves of the servants of Moses.” Our guide

explained that the servants of Moses sojourned in them when
their master was abiding with Allilh. Another sacred spot

is situated by the well of al-Hz€r. It is called al-Manhal, and
upon it are twelve stones known as al-Madbah, where the

Beli still offer up sacrifices when they are encamped close by.
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Tadra and the entire surrounding district is associated

with various legends. The volcano of al-Bedr is said once

to have vomited fire and stones, destroying many Bedouins
and their camels and sheep. Since then the Bedouins have,

been afraid to ascend this volcano and they drive away their

animals, not allowing them to graze upon the slopes or upon
the gray ridge of Tadra. Beneath the volcano of al-Bedr

there was once encamped a Bedouin, “belonging to the men
of vision, ahl as-sirr,” i. e. acquainted with what is a secret

to others. This Bedouin had intercourse with heavenly spirits.

When his tribe wished to migrate and to seek better territory

for their flocks, he dissuaded them, prophesying that they
would have to face many contests and obstacles in which
very many of them would perish. But his fellow tribesmen
would not listen to him. They departed, and the man of

vision was left deserted with his daughter Hamda near the

holy volcano of al-Bedr. He used to sit on the summit of the

volcano and his daughter upon its spur, which was named
Tor Hamde after her. Every day Allah sent them an eagle,

which gave half a loaf to the man of vision and half a loaf

to his daughter. This continued for twenty years. Then at

last the remnants of his tribe, which had once been so

powerful, returned to their original settlements. They found
the man of vision and his daughter, acted in accordance

with his counsel, and within a short time, with the help of

Allah, they prospered so much that they recovered their lost

happiness.

The plain of al-6aw forms the frontier between the

volcanic territory Harrat ar-Rha in the north and Harrat
al-'Awerez in the south. A significant reminder of the latter

volcanic territory, the huge volcano of al-'Enaz, was perpetually

in sight to the east. South of al-'Enaz are situated almost
in a straight line the volcanoes of al-Fur, al-Mabna’, Zob'an,

Sa'ede, Sa'eda, as-Shejb, ar-Rhajje, al-A§hab, and al-'Araf.

From ar-Rhajje to the northeast descends the SeHb of al-

Mnakka; from as-Shejb, the short se‘ib of Tarbe, with the*water
of the same name, and al-Hawza; from Sa'Ma, the se^ib of

‘Alija; while from Zob'lin descends al-Miz2e. To the east of

al-Enaz can be seen the volcanoes of 6wejfle, Hala’ Bedr,

and al-Hrejz, near which is the water of Rareb. Ascending
gradually toward the northeast we perceived at 7.10 A. M.
on our right the hills of al-'Omejjed; to the south of them, a§-
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Smejhta; and to the east, the volcano of Abu HaSareb. Below
al-'Omejjed the seHbdn of Hmejjet and at-Tarffije merge.

At 7.50 we reached a narrow ravine, the rocky bed of

which was worn away in places to a depth of one hundred
meters, thus forming natural reservoirs. The northernmost
of these reservoirs, surrounded by smooth and almost vertical

walls, is known as al-Mutawwaha, and here we halted at

eight o’clock. Camels cannot descend to it, and therefore the

water remains fresh and pure throughout the year. We drove

the camels farther to the south to another cavity, full of

water, which, however, had been polluted with refuse. When
the animals had drunk, three of them refused to graze. They
knelt down, and neither kindness nor severity would induce

them to get up. They were already quite emaciated, and our

guide asserted that they had no marrow in their bones.

At 10.30 we left al-Mutawwaha, passing through the

sandy of Hmejjet between the rise of al-Kafha and
the volcanic spurs of as-Skur and Rubejje. To the northeast

we saw the volcanoes of Tidnek, 6amlud, and Hala’ Hmejjet;

at 12.10 P. M. we crossed the se%b of Abu Slejlat and drew
near to a lava flow which comes from the volcano of Hawmal.
This volcano towers in complete isolation in the plain. The
well-formed crater crumbles away toward the west. Northeast

of it is the smaller volcano of Hwejmel. At 12.18 to the

northwest of Hawmal we caught sight of Ri' and Ferdan,

as well as the hill of Najef.

At 12.36 the volcano of al-Bedr presented a fine view,

rising as it does above the gray table mountain of Tadra,

which stands in the midst of the fertile, pale green basin

of al-6aw. Behind it, far away to the west, rise red and
white slopes. I wanted to return to it in order to view the

surrounding district, especially the sacred place of al-Manhal,

where various signs and inscriptions are said to be carved

on sacrificial boulders. But our guide would not accompany
us there. He reminded me that we might encounter the Beli

and that our camels were in need of rest. §erif and Halil

likewise persuaded me not to return there, because it was
not certain that the Beli might not rob us.

From 1.45 to 3.05 we halted and drew a map of the

surrounding district (temperature: 36* C). The camels grazed

on the luxuriant vegetation. The guide told us that the basin

of al-6aw is frequented by the rapacious bands of all the
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tribes who wage war with the Beli. In former times the Beli

suffered most from the Sammar, under Eben RaSid, whom
they defeated several times in al-6aw. But ten years previously

Eben Rasid sent the chief Eben Refade a valuable sword
and ten camels. Eben Refade received the sword and had
the ten camels loaded with twenty bags of the best rice and
sent them back to Eben Ra§id. Since that time there has
been peace between the Sammar and the Beli. The Pilgrim

Road forms the border between the two. When I asked the

guide whether he knew of any ruins in the territory of the

Beli, he said that to the south of the road leading from
al-'Ela’ to al-Wei:h he had seen some ruined settlements.

North of this road and in the valley of al-6izel there are

the ruins of at-Tefihe, Balata, and 'Awerez, the largest of

which is Balata. The ruins of Dajdan are situated on the

northern edge of the gardens of al-'Ela’, and the guide said

that the inhabitants of this oasis call them al-Hrajba.®'''

According to Gen., 10: 7, Dedan wa» related to Seba' (Sheba), for like the latter he
was a descendant of Ku§ (Kush) through Ra'ama. Gen., 25: :i, makes Dedan also a descendant
of Abraham by Keturah and calls him, as well as Seba', a son of JoV^&n.

From both sources it may be inferred that Dedan maintained close relations with the
descendants of KOS residing in southwestern Arabia as well as with the descendants of
Abraham by Ketura, who dwelt in the northwestern corner of Arabia proper. And such was
actually the case, for the oasis of al-^’Ela*, which belonged to the Dedan, is situated in the
northwestern corner of Arabia on the important transport route joining the northern country
with the fertile southwestern part of the peninsula.

That Dedan was in touch with the Sabaeans is proved by Ezek., U8: 111, where it is stated
that Seba’ and Dedan bought spoil from the conquerors. Dedan hence was engaged in trade
relations and according to Ezek., 27 : 20, sold coverings for saddles to the people of Tyre.

In Is., 21 : 13—15, the trade caravans of Dedan are threatened with the same destruction
which overtook those of Edom. Isaiah therefore calls upon them to spend the night in the
plain, in the wood, and the inhabitants of the land of Tema are to bring water and bread
to the thirsty because they are fleeing from the sharpened sword, the stretched bow, and the
onslaught of war. — We may interpret this to mean that they are to hide in the thickets
formed by the rafa\ sidr, aejdl, pcUl^, and by the bushes growing in certain Se‘ibdn near the
oasis of Tejma.

A similar threat is repeated by Jer., 25: 23 f.. also against the inhabitants of Tema
and Buz and all those with a shaven head, all the kings of Arabia, and all the kings of the
Arabs dwelling in the wilderness. —

Tema and Bdz are two oases to the northeast of the oasis of Dedan (al-'Ela') whose
settlers likewise were actively engaged in trade. The inhabitants with a shaven head are the
nomads hiring their camels for transport purposes to the settlers in the oases. The kings of
Arabia are the chiefs of the separate oases; the kings of the Arabs dwelling in the wilderness
are the chiefs of the Bedouins wandering with tents.

Jer., 49: 8, threatens Edom and T^mAn with destruction, and therefore the inhabitants
of Dedan are told to flee and hide in deep basins.

Edom, and the territory of Teman in particular, were traversed by the most important
trade route from Dedan northwards. The enemy threatening Edom and Teman could also
easily surprise and rob a Dedan trade caravan; for which reason the latter is told to flee

and hide itself in the inaccessible basins.
Ezek., 25: 13, likewise repeats that in Edom the people and the animals will be destroyed

and that the land will be laid waste from Temfin to Dedan. — Here Tem&n forms the northern
border of Edom, while Dedan borders on Edom to the south.

The oasis of Dedan with the distant surroundings were subject to the kings of south-
western Arabia, who maintained there a political regent, known as kebir. Many inscriptions
preserved at Dedan are dated from the rule of this regent.

It seems that JA\^dt was still acquainted with the ancient name of Dejdan, as it is

always found in the Septuagint, for he recounts (Mu*0am [Wilstenfeld], Vol. 2, p. 639),
that ad-Dajdi,n was once a fair city on the road leading from al-BelVa* to the 9ei&z but
that in his time it was ruined.

He also asserts (ibid., Vol. 4, p. 53). that according to old sources ^ur)> is the
market place of the valley of al-^ura’. He records the report that the people of 'Ad, subject to
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At 5.10 we saw in the east the two volcanoes of 'Ajr,

which have in their midst the water 6ebw 'Ajr; farther on
were Hlewwat, Arta, Abhak, the Amhar group with four

volcanoes, and to the west of them Umm 'Urf. At 6.36 one

of our draft camels knelt down and would not get up again,

so that we had to camp. The camels grazed near by, while, with

the guide’s assistance I drew a sketch map of the territory

of ar-Rha’ and al-'Awerez with which he was familiar

(temperature: 30® C).

the Prophet Hiid, were destroyed there. — This report is probably associated with the rock
tombs near ancient Dajd&n (Dedan: the modern al-Hrajba near the oasis of al>'Ela’). The
name ^ur^ superseded the old name ad-Dajd&n. and even before J&V^t’s time it had been
replaced by the name of the neighboring: settlement al-'Ela*.

op. ciUt Vol. 3. p. 709. states that al-'Ela’ is a place belongring: to the district of
the valley of al-^ura\ situated between it and Syria. On his expedition to TebOk the Prophet
Mohammed stayed at al-'Ela*. and a mosque was constructed on the spot where he prayed.

Abu-l>FadA*il, Maraud (Juynboll). Vol. 2. p. 273, defines the position of the settle-

ment of al-*Ela^ much more precisely, saying: that it is situated in the district of the valley
of al-^ura’ beyond the region of the TamOd, on the way to al-Medina, and accordingly to
the south of al-Qegr.

Ibn Battuta (died 1377 A. D.) relates (Tuljkfa [Defr4mery and Sanguinetti] . Vol. 1,

pp. 260 f.) that it is less than half a day’s journey from al-^ej^r to al-'Ela’. At the time
of his visit (at the end of 1326 A.D.) al-'Ela’ was a large and beautiful settlement with
palm gardens and well water. The inhabitants kept the peace. In the settlement dwelt Christian
traders from Syria, from whom the pilgrims, who spent four days there, bought various
wares. Nobody did any harm to these Christian traders.

According to U^^lfa, Gihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A.H.), p. 522, the
settlement of al-*^Ela’ is situated a half day’s journey south of the region of the Tamdd and
therefore the same distance south of al-^eAr, among the mountains, and it has vineyards and
flowing water. The stronghold there was restored by Sultan Suleiman. 'Isa Pasha, governor
of Damascus, fortified this settlement in order to protect its inhabitants against the marauding
Arabs, but he increased the tax on each date palm from one dirhem to forty, and refused
to reduce it.

Mebmed Edtb, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232 A.H.), p. 80, records that the flourishing
settlement of al-'Ela’ is situated nine hours from MedAjen $aleb between two mountain
ranges. This place also belongs to the region of the Tamud. It is a settlement between
mountains and possesses the advantages of flowing water, vineyards, and date palms. In it

there is an abundance of sweetish oranges, and sweet and bitter lemons. Watermelons,
cucumbers, and several other fruits also thrive there. Many acacias grow as far as Bijar
9Anem. During the rule of Sultan Suleiman Khan a fortress was built at al-'Ela’, where
the valley of MuSfeV is situated.

“ I identify the volcanic territory of ar-Rba’ and al-*Aw6rc? with ^arrat an-Nar of
the Arabic authors.

Al-Hamdfini, $ifa (Miiller), p. 180, says that al-La^&f and Qarrat an-Nar belong to

the Beni Murra.
J&b^t, op. eit.f Vol. 2, p. 262, following various sources, writes that in l(;{arrat an-Nar

were encamped the Cludam, Beli. Balbcjn, and 'Udra. Abu-l-Fatb Na^r al-Iskandari mentions
that ^arrat an-N&r extends between the valley of al-^ura’ and Tejma and that it belonged
to the territory of the Ra^af&n. At the time of J&bAt the 'Aneze were already encamped in
^arrat an-NAr, which is several days’ march long. Borax was obtained there. —

Na^r, who died in 1164 or 1165 A.D., locates ^arrat an-NAr between the valley of al-

b^ura’ in the south and Tejma in the north. The center of the valley of al-b^ura’ was only
a very few kilometers to the south of al-'Ela’, for this oasis, under the name of ^urb,
formed its headquarters; the whole of the modern 9arrat al-'AwAre? and Qarrat ar-Rba’
belonged to the volcanic territory of an-NAr. Na^r probably derived his information about
the tribes from older sources, for the RatafAn had already migrated from l^arrat an-NAr
to the southeast in the seventh and eighth centuries. Only their clans, the Beni Murra and
the Beni FezAra, were encamped in the northeastern part of ^arrat an-NAr. In the south-
western part dwelt the Beli, in the southeastern the Beni ’Udra, in the northwestern the
GudAm, and to the northern parts the Balbejn perhaps sometimes paid visits. At the time
of JAbAt — that is at the beginning of the thirteenth century — the Beni *Udra were driven
by the 'Aneze from the southeastern part of ^arrat an-NAr. In this ^arrat an-NAr some
volcanoes were still active in the eighth century, as is shown by the poet 'Antar, who refers
to the smoke arising from the volcanic crater which was visible from the region of ^esma’.

Abu-l-Feda', Mv^tOfar (Adler), Vol. 4, p. 550, mentions that in 1256 or 1257 A.D. there
was a volcanic eruption in the territory of al-Medtna and at night its flames were visible

a great distance off*
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In the evening my camel got lost. We all searched for

it, but in the darkness of the night its track could not be
found. As there are numerous fahad and nimr in the volcanic

region and the camel was exhausted, I was afraid that it

might have become their prey, and I therefore listened to

every sound. But I heard nothing unusual. Shortly before

midnight a dark moving shape appeared to the east; it drew
near and turned out to be the camel coming back to us.

THROUGH HARRAT AL-*AWfiREZ TO THE RAILWAY

On Sunday, July 3, 1910, we let the camels out to graze

before three o’clock in the morning. The animal belonging

to our guide strayed away somewhere, so that it was 4.15

before we could start (temperature: 17.5“ C). The dark red

gravel lacerated the soles of our poor beasts. At 4.40 the region

opened out on all sides. In the north appeared the volcano

of al-Hazra, to the northwest of it al-Hasnawen; on the eastern

horizon rose the sharp peak of ad-Dabbe, near which the

se’ib of Hasat al-Kanis begins; nearer to us was the huge
volcano of Bakur, with the smaller volcano of al-Mtawwak
to the northwest of it. On the right hand, to the south, we
observed the two almost circular volcanoes of 'Ajr, between
which is the rain water well 6ebw 'Air; and to the north

of them the volcano of Umm Arta, near which begins the

se’ib of the same name.
The road which we had followed hitherto led in a north-

easterly direction to the station of al-Mu'azzam, and, as we
wished to reach the station of Dar al-Hamra’, we had to

branch off eastward on rocky ground. The ground consists

of hard sandstone, which the sun has baked to a dark brown
color, and forms innumerable small basin-like hollows with
sharp edges. At 6.30 we had to the north-northeast the low,

rugged mountain range of Hlejlat abu Tarfa’, and we arrived

at the uneven rocky tract between the volcanoes of al-Hm&m®^
and Umm al-6erad.

To the southeast ofUmm al-6erad are grouped the reddish

hillocks of Abrak al-'A§ar. To the east are the hills of 'Afej2

al-Asmar and a§-Sw§wlne, forming the watershed between
According: to Jftjjcut, Mu*dam (Wiistenfeld). Vol. 2, p. 469, is the name of

the mountains in the territory of the ^u<]i&'a on the road to Syria. — Our extinct volcanoes
of Qmftm (n is frequently interchanged with m at the beginning and end of words) are
situated by the road Darb al-Bakra leading from W&di al-^ura* through the former territory
of the ^ud&'a. We may therefore identify them with the IJini&n mountains mentioned by Ja^Ot
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Abu 6neb, which runs almost due north, and al-6uba which
extends to the south. To the west as-Sw§wine adjoins the

plain of MaflireS ar-Ruzz, through which leads the Pilgrim

Route as well as the railway line, and in which is also situated

the station of Dfir al-Hamra’.®®

To the east of Dkr al-Hamra’ appear the limestone hills Raramil

ar-Rwala, and to the north rise the slopes of Hibt at-Tem&til, al-*Afez,

and Abu Hlejje. The se'ib of Abu 6n§b, beginning near as-Swewine,

is joined on the east by the united seHbdn of al-Hemmiza, Umm
Arta, and al-Ms§fre; farther on by al-Miswal; and near the station of

al-Mu'azzam by the seHb of al-Mekbel, which contains the water of al-

'Akejla. On the west, not far from the station of Hasm Sana^ the se*ib

of al-6enud merges with Abu 6n^b. To the south of the table-shaped

hills of as-Sw§wine appears the crag of Sokb al-'Aguz, through which
the railway line passes. Below it, on the southeastern side of the §e%b

of al-6viba, is the water of al-Akra'.®®

Along the eastern side of the §etb of al-6ftba extends southward
the oblong ]g[a§m Martiim, near which, to the east, rise the flat hills

of al-*Arejf and Abu T4ka. Above the latter towers the steep crest of

as-Si26 with the well of the same name on the northwestern slope. To
the south of these hills extends the basin of ab-al-‘Azam enclosed

on the east by the rugged hills of al-ftanah, on the south by the elevation

of Hlewijjet an-N&ka,®’ and on the west by the volcanic region of al-E§ehed.

Hlewijjet an-Naka is connected in the south with the hills of al-

Mzelie, Umm 6erfan, Abu Hamata, Etleb, and al-Hwara, which enclose

the basin ^6r al-Hamar. From this basin there rises to the west the

mesa of az-Ziblijjat, upon which are grouped the volcanoes of al-Esehed.

The former town of al-Hegr, now only a four-cornered stronghold and
station, is situated in the lower half of the basin Hor al-Hamar, where good
water may be obtained on all sides by digging to a depth of eight or

ten meters. In some of the hollows the water rises nearly to the sur-

face, but it is brackish and hence not good. There are said to be very

many old wells there, but they are entirely or partly clogged up. If they

were cleaned out, the vicinity of the stronghold could be transformed
into a large oasis, for the water never dries up there.

" Mebmed Edib, MendzU (Constantinople. 1232 A.H.). pp. 76 f.. asserts that this

station is called not only D&r al-Qamra' but also Maf&re§ ar>Ruzz (not Ma^ftriS az-Zir as
printed), Al^ra' (not AVra(> as printed). Sil^^ al-'AgOz, Mal^bara, and D&r al-^a&ar. It is

eighteen hours distant from al-Mu'a^fam. In the year 1167 A.H. (1763—1764 A.D.) Othman
Pasha built a stronghold there and in the following year a reservoir. The pilgrims collect

small stones there, which they place in signet rings. The surrounding neighborhood is rocky.
Beyond this station the pilgrims bound south turn off to the east and descend through
a ravine into a sandy plain, on the right of which are situated the hills of at;-TAf, an-Nut;t;&k»
Mazbftm. $anwa\ and Mabrak an*N&VA> It was at Mabrak an-N&V<^ that the camel of the
Prophet 94lel^ appeared. It came forth from the rock of K&tibe and disappeared in the crag
of an isolated table-shaped hill (V&ra). The pilgrims ride around this hill as rapidly as possible
amid shouting, uproar, and the firing of pistols, in order that their camels may not hear the
voice of the Prophet's camel, for. if they hear it. they sink down on their knees and cannot get
up again.

^ ^aS6i Balfa. CHhdn numa* (Constantinople. 1146 A. H.). p. 621. writes that
Mafftrefi ar-Ruzz (thus, instead of the printed Mar&rifi az-Zlr) is also called A^ra'^ and
lies a half day's journey from al-Qe&r near 6ebel ai-T&V* where $ftlel>'s camel was slain at
al-Maz^am. — Gebel at-7&^ is the modern Abu T&Va.

" Al-Bekri, (Wiistenfeld). p. 466. states that in the territory of the TamCd
is to be seen the isolate table-shaped hill of Kebftba. referred to in the narrative concerning
the camel of the Prophet 9&leb* — This is probably the modern hlewijjet an-Nft^a.
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The railway line and the Pilgrim Route lead through the ie'ib of

al-Mui^&b from the crag Solcb al-‘Ai;hz and the station of al-Mutalla*

along the western slope of ^aim MartAm, where the station of Bw62re
is situated in the basin of al-6flba. Below it on the west the Se'tb is

joined by the double &e'ib of a§-Sadr and as-SrajJed and a little farther
on by the ie'ib of al-Haw^a, which begins under the name of al-Mizie
near the volcano of Zob'&n and is joined on the right by the ie'ibdn

of 'Alija and al-Mnalj:l;a.

At eight o’clock we crossed the large road, Darb al-

Bakra — this being the name of the southern part of the
road, Darb al-M§ejtijje, which connects Syria with al-Medina.

The Bedouins prefer to take this route rather than the Pil-

grim Road. It leads from the fountain of al-Mratijje to the

waters of ad-Dime2, 6ertuma, al-Rzej, al-Harim, Radir al-

Hsan, al-'^EsSe, and farther to the southeast. After a while,

on the dark red gravel, we observed pink blood stains,

a mournful sign that the soles of our camels were already

lacerated and bleeding. The camel bearing the water bags
was bleeding from both hind feet and my camel from its

left forefoot. If the animal lost a drop of blood at every

step, how long would it hold out on this journey ? We could

not reach al-He|:r in less than three days, but neither in

al-He|:r nor in the surrounding district were any Bedouins
encamped, from whom we could have bought fresh animals,

and it was not possible to undertake a new journey with our
exhausted and wounded camels. We had not intended to work
at Medajen SMeh (al-Heg:r), our wish being to proceed west-

ward
;
and at Medajen Saleh there were Turkish gendarmes,

whom I should have preferred to avoid. They had certainly

been informed of the way in which we had been treated by
the mudir at Tebuk and possibly the mudir had received

replies to his telegraphic enquiries, replies which were not

favorable to us. Our guide told me that he could not go with

us along the railway except as far as the station of D4r
al-Hamra’, which belonged half to the Fukara’ and half to

the Beli; al-Heg:r belonged only to the Fukara’, and the

Fukara’ were the enemies of his clan. I doubted whether
we should find a reliable ^guide at Dar al-Hamra’, because

both the Fukara’ and the Ajde had departed from there for

fear of the attacks of Eben Rasid.

At nine o’clock our camels knelt down ; when we forcibly

urged them to get up and led them to good pasturage, they

knelt down again. The heat was unbearable and the air full
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of dense sandy clouds. Rif'at and Tuman complained that

their eyes were hurting them and that they were physi-

cally worn out. Accordingly I decided that we would not go
either to al-Hegr or to DSr al-Hamra’ but turn direct to the

station of al-Mu‘azzam. I hoped that somewhere to the north

of this station I should find a camp of the Ajde or the

Fukara’, where we could exchange our camels, and that after

recuperating we could proceed either to the south or to the

east. My companions were in full accord with this plan.

Mounting a high rock not far away, we drew a sketch

map of the surrounding district.

To the southeast could be seen the black hills of Abralj; al-'Asar,

partly covered with sand. Prom them descend the Se'iban of a$-^adr and
as-Srajjed in a southeasterly direction. To the east loomed up the black

rocks of 'Afeji al-Asmar, penetrated by the Seib of al-6endd, which
joins the ie'ib of Abu 6nSb to the south of the station of Qasm Sana*.

To the northeast, through a black undulating plain, extended the gray
strip of the Se'tb of al-'Ess, to the north the long Se'ib of al-Haka. This

ie'ib begins by Mount N&jef, under the name of Mdejsis, and on the

right is joined by the ie'ib of al-IImejjete, descending from the volcano

of al-l^m&m; on the left by al-Mg:ejnin, al-^Iasnaw^n, and al-Mutawwak.
Al-H&ka also merges into the ie’ib of Abu 6neb.**

From the elevation of ar-Rhajje descends the ie’ib of al-Malha,

which, after joining the ie'ibdn of Radir al-H^&n, Rwe§de, and al-Lwij,

merges into the ie'ib of Ammu WSzrfit between Hala’ umm 'Awader
and Dir*. The latter ie'ib starts from the volcanoes of al-Ha$naw§n and
Hlej as-Semeh and forms the ie'ib of ad-Dir', which terminates by the

station of al-Mu*a^^am. To the east and northeast appeared the gray
ie'ib of al-Msah^ which is traversed by the Pilgn^'im Road and the rail-

way. Behind it, to the east, rise gray, table-shaped hills, in which can
be clearly seen the gap formed by the ie'ib of al-Hammaza, which on
the right is joined by the ie'ibdn of Umm Arte and al-Ms€fre and merges
into the ie'ib of Abu 6nSb.

At 11.10 we turned off to the north (temperature: 33.5° C).

After a short time we observed far away on the horizon

Mount al-Farwal and nearer to us Ha§m Hibt at-Tematil

with the railway station of Ha§m Sana'. At first we rode

through a bare plain covered with coarse gravel. After 12.45

we reached deep, narrow ravines, round which it became
necessary to make a detour. The sides of the ravines are

twenty to one hundred meters high and so steep that it is

impossible to crawl along them. The beds are covered with

" Mu^iam (Wiistenfeld). Vol. 2» p. 187, refers to the valley of al-QAka in the
territory of the Beni *U4ra and recalls the battle which once raged there. — As our ie^%h

of al-^ftka traverses the former territory of the Beni ''Udra, we may identify it with the
valley of al-^^kA mentioned by
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large, rugged boulders, often ten to twenty meters high. After

abundant cloud-bursts, foaming cataracts are formed in these

beds. Nowhere did we see any water, nor any vegetation

except talk trees and rimt bushes.

At 1.30 we had the volcano of Bakur on our left, and
at 1.52 to the northeast we saw the black volcano of SMum
standing out conspicuously from its gray surroundings; to the

west of it were the elevations of Abu Tor (or Towr) and to the

northwest the eminence of ar-Rmemijje. With difficulty we
drove the camels forward, while we ourselves all went on foot.

Finally, at 3.46, we entered the seHb of al-'Es§, the bed of

which is covered with sand, so that our camels were able to

get along more easily. In the sand we observed numerous
traces of rodents, wabrdn, hiding on the rocky slopes. We
should have liked to have halted, but nowhere could we find

any pasturage. At last, at 4.40 (temperature: 36° C), we
reached some blossoming talk trees, on the blossoms and
shoots of which our hungry animals grazed until 6.52.

The se'ib of al-'Ess gradually opens out into a gray,

undulating plain connected with the lowland of al-Msahh

through which wind the railway and the Pilgrim Road.

At 7.08 we rode around some ruined huts once inhabited

by workmen engaged upon the construction of the railway.

Then, on the right, could be seen the flat elevation Matent
al-Habwa extending from south to north. On the eastern

spur of the elevations of Hlejlat abu Tarfa we perceived the

glow of a small fire. As this region is continually frequented

by marauding bands and we had heard of the warlike ex-

pedition of the Ajde and Fukara’, we were afraid that we
might be attacked. With loaded rifles we hastened northward.

The animals, who had scarcely crawled during the night,

suddenly started off at a swift and regular trot. Listening

carefully to every movement and sound, we rode round the

fire, reached the railway, and encamped in a dense talk

thicket in the channel of al-Haka at 8.50. Throughout all this

time the camels made no noise whatever. Amid deep silence

we unloaded our baggage, arranged the beasts in a circle, lay

down around them, and kept watch all night, not knowing
whether we had been observed.
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THE SeIb of AL-HAKA TO AL-^AMiS

On Monday, July 4, 1910, at 3.53 A. M., we left the

channel of al-Haka — here crossed by the railway on an
embankment of no great height although it is provided with
eighty culverts. To the southwest rose the isolated hill

Twejjel Sa'id, near which is the well of the same name.
On the east extend the low hills of al-Rwerat, from which
proceeds the se‘ib of al-Miswal. This se%b merges into the

short se’ib of al-Mekbel by the station of al-Mu'azzam and
joins the se'ib of Abu |ilejje. It thus foyms a broad valley

covered with coarse gravel, gradually narrowing towards the

north. On the east it is bordered by the elevation of al-

Maradd, on the west by the rocky slope of as-§rejf, so that

the Se^ib is only about four hundred meters broad. Before it

narrows in this way, it is joined by the broad se‘ib of ad-Dir',

On the southeastern spur of as-§rejf is a large rain water
pond, or ^abra’, the north and east sides of which are en-

closed by a long, artificial, stone wall, in order that more
water may be held; but this wall is now broken down in

places. The whole pond is fringed by a broad strip of luxu-

riant vegetation. On its northwestern edge and on the south-

western foot of a§-§rejf stands the fortress of al-Mu‘azzam,

in which three gendarmes reside. At every corner the fortress

has circular projecting towers connected with the rectangular

wall only at the angles. Around the courtyard are constructed

stables, storerooms, and dwellings, and in the center a well

is hollowed out. A few paces farther to the north there is

a tiny house belonging at the time of my visit to the manager
of the Royal Telegraph Office. Alongside the railway there

were two telegraph lines, one being royal property, the other

belonging to the railway administration.®”

The railway station of al-Mu'azzam is situated to the

east of the rain pond at the foot of al-Maradd. In front of

the railway station there is a large well, a reservoir, and

^ Oihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 623, writes that al-

Malek al'Mu'a^fam *tsa had a reservoir for rain water built at this place known as Birket
al-Mu'azzam.

Mehnied Edtb, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232 A.H.), p. 76, calls this station Birket
al-Mu'azzam or W&di al-Asad and says that it Is seventeen hours distant from al-Utjaj^er.
Durins: abundant rains there are torrents flowinar near it. The reservoir was built in the
year 600 A. H. (1203—1204 A.D.) by al-Malek al-Mu'azzam 'tsa of the Beni AjjOb. It is three
thousand cubits square, but at the end of the seventeenth century it was broken up. If it

contains no rain water, the pilgrims obtain their supplies at al-Ubajder. The stronghold of
Birket al-Mu'azzam is called Abu Gnejb. In the surrounding neighborhood grow many
acacias
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a small barrack for soldiers, where fifteen men were quartered.

Halting at 5.48 in front of the railway station, we wished
to water our camels, but the well was locked up, the station

master was asleep, and none of the soldiers ventured to go
and wake him. The soldiers filled one of our bags from their

own water supply, and at 6.10 we left (temperature: 32* C).

Halil urged me to give the guide only a third of his

wages; otherwise, he said, he would drive him away before

he received anything. The reason, he stated, was that the

Beli had extorted large gifts from us and had ill-treated us

and that he would therefore like to avenge himself on one
of them. Together with Serif he was preparing to knock
the guide about, but I would not permit them to harm him
in word or deed, and I paid him all his wages. He at once

disappeared among the crags to the west, afraid that after

our departure the soldiers or the gendarmes would rob him.

I should have liked to proceed to some encampment of the

Ajde or the Fukara’, but nobody at al-Mu'azzam knew for

certain where they were encamped. I was told that all their

clans had gone at first northward but that some had now
joined the Mwahib and had fled to the volcanic territory

west of Medajen Saleh. The Weld Slejman, with whom I was
likewise acquainted, were encamped in the volcanic territory

extending to the south of al-Bird.

As our camels were so tired that they could not have
endured the journey to the southern camps, I proposed that

we should proceed to the north, hoping soon to discover

where the clans were encamped who had departed in that

direction.

We had not gone one kilometer from al-Mu'azzam, when
we were overtaken by a non-commissioned officer of the

gendarmes, who handed Halil a written order to return with
me immediately to Tebuk. If I refused to obey or wished
to branch off to the right or left of the Pilgrim Road, he
was to inform me and my native guide that the Government
would' no longer protect me and would assume no further

responsibility for the safety of my life or property. Things
had thus turned out as I had expected. I could go where
I liked, but I should have had no protector, and anybody
could have robbed or killed me. The marauding tribes en-

camped along the railway would certainly have made away
with us all, if they had found out that the Government was
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no longer protecting me; and it was not possible for me to

get from Turkish territory to the great tribes of the Weld
SlejmHn or the Sammar. Accordingly, there was nothing left

for us but to make our way to Tebuk.

At 6.55 our camels found a pasture of no great size in

the valley of Ummu Rmam, and we remained there until

nine o'clock. The valley is covered with a deep layer of sand,

in which talk, rimt, and ‘arfeg grow.

On the east Wadi Ummu Rmam, through which the Pilgrim Route
passes, is joined by the ravine of al-MkIbel, separated by the ridge of

al-Mz^b'e from the Se'ib Ammu *Aw&der. Beyond this se^ib Wadi Ummu
Rmam is joined by al-M§as, Ammu Zrftb, Rd^hat as-Sfera, Dbejjeb al-

Msa^ S&Kim, Umm Hanzal, al-Mezajin, Abu Sdera, al-Mhejr, al-Mohr,

ar-Rw§ha, al-F&jde, Ammu Rzejje, al-Mhejdi, Ammu Tu'us, Erdeht ‘Aneze,

Ammu Kanatel, and by Umm Safa*, which descends from the foot of the

al-RazwHn slope at the water Temilt at-Trfis; still farther it is joined

by al-B§za and Umm Tina. On the left near the Pilgrim Road terminate

the seHbdn of ar>Radi; Umm Hawajez; Wudej Selit, with al-Mutallak,

near which rises the volcano of at-Torra; al-Mu'akkar, which is joined

on the right by the §eHbdn of Umm HaSim and Umm Hanzal, and on

the left by al-i^abra and Abu Nmar. Farther down, on the left, end
the §eHbdn of Wudej al-Kahwa; as-Sinfe, near which is situated the hill

of al-Kdud; al-Fwazle; ‘Agirt al-Helw; al-Hamas, with ar-Radhaand Abu
Tobok; al-Mdejsis; al-gaww&r; and finally Maksadet al-Kasja* and
Mak^adet ad-Dunja*. Al-^awwar rises as Tel'et az-Zih to the north of

the hills of Nezto and is joined on the right by the seHbdn of al-Mzerid

and Umm Zamr&n and on the left by Ummu Rzim, Sbejhuwat, Zaram,
and Ammu Rtejmat.

Proceeding through Wadi Ummu Rman to the northwest,

we passed by the two dark hills of al-Katawen, between
which and the ridge of Ammu-z-Zrub the valley of Ummu
Rmam terminates. At 10.02 we again entered a broad valley,

known as ar-Rweha, and from eleven to 11.40 the camels

grazed here. At 11.50 we reached the end of this valley; it

becomes a ravine, its bed being wedged between the steep

slopes of Ammu Zrub and Umm Hawajez. We there observed

some railway sleepers which had been carried away by the

water.

The railway line is very superficially constructed: the

banks are almost vertical, so that the stones which are heaped

up gradually fall out from under the sleepers and holes are

formed everywhere in the embankments. The culverts built

in the embankments for letting the rain water flow off from
one side to the other are very narrow and low, in consequence

of which the sand clogs them up and they continually have
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to be cleaned out by the soldiers. If a rainstorm sweeps to

the southwest and the foaming water rushes down, it fills

the culverts with a deposit, comes to a standstill, breaks
through the embankment, and carries away the sleepers.

This had happened the previous winter, and the sleepers

were still lying in the river bed. At 12.08 P. M. and again at

12.15 we saw on our right a number of culverts which were
completely clogged up with sand.

The valley through which we proceeded is called Han-
zira. It is of such a rugged nature that the construction

of the railway line there demanded considerable labor. At
12.23 we rode past some ruined culverts, at 12.35 past a
bridge whose pillars were entirely covered up with a deposit

of stone and sand; at 12.40 we saw a part of the railway

embankment in ruins. At one o’clock we arrived at a bridge

which had recently been built afresh but had already been

damaged again by water. To the right Halil pointed out two
large boulders saying that they were two petrified pigs. Why
these wretched animals had been changed into rocky boulders

here in the inhospitable desert, neither he nor the shepherd
Mutallek could say, although the latter hailed from Tejma
and had often accompanied caravans from al-Mu’azzam to

Tebuk.

At 1.08 we passed the small railway station of Makass
al-As'ad. To the east-northeast of the station in the valley is

situated a large boulder known as Ha|:ar al-Bint. A maiden
{bint al-bejt) of the Swefle clan had been compelled by her

father to marry an old man. On the eve of the wedding day
she had escaped from the tent and had sat down on this

boulder, saying: “Never will I marry that old man full of

wrinkles, but you, O stone, shall become my husband.’’ And
by a miracle her wish was fulfilled. Her father, who was
told of her escape, went to look for her and found her lying

on this stone. Noticing some blood, he searched in the sand
for the tracks of a man, but found no tracks except those

of his daughter. So awed was he by this portent that he
did not compel his daughter to return to the old man’s tent

but allowed her to marry the man she loved. Since then the

girls of the Swefle, if they have to marry a man whom they

do not like, threaten to make a journey to Hag:ar al-Bint.

At 1.25 we observed in the railway embankment a wash-
out a few meters in length, another proof of the hasty
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construction of the line. To the west, above the low hills,

projected the cone of al-Kdud. The valley grew narrower and
narrower, and at two o’clock we reached a defile enclosed on
both sides by high lava crags. In the dry river bed was the

large natural hollow of Lussan. At 2.30 we crossed the seHb

of al-Fawazle and reached a broad basin covered with sand
and a growth of talk trees, where we rested from 2.38 to

6.03. To the west the Se‘ib is bordered by the dark walls of

al-Kdud; to the east by the rocks of Lussan, upon which
rests a stratum of lava. At 5.38 the embankment was again

blocked up, and at 5.42 we saw that it was constructed only

of sand and clay and that it dropped off, so that the sleepers

projected freely on both sides. At six o’clock we reached the

broad valley of 6enajen al-Kazi, where an Italian railway

workman is buried under a talk tree. Halil drew my attention

to the fact that the talk, rimt, and 'awse^ growing in 6e-
nijen al-Kazi have much larger leaves and needles than
those growing elsewhere. He said that they are not talk,

rimt, and 'awseg but in reality plum trees, almond trees,

and orange trees; but I saw no difference between the

shrubs here and those growing anywhere else.

On our right yawned the seHbdn of Abu Sdera and al-

Mhejr. Near the seHb of Abu Sdera looms the huge dark
hill Burka Sdera, half-covered with whitish sand.*"

At 6.16 to the west of the embankment we saw a large

stretch of low-lying land covered with yellow clay, a sign

that the culverts were clogged up and that the rain water

had formed a pool around the embankment. At 6.26 we passed

by the embankment, here constructed only of clay and pro-

tected against storms by means of deep trenches. At 6.45

we crossed the elevation of §rejf at-Ta'am and rode into the

valley of al-Ma'w. Before 8.30 we saw in front of us the

light of the station of al-Hamis, situated opposite the seHb

of al-Hamas. The soldiers guarding the various stations of

the He£:az railway are afraid of the Bedouins, and they im-

I identify it with Bur^a $d.der, which is referred to by the poet Nabipa (Dtwdn,
[Derenbourg] , p. 292). The Beni Qunn of the Beni ‘Udra tril^ opposed the supremacy of
the Ghassanian (^assAn) tribe. Near al-^eftr they attacked some members of the T^ii tribe,

to whom the water of Buz&^a belonged. No'mAn, the brother of 'Amr. made an expedition
against them, and NAbipa met him near Burka $Ader.— No'mAn. the brother of 'Amr, was the
head chief of the ^assAn tribe about 604 A. D. (see Musil. f^ufejr *Amra, Vol. 1. p. 138).

The Beni *U^ra were encamped to the south of the modern station of al-Jdu'a^^am. and it

is therefore very probable that No*mAn marched with his army along the great transport
route and rested in GenAjen al-^Afi» where there was plenty of fuel and in the surrounding
neighborhood an abundance of pasture for the camels. The poet an-NAbira may have met
him near our hill of Burka 9dAra.
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mediately fire at anybody who comes near them. Apprehensive
lest they might begin shooting at us, I therefore halted and
sent Halil on in front. He kept on calling in the Kurdish
language for a soldier whom he knew, and, when the latter

appeared and he had told him who we were, we were able

to ride on. At 8.40 we encamped by the side of the station.

The officials and soldiers asked us how we were and invited

us to take part in their amusement. They were exhilarated

with tea and ’arak brandy and were dancing and singing. Halil

and Serif joined them, but the rest of us lay down beside

our camels, for we were tired and needed rest.

AL-BAMIS TO BIRK

On Tuesday, July 5, 1910, we were in our saddles again
at 4.02 A. M. At 4.20 we mounted a rise of no great height

and ten minutes later were enjoying a beautiful view: in

front of us wound the se%h of al-Hawwar bordered to the

north by dark heights; to the northeast appeared the low

cones of Brik al-Mhamli; to the north the cones of al-M§erif

stood out, while in the east hovered the bluish slopes of al-

Razwan and al-Edere'. From 5.15 to 6.06 our camels grazed

on fresh arta in the se%h of al-Mdejsis. At 6.38 we crossed

the seHbdn of al-Hawwar and Ammu Rtejmat; at 7.16 Mak-
sadet al-Kasja’; at 7.32 Maksadet ad-Dunja’, where we were
overtaken by a member of the Huzara clan of the Beni 'Atijje,

who had been appointed gendarme at al-A^zar. He rode with

us to his post and described the whole of the surrounding
district.

At 8.34 we reached the reservoir of the station of al-

Ab?ar. The station is built on the right-hand side of the

valley of the same name and is a rectangular stone strong-

hold without towers. On the north and east are six deep res-

ervoirs, the water for which used to be obtained from a

well about ten meters deep and more than two meters broad,

hollowed out in the courtyard of the stronghold. The water

is now conducted into a large cistern excavated in the rocky

southern slope, whence it is conveyed to the railway water
tower constructed by the side of the embankment.**

According to Ibn HiSftm. Sira (WUstenfcid). Vol. 1. Part 2. p. 905, and al-Bekri.

Mu*dam (Wlistenfeld), p. 802, Abu Ruhm KuljtQm ibn l^u^ejn al-Rif&ri accompanied the
Prophet Mohammed on his expedition to TebOk. When during the night they reached al-A^dar,
he fell asleep and his camel collided with the camel of the Prophet : whereupon the latter

woke him up telling him to mind what he was about.
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Having watered our camels, at 9.20 we rode on, because

we found no pasture in the neighborhood. About four kilo-

meters to the west, in the river bed of al-A{}?ar, are several

springs, near which it is said that the ruins of small ancient

buildings and garden walls may be seen. Having discovered

pasture, we allowed the camels to rest from 9.45 to 11.35,

while TumHn and I mounted the western slope and drew a

sketch of the surrounding district. On our return we were
informed by Serif that the camel carrying the water would
not graze any more and that it remained kneeling. Two other

animals did the same. A gendarme who came to us from al-

At}zar explained that they had received orders to search for

me and to compel me to return to Tebuk. It was fortunate

for us that in consequence of the threatened raid by the

Ajde against the Beni 'Atijje, none of the latter had recently

come to the fortress of al-A^zar or discovered that the gen-

darmes were to search for me. This news would have spread

throughout the camps of the Beni 'Atijje, who would certainly

have robbed us before we could get away from their territory.

At 11.50 we heard a piercing shout and immediately

afterwards the sound of a shot. On the western foot of the

Al-Bekri, op. eit„ p. 79, states that al-A^^ar is four days' march distant from Tebiik
and contains a mosque of the Prophet, — As it is not quite seventy kilometers from Tebuk
to al>A^?ar, the statement of al-Bekri is not correct.

Mu^dam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 164, writes that the pilflrrims' haltinsr place
of al>A|)^ar is situated near TebOk in the direction of the valley of al-^JIura' and that in
the mosque there a spot is pointed out upon which the Prophet prayed on his expedition
to Tebiik.

According to ^ad&i Qalfa, Gihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 523, the
well and stronghold of al-Ubaj(!ler were constructed at the beginning of the reign of Sultan
Suleiman under the supervision of the Syrian Governor Mustapha Pasha, the building having
been carried out by 'J'urb&n ibn Farr&g, the chief of the Syrian al-^&reto. There were twenty
soldiers from Damascus guarding this important and frequently visited station among the
mountains between Damascus and Mecca. It was harassed by the unruly tribes of the Beni
Lam and Beni 'Oi):ba. They clogged up the well and emptied the three reservoirs in front
of the gateway. It was likewise the custom of the Beni Lfim to barricade with boulders the
pass Nakb al-UJjaj^er, not far off.

According to Melamed Edtb, MendzU (Constantinople, 1232 A.H.), pp. 75 f., the station

of al>Ubaj(|ier is also known as al-9aidar. It is twelve hours distant from Mop&jer, is one
of the Prophet's camps, and contains a mosque. During the reign of Suleiman Khan a strong-
hold and five reservoirs were built there. In the stronghold is a large well, from which
is obtained water with which the reservoirs are filled. The water from this well is so very
pleasant to the taste that many pilgrims carry it several halting places farther on. There
is a tradition that Job washed in it, during which process the worms fell from his body and
were turned to stone, so that it was possible to collect them. The Prophet tJidr is reputed
to have dwelt there. In the stronghold is the grave of ^ajdar Baba, to which pilgrimages are
made. There are twenty Syrian soldiers guarding the fortress, which was built during the reign
of the above-mentioned Sultan in 938 A.H. (1531-1682 A. D.) by T^rb&n ibn Farrftg, the
Prince of the Arabs al-](ii[Areta, at the command of the Syrian Governor Mustapha Pasha
and the Sultan already named, because the Beni L&m re]i)elled against the soldiers and clogged
up the well. Opposite the stronghold rises a tower, and on all four sides there are high
mountains. Part of the region is stony, part flat and sandy. The pass Na^b al-Ubaj(jler (not
ta^ab, as printed) is situated here. The water carriers near it give ‘‘sherbet" (lemonade) to
the pilgrims. The tribes of the Beni L&m encamp here and often barricade this pass. The
station of al-Ubaj(jler is situated half-way between Damascus and Mecca the Sublime. In
the region from which Birket al-Mu'a^^ame may be reached, is situated the spot well known
as the Gardens of the ]{^&<li. Beyond the defile of al-U^ajder there opens out an extensive plain,
on which may be seen here and there snow-white sand drifts.
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slope we perceived a Turkish soldier, who was aiming at us

and shouting at the top of his voice. Soon after that we saw
about twenty soldiers who had been detailed to repair the

embankment and were resting in the culverts. Disturbed by
the shout and the sound of firing, they had seized their arms,

posted themselves behind the embankment, and were aiming
at us. We halted and sent Serif to them. As they saw that

he was on foot and without firearms, they allowed him to

approach them and he told them who we were and where
we were going. We were then able to ride on. At twelve

o’clock we had the railway station of al-AJjzar on our left

hand. On a knoll situated on the eastern slope to the left

of the se%b of an-Naka we perceived a dummy soldier made
of a pole and some tattered clothing. This scarecrow was
hidden behind a large pile of stones and was looking toward
the south.

At. the station of al-Ahzar the broad basin terminates,

for the valley swings off nearly due north and between the

rocks of Brek al-Mhamli becomes so narrow that during the

time of rain it is impossible to pass through it. The Pilgrim

Road therefore leads through the gap an-Nkejb on to the

western upland and then along it farther to the north, while

the railway winds through the seHb. Both the engineers

and the workmen had considerable labor before they succeeded

in constructing a railway in these places. The crags consist

of small stones, hard and soft, which are cross-bedded in

narrow layers. The gap of an-Nkejb is in places scarcely

three meters broad and is enclosed on the right and left by
high rocky walls; in it the Bedouins are fond of lying in

wait for the caravans, which they rush upon and rob. The
Bedouins have also several times damaged the railway em-
bankment and the track. The railway stations here are there-

fore placed much closer together and are provided with strong

garrisons.

At one o’clock to the eastwe saw the station of al-Mustabra,

in a district more forlorn and barren than any other I have
seen in the Orient. Around the station are nothing but bare

rugged rocks, gray or brown parched slopes, and above them
a narrow, gray strip of sky. At 1.30 we crossed the Se^tb

of al-Worob, which joins with the ravine of al-Mustabya and
terminates in the Se’ib of al-Habbini. At 2.25 we had a delight-

ful view: on the left to the southwest, immediately before
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us, extended the hills of Zahr al-Mohr; behind them could

be seen many separate mesas, buttes, and cones of the

an-Na'Sjem, an-Nimrijjat, an-Na'^me, and 6dejdilat ranges,

all of which are overtopped far to the southwest by the

mutilated cone of al-Watar and the huge pink range of Sejban.

To the northwest appeared the bare plateaus of H§em Birk

and al-Mowreda with steep black slopes covered with sand

on the southeastern side. To the east of them and to the

north of us we saw Umm Zambuh and Kren^t al-Razal, a

confusion of diverse crags resembling a petrified stormy

sea. Behind them to the northwest was an interminable

plain bordered on the horizon by the peak of al-Mambar, an
indication of the proximity of Tebuk. At 3.08 we reached

the station of Zahr al-H{i£:i:, which is constructed in a rocky

basin.*®

From the station of al-A^zar onward we did not find

a single plant. We were now able to ride on two. of the

camels only, as all the rest were bleeding from their feet.

Serif, Halil, and Mutallek, who for two days had gone entirely

on foot, were complaining of weariness and wanted to rest,

but this was not possible, because there was no pasturage

for the camels. At 4.10 we entered the plain of al-Et§li,

covered with coarse gravel, enclosed to the west by the steep

spurs of HsSm Birk, al-Mowreda, Ammu Gu'ejb, 'A§§ra, and
extending eastward as far as the slopes of az-Zufejjer. At
4.50, in a shallow gully, we found a strip of soil covered

with a growth of na?i, on which our camels grazed until 6.52.

Our cameleer complained that he was dying of fatigue; he

lay down by the Hre, and Tuman and I had to guard the

camels while at the same time we drew a sketch of the

surrounding district. We could not spend the night at the place

where we had prepared our supper, because the smoke and
flame of our fire could be seen from afar. At 7.55 we traversed

an undulating plain to the railway station of H§§m Birk
and there we encamped.

Helmed £dtb, MendzU (CSonstantinople, 1232 A. H.), pp. 74 f., calls ^ahr al-9ag&
Morftjer al-^Alenderijje, 'Al^abat Hajdar. Dftr al-9adfr, and al-Birke and says that it is

situate thirteen hours from 'A^i ^rma or Tebiik. Othman Pasha set up a stronghold and
a reservoir there* but* as there is no spring* water is often conveyed thither under mili-
tary escort. In the neighborhood there are numerous eaves. The hills are black as if covered
with coal. At a distance of three hours' journey before the station of al-U^aj^er is reached
from the north there is a defile through which only two camels can proceed side by side.

The soldiers surround this defile and guard it* and the Pasha* the leader of the pilgrims*
sits under a sunshade and watches the pilgrims pass by. On the road can be seen small* thin*
oval* black and white stones* which the people say are the petrified worms that fell from
the body of Job.
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9S£:m birk to tebCk

On Wednesday, July 6, 1910, we started off at 3.17 A. M.
and from 4.16 to 5.22 halted in the river bed of al-Rzej,

where the camels grazed on nasi. To the northwest in the

rays of the rising sun the slopes of the mesa of 'ASera

glistened before us, red below and white above and capped
with lava. Far to the north the horizon was enclosed by the

tablelands of §ardra’, while to the east appeared the heights

of al-Razwan and al-Lemleme only slightly higher than the

elevations to the west. From 7.00 to 7.30 we again rested,

because our camels could not proceed. Five animals were
bleeding from the feet, the worst of them being the camel
carrying our water. At 7.53 we crossed the broad valley

of al-Etel which was covered with a dense growth of tarfa.

The railway crosses the valley near a station of the same
name by means of a bridge that has frequently been broken
down and rebuilt. If a considerable quantity of rain were to

fall in the vicinity of the mountains of Sejban and ad-Daljabir,

the water would certainly carry away the whole of this bridge

and with it also a great part of the railway line, which
was. very rapidly constructed in the plain. Beyond the bridge

we observed the tracks of about fifty camel riders who had
passed that way the previous night. They had ridden from
the north and branched off to the south-southeast and
were certainly a troop of raiders. We were not very much
concerned about them, however. All my companions were
complaining of fatigue and fever, but the camels hurried

forward as if they knew that rest was awaiting them in

Tebuk, near at hand. They were so emaciated that, as Halil

declared, all their bones could be counted.

From 9.55 to 10.53 we rested in the stony se%h of al-

Krln. None of the camels would graze, but all knelt down
and refused to get up again. We all shouted '‘al-hamdu lilldh!”

when at twelve o’clock we caught sight of the oasis of Tebuk.

If we had been obliged to travel for another two days, we
should certainly have lost three of the animals. The road led

us through a parched plain covered with coarse gravel and
in places with sand drifts. At 1.18 P. M. we crossed the seHb

of abu Nsejfe, which proceeds from the rocks of 'ASera. At its

head is situated the ancient burial place of Rgdm Sowhar, to

the southwest of which stands the ruined fortress Ksejr at-
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Tamra, and to the northwest gushes the spring 'Ajn abu
'Ag:ejg:at. At 1.42 we crossed through the se%h of Zab'an, at

two o’clock we traversed the broad river bed of 'Arejken,

and at 2.05 we dismounted in front of the quarantine.

AT TEBtK; THE BENI 'ATIJJE

'Abdarrahman Effendi, the director of the quarantine,

greeted us with great joy, for the news had spread at Tebuk
that we had been attacked and murdered. In the last two
days Tebuk had been surrounded by a marauding band of

al-Ajde, numbering more than fifty warriors, and the foot

soldiers had been unable to do anything against the moun.ted

attackers. The raiders had stolen the camels belonging to

the soldiers, as well as two large flocks of goats and sheep,

which had been intended as food for the officials and soldiers

at Tebuk. They had driven their booty to the gardens of ar-

R^ijes, where they had killed and cooked some of the animals.

The rest they had then driven away to the southeast before

evening on the previous day. If the Bedouins had actually

attacked Tebuk, not a single soldier or official would have
escaped. The soldiers and officials live a long distance from
each other, their homes are neither fenced in nor fortified,

and they have no cisterns, so that after two days they would
be compelled to surrender by thirst and hunger. And all the

tribes, the Beni'Atijje, the Hwitat, and the Weld'Ali complain

of the Turkish garrisons and curse them.
From 6wad, who throughout the period of our journey

had remained in the infirmary, I learnt that the mudir as

well as Salem, the deputy of Harb eben 'A^ijje, had been in

a rage when they had discovered that I had departed without

their consent. Immediately after my departure an order had
arrived from Damascus that I should not be allowed to leave

Tebuk except by railway. That is why the mudir had sent

two gendarmes and SMem three Bedouins to follow us and
bring us back. But after two days they had returned report-

ing that they had been unable to find us, because, they said,

we had gone through the defile of al-Hrejta to the coast.

In the immediate vicinity of Tebuk there was scarcely

any pasture for our camels, and they could not graze at

a greater distance because they might have been stolen.
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6w&d explained that the Beni 'Atijje were encamped near

Bir al-Msallam on the eastern side of Mount az-Zejte. I very
much desired to go to them. In their camp we could have
exchanged our worn-out camels for sound animals and could

also have made a more thorough topographical survey of

the northern half of the region of Hesma; but a few days
previously two men from this camp had been in Tebuk and
had learnt from the mudir and Salem that the Government
was no longer protecting us. It was therefore uncertain whether
they might not have adopted a hostile attitude towards us;

as, however, the Beni 'Atijje were moving northward to the

territory of the Hwetat and knew that I was friendly with
the chief 'Awde abu Tajeh, I conjectured that they would
sooner esteem me as a friend of the chief 'Awde than hate

me as a man deserted by the Government. I therefore made
up my mind after all to go to them.

The tribe of the Beni 'Atijje, which is known also as

al-Ma"aze, or contemptuously as al-'Atawne, is composed of

the following clans

:

al-'Atjat; chief, Harb eben 'Atijje

as-Sbut; „ Hamud eben Farhan
6me'anijjin; „ Mutlek al-Mu'azzam
ar-Rbejlat; „ Earned
al-'Akejlat; „ Hlejjel eben Hirmas
al-Mrakin; „ Muhammad eben 'Emran
al-Hamajse; „ Ni^m az-Zjufi

Slejmat; „ Msellem al-'Ezejdi

as-Sa'edanijjin; „ Salem eben Sakr
ar-RawSzm; „ Da'sSn eben Zel'

al-Wkala' ; „ Salem al-Wakli

al-Masabhe; „ Muhammad eben Mes'ed

Of the families I noted down:

al-Madamje al-Kur'an an-Nwabte al-Hmudat
al-Humran az-Zlu' al-Rnejmat Awlad Selim

al-Furi:an as-Swerhijjin al-Hramse Awlad 'Emran
al-6hus ad-Dijabe ar-Rsid al-Hlebat

ar-Rwajat al-'Ergan al-JasHjse az-Zfufijje

ad-Dahhalin as-Sa'edat al-'Esejfat al-'Ajjaba

al-Brejkat as-Sa'ud al-Fursat al-H161at

al-Mera'ijje ad-Db§,wijjin al-H§ajme as-Swefle

ar-Rwe'at al-Ewfirnde al-6raj'e al-Huzara
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The clans of the Beni 'Atijje possess the territory from
the a§-§era range in the north to the station of Hasm Sana'

in the south and from the mountains of al-6alad, or al-

6eles, in the west to the table mountains bordering the Pil-

grim Route in the east. The great chief is of the clan of

the 'Atjat, after whom the whole tribe is really named,
although some clans, such as the Shut, for example, are of

a different origin. They assert that they have dwelt from
time immemorial in the various halting places by the Pil-

grim Route and that these are their property, although to-

day they are nomads. Concerning the various families, their

connections, property, and traditions, I had detailed records

in the notebook which disappeared when we were attacked

and robbed by the Beli.*® I should have liked to replace

what was lost, but on the journey from Wadi al-6izel to

Tebuk we did not meet with the Beni 'Atijje, and at Tebuk
I learnt only what I have here reproduced.

On Thursday, July 7, 1910, 1 spent the whole day drawing
maps of the environs of Tebuk in accordance with statements

made by various Bedouins who had resided for some time

in the settlement. My companions overhauled the baggage.

Owad made enquiries in the village as to whether some
member of the Beni 'Atijje had not arrived from the north,

or whether anybody would be going in that direction, but he
discovered that telegraphic news had arrived from the station

of al-Mdawwara concerning a great band of §ammar raiders

which had crossed the railway line to the south of al-Mdawwara
and was making its way to the southwest. As the Sammar
are the enemies of the Beni 'Atijje, it was certain that they
were looking for the camps and flocks of the latter. Accord-

ingly it was not to be expected that any 'Atiwi would in the

next few days proceed from the northwest to the southeast,

or vice versa.

Neither the mudir nor Salem visited us in the infirmary.

The gendarme Halil came to me with the request that I protect

him from the mudir, who had threatened to have him im-

prisoned for having left TebOk with me without his consent.

He had referred to the telegraphic order received from the

commander of the gendarmes at Damascus, in accordance

with which I was to be strictly watched and not allowed to

speak with the Bedouibs, because I was to be permitted to

See above, pp. 210—211.
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travel only by railway and not to go east or west of the
railway line.

On Friday, July 8, 1910, the mvdir sent two gendarmes
to the infirmary to prevent my speaking with anybody. As
the infirmary belonged to the International Board of Health at

Fig. 86—Railway station, Tebflk.

Constantinople, I ordered the gendarmes to leave these inter-

national premises immediately and threatened to have them
fired at if they came near. But at the same time I promised
them half a megidijje (45 cents) each and three cups of tea

daily, if they would retire to the inn of Mr. Sarikakis about one
kilometer away from the infirmary. This promise was more
effective than the orders of the mudtr, and they immediately
went off to the inn, where they remained the whole day.

RETURN TO MA'AN

We could not remain any longer at Tebuk; the camels
were weak with hunger; we did not know whether the Beni
'Atijje, in fear of the Sammar, were moving rapidly to the
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north or not, and it was likewise uncertain how they would
receive us and whether the mudir would allow us to leave

Tebuk without interference. I therefore decided to depart for

Ma'an, transporting the wearied camels by railway (Fig. 86),

and from Ma‘S,n to proceed to one of the camps of the Hwetat
and rest there. But it was not easy to get the camels into

a railway van. In Tebuk there was no gangway on which
the animals could have entered the van, and, as they had
to jump, they became much frightened. It took more than
three hours before we got them in by force and tied them
up there.

Having reached Ma'an on Saturday, July 9, 1910, at noon,

we immediately departed westward to the ridge of as-Semne,

where we found pasturage and from where we could make
sketch maps of the western region. But now the results of

our fatigue manifested themselves. Rif'at, Tuman, and Serif

fell ill and declared that they could not move. The camels

ran away, three lost their saddles, and it took a long time

before I found them with the aid of the guide and drove

them up to the fire. The guide guarded the animals while

I went to look for the lost saddles.

On Sunday, July 10, 1910, my European companions could

not get up, and there was nothing for us to do but to help

them on to the camels and to return with them to the station

of Ma‘an, where they lay down at the inn of Mr. Sarikakis.

Accompanied by 6wad, I proceeded on Monday, July 11,

to the town of Ma'an to the kdjmakdm. He also informed
me that he had received from Damascus a telegraphic order

not to permit me to leave the railway line. To my question

whether he knew where the HwetSt were encamped, he re-

plied that they had all left the region west of the railway

and that they were threatening the Government with revolt

if they were not paid the money that was due them. He
added that he would be glad to pay them the amount to

which they were entitled but that the wdli had sent no money
from Damascus. While I was talking with him, we heard
three shots and after that a cry of pain. The frightened

soldiers and gendarmes scrambled into the Government build-

ing and began to close the heavy gate, declaring that a re-

volt had broken out at Ma'S.n. After a while they brought
a severely wounded gendarme to the gate and asked me to

examine his wound. A bullet had passed through the right
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side of his lungs and had embedded itself somewhere be-

neath the shoulder blade. Quickly tying up his wound, I pro-

mised the kdjmakdm to bring the necessary medicines for

the wounded man from my baggage, but it was not possible

to leave the Government building, because firing could be

heard everywhere in the settlement. After about an hour
the disturbance abated somewhat, and two gendarmes brought

me a horse and accompanied me by the shortest road from
the settlement to the railway station. From them I learnt

that neither the native population nor the Bedouins had re-

volted, but the gendarmes and soldiers had begun to fire at

each other.

I returned with the medicines to Ma''an and went to the

severely wounded gendarme in his quarters. While he was
being moved his bandage had slipped down, the wound had
begun to bleed profusely again, and it was certain that he

would not live till midnight. His friends overwhelmed me
with questions as to whether I thought he would recover

and, gnashing their teeth, vowed vengeance upon the soldiers,

if he died.

Seeing that at Ma'an and in the surrounding area every-

thing was being prepared for a revolt, I proposed to return to

Damascus. Rif'at and Tuman were much pleased with my
decision and said that it had brought them instant relief.

Serif and Isma'in, who again visited us, were to accompany
the camels along the railway line as far as Damascus, while

we intended to take all the baggage with us by rail.

On Tuesday, July 12, 1910, we loaded the baggage into

a cattle truck, sat down beside it, and during the journey

drew sketches of the country around the railway. We reached

Damascus without any mishap. The wdli excused himself

for having sent to Ma'an and Tebuk orders which were so

unfavorable to me but said that it had been done in con-

sequence of a direct order from Constantinople. He himself,

likewise alarmed about a revolt not only in the environs of

Ma'an but also in the Hawran, asked me to act as intermediary

between him and my friend. Prince an-Nuri eben Sa'lan.
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ma'An and MA'6n

Throughout almost the whole of the last millenium before Christ

the international trade of Arabia was in the hands of the Seba’ (Sabaeans)

and Ma'in (Minaeans), the rulers of southwestern Arabia. The Seba' and
Ma'in were blood relations and struggled for supremacy, not only in their

own country but also in the oases through which the great trade routes

passed. In every oasis of any importance there was a southern Arabian
colony with a southern Arabian resident, who acted as an overseer over

the native kings and chiefs, keeping watch lest they should do anything
detrimental to the interests of his master, the Sabaean or Minaean king,

accordingly as one or the other of the clans of §eba* or Ma'in happened
to be at the head of the feudal states of southern Arabia. We have
reliable evidence about this arrangement in the oasis of Dajd&n near the

present settlement of al-'Ela\ The remoter rulers of Syria and Assyria

did not concern themselves with the political organization of the separate

oases on the great trade routes; nor did they negotiate with the native

kings and chiefs, but rather with the residents of the southern Arabian
kings, whom they designated by the names of the latter. This explains

why the Assyrian and Biblical records refer to the Sabaeans as being

located southeast of the Dead Sea and either do not mention the large

oases in that region at all or else mention them but rarely. In the second

half of the eighth century before Christ an Assyrian army penetrated the

environs of the oasis of Ma'an and even went far to the south; the Assyrian
records, however, do not refer to the oasis at all. We may best explain

this circumstance on the supposition that the oasis belonged to the

masters of the great transport route, the Sabaeans of southern Arabia,

as did the large oasis of Dajd&n, to which also no reference has hitherto

been found in the Assyrian records; and that both oases were included

under the name of Seba’, because the Sabaean residents administered

their affairs.

ME'ON and MA'dN OF THE BIBLE

In the Bible a number of references to the tribe of Ma‘6n have been

preserved, as well as to the inhabitants of Me'un, which name we cap

also easily read in the Hebrew text as Ma‘dn. These references are

apparently derived from detailed and accurate sources, because, although

they contain allusions to places mentioned nowhere else in the Bible, they

nevertheless are in entire agreement with the topography. I hold the

view that both “Ma*6n” and “Me'iin” designate the inhabitants of the

oasis of Ma'&n and its environs. Whether the name Ma*dn arose from
Ma'in or not, I cannot decide, because both are purely Semitic and both

are frequently met with in northwestern Arabia.

243
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In Judges, 10: 12, it is stated that the Israelites were oppressed by
the Amalekites and Maonites. The tribe of Amalek, or the Amalekites,

had their camps south of Judaea proper. Their territory was traversed

by the great transport route leading from the oasis of Ma‘an through
the pass of an-Namala to Gaza and Egypt, and hence it is evident that

they must have had economic and political relations with the inhabitants

of the oasis of Ma'&n, with whom they could ally themselves in an expe-

dition against the southern tribes of Israel, who perhaps had disturbed

the merchant caravans. The Septuagint, confusing Ma'on with Madian,

refers to the country southeast of the Dead Sea as their home.
The most important record for us in this connection is that in

2 Chronicles, 20:1, 10, 22f. Joshaphat (Jehoshaphat), the king of Judea
(873—849 B. C.), waged war against the Moabites, the Ammonites, and
the people of Me'On, who marched against him along the southern shore

of the Dead Sea. The report, however, also refers to the people of Me'On
as hailing from the Se'ir mountain range, which tallies with the situation

of the oasis of Ma'Hn. This oasis is situated at the eastern extremity

of the Se'ir mountain range, through which two important branches of

the transport routes used to lead. It is therefore highly probable that

the people of Me'Cln maintained friendly relations with the inhabitants

of the Se*ir mountains and assisted them in their war against Joshaphat.

Moreover, Joshaphat was endeavoring to renew the maritime trade of

the harbor of 'Esjongeber at the northern end of the narrow arm of the

present Gulf of al-‘Akaba to the north of the town of Elath. When
'Ei^jdngeber belonged to him, he must also have been in possession of

the territory which was traversed by the branch transport route from
Ma‘an to Gaza, and thus his interests must have conflicted with those

of the people of Me*iln.

According to 2 Chronicles, 26: 7, King Uzziah (779—740 B. C.)

destroyed the Arabs that dwelt in Gur Ba'al, and the people of Me'un.
The Bible refers to the Arabs as dwelling south and southeast of the

Dead Sea, and it is in these regions that our oasis of Ma‘&n is located.

The records of the political and economic affairs of the time of Uzziah
point in the same direction. Uzziah’s father, Amaziah, subjugated the

people of Edom and Se'ir (2 Chron., 26: 14). Uzziah took advantage
of this victory and established sway over the harbor of Elath, the present-

day al-'Akaba. This circumstance would seem to show that he was the

ruler of all the eastern half of the peninsula of Sinai with the rift

valley of al-‘Araba as far as the actual frontier of Edom along the foot

of the Se'ir mountain range; for only thus could the communication
with Elath be insured.

Having firmly occupied the eastern part of the peninsula of Sinai

and the harbor town of Elath, Uzziah held sway over two important
branches of the international trade route from southwestern Arabia to

Syria and, just as his predecessor Joshaphat had done, came into contact,

either on good or bad terms, with the rulers of the oasis of Ma'dn,
whence branch roads led to Gaza and Elath respectively. It was easier

for Uzziah to maintain authority over the branch road to Gaza than over
that to the harbor of Elath. The latter was perhaps more important than
the former to the people of Me'^n, because it connected them with Egypt
and gave them an opportunity of avoiding the territory of Judea and
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of reaching Gaza of the Philistines either from the south or the south-

west. When Solomon and Uzziah established maritime trade at Elath,

the masters of southwestern Arabia certainly also had [trade relations

there. Goods conveyed by sea were dispatched from there partly to Egypt
and partly to Syria. The main trade center for Damascus and the great

Syrian harbors could only be the oasis of Ma'an, to which place a trans-

port route leads from Elath through the valley of al-Jitm. This route

runs to the foot of the as-Sera’ mountain range, ascends the latter through
the Star pass, proceeds to the east of the formerly inhabited territory,

and so reaches Ma‘an. As long as Uzziah did not control this route, he
was not master of the trade of Elath, because ships could land at the

Gulf of al-'Akaba, and from there the goods could be conveyed to the

main transport route, and so to Ma'an. Having obtained control over

the branch route from Elath to Ma'an, Uzziah could interfere with the

communication between Ma'an and the south and thus force the people

of Me'un to come to an agreement.

According to our interpretation of the report quoted, Uzziah en-

deavored to gain authority over the branch route from Elath to Ma'an.

He therefore waged war against the people of Me'un and the Arabs at

Gur Ba'al (Codex Amiatinus [C. de Tischendorf ], loco collato, has Tur
Ba'al). Many would prefer to read Sur Ba'al, but since the Septuagint
has t'jtl Tf|(; nex{)aQt which in our opinion is entirely correct, I prefer the

reading Gur Ba'al for the following reasons. The word Giir I take to be the

Hebrew transcription of the Arabic Icur^ which designates isolated rocks

of tabular form with steep sides. There is an abundance of these east,

northeast, and southeast of Elath as far as the foot of the as-Sera’

mountains, while to the north and northwest this configuration is unknown.
Not far from the branch route between Elath and Ma'an there rises among
other rocks the kur of Mount Iram. In Islam this is associated with

legends supplying evidence that on it, or near it, the surrounding population

had a temple of Ba'al, which would account for the name Gur Ba'al.

Biblical report assigns the locality or region of Gur Ba'al to the Arabs,
and this tallies with its situation to the east and northeast of Elath,

because for the most part the Biblical accounts locate the Arabs east

and south of ancient Edom.
The most detailed Biblical report about the people of Me'un is

contained in 1 Chronicles, 4: 39—43. Under Hezekiah, king of Judea
(727—699 B. C.), several clans of the tribe of Simeon migrated and
proceeded to a place from which Gedor can be reached, seeking pastures

for their flocks as far as east of Gap. They found rich and fat pastures,

and on both sides the region was wide, peaceful, and safe. It had formerly
been inhabited by the Hamites. The men of Simeon destroyed their tents,

as well as those of the people of Me'un who were there, and settled in

their place. There were five hundred of the men of Simeon who proceeded

to the Se'ir mountain range, slew the last remnants of the Amalekites,

and remained there. The Septuagint does not read Gedor but Gerar;

Gai^ is translated as if it were the common appellation of a valley. The
whole report is generally interpreted as meaning that the men of Simeon
migrated westward to a place from which Gerar could be reached and
that they arrived at the east of the valley hag-Gai\ i. e. the border

valley between the Promised Land and Egypt, which formerly belonged
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to the Hamites. The phrase ‘Troin which Gerar can be reached” does not

seem appropriate in this interpretation, because the territory of the men
of Simeon was also traversed by a road leading to Gerar. Their dwelling

places were located to the east of the border valley, which, furthermore,

was generally known as “Nahal,” not “Gai*.” For a distance of seventy

kilometers eastward from the border valley the bulk of the region is

covered with sand and contains but scanty water or pasture. It is difficult,

therefore, to understand why the men of Simeon should have migrated
to so poor a country. Moreover, according to this interpretation a part

of the men of Simeon left their new dwelling place near the border valley

and proceeded to the Se*ir mountain range, which is at least two hundred
kilometers to the southeast, although from the context it would appear
that Se'ir was near the new settlements of the men of Simeon.

The Hebrew text of the Septuagint translators had also Gedor, but,

as frequently elsewhere, they read r instead of d. The Hebrew text contains

the place names Gedor, Gai', and Se'ir. Gedor I propose to identify with
the Arabic Ked^r (al-Mas'udi, Tanbih [De Goeje], p. 338), the modern
Kdur. (The Arabic k is often transliterated in Hebrew as g,) This is

the name of the southeastern portion of the as-Sera* mountain range,

the ancient Se'ir, and also of the ruins of al-Mrejjera. Thus, accord-

ing to our interpretation, Gedor borders on Se'ir or is located in its

southeastern portion. I connect the place name Gai* with the reference

in Ptolemy's Geography
y VI, 7: 29, where the place is recorded as Gaia.

Ptolemy locates it, however, in Arabia Felix instead of in Arabia Petraea;

but this is not the only occasion on which he confuses the two Arabias.

The territory to the north of Tejma, where Ptolemy places the town of

Gaia, is a complete wilderness in which no town was ever built. Glaucus
in his Arabic Antiquities refers to the town of Gea as being near Petra
in Arabia (Stephen of Byzantium, Ethnica [Meineke], Vol. 1, p. 200).

Thus both Ptolemy and Glaucus would seem to bring us to the southern
half of the Se'ir mountain range, where, amid the very ruins of the

town of Petra, has been preserved the settlement of al-6i, which must
be identical with the Biblical Gai'. At a distance of twenty-seven kilo-

meters east of al-6i is the oasis of Ma*an, the inhabitants of which we
identify with the people of Me'un, and which tallies exactly with the

situation of the other localities mentioned.

Our view is corroborated also by the interpretation of an Assyrian
inscription which has been preserved. During the reign of King Hezekiah
an attempt was made by the great Assyrian king Sargon II to subdue
Egypt. Frequent battles ensued in the neighborhood of Gerar and the

Egyptian border valley. Consequently the men of Simeon who migrated
could not have found any safe and peaceful dwelling places there.

A different state of affairs prevailed in southern Se'ir and in the Gedor
region. In the year 716 B. C. Sargon II had dispatched his army into

southern Se'ir and thence to the south along the great transport route

leading from Syria to southwestern Arabia (Cyl. Inscr. [Rawlinson, Cunei-

form, Vol. 1, pi. 36], 1. 20; Lyon, Keilachrift., p. 4; Peiser in: Schrader,

Keilinschr, Bib,,\o\. 2, p. 42). The army destroyed the camps and settlements

of the tribes there, took many of the people prisoners, and transported

them to Samaria. Many settlements and territories lost all their inhabitants.

It is certain that the men of Simeon heard about this and for that reason
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set out thither after the departure of the Assyrian army. They marched
“as far as the place from which Gedor is reached, seeking pastures for

their flocks as far as east of Gai’” (1 Chron., 4 : 39 f.). According to this the

road to Gedor passes through Gai’. Gedor must therefore be sought in

the same direction as Gai^ But Gai* is situated by the branch road leading

from Gaza (not far from the former settlements of the men of Simeon)
through the pass of an-Namala to the oasis of Ma'an and to the main
transport route from Arabia to Syria. The men of Simeon, therefore,

must have passed along this branch road, journeying on it as far as

a point east of Gai*, or the modern al-6i; here they must have left it

and proceeded more to the south on a road leading to Gedor (or the

modern al-Kdur) and the ruins of al-Mrejjera.

The Biblical record relates that the Hamites had lived there before

them. The Hamites are of the same kindred as the Kushites, akin to the

Sabaeans, and the Bible mentions the Kushites as masters of the main
transport route as well as of the separate oases situated upon it. At the

end of the eighth century the Sabaeans were the masters. Their resident

dwelt at Dajdan and directed the political affairs not only of the Sabaean
settlements in the separate oases but also of the tribes encamped by the

transport route. The southern Arabian colonists dwelt both in fixed

abodes and in movable tents, because they had to look after the camels
which they needed for the transport of goods. On the road to Gedor the

men of Simeon destroyed some of these southern Arabian encampments,
which must have belonged to the Kushites (or Hamites), and they met
with the settlers from the oasis of Ma*an, or people of Me'un, who defended
their kinsmen. But both the people of Me'un and the tribes encamped
along the transport route had been weakened by the recent inroad of the

Assyrian army and consequently had to retreat before the men of Simeon,
who then settled down in the deserted dwelling places to the southwest

of the modern oasis of Ma'an. Some of the men of Simeon then proceeded

to the southwestern spur of the Se'ir mountain range, where they destroyed

the last remnants of the Amalekites. Thus, this Biblical record would
seem also to justify our identification of the tribe of Ma'on and the

people of Me'un with the inhabitants of the oasis of Ma'an.

ARABIC AUTHORS ON MA'AN

The classical authors do not allude to Ma'an, for in their time all

trade was concentrated in the town of Petra. Among the Arabic authors,

it is referred to by al-Istaljri, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 65, who states that

Ma'an is a township and stronghold in the district of as-Sara* and that

it is inhabited by the Omayyads and their clients.

Ibn Hawkal, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 124, states that Ma'an is a
township on the edge of the desert, inhabited by the Omayyads, from
whom wayfarers can obtain supplies.

Al-Bekri, Mu‘gam (Wiistenfeld), pp. 501, 549, records that Ma'an is

a large stronghold in Palestine, five days from Damascus on the road

to Mecca. He relates that Farwa ibn *Amr, of the tribe of al-ftudam, was
governor in the stronghold of Ma'an and its environs in the Byzantine

period. Having become a Moslem, he sent the Prophet a white she-mule.

When the Byzantines heard about this, they captured and imprisoned
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him and then killed him by nailing him to a cross. — The territory of

the tribe of al-6ud&m extended from the present position of the railway

station of al-Mu‘azzam on the south as far as Ma'an on the north, and
it would be possible for the chief of this tribe to be the governor of the

frontier stronghold of Ma‘an situated in the province Palestina Tertia.

Haggi ]H[alfa, 6ihdnnuma* (Constantinople, 1145 A.H.), p. 539, relates

that the stronghold of Ma'Iln belongs to the district of as-Sera^ and was
built and provided with an aqueduct at the command of Sultan Suleiman,

but that there is no good water there.

According to Mehmed Edib, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232 A. H.),

pp, 70 f., Ma‘an was originally called Ma'al and belongs to the district

of as-Sera'. This prosperous settlement has two strongholds, of which
one was built during the reign of Sultan Suleiman. To the southeast of

Ma'an there are several thorny trees known as umm ‘Ajjds, This kind

of tree does not thrive north of Ma'an. Besides them nothing grows there,

and therefore all articles are made from a wood similar to that of the

acacia. — Mehmed Edib was perhaps thinking of the talk trees, which
grow in every valley of any size southeast of Ma'an ; whereas nothing
is to be seen of them to the northeast.

APPENDIX II

THE LAND OF 'tS

According to Genesis, 10; 23 ; 22: 21, the clan of 'tJs belonged to the

Aramaic clans related to Abraham. We might look for the land of 'tJs

to the north of Palestine, but in Genesis, 36: 28, and 1 Chronicles, 1: 42,

it is recorded that Os was related also to the Se'ir clan of Disan and is

located in Edom. In Lamentations, 4: 21, the poet invites the daughter
of Edom living in the land of *t)s to exult.

It seems that separate Aramaic clans settled to the east and south-

east of the Dead Sea among their kindred, the people of Moab and Edom,
who likewise were descended from the Aramaic kinsmen of Abraham.
We may therefore locate Job's land of *0s in Edom. This is borne out

by the friends who visited Job as well as by his manner of life.

Job was the most important man among all the Bene Kedem (“men
of the east”) (Job, 1; 3). He was engaged in agriculture, but he also

bred cattle, including not only oxen, but also sheep, asses, and even
camels. He thus dwelt upon the borders between the tilled land and the

desert, in. which his camels grazed. The camels were fallen upon and
stolen by the Chaldaeans (Job, 1: 17).

These Chaldaeans dwelt or camped for the greater part in Babylonia
itself, whence they could undertake raids to the east and southeast of

the Dead Sea, just as various nomadic tribes in modern Irak do at the

present day. Moreover, according to Jeremiah, 25: 9, 20, destruction at

the hands of the “king of Babylon” is threatened to all the Arabs and
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all the kings of the land of '0$. Hence the land of 'C? must have been
adjacent to the area of the nomads.

In his illness Job is visited by four friends, Eliphaz the Temanite,

Bildad the Shuhite, Zophar the Naamathite (Job, 2: 11 f.), and Elihu the

Buzite (Job, 32: 2, 6).

TfiMAN

The Septuagint designates Eliphaz as the king of Teman, in agree-

ment with Genesis, 36 : 15, 42, where it is stated that Teman was
a duke, belonging to the clan of Eliphaz through the descendants of

Esau (Gen., 36: 11). In Genesis, 36: 34, there is a reference to Husham,
king of Edom, from the land of Teman. From this it is clear that Teman
must be located in Edom, where so many scattered clans settled down.

References are quite frequently made in the Bible to the T6man
settlements which connected the settlements with Bosra, a city of Edom.
Hence it would appear that they were situated in the northern part of

eastern Edom. For instance:

Amos, 1 : 12, threatens that the Lord will send a fire upon Teman,
which shall devour the palaces of Bosra.

Jeremiah, 49: 20, exhorts all to hear the counsel of the Lord, which
he had taken against Edom and his purposes against the inhabitants of

Teman. In verse 22 he describes an eagle rising, soaring, and spreading

its wings over Bosra, so that the hearts of the mighty men of Edom
tremble with fear.

The men of Teman held sway over the rest of the inhabitants of

Edom, both by their sagacity and by their heroism. Nevertheless, Oba-
diah, 1: 8—9, threatens that the Lord will ‘^destroy the wise men out

of Edom, and understanding out of the mount of Esau^' and that the

mighty men of Teman ‘‘shall be dismayed to the end that everyone of

the mount of Esau may be cut off by slaughter.” The same threat also

occurs in Jeremiah, 49: 7, in the form of a question: “Is wisdom no more
in Teman?,” the reply being: “Counsel is perished from the prudent,

their wisdom is vanished.” And there follows an exhortation : “Flee ye,

turn back, hide in deep basins, O inhabitants of Dedan; for I will bring

the calamity of Esau upon him, the time that I will visit him.”

It is interesting that the same fate which threatens the men of

Teman is to befall Dedan as well. The dwelling place of the men of

Dedan was the oasis of the same name, the modern al-*Ela’, situated

425 kilometers south of the extreme border of Edom, whereas the men
of Teman owned the northern border of Edom and were thus at least

525 kilometers away from Dedan. It cannot be supposed that the enemy
who subdued Teman would undertake an expedition across five hundred
kilometers of desert in order to gain possession of Dedan also; nor in

the sources hitherto discovered is there the slightest reference to any
such martial achievement. We must therefore assume that the men of

Dedan were in direct touch with the men of Tem^ and that this was
the result of their trade journeys. The settlement of Dedan was situated

on the great transport route connecting southwestern Arabia with Egypt
and Syria. It was the residence of the representative of the south Arabian
merchants, who equipped the trade caravans which set out from there
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These were the caravans from Dedan which, according to Jeremiah, 49:

7, were threatened with destruction by the enemies of Teman. We may
therefore infer that the great transport route from Dedan to Syria

traversed the territory of the people of Tem&n and that the latter acted

as sureties for the safety of the trade caravans. If this is the case, we
must locate the people of Teman in the eastern part of northern Edom,
whence led and still lead the main routes connecting north and south,

avoiding the deep gorges and ravines in the western part of northern

Edom. When the people of Teman were destroyed, the caravans of Dedan
were Without protection and could easily be plundered by the common
enemy. Ezekiel, 25 : 13, refers to the same thing when he threatens that

the Lord will stretch out his hand upon Edom and will cut off man and
beast from it, that he will make it desolate from Teman, and that they

of Dedan shall fall by the sword. Teman here designates the whole of

Edom, and Dedan all the territory ruled by the master of the oasis of

that name which bordered on Edom to the south.

In Habakkuk, 3: 3, there is evidence that a great transport route

passed through T^man, for in this passage it is stated that God came
from T§man and the Holy One from Mount Paran. After leaving Madian,
which bordered on Edom to the south, the Israelites passed along the

eastern side of the rift valley of al-‘Araba, or the ancient Paran, halted

at the latitude of what was later the city of Petra, turned southward,

entered the southwestern spur of the Se'ir mountain range, and reached

the southeastern extremity of Moab by way of the transport route.

Hence they proceeded along the eastern border of Edom, where we locate

TSmUn; and thus Habbakuk could say God came from Teman and the

Holy One from Mount Paran.

Teman is located in these regions also by Eusebius, who in the

Onomasticon (Klostermann), p. 96, says that Teman is the land of the

princes of Edom in the country of Gebal and that the settlement of

Taiman is still there, at 15,000 paces (according to Jerome, 5000 paces)

distant from the city of Petra and with a Roman military garrison.

Thence came Eliphaz, king of Teman, and also one of the sons of Ishmael
whose name was Taiman.— The distances given by Eusebius and Jerome
should not be taken into account, as the latter does not agree with the

former. Jerome must have used a different source. In any case it is

difficult to decide which of them is accurate, especially when we see that

the statements in the Onomasticon concerning eastern Edom are often

at variance with the real facts. Thus, we know with absolute certainty

the situation of the Biblical Dedan; nevertheless, contrary to the Bible

and to the facts, the Onomasticon locates it in northern Edom, stating that

it is situated 4000 paces to the north of F5nan in Edom (ibid., p. 81).

The eastern environs of Petra have been thoroughly explored to

a distance of 10,000 paces. They contain no settlement with a name
resembling T§man nor the remains of the Roman camp which existed

there according to the Onomasticon. Teman of the Onomasticon, there-

fore, must have been situated more in the southern half of Edom at

some distance from the main caravan route; whereas, according to the

Bible, it must be sought in the northern half and upon that route. We
may therefore suppose that at the time of Eusebius there was a set-

tlement in Gebal located on the Roman road and known as Teman or
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something similar; that it contained a Roman garrison; and that the

informant of Eusebius knew it to be 51,000 paces from Petra. By an
error in transcription the accurate figure 61 was transformed into an
incorrect 15 and, in the case of Jerome, into a still more incorrect 5.

Pliny, Natiiralis historian VI, 157, mentions the Timaneans among
the tribes in the interior of Nabataea and says that in his time they

were called Taveni. According to Pliny, therefore, the old name
Timanei had been replaced by a more modern Taveni, a name which, in

our opinion, has been preserved in that of the ruins of Tawane (pro-

nounced also Twane). The settlement of at-Twane, fifty-six kilometers to

the north of Ma'an (see Musil, Karte von Arabia Petraea)^ lies in the

eastern region of northern Edom on the great transport route connecting
north with south, contains the remnants of a Roman camp, and tallies

both with the Biblical statements and with the Onomaaticon, We may
therefore identify it with the main dwelling place of the Biblical tribe

of Teman, of which Eliphaz, the friend of Job, was a native.

SOa^t, na'ama, and bDz

Bildad, the second friend of Job, belonged to the clan of Suah,
which is mentioned in Genesis, 25: 2, among the descendants of Abraham
and Keturah, and thus among the Madianites, who possessed the territory

along the transport route from Dedan through Edom to Syria. Thus this

friend of Job also dwelt in the closest proximity to Edom.
Zophar, the third friend of Job, who hailed from the Na‘ama, came

from the southern part of Edom. There is no other mention of the tribe

of Na ama in the Bible. The Septuagint replaces Na'ama by “Meinaion,^'

thus allotting the Na'ama to the Minaeans. The process by which the

Greek connected the Minaeans and Na'ama will perhaps be clearer if we
remember that Na'ama was transcribed from Ra'ama (Gen., 10: 7) and
that the clan of Ra'ama was akin both to the Sabaeans and to the people

of Dedan, thus belonging, in the Biblical view, to the Minaeans.

The fourth friend who visited Job (Job, 32: 2, 6) was Elihu of the

tribe of Buz. According to Genesis, 22: 21, this BOz was of the same
origin as 't)s. If we take the Assyrian records as a basis, we shall expect

to find its headquarters in the depression of Sirhan, where its name has
been preserved in the local appellation of Biz, or Bid, near which various

settlements were and still are situated. Through the territory of the tribe

of Biiz led the great transport route uniting Babylonia and the Persian

Gulf with Syria and Egypt. We therefore understand why, according to

Jeremiah, 25: 9, 23 ff., Buz is threatened with destruction at the hands
of the Babylonians just as are the inhabitants of Dedan and Teman.

As, therefore, some of the friends of Job came from Edom and
some from the closer and remoter surrounding districts — that is from
territory situated to the east and south of the Dead Sea — we must seek

the country of Job, the land of 't)§, in the same direction. This is where
it is located also by the Septuagint, which completes the Biblical Book
of Job (42: 17 b) with the observation that Job, whose real name was
Jobab, dwelt in Ausitis, on the mountain range of Idumea and Arabia.

This passage (42: 17 d in the Septuagint) identifies Jobab, known as Job,

with the king Jobab of Genesis, 36: 33.
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The mountain range of Idumea was later known as Gebalene, and
thus the Septuagint places Job’s land of 't)s in the same region in which
Eusebius locates Teman (Tem&n), i. e. in the northern part of eastern

Edom. Geographically this region can be divided into two halves: the

eastern, which is flat, and the western, which is uneven. The center of

the eastern half was the ancient city of at-Twane (Teman), while the

western half is dominated today by the large settlement of at-Tefile,

fifteen kilometers northwest of at-Twane (see Musil, op, cit,). At
a distance of three kilometers south-southeast of this settlement extends

a heap of ruins known as Is. We may regard the word Is as equivalent

to the Hebrew *t)s (just as F^nan, which is not far off, is the Hebrew
POnon), and we may therefore say that this was the center of the

Biblical land of 'Cs, from which Job came.

APPENDIX III

SEIr, A§-§ERA’, and the northern frontier of THE heSAz

SE*lR AND AS-SERA'

A§-§era’ forms the southern half of the mountain range and region

of Se'ir, to which the Bible frequently refers.

The allied kings of Babylon marched eastward from the Dead Sea
to the south (Gen., 14: 6), slew the Horites in their mountains of Se'ir,

and reached £)1 Paran.

fil Paran is identical with the later harbor of Elath, or the present

settlement of al-'Akaba, at the northern extremity of the Gulf of al-

*Akaba of the Red Sea. It is thus obvious that we must expect to find

Se*ir to the south or southeast of the Dead Sea. But even if we did not

identify fil Paran as Elath, it would be extremely probable that the

Se'ir mountain range stretched to the south of Moab and thus to the

south-southeast of the Dead Sea.

We are brought to the same regions in Genesis, 32: 4, where it is

narrated that Jacob, returning southward from Laban and while still

north of the River Jabbok, ‘‘sent messengers to Esau his brother unto

the land of Se'ir, the country of Edom.” Esau had already heard of

Jacob’s return, was marching against him, and met him east of the

Jordan (Gen., 32:23). Having become reconciled with him, Esau returned

to Se'ir (Gen., 33: 16), while Jacob proceeded in a westerly direction, reach-

ing Sukkot and crossing the Jordan.

From the context it is clear that Esau dwelt to the south or south-

east of the Dead Sea and that he marched against his brother along the

transport route leading from Arabia in the south to Damascus in the

north. If we were to locate his dwelling place southwest of the Dead Sea
and south of Palestine, we should also have to discover the reason why
Jacob sent his messengers to him when he was still far to the east of

Jordan and to the north of the Jabbok, and why the reconciled brothers
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did not march together, seeing that Jacob also was proceeding toward
the south of Palestine and southwest of the Dead Sea.

Se'ir is also placed to the southeast of the Dead Sea according to

the narrative given in ? Chronicles, 20, about the campaign undertaken
by the Moabites, Ammonites, and some of the people of Me‘un against

Joshaphat. According to the account in 2 Chronicles, 20: 2, messengers
reported to Joshaphat that the enemy were marching from the east of

the Dead Sea, from Edom, and that they were already near Ha^e^on
Tamar, which is Engadi. There it is recorded (2 Chron., 20: 23) that the Mo-
abites and Ammonites quarreled with the inhabitants of the Se'ir mountain
range and slew them. —

In my judgment, as we have already seen (see above, p. 243), the

Me'Onites were identical with the Ma‘6nites, who held sway over the great
transport route and owed allegiance to the southern Arabian kings. Their
center was the present settlement of Ma‘an. The Edomites inhabiting

Se'ir likewise acknowledged the authority of the southern Arabian kings,

whose trade caravans passed through their territory and brought them
considerable profit. At the instigation of the Me'unites they therefore

gladly took part in an expedition against their remoter neighbors in

Judea with whom they were continually quarreling. The Ammonites,
Moabites, and Me'finites dwelt to the northeast, east, and southeast of

the Dead Sea, and, as the inhabitants of Se'ir are substituted for the

Me'iinites (2 Chron., 20; 23), the Se'ir mountain range must likewise be
located to the south of the Dead Sea.

In 2 Chronicles, 25:11, it is narrated that Amaziah, king of Judea,

marched with his men to the Valley of Salt where he defeated the people

of Se'ir. — According to this account we may also locate Se'ir to the south-

southeast of the Dead Sea. To the south of Palestine, especially to the

south of the ruins of 'Abde, there are numerous elevations containing

layers of salt, but I doubt whether it is there that we should expect to

find the Valley of Salt, or Ge^ ham-Melah, which certainly borders on the

Salt Sea, as the Dead Sea was also called. In summer the southern part
of the sea evaporates, leaving extensive marshes from which the in-

habitants of all the surrounding regions obtain their salt and which
may be identified with Ge’ ham-Melah. The people of Se'ir had heard
about the warlike preparations made by those in Judea and therefore

marched to meet the latter, encountering them on the frontiers of their

country, south of the Dead Sea. As the men of Judea marched from
the northwest, it must be supposed that the men of Se'ir arrived from
the east or southeast.

In 1 Chronicles, 4; 39—43, there is an account of new settlements

made by a part of the tribe of Simeon, who migrated from the southern

regions of Judea to Gai\ From there a few of them proceeded to the

Se'ir mountain range, where they slew the last remnants of the Ama-
lekites and settled down. — Gai' I identify with the classical settle-

ment of Gea, the modern al-6i, to the east of Petra (see above, pp. 245
—247). We must, therefore, expect to find the Se'ir mountain range in

the same direction, and this would also bring us to the south-southeast

of the Dead Sea.

Our view about the situation of the Se'ir mountain range to the

south or south-southeast of the Dead Sea is not at all contradictory to
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the Biblical account of the route taken by the children of Israel in their

wanderings. Deuteronomy, 2: 1, states that they proceeded from Kade§
into the desert in the direction of the Red Sea (Sea of Reeds), making
a gfreat detour round the Se'ir mountain range, until finally they pro-

ceeded northward. Deuteronomy, 2: 8, amplifies this with the remark that

they went along the road of 'Araba, marching from Elath and ‘Esjon-

geber and passing through Se‘ir. —
I locate Kade§ in the neighborhood of the later town of Petra and

hence to the south-southeast of the Dead Sea. They thus must have
turned toward the south, either through the deep rift valley connecting

the Dead Sea with the Red Sea, or by way of the road leading from
Petra southward along the western foot of the as-Sera' mountain range,

or the ancient Se'ir. The latter is a transport route of very great antiq-

uity, upon which the caravans conveyed various goods from southern

Arabia to Petra. Marching along one or the other of these roads south-

ward, they went past the Se'ir mountain range leaving it to the east

and north, until finally they turned back toward the north, according to

Deuteronomy, 2: 8, on the road of ‘Araba, proceeding from Elath and
*E?j6ngeber and passing through Se'ir.

Elath and 'Esjongeber are harbors well known from the period of

the kings. From them important transport routes ran in a westerly

direction to Egypt, in a northwesterly direction to Gaza, and in a north-

erly, or rather northeasterly, direction to Damascus and Phoenicia. As
the Israelites in their wanderings arrived to the east of Moab, it is

certain that they chose the road leading from the above-mentioned har-

bors to Damascus. From the context it by no means follows that the

Israelites encamped at Elath and 'Esjongeber, but it is clear that, pass-

ing through Se'ir, they turned off upon that road to the north. The
road was called ‘Araba. Al-‘Araba is today the name of the deep rift

valley situated between Ajla (Elath) and the Dead Sea, but it is certain

that the Israelites did not go by way of al-'Araba, as they would have
been obliged not only to make the steep ascent to the eastern plateau,

but they would have had to go past Se'ir again; whereas according to

Deuteronomy, 2: 8, they passed through Se'ir. The rift valley of al-'Araba

was never traversed by the large transport route connecting Elath with

Moab and Damascus. During the dry season many animals and human
beings would have perished from the heat there, nor would it have been
possible to avoid the steep ascent. The transport routes of antiquity pass
only through places which offer a minimum of obstacles, and this applies

to the transport route from Elath northeastward through Wadi al-Jitm

to Ma'an, the ancient Ma*6n. If the latter settlement is identical with
the main dwelling place of the Ma'onites — and there is no argument
against this assumption— the Ma'onites certainly exerted themselves in

every way in order that all the big caravans might pass through their

territory.

The ancient transport route from Ajla via Ma'Im to the north leads

along the border between the settlers and the nomads ; and as, according

to the Assyrian and Biblical sources, the nomads were called Arubi, or

Arabs, and their land was given the same name, we must suppose that

this road was called the Arabian road, because it led along the western
border of Arubi, or Aribi, i. e. Arabia. The Israelites joined this road
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somewhere near the present station of al-Kwera, and upon it they turned
off to the north. They certainly passed through the Se'ir mountain range,

but upon its eastern edge where numerous other nomad tribes used to

betake themselves. As they did not plunder, the inhabitants of Se'ir did

not resist their passage but merely guarded their border.

This march through Se'ir is recalled by Deborah (Judg., 5: 4), ex-

tolling Jehovah who went out of Se'ir and marched from the fields of

Edom. There is an analogous statement in Deuteronomy, 33: 2, to the

effect that Jehovah came from Sinai and showed the people his radiance

from Se'ir. He shone from Mount Paran and came from Meribat Kades.

By locating Kades on the western border of Se'ir, I can understand
Deuteronomy, 1: 44, where it is narrated that the Amorites pursued the

Israelites, who had departed from Kades against the will of Moses, and
destroyed them in Se'ir as far as Horma. The defeated Israelites certainly

fled to the western border of Se'ir, where they had their headquarters.

There the Amorites went after them and thus likewise reached the border

of Se'ir, where they attacked the encampments and flocks of the sepa-

rate clans who were dwelling at a distance from the headquarters.

All the passages quoted hitherto require, or at least permit, us to

locate Se'ir to the south-southeast of the Dead Sea. Difficulties are pre-

sented, however, by Joshua, 11: 17; but they can be disposed of. It is

there stated that Joshua held sway over all the land from Mount Halak
going up toward Se'ir as far as Baal-Gad in the depression of Lebanon.
As we cannot precisely define the position of Baal-Gad, likewise we cannot

identify Mount Halak. I think, however, that it is the mountainous knot
rising in the environs of 'Abde, south of Beersheba and west of Petra
(see Musil, Karte von Arabia Petraea), where we locate Kades. This

mountainous knot actually rises opposite our Se'ir, being separated from
it by the rift valley today known as al-'Araba. Thus interpreted, it not

only does not contradict our identification but actually corroborates it.

THE NORTHERN FRONTIER OF THE ^JEGAZ

According to Ptolemy, Geography

^

VI, 7: 2, 27, the northern

frontier of Arabia Felix, leaving the shore of the Red Sea between the

settlements of Ajla and Hakl, swung off in a northeasterly direction to

the as-Sera* mountain range, the southern slope of which separated

Arabia Felix from Arabia Petraea. — Ptolemy is concerned with the geo-

graphical rather than the political frontiers.

The southern ridge of as-Sera* appears to have formed also the

frontier of the provinces of Arabia and Palestina Tertia, for Eusebius,

Onomasticon (Klostermann), p. 124, writes that the town of Madiam is

situated beyond Arabia to the south in the Saracen desert east of the

Red Sea. — According to this it would be necessary to locate the frontier' of

the province of Arabia, and hence also of Syria, to the north of Madiam.
The same statement is repeated by Jerome, Comment, in Isaiam

(Migne), 60: 6.

According to Procopius, De bello persicOf I, 19, it must be inferred

that the islet of Taran belonged to the province of Palestina Tertia,

although the adjacent coast did not. The southern frontier of Palestina

Tertia coincided with the northern frontier of Arabia Felix.
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The Arabic authors call the northwestern part of Arabia Felix the

He^&z and place the border of the HegHz where the boundary of the

former was situated, coinciding with the physiographical frontier*

Abu Hudajfa says (JUkiit, Mu*gam [Wiistenfeld], Vol. 3, p. 86) that

Abu 'Obejda with the Moslem army reached Sarr, or the modern Sorar,

and from there marched into Syria. It is obvious, therefore, that the

frontier of Syria lay to the north of Sorar at the former position of the

northern frontier of Arabia Felix and where the Hegaz is divided from
Syria by the steep slope of the a§-Sera' mountain range.

Ibn al-Fakih, Bulddn (De Goeje), p. 92, records that Ajla is situated

on the southern border of Syria.

According to Ibn Hawkal, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 19, and to Abu-1-

Feda', Takwtm (Reinaud and De Slane), p. 80, the southern border of

Syria is formed by a straight line leading from the Red Sea near the

harbor of Ajla along the edge of the administrative area of TebOk — thus

along the southern foot of the as-Sera’ mountain range— to the east.

JikOt, op, cit,, Vol. 3, p. 259, states that the pass of Sitar is situated

in the as>Sera’ mountain range between the regions of al-Belka’ and al-

Medina. — As this pass is in the southwestern part of as-Sera' near the

frontiers of the administrative districts of al-Belka' (Syria) and al-Medina

(He^az), according to Jakdt also the as-Sera^ mountain range must
form the border between the Hegaz and Syria.

Al-Idrisi, Nuzha, III, 5, writes that Tebiik is four days^ march
distant from the Syrian frontier— which would place the northern frontier

of the Heg4z on the southern foot of the a§-Sera' mountain range. This

can be reached from Tebuk in four marches, each of forty-five kilometers.

Abu Zejd al-Ansari (Jakiit, op, dt, Vol. 1, p. 825) locates Tebiik

between al-Hegr, four marches away, and the frontier of Syria — thus

about midway between al-Hegr and the frontier.

Muhammad ibn Musa al-Hazemi says (Jakiit, op, cit,^ Vol. 4, p. 451)

that Madjan is located between the valley of al-Kura' and Syria and is

thus within the territory of the Hegaz.
With different political administrations the political frontiers of the

Heg&z were shifted, but the old physiographical frontiers did not change.

This is clearly shown by al-Mukaddasi ; for in one passage (Ahsan [De
Goeje], p. 155) he refers to Madjan as being in the Syrian administrative

district of a§-§era’, but in another {ibid,, p. 178) he states that Madjan
is situated in the Hegaz near its northern frontier. The incorporation

of a number of places in Syria is of just as little importance as regards

the actual northern frontiers of the Hegaz as their incorporation in Egypt,
as is the case in J&kiit, op, cit,, Vol. 3, p. 748, with al-*Wejned, and in al-

Makrizi's Mawd*iz (Wiet) Vol. 1, p. 311, with Bada’, Sarab, and other

places.

Al-Asma‘i (Jllki)t, op, cit,, Vol. 2, p. 205) assigns the volcanic terri-

tory Harra Lajla, as well as the settlements of Sarab and Bada’, to the

HegUz. Ibr&hfm al-Harbi (ibid,) conjectures that Tebi)k and even part

of Palestine form a part of the HegUz. This conjecture of Ibrahim, however,
is entirely isolated. It was probably due to the circumstance of the north-

ern part of the 9eg4z having belonged to the political administration

of southern Palestine.' Unwilling to admit that the sacred Heg4z was
dependent on Palestine, Ibr&him al-Harbi included with the HegUz southern
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Palestine as far as the town of Sorar at the southern extremity of the

Dead Sea.

Al-Istabri, Masdlik (De Goeje), pp. 12 and 14, states that the

Hegaz extends somewhere between Madjan by the Red Sea and as-Sirrin

on the Persian Gulf, as well as between al-Hegr and the two mountains
of the Tajj tribe. — According to him, we may assume that the northern

frontier of the Hegaz runs close to Madjan and north of it; the eastern

frontier is near the mountains of Ega’ and Salma, while the western is

formed by the Red Sea. As the ancient Madian was situated near the

present oasis of al-Bed*, we must locate al-Istahri's northern frontier

of the Hegaz between this oasis and the settlement of al-'Akaba on the

northern extremity of the gulf bearing the latter name. The mountains
of the Tajj tribe are included by al-Istabri in the Hegaz because politi-

cally they belonged to Mecca and because the governor of the Pilgrim
Route, who was sent from Mecca, resided in the settlement of Fejd situated

at the northeastern foot of Mount Salma.
Al-Idrisi, Nuzha, III, 5, states that the western frontier of the

Hegaz leads from the waterless harbor of Ras abi Muhammed at the

entrance to the gulf of ‘Akabat Ajla as far as the harbor of al-'Uwajnid,

ten miles distant from and opposite the island of an-Na‘man, and far-

ther on towards Tena* and 'Utuf. — Ras abi Muhammed is identical with
Ras Muhammed on the southern spur of the peninsula of Sinai. The
name of al-*Uwajnid (al-'Wejned) has been retained in the pilgrims’

station of the same name southeast of the island of an-Na'man. Tena’
must be corrected to Zeba’, from which it has been transcribed, but Zaba’

(orZbe’) is situated to the north and not to the south of the island of

an-Na'man. 'Utuf is unknown to me.
According to Jakut, op. ciL, Vol. 2, p. 77, the name Hegaz (barrier)

is derived from the fact that this territory separates the seashore al-Rawr
from the upland of Negd. Al-Hegaz extends, he says, from al-Medina to the

environs of the oasis of Fejd and the two mountains Ega’ and Salma. —
Jakiit here copies from Istahri and indicates the then existing political

area of the Hegaz. Physiographically the eastern frontier of the Hegaz is

formed by the eastern edge of the jagged mountain range extending

from near Tejma southward.

Ibn al-Fakih, op. cit., p. 27, defines the beginning of Negd as where
the rada shrub grows. In the Hegaz, he says, there is no rada, but only

talk, samur, and asal, — This, however, is not the case, for in the Hegaz
itself there are extensive areas covered with an abundance of rada: for

example, the lowland of al-Mehteteb to the north, northeast, and west
of TebOk, and the valley of al-6izel.

Al-Mukaddasi, Ahsan (De Goeje), p. 53, includes the places al-Hagr,

al-*Awnid, Bada’ Ja'kub, Dabba, and Nabk within the administrative area
of Kurh, as the main settlement of Wadi al-Kura’ is called. — Al-*Awnid,

the harbor of this area, is identical with al-'Wejned; Bada’ Ja'kOb is the

small oasis of Bada’; Nebk must be located near the se'ib of as-Sa'af;

Dabba, or more correctly Zaba’, is the modern Zbe’. The frontier between
the Syrian administrative area of Sorar and the Hegaz area of Kurh
led from al-Mweleh on the shore to al-Mu'azzam, or, as it was then
called, al-Muhdata, on the Pilgrim Route; thus at latitude 27® 40’ N.

Henri Lammens {Uandenne frontUre entre la Syrie et le Hidjdz
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[Notes de giographie historiqvLe'\, reprinted from Bulletin de VInstitut

Frangais d* Archeologie Orientale, Vol. 15, pp. 69 ff.) locates the frontier

between Syria and the Hegaz. somewhere below the oasis of al-*Ela\ This
essay is brilliant as regards its equipment of learning, but on a more
detailed investigation of the sources quoted it is obvious that the author
has arrived at results which are scientifically inaccurate. He does not
distinguish the physiographical from the administrative frontiers, pays
no attention to classical reports, and does not interpret the Arabic authors
faithfully.

From the oldest times the southern slope of the as-Sera' range
formed the frontier between the settlers and the nomads. This is clear

both from the Bible and from the Assyrian records. The classical authors
took over these native frontiers and gave the separate regions new names

;

the Arabic authors changed nothing in this natural limitation of frontiers

except the names. The southern frontier of Syria coincided with the

southern frontier of Arabia Petraea (later of Palestina Tertia, or Pales-

tina Salutaris) which led from the Red Sea across the mountains of Iram
(Ramm) to the southern slope of the as-Sera’ range.

On the border of Arabia the Roman imperium had a twofold limes,

an internal and an external one. The internal limes followed the edge
of the settled and cultivated territory, while the external one led through
the frontiers of the territory of the nomads, to whom the Romans paid

annual salaria. The internal limes was permanent and therefore strongly

fortified; the external limes, on the other hand, was not fixed; it contained

no permanent Roman garrisons and therefore no fortified camps. North
of Iram (Ramm) and in the as-Sera’ range there is an abundance of

remains of Roman strongholds and fortified camps which would seem
to confirm the information given in the Notitia dignitatum. South of

the a§-Sera^ range, however, I did not find a single Roman remain;

nevertheless the settlements of Madiama (al-Bed‘), Onne ('Ajnuna), Bada’,

and especially Hegra (al-Hegr) were known to the classical writers, who
would certainly have mentioned it had there been Roman garrisons in

them, or if the remains of Roman encampments had been preserved there.

But we search in vain for such references in the classical writers and
for Roman camps in the northern Hegaz. From this it is clear that both

Madiama and the other oases mentioned above were situated, as Eusebius
correctly states, trans Arabiam, and that they did not belong to the political

administration of the province of Palestina Tertia, or Palestina Salutaris.

It does not follow from this that they were not situated in an area enclosed

by the external limes. This is obvious from the inscription at Rw^fa,
where the tribe of the Thamudenoi built a temple in honor of the Emperors
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus and Lucius Aurelius Verus (see above, p. 185).

The Thamudenoi bordered on what was then Arabia Petraea and later

Palestina Salutaris, whence they received salaria for acknowledging the

supremacy of the Roman and Byzantine emperors into whose service they

let themselves be hired. Indeed, they were even appointed as Roman or

Byzantine officials. This is a usage for which there is evidence in the

Assyrian records, and it has continued until now, but we cannot infer

from it that the territory of the Thamudenoi, or of the 6udam tribe

after them, formed a permanent part of the Roman Empire and belonged

to Syria. As soon as a chief, who was at the same time a Roman official
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or ally, no longer received his salaria, he departed in exteriorem limitem

and made incursions against the Romans, as if they were his enemies.

There is abundant evidence to support this in the classical and Syrian
records.

When the Romans or Byzantines succeeded in winning over an
important chief, the external limes was shifted to the border of his

political influence. At the time of the chief and phylarch Amorkesos
the external limes extended to the south certainly as far as the environs

of al-Medina; and the same holds good also for the time of the powerful
kings of the Ghassanian tribe, who made punitive raids as far south as

the oases of al-*Ela^ Hajbar, and Hajel. The traces of such temporary
influence extending as far as the Holy Cities were preserved even in

Moslem traditions. Zubejr ibn Bakkar relates that 'Otman Huweret was
appointed king of Mecca by the Byzantine emperor (Zobayr ibn Bakkar
Sohayly, Manuscript of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, p. 161; A. Sprenger
Das Lehen und die Lehre des Muhamynad, Vol. 1, Berlin, 1869, p. 89).

The actual permanent Byzantine influence did not extend beyond the

fortified internal limes, which passed along the southern foot of as-Sera’.

This was also known to the more important Arabic authors and explains

why they place the northern frontier of the Hegaz where it is indicated

by the classical writers and distinguish between the physiographical and
the political or administrative frontiers. We can thus easily explain why
some of them refer to the Syrian Hegaz, that is the Hegaz politically

dependent upon Syria, and why there is variance in their statements
about the frontier. A strong ruler of Syria has often exerted and will

exert influence as far as the Holy Cities of the Hegaz; but he may not

shift the geographical frontiers by one inch.

APPENDIX IV

THE AMALEKITES

The Amalekites dwelt to the south of Palestine. They are mentioned
as living there in Genesis, 14: 7. In this connection we are told that

the Babylonian kings marched along the transport route east of the Dead
Sea and through Mount Se'ir, inhabited by the Horites, as far as 111 Paran
situated by the desert, where they turned back (Gen., 14 : 7—8) and, arriving

at '£ln Mi§pat, which is Kades, smote the whole of the land of the

Amalekites, including also the Amorites dwelling in Hasason Tamar, and
attacked the allied kings in the lowland of Siddim.

We identify 111 Paran with the harbor of Elath, or the modern
al-'Akaba, and we locate ‘fin Mispat, or Kade§, north of it in the

environs of the ancient city of Petra. As the reference to the destruction

of the Amalekites occurs after that to ‘fin Mi§pat, it is clear from our

report that the Amalekites dwelt to the west or northwest of Petra and
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thus in the southernmost parts of Palestine as well as in the territory

extending to the south.

According to Numbers, 24: 20, Amalek is the first of the nations,

— perhaps because they were the first with whom the Israelites came into

conflict when migrating to the Promised Land.

In Genesis, 36: 12, it is stated that the concubine of Eliphaz gave
birth to Amalek. But Eliphaz was the son of Esau, and Esau the grandson

of Abraham; nevertheless, even in the time of Abraham Amalek was
living to the south of the Promised Land. — From this it is clear that

this passage in Genesis cannot indicate the true origin of the Amalekites;
it shows, however, that in time they became related to the sons of Esau,

in whose neighborhood they were therefore encamped and with whom
they also contracted marriages.

The territory of Amalek to the south of Palestine marched on the

east with the territory of the sons of Esau, so that conditions were
favorable for establishing contact. Moreover, it was quite possible for

Amalek to secure authority even over the sons of Esau for a period,

as is stated in Genesis, 36: 16.

Numbers, 13 : 29, mentions that the Amalekites dwelt in the southern

part of Palestine in the time of Moses, also, and were a source of much
trouble to the Israelites as long as they were encamped in the environs

of Kades (Num., 14:43). According to Deuteronomy, 25: 17 ff., the Amalek-
ites attacked the weakened Israelites on their march from Egypt and captured

all their stragglers. Exodus, 17: 8, relates that the Amalekites marched
against the Israelites at Refidim, where, according to Exodus, 17 : 6 f .,

Moses obtained water from the rock by smiting it with his rod. Refidim,

which for that reason was also called Massa (temptation) and Meriba
(altercation), was situated (Num., 20: 1—13) near Kade§.

We locate Kade§ and Meriba in the environs of Petra and thus in the

closest proximity to the land of the Amalekites, who might easily attack the

Israelites migrating from one camp to another and capture their stragglers.

But the Amalekites also assisted other enemies of the Israelites.

In Judges, 3: 13, it is stated that the Amalekites united with Eglon,

the king of Moab, who took the City of Palms (i. e. Jericho) from the

Israelites. — In order that the Amalekites should reach Jericho it was
not necessary for them to cross over into Moab and from thence to go
down to the Jordan, but they could easily pass along the eastern shore

of the Dead Sea and thus unite with Eglon.

Judges, 6: 33 ff., mentions the Amalekites as the allies of the

Madianites and Bene Kedem, with whom they were encamped in the plain

of Jezreel. They plundered the land of Israel as far as Gaza. — The
Amalekites could join the Madianites and Bene Kedem either at the Jordan
valley after passing by the Dead Sea or on the southern frontiers of

Palestine, where the Madianites had plundered also the environs of Gaza.
After Gideon’s victory in the plain of Jezreel the Madianites and the Bene
Kedem fled to the east, but there is no mention of the Amalekites. They
probably saved themselves by passing along the shore of the Dead Sea
to their own country.

The Israelites were greatly harassed by the raids of the Amalekites,
upon whom they therefore vowed vengeance. It was Saul, their first king,

who marched against the Amalekites.
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In 1 Samuel, 15: 3, the Lord tells Saul to go and smite Amalek and
utterly destroy all that they have, including ox and sheep, camel and ass.

Hence the Amalekites must have been in possession of several settlements

and must have tilled the soil and engaged in the breeding of cattle.

Having assembled his men, Saul started on his military expedition

from Telam on the southern frontier of Judea. Arriving in front of the

main city of the Amalekites, he set his rear guard as an outpost down
by a nahalf or valley with a river. — The name of the main city of the

Amalekites is not given, nor do we know the name of the river, nahal,

by which the rear guard was set. It is therefore not possible for us to

determine exactly where the main dwelling place of Amalek was situated.

It was either on the southern border of Judea, to the east or southeast

of Beersheba, or else farther to the south near as-Sbejta.

Saul defeated the Amalekites and according to 1 Samuel, 15: 7,

plundered their camps from Hawila to Sur “that is over against Egypt.”—
Hawila is identical with the classical Arabia Felix, or the modern Negd,
and its northern frontier is formed by a line from the northern half of

the Gulf of al-*Akaba as far as Babylon. If Saul smote the Amalekites
from Hawila to Sur (the western part of the Sinai Peninsula bordering on
Egypt proper) it must be supposed that they had control of the transport

route leading from southwestern Arabia by way of Elath (al-*Akaba)

to Gaza and Egypt and that their power certainly extended also to the

southeast of Elath as far as Hawila.

We very often find instances of a small tribe, or indeed of a clan, in

Arabia with a similarly wide area of authority. For several centuries the

family of Abu Ris, which encamped south and southwest of Aleppo (Haleb),

controlled the great transport route leading from Aleppo through north-

eastern Arabia as far as Babylonia, and members of it were stationed

at various points along that route.

The trade relations of Gaza and Egypt with southwestern Arabia
were very brisk, and the trade caravans proceeding from Elath (al-‘Akaba)

to Gaza were at the mercy of the Amalekites, through whose territory

they passed. It was therefore likely that these caravans also acknowledged
their authority on the road leading from Elath westward to Egypt as

well as on that leading southeastward, or at least where the road skirted

the seashore.

Saurs army, especially that part of it which came from southern

Judea where the settlements had long been afflicted by the Amalekites,

was certainly eager for revenge; and therefore, not satisfied with
defeating the king, it made an inroad upon other camps and flocks as

far as the shore of the Red Sea. The nahal in which Saul set his outpost

is perhaps identical with the head of the valley forming the Egyptian
border, and the duty of this outpost was to frustrate any attempt

.
at

flight into Egypt.
Saul did not destroy all the Amalekites. In 1 Samuel, 30 : 1 ff., there

is an account of their raids against various settlements in Judea, finally

reaching as far as Ziklag, belonging to David, which they plundered,

capturing the women and children there. David, having heard of this,

pursued them across the stream Nahal Besor and overtook them in the

plain (1 Sam., 30: 17). He released the prisoners and slew the Amalekites,

so that only four hundred of their young men escaped on camels. — This
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narrative also shows that the Amalekites were still dwelling to the south

of Palestine proper. David also waged war against them when king

(1 Chron., 18: 11) and slew many of them.
When Joab slaughtered the Edomites in Se'ir and made safe the

road to the harbor of Elath, in which Solomon later equipped a mercantile

fleet, he certainly destroyed very many Amalekites, partly those who
were helping their kinsmen the Edomites and partly those who were
defending their territory (reaching as it did as far as Elath) against

their enemies from Judea. It seems that they were completely driven

out of their original settlements and that the last remnants of them
were preserved in the southern part of Mount Se'ir, where, according to

1 Chronicles, 4: 43, they were encountered by the migrating Simeonites,

who killed them and occupied their settlements. « From that time onward
there is no further mention of the Amalekites.

APPENDIX V

THE SITE OF KADE§

The first mention of Kades is in Genesis, 14: 7, where there is

a description of the march of the allied Babylonian kings. The kings went
from north to south along the fields east of the Dead Sea, then through
the Se'ir range as far as £)1 Paran, and, passing around 'En Mispat
(i. e. KadeS), reached the deep-set lowland of Siddim, where they defeated

the allied kings of the settlements situated by the Dead Sea. We identify

the lowland of Siddim with the southern border of the Dead Sea, and
fil Paran with the later Elath and the present settlement of al-'Akaba,

at the northern end of the Gulf of al-*Akaba. There is no reason why
the kings, having reached fil Paran (al-'Akaba) in the rift valley of

al-*Araba, should have entered afresh the high western plateau, thence

to descend with difficulty to the southern extremity of the Dead Sea.

They could have taken the open road northward through al-'Araba, for

they must have known that both in the rift valley and on its south-

eastern and western borders they would find the numerous encamp-
ments of refugees from the Se'ir range and herdsmen with goats and
sheep from the western range; for, during the rainy season, the latter

are very prone to linger with their flocks in this warm and well watered
region. Thence the kings could easily have dispatched smaller bands
to the western range against the Amalekites and Amorites, while they
themselves with the main body of their army could have approached
the settlements near the Dead Sea, whose owners refused them tribute.

After a victorious battle they did not enter either the western or the

eastern plateau but, passing round the Dead Sea, hastened with their

booty and prisoners northward along the Jordan and did not turn aside

until they were beyond the Lake of Tiberias. Thence they proceeded in

a northeasterly direction to Damascus. We know the location of Siddim,
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toward which the kings proceeded : it is at the northern extremity of

al-*Araba. We identify fil Paran, which they reached, with the settlement

of al-*Akaba at the southern extremity of the same rift valley, and we
are not aware of any reason why the kings should have left this valley.

We must therefore suppose that they proceeded from fil Paran (al-

'Akaba) northward to the southern extremity of the Dead Sea. Along this

road they reached 'En Mispat (i. e. KadeS), and therefore we must locate

'fin Milpat near al-'Araba between fil Paran and the lowland of Siddim.

According to Numbers, 13: 17, Moses sent out spies to view the

Promised Land. Starting from Paran they searched the land from the

wilderness of Sin as far as Rehob and finally returned (Num., 13: 21, 26)

to the wilderness of Paran and Kades. From this it would seem that

Kades must have been situated on the borders, or at least near the

borders, of the wildernesses of Paran and Sin. As we know from other

passages that the wilderness of Parmi extended as far as the northern

extremity of the Gulf of al-'Akaba and that the wilderness of Sin extended

along the southern border of the Promised Land (which, according to

Joshua, 11: 17, stretched as far as the Halak mountain) we must locate

Kade§ eastward of the Halak mountain near the rift valley of al-'Araba.

We thus arrive near the ruins of Petra on the watershed of the Dead Sea
and Gulf of al-'Akaba. We identify the wilderness of Paran with the

southern portion of al-'Araba, through which water flows into the Gulf

of al-'Akaba, while we assign the northern part, through which water
flows into the Dead Sea, to the wilderness of Sin, placing KadeS on the

border line of these two wildernesses near Petra.

Deuteronomy, 1 : 2, refers to the transport route leading from Horeb
to Kades Barne'a; it is there designated as the road to Se'ir, and the

journey along it from Horeb to Kades Barne'a is said to take eleven days.

Deuteronomy, 1: 19, mentions the same road as the road to the

mountains of the Amorites, and it is there said to lead through a ‘‘great

and terrible wilderness.”

These two statements are of importance to us, because, knowing the

exact situation of the mountains of the Amorites to the southwest of the

Dead Sea and of Se'ir to the south-southeast of the same sea, we may, from
the mountains of the Amorites by way of Se'ir, define the direction in

which we must seek Kades Barne'a. The ruins of Petra, in the neighbor-

hood of which we locate Kades Barne'a, are situated precisely on the

route from the Amorite mountains by way of Se'ir to the south-southeast.

The road to Se'ir, or the road to the Amorite mountains, passed

through a “great and terrible wilderness” and thus could not have entered

the populated mountain range but must have passed round it at its western

foot between it and the wilderness of Paran to the west. Along the western
foot, of the as-Sera’ range there actually leads an ancient transport route

from south to north via Petra through the an-Namala pass (about twenty
kilometers north of Petra [Wadi Miisa]; see Musil, Karte von Arabia
Petraea) into the 'Araba and farther in a north-northwesterly direction

to the Amorite mountains. From Mount Horeb along this road to Kades
Barne'a is eleven days' march. We locate Mount Horeb by the seih of

al-Hrob in the northeastern part of the al-Hrajbe table-land, and place

Kades in the vicinity of the ruins of Petra. From the 8e'ih of al-g[rob

to Petra is nearly two hundred and twenty kilometers, so that one day's
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march would amount to about twenty-two kilometers. That is the distance

covered in one day by the caravans with merchandise and by the migrating

tribes during a lengthy journey.
* .

Prom Kadel, Moses (Num., 20: 14) sent messengers to the king of

Edom, who ‘were to tell him (Num., 20: 16f.): “Behold, we are in Kadeg,

a city in the uttermost of thy border. Let us pass, I pray thee, through

thy country ... We will go by the king’s highway . . . until we have passed

thy borders.” When he refused, the messengers said : “We will go by

the highway: and if I and my cattle drink of thy water, then I will pay

for it” (Num., 20: 19). But the king of Edom would not let them pass and

threatened them with violence. —
According* to this account, Kades was a city on the borders of Edom,

from which it was easy to reach the royal highway passing through the

land of Edom from south to north. This tallies with the vicinity of Petra,

which is at the western slope of the Se'ir range and thus on the western
border of Edom. Through Petra leads a convenient transport route from
south to north, and by way of the an-Namala pass there is another route

to the west and northwest. This pass was and still is connected by means
of the ancient transport route with the settlement of Ma'an, situated on
the great trade route from southwestern Arabia northward to Phoenicia

and Damascus. The connecting road crossed and still crosses near the

ruins of al-Basta (seventeen kilometers southeast of Petra; see Musil,

op. cit.) the royal highroad leading from the ruins of Ab-al-Lesel near
Nakb as-Star via as-Sadaka and at-Twane northward. It was upon this road
that the Israelites wished to proceed on their march, (See below, p. 271.)

Leaving Kades, they encamped near Mount Hor, where Aaron died

and was buried, whereupon (Num., 21: 4) they went along the road to

the Red Sea (Sea of Reeds) so as to pass around the land of Edom.—
The Sea of Reeds here designates the Gulf of al-'Akaba. The Israelites,

being unable to penetrate to the northwest into the Amorite mountains and
not having obtained permission from the king of Edom to pass through
his country on the royal highroad to the northeast, turned to the south,

skirting around the western foot of the range of Se*ir (Deut., 2: 1) for

a long time, until finally (Deut., 2: 4) Jehovah ordered them to proceed

in a northerly direction through the land of the sons of Esau dwelling

in Se'ir. Accordingly they passed through the land of the sons of Esau
(Deut., 2: 8) along the highroad of 'Araba, leading from Elath and
‘Esjongeber.

The Israelites thus journeyed along the western border of Se'ir and
the northern part of the region of Hesma. The whole of the latter region
belonged to the Madianites. From Hesma they followed the road leading

from the harbors of Elath and ^sjongeber to the north-northeast,

ascended the Se'ir range by Nakb as-Star, passed over its southwestern
corner, and reached at Ma*an the above-mentioned great transport route
from southwestern Arabia. Here they branched off (Deut., 2:8) due north
and made their way along the eastern border of T§man to the wilderness

of Moab, whereupon they crossed the brook of Zared. According to

Deuteronomy, 2: 14, it took them thirty-eight years to reach the stream
Z&red from Kade§ Bame'a. (See below, p. 272.)

We identify Mount Hor, where Aaron died and was buried, with
Mount Hkrtn to the south of Petra (see Musil, Umgebungakarte von
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Wadi Musa, Petra), The accounts quoted above concerning the journey
along Mount Se*ir from Kades southward to the Sea of Reeds and thence
along the ‘Araba highroad across the southwestern corner of Se'ir to

the northeast and north, agree entirely with the present routes. They
thus corroborate our supposition that Kades must be located in the
vicinity of Petra.

Numbers, 20; 1, records that the Israelites reached the wilderness

of Sin and encamped at Kades, where Miriam died and was buried.

Having no water, they murmured; whereupon Moses struck a rock with
his rod (Num., 20; 11) and obtained an abundance of water, which was
therefore known as Me Meriba (Num., 20; 13). —

This would seem to show that the wilderness of Sin borders on
the environs of Kades and is entirely in agreement with the position of

the remoter environs of the ruins of Petra, which are situated near the

watershed of the Dead and Red Seas.

Having reached Kades Barne'a with the Israelites, Moses said to

them (Deut., 1; 20) : ^‘Ye are come unto the mountains of the Amorites.^^

That does not mean that Kades was situated actually at the mountains
of the Amorites, but that it was not far from there to this range. From
the environs of Petra the mountains of the Amorites are easily visible,

and by descending through the an-Namala pass into the northern part of

the rift valley of al-*Araba, or the ancient Sin, it is possible in a short

time to reach the land of the Amorites.

According to Numbers, 34:3 ff., the southern frontier of the Promised
Land is to be formed by the wilderness of Sin along Edom

;
in the east

it is to proceed from the extremity of the Salt Sea, to extend in

a southerly direction from the ascent of 'Akrabim as far as Sin, and to

end to the south of Kades Barne'a. From there it is to lead to Hazar
Adar and farther as far as the valley of Egypt.

Kades, although it is mentioned so many times in the Pentateuch,

is never included among the localities or cities of Palestine. The account

just cited shows that the city of Kades lay on the very borders of the

Promised Land and of Edom and, as we know from other records, at

the western foot of Mount Se'ir, which, as has frequently been stated

already, extended to the south-southeast of the Dead Sea. We must not,

therefore, locate Kades either to the southwest or south but to the south-

east of the Promised Land ; this, moreover, tallies with the situation in

the environs of Petra which we have suggested. To the west of the latter

is the watershed of al-*Araba, and near it the frontier of Palestine prob-

ably passed westward to the valley of Egypt and the Mediterranean Sea.

The border of the Promised Land led along the western side of al-*Araba,

which at its northern extremity belonged to Moab, and farther south

to Edom.
Genesis, 16: 7, relates that Hagar, when driven out, came to a well

on the road to Sur. According to Genesis, 16 ; 14, this well was situated

between Kade§ and Bered, its name being Be’er Lahaj Ro4. — If the

well was located on the transport route to Sftr between Kades and Bered,

we must suppose that this road led from Kades to Str by way of Bered.

Sur, which marked the frontier of Egypt proper was protected by strong

walls against the inroads of Asiatic nomads. Siir was thus to the west,

Kades to the east of the encampments of Abraham in a position which
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tallies with our suggestion that KadeS was situated near Petra. That
there were the crossroads of important transport routes in the neigh-

borhood of Kade§ may be inferred from the various reports already

quoted, and it is more than probable that an important transport route

led thence to Egypt through the northern part of the region of Sur.

This transport route descended through the an-Namala pass into al-

'Araba and led in a west-northwesterly direction by way of 'Abde and
al-'Awga’ to Egypt. Bered must be located on the high table-land west-

ward from al-‘Araba, perhaps in the ruins known as al-'Awga' (the

Crooked), because of the appearance which they present from afar. At
that spot there are deep wells with good, cold water, from which the

name Bered might have been derived, and it forms the last station on
the road from the inhabited area to the wilderness of Sur. Kades and
Bered must have been important trading stations, otherwise the position

would not have been defined with reference to them. The well of Lahaj
R6*i, which the angel pointed out to Hagar, could not have been visited

often, or Hagar would easily have found it from the footprints. It was
more likely a small well in a dry river bed, into which flowed the re-

mainder of the rain water which the gravel had protected from rapid

evaporation. Such a well may be recognized by a dark patch of moist

sand or gravel. If a small pit is dug in the patch, water gushes into it.

Hagar could not have drunk from the deep well, as there was neither

a rope nor a bucket. Possibly Lahaj Ro’i is identical with Ammu Temile

(twenty-three kilometers east of al-*Awga^ ; see Musil, Karte von Arabia

Petraea), on the junction of the roads from *Abde to al-*Awga^ and from
Bir as-Saba* (Beersheba) to the south.

According to Genesis, 20: 1, the transport route from Kades to Sur
was crossed also by Abraham, when he was wandering between Kades
and Sur and abode at Gerar. — From this passage, as well as from
others, it is obvious that Gerar must not be located, as is often done,

to the southeast of Gaza on the right bank of the stream an-Nahr in

the ruins of Umm al-6erar, but much farther to the south, as the

southern environs of Gaza did not belong to Sur.

Besides the passages quoted — together with Judges, 11: 16 f., where
there is a brief reference to the march of the Israelites from Egypt,

and Psalms, 29: 8, where the wilderness of Kades is mentioned — there

is no other reference to Kades in the Old Testament. From the accounts

upon which we have commented it is clear that Kades indicates the

wilderness or region of Kades, the city of Kades, and even the well

of Kades. It must therefore have been an extensive area, which was
fertile and therefore irrigated in some parts but barren in others where
there was no water. In this way we may explain the various statements

which are associated with KadeS in the Bible. Reference is made to the

wilderness of Parlm in which Kades is situated
; to the wilderness of Sin,

in which Kade§ is also located; to Kade§ Bame'a; to Meribat KadeS or

Me Meriba, which is also Kade§. All these designations may be ex-

plained, if we place KadeS in the neighborhood of the ruins of Petra. The
eastern part of this neighborhood is fertile and irrigated; the western part

rocky, barren, and almost devoid of water.
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THE ROUTE OF THE EXODUS

FROM EGYPT TO MOUNT SINAI, OR yOREB

When the Israelites fled from Egypt they endeavored as soon as

possible to escape from the reach of Egyptian political influence. They
found a refuge in a country which afforded them not only safety but
also the necessary food supplies. This country must have had an abun-

dance of water with rich pastures and must have been situated near

large transport routes so that they could purchase what they needed

from the trade caravans. Moses knew such a country, the land of Madian,
where he himself had found a refuge and where, in the person of his

father-in-law, the priest of Madian, he had a powerful protector not only

for himself but also for his kindred of Israel. He therefore led the

Israelites direct from Egypt into Madian to the mountain of God, where
Jehovah appeared to him.

The land of Madian, where Moses passed many years as a refugee, is

situated, in our judgment, to the southeast of the present settlement of

al-*Akaba. This is indicated by the halting places recorded on the march
of the Israelites. These camps are scattered in various groups, which
unfortunately do not supplement each other; in fact, a connected list of

them, such as we read in Numbers, 33, is at variance with several state-

ments made elsewhere.

According to Exodus, 15: 22, the Israelites left Egypt proper by the

Red Sea (Sea of Reeds), in which Pharaoh perished, and proceeded through
the wilderness of Sur for three days without finding water, until at last

(Ex., 15: 23) they reached Mara’, where there was water, which, how-
ever, was bitter.

If any great tribe today flees from the government and the army of a
civilized state, it proceeds rapidly along the most convenient and most direct

transport route, if only to escape as soon as possible from the territory

and jurisdiction of the military power. Such also was the case in the

fifteenth century before Christ, when the Israelites migrated from
Egypt. The peninsula of Sinai at that time contained Egyptian garrisons.

The tribes living there were more or less dependent upon Egypt and
would have received orders to attack the Israelites with their garrisons

and thus force them to return. The Israelites were therefore obliged to

hasten so as to traverse the peninsula of Sinai before the garrisons were
strengthened and the nomads incited against them. For strengthening

the garrisons and mustering the nomads at least a month would have
been necessary, and in this time the Israelites had to escape from the

peninsula of Sinai. On the first day they had to hasten so as to avoid

being surrounded by the army dispatched against them from the border

places by the Sea of Reeds; on the second and the subsequent days they

could proceed slowly. They had to water their cattle and give them time

267
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for pasture, supply themselves with water, and wait for flocks of goats

and sheep which were always behind. The quickest and most convenient

way for them to get away from the sphere of Egyptian authority was
upon the transport route leading from Egypt to the northern extremity

of the Gulf of al-'Akaba. Upon this route the leader proceeded with his

retinue, while the remainder of the Israelites marched with their flocks

to the right and left of the route but parallel with it.

If today a tribe numbering five thousand famil'es migrates with

its flocks, it forms a column at least twenty kilometers wide and five

kilometers deep. The wider the line is, the more pasture the flocks will

find, but the more will they lag behind and run the risk of being cut

off on their flanks; the deeper it is, the less pasture will remain for the

flocks in the rear, the more confusion and disorder there will be, but
all the greater will be the facility of repelling a hostile attack.

If the Israelites migrated from Egypt in the month of March and if

there had been an abundance of rain on the peninsula of Sinai that year
they would have found rain pools of various sizes in all the cavities and
in all the hollows of the various river beds, and they could comfortably
have replenished their water bags and watered their flocks. Where they

had to depend only on wells or deep cisterns, the filling of the water bags
and the watering of the cattle would have occasioned them much labor.

We do not know the location of the spot which, because of its bitter

water, the Israelites called Mara’ (Bitter).

From Mara’ they reached filim (Ex,, 15: 27), where there were
twelve springs and seventy palm trees.

If we admit that the Israelites proceeded on the great transport

route, we must locate filim in the immediate vicinity of the modern
settlement of al-*Akaba, where there are countless springs, where at

every spot it is possible to obtain water by digging to a depth of one-

half a meter to two meters, and where there are numerous palm trees.

I identify this filim with fill Paran (Gen., 14: 6) and with the later city

of fiiloth or Elath (1 Kings, 9: 26; 2 Kings, 14: 22). It is not necessary

to locate the camp of the Israelites in the settlement itself, which at

that time certainly stood at the same important spot; but, rather, two
or three kilometers to the west of the settlement, where even today
there are several palm groves and where there used to be a ford across

the narrow arm of the sea extending as far as 'Esjongeber (Radjan and
al-6bgl).

According to Exodus, 16: 1, the Israelites went from Egypt to £)lim

within a month. This, of course, is only an approximate statement, as

we do not know how long they were in passing through Egypt proper
and how many weeks their march through the peninsula of Sinai lasted.

From fillim (Ex., 16: 1) they entered the wilderness of Sin, “which is

between fi!lim and Sinai.”

Knowing the situation of the land of Madian, in which rises Mount
Horeb, we know also the direction in which the Israelites departed from
Elim. They still remained on the great transport route and moved in a
southeasterly direction, at first along the jshore itself and later at a
distance of twenty-five kilometers from the shore of the Gulf of al-

‘A^aba. According to this interpretation S!n denotes the mountain range
to the east of the Gulf of al-'Akaba. This tallies with Judges, 11: 16,
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where it is stated that the Israelites, when passing from Egypt, went
through the wilderness as far as the Sea of Reeds.

Exodus, 17 :
1—13, relates how the Israelites went from the wilderness

of Sin to Refidim, where there was no water; how Moses obtained water
from the rock near Horeb with his rod; how that place was therefore

called Massa and Meriba; and how the Amalekites attacked the Israel-

ites there.

According to all our sources of information Horeb was situated in

the land of Madian.

The Israelites were thus under the protection of the Madianites
there. It is certainly possible that the Amalekites made inroads upon
them as far as the land of Madian, but it is not really probable. Nor is

it very probable that Moses would have led the Israelites to Mount Horeb
if he had known that there was no water close at hand. Moreover, we
know from other passages (Num., 20: 13) that Meriba was situated near
Kades eleven days distant from Horeb, where Moses also obtained water
from the rock by means of his rod, when the multitude began to murmur.
We must therefore identify this miraculous obtaining of water at Horeb
with that at Kades and regard Refidim only as a halting place on the

march from filim to Mount Horeb. About one hundred kilometers to the

south of al-*Akaba (Elim) there is a basin in the mountain range of

ar-Rafid, which I take to be Refidim. About twenty kilometers southeast

of this is the oasis of al-Bed*, or the ancient Madian, to which the Israelites

hastened. This tallies with Exodus, 19: 2, according to which they went
from Refidim to the wilderness of Sinai, where they encamped opposite

the mountain. There, according to another source (Ex., 18: 5), Jethro,

the priest of Madian, came to Moses in the wilderness, where he was
encamped by the mountain of God and, having conferred with him, returned

to his own country (Ex., 18: 27). The main camp of the Israelites was
thus not pitched by the settlement in which Jethro dwelt. The latter

must be sought, according to the configuration of the ground, to the

south of al-Bed*, perhaps in the oasis of *Ajn(ina at a distance of fifty

kilometers, and the main camp of the Israelites by the se'i6 of al-Hrob,

twenty kilometers to the north of 'Ajniina.

FROM MOUNT SINAI TO THE STREAM ZARED

From Mount Sinai, or Horeb, the Israelites wished to proceed to

the wilderness of Paran (Num., 10: 12). They were to be accompanied
by Hobab, the son of Ra'uel (Num., 10: 29), a Madianite, as a guide to

find out for them the most suitable places for obtaining water and for

encamping. According to the Bible, he was to be their *ajn,

*Ajn (plural "ujun) denotes a scout who rides in front of a tribe

on a warlike expedition and searches for safe places where they may
encamp and obtain water. Even when a tribe migrates, it also has such

a scout, but he is then known as kalldU From the name *ajn, which
was to be applied to Hobab, it may therefore be supposed that the

ancient writers regarded the march of the Israelites from Sinai as

a warlike expedition; this certainly agrees with what actually occurred,

as they wished to acquire new settlements. The wilderness of ParSn, to

which the Israelites proceeded from the wilderness of Sinai, we identify
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with the southern half of the rift valley of al-'Araba and its immediate
mountainous neighborhood. The Israelites therefore went from Sinai in

a north-northwesterly direction.

Whether the Israelites took the same road as the one upon which
they reached Sinai, or whether they chose another road, cannot be exactly

determined from the account given in Numbers, but it seems as if the

description there refers to another road, because there is no mention of

£)lim, and it is stated (Num., 10: 33) that after three marches from the

mountain of God the Israelites fared ill. We may suppose that at the

head of the al-Abjaz valley they reached the present shrine of Sam'Ol,

where the broken country begins. The people murmured, the camp was
set on fire, and they therefore called the place Tab'era (burnt-out

encampment) (Num., 11: 3).

They continued their march, and many perished as a punishment
for having consumed meat; they therefore called that place Kibrot

hat-Ta’awa (dust graves) (Num., 11: 34). Thence they passed to Haserot
(Num., 11: 35). I look for this halting place near the ruins of al-Homejma,
where there is a small se'ib called al-Hazra. They then reached the wild-

erness of Piran (Num., 12 : 16), which they entered near the ruins of Hammad,
about seventy kilometers north-northeast of al-*Akaba, where the rocks

forming the eastern border of al-*Araba approach the foot of as-Sera*.

The spies sent from P&ran to the Promised Land (Num ,13:3), after having
inspected the whole country, returned to the wilderness of Paran (i. e.

Kades). From this it is clear that Kadei must be located in the wilderness

of Par4n and thus near al-'Araba, not far from the real frontier of the

Promised Land.
The account given in Deuteronomy, 1: 2, fixes the distance from

Horeb to Kade§ Barne*a by way of Mount Se'ir at eleven days^ march.
For our purposes there is a more important fact than the fixing of this

distance: that is that the journey from Horeb to Kades was made by
the road of Mount Se'ir. The account thus refers to the transport route

which leads to Mount Se'ir but does not pass through it. The same route

is indicated in Deuteronomy, 1: 19, where it is stated that the Israelites,

after departing from Horeb, passed, by the road of the mountain of the

Amorites, through a “great and terrible wilderness.” The road of Mount
Se'ir and the road to the mountain of the Amorites may be the same,
for the mountain of the Amorites rises to the northwest of Se'ir, so that

the road leading to it is only a continuation of the road leading to Se'ir.

This road passes through a great and terrible wilderness; but Mount
Se'ir was cultivated and inhabited, and it must therefore be supposed
that the road in question passed along its western foot on the border

between Se'ir and P&ran. In that district there is actually an ancient

transport route leading from Madian through the valley of al-Abjaz past

Mount Iram (Ramm) and the ruins of al-Hamejma northward to the

ruins of Petra, then farther through the convenient an-Namala pass to

the rift valley of al-'Araba, and in a northwesterly direction to Hebron
or in a west-northwesterly direction to Gaza. This road, upon which in

the Nabataean period the main import trade from the south to Petra and
Gaza was concentrated, may thus be identified with the road to Mount
Se'ir and the road to the mountain of the Amorites. If the Israelites passed
along it, then they reached the actual wilderness of Parmi via the modem
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ruins of al-Homejma. We must therefore seek Kades in the neighborhood
of Petra. From there could be seen the mountain of the Amorites and
the Promised Land, a circumstance which explains why the spies were
sent out to report as to the manner in which the Israelites could obtain

possession of the latter, (See above, pp. 263—264.)

From Paran (i. e. Kades) the warriors departed to conquer the

land, against the will of Moses (Num., 14: 44).

According to Numbers, 21: 1, the king of Arad learnt that the

Israelites were approaching on the road ha-Atarim and marched against

them. I consider ha-Atarim to be an incorrect transcription of ha-Amorim,
the road of the Amorites (Deut., 1: 19). The king of Arad allied himself

with the Canaanites and Amalekites, defeated the Israelites, and scattered

them as far as Horma.
Numbers, 20: 1, records that the Israelites came to the wilderness

of Sin and encamped at Kades, where Miriam died.— From this it follows

that Kades must be located on the border of the wildernesses of Paran
and Sin. If the headquarters of the Israelites with the sanctuary continued

to be at Kades, the remainder could encamp round about, especially to

the west and northwest of Kades in al-‘Araba, the northern half of which
bordered on the wilderness of Sin and perhaps even formed part of it.

Having ascertained that they could not enter the Promised Land
in a northwesterly direction because both the Amalekites and the Canaanites
were making preparations against them there, the Israelites wished to

penetrate north of the Dead Sea. They therefore sent messengers to the

king of Edom (Num., 20: 16), asking him to let them march through

his land from Kades, a city on the frontiers of Edom, along the ‘‘king^s

highway” (Num., 20: 17) or along ‘‘the highway” (Num., 20: 19).— From
this it may be inferred that Kades was situa,ted at the junction of important
transport routes, or that at least it was possible from there easily to reach

the king^s highway which led through the land of Edom northward.

The king’s highway doubtless might have been the name only of

that route which passed through the cultivated territory and was convenient,

suitable for transit, and artificially constructed. There is only one such

road in Se'ir. It begins at Mount Se'ir just north of the pass Nakb
as-Star by the ruins of Aba-l-Lesel and leads past the settlements of

as-Sadaka and at-Twane through the cultivated territory northwards.

By the ruins of al-Basta two branch roads divide off from it. One leads

eastward to the settlement of Ma'an, and the second westward to the

ruins of Wadi Mftsa (Petra), where it joins the road described immediately
above (p. 270), which leads to Mount Se'ir or to the mountain of the

Amorites. I identify the road leading from Ab-al-Lesel via as-Sadaka to

at-Twsme with the king’s highway, upon which the Israelites wished to

branch off from Kades. The king of Edom did not permit them to do so,

because he was afraid that they might settle in his country. He knew that

they were on a warlike expedition and that they were seeking new
settlements. Thus, having the hostile Amalekites and Amorites to the

northwest, they did not wish to arouse the hostility of the Edomites as

well, and consequently they changed their intention and passed round

Mount Se'ir.

Having left Kades (Num., 20: 22), they reached Mount Hor on the

border of Edom, where Aaron died and was buried.— I identify this Mount
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Hor with the modern Mount H&riin to the south of the ruins of Petra.

From Mount Hor they proceeded (Num., 21; 4) toward the Sea of

Reeds in order to pass round the land of Edom. The same account is

given in Deuteronomy, 2: 1, where it is stated that they turned towards
the Sea of Reeds and passed round Mount Se'ir. —

The direction is thus indicated. As far as Kades they had gone in

a north-northwesterly direction from Horeb. Being unable to penetrate

the mountains of the Amorites, they had wished to proceed to the north-

northeast through the mountains of the Edomites. Refused access this

way, they turned in a southerly direction back toward the Sea of Reeds
from the direction of which they had started. If we agree that the modern
Mount Hardn is identical with the Biblical Mount Hor, it necessarily

follows that they proceeded to the south past Mount Se‘ir along the

same road by which they had reached Kade§, until they drew near the

northern extremity of the Gulf of al-*Akaba: that is until they were
at no great distance from the Sea of Reeds; then, going into the region

of Hesma, they turned toward the northeast and proceeded thence through

the southern as-Sera range (the ancient Edom) to Ma'an and farther

to the north (Deut., 2: 4).

According to the account given in Deuteronomy, 2: 8, the Israelites

passed through the land of the sons of Esau, who dwelt in Se'ir, along

the road of *Araba from Elath and 'Esjongeber and then turned aside

and proceeded in the direction of the wilderness of Moab. —
The Bible does not state that the Israelite^ arrived at Elath and

*E§j6ngeber but only mentions that they passed along the road of 'Araba

lea^ng from Elath and *Esjdngeber through the land of the sons of Esau,

who dwelt in Se'ir. This road starts from the rift valley of al-*Araba,

in which the harbors of Elath and 'E§j6ngeber were situated, runs

through the valley of al-Jitm to the region of Hesma, thence through

the pass of as-Star in the a§-Sera^ range, and farther in a northeasterly

direction to Ma'lin, where it joins with the main transport route passing

from south to north. This road was used by the nomads encamping east

of Edom when they journeyed to the harbors of Elath and 'Esjongeber.

From Ma'an northward this road remains on the border between the

settlers and the nomads, between the cultivated land and the wilderness;

it therefore could be called the road of 'Araba, or the road leading along the

borders of Arabia, for the Assyrian sources give the name of Arubi, Aribi,

partly to the nomads and partly to the wilderness which they frequent.

According to Numbers, 21: 10, it was by this road that the Israelites

reached Obot and, farther on, 'Ijje ha-*Abarim in the wilderness which

borders with Moab on the east, and, finally (Num., 21: 12), the stream

Z&red, which forms the eastern border of Moab. These particulars agree

entirely, if we concede that the road of 'Araba leading from Elath and
'Esjongeber is identical with the modern Pilgrim Route extending along

the eastern border of Moab and Edom, a branch of which passes from
Ma'dn through the valley of al-Jitm to al-'Akaba, the ancient Elath.
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MOUNT IRAM AND THE ARABS OF THE BIBLE

Ptolemy, Geography

y

VI, 7: 27, refers to Aramaua, the first locality

in Arabia Felix, not far from the Red Sea. It is identical with the Iram
or Aram mountain range (now Ramm), which likewise formed the northern

frontier of the Hegaz.
The poet Lebid, Diwdn (al-Chalidi), p. 25, speaks of the tribes of

Iram, 'Ad and Tamud, who vexed Allah and were destroyed by him as

a punishment. Lebid saw their mummies in old graves, and he says of

them that they had covered themselves up and were thus resting in the

anterooms of the houses.

Abu Sama, Rawdatejn (Cairo, 1287—1288 A. H.), Vol. 2, p. 7, states

that as long as the Crusaders had al-Kerak and as-Sowbak in their

power the Egyptian army, during the march of the pilgrims from Ajla

to Mecca, encamped by Iram and in the vicinity. — The Egyptian army
had to beat off the attacks made by the Crusaders on the pilgrims through
the valleys of al-Jitm and al-Mabrak, through which the roads to the

Pilgrim Route from Ajla to al-Medina led past Mount Iram.

Jakut, Mu'gam (Wustenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 212, records that the Prophet
Mohammed gave the Iram mountain range in fief to the clan of 6i'al

of the 6udam tribe and confirmed this for them in a document. According
to Jakiit, this high mountain range rises between Ajla and the desert

of Tih of the sons of Israel and forms a part of the mountains of the

Hesma region in the territory of the 6udam. The inhabitants of the

wilderness stated that in Iram there were vineyards and pine trees.—
Jakut continually confuses the regions west of the Gulf of al-'Akaba

and the rift valley of al-'Araba with the regions situated to the east.

He therefore locates the desert of Tih to the east of Ajla. The vicinity

of Iram can be cultivated, and both grapes and pine trees would flourish

admirably there. It is thus possible that the Arabian nomads saw the

remains of old vineyards and pine groves in that locality.

Al-Kazwini, (Cairo, 1321 A. H.),Vol. 1, p. 224, states that the

members of the 'Ad tribe had their houses on the peak of Mount 6ajs
Iram in the territory of the Tajj tribe. It is said that statues wrought of

stone are to be found there. The houses and the statues are weathered
by wind-blown sand, by heat, and by frost; and many of them can be seen

in the vicinity of Mount Iram. — In the thirteenth century the great

chiefs of the Tajj tribe held sway over all the smaller tribes and clans

from the Dead Sea to the Red Sea.

In the vicinity of Mount Iram I locate the Biblical Gur Ba'al, which
belonged to the Arabs. Both the Assyrian monuments and the Bible use

the word *Arab, "Arabi, to denote nomad.
In 2 Chronicles, 9: 14, it is recorded that all the kings of the Arabs

brought Solomon gold and silver. — Gold and silver were conveyed only

by the trade caravans, especially those arriving from southwestern Arabia,

273
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SO that we should expect to find these kings of the Arabs to the south
of Palestine and to the southeast of the harbor of Elath, which belonged
to Solomon even after Edom was separated from his kingdom.

According to 2 Chronicles, 17: 11, the Arabs brought 7700 rams
and 7700 goats to Joshaphat, king of Judea (873-849 B. C.). Joshaphat
still held sway over the harbor of Elath and the trade route leading thence

to the northwest and west. It is therefore probable that annual gifts were
sent to him by the tribes passing along that route in the trade caravans.

His son and successor Jehoram (849—842 B. C.) lost Elath and according

to 2 Chronicles, 21: 16; 22: 1, had to fight against the Philistines and
Arabs dwelling near the Kushites, who made inroads as far as Judea
and plundered it.

The Edomites then gained possession of Elath (2 Chronicles, 21

:

8—10), and the Arab tribes encamped on the peninsula of Sinai were
certainly incited both by them and the Philistines against Judea. The
Assyrian records also refer to kings of the Arabs on the peninsula of

Sinai (Rawlinson, Cuneiform^ Vol. 3, pi. 35, no. 4, rev., 1. 2 ; Winckler, Text-

huchf p. 54.) The Arabs dwelling near the Kushites may be those who
encamped on the Egyptian border in the western part of the Sinai penin-

sula; but according to the Biblical view they were also those who en-

camped with the tribes of southern Arabia near the transport route which
runs from southwestern Arabia northward, with one branch leading to

Syria and another to Egypt. This road was guarded by South Arabian
garrisons. The Arabs are to be sought at the southeastern frontier of the

Sinai peninsula in the vicinity of Elath.

This view is upheld by 2 Chronicles, 26: 7, according to which God
helped Uzziah against the Philistines, against the Arabs dwelling in G^r
Ba'al, and against the Me'unites. Uzziah (779—740 B. C.) reconquered

Elath and in consequence became involved in dispute with the Philistines

and the Me'Onites. The Philistines owned Gaza, a city to which the trade

caravans from southwestern Arabia conveyed their goods. The transport

routes to Gaza led from Elath and the oasis of Ma*an or Ma'on. The
term Me'unites denotes partly the inhabitants of the settlement of Ma'on
and partly also the garrisons dependent upon this settlement. The latter

certainly extended as far as the harbor of Elath, to which an important
branch road led from Ma'dn. As soon as Uzziah was in possession of

Elath he had control over both roads to Gaza, and he necessarily endeav-

ored, either in an amicable or a hostile manner, to gain the favor of

the Me'unites and their allies the Arabs to the south and southwest of

Ma*6n. I identify GOr Ba'al with the northwestern corner of the territory

of Hesma. Two old transport routes lead through it, and the whole region

is covered with isolated mesas known as kHr (singular Ipdra),

The Bible also* refers to the Arabs and consequently to the nomads
on the northeast and east of Edom. Jeremiah, 25: 231, threatens destruction

upon Dedan, T^ma, BOz, and all those with shaven heads; and in the

following verse it is added that all the kings of Arabia and all the kings

of the Arabs shall perish.

According to the context the kings of Arabia are the kings of the

Arabian oases of Dajdlm, Tejma, and Bilz, while the, kings of the Arabs
denote all the nomads with shaven heads. Even to the present day nearly
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all the nomads have their heads shaved and leave only a tuft, varying

in size, at the crown.

After the Babylonian Captivity the Arabs encamped near the eastern

border of Judea, for Nehemiah, 4: 1, relates that they, together with

the Ammonites, prevented the Jews from completing the building of the

walls of Jerusalem.

In Isaiah, 13: 20, it is noted that on the site of former Babylon not

even an Arab (^arabi) — that is, a nomad satisfied with the worst kind

of soil ~ will venture to encamp.
From the above-mentioned account in 2 Chronicles, 17: 11, as well

as from Ezekiel, 27: 21, we learn that the Arabs used to breed sheep

and goats, which they sold to the surrounding settlers. But according to

Jeremiah, 3: 2, they also engaged in robbery, lying in wait by the roadside

and watching for anyone whom they could attack and plunder.

APPENDIX VIII

fiL pArAn and pArAn

According to Genesis, 14: 6f., the Babylonian kings destroyed the

men of Hor in Mount Se‘ir as far as fil Paran, which is situated in the

desert. They then turned and came to *fin Mispat, which is Kades, and
laid waste the whole of the land of the Amalekites and of the Amorites
dwelling in Hasason Tamar, whereupon they encountered the allied kings

in the lowland of Siddim. —
The Babylonian kings must have proceeded southward along the

eastern side of Moab and Edom as far as fill Paran, where they turned

back in a northerly direction and reached the lowland of Siddim by the

Dead Sea. They certainly followed the great transport route leading from
Damascus southward, and from it they made raids on the separate set-

tlements and encampments. This transport route leads through the eastern

part of Moab and Se*ir. Through the southern half of the latter a branch

road leads to the harbor of al-‘Akaba, at the northern extremity of the

gulf of the same name.
Near al-*Akaba are situated the ruins of the city of Ajla (Elath)

which I identify with fill Paran of our account. Of fill Paran it is stated

that it lies in the wilderness, or near the wilderness, and this would tally

with the situation of Elath. At the halting places on the trade route

and at the harbor of fill Paran the kings certainly expected to find an
abundance of spoil, and, descending by the convenient transport route as

far as fill Paran, they avoided the troublesome march through the diffi-

cult passes leading from Mount Se'ir westward to the territory of the

Amalekites and Amorites. From the context we may infer that they

passed through the whole of Mount Se'ir, turning back near fill Paran,

beyond the borders of this mountain; we may also suppose that fill Paran

did not lie within Mount Se'ir proper. Proceeding from fill P&ran toward
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the north they likewise followed a convenient road, along which, if it

was the rainy season, they found plenty of pasture for their animals and
perhaps also numerous flocks belonging to the native population, who
like to stay in this hot rift valley during the cold season. From al-‘Araba

the kings could make raids on the separate encampments to the east or

west, both to “fin Mispat, or Kades, which I locate in the vicinity of

Petra, as well as to the territory of the Amalekites and Amorites west
and northwest of “fin MiSpat.

The suggestion that we should identify fil PHran with the later

Elath is supported also by the account given in 1 Kings, 11 : 18. Joab,

David's captain, conquered Edom and had every member of the king's

family murdered. The royal servants protected Hadad, one of the sons

of the king of Edom, and, wishing to escape with him to Egypt, departed
from Madian and reached Paran. Taking people with them from Pllran,

they arrived in Egypt.
From the context it may be supposed that the servants were seek-

ing a refuge for Hadad in Madian but that they did not stay long there.

The ruler of Madian could not protect Hadad if he did not wish to lose

the profit he derived from accompanying the trade caravans, which had
either to pass through Edom or at least to go round it. The same was
the case with the other tribes encamping on the borders of Edom and
even with the southern Arabian commanders guarding the separate stop-

ping places on the great transport route. This was known to the pro-

tectors of Hadad, and they therefore fled with him to Egypt, the only

land where he could obtain not only complete safety but also help in re-

covering his father's inheritance. In order not to attract attention to

themselves, they did not join any of the large trade caravans but fled

alone with Hadad. They certainly passed along the transport route, upon
which there were wells and where, because it was the usual route, they

were not so conspicuous. From 2 Kings, 16 : 6 and 2 Chronicles, 28 : 17, it

appears that Edom proper lay to the east of al-*Araba. The later kings

of Judea held Elath, although Edom did not belong to them; the people

of Edom, however, finally took Elath itself away from them, though
they were unable to gain possession of the territory to the south of

Judea and to the west of al-*Araba. We must therefore locate the center

of the Madianites beyond the reach of Joab's army, i. e. not to the west
but to the southeast of Elath.

Through this center passed a branch road of the main transport

route from southern Arabia to Egypt, running thence to the present

settlement of al-*A^aba (the ancient Ajla or Elath). Proceeding along

it, the king's servants crossed the rift valley of al-*Araba at Elath. They
certainly did not cross farther to the north, because they would then

have reached Edom (Se“ir), which extended as far as the ridge of Mount
Se‘ir. They would have naturally avoided such a northerly route, not

wishing again to incur the danger of being caught by Joab's spies. If

we grant that they crossed al-*Araba at the present settlement of al-

“A^aba, then we may, and in fact must, locate Pilr^n there also. And even
if this P6r&n is not exactly identical with Elath, it lay at any rate in the

closest vicinity to it or in any case in the southern part of al-“Araba.

From there the fugitives took guides as well as protectors against

the tribes encamping between Edom and Egypt. — In a settlement through
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which, or in the immediate neighborhood of which, the caravans passed,

such guides were and still are easier to find than at a distance in the

desert.

From the context it cannot be decided whether Madian denotes the

settlement, the tribe, or the territory of the tribe. All these interpreta-

tions are possible, and none of them can be wholly rejected. But, what-
ever it may denote, Madian must be located outside Edom and to the

south of it, as we cannot suppose that the servants would have ventured,

accompanied as they were by the king’s son, to penetrate to P&ran
through Edom, which was occupied by Joab’s army. Paran was situated

between Egypt and Edom and thus to the west of Edom proper. Further-

more, Paran may have been not only a settlement but also a territory

which did not belong, however, to Edom and was as yet unoccupied

by Joab.

The harbor of Elath, with which I identify fil Paran, or Paran, is

not situated in Edom proper and certainly never belonged exclusively

to it. The inhabitants of the port, as well as those in charge of the

transport routes, whether southern Arabians or others dwelling and en-

camping to the southeast, east, west, and northwest of Elath, took care

that the garrison of Edom should not fortify itself there and that the

Edomite officials should not retain the payments which they themselves

received. From the Biblical accounts we see that the Edomites held

authority in Elath only temporarily. At the time when Joab occupied

Elath he controlled al-'Araba as far as the Red Sea, and a secret journey
from east to west to Egypt would therefore have been very dangerous
and even impossible. Hence, it must be supposed that the servants saved
Hadad before the army of Judea had reached the Red Sea. If we judge
Paran to be a locality, then we must identify it with fil Paran and
Elath; but if we decide that in our account it denotes a larger territory,

then we must locate it in al-'Araba and must locate the place where
the servants crossed the rift valley with Hadad on the transport route

not far from Elath.

In 1 Samuel, 25; If., it is stated that David ascended from Engadi
into the mountains; whereupon he went down into the wilderness of Par^,
whence he sent messengers to Nabal, the husband of Abigail, at Maon.

The positions of Engadi on the western shore of the Dead Sea, and
of Maon to the southwest of it, are known. The rift valley of al-'Araba,

the southern part of which we identify with the Biblical territory of

Paran, extends from the Red Sea to the Dead Sea, so that we might lo-

cate the wilderness of Paran, where David stayed with his men, in this

lowland. But it would seem that the word Paran found its way into this

account owing to an inaccurate transcription of the word Maon. This

might very easily happen because of the great similarity of the two first

consonants in the ancient script. Even if, however, we insist upon Paran,

it is not necessary for us to extend the wilderness of Paran to the Dead
Sea itself: we may admit that the shepherds in charge of NabaPs flocks

remained during the rainy season in the rift valley of al-*Araba at some
distance from Maon and that David protected them from the raids of

various nomads. Although we should thus not gain absolute certainty as

to where the P&ran of this account should be located, yet we see that

we are led by it into al-*Araba or at least to its border.
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This is also where we arrive by considering the early encampments
of Ishmael, who, according to Genesis, 21: 21, settled in the wilderness

of Plurlm. According to the Assyrian and Biblical accounts, Ishmael’s

descendants encamped from the Egyptian frontiers and the northern gulf

of the Red Sea as far as Diimat al>6andal, and al-‘Araba, or Pluran,

formed a kind of center from which they spread both to the west and
to the east.

In the accounts of the migrations of the Israelites from Mount
Sinai to the Promised Land there are references to Paran, and not a
single one of them is at variance with our identification.

According to Numbers, 10: 12, the Israelites, having departed from
the wilderness of Sinai, encamped in the wilderness of Paran; according

to Numbers, 13: 3, Moses sent spies from there to the Promised Land.
These proceeded from Paran to Sin and returned (Num., 13: 26) to “the

wilderness of P&r&n, which is Kades.*^ —
The wilderness of Sin is the name of the territory extending west-

ward from northern Se'ir and southward from Palestine. The spies,

wishing to become acquainted with the Promised Land (that is Palestine

proper) proceeded from Paran to Sin. This is entirely possible if we
identify Paran with the southern half of al-*Araba. The spies proceeded
to the northwest and came to the Biblical wilderness of Sin and, farther, to

the southern part of Palestine and the mountain of the Amorites. Return-
ing, they came back to the wilderness of Paran, or Kades, which we
locate in the vicinity of Petra, on the borders of Paran and Sin.

The sojourn of the Israelites in P&ran is mentioned in Deuteronomy,
33: 2, where it is recorded that Jehovah came from Sinai and shone upon
his people from Se*ir, gleaming from Mount Paran, coming from Meribat
Kade§. This repeats in other words Habakkuk, 3: 3, where it is stated

that God came from Teman and the Holy One from Mount Paran.—
Mount Paran here denotes the broken plateau enclosing al-'Araba

on the east and extending as far as the foot of Mount Se'ir.

APPENDIX IX

THE CITY OF MADIAN, THE MADIANITES,
AND THE MOUNTAIN OF GOD

THE CITY OF MADIAN

Flavius Josephus, Archaeologia (Naber), II, 257, writes that Moses
fled to the city of Madiana opposite the Red Sea. — This shows that

in the first century of our era the city of Madian was commonly known.
The old Madianite settlement of Hawra near the oasis of al-Bed‘ was not
enlarged and fortified by the Nabataeans until about the first century

before Christ. Thus we can understand why it is that the older writers are

silent about it, although they are well acquainted with the region in which
Madian is situated.
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Ptolemy, Geography

^

VI, 7 : 27, records on the northwestern border

of Arabia Felix a settlement Madiama, which I identify with Madian.
Eusebius, Onomasticon (Klostermann), p. 124, notes that Madiam,

a town called after one of the sons of Abraham by Keturah, is situated

beyond Arabia in the south, in the desert of the Saracens to the east

of the Red Sea. — Eusebius and Jerome (see op. dt., p. 125) locate the

city of Madian beyond the border of the province of Arabia, the fixed

southern frontier of which would correspond approximately with the

northern border of Arabia Felix and the southern foot of the as-Sera'

range.

According to the Koran, 11: 85; 22: 43; 29:36f.; 60: 13, the preacher

Su‘ejb came to the inhabitants of Madjan or the inhabitants of the

woods (ahl al-ajka), and rebuked them for their idolatry and for various

social shortcomings. As they would not listen to him, they were struck

by a sudden blow, so that they all fell dead in their houses.

Some traditions say (at-Tabari, Ta^rih, [De Goeje], Ser. 1, p. 458)

that Moses departed from Egypt to Madjan, a distance of nine night,

encampments, or, as it was said, about as far as from al-Kiifa to al-Basra.

Having no food, he lived on the leaves of perennials and journeyed bare-

footed, so that he reached Madjan with lacerated feet.

Ibn Hisam, iStra, (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 994, records that after the

expedition against the 6udam in Hesma, Zejd ibn H&reta, at the order

of Mohammed, made an inroad in the direction of Madjan and returned

with numerous prisoners from the harbor situated on the inhabited shore.

— The account does not state whether Zejd reached the city of Madjan

;

but, since reference is made to the harbor in connection with Madjan,
we must suppose that Zejd gained possession of the harbor of that place,

though, it is true, the latter was situated nearly forty-three kilometers

from the city, perhaps near the mouth of the al-Kijal valley. The shore

of the Gulf of al-*Akaba is much nearer, scarcely twenty-five kilometers

distant from the city, but the journey thither is difficult whether by land

or sea. The sea passage is dangerous on account of the rocks restricting

access from the Red Sea into the gulf, in which there is neither safe

landing place nor anchorage. Ptolemy, Geography^ VI, 7: 2, refers to the

harbor of Madian south of the city of Madian and thus beyond the Gulf
of al-*Akaba.

Ibn Hordadbeh, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 129, and Ibn Roste, AHdk
(De Goeje), p. 177, mention among the districts belonging to the city

of al-Medina the areas of al-Fur*, Du-l-Marwa, Wadi al-Kura', Madjan,
and ]^ajbar.

At the time of al-Ja‘kubi (Bulddn [De Goeje], p, 341) there were
living in the ancient town of Madjan people of various tribes, who
cultivated gardens and date palms irrigated by numerous wells and streams
with fairly good water.

Al-Hamdani, Sifa (Muller), p. 129, refers to Madjan in the territory

of the &udam tribe.

Al-Mukaddasi, Ahaan (De Goeje), p. 155, does not reckon Madjan
among the districts of al-Medina but assigns it to the Syrian district

of as-Sera' with the principal city of l^orar, to which belong also Moab,
ar-Rabba, Ma‘an, Tebdk, Adru^, Wajla (Ajla). Elsewhere (ibid., p. 178) he
states that Madjan actually forms the borderland of the Heg&z, as all
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the places enclosed by the sea belong to the peninsula of Arabia. In his

time they exhibited a stone at Madjan, which Moses lifted when he wished
to water the flocks of sheep and goats belonging to Su'ejb. Plenty of

water was found there. The inhabitants used Syrian weights and measures.—
Thus, according to al-Mukaddasi, the district of aS-Sera' extended from
the stream of al-Mogeb, the northern frontier of Moab, in the north,

to south of Tebiik. The effect of incorporating Tebiik and Madjan in the
administrative district of Syria was that both places were regarded as

part of Syria. The northern frontier of the Heg&z was thus often changed,
the determining criterion sometimes being the natural and sometimes the

administrative border.

Al-Bekri, Mu^Sam (Wustenfeld), p. 516, assigns to Syria the settle-

ment of Madjan on the highroad leading to Qaza. It is said that the

Prophet despatched an expedition against Madjan, which was led by Zejd
ibn Hareta. Zejd returned with numerous prisoners from the harbor
(mina) — for according to Ibn Ishak mina denotes shore.

According to Ibn 'Abbas (al-Bekri, op. cit., p. 135; see az-Zabidi,

TdS al-aru8 [Bulak, 1307—1308 A. H.], Vol. 7, pp. 104 f. ; Ibn Manzur,
Lisdn al~Arah [BOlak, 1300—1307 A. H.], Vol. 12, pp. 274 f.) the woods
of al-Ajka mentioned in the Koran, in which the kinsmen of Su'ejb

encamped, extended either between Madjan, Sarab, and Bada' or between
Madjan and the shore. It was formed of low, luxuriant dum palms.

Down to the present day the whole valley between al-Bed' and the

sea is covered with thickets, from which project numerous ddm palms.
But the road from Madjan to Bada’ also leads through several oases

which are well watered and thus well provided with vegetation ; formerly
these also belonged to the people of Madjan. There is an interesting

statement (Ibn Manziir, Lisdn al-Arab, loc. cit.) to the effect that the

word al-Ajka means thicket and Lajka a neighboring settlement. Lajka
recalls the Greek leuke ('Xevxi]^, meaning white; and the part of the ruins

of Madian bordering on the thickets is still called Hawra, which also

means white.

Al-Idrisi, Nuzha, III, 5, following al-Balbi» states that the distance

between the towns of Madjan and Ajla was five days’ march and between
Madjan and Tebdk, situated to the eastward, six days’ march. In his

time (1154 A. D.) the town of Madjan was greater than Tebuk; a well

was exhibited there from which Moses watered the cattle. — According
to this, it appears that there were two highroads which crossed at Madjan,
the first running from Palestine and Egypt by way of Ajla along the

seashore southward with branch roads to al-Medina and Mecca, and the

second running eastward to Tebiik and thence to Tejma, or al-Hegr. —
From Madjan to Ajla is about 125, and to Tebilk about 140 kilometers,

so that al-Balbi gives distances both as traversed by trade caravans
and by travelers proceeding at a slow pace.

JlLkflt, Mu^Sam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 4, p. 451, records various reports

about Madjan. He writes that according to Abu Zejd al-Ball}i (died 931

A. D.) Madjan is situated by the Kolzum Sea opposite TebOk, at a distance

of six days’ march. It is larger than TebOk and contains a well from
which Moses watered the flocks of Su'ejb. Al-Ball>i himself inspected

this well, above which a house had been built. The inhabitants of Madjan
obtained water from the well. Madjan originally was the name of the
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tribe to which belonged §u*ejb's fellow countrymen, who asserted that

they were descended from Madjan, the son of Abraham. Muhammed ibn

Salama ibn 6a‘far al-Kud&*i (died 1062 A. D.) reckoned Madjan with its

environs among the districts of southern Egypt. Muhammed ibn MOsa
al-Hazimi (died 1188 A. D.) said that Madjan was situated between Wadi
al-Kura* and Syria. The poet Kutejjer mentions the monks in Madjan.

Al-Kazwini, *AgdHb (Wustenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 173, calls the town of

Madjan the trade center for TebOk between al-Medina and Syria. It

contained a well from which Moses watered Su'ejb's sheep. He was told

that this well had been covered and a house built above it, to which the

pilgrims used to go. — According to this report it appears that the trade

caravans proceeded along the road by the sea, and the inhabitants of

the town of Tebiik obtained their supplies in Madjan, situated on the

second highroad mentioned by al-Idrisi (loc. cit),

Ahmed al-Makrizi made two pilgrimages to Mecca and thus visited

Madjan. In the work entitled aUMawaiz (Codex Vindobonensis, No. 908

[A.F.69], Vol. 1, fol.lOv., 36 V., 134 v. ; Wiet\s edit., Vol.l, p.311) he includes

in the Egyptian province of al-Kible the following districts of the Hegaz

:

at-TOr, Faran, Ajla, Madjan, al-*Uwajnid, al-Hawra, Bada’, and Sarab.

According to him the settlement of Madjan is situated by the Gulf of

Kolzum, five days’ march from Ajla. It affords its inhabitants only a
modest livelihood, and trade does not prosper. Various strange memorials
and huge buildings were exhibited there. —

It is interesting that even the districts of at-Tur and Faran, though
situated on the peninsula of Sinai, are here officially reckoned with the

Hegaz. Faran is identical with the town of Taran referred to on page 61

of Wiet’s edition
;
Taran is here an error, the correct spelling being Medine

Faran, inasmuch as the island of Taran is out of the question. In the

Codex Vindobonensis, fol. 10 v., occurs a passage to the effect that the town
of Faran is situated between the towns of al-Kolzum and Ajla. Equally
incorrect is the spelling in Wiet’s edition al-*Awnid for al-'Uwajnid, as

is shown by a note in the manuscript L 3 (in the library of the University

of Leiden, sig. 828; see note 21 in Wiet’s edition, Vol. 1, p. 311) where
the first consonant is provided with the vowel u, indicating a diminutive

;

furthermore, the natives say al-'Uwejned or *Wejned.

At the beginning of the fifteenth century, therefore, the once
renowned town of Madian survived merely as a wretched settlement. The
huge, buildings which al-Makrizi mentions are perhaps the Nabataean
burial places cut out^from the surrounding rocks.

Haggi Haifa, Gihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 525,

describes Madjan as a ruined town on the shore, situated six days’ march
to the west of Tebuk. Not far away the people exhibited a rock from
which water gushed forth at the command of Moses. Many etel and muh^l

trees grew there, together with date palms. In the valley there were
ruined walls and also stone slabs, upon which were cut the names of

various kings. —
The statement about the rock from which water gushed forth at

the command of Moses is of late origin, for in the earlier centuries this

rock had been exhibited near Petra. The boulder in question is situated

to the west of the burial place, but no water flows from it or near it.

The stone slabs with the inscriptions on them referred to by Hatti IJalfa
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are possibly the smoothly cut rocky walls of the separate graves, upon
which here and there the remains of Nabataean inscriptions are visible. It is

perhaps possible, however, that at the time of Hag:g:i Haifa there were
actually exhibited at Madian stone slabs with ancient inscriptions covering
the separate tombs. The present natives have no knowledge of such slabs

and are not aware of any place which contained stones and inscriptions.

The halting place of al-Bed‘ is called Morajer Su'ejb, because the

Prophet Su'ejb is said to have lived there in caves, in one of which he
worshiped God upon a large, flat stone. Somebody who had been there

explained to ‘Abdalrani that he noticed a pleasant fragrance, which led

him to a cave where he found a coffin with a corpse swathed in linen.

The corpse emitted a pleasant odor and ' radiated a luster which aroused
reverence (‘Abdalrani an-N&bulusi [1698], Hakijfa, Codex Vindobonensis,

No. 1269 [Mxt. 7i2], Vol. 2, fol. 12 v.).

THE TRIBE OF MADIAN

In the environs of the oasis of al-Bed* I locate the settlements of

the tribe of Madian. According to the Bible the Madianites belonged to

the descendants of Abraham by Keturah. Reference to these descendants
is also made in the Assyrian records, but there are not enough particulars

given in these records to enable us precisely to fix the limits of the area they
occupied in the south and east. The Assyrian and Biblical records place

their camps and settlements to the south and southwest of Ma‘dn (Ma'an)
as well as to the east and southeast of the Gulf of al-*Akaba. The south-

ernmost of their settlements hitherto known was the oasis of Dedan,
or the modem al-*Ela\ Their main group, those known as Madianites,

were encamped in the region of Hesma and in the neighboring territories ;

that is to say, where the classical writers also located the Madianites.

There is an interesting remark in Genesis, 25 : 6, that the descendants

of Abraham by Keturah during Abraham’s lifetime went “eastward into the

land of Kedem (eastern land).” As Abraham and Isaac dwelt in southern

Palestine and in the northern part of the Sinai peninsula, the descendants

in question left the Sinai peninsula and went “eastward into the eastern

land.” This phrase is still used by the present-day camel breeders. Among
the Bedouins aerjc denotes the interior of the desert as well as the east.

If at the end of August they leave the border of the inhabited territory,

“they go eastward into the eastern land, aarrajcaw,” irrespective qf the

direction they take. If the Rwala go “eastward into the eastern land,”

they usually proceed in a southerly or southeasterly direction; while the

‘Am&rUt, camping westward of Babylon, go “eastward into the eastern

land” but in reality make their way to the west. Similarly the Hebrew
ijcedcm must not always be translated by the word “east,” because it

frequently denotes also the interior of the desert. Thus the meaning of

Genesis, 25: 6, is that the descendants of Abraham by Keturah left the

Sinai peninsula and proceeded into the interior of the desert, J^edem, We
cannot seek their camps and settlements west of the rift valley of al-

*Araba.

The Bible refers to Madianites in two regions completely separated

and at some distance from each other. The first one may be defined

fairly closely. It is situated to the east and northeast of the Dead Sea.
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Although the position of the second cannot certainly be recognized from
the Biblical account, it undoubtedly must be placed to the south and
southeast of Edom, to which region Assyrian and classical indications point.

Genesis, 37: 25, relates that Ishmaelite merchants came from Gilead

on camels, bringing various fragrant spices to Egypt, and arrived at the

well into which the sons of Jacob had cast their brother Joseph. According

to Genesis, 37: 28, the Madianite merchants drew him out, bought him,

and took him to Egypt. The names Madianite and Ishmaelite would here

seem to be used interchangeably. The trade caravan bearing fragrant

spices to Egypt had perhaps branched off through Gilead from the main
transport route leading from southern Arabia to Phoenicia and Damascus.
It is impossible therefore to say with certainty that it proceeded from
Gilead and that the Madianites encamped there. If the trade caravan had
branched off from the transport route connecting the south with the

north, there might have been both Ishmaelites and Madianites in it.

Whether the fragrant spices belonged to these Madianite and Ishmaelite

merchants or to a south Arabian wholesale trader, the Bible does not say.

We do not know what fragrant spices are here meant, for the Ishmaelites

and Madianites could have collected fragrant resin from terebinth and
various species of acacia, which likewise were sold and still are sold

in Egypt. Instead of Madianite merchants, we might have expected Sabaeans
or else Ma'onites, or Me'iinites (to give the variant form of the name of

the inhabitants of the south Arabian halting place of Ma'on). It is impossible

to say precisely whence these Madianites came, whether from the region

to the northeast of the Dead Sea or from that to the south of Edom,
since they might have rented their camels to the caravans in whichever
region they were encamped.

In Numbers, 22: 4, 7, it is stated that the elders of the Madianites

made an agreement in northern Moab with the king of Moab against

Moses and the Israelites. According to Numbers, 25 : 17 f., the latter are

urged to wage war upon the former, because the daughters of Madian
led the Israelites astray at Sittim by Jordan.

By the orders of Moses (Num., 31: 1—12) the Israelites made an
expedition against the Madianites, killed four of their kings, captured

their beasts of burden and their flocks as booty, and set fire to all the

settlements in their territory and all their encampments.
According to Joshua, 13: 21, these kings of the Madianites dwelt in

the land of Sihon, king of Heshbon.— Sihon of Heshbon was not a Moabite
but a foreigner who had deprived the Moabites of their territory north

of the Arnon and had settled in the town of Heshbon. It is hence possible

and extremely probable that the Madianites accompanied him from his

original country and encamped in the land which they helped him to

obtain. Nowhere is it stated that they dwelt in towns and settlements

or that they were engaged in agriculture or handicrafts. The towns which
they owned were settlements paying them tribute, and the inhabitants

tilled the soil for them in return for one-half or two-thirds of the

total yield.

The Israelites under Moses defeated the Madianites but did not
destroy them, for in Judges, 6, there is an account of the fresh sufferings

which the Israelites endured from the Madianites. The Madianites allied

themselves with the Amalekites and the Bene Kedem and came with
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their camels into the Promised Land, ravaging the fields and gardens,

plundering the sheep, cattle, and asses throughout the country as far as

Gaza. According to Judges, 6: 33, the Madianites came across the Jordan;
and according to 7: 24, they fled back across that stream.

In Judges, 8: 10 ff., it is related how two chiefs of the Madianites,

during their retreat eastward, came from Jordan to Karkor and how
Gideon pursued them with his men on the “Road of the Nomads” eastward
from Nobah and Jogbeha. Having taken their camp by surprise, Gideon
captured the two chiefs, scattered their troops, and (Judg., 8: 13) returned

home again by the Ascent of Heres.

This account clearly indicates that it was not only the Madianites
who harassed the Israelites but that the chiefs of the Madianites were
leaders of various Bedouin tribes, for Bene Kedem was a current expression

for camel breeders. When, therefore, these allied tribes ravaged and
plundered the Promised Land as far as Gaza, it was easy for the Amalek-
ites to join them.

The Madianites and the Bene Kedem, to whom, according to the

Bible, belonged various Ishmaelite tribes encamped to the east of Moab
and Ammon, came from the east across the Jordan and fled to the east.

Gideon pursued them upon the “Road of the Nomads.” If a similar

occurrence were narrated at the present time, I should not hesitate to

define this “Road of the Nomads.” The territory of an-Nukra extends

from Damascus as far as the ancient Jabbok, the present stream of

az'Zerka. To the east it is bordered by the Hawran mountain range and
volcanic territory which is very difficult of access'. To the east of Da-
mascus, between this volcanic territory and the chain of mountains
extending from the Antilebanon to the Euphrates, there remains a passage,

in places only six hundred meters broad, through which it is possible to

pass easily from the desert to the territory of an-Nukra. A similar

natural gateway affords an opening southeast of Der'at between the

southeastern spurs of the Hawran and the broken hills in which az-Zerka

has its source. Through these two gateways the camel breeders enter

the territory of an-Nukra from the desert at the end of June, and through
them at the end of August they return to their desert. The roads leading

through these gateways (see Jakut, Mu*gam [Wustenfeld], Vol. 2, p. 46;

Vol. 4, p. 669) used to be and still are called the “Roads of the Nomads.”
We may therefore locate the Road of the Nomads referred to in Judges,

8; 11, southeast of Der'at, to which country the settlements of Nobah
and Jogbeha also point. The defeated chiefs of the Madianites together

with their allies, the Bene Kedem, certainly fled along the road leading

into the depression of Sirhan, in which they found both pasturage and
water. Knowing that Gideon was pursuing them, they fled a considerable

distance and encamped by Karkor (which I identify with the modem
Karkar or Keraker), at the junction of important routes. Here they

supposed that they had gone far enough and that Gideon would not

follow them.

The wells of Ker&ker are situated in a capacious basin surrounded
by almost impassable limestone hills, from which only a single, convenient,

but not very broad, outlet, leads to the depression of Sirhan. Gideon, on
coming up,^ stationed some of his men at this outlet, while with the

others he climbed the hills surrounding the basin, took the camp by
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surprise, and defeated the enemy. He pursued them as far as the Ascent
of Heres (which I locate at Darb al-Mne^ka), whence he returned.

Gideon^s companions took from the enemy many gold rings and other

ornaments,

The victory of Gideon over the Madianites is recalled in Isaiah, 9:

3—4 and in Psalms, 83: 9—10.

Concerning the battles of the Madianites with the Moabites on the

Moabite plain there is a reference also in Genesis, 36: 35.

It is difficult to determine who the Madianites were whom the Bible

mentions as abiding to the east and northeast of the Dead Sea. In Genesis,

37 : 25, 28, the names Madianite and Ishmaelite are used interchangeably,

and there is a similar confusion in Judges, 8: 24. From this it would
seem that the Madianite clans may have joined the Ishmaelite clans and
encamped by the latter’s camping grounds to the east of Moab and Ammon.
We do not know where these Madianite clans came from, but we may
suppose that they had migrated from the land of Madian along the great

transport route running from south to north. They rented their camels
to the southern Arabian traders, who also hired camels from the Ishmael-

ites, the northern neighbors of the Madianites; thus they became acquainted

"knd in common they harassed both the Moabites and the Israelites.

THE LAND OF MADIAN

Where was the land of Madian situated? The Bible refers to it

for in Exodus, 2: 15, it is recorded that Moses sought a refuge from
Pharaoh in the land of Madian, where he rested by a well at which the

daughters of the priest of Madian were watering their flocks.

We cannot, however, after the manner of the Bible, give the name
of the land of Madian to the region in which some Madianite clan was
encamped only from time to time or temporarily, but should apply it to

the land which formed, as it were, the headquarters of this tribe and
which had belonged to it from a very early period.

According to the Biblical account, Moses, fostered by the daughter
of Pharaoh, committed high treason by murdering an Egyptian official

and thus setting an example of revolt to the immigrant Israelites. Knowing
that he was threatened with death, he had to flee not only from Egypt
proper but also from the bordering territory, to which Egyptian influence

extended.

If we acknowledge that the story of Moses has an historical foundation

we must suppose that Moses fled from Egypt somewhere about the

beginning of the fifteenth century before Christ. At that time the whole
of Palestine and a large part of Syria belonged to Egypt. Egyptian
garrisons guarded the important transport routes on the peninsula of

Sinai, and the chiefs of all tribes encamped upon this peninsula had to

obey the Egyptian commanders and officials if they wished to barter,

sell, or buy anything in Egypt or in southern Palestine. If a political

culprit were to settle down among them, this would soon be discovered

by the commander of the nearest frontier garrison, who would order

the guilty man to be brought immediately before him, if the garrison

themselves did not wish to incur punishment. So it was at that time

and so it is still done today.
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In 1910 I found two men on the southern border of the as-Sera’

range. One was from al-*Ari§, where he had robbed an Egyptian soldier;

the other from Kal'at an-Na{il, where he had severely wounded another
Egyptian soldier. Both of them were in fear of the English commanders
of the respective garrisons and had fled to the nomads on the Sinai

peninsula, first of all to the Tij&ha, then to the Terabin and ‘Azztzme,
and finally to the Hewat; but with no chief could they remain longer

than three days and a third, the length of time accorded to the guest

by the law of hospitality, for each chief excused himself for not being

able to protect them any longer, saying that if he did so, the English

officers would be angry with him and his tribe and would hinder them
from trading with Egypt and Egyptian merchants. There was nothing

left for the two culprits but to seek a refuge to the east of al-^Araba,

which they crossed at the watering place of Radjan.

If Moses wished to save his life, he likewise had to escape beyond
the range of Egyptian authority and thus beyond the rift valley of

al-*Araba. He did not flee alone through the desert; but, as he was
disguised, he probably joined some trade caravan, with which he proceeded

along the transport route eastward and thus reached the land of Madian.
From what has been said, therefore, it is clear that we must locate the

land of Madian beyond and to the southeast of al-*Araba. In this we are

justified by other Biblical reports.

Moses, when guarding the sheep of his father-in-law Jethro, priest

of the Madianites, on one occasion (Ex., 3:1) left the flock, when he came
to the mountain of God, Horeb. The mountain of God is hence situated

in the desert of the land of Madian.
The daughter of Jethro, the wife of Moses, was a Madianite woman

and yet she is also called a Kushite (Num., 12: 1).

In Habakkuk, 3 : 7, there is a description of how the tents of Kusan
shook and the tent coverings of the land of Madian trembled. — From this

it follows that Habakkuk thought of the Madianites as nomads living in

tents near the Kushites. This tallies with the manner in which the Bible

speaks of the Madianites, deriving several of their clans both from Abraham
by Keturah and also from the descendants of Kush. We may assume
that the camping grounds of the Madianites were in the vicinity of the

southern Arabian clans, who hailed, according to the Bible, from Kush,

and that they were also related to these clans. It is possible that the

priest Jethro was also a member of some southern Arabian clan and had
settled among the Madianites, who were politically dependent on the

rulers of the main trading stations on the transport routes leading

through the land of Madian. These rulers and their garrisons belonged

to the southern Arabs.

Moses returned from the land of Madian (Ex., 4: 19—20) on the

transport route to Egypt, with his wife and sons riding on an ass. He
likewise joined some caravan and, according to Exodus, 4 : 27, met his

brother Aaron by the mountain of God. Moses also led the Israelites

into the land of Madian, knowing that they would find a safe refuge there.

When setting out on the journey to the Promised Land, Moses asked
9obab (Num., 10: 29 f.), the son of Ra‘uel, a Madianite, to guide the

Israelites, but ^obab was unwilling to do so. He wished to return home
to his kindred.
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All these passages show that the land of Madian must be located

beyond the rift valley of al-*Araba and preferably to the east and south-

east of the present settlement of al-‘Akaba at the former harbor of Ajla
(Elath), for thither passed the important transport routes guarded by
the southern Arabian garrison, whose headquarters were the settlements

of Dedan (al-*Ela’) and Ma*6n (Ma'in).

That this is the true situation of Madian is attested by 1 Kings,

11 : 18, where it is narrated that the guardians of Hadad, the prince of

Edom, fled before Joab from Madian to Piran, where they took people

with them to guide and protect them, and then proceeded to Egypt (see

above, p. 276). Whether Madian denotes the territory of the tribe or the

settlement, we cannot locate it elsewhere than to the south or southeast

of Edom. The southern border of Edom is formed by the southern ridge

of a§-Sera’, or the ancient Se'ir. Thence Joab was spreading havoc north-

ward with his army. The servants, wishing to save Hadad, did not flee

with him either to the northeast or east of Edom but only to the south,

for they knew that thence alone could they reach Egypt in the quickest

and safest manner by the route rounding the Gulf of al-*Akaba. They
therefore endeavored to reach that route and, hiring guides at Parin
(which I identify either with fil Paran (Elath) or with the rift valley in

which this settlement is situated), hastened with them to Egypt. These
considerations show that the Madianites must be located to the east, or

rather to the southeast, of Paran (Elath), for at any distance north of

Elath the servants could not have crossed al-*Araba, if they did not

wish to fall into the hands of Joab's soldiers.

THE MADIANITE CLANS OF BIBLICAL AND ASSYRIAN RECORDS

The Biblical and Assyrian accounts of the various Madianite clans,

or at least of those related to the Madianites, point to their habitat to

the south of Edom (Se'ir).

Genesis, 25 : 1—2, mentions among the descendants of Abraham by
Keturah the names of Zimran, Joksan, Medan, Madian, Jisbak, and SOah.

According to verse 3 of this chapter, the descendants of Joksan are

§eba’ and Dedan. From the latter are descended AsSurim, Letusim, and
Le'ummim. In verse 4 it is stated that the sons of Madian are '£lfa',

*Efer, Hanok, Abida*, and Elda*a. Genesis, 10 : 7, mentions Seba’ and Dedan
also among the descendants of Kush, and in Genesis, 10: 28—29, Seba' is

mentioned, together with Hawila, among the Semitic sons of Joktan.

From these statements we may suppose that Dedan and Seba’ were in

touch not only with Kushite Eastern Africa — or the modem Somaliland,

Abyssinia, and the northern Sudan — but also with northwestern Arabia

and southern Syria, where Abraham’s kindred dwelt
;
and it may further

be assumed that Seba’ exerted a considerable influence also in the

interior of Arabia: the ancient Hawila or the modem Negd.
This view is frequently corroborated both by the Biblical and the

Assyrian accounts. In the second half of the eighth century before Christ

the Assyrian kings endeavored to extend their sway to the great trade

route leading through western Arabia from south to north towards Egypt,

Damascus, and the Phoenician harbor towns. Tiglath Pileser IV subjugated

the extensive surroundings of the modem Hawr&n, encroached also farther
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to the south, and in 733 B. G. his Annals (Layard, Inscriptions^ pis. 66,

72 b; Rost, Keilschrifttexte, Vol. 2, pis. 23, 18), lines 218—226, 240 (see

also Rost, op, dt,, Vol. 1, pp. 36, 38, 40, 70), record that from the tribe

of Mas’a, the city of T§ma, and the tribes of Saba, ^ajappa, Badana,
gatti, and Idiba’il dwelling in the regions of the lands of the west in

distant settlements, he received as tribute gold, silver, male and female
camels, and spices of various kinds. He appointed Idibi’il of the land

of Arubu as resident (kipu) to keep him informed about Egypt. He
separated fifteen settlements in the neighborhood of Askalon from the

land of Askalon and gave them to IdibPil.

In this account we meet with names which are familiar to us also

from the Bible. The tribe Mas’a is probably identical with the Biblical

tribe Massa (Gen., 25: 13—14). According to \iarious reports this tribe

had its encampments to the east or southeast of Moab and did not belong

to the tribes of the Madianites but to the Ishmaelites.

By the town of T^ma the Assyrian annals mean the oasis of Tejma,
which, according to the Bible (Gen., 26: 13 f. ; Septuagint, 25: 3), belonged

either to the Ishmaelite clans or else to the descendants of Abraham by
Keturah. The inhabitants of Tejma were engaged in trading by caravan

(Job, 6: 19), and they therefore had to send gifts to Tiglath Pileser IV,

who had control of the trade route leading to the Mediterranean harbors.

Seba* or Saba; the Sabaeans

The Saba are identical with the Biblical Seba’, whose caravans

together with the caravans of Tejma are referred to in Job, 6: 19. This
tribe must therefore be located near the oasis of Tejma. To the west of

Tejma the great transport route leads from southern Arabia to Syria

and Egypt. This route was at times in the possession of the Sabaeans
and at times in that of their kinsmen the Minaeans, who shared with
them the supremacy in southwestern Arabia and thus also the predom-
inance in the regions through which their caravans journeyed. In all the

oases on this great transport route the rulers of southwestern Arabia
had their garrisons and trading centers. These posts were a source of

gain to the native settlers and tribes camping in the vicinity, to whom
they supplied both clothing and food and over whom they exercised some
sort of supremacy. As the home of these important traders was in south-

western Arabia, whence they had frequent relations with Kushite Africa,

many Kushites settled among them; thus the Bible is able to attribute

both them and their settlements on the route in northwestern Arabia
partly to the descendants of Abraham by Keturah and partly to the

descendants of Kush. I regard their colonies in northwestern Arabia as

having been Dajdan, or the Biblical Dedan. near the modem oasis of

al-‘Ela’, and also the oasis of Ma*dn, or the modern Ma‘an.

The center of the authority of the Sabaeans in northwestern Arabia
was the oasis of Dajdan, and it is there that I locate the headquarters

of their governor, kebtr, Chief It’amara of the land of Saba, who before

707 B. C. sent his tribute to King Sargon II (Great inscription of Khor-
sabad [Botta and Flandin, Monument, Vol. 4, pi. 1452, line 3; Winckler,

Die Keilschrifttexte Sargon^s, Vol. 2, pi. 65, line 27 ; see also Winckler,
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op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 100; Peiser in: Schrader, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek,

Vol. 2, p. 64]).

Settled as they were in oases and carrying trade by caravans
(Job, 6: 19), the Sabaeans were also engaged in breeding camels, goats,

and sheep, and it was urgently necessary for them to camp in tents, at

least from time to time. Both their flocks and their caravans were now
and then attacked by remoter tribes and clans, and therefore they too,

like all the inhabitants of the oases, were fond of setting out on warlike,

plundering expeditions, partly to punish the troublesome tribes, partly

also to satisfy their longing for adventures and to provide themselves
with camels and other animals. There is an account of such a plundering

expedition in Job, 1: 14“-15. This narrative is entirely probable and shows
not only that the writer was well acquainted with the habits and customs
of the Sabaeans but also that we should locate the residence of Job
near some Sabaean oasis and thus to the southeast of the Dead Sea,

where their caravans passed.

Other Biblical writers refer to the tribe of Saba only as traders.

Ezekiel, 27: 22, records that the traders from Saba and Bahama conveyed
the best balsam, various precious stones, and gold to the market at Tyre.

According to Joel, 4: 8, the Jews sold slaves to the Saba nation,

dwelling afar off. Ezekiel, 38: 13, refers to the trade relations between
the Saba and the merchants from Tarshish. Isaiah, 60: 6, promises that

young camels shall come to Zion from Madian and ‘Efa* bearing gold and
incense of the Saba traders. From this reference it is clear that the great

transport route from Saba proper, or southwestern Arabia, passed through
the territory of the tribes of Madian and *£lfa ; for otherwise the latter

could not have participated in the trade of Saba. This shows that the

camping places of the tribes of Madian and *fifa must be located some-
where near the oasis of Tejma. As the inhospitable desert of the Nefud,

through which no great transport route led, extends to the east of the

oasis of Tejma, it must further be supposed that these camping places

were situated to the west of the oasis and thus in the territory through

which the great transport route of Saba actually passed.

IJajappa or 'fifa’

Friedrich Delitzsch, Wo lag das Paradies?, Leipzig, 1881, p. 304,

identified the IJajappa tribe of the Assyrian annals quite accurately with

the Biblical tribe of 'fefa (Septuagint; Gafa(r) or Gajfa(r) of Isaiah, 60: 6).

This tribe belonged to the descendants of Abraham who were the kinsmen
of Saba and formed the first clan of the tribe of Madian (Gen., 25: 4).

There is a reference to this kinship also in Isaiah, 60 : 6. The name *Efa has

still been preserved in the ruin of the ancient temple of Rwafa, as this name
is pronounced by some clans of the Beni 'Atijje, although others, as well

as all the Hw6t&t at-Tihama, say Rwafa. The interchange of r and ‘ with

r is fairly frequent. Sadar is said instead of sadar, azrak instead of

azralc (azrak al-ajnen), ka/rrdta instead of sd^'dia, takanta^ instead of

talcantar, etc. If the modern pronounciation Rwdfa is correct, we may
conclude that the *fifa tribe had its camping grounds in the territory of

Hesma. It is impossible to identify 'Efa with Rajfe (Ja^t, Mu^aw
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[Wiistenfeld], Vol. 3, p. 829). This Rajfe is situated not far from Bilbejs

in Egypt, and in the year 733 B. C. the authority of Tiglath Pileser IV
did not extend at all to the southwest of the town of Gaza. There is not

a single Biblical or Assyrian record which would imply with certainty

that any of the tribes of Madian pitched their tents on the Sinai peninsula

in the first half of the first millennium before Christ.

Badana

The tribe of Badana is not referred to elsewhere. The name itself

recalls the tribe of Bd^n, or Mdiln, whose camps are found in the highest

mountains of the He^az to the southeast of the oasis of al-*Ela’, or the

former Dajdan. The surrounding tribes assert tjiat these folk are of very
ancient origin and are related to nobody. A clan of Bdiin, or Mdtin,

dwells near Petra.

The name Badana is very similar to Badanatha (Pliny, Nat. hist.,

VI, 157), but the reading Badanatha is not certain. There is better

authority for the form Baclanaza (in Detlefsen’s edition of the Naturalis

historia, loe. cit). If the reading Badanatha were certain, we might sur-

mise the inhabitants of the oasis of Bada’, which is to the west of al-

*Ela* (Dajdin) and is mentioned also by Ptolemy, Geography, VI, 7: 30,

as Badais, and by Stephen of Byzantium, Ethnica (Meineke), p. 155, as

Badeos. In the whole territory of former Madian there are no ruins of

a place called Beden, with which Badana was identified by F. P. Dhorme,
Les pays bibliques et VAssyrie, p. 196. Beden is an incorrect transcription

of Bed*, as the classical oasis of Madiama (Madian) is now called, and
this cannot at the same time be identical with the classical oasis of

Badanatha.
The Assyrian name Badana is somewhat like the Hebrew Madan,

as it is vocalized in the Septuagint version of Genesis, 25: 2. At the

beginning of a word b is often interchanged with m. According to the

Bible, Madan is related to the Madianites just as is 'fifa*, the Assyrian
^ajappa. The Assyrian record unites the last-named with Badana, thus

justifying us in assigning Madan or Badana to the Biblical tribe of 'fifa^

and in locating its camping place near the oasis of Tejma: that is to the

southeast of the present settlement of al-*Akaba, or the ancient Elath.

The southern Arabian inscriptions likewise record a settlement of

Madan in northwestern Arabia (Glaser’s inscriptions [collated by Adolf
Grohmann], National-Bibliothek, Vienna, No. 1238).

0atti

I place the tribe of l^atti in the immediate vicinity of ancient Edom
upon the basis of Genesis, 26: 34; 36: 2, where reference is made to the

kinship of the Edomites with the Qatti. It seems that the who in

710 B. C. stirred up strife at Asdod against the Assyrians (Great In-

scription of Khorsabad [Botta and Flandin, op. dt., Vol. 4, pi. 149, line 10

;

Winckler, op. dt., Vol. 2, pi. 70], lines 95 f.; see also Winckler, op. dt.,

Vol. 1, p. 115; Peiser in: Schrader, op. dt., Vol. 2, p. 64), likewise belonged
to the same tribe. There is no reason for identifying these two Hatti,

mentioned in the Bible and the Assyrian sources as dwelling or camping
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to the south of Palestine, with the gittites rather than with the Arab
clan of the Hatti.

Idiba’il or Adbe’el

The tribe of Idiba’il and the Kepu Idibi'il, to whom Tiglath Pileser IV
assigned fifteen settlements in the territory of Askalon, are certainly

the same. Idiba^il, or Idibi’il, was probably the name of the ruling family,

and a tribe subordinate to it might well be designated by its name.
The Assyrian Idiba’il is identical with the Biblical tribe Adbe’el,

which Genesis, 25: 13, includes among the Ishmaelites. Its encampments
were near and to the southwest of Gaza, near the actual Egyptian
frontier, and it had to report to the great Assyrian king on whatever
happened near the frontier.

Tamudi

To cite another Assyrian account, we find that Sargon II narrates

(Cylinder Inscription [Rawlinson, Cuneiform Inscriptions

,

VoL 1, pi. 36;

Lyon, Sargon, p. 4], line 20; see also F. E. Peiser in: Schrader, op, cit.,

Vol. 2, p. 42) that in 715 B. C. he defeated the tribes of the Tamudi, Ibadidi,

Marsimani, and ^[ajappa and settled their survivors in Samaria.

The Tamudi are identical with the classical Thamudeni. Agathar-
chides, Periplus (Photius^ version [Muller, Geographi, Vol. 1]), p. 179,

refers to a stony shore one hundred stades long lying behind the small

islands situated near the long gulf of the Red Sea and belonging to the

territory of the Thamudenoi Arabs. The same statement, with minor
changes, is repeated by Diodorus, Bibliotheca historica, III, 44.

Uranius, Arabica (Muller, Fragmenta, Vol. 4), p. 525, states that

Thamuda borders upon the Arabian Nabataeans.
Ptolemy, Geography, VI, 7: 4, mentions the Thamyditai and (o;>. dt,,

VI, 7: 21) the Thamydenoi in northwestern Arabia.

According to the inscription on the temple at Rwafa, built between
the end of the year 166 and the beginning of the year 169 A. D. by the

“Thamudenon ethnos^^ or Thamudenic tribe, the Thamudeni owned the

Harrat al-'Awerez and the Harrat ar-Rha’ in the middle of the second

century of our era. Their encampments were thus to the west of the oasis

of Tejma near the great trade route leading from southwestern Arabia
to Syria and Egypt.

The Moslem tradition asserts (Koran, 7: 71; 26: 141; 54: 28; 91: 13)

that the Tamud tribe built rock dwellings in the oasis of al-Hegr. Saleh,

the messenger of Allah, warned them not to be proud of their earthly

possessions but to fear Allah. They did not believe him and wanted him
to attest his message by miracle, but, instead of granting them a miracle,

Saleh admonished them not to grudge their water to Allah’s camel and
not to harm it. The people of Tam^d killed the camel at the instigation

of a wicked man, and there arose a terrible storm which destroyed them
all. — This tradition tallies with the classical accounts and with the

inscription at Rwafa. The environs of the oasis of al-Hegr belonged to

the people of Tamiid, and it is certain that the whole shore also belonged
to them, for the tribes encamping on the shore had to acknowledge the
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supremacy of the tribe in whose territory the trade center of al-Hegr
was situated and who ensured their trade relations. We see that the

Tamiid tribe, which is mentioned in the Assyrian records, encamped in

the same territory as the Qajappa, or the Biblical *£lfa, the name of

which, as we have seen, is preserved in that of Rw&fa. The Bible makes
no reference to the Tamiid tribe.

Ibadidi or Ab!da‘

I identify the Ibadidi with the Biblical Abida', who, according to

Genesis, 25 ; 4, was descended from Abraham by Keturah. The second half

of the word Ibadidi is formed by the name of the deity Dad. In the

Bible this name, like similar names, was changed into Da* in order that

any offence might thus be obviated. The Abida', and hence also the

Ibadidi, belonged to the Madianite tribes related to the *Efa, and we must
locate their camping place by the great trade route to the southeast of

Elath (al-*Akaba).

Marsimani

The Assyrian record refers to a Marsimani tribe, which is not
mentioned in the Bible. On the other hand, the classical authors knew
of a tribe to the southeast of al-*Akaba, the name of which recalls the

Assyrian Marsimani. Agatharchides, Periplua (Photius' version [Muller,

Geographi, Vol. 1]), pp. 177—179, mentions a Batmizomaneis tribe on
the shore to the southeast of the mouth of the Laeanitic Gulf or the

modern Gulf of al-*Akaba; and Diodorus, Bibliotheca^ III, 43 f., records

a Banizomaneis tribe in the same region. According to both these authors,

the neighbors of this tribe on the southeast are the Thamudenoi, our
people of Tamild, a circumstance which justifies us not only in connecting

the Tamiid of the Assyrian inscription with the classical Thamudenoi,
but also the Marsimani with the Banizomaneis, as the name should be
transcribed. The Arabic dialects often put z in place of s and inter-

change h with m. Thus, they say rezdz, Zorar, instead of reads, Sorar;

and Madh, Tereh, Heseb, instead of Badh, Terem, Heaem. The Assyrian
Marsimani may therefore be read Barsimani. Furthermore, Bani and Bar
mean the same thing. This view is confirmed also by Ptolemy, op. cit.,

VI, 7: 21, who mentions a Maisaimaneis tribe in the northwestern part

of Arabia Felix in the interior of the country. But his statements, whether
they refer to the interior or to the coast, are not accurate in the case

of towns and are all the more likely to be erroneous in the case of tribes.

Agatharchides and Diodorus locate the Thamudi on the coast, while

Ptolemy places them in the interior of the country; nevertheless in the

second century they certainly exercised supremacy over the coast. In

Ptolemy’s spelling of Maisaimaneis, either an n was omitted between
the first a and i or else the first i arose through a faulty transcription

from r. At the beginning of words m is commonly interchanged with b.

The Aramaic trader, from whom Ptolemy obtained his information about
northwestern Arabia, might easily have interchanged the Arabic Bani
with the Aramaic Ba/r, If we admit the identity of the Maisaimaneis
and Banizomaneis with the Marsimani of the Assyrian records, we likewise
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arrive at the region west of the oasis of Tejma and west of the great

transport route from southern Arabia to Syria and Egypt, and thus at

the region where the classical writers locate the oasis of Madiama and
where, according to the Bible, we seek the land of Madian.

All four of the tribes mentioned by Sargon II in the year 715 B. C.

may be associated with the Biblical tribes of the Madianites. The Hajappa,

or *fifa, certainly belonged to them; the Ibadidi, or Abida*, very probably;

and we may include the Tamudi and Marsimani likewise, considering

their camping places. According to this identification Sargon’s army made
an expedition along the trade route southwards, attacked various camps
and oases of the tribes mentioned, and settled the captured inhabitants

in devastated Samaria. We cannot tell how deeply the army penetrated,

but it did not reach either the oasis of Tejma or Dajdan; for, had it

done so, the Assyrian annalist would certainly have recorded the fact.

The inroad induced the Sabaean It’amara, whom I infer to have been
the Sabaean resident at Dajdan, likewise to send gifts to Sargon.

Other Madianite Tribes

Concerning the Zimran and Jisbak tribes, among the descendants

of Abraham by Keturah mentioned in Genesis, 25: 2, we have no other

accounts either in the Bible or in other ancient records, as far as they

have been published.

Joksan is perhaps identical with the descendant of Sem called Joktan,

from whom the Bible derives the tribes of Central Arabia. Bildad of the

tribe of Suah visited the great sufferer Job (Job, 2; 11; 8; 1; 18; 1; 25:

1; 42; 9). The land of *0s, where Job dwelt, I locate in the neighborhood
of the modern town of at-Tefile in the northern part of Se'ir. We may
therefore also place Bildad^s home, the camping place of the tribe of

Suah, on the southeastern or southern border of the Se'ir mountain range,

or the ancient Edom, and thus in the area of the Madianite tribes.

Among the descendants of Madian (Gen., 25: 4) we know that the

tribe of *fifa^ or the Assyrian ^ajappa, camped to the west of the oasis

of Tejma and near the above-mentioned transport route. The name of

the ‘Efer tribe has perhaps been preserved in the name of the valley of

al- Efar, or al-*Efal, which winds through the oasis of Madian, or the

modern al-Bed'. We have identified the Abida' with the Assyrian Ibadidi,

and we locate their camping place between the Tamudi, to whom the

Harrat al-'Awerez belonged, and the Marsimani, who were masters of the

oases on the coast to the northwest of al-Mweleh. Hanok and Elda'a are

not mentioned anywhere else.

We have already discussed Saba\ Concerning the clans of the

A§surim, Letiisim, and Le’ummim, the kinsmen of Dajdan, we know nothing.

Dcdan of Dajdan

To Dedan belonged the oasis of the same name, the modern al-'Ela’.

The latter is situated on the great transport route uniting southwestern

Arabia with Syria and Egypt. From this route another great route here

branched off along the southern border of the sandy desert of Nefiid

to the interior of Arabia, the Persian Gulf, and Babylon. As we know
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from inscriptions which have been preserved in the oasis of Dajd&n, the

kings of southwestern Arabia held sway over these great transport routes.

The population comprised natives and Sabaean emigrants from southern
Arabia. This explains why the Bible thus derives Dedan, partly (as in

Genesis, 10: 7) from the Kushites of southern Arabia and partly (as

Genesis, 26: 1—4) from the Semitic descendants of Abraham by Keturah.
No reference to Dedan has yet been found in the Assyrian inscriptions.

It is extremely probable that during the Assyrian period the oasis of

DajdUn was completely subordinate to the Sabaean kings and that where
the Assyrian records speak of Saba they mean the Sabaean lord of the

oasis of DajdUn and not the Sabaean king from southwestern Arabia.

The Bible very often connects Dedan with Saba (Gen., 10: 7; 25: 3; Ezek.,

38: 13). The great prophets were acquainted with Dedan. In Isaiah, 21:

13—15, there is a reference to the trade caravans of Dedan, who are

urged to spend the night in the wilderness in the wood, and the inhabitants

of the land of Tema are admonished to hasten to them with water and
bread, because they are thirsty and hungry. — The context shows that

a great danger threatened Edom and the people of Teman, through
whose territories passed the transport route upon which the trade caravans
of Dedan Jused to proceed. In order to escape the danger they had to

flee into the wilderness and seek quarters for the night in the wood.
Fugitive travelers, very sleepy in the nighttime, do not keep watch
and can easily be attacked. They therefore gladly spend the night in

the wood — i. e. in a valley or hollow covered with a growth of acacias

and tamarisks, of which there are many to the southeast of Edom. The
inhabitants of the land of T^ma were to have mercy on the fugitives

and to offer them water and bread. This is done even today by the

inhabitants of the oases when they learn that a tribe with whom they
are on friendly terms has been plundered and is escaping from its enemies.

In Jeremiah, 25: 23, there is also a record of the danger by which
Dedan, Tema, and Bdz were threatened. The people of Dedan are urged
to hide themselves in deep basins (Jer., 49: 8). Jeremiah is thinking of

the basins in the volcanic territory which afford a safe refuge to all

refugees, each one being generally elliptical in shape, strengthened by
a natural rampart of lava boulders up to a height of fifty meters, and
reached only by a narrow footpath, in places artificially made. The foot-

path is enclosed by boulders, the lava rampart can be held by a few
defenders, and the pursuing party must return baffled. The volcanic

territory extends to within two hundred kilometers north of the oasis

of DajdUn.
In Ezekiel, 25: 13, Jehovah threatens that he will turn Edom into

a wilderness from as far as Dedan. T€mikn is the name of the

settlement and territory on the northern border of Edom. The latter

marched on the south with the territory of Dedan. The phrase ‘‘from

TIman as far as Dedan” therefore denotes the whole of Edom from the

valley of al-Hasa’ as far as the southern foot of the a§-Sera’ range.

In Ezekiel, 27: 20, it is stated that Dedan sold to Tyre coverings

for riding saddles. Such coverings are made to this day in the oases of

al-‘Ela’, ^ajbar, and H&jel. Goatskin with long, soft, black fur is tanned
until it is quite soft and is then decorated and hemmed and placed on

the saddles of either horses or camels. Before the War of 1914—1918
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a covering of this kind cost the equivalent of two to ten dollars according

to quality.

In southern Arabian inscriptions Dedan is often mentioned as a place

from which temple servants were imported (Glaser's inscriptions [collated

by Adolf Grohmann], National-Bibliothek, Vienna, 942 = 1277, 944= 1268,

946= 1270, 961 = 1241, 963 == 1243, 974, 976 = 1255, 1025.

From the inscriptions discovered at Dedan (D. H. Muller, Epigra-

phische Denkmalevy pp. 1—96) we see that the people of Dedan had not

only a king of their own but also a southern Arabian resident, who was
called kehir. The native clan ruling in Dedan is called Lehj&n on the

inscriptions; whereas the residents exercised authority in the name of

the kings of Ma'in, or the Minaeans, but no longer in the name of the

Sabaeans. From this it follows that the Dedan inscriptions are more recent

than the Assyrian records concerning Saba and date from a period after

the sixth century before Christ. This is also proved by the Septuagint,

which frequently refers to the Minaeans. Although the Bible does not

record the name Lehjan even once, the classical writers are familiar

with it and from the time of Agatharchides call the Gulf of al-*Akaba

the Laeanitic Gulf. This name is a proof that the Lehjan, or Laeanites,

held sway not only over the land trade route but also over the maritime
route leading to Elath and that the Hellenic traders and sailors used

to pay toll to the Lehjan collectors. This was perhaps the case in the

fourth and third centuries before Christ, for Agatharchides, who wrote

about the Red Sea in the second century, knew only the name Laeanitic

Gulf but says nothing about a Lehjan ruling family. It seems that the

Nabataeans supported the settlement of al-Hegr to the detriment of the

southern Arabian colony of Dajdan and that the Lehjan kings from
the time of their decline settled in al-Hegr. Only thus can we explain

the record which has been preserved for us by Pliny, NaU hist., VI, 156,

who, writing about the town of Hagra, says that it is the royal seat

of the Laeanites. This record is an extract from some older source now
lost, for at the time of Pliny the Nabataean kings themselves held sway
at Hagra. Concerning the native Lehjan kings the classical authors give

no details. In one southern Arabic inscription (Glaser, 985= 1264) the

settlement of al-Hegr is likewise mentioned.

Through the decay of the Lehjan the authority of the Tamudi and
their oasis, al-Hegr, increased, and it would seem that by the action of

the Nabataeans the transport route from this oasis southward changed
its direction, passing about seven kilometers to the east of the old oasis

of Dajdan and thus completing the ruin of that place. Even at the rise

of Islam the transport and accordingly also the Pilgrim Route led east

of the oasis of Dajdan, and the latter disappeared both from historical

and geographical literature. The old town fell into ruins, and about three

kilometers to the southwest of it another settlement was built, originally

called Kurh and later al-*Ela'. Only a few clans of the old Beli tribe

are still aware that the ruins of al-grajbe to the northeast of al-*Ela'

were formerly called DajdUn. This form of the name, recorded by the

Septuagint instead of the Hebrew Dedan, is mentioned by JSkut, Mu gam
(Wiistenfeld), Vol. 2, p. 639, where he writes that ad-Dajdan is the name
of a town situated on the transport route from the territory of al-Hegaz

to al-Belka’, once a place of fine buildings but now in ruins.
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Summtiry

The evidence in all the foregoing records, therefore, shows that we
are justified in locating the camping places of the tribes descended from
Abraham by Keturah to the south of the Edom range of Se‘ir, or the

modem a§-Sera^ and to the west of the sandy desert of Nefiid. It is

there that Flavius Josephus, Archaeologia, II, 257, locates the place Ma-
diana; Ptolemy, Geography^ VI, 7 : 27, the settlement of Madiama; Euse-
bius, Onomasticon (Klostermann), p. 124, the town of Madiam; and the

Arabic tradition the center of the Madjan tribe.

The Assyrian records mention the oasis of Tema together with the

Biblical tribes of Madian. This, with the position of the oasis of Tejma
to the southeast of the former Se'ir, strengthens our supposition that

the inhabitants of the oasis of Tejma likewise belonged to the tribes

descended from Abraham by Keturah and not to the Ishmaelite tribes.

The Hebrew text (Gen., 25: 15) mentions Tema among the descendants

of Ishmael, but the Septuagint has in this passage the tribe of Taiman,
who, according to Biblical accounts, possessed the eastern half of northern

Edom. In the enumeration of the sons of Abraham by Keturah the Septu-

agint, in Genesis, 25: 3, records between the accusatives Saban and Daidan,

also the accusative Taiman. I judge that the nominative of this form
Taiman is Taima, just as in the case of the preceding Saban the nom-
inative is Saba, and that in his Hebrew manuscript the translator found
the tribe of T5ma among the tribes of Saba and Dedan, to which they

actually belong.

According to this view, Moses sought and found a refuge in the

land of Madian to the southeast of the harbor of Elath (al-*Akaba) where
also was the mountain of God, to which he led the Israelites.

THE MOUNTAIN OF GOD

The mountain of God, where the Commandments to the Israelites

were issued is called both Horeb and Sinai.

In Exodus, 3:1, it is narrated that Moses, while guarding the sheep
of Jethro, his father-in-law, the priest of the Madianites, once drove
them across the desert and came to the mountain of God, to Horeb. —
Mount Horeb is therefore situated in the land where the Madianites were
encamped but at some distance from the place where Jethro dwelt. Know-
ing that the land of the Madianites was situated to the southeast of the

northern extremity of the Gulf of al-‘Akaba, we must locate Mount Horeb
likewise there.

According to Deuteronomy, 1:2, it is possible from Mount Horeb
to reach Kade§ Bame'a by way of Mount Se'ir in eleven days.

According to Deuteronomy, 1 : 19, the road to Mount Se*ir is identical

with the road to the mountain of the Amorites, upon which the Israelites

after leaving Horeb passed through a great and terrible wilderness as

far as Kades Bame‘a. (See above, pp. 263—264.)

We locate Kades Bame'a in the vicinity of the famous Petra, and
we know that Mount Se*ir rises to the east of the rift valley of al-*Araba
close to ruins of Petra, while the mountains of the Amorites extend to

the northwest of it. The road in question went along the western foot
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of Mount Se'ir. But as this range extends from north to south, we know
that the road must also go in a southerly and northerly direction, and
this likewise brings us to the southeast of al-*Akaba. Here, therefore,

we locate Horeb in the land of Madian. The Bible does not say that the

road in question led through Mount Se'ir but that it is the road to

Mount Se*ir; that is, in a direction towards Mountj Se'ir. From other

passages we know that the Israelites, when passing along it, proceeded
along the very border of Se'ir, or Edom, but they did not encroach upon
its cultivated and inhabited parts. Furthermore, this circumstance en-

tirely tallies with the road leading through the al-Abjaz valley, along
Mount Iram (Ramm), and by the ruins of al-Homejma to Petra and
thence farther to the north-northwest.

According to Deuteronomy, 1: 2, from Horeb to Kades Bame'a is

eleven days* march. If we locate Mount Horeb in the vicinity of the seth
of al-Hrob, from there to Kades Barne'a in the vicinity of Petra is about
240 kilometers, which quite agrees with the eleven days* march of goods
caravans or of migrating nomads.

It was to Mount Horeb that Elijah hastened when he was perse-

cuted (1 Kings, 19: 8). From the neighborhood of the capital city of Sa-

maria he proceeded to Beersheba and thence southward. On the day of

his journey from Beersheba he was miraculously supplied with food and
drink, and he journeyed for forty days and forty nights to Mount Horeb,

where he spent the night in a cave.

The round figure of forty days and forty nights shows that he
journeyed for a very long time. The statement that he proceeded from
Beersheba southward proves that he traveled in the direction of Elath,

or the modern al-'Akaba, and that he thus went to the land of Madian.
After he had been strengthened by the Lord, he was to return through
the wilderness to Damascus (1 Kings, 19: 15). He accordingly must have
proceeded by caravan along the great transport route on the eastern

frontiers of Edom and Moab northward, thus along the 'Araba road,

which the migrating Israelites reached near Ma'an (Deut., 2: 8).

These are the only Biblical records from which it is at all possible

to determine the position of Horeb, the mountain of God.

From the rock near Horeb Moses obtained water with his rod (Ex.,

17 : 6) and upon Horeb the Lord gave him the Commandments for the

Israelites (Deut., i: 6; 4: 10; 4: 15; 5: 2; 18: 16; 28: 69; Malachi, 3: 22).

Near Horeb the Israelites prepared the Golden Calf (Psalms, 106: 19), and,

after they had been punished for that act, they laid aside their orna-

ments by Mount Horeb (Ex., 33: 6). By Mount Horeb Moses placed the

stone tablets of the Covenant in the ark (1 Kings, 8: 9). Besides these

there is no other historical source referring to Horeb.

It is nowhere stated that Mount Sinai lay in the land of Madian,

but, if we locate the halting place of £lim (Ex., 16: 1) in £l Paran
(Elath) or in its vicinity in the oasis of ad-Dejr, we find ourselves with

the migrating Israelites at the northern extremity of the Gulf of al-

'Akaba and thus nearly at the frontier of the land of Madian. We must
accordingly locate Mount Sinai in the same region.

Exodus, 16: 1, notes that the wilderness of Sin extends from filim

to Sinai, and it was through this wilderness that the Israelites proceeded

to Sinai. From Egypt to felim their journey had taken them a whole
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month (Ex., 16: 1); from flHm to the camp opposite Mount Sinai it took

at least sixteen days (Ex., 19: 1 ff.); but they were then advancing much
more slowly, as they felt themselves in no danger.

Around Mount Sinai visible bounds were to be set (Ex., 19: 12), which
the people were forbidden to cross under penalty of stoning and death. Sinai

must, therefore, have been an isolated peak, presumably near the seHh of al-

grob on the northeastern border of the undulating plain of al-Hrajbe.

According to Exodus, 19: 16, thunder rumbled, lightning flashed,

a heavy cloud rested on the mountain, and a loud voice of a trumpet
was heard, so that the people trembled. Moses led the people out of the

camp (Ex., 19: 17) and drew them up at the foot of the mountain. Mount
Sinai was entirely wrapped in smoke (Ex., 19: 18) because Jehovah had
descended upon it in fire, and the smoke from it arose as the smoke from
a furnace. The cloud rested on the mountain for six days (Ex., 24: 16).

—

Many of these phenomena seem to indicate that Sinai was a volcano, but
the description is fundamentally different from that of an active volcano.

Moreover, it cannot be supposed that Moses would have encamped with
the people in the vicinity of an active volcano. The land of Madian, the

only place where we can locate Mount Sinai, has always been a notably

volcanic region. In the southern half of Madian there is an abundance
of volcanoes, many of which were active not only in the middle of the

second millennium before Christ but as recently as four to six hundred
years ago. The poetical description of the phenomena accompanying the

descent of the Lord upon the mountain must have been taken from actual

experience, and the punishment incurred by those who crossed the

bounds and encroached upon the mountain was the usual one among
the tribes guarding sacred places. Not wishing to touch the culprit, they

would discharge arrows at him if he was some distance away or throw
stones at him if he was near by.

We have no other particulars indicating the position of Mount Sinai.

In Deuteronomy, 33: 2, it is mentioned that Jehovah came from Sinai

and shone to his people from Selr; he gleamed from Mount Paran and
came from Meribat Kades. —

Concerning Se'ir, we know that it extends to the south-southeast

of the Dead Sea. ParUn is situated to the south of the Dead Sea, parallel

with the southern part of Se*ir. Meribat Kades is located on the north-

ern border of Paran near Petra by Se'ir. As, therefore, all the places

through which Jehovah passed with the Israelites are situated to the

south and southeast of the Dead Sea, we must look for Sinai also in the

same direction, and this brings us to the land of Madian.
According to Judges, 5: 4—5, Deborah praised Jehovah, who came

out of Se‘ir and proceeded from the fields of Edom. The mountains
trembled before Jehovah; even Sinai, before Jehovah, the God of Israel.

*^Even Sinai” is certainly a remark of the expositor. It was thence

taken by Psalms, 68: 9; but in Psalms, 68: 18, it is directly stated that

God came from Sinai, and in Nehemiah, 9: 13, it is noted that God des-

cended upon Mount Sinai, where he gave the laws. —
From this it is clear that one tradition calls the mountain of God

^oreb, the other Sinai, but that in both the same place is meant. This

place must be located in the land of Madian to the southeast of the

modem settlement of al-‘Akaba.
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al-he6r

Strabo, Geography

^

XVI, 4: 24, relates that Aelius Gallus on his

march from southern Arabia came through a desert in which there were
only a few wells to the settlement of Egra, situated in the territory of

the Nabataean king, Obodas, near the sea. Thence he sailed across with
his army to Myos Hormos in eleven days and near the town of Koptos
reached the Nile, down which he sailed to Alexandria.

Aelius Gallus certainly returned from southern Arabia upon the

great transport route leading to Syria. Upon this highroad was situated

the important Nabataean trading center of al-Hegr. Accordingly we
infer that the Egra mentioned by Strabo is identical with al-Hegr. It is

true that al-Hegr lies not by the sea, but inland; but near this town
Aelius Gallus left the trade route and branched off to the coast, upon
which the port of al-Hegr was situated. It is possible and indeed prob-

able that this harbor was also called al-Hegr, just as the port of Madjan
was likewise known as Madjan, and it is perhaps identical with the

modem harbor of al-Wegh. Strabo nowhere mentions that the Roman
army returned along the coast. The journey from al-Hegr to its port and
thence across the Red Sea to the African harbor of Myos Hormos (lat.

27® N.) could have taken eleven days. In southern Arabia the Romans
were two days* march distant from a region whence various spices were
exported, and from there sixty days* march brought them to the town
of Egra. According to Strabo, op. cit., XVI, 4: 4, the trade caravans per-

formed the journey with spices and incense from the region in question

to the town of Aelana (or Aila), about 360 kilometers distant from al-

Hegr, in seventy days. As the figures sixty and seventy are only ap-

proximate and Aila is about ten days* march from al-Hegr (Egra), these

particulars confirm our surmise that Egra is identical with al-Hegr.

Pliny, Nat. hist., VI, 156, calls Hagra (variants are Agra, Hagrat)
the royal city of the Laeanites, from whom the gulf also received its

name. The Laeanites are the Arabian Lehjan, whose name has been pre-

served in various places of the northern Hegaz. They were the rulers

of the land before, and perhaps for some time together with, the Naba-
taeans. Their original center was the oasis of Dajdan, or Dedan, about
twenty kilometers to the south of al-Hegr. At the beginning of the second

century before Christ the power of the Nabataeans increased, and they
spread from north to south, settling in al-Hegr, which gradually sup-

planted the ancient Dajdan. The Nabataeans in al-Hegr were originally

subject to the Lehjan, who certainly also resided in al-Hegr as well as

in Dedan. From this it may be inferred that Hagra. the royal city of

the Laeanites, is identical with al-He^r. We cannot locate the capital

of the Laeanites on the coast, because they were engaged in trading by
land rather than by sea. Moreover, the great transport route did not

lead along the coast, and none of the ancient authors, although they
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were well acquainted with the coast, mentioned the royal city of the

Laeanites as being by the sea.

The same city is referred to by Pliny, op, dt,, VI, 157, as Haegra
(var,, Hegra) in close connection with a reference to the Tamudaei,
in whose territory al-Hegr was situated. I believe that the Arreni (var.,

Araceni, Arraceni, Anagemi), in whose city Pliny {loc. cit,) asserts

that all the trade was concentrated, are also identical with the inhabi-

tants of the city of Hagra or Hegra, or the modern al-Hegr. The work
of Pliny is a compilation of extracts from various other works, and it is

not surprising that various accounts are given there of the same city and
that its name is written in various ways. The northwestern part of

Arabia Felix, with which Pliny here deals, did not contain at his time
any city, except al-Hegr, in which it would have been possible to say
that all the trade was concentrated.

Ptolemy, Geography

^

VI, 7: 29, lists the city of Egra between Soaka
and Salma. Soaka is identical with the modern ruins and oasis of Swak
140 kilometers to the west, and Salma is the modern Abu Salama, sixty

kilometers still farther west.

Stephen of Byzantium, Ethniea (Meineke), Vol. 1, p. 260, refers to

the Arabian city of Egra by the Ailanitic Gulf.

At-Tabari, Ta*rth (De Goeje), Ser. 1, p. 215, says that the Tamud
resided at al-Hegr and in its environs between the Hegaz and Syria as

far as Wadi al-Kura*.

Ibn al-Atir, Kamil (Tornberg), Vol. 2, pp. 3 f., relates a tradition

concerning a priestess dwelling at al-Hegr, to whom the people journeyed
from afar in order to ask her counsel in important matters.

On his expedition to TebOk, the Prophet Mohammed visited al-Hegr
(at-Tabari, op, cit,, Ser. 1, p. 1697 ;

al-Wakedi, Muhammed [Wellhausen],

p. 397; Ibn HiSam, Sira [Wustenfeld], Vol. 1, p. 898) and those accompany-
ing him obtained water from the well there. When they continued their

journey, the Prophet gave orders that nobody was to drink the water
obtained at al-Hegr; nor were any ceremonial ablutions to be performed
in it ; and the bread, with the dough of which the water had been mixed,

was not to be eaten; but the water was to be given to the camels to drink.

Al-Iipta{}ri, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 19, mentions al-Hegr as a small

settlement with a few inhabitants, a day’s march distant from al-Kura’

in the midst of isolated rocks known as al-Ataieb, in which are the

houses of the Tamdd.
At the time of al-Mukaddasi, 985 A. D., al-Hegr was a small fortified

settlement with numerous wells and cultivated fields {Ahsan [De Goeje],

p. 84). Not far away on a high, rocky level rose a mosque of the Prophet
§aleh, hollowed out in a rock, and around it were various strange houses

of the TamM, the doors of which were adorned with images and inscriptions.

Al-Bekri, Mu^^am (Wustenfeld), p. 270, calls al-Hegr a city of the

TamOd located between Syria and the Heg:&z.

Al-Idrfsi, Nuzha, III, 5, writes that the fortress of al-Hegr, frequented

by spirits, is situated a day’s journey from the valley of al-Kura’ among
rocks known by the natives as al-AtMeb. These rocks are entirely isolated,

and in them are hollowed out the houses of the TamOd. Not far-away
is a well. The surrounding region is one of rocks and sand, so that it

is very difficult to cultivate anything there. From al-Hegr to Tejma is
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four days^ march, and from Tejma to the oases of Hajbar, or Dhmat
al-6andal, likewise four days* march. Tejma is three days* march from
the Syrian frontier.

Jakiit, Mu'gam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 3, p. 634, relates that §u*ejb

with his family dwelt in the land of Madjan; Saleh in the ‘‘environs of

al-Hegr; and H'ftd, with his fellow-tribesmen the *Ad, at al-Ahk^f (in

southern Arabia). According to Jak^t (op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 208) al-Heg:r

is the name of the houses of the TamOd in Wadi al-Kura* between al-

Medina and Syria.

J&kOt also gives the name of al-Ataleb to the rocks near al-Hegr,

and he reckons al-Hegr as part of Wadi al-Kura*; according to others,

however, it is a day*s journey distant from Wadi al-Kura*.

Jakut, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 116, erroneously transcribes al-Ataleb as

al-Atalet, as is clearly shown by his explanation that al-Ataleb are

mountains in the territory of the TamOd at al-Hegr not far from W&di
al-Kura*.

Ibn Battuta, Tuhfa (Defremery and Sanguinetti), Vol. 1, pp. 259 f.,

at the end of the year 1326 A. D. visited a well with abundant water
at al-Hegr of the Tamhd, and with admiration he describes the fine

houses of the Tamhd, hollowed out in the red rocks and provided with

steps. These houses were as well preserved as if they had been built

quite recently. Inside the houses could be seen numerous remains of

bones. Between two rocks he was shown the place where the camel of

the Prophet Saleh knelt down, as well as the remains of the mosque
where Saleh used to j)ray.

Haggi IJalfa, Gihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 521,

calls al-Hegr, or Keraja Saleh, a rocky, bare region covered with isolated

hills called At^leb. In this region sand drifts can be seen here and there.

About half a day*s march from al-'Ela* is the mosque of Saleh, hollowed

out in a crag, as well as numerous rock dwellings of the Tamhd.
In Mehmed Edib, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232 A. H.), p. 79, al-

Hegr is already known as Medajen Saleh, Kura* Saleh, or 'Adal. It is

here placed nineteen hours distant from Dar al-Hamra and stated to

have once belonged to the TamM. The buildings at Medajen Saleh are

large, hollow rocks, in which nobody dwells. At that place there is also

a stronghold and a reservoir, which is filled from the large well dug in

the stronghold. The water in the other wells is not fit to drink. Not
far away rises the mountain called Enan, and on one elevation there is

a mosque, which the Prophet Saleh hollowed out in the rock. Everywhere
many fine ruined buildings of the Tamud nation can be seen. The pilgrims

at the time of Mehmed Edib (about 1773 A. D.) stayed a whole day there,

paid the tent bearers their wages, and distributed gifts.

Often the pilgrims proceeded from al-Hegr by another route (see

above, p. 295) to avoid the halting place of al-‘Ela*, From Sahl al-Matran

the stronghold of Zumrud can also be reached. This other road branched

off from the old trade route at al-Hegr in a southeasterly direction

through the hollow between the mountains of al-Hawra and al-BUza to

the plain of al-Mu*tedel and through the defile of al-'Akejb southward

to the water of al-Bed&je‘, where it rejoined the highroad leading

to al-*Ela*.



APPENDIX XI

THE NORTHERN HE6AZ ACCORDING TO THE CLASSICAL
AND ARABIC AUTHORS

THE COAST AND ISLANDS OF THE NORTHERN ^EeAZ

According to Agatharchides, Periplus (Photius* version [Muller,

Vol. 1]), pp. 177—179, on leaving the Gulf of Heroopolis, one arrives at

Nessa, a place so called from the ducks which are found there in large

numbers. Nessa is situated near a spur of land covered with a thick growth
of forest, which extends directly to Petra and Palestine, whither the Ger-

rhaeans and Minaeans, as well as all the Arabs dwelling in the vicinity,

convey incense. Farther on, the Laeanitic Gulf is reached, near which
are situated numerous settlements of the Nabataean Arabs, who possess

not only the coast but also many villages inland in a region well

populated and incredibly rich in cattle. Beyond the Laeanitic Gulf follows

the territory of the Bythemani. Extensive, level, and with an abundance
of water, this region is low-lying and covered with grass, medic, and
lotus clover, which attains the height of a man. Nothing else is cultivated

there. In consequence, the country is full of wild camels, as well as of

flocks of deer, gazelles, sheep, mules, and oxen. But this prosperous
state of affairs has one disadvantage ; the territory also attracts numerous
lions, wolves, and panthers. From the coast near by a bay extends five

hundred stades inland, and by it dwell the Batmizomaneis, who hunt land

animals. Opposite the coast referred to there are three islands, the first

dedicated to Isis, the second called Sukabya, the third Salydo. These
islands are all uninhabited, but olives grow upon them, not like ours

but of species peculiar to these regions. Behind the three islands, which
are situated outside the bay, extends a long, stony coast belonging to

the territory of the Thamudenoi Arabs. Along the coast navigation is

very difficult, as it is more than a thousand stades in length and does

not contain a single safe or easily accessible harbor nor any actual

anchorages, protective bays, or islands such as mariners need for shelter.

Nessa is merely a descriptive noun denoting “duck island,” and
Agatharchides does not give the proper name of this place. According
to other accounts it would seem to be an island identical with the modern
island of Tir&n or T&r&n. The name “Tirfin” also denotes some sort of sea

bird, so that the name “Nessa” is analogous to Tir&n. Agatharchides’ spur
of land extending close to this island is identical with the modem R4s
al-Ka$ba, the last spur of the mountain range which encloses the Gulf of

al-‘A^aba to the east and extends to Petra, the Nabataean capital, and
farther as far as Palestine. A dense forest covers this mountain range
in the northern half to as far north as the southern end of the Dead
Sea. The southern half of the range is bare, except that in the valleys

there can be seen extensive groves of acacias of various kinds and here
and there on the slopes other trees, so that even today it could be

302
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afforested. The Laeanitic Gulf, the present Gulf of al-*Akaba, extends
from the island of Nessa about one hundred and eighty kilometers to

the north, and its average width is eighteen kilometers. Not much is left

of the Nabataean villages once situated near it. Only the small palm
groves on the coast, the valley dikes for irrigation, and the low garden
walls inland show that peasants once worked there. The position of the

territory of the Bythemani cannot be fixed precisely from the statements
of Agatharchides. He would place it beyond the Laeanitic Gulf, and from
all accounts it was close to the sea. It is probably identical with the

lower part of the al-Abjaz valley known as al-*Efal, or al-*Ef&r. This is

a lowland more than fifty kilometers long by twenty kilometers broad
and bordered on the north and east by high mountains and straggling

hills. It contains a sufficiency of water, and on the banks of the channels

of the separate valleys, especially of al-*Efal, there are spacious meadows
covered with grass and various kinds of clover (nefel). It is not certain

whether wild camels actually grazed there at one time. In the works of

no writer using an independent source have I found any reference to

wild camels in Arabia, and it cannot be believed that they existed in the

territory of the Bythemani, surrounded as it was by Nabataean settle-

ments. More probably they were herds of camels grazing freely but
belonging to definite owners and guarded in the same way as cattle.

The mules mentioned by Agatharchides might presuppose horses also,

but there is no reference to them. By deer are perhaps meant white
antelopes, which are to be seen in the region today also; whereas deer

proper were and still are unknown. In these regions of Arabia lions are

completely extinct. There are still many wolves and panthers. The bay
five hundred stades (79 km.) long, which Agatharchides mentions, is

identical with the strip of sea seventy -five kilometers long by fifteen

kilometers broad, which is bordered on the east and north by the coast,

on the south and west by the shallows, islands, and islets, and which
extends from Taran eastward and terminates by Cape Msajbe Sarma.

The coast line of this bay, together with the oases of 'Ajnuna,

Sarma, Terim, and al-Mweleh, and the adjacent eastern uplands, belonged

to the Batmizomani tribe. Of the three islets mentioned, Salydo is

perhaps identical with the islet of Sela’

;

Sukabya with 6ob'a, or, as

it is also pronounced, Job‘a; and the islet dedicated to Isis perhaps
corresponds to Barkan. The stony shore, stretching for a long distance

and belonging to the Thamudenoi, extends to the southeast from Cape
as-Sabba. It has very few bays, and there are only two places, one by
the settlement of Zbe* and the other south of al-*Wejned, where ships

can safely anchor.

According to Diodorus, Bibl. hist, III, 43 f., beyond the Cape (at

the entrance to the Gulf of Herodpolis) it is possible to reach the

Laeanitic Gulf, near which are situated numerous villages of the so-

called Nabataean Arabs. These folk dwell for some distance along the

coast and in quite an extensive region inland, for they are unusually

numerous and possess an incredible number of cattle. Farther on, there

extends an irrigated plain, where wild grass, medic, and lotus clover

grow to the height of a man by the springs which flow on all sides.

The rich and extensive pastures feed not only innumerable herds of

cattle of various kinds but also wild camels, deer, and gazelles. These
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animals attract lions, wolves, and panthers from the wilderness, and the
shepherds protect their flocks from them day and night. A bay extends
along these tracts of land and penetrates for nearly five hundred stades

inland. It is enclosed by mighty cliffs, and the entrance to it is winding
and difficult of access owing to the isolated rocks. This entrance is

dominated by a rock projecting into the sea, so that it is often impossible

to sail into the gulf or to leave it ; for if the wind changes at high
tide, the waves beat against the rocks and are everywhere broken against

the projecting spur. Th6 inhabitants of the neighboring territory are

called Banizomeneis. They engage in hunting and eat the flesh of animals
of the mainland* In this region there is a temple which is reverenced by
all Arabs. Not far from the coast in question there are situated three

islands with a number of harbors. The first island, now uninhabited, is

said to be dedicated to Isis. On it can be traced the foundations of ancient

stone buildings and columns with barbaric inscriptions. The other islands

are also uninhabited, but on all of them olives different from our species

are growing. Beyond them extends a precipitous shore, difficult of access

and for nearly a thousand stades without a harbor, without an anchorage,

and without an inlet where sailors could find shelter from danger. Along
the shore rises a mountain with a rocky ridge which projects to a dizzy

height and from which mighty boulders have been tom away. At the

foot of the mountain are sharp rocks close together in the sea, and
behind them yawn caves eaten away by the waves. These caves are

connected with one another. As the sea is deep, the waves now penetrate

into the caverns, now flow out of them again, causing a noise like thunder.

Many waves beat against the huge rocky boulders, splashing upwards
and producing an incredible amount of foam. Other waves penetrate into

the rocky caverns and cause a terrible whirlpool which sucks everything

into it, so that people who approach these places unawares are ready to

die of fear. This coast belongs to the Thamudenoi Arabs, —
Diodorus does not mention either the island of Nessa or the Bythemani.

The Banizomeneis are identical with the Batmizomaneis of Agatharchides,

in whose text Banizomeneis (i. e. Bani Zomejn) should likewise be read.

The entrance to the gulf of the Banizomeneis was probably between the

island of Tkrkn and Ras al-Kasba. The temple which is revered by all

the Arabs and to which Diodorus refers is perhaps identical either with

the sanctuary near Madian or Rw&fa, situated to the east of the gulf.

Artemidorus (Strabo, Geography

^

XVI, 4: 18) states that from the

GtUlf of Heroopolis it is possible to reach the islet of Phokon, so called

because of the large number of seals there. Not far from here projects

a promontory extending toward Petra, the town of the Nabataean Arabs,

and as far as the land of Palestine, whither (i. e. to Petra) the Minaeans
and Gerrhaeans, as well as all the neighboring people, convey various

perfumes. Then comes the Aelanitic Gulf, as well as the land of the

Nabataeans, which is thickly populated and has plenty of pasturage.

The Nabataeans dwell, however, also on the islands near by. Here they

formerly lived in peace but subsequently took to attacking and robbing

the vessels arriving from Egypt, using rafts for the purpose. But they

were punished by a fleet which sailed up to their islands and ravaged
them. There follows a plain covered with trees and irrigated with water,

full of various grazing animals, including mules, and an abundance of
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wild camels, deer, and gazelles. Even lions, panthers, and wolves are

numerous. Opposite this plain is situated the island called Dia. From
there extends a long bay, for a distance of five hundred stades, surrounded
by mountains and with a very difficult entrance. The surrounding population

hunt land animals. Still farther on there are three islands, uninhabited

but containing olives, not like those in our country but native ones which
are called Ethiopian olives, the resinous sap of which is used medicinally.

Then there extends a stony shore and beyond it, for a distance of nearly

a thousand stades, an inhospitable coast with very rare harbors and
anchorages. —

The seal island of Artemidorus is identical with the duck island of

Agatharchides and thus in all probability with the modern island of Tiran.

Artemidorus calls the Gulf of al-‘Akaba the Aelanitic, not the Laeanitic

Gulf. Both names are accurate. Aelanites is the older name derived

from the harbor of Ajla or Aela. Laeanites refers to the clan of the

Lehjan, to whom the whole of the surrounding district belonged from
the fifth to the third century before Christ. As in the gulf itself there

are no islands and the Nabataeans from the gulf could not, even on rafts,

get near to the Egyptian ships which sailed from the Gulf of Heroopolis,

or Gulf of Suez, we must conclude that according to Artemidorus the

Nabataeans inhabited the islands situated to the south and southeast of

the Gulf of al-*Akaba. The island of Dia is perhaps identical with the

island of Senafir.

Strabo, op, cit,, XVI, 4: 26, writes that in the Nabataean land various

fruits flourish in addition to olives and that the inhabitants use sesame
oil. The sheep have white wool and the oxen are big. Horses are lacking

but are replaced by camels. The Nabataeans are clad only in a loin cloth

without a lower garment and sandals. —
If there is a lack of horses in the Nabataean land then it can contain

neither mules or hinnies. The herds of T^uovFg, which according to Agathar-
chides and Artemidorus (see above pp. 302 and 304) graze in the land

of the Bythemani, should not, therefore, be translated mules or half-asses,

but wild asses, of which there used to be large numbers in Arabia.

Pliny, Nat, hist,, VI, 156, describes the “inner” gulf of the Red Sea,

near which the Laeanitae settled and to which they gave their name.
Their royal city was called Hagra. Near the gulf, he says, was situated

the town of Laeana, or, as others say, Aelana, whence the gulf itself

was called the Laeanitic by some writers, the Aelanitic by others. Thus
Artemidorus calls it the Aelanitic, while luba calls it the Laeanitic.

Pliny, op. cit,, V, 65, writes that one gulf of the Red Sea extending

to Egypt is called the Heroopolitic, the other the Aelanitic. The two
towns of Aelana and Gaza near our sea (the Mediterranean) are 150,000

paces apart.

The Laeanitae are identical with the Lehjan, and their main city

Hagra must, as we have seen, be located at al-Hegr. The city situated

on the gulf itself was not called Laeana but Aelana or Aela (Aila).

From it Gaza is 220 kilometers, or nearly 150 Roman miles away. Both
Agatharchides and Diodorus call the Gulf of al-‘Akaba the Laeanitic,

Pliny calls it both Laeanitic and Aelanitic, and Strabo only Aelanitic,

from which we may infer that the Lehj&n in the second and first

centuries before Christ had already made way for the Nabataeans and
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the older name of Aelanitic, derived from the harbor of Aela, had effaced

the name Laeanitic. Pliny does not state that the Lehj&n were settled

in his time in the town of Hagra (al-He^), which in the middle of

the first century of our era belonged to the Nabataean kings. The
sources from which Pliny derived his information correspond to the other

historical records cited above, and it is not therefore necessary for us

to assume that he confused the Laeanitic Bay in the Persian Gulf with

the Aelanitic Gulf in the Red Sea, as was done by Ptolemy, who connects

the trading center of al-Ha^ar, situated to the west of the al-Bahrejn

islands not far from the modern town of al-Hufhuf, with the town of

al-Hegr, four hundred kilometers southeast of Aela.

Ptolemy, Geography

^

VI, 7: 43, places the island of Ainu at long. 66® 45',

lat. 27® 20' N., and, op, dt,, VI, 7: 29, the settlement of Aina at long. 75® 40',

lat. 27® 20' N. Thus, as he assigns the island of Ainu and the settlement

of the same name the same geographical latitude but an entirely different

longitude, I conclude that the latter has been badly recorded and that

the two places are identical. If this is so, the island of Ainu must be

located west of the southeastern corner of the Gulf of al-‘Akaba (Aila)

at the spot where the modern islet of Tiran (or Taran) is situated.

Ptolemy recorded its name as Ainu, which in Nabataean was probably

pronounced H^inu.

From the third and fourth centuries of our era we have no infor-

mation about the northern part of the Red Sea and the Gulf of al-*Akaba.

Malchus of Philadelphia (Muller), pp. 112 ff., was the first to explain

that in the year 473 A. D. Peter, bishop of the Christian Arabs dwelling

in tents and known as Saracens, came to Constantinople for the purpose

of asking the Emperor Leo to grant the rank of a Roman phylarch to

Amorkesos, chief of the clan of the Nokalians. The chief in question

had pitched his tents originally in Persian territory; but, whether he
enjoyed little esteem there or whether he preferred the Roman territory

to the Persian, he migrated from Persian territory and encamped in

Arabia near the Persian frontier, whence he was perpetually making
raids, not against the Romans but against the Saracens. His influence

became so extensive that he even obtained possession of an island which
was a Roman dependency. From this island, called lotabe, he drove away
the toll gatherers, collected taxes for himself, and became particularly

rich also by plundering other settlements in the vicinity. Finally he
wished to become an ally of the Romans and phylarch of the Roman
Saracens encamping in Arabia Petraea. He accordingly sent Peter, bishop

of his tribe, to the Emperor Leo. The latter immediately summoned
Amorkesos to Constantinople, although, according to the conditions of

the peace treaty concluded with the Persians, no Saracen fugitive from
the Persian territory was to be allowed to stay in the Roman Empire.
Amorkesos, under the pretext that he wished to become a Christian, was
received at Constantinople with great honors. He obtained valuable gifts,

was appointed phylarch, and was allowed to retain not only the above-

mentioned island but also numerous other settlements.

From the following account given by Procopius, the island of lotabe

is identical with the duck or seal island and hence also with the modern
island of Tir&n (or T&r&n). We do not know when a customhouse was
established there. The actual territory of Amorkesos is likewise unknown
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to US| because Malchus does not state the name of any tribe but mentions
only the Arab nomads by the then customary name of Saracens, which
corresponds with the ancient Bene Kedem and the modern as-Serkijje,

or Bedouins. Before the year 473 A, D. Amorkesos was not a Christian,

nor does Malchus say whether he ever became one. Peter was the bishop

of some nomad Arab tribe subdued by Amorkesos. In the interior of

Arabia the territories of al-Wudijan and al>Hegera were under the Persian
jurisdiction, and it was from there, probably from al-Heg:ara, that Amor-
kesos migrated with his Nokalians. He originally encamped within Roman
jurisdiction at the oasis of Dilmat al-6andal, of which he obtained

possession. From there he made raids upon the Saracens in Palestina

Tertia (Arabia Petraea) and the territory bordering upon it to the south.

When he had succeeded, by sailing out on rafts, in obtaining possession

of the islet of lotabe and other settlements in the vicinity, he held sway
over the caravan route uniting Syria with southern Arabia and also over
the islets and the coasts of the northern part of the Red Sea, in the

harbors of which the vessels maintaining trade connections between Egypt,
southern Arabia, and India had to seek shelter every evening. Nowhere
is it stated that the island of lotabe had a Roman garrison, and it

seems that the only people living there were a few traders to whom the

customs dues were farmed out and who gave receipts for them. A vessel

which could not produce such an acknowledgment had to pay toll in the

Roman harbors afresh.

The island of lotabe did not remain long in the power of Amorkesos
and his successors. As early as the year 490 A. D., explains Theophanes,
Chronographia (Migne), p. 121, the Roman dux, after stubborn fighting,

had conquered the island of lotabe in the Red Sea, from which heavy
tolls had once been levied for the Roman Emperor but had later been
appropriated by the Scenitan Arabs. This island was then handed over

to Roman traders to be administered by them, and they had to pay a fixed

toll on goods imported from India.

Procopius, De hello persico, I, 19, also refers to the island of lotabe.

According to him the province of Palestine extends as far as the harbor

city of Aila, situated at the extremity of a very narrow gulf of the

Red Sea. Those sailing from Aila through this gulf have the Egyptian
mountains on the right hand extending in a southerly direction, and on
the left hand the desert stretching a great distance northward. The
mainland can be observed on both sides, until the island of lotabe is

reached at a distance of about a thousand stades from Aila. The inhabitants

of this island were Hebrews, previously independent but compelled at the

time of the Emperor Justinian to accept the Roman yoke. Beyond lotabe

there is open sea, so that no mainland is visible on the right-hand side,

and mariners are therefore obliged to keep to the left and to come to

a halt every evening by the left-hand shore, as it is impossible to sail

by night owing to the innumerable shallows. There are, however, numerous
natural harbors, and anchorage can be obtained everywhere. From the

borders of Palestine this shore belongs to the Saracens, who for a long

time past have dwelt in an extensive palm oasis inland, where only date

palms flourish. This oasis was presented by the chief, Abocharab, to the

Emperor Justinian, who appointed him phylarch of Palestine. Abocharab
protects this province from all hostile raids, for he is feared not only
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by his enemies but also, on account of his severity, by the barbarians

who pay him allegiance. The palm oasis now belongs to the Emperor
but only nominally, because it can only be reached after a ten days'

march through a territory devoid of people or water. —
Procopius does not state exactly the borders of the province of

Palestine. A thousand stades (i. e. about 150 kilometers) from Aila, or

the modem settlement of al-*Akaba, brings us through the gulf to lotabe;

and this, according to the account given by Procopius, is situated at the

very entrance to the Gulf of Aila, or the modern Gulf of al-'Akaba.

lotabe, as we have already seen, was the third or fourth name by which
this islet had been known. The statement made by Procopius, that it then
belonged to free Hebrew traders, is interesting. They were perhaps the

original toll gatherers, who as time progressed failed to deliver up the

collected toll, until they were again compelled to do so during the reign

of Justinian. The presence of Hebrews on this islet is not strange, for

at that time there were larger or smaller Hebrew settlements in all the

cities and in numerous villages in Arabia near by. They could not have
been independent for long, as in the year 490 A. D. the administration

of the islet by a Roman commander was renewed. It seems that lotabe

and the adjacent eastern islets still belonged to the province of Palestina

Tertia. It is a pity that Procopius does not define the frontiers more
carefully. According to him, Palestina Tertia then extended as far as

the beginning of the Gulf of al-*Akaba, or as far as the northern frontier

of Arabia called Felix. The Saracens camping on the coast acknowledged
the supremacy of Abocharab, who ruled over the great palm oasis which
he offered to the Emperor Justinian. It is exceedingly regrettable that

Procopius does not give the name of this oasis. His statement that it

can be reached by a ten days' march does not help us to fix it more
closely, because we do not know whether he means the march of camel
caravans or riders on camels, and we do not know the starting point.

If we admit the palm oasis is ten days' march from the shore in the

vicinity of the islet of lotabe, to which Procopius has just referred, and
that he means riders on camels, then ten days' journey in a northeasterly

direction at the rate of fifty kilometers a day will bring us to the great

palm oasis of Dilmat al-6andal (al-6owf), which from lotabe is reached by
a road actually through territory devoid of people or water. The palm
oasis of Dajdan, or the modern al-*Ela', is situated about 360 kilometers

to the east of lotabe ; but this distance does not tally either with the speed

of a camel rider or of a goods caravan. Ten days’ march of a trading

caravan from the shore near the islet of lotabe in an easterly direction

leads to the oasis of TebOk, 180 kilometers away; yet I do not think

that we can identify TebOk with the palm oasis referred to by Procopius,

because the former was never large, and the authority exerted by its

chief was never equal to that of the rulers of the oasis of al-6owf, which
commanded two or three important trade routes. Moreover, the oasis of

TebOk is situated comparatively close to the frontiers of the province

of Palestine, so that connection with it was convenient and the stronger

dux of that province could easily rule it.

The Arabic writers do not describe as carefully as the Greeks either

the Gulf of al-‘A^aba or the eastern shore of the Red Sea bordering
upon it or the islets situated near it.
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Jakiit,| Mu^^am (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 4, p. 160, says that the island

of Taran is dangerous to mariners proceeding from Kolzum to Ajla and
that al-6ubejlat are situated not far from it. — These duhejldt (little

hills) perhaps denote the small islands projecting like hills above the

surface of the sea to the east of Taran.

Al-Kazwini, ‘A^dHb (Cairo, 1321 A. H.), Vol. 1, p. 179, remarks
that the Beni 6addan dwell upon the island of THran, which is situated

not far from Ajla and is about six miles long. The Beni'fiaddan are

engaged neither in agriculture nor in cattle breeding, have no fresh

water, and live only on fish. For dwellings they make use of wrecked
ships, and they beg bread and water from people who sometimes sail

along the island. By this island there is a rocky spur of land, and near

it a whirlpool. If a strong wind blows, it is divided in two by the spur

and sweeps a vessel into one of two gulfs on opposite sides. When the

wind blows out of these two gulfs, it causes a heavy sea to rise that

drives a vessel into a whirlpool, from which it never escapes undamaged.
This rocky spur is perhaps the modern Ras al-Kai^ba. The report given

by al-Kazwini recalls the statements of Diodorus, BibL hist., Ill, 43 (see

above, pp. 303 and 304).

Al-Makrizi, MawdHz (Wiet), Vol. 1, p. 62, relates that in the Sea
of Kolzum there are fifteen islands, of which four are inhabited. — As
one of the inhabited islands is called an-Na'man, we see that his Sea of

Kolzum denotes not only the Gulf of Suez but also the Red Sea, for

the island of an-Na*man is situated at lat. 27® N. well to the south of

the entrance of the Gulf of Suez.

CLASSICAL AUTHORITIES ON THE NORTHERN ^E6AZ

Not many reports about the mainland of the Hegaz have been pre-

served to us in classical literature. The classical writers were unacquainted
with the name Hegaz. They speak either of Arabia or Arabia Felix

(Eudaimon).
According to Diodorus, op. cit,, II, 48, Arabia extends between Syria

and Egypt and, is divided among numerous nations, differing one from
the other. The eastern regions, consisting in part of a waterless desert,

in which there is little fertile soil, are inhabited by the tribe of the

Nabataeans. These people are engaged in robbery, ranging the surround-

ing neighborhood for plunder, and it is difficult to overcome them in

war, because at suitable places in the waterless desert they have dug
cisterns in such a way that no strangers can find them. These Arabs
are very difficult to subdue and are still independent. —

Diodorus does not mean the whole of Arabia, but the Arabia later

known as Petraea, to the east, south, and southwest of the Dead Sea
on the borders between Syria and Egypt. According to him the Naba-
taean’s owned the eastern strip of this Arabia, that is the mountains
and plateaus connected with them east of the Dead Sea and east of the

rift valley of al-*Araba. The cisterns which he mentions are the wells

today known as mkdr. These are usually dug out in the rocky soil to

a depth of about four meters. They are pear-shaped and have a narrow
neck which is generally covered by a large stone. The rain water from
the surrounding rocky areas flows into this neck and falls through the
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cavities beneath the stone into the cistern. A stranger not properly

acquainted with the region and with the habits of the natives will ride

round such a rain well without noticing it. Fragments of dry plants and
sand are apt to drift up against one side of the stone, so that it looks

as if it has always been lying there,

Strabo, Geography, XVI, 4 : 21, records that Arabia Eudaimon was
first inhabited by the Nabataeans and Sabaeans, who often made raids

into Syria before the latter region belonged to the Romans. Elsewhere

(ibid,, XVI, 4 : 24) he asserts that the Nabataean realms extended many
days’ march to the south of Leuke and bordered on the land of Aretas,

who acknowledged the rule of his kinsman, the Nabataean king Obodas,

or at least was allied with Obodas. Through this land of Aretas the

Romans under Aelius Gallus marched for thirty, days before they reached

Sabaean territory.

All the Nabataeans did not dwell in Arabia Eudaimon, for their

capital Petra was situated in Arabia Petraea, but the greater part of

their territory was included in Arabia Eudaimon. As Strabo does not

describe any contemporary events, it is possible that he obtained the

reference to the Sabaean raids on Syria from old records dating from
the time when the Sabaeans held sway over the whole caravan route

and all the halting places established upon it.

Pliny, Nat, hist, V, 65, writes that beyond the Pelusiac arm of the

Nile lies Arabia, extending to the Red Sea as well as to that rich land

known as Beata (the Happy), from which various fragrances are conveyed.

This country is barren, except at the spot where it touches the Syrian

frontiers; it is renowned only for Mount Casius. It is named after the

Catabanian, Esbonitan, and Scenitan Arabs. To these tribes are joined

the Canchlean Arabs on the east and on the south the Cedreans, both

of whom are neighbors of the Nabataeans. —
As usual with Pliny this passage is not clear. He means Arabia

Petraea, which extended from Pelusium southward as far as the Red Sea
and as far as Arabia Felix, or, as he calls it, Beata. The Catabani were
never encamped in Arabia Petraea. The Esbonitae are perhaps the inhab-

itants of the environs of the town of Hesban, which was situated in

Arabia Petraea east of the northern extremity of the Dead Sea. The
Scenitae include all the nomad Arabs dwelling in tents. Mount Casius

rises east of Pelusium on the actual coast of the Mediterranean. The
Cedrei are perhaps the ancient Kedar, who owned the Hawran with its

environs. On the south they border on the Nabataeans. According to Pliny

we should locate the Canchlei to the southeast of the Kedar and north-

east of the Nabataeans; accordingly, in Arabia Deserta.

Pliny, op, cit,, VI, 157, deals with the tribes and towns of inland

Arabia and writes that the ancients connected the Thimaneans with

the Nabataeans. In his time there were the Taveni (var,, Tabeni, Tha-
baeni), the Suelleni, the Araceni (var,, Sarraceni, Anageni), the Arreni

(var,, Hareni), the town where all traders assemble, the Hemnatae, the

Avalitae, the toWns of Domata (var,, Domatha, Domada) and Haegra, the

Thamudaei,^^]the town of Baclanaza (var., Badanatha), the Chariattaei

(var., Carii&h, Cariati), the Toali (var., Achoali, Acalin), the town of

Phodaca M/r.. Phoda. Fothca. Totaca). and the Minaei. —
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The Thimaneans probably were the Biblical tribe of T^man. Whether
these Thiman of Pliny are identical with the Taveni is not altogether

certain, but it is possible. The Taveni were the inhabitants of the town of

Thoana (Ptolemy, Geography, V, 16: 4), which on the Peutinger Table,

VIII, is transcribed as Thomia and corresponds precisely with the modern
ruins of at-Twane, situated where the Biblical tribe of Teman dwelt

(Gen., 36: 11).

Araceni is perhaps the common appellation of the Arab nomads,
Saraceni, or the tribe of the Sarakenoi (Ptolemy, op, cit,, VI, 7: 21), who
(Stephen of Byzantium, Ethnica [Meineke], p. 656), were encamped in the

region of Saraka (serk), beyond and thus to the east of the territory of

the Nabataeans, where the Bible mentions the Bene Kedem, or the nomads
of the interior Arabian desert. Today they are known as as-Serkijje,

Bedouins.

The word Arreni is transcribed from Agreni, or Hagreni; these are

the inhabitants of the town of Haegra, or Hegra, the modern al-Hegr,

which forms an important halting place on the caravan route connecting

southwestern Arabia with Syria and Egypt. At this point a branch of

the ancient trade route leads off along the southern border of the sandy
desert of Nefud to the Persian Gulf and southern Babylonia. Pliny there-

fore is right in saying that all trade is concentrated at this town.

The town of Domata is the large oasis of Adumu (Duma or Dumat
al-6andal), situated over four hundred kilometers east of Petra, the

Nabataean capital.

The Thamudaei are identical with the Tamudi, who were overcome
by the Assyrian king Sargon II and with the Thamydenoi (Ptolemy, op.

cit., VI, 7: 21). Their central sanctuary of Rwafa was situated at the

southwestern extremity of the territory of Hesma, where this territory

becomes of volcanic formation. Uranius (Arabica [Muller, Vol. 4],

p. 525) was likewise acquainted with Thamuda, which he assigned to the

Nabataeans.

Ptolemy, op. cit., VI, 7 : 4, 21, records the various tribes who
dwelt partly on the coast and partly in the interior of the northern

Hegaz. By the coast in the northern part were encamped the Thamyditai,

in the southern, the Sidenoi; in the interior, near the mountains between
Arabia Petraea, Arabia Deserta, and Arabia Felix, the Skenitai, and
beyond them the Thaditai. To the south of the latter was the territory

of the Sarakenoi and the Thamydenoi. To the west of Mount Zames
were the nomadic Apataioi and Athritai, and near them the Maisaimeneis

and Udenoi. —
In Ptolemy also Skenitai is the common appellation for the nomads

and not the actual name of any particular tribe. The name Thaditai would

seem to be Thamyditai, without the my, although it might also be an
erroneous transcription of Thaiitai, the Tajj tribe. According to Ptolemy,

these Thaditai were encamped between the as-Sera^ range and the desert

of Nefiid and, indeed, possibly also in the desert itself. If such is the

case, we must locate the Sarakenoi in the northwestern half of the

modern territory of Sammar, for according to Ptolemy the Sarakenoi

and Thamydenoi were encamped to the south of the Thaditai. We know
the camping place of the Thamydenoi from the middle of the second
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century of our era; that is, almost from the time of Ptolemy. Their
center was Hesma*, and in this territory they built the temple of RwHfa.
If the Thamydenoi of Ptolemy are identical with the Thamudenon Ethnos
of the inscription at Rw&fa, then they owned also the whole coast to the

south, at least as far as lat. 27^ N. The Thamyditai on the north are
identical with them, and the Thaditai on the northeast paid them tribute

or formed one of their clans. We must then locate the Sarakenoi to the

east of the Thamudenoi in the desert of an-Nefiid ; that is, in the territory

of the former Tajj. But for the classical writers Sarakenoi was the common
appellation for the Arab nomads, and down to the present day it denotes

all the tribes camping in the interior of the Arabian desert, which is

called serif (Saraka). The Sarakenoi of Ptolemy, therefore, should not

be taken as standing for any particular tribe but as a common appellation

of the tribes camping in the actual Arabian desert to the east of the

Nabataean realm.

According to Ptolemy, op. cit., VI, 7: 2f., the settlements of Onne,
Modiana or Moduna, Mount Hippos, the settlement of Hippos, and the

settlement of Phoinikon, the palm settlement, are located on the coast

of northern Arabia Felix, beyond the gulf of Aila.

Onne is identical with the modern al-^rajbe, which was the harbor
of the great oasis of Una or *Ajn Una (‘Ajniina). The Madana, or Moduna,
of Ptolemy is situated to the southeast of Una, so that we should perhaps
seek it in the small ruins not far to the east of the oasis of Terim,

which was perhaps called al-Modejne. It is also possible, however, that

Modiana denotes the harbor of the town of Madian and that it was not

situated to the south-southeast, but to the north or northwest of al-Hrajbe

near the modern oasis of al-KijUl. Mount Hippos is certainly identical

with the mountain of as-§ar, which is shaped like a horse, and the

settlement of Hippos with the ruins in the bay of 6ibbe. The settlement

of Phoinikon, the palm settlement, applies best to the mouth of the

fertile and well irrigated W&di ad-Dama.
Ptolemy, op. cit., VI, 7 : 27 ff., records very many towns and settle-

ments in that part of interior Arabia Felix today known as the Hegaz.
That the names of these towns or settlements in many cases denote

only the more important wells or camping places is evident from the

character of the country.

The settlement of Aramaua is certainly the same as Mount Arim,
or Iram of the Arabic authors, the modern Ramm, where there is an
abundance of water.

I locate Ostama in the ruins of al-Krajje, in the river basin of az-

Zejte. The position of al-Krajje does not tally with the position of

Ptolemy’s Ostama, but very frequently the particulars he gives do not

tally even when the identity is absolutely certain.

Thapaua perhaps is a distorted form of the ancient name of the

oasis of Tebdk, which was probably Thabaucha or Thapaucha. From
Tebiik (Thapaua) by way of al-Krajje (Ostama) and Ramm (Aramaua)
led the shortest and most convenient transport route from southern

Arabia to Petra, the Nabataean capital.

Maknaas the modern oasis of Ma^na on the coast of the Gulf of

al-'A^aba, although the particulars given by Ptolemy are not in accord-

ance with the facts.
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Agkale corresponds to the oasis of Hakl, likewise on the coast.

Madiama is the ancient settlement of Madian, enlarged by the

Nabataeans and today known as al-Bed‘, Ptolemy's latitude and longitude

also erroneously fix the position of this town in relation to Makna.
Achrua (var., Achrona) should, according to Ptolemy, be located to

the east of al-Bed*. It is perhaps the modern settlement of al-Kena', which
is of no great size and is situated west of Mount Umm grejman. This

name can be traced to the ancient Achrona.

The word Obraka is the common appellation abrakt barka, denoting

dark rocks half-covered with light-colored sand. If we can trust the

particulars of its situation as they have been preserved by Ptolemy, we
may locate his Obraka in some abralp in the al-Hunfa region, where the

Bedouins were fond of encamping during the spring.

I regard Laba as being in the valley of La'ban, where the halting

place of al-A}jzar is situated.

Thaima is the well-known oasis of Tejma.
The name Lugana, or Zugana (Ptolemy, Geography, VI, 7: 29) is

interesting. It is certain that Ptolemy is recording two pronunciations

of the initial sound, but in Arabic it is impossible to interchange I with z.

It must therefore be inferred that the I was an incorrect transcription

of a Greek d, which as d and d in Arabic is very similar to z and z.

The Greek Dugana, or Zugana, recalls the Arabic Duhkan, or, as it is

now pronounced in the dialects, Zahakan and Zahacan, the oasis near
the settlement of Zbe'. Ptolemy places Zugana in the interior of the

country, as he does Makna, which, however, is actually likewise situated

on the coast.

Gaisa, in the same latitude as Zugana, would seem to be the

se‘ib of Ammu-l-&ejs to the east of Zahakan.
Soaka is the modem oasis of as-Swak between Zahakan and

Ammu-l-6ejs.
Egra is the renowned city of al-Hegr. From the harbor settlement

of Zahakan (Zugana) the transport route leads,by way of Swak (Soaka)
and Ammu-l-ftej§ (Gaisa) to al-Hegr (Egra).

Badais, ibid,, VI, Tj: 30, may with every justification be identified

with the oasis of Bada’ to the south of Laba (La'ban).

APPENDIX XII

THE REGION OF HESMA'

As Ibn Ish&k narrates (Ibn Hisam, Sira [Wiistenfeld], Vol. 1, pp.
976 ff.; al-W&kedi, Muhammed [Wellhausen], pp. 234 ff.; JakOt, Mu gam
[Wiistenfeld], Vol. 1, p. 407), the 6udam encamping in the region of Hesma’
in 627—628 A. D. announced through their chief Refa'a ibn Zejd to Mo-
hammed that they would accept Isl&m, and Mohammed confirmed this by
a special charter. But al-Hunejd, one of the 6ud&m, and his son attacked

in the valley of Sinar a messenger of Mohammed returning from the
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Emperor Heraclius and robbed him. When the 6u4am, who had gone over

to Islam, heard of this, they immediately prevailed upon al-Hunejd to

return the messenger his stolen property, whereupon the latter proceeded

to al-Medina. There he begged Mohammed for revenge. Mohammed
equipped against the 6udam a band of raiders under the command of

Zejd ibn H&reta. The culprit, al-Hunejd, was attacked with his clan near
al-MSkei^ on the border of the volcanic territory in the district of al-

Awlag and was murdered and robbed. In the volcanic territory close by,

in the valley of Madan which runs eastward, there was encamped a clan,

which had already embraced Islam, together with Ref4‘a, the chief. Hear-
ing about the attack made by the band of Moslems upon the clan to

which al-Hunejd belonged, they jumped on their horses, rode up to the

Moslems, and after they had ascertained what , had happened, returned

in the afternoon to their camp in Madan. At night, however, they left

Madan and shortly after sunset reached Refa'a ibn Zejd at the well of

Kura* Rabba on the border of the volcanic territory Harra Lajla. Having
informed him of what had occurred, they rode with him on camels into

the valley of al-Medina, which they reached after three nights, and re-

ported the matter to the Prophet. Mohammed gave orders that the 6udam
who had been captured should be released, and sent *Ali with Refa'a to

meet the returning raiders. These they encountered in the valley of al-

Falhatejn, and the 6udam regained everything which had been taken
from them. —

Through the territory of the 6udam there are three roads leading

from Syria: one by way of Ajla along the western border of the chain

of granite mountains into Wadi al-6izel; the second by way of Ma'an,

Tebiik, and al-Hegr; and the third by way of al-Azrak, Tejma, and Bird

into the volcanic territory Harra Lajla and thence to al-Medina. As may
be inferred from various details, the messenger traveled by the first

road. Thus from Palestine he reached Ajla and from there entered the

valley of Sinar, or, as J&kfit writes, Sinan, where he was attacked and
robbed.

Between the attack on the messenger and the punitive expedition

of the Moslems certainly no considerable time elapsed. The punitive

expedition was directed mainly against the culprit al-Hunejd and was
prepared with very great caution. Al-Hunejd must have expected that

the Prophet would avenge the humiliation inflicted upon his messenger,

and he therefore transferred his camp from the place where he had
attacked the messenger, and which was therefore familiar to the latter,

to al-Ma^e? on the border of the volcanic territory in the region of al-

Awlafe. Jakiit writes that, according to Ibn Ishak, the Moslem troops

attacked al-Hunejd at al-Makes on the border of the volcanic territory

of ar-Ra^la, but Ibn Ishak merely says that the Moslems attacked

al-Hunejd at al-M^kei^ on the border, or in front of, the volcanic territory.

Neither he nor Ibn HiSam connects al-M&ke^ with Harrat ar-Ragla, Jakdt
adding “ar-RaJla'' on his own account and, as it seems, incorrectly. The
whole context points rather to the volcanic territory of Lajla than to

that of ar-Rag:la. For the 6ud&m, who accepted Islam, must have been

encamped very near to al-Hunejd, if on horseback they could reach the

end of the valley of MadUn, in which the Moslems of al-Medina were
resting, and return to their camp in the afternoon of the same day.
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From there, traveling on camels, in a single night they reached the

camp of their chief Refa'a, which, as the text expressly says, was pitched

on the border of the volcanic region of Lajla. All these camping places,

including that of al-Hunejd as well as those of the followers of Islim

and of Refa'a, could not have been more than sixty kilometers distant

from each other or about three hundred and fifty kilometers from al-

Medina. We must locate them on the eastern border of Harrat al-*Awerez,

which formed a part of Harra Lajla. The volcanic territory of ar-Ragla

is nowhere mentioned among the camping places of the 6udam tribe,

for it is situated over two hundred kilometers to the north of the

northernmost frontier of their territory. All oral tradition regards this

raid as having been directed against the 6udam in Hesma', and Harrat
ar-Ra^la lies more than three hundred kilometers to the northeast of

Hesma’, whereas Harra Lajla borders on the region of Hesma'. In the

volcanic territory of Harra Lajla and to the east of it were encamped
the Beni 'Udra, and it is conceivable that the Moslem band was led by
a man of this tribe. According to Ibn Ishak the subjects of Refa'a

pitched their tents in the valley of Madan, which runs eastward from
the volcanic territory; but in the whole of the volcanic territory of ar-Ragla
there is not a single valley extending toward the east. From all this it

follows that the word ar-Ragla was incorrectly inserted into the account

of the expedition against the 6udam. We are therefore concerned only

with that part of the volcanic territory of Lajla which borders on Hesma'.
It seems, however, that during the raid Zejd ibn Hareta did not enter

the actual region of Hesma^ and that his expedition has therefore been
erroneously connected with that region.

Wellhausen explains the passage in al-Wakedi (op. cit., p. 235,

note 5) by saying that Zejd arrived with five hundred warriors from
al-Awlag and at dawn attacked in ar-Ragla the united tribes of the

6udam, Ratafan, Wajel, Salamat, and Bahra', who were all present when
Refa‘a returned with the charter from the Prophet. — But the tribes

of the Ratafan, Wajel, Salamat, and Bahra^ did not belong to the 6udam,
and it is not stated in the text that Zejd ibn Hareta attacked them in

Harrat ar-Ragla.

Caetani, Annali, Vol. 1, p. 627, also writes that Zejd, having passed
al-Awlag, surprised the 6udam assembled at ar-Ragla. — No Arabic
author asserts that the 6udam were assembled at ar-Ragla.

Al-Hamdani, Sifa (Muller), Vol. 1, p. 129, says that Hesma* extends

between the territories of the Fezara and 6udam tribes on the border

of Syria and that the well-known camping place of Iram is situated there.—
The encampments of the Fezara were to the southeast of the region

of Hesma’ and the territory of the 6udam. As Iram, or the modern Ramm,
is located in the region of Hesma’, the latter must have extended as far

as the as-Sera’ range, which, according to the natives, forms its northern

and northeastern border even today.

In another passage (ibid., p. 179) al-Hamdani refers to the settlement

of az-Zihjawt on the Syrian border between the 6udam and Kalb tribes^

as well as to the valley of al-Ajm and the region of Hesma’.

In several manuscripts of Hassan ibn Tabet’s Dtwdn (Tunis, 1281

A. H.), p. 28, we read az-Zihjawt instead of al-Marriit, which is unknown ta

the Arabic geographers. In the ancient territory of the 6ud&m, however^
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is the place now known as az-Zihed, a name which recalls Zihjawt. Accord-

ing to J&kiit, Mu^Sam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 425, al-Ajm is said to

be a black hill in the territory of the Beni *Abs in the valley of ar-Rumma'
and therefore several hundred kilometers from the frontiers of Syria

and the ftudam. Where al-Hamd&ni simply inserts extracts from the

ancient poets, it is very difficult to determine the situation of the

different localities, because he often connects places which in reality are

situated at a great distance from each other.

Al-Bekri, Mu*Sam (Wiistenfeld), p. 295, states that Hesma’ is a place

in the 6ud&m territory where the remains of water from the Flood have
been preserved. He quotes the poet ‘Antara, who urges the FezHra en-

camping in Hesma* to pay heed to the smoke ascending as a warning
sign from the volcano of al-*Alanda before their camp. Al-Bekri recalls

that smoke was perpetually ascending from the hill of al-*Alanda. —
This active volcano could not have been very far from the camping

place of the *Udra tribe and must therefore be located in the southeastern

part of the volcanic territory of Lajla. Why water from the Flood should

have been preserved precisely in the region of Hesma’ is not clear, for

the water of the numerous wells there is in no.way different from the

water of the neighboring territories.

Al-Makrizi (Suluk [Quatremere's transl.], Vol. l,^p. 61 f.) writes

that in July of the year 1256 A. D. there was a great volcanic eruption to

the east of al-Medina in the district of the Saza valley opposite Mount
Ohod. The stream of lava was four parasangs long, four miles broad,

and one and one half cubits thick. The flames could be seen as far as

the environs of Bo§ra* in the Hawran.
Al-Ahkaf, where the clan of *Ad dwelt, is identified by al-Bekri,

op, cit,f p. 76, with a mountain range in Syria or with isolated rocks

in Hesma’. — The name Ahkaf (Hakaf) has been preserved to the

southwest of al-Bed* (Madian).

J&kiit, op, dt,, Vol. 2, pp. 267 f., calls Hesma* a region in the Syrian
desert two nights distant from Wadi al-Kura\ From Tebiik one can see

the hills of Hesma’ in the west and Sarawra in the east. Hesma’ is said

to be an extensive rough area near Ajla, containing bad water and
belonging to the 6udam. According to Ibn as-Sikkit as quoted by JUkdt,

the 6udam own the mountain range and the area between the borders

of the Tih beni Israeli near Ajla and the territory of the Beni *Udra in

Harra Nuhejl, the name of their district being Hesma’. In the wells of

Hesma’, it is said, water has been preserved from the Flood and that is

why the water of these wells is so bad. In the tradition concerning the

escape of the poet al-Mutanabbi from Egypt, Hesma’ is described as a

region with good pastures, fine palm trees of the lin species, and innumer-
able isolated rocks, the sides of which are so steep that those who try

to catch a glimpse of their summits almost dislocate their necks. The
summits of some of these rocks are invisible and inaccessible. As the

poet an-NUbira had already stated, Hesma’ is perpetually swathed in

clouds of dust. Only those who have seen it can really form an idea of

what it is like, for in the whole world there is no other region which
resembles it. Among the mountains of Hesma’ should be mentioned the

huge and lofty Mount Iram, on which, according to the surmise of the

nomads, grapevines and pine trees grow. According to the tradition of
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Abu Hurejra, the Prophet designated with the word as-Sunbuk that part

of Hesma’ belonging to the 6udam. In the opinion of several Arabic

writers, All&h, at the request of the Believers in Hesma*, caused springs

to gush forth at Iram, al-Bedi‘a, Na‘man, and ‘Alalan. —
From the southern extremity of the region of Hesma^ to the actual

Wadi al-Kura* it is over two hundred kilometers, but to the beginning

of Wadi al-6izel, which is likewise reckoned as triWtary to W&di al-Kura^

it is only seventy kilometers. Jakut includes this region in Syria, because

Tebiik, and accordingly also the greater part of Hesma*, used to belong

to the political area of Sorar — Sorar being at the southern end of the

Dead Sea. From Tebuk the peaks of Hesma’ rise up to the west and
northwest; Sarora’, however, is seen not to the east, as stated by J&kiit,

but to the northeast. According to Ibn as-Sikkit, it would seem that

the eastern edge of al-*Araba opposite the harbor of Ajla belonged to

Hesma*, while the western belonged to the desert of Tih beni Isr&*il.

The Harra Nuhejl, which Ibn as-Sikkit mentions, is unknown to me.
Wiistenfeld writes in a note (Jakdt, Mu gam, Vol. 5, p. 152) that Nuhejl
nowhere occurs in Arabic literature and that it should probably be Nihja,

which is referred to by the poet al-Mutanabbi on his journey from Egypt
to Irak CErUk). Al-Mutanabbi, however, nowhere mentions Nihja on this

journey but refers to it in describing the expedition of Sejfaddawle

against the nomads; and this Nihja is not situated in the proximity of

the region of Hesma* but to the southwest of Tudmor (Palmyra). The
encampments of the Beni *Udra were in the neighborhood of al-Hei:r

and thus on the eastern edge of Harrat al-'Awerez and Harrat ar-Rha*,

so that we should locate the volcanic territory of Nuhejl in the eastem
lava spurs to the northwest of al-Hegr, somewhere near the lava lake

of Saliim. There we meet with the name Mhejr, which recalls Nhejl

(Nhejr), for n at the beginning of a word is often interchanged with m,

I at the end of a word being interchanged with r.

The natives of Hesma* are acquainted with the lin species of palm.

This species is said to flourish particularly well in the oasis of Sarma*.

Clouds of dust, or rather of sand, can be observed in the region of Hesma*
almost every other day. They cover the whole country, so that even on

a clear day it is impossible to see beyond fifty meters. These clouds of

sand are a proof of considerable erosion and of the violent winds blowing

through Hesma*. In consequence of erosion, the rocky soil of Hesma*
had been rendered as smooth as a horse’s hoof, and that is why the

commentators on the oral tradition call it as-Sunbuk (fore part of a

horse’s hoof).

On Mount Iram, or the modern Ramm, grapevines and pine trees

would thrive even now, but I have never seen any pine trees to the

south of 'Amm&n. The spring of al-Bedi'a mentioned by Ibn as-Sikkit

is identical with the oasis of al-Bedi*, which, however, is situated about

thirty kilometers east of the southwestern extremity of Hesma* proper.

The well of Na'man I locate in the modern an-Na'emi on the south-

western border of Hesma*, while 'Alalan is probably the famous camping
place of ‘Alakan provided with the water of al-*Elli, a name which recalls

‘Alalan.
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tebOk

Ptolemy, Geography, VI, 7: 27, records on the northwestern border
of Arabia Felix a settlement called Thapaua, the name of which I regard
as a corruption of Thapaucha, or Tebiik. The position of the two tallies.

O. Blau, Alta/rabische Sprachatudien (1871)^ p. 561, finds a reference

to Teb^k in the work of the anonymous Ravenna geographer, Cosmo-
graphia, II, 6 (Binder and Parthey, p, 57), reading Taboca Romanis instead

of Taboca Coromanis, but the former reading is not accurate, for the

Ravenna geographer erroneously copies Ptolemy, op. dt., VI, 7: 19; the
correct reading of his Taboca CoromsChis should be Abukaion Koromanis,
which Ptolemy places on the coast of the Persian Gulf.

Al-Belfidori, Futuh (De Goeje)^ p. 59, relates that in the year 630—631

A. D. the Prophet reached TebOk with a large Moslem army, concluded
peace with the population there on condition that they should pay the

0izja tax (levied upon Christians and Jews), and after about ten days
returned to al-Medina. —

TebOk, therefore, at that time was inhabited by Christians and Jews,

for they were the only ones who paid the $izja tax.

According to Ibn Hisim, Sira (Wustenfeld), Vol. 1, p. 907, mosques
of the Prophet are situated at TebOk, at the valley of al-Kura^ and at

the following places in between: Tenijjet Medran; D&t az-ZerrUb; al-A^dar

;

D&t al-I^etmi; Al&’i; by al-Batra at the end of al-Kawakeb; Sikk Tara;
Di al-6ifa ; Sadr Hawda’ ; al-He|:r ; as-§a'id. —

It seems that Ibn HiSam quotes these in geographical order, for

according to al-Bekri the mosque of az-Zerrab is situated two days’ march
from TebOk ; and in Ibn His&m it stands in the second place beyond
TebOk and before al-A{}dar. The latter is identical with the halting place

of al-A^zar, seventy kilometers south of TebOk, so that about twenty-
five kilometers would be reckoned as one day’s march. After ten such
marches from Tebuk, al-Hegr would be reached, and Ibn Hisam mentions
the mosque of al-Hegr in the tenth place. We may thus locate the mosques
enumerated between these two places on the Pilgrim Route. It is remark-
able, however, that not a single one of the devout pilgrims who have
described this route refers to these mosques consecrated by Mohammed,
although they give detailed descriptions of various places connected with
the legend of the Prophet l^&leh.

The defile Tenijjet al-Medr&n is identical with the defile of al-Medra’,

which begins at the ruins Ki^6r at-Tamra. These ruins are perhaps the

only remains of the mosque of al-MedrUn ; they are not situated, however,

on the Pilgrim Route but about twenty Idlometers to the west. I locate

the mosque of a§-Sa‘id near the springs having their source beneath
Twejjel eben ; this, however, is not situated to the south but nearly

one hundred kilometers north-northwest of al-]9eg:r. I should likewise
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identify the mosque of Hawda' with the ruins near the well of al-Hawsa’ on
the crossroad to the northeast of Tebilk and at a long distance from it.

If, however, these conjectures of mine are accurate, Ibn His&m does not
enumerate the mosques in their actual order and thus does not afford an
opportunity of fixing their exact position. It rather seems that the pious

tradition ascribed all the mosques constructed between al-Medina and
Syria at some distance from the Pilgrim Route to the Prophet on his

expeditions to Teb^k and Dilmat al-6andal (al-6owf).

Al-Mas*Mi, Tanbih (De Goeje), p. 270, includes TebOk in Syria and
states that it is ninety parasangs or twelve nights distant from al-Medina.—
As the journey from Tebuk to al-Medina is more than 550 kilometers,

one parasang would be more than six kilometers. Al-Mas‘udi is the only

Arabic author who gives the distances on the Syrian Pilgrim Route in

parasangs. His statement cannot be more than roughly accurate, because,

knowing the number of marches, he multiplied them by seven, although
the separate daily marches might be longer or shorter according to the

supply of water. He reckons Tebuk as part of Syria, because at his time
(the middle of the tenth century) it belonged to the political administration

of Syria.

According to al-Mukaddasi, Ahsan (De Goeje), p. 179, Tebuk in the

tenth century was a small town with a mosque of the Prophet.

Al-Idrisi, Nuzha, III, 5, locates Tebiik about midway between al-

Hegr and the Syrian frontier, from which it is four days* march distant.

At Tebfik, he says, there is a citadel haunted by spirits. The inhabitants

obtain water from a well which gushes out with great force, and they

cultivate date palms. —
These assertions make the Hegaz extend as far as the foot of the

as-Sera* range at a distance from Tebiik of four days* march. Such
marches would be of forty-five kilometers each.

Jakut, Mu gam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1, pp. 421, 824 f.; Vol. 4, p. 690,

says that Tebuk, a place between Wadi al-Kura* and Syria, is a reser-

voir of the Beni Sa*d of the *Udra tribe. He cites Abu Zejd al-Ansari to

the effect that TebOk is situated between al-Hegr and the Syrian frontier,

four days* journey from al-Hegr and nearly midway between al-Medina

(twelve days* march distant) and Damascus. He says that it is a strong-

hold girded by a high wall, with a well and palms, between the mountains
of Hesma* in the west and Sarawra* in the east. Many have related that

the Prophet Su'ejb was sent from Madjan — which is situated on the

shore of the Red Sea six days* journey from TebOk — to Tebuk to the

owners of the thicket of al-Ajka. But Jakut did not believe this narrative

and was of the opinion that the thicket of al-Ajka must be located in the

neighboring Madjan, whence the Prophet Su'ejb came. At the command*
of Caliph *Omar ibn al-gattab, the Jew Ibn 'Arid walled up an excellent

well at Tebuk, which, according to Ibn Sa'd, was known as Mdla. It

contained so much water that it perpetually overflowed. —
The distance from TebOk to Madjan and to al-Medina is not given

in marches of equal length. Madjan is only 150 kilometers distant from
TebOk, so that JakOt must be reckoning according to the march of loaded

camels, this being about twenty-five kilometers daily. But from Tebuk
to al-Medina is more than 550 kilometers, so that each march would have

to be forty-five kilometers, the average speed of a camel rider. The ‘Udra
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tribe was encamped to the southeast of Tebiik, and, when Jakiit assigns

the reservoir there to the Beni Sa*d of that tribe, he proves that in past

centuries the individual clans obtained possession of various halting places

just as they do today. — According to Abu Zejd too, the HegHz extends

northward as far as the a§-Sera’ range.

JUkht, op, dt,, Vol. 2, p. 247, refers to Harra Tebiik, through which
the Prophet marched on his expedition to Teb^k. — This is the volcanic

territory between al-Mu‘azzam and Lu§§in.

Ibn Battiita, Tuhfa (Defremery and Sanguinetti), Vol. 1, pp. 267 ff.,

visited Tebhk at the end of 1326 A. D. and heard from the pilgrims that

they ascribed the abundance of water there to the Prophet. Arming
themselves in memory of the fact that the Prophet entered this oasis

at the head of a military expedition, they made a sham attack on it and
struck the palm trees with their swords. They stayed in Teb^k four days,

in order to rest and to obtain the water necessary for the onerous march
between Tebiik and al-'Ela\

Ahmed al-Makrizi, MawdHz (Codex Vindobonensis, 908 [A. F. 69]),

Vol. 1, fol. 36 V., writes that the settlement of Tebuk is situated in the desert

six days* march east of Madjan and that it has an abundance of date palms.

Hag§:i Qalfa, dihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 523,

also praises the pilgrims* station of Tebuk for its date palms and water,

which was increased by the Prophet in a miraculous manner. According
to Hai:gi J^alfa the Sultan Suleiman had the stronghold renewed and
a large reservoir constructed there.

Mehmed Edib, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232 A. H.), p. 73, calls

TebOk also *A$i Qurma, fixes its distance from the halting place of

Ka‘ al-Basit at twelve hours, and mentions numerous wild palm trees,

which grow there abundantly. The stronghold and reservoir, he says, were
built during the reign of the Sultan Suleiman. He adds that in the strong-

hold there is a large fig tree, by which a well had been hollowed out.

In the reservoir there is a powerful spring, near which grow fig trees,

pomegranates, quinces, grapes, betm^dn, and watermelons. In Tebhk there

is said to be a mosque where the Prophet prayed and which was later

renovated by ‘Omar ibn ‘AbdaKaziz. Opposite is situated a place called

Tenijjet al-Medr&ri, in which there was likewise a mosque where the

Prophet prayed. In those regions much hejtardn grows, and even forests

are found because water flows there. In the neighborhood the Arabs dwelt

in places which they cultivated. Only a few Arab huts stand there, where
formerly a settlement had been situated. Not far away is the village

called Sarr. All these places belong to the Hegaz, in which Mecca, al-

Medina, and Jem&ma are situated. According to al-A§ma‘i, Hegaz is the

name of the territory covered with volcanic stone. All the camping places

of the Beni Selim as far as al-Medina are named Hegaz, because they
are surrounded by mountains. —

There neither were nor are any forests near Tebiik, but both to the

west, north, and northeast of Teb^k the raza* used to form thickets

which from a distance resemble small woods. Since the building of the

railway these thickets have become thinner because the raza* wood is sent

to various railway stations or used for preparing charcoal, which is con-

veyed to Damascus. Tenijjet al-Medr&ri is identical with the mosque al-

Medr&n, or the modem al-Medra’ near K§ejr at-Tamra, about twenty
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kilometers to the south of Tebiik. The Arab houses stood near the garden
of ar-Rajes, near the well of ftertClma, near Bir al-Kena^ and elsewhere
to the south and west of the settlement. The village of Sarr recalls the
halting place of Sorar, which, however, is situated nearly 117 kilo-

meters north-northwest of Tebdk.
According to U. J. Seetzen (Beitrdge zur Geographie Arabiens [in

:

Monatliche Correapondenzy edit, by F. von Zach, Vol. 18], p. 377), who
records the statements of Jdsef al-Milki, Tebuk at the beginning of

the nineteenth century was inhabited by the Hamajde, who had emigrated
northward.

APPENDIX XIV

THE PILGRIM ROUTE FROM EGYPT

At-Tabari, Ta'rih (De Goeje), Ser. 1, p. 2078, records a statement
by Ibn Ishak to the effect that there were two highroads leading from
the Hegaz to Syria: the al-Mu*reka road along the seashore to Ajla,

and the TebOkijje road by way of the settlement of TebOk.
The former highroad is perhaps identical with the later Egyptian

Pilgrim Route from Ajla to al-Medina and Mecca. From Ajla northward
the al-Mu‘reka road probably led through the rift valley of al-'Araba.

I infer this from the fact that the first army sent to Palestine under
the leadership of ‘Amr ibn al-*As marched in the spring of 634 A. D.
from Ajla through al-*Araba, rested for some time at al-Ramr (see Musil,

Arabia Petraea, Vol. 2, Part 2, p. 201), and proceeded thence in a north-

westerly direction to Gaza.

The at-TebOkijje road leading by way of TebOk was later trans-

formed into the Pilgrim Route from Damascus to al-Medina.

Al-Ja‘kubi, Bulddn (De Goeje), p. 330, likewise mentions the al-

Mu'reka road as proceeding from Palestine by way of al-Ramr to the

harbor of Ajla and the settlement of Madjan, even though he does not

give its name.
The position of the separate halting places situated on the roads

from Syria, Palestine, or Egypt to al-Medina can nowhere be determined
with the help of the exact statement of distances. Computations in

parasangs or miles are lacking, and in the case of daily marches we
cannot decide whether the marches of transport caravans are meant or

those of camel riders, as were the pilgrims. We may therefore suppose

that these roads were never officially measured. From the time of the

Omayyads there are no particulars of the lengths of the Syrian pilgrim

routes, and the Abbassides completely neglected them.

Ibn HordUdbeh, Maadlik (De Goeje), p. 149, was acquainted with
only one road which we can precisely identify: the one from Egypt to

al-Medina. It led from the harbor of Ajla to the oasis of Hakl (40 km.)

;

to Madjan, or the modem al-Bed' (80 km.) ; and to al-Ararr. — The name
of the latter stopping place has been changed by the copyists in various
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ways. It may be merely the watering place al-Rarr or al-Ararr in the

valley of Sarma, about sixty-five kilometers southeast of al-Bed* (Madjan).
The spelling al-A‘ar or al-Ararr, used by al-Ja‘kiibi and Kodama, would
therefore be correct; not al-Araz or al-A*ara\ The small palm oasis of

al-Rarr, or al-Ararr, is situated on the ar-Ra§ifijje road which proceeds

from al-Bed‘ (Madjan) to the southeast. The next halting place is not

mentioned by Ibn §ord&dbeh. It must be located at the crossroads in the

valley of a§-S&r about fifty kilometers from al-Rarr, where, after abundant
rains, much water collects and near which there are numerous springs

in the adjacent mountain range of as-Sar. About fifty-five kilometers to

the southeast of these crossroads, near the seih of Saluwa, flows the

spring of al-Clebe, which I identify with the halting place of al-Kulaba,

as it is written by al-Mukaddasi. The halting place of Sarab is situated

on the same road about seventy kilometers from al-Clebe; and Bada’

about sixty-five kilometers to the southeast of Sarab.

Al-Ja*k\ibi, op, cit,, p. 340, describes this road in much greater detail

than Ibn gordadbeh. He asserts that the city of Ajla was inhabited

by people from various countries — among them being the alleged pro-

teges of the Caliph Othman — and nearly all of these people carried on
trade. An ancient cloak was exhibited there, supposed to have been the

property of the Prophet.

At Ajla the pilgrims from Syria, Egypt, and northern Africa

assembled (al-I§tabn, Masdlik [De Goeje], p. 27 ;
Ibn Hawkal, Masdlik

[De Goeje], p. 34) and marched through Saraf al-Ba*l. The road to the

latter halting place, which lies at a distance of about eighty kilometers

from Ajla, led in a southerly direction along the seashore as far as Hakl
(40 km.) and thence through the mountains southeast to the valley of

al-Abja?, in which are situated the ruins today known as a§-Seraf.

At the next halting place of Madjan (al-Bed*) a different route was
taken by the pilgrims proceeding to Mecca from that of those proceeding

to al-Medina only. The latter took the road described by Ibn Hordadbeh
by way of al-Ararr to Kales, as al-Ja*k0bi calls the next halting place,

which was probably in the valley of as-Sar. Between K&les and Sarab
al-Ja*k0bi does not mention any halting place.

It is more difficult to define the exact direction of the coast road

to Mecca. From Madjan it led to the inhabited halting place of 'Ajnuna,

which has still preserved its name in the oasis fifty kilometers south

of Madjan. The other halting places situated in our territory are: al-

*Awnid, a§-Sala^ an-Nabk, al-Ku§ejbe, al-Buhra, al-Murajta, Zbe^ and
al-WeJh. The situation of Zbe* is known for certain. This settlement is

nearly one hundred and five kilometers distant from *Ajniina. Between
these two halting places al-Ja*kubi mentions six others, while between
Zbe’ and al-Weg:h, the halting place 160 kilometers beyond Zbe’, he

mentions not a single one. It is certain that something must be wrong
with the text here. If we distribute the seven halting places between

'Ajnflna and al-Wefeh, we obtain seven marches of forty-five to fifty

kilometers each, and this distance agrees with the length of the daily

marches as calculated from the halting places to which al-Ja*kubi refers.

Zbe’ is then not the seventh but the second halting place from *AjnOna,

but regarding the others al-Ja*kiibi gives us no clue as to where we
should insert them.
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Ibn Roste, (De Goeje), p. 183, mentions only the halting places

on the Pilgrim Route to al-Medina which are referred to by Ibn Hor-
dadbeh but says nothing about the coast route.

Kod^ma (died 922), ffard^ (De Goeje), pp. 190 f., refers to both
routes. On the road to al-Medina he records the halting places given
by Ibn {lordadbeh or al-Ja‘kubi. As the junction, however, he does
^ot designate Madjan (al-Bed*) but inaccurately makes it Saraf al-

Ba*l. The conformation of the land does not allow the pilgrims to go
from a§-Seraf direct to al-Ararr and thus to avoid Madjan. From Madjan
the Mecca road must have gone in a southerly direction to the coast.

But neither Kodama nor al-Mukaddasi {Ahsan [De Goeje], pp. 109f.) re-

fers to ‘Ajntoa as a halting place, although it is impossible to suppose
that the pilgrims or traders would have avoided it. Both of these writers,

it is true, mention a halting place al-*Awnid, not, however, before Zbe’,

where al-Ja'kubi places it, but beyond, where it actually lies. If we admit
that the halting places of Madjan and 'Ajnuna are exactly indicated, we
see that both Kodama and al-Mukaddasi insert the halting places of

as-Sala^ and an-Nabk between the latter and the halting place of Zbe’,

which is likewise exactly indicated. But the distance from *Ajn(ina to

Zbe’ does not admit of two halting places; it admits of one only, and
that one somewhere about the present settlement of al-Mweleh. The latter

name meaning ^^little salty’* is more recent in origin and was derived

from the springs there containing somewhat salty water. Since the name
of a§-Sala’ is still given to the coast to the north and islets west
of al-Mw^leh, I locate the halting place of as-Sala’ at al-Mweleh. It is

here located by the other Arabic writers, who define its position between
*Ajnuna and Zbe*. About fifty kilometers to the south of Zbe’, in W&di
al-Aznam, are heaped the small ruins of the halting place al-*Uwajnid,

which was erroneously transcribed as al-*Awnid by the copyists. The next
halting place comes in the seib of Sa'af, where the halting place of an-

Nabk was actually situated. Thus, in geographical order on the coast

route to Mecca in our territory, lay the halting places of Madjan, 'Ajntoa,

as-Sala’, Zbe’, al-*Wejned, and an-Nabk.
Haggi Qalfa, Gihdn numa^ (Constantinople, 1145 A.H.), p. 541;

Musawwadat gihdn numa* (Codex Vindobonensis 1282 [Mxt. 389]), fol.

179 V. f., writes that the Pilgrim Route from Egypt to Mecca passes

through the halting place of Sath al-'Akaba — i. e. a steep ascent (near

Ajla). From there at a distance of one mile he says there is a walled-in

spring with fresh water. At this halting place dwelt the Hwitat Arabs,

who were engaged in cultivating the date palm. It is there that the first

quarter of the Pilgrim Route terminates. The route then leads to two
defiles containing fresh water and, ascending the stony slopes of Zahr
Hem&r to fiurfejn, reaches Saraf, which belongs to the Beni 'Atijje and
where there is an abundance of fuel; the road then continues between

two mountain ranges through the valley of al-Mutallat, where the Beni

Lam dwell. The halting place of Morara Su'ejb is famous for its abun-

dance of fresh water, its etel trees, and its mukl and date palms. The
following halting places of Kabr at-Tawa§i and *Ujun al-Kai^ab are in

a richly irrigated valley, containing a growth of reeds, but very hot.

Here many iplgrims die during the summer. On the shore stands a tomb
set up by Abraham, which is reverenced by the pilgrims. Near the halting
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place of as-Serm and close by the sea rises Mount as-S&ra. The halting

place of al-Mw^leh is situated on the shore itself and has an abundance
of water, which, however, is brackish. Dar Kajitb&j is so called after

the sultan of the same name (al-Malik al-A§raf Sejfaddin Kajitbaj,

1468—1496) who stayed there while on his pilgrimage. Previously the

pilgrims used to encamp at a spot called Batn al-Kibrit. By a farther

halting place is buried Sheikh Marz9k al-Kefah, to whose grave pilgrim-

ages are made. At the halting place of Azlam terminates the second

quarter of the Pilgrim Route. The surrounding neighborhood consists

of waste land bordered by rocky mountains and containing salt water
and inadequate pastures; but much aenne grows there. —

The walled-in spring mentioned by Haggi galfa at the halting place

of Ajla is situated in the gardens to the south. of the present stronghold

of al-‘Akaba. It is still called Ajla, as is the fountain near the stronghold.

Zahr al-Hm&r is the name of a rocky elevation between the oases of

Hakl and al-Hmejza. fiurfejn is identical with the aeih of Umm Gurfejn,

which begins at the hill of as-Saraf. The Beni *Atijje or 'Atawne still

encamp east of as-Saraf. The pilgrims’ station was constructed at the

spot where the ^e*ih of a§-Seraf merges into W&di al-Abjaz. Thence the

route led southward through the latter valley, here enclosed between
high, gray and black mountains. Wadi al-Abjaz is therefore identical

with al-Mutallat. Of the Beni Lam only the Mesa'id clan have remained
near this valley. The name of Kabr at-TawS,§i I did not hear in the re-

gion referred to, but, as is shown by the name and the distance, the

pilgrims’ station was situated at al-Mr&h (quarters for the night). 'Ujiln

al-Ka$ab are identical with the springs flowing among the thick reeds

in Wadi a§-Sarma on the al-Mell&^ road, about eight kilometers east

from the coast. I do not know the tomb set up by Abraham. Mount as-

§&ra is the name as-Sar badly transcribed. The word a§-§erm denotes

‘‘the harbor,” and the place so called must therefore be located on the

coast in the bay of as-Safra’. Al-Mweleh is the modern settlement of the

same name. Batn al-Kibrit, a sulphurous valley, is identical with the

valley extending along the southern slope of Twejjel al-Kibrit, the sulphur

being deposited not only on these hillocks but also farther to the south

on the hill of Hm§ra’-1-Krajker, where the remains of the home of Ka-
jitb&j must be located. The grave of MarzOk al-Kef^fi is identical with

the modem Kabr at-TawHsi at the end of the 8e‘ih of al-Kfafi and is

hence identical also with the settlement of Zbe’. The halting place of

Azlam is the ancient^ al-*Wejned already mentioned.

Qag^i Qalfa, Gihdn numa* (Constantinople, 1145 A. H.), p. 483,

states that the stronghold of Ajla is situated on the shore of the Sea
of Suez near Mount Tftr and that it belongs to Egypt. From Ajla it is

two days’ journey to Madjan, which is also called Mor&jer Su*ejb, whence
it is another three days’ journey to the stronghold of Azlam. — No re-

ference is made to the road leading from Madjan to al-Medina.

Samsaddin al-Bekri, Tuhfa (Codex Vindobonensis, 925 [A. F. 288 or

467]), fol. 18 V., relates that the Egyptian Sultan Kansiih al-Rawri

(1601—1616 A. D.) ordered the restoration of the ascent at al-‘Akaba,

as well as of the halting place of Hakl. At Hakl a hdn (khan) was built

with towers by the gateway, a complete ruin as early as beginning

of the seventeenth century. At al-Azlam there was also constructed
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a large khan in which the pilgrims deposited a portion of the food sup-

plies intended for the return journey.

Jean deThevenot (1656 A.D.) (Voyages, Vol. 1, p. 477) and Gabrielle

Bremond (Viaggi [edit, by G. Corra], pp. 163 f.) writing in the middle
of the seventeenth century, likewise record the halting places on the

Pilgrim Route from Egypt to al-Medina. These lead us from Sath al-

‘Akaba to the modern Kal'at al-*Akaba, six and a half hours to the watch-
tower of Zahr al-Hmar (Hakl) and after another seven and a half hours

through a difficult region to the halting place of Sarafe Beni 'Atijje.

Bremond writes “Scharafe betugateie,” and both Bremond and Thevenot
give the distance from Dar al-Hmar (Zahr al-Hmar) to the latter halting

place as fourteen hours; this, however, is not accurate, fourteen hours
being the whole distance from Karat al-'Akaba as far as as-Seraf. The road
runs farther to Morajer Su*ejb, which formerly belonged to the tribe of

Madjan and is over fourteen hours distant; to ‘Uj^n al-Kasab (the oasis

of Sarma), where Moses is said to have helped the daughters of Jethro;

thence in fourteen hours to Karat al-Mw^leh; and in eleven hours to

Castel. The latter- halting place must be identical with the modem Zbe\
From Castel it is fifteen and a half hours to Kal'at al-Aznam; fourteen

hours to I§tabel ‘Antar
;
and a further thirteen and a half hours to Karat

al-Wegh.
In 1694 *Abdalrani an-Nabulusi (Haktka, Codex Vindobonensis, 1269

[Mxt. 712], Vol. 2, fol. Hr.— 16 v.) rode with his guides from the halting

place of al-‘Akaba southward along the shore, so that he had the sea on
his right hand and the mountains on his left as far as the palms and
fresh-water springs of al-Hakl, where they arrived only just before noon.

After a short rest, they ascended the slope of Zahr al-Hmar and before

sunset were in the SeHb of Umm al-6urfejn, where there was no water
and where they spent the night. Before noon on the next day they

reached al-6urfejn; whereupon they journeyed between high rocks of

porphyry and marble as far as the halting place of as-Saraf, or as it is

also called, Sarafe Beni *Atijje. They found no water there. In the morning
they proceeded as far as the last spurs of as-Saraf, where they had
luncheon. At four o'clock they again set out on the march, passing by the

halting place of ar-Rigm and encamping before sunset at *Efal. On the

afternoon of the following day they reached the halting place of Morajer
Su'ejb, which the Bedouins call al-Bed' and where from numerous fresh-

water springs rises a stream which forms several ponds. On the next

day 'Abdalrani's party rode till sunset and encamped in the seHb of

as-SwSr until sunrise. Shortly before noon they were at the wells of

al-Kasab, which unite to form a large stream, by the side of which many
reeds grow. They rested there till nearly the middle of the afternoon.

Late in the evening they found themselves in a trackless region, where
they lost the way and remained till daybreak. Thereupon they rested

in the valley of al-'Odejb until the middle of the afternoon and at evening

reached the fortress of al-Mweleh, where they were again within sight

of the sea. They found fresh-water springs there, and the fortress was
permanently inhabited. Leaving the sea once again, by the middle of the

afternoon they were at al-MukHwel, where they spent the night. They
then passed through al-Rfil and Sukk al-'Ag^lz, reaching the halting place

of Zbe', where there were springs of pure fresh water. In the morning
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they rode out of Zbe' and after an hour passed by the grave of a virtuous

merchant from northern Africa, whose name was Marziik al-Kef&fi. He
had fallen ill on his pilgrimage, had remained at Zbe’, where at his own
expense he had ordered a well to be dug, and after a short while had
died. About an hour after noon 'Abdalrani rested for a short time with
his guides in the valley of al-Bahara, and after sunset they encamped
in the valley to the south of the stronghold of al-Azlam. At this, the

sixteenth halting place on the Egyptian Pilgrim Route, about five Arabs
were living. In the morning the pilgrims started off afresh, rested at

noon in the mountain defile of ad-Duli|}an near a fresh-water spring,

and encamped for the night shortly before sunset by the river bed of

a§-Sa af. —
Zahr al-Hmar must be identified with the spurs of at-Tabak and

at-Tnejnir, which extend southward as far as the se^ih of Umm Gurfejn.

Ar-Rii:m is near the se^ih of al-Hsane. *Efal is the name of the lower

half of Wadi al-Abjaz. The pilgrims* night quarters were at Samra* Tiiman.

Al-Bed* is the present name of the ancient Madian, or Morajer Su'ejb.

They crossed the aeih of as-Swer about forty kilometers southwest of

al-Bed‘ and passed along the al-Mellah road to the oasis of Sarma, which
is identical with ‘Ujun al-Ka§ab. I locate al-'Odejb in the vicinity of

Umm fiejhile. Al-Mukawel is situated somewhere on the northern border

of Hmejra* Krajker on the Darb (road) al-Falak. Al-Ral winds southward
from Hmejra* Krajker. Sukk al-'AgOz is the ^eth of as-Skik. The merchant
Marzuk al-Kefafi is forgotten. The people call his grave Kabr at-Tw&Si.

Al-Bahara extends about fifteen kilometers to the southeast of Zbe*.

APPENDIX XV

THE PILGRIM ROUTE FROM DAMASCUS

The Syrian pilgrims* highroad follows the old transport route of at-

Tebukijje, which is referred to by Ibn Ishak (at-Tabari, Ta'rih [De Goeje],

Ser. 1, pp. 2078 f.). This is clear from Jakiit, Mu'gam (Wiistenfeld), Vol. 1,

p. 336; Vol. 2, p. 135, according to whom Muhammed ibn Sa‘dun al-*Abdari

relates that Abu ‘Obejda marched from al-Medina through the valleys

of al-Kura*, al-Akra*, al-&unejne, and Tebflk to Sorr, whereupon he en-

tered Syria. Al-*Abdari copies the record drawn up by Abu Hudejfa
IshUk ibn Bi§r in his book about the conquest of Syria. The headquarters

of Wadi al-Kura* were formed by the modern oasis of al-*Ela*. Al-Akra*
is situated to the north of al-*Ela*, while al-6unejne is identical with
6en&jen al-K&zi between al-Akra* and Tebiik. Sorr, which must be read
in place of the erroneous SorO* of the text, denotes the oasis and strong-

hold of Sorar to the north of Tebilk.

After the conquest of Syria, many pilgrims and even caliphs and
members of the ruling house of the Omayyads (Beni Umejja) journeyed
every year along this road to the Holy Cities. Ibn al-Fakih, Bulddn (De
|Goeje), p. 106, states concerning the Caliph al-Walid, the son of *Abdal-
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malek, that at the various halting places on this Pilgrim Route he had reser-

voirs built and at some of them infirmaries for pilgrims who were sick.

No author mentions that the Omayyads had this highroad surveyed
and furnished with milestones. Only in the holy bounds at Mecca did

the Caliph Merwan ibn al-Hakam have milestones set up (Ibn Roste,

AHdk [De Goeje], p. 66). If this highroad had been furnished with mile-

stones, the geographers would certainly have told us the distances of the

various halting places in miles, as they do in the case of the highroad from
al-Ki)fa to al-Medina. The older authors do not even record all the halting

places from Damascus to Mecca and refer to them only in a general way
without stating the distances.

Ibn Hordadbeh, Masdlik (De Goeje), p. 150, calls the first and second

halting places beyond Damascus by the general name of manzal (inn),

while the third he calls Dat al-Manazel (the place with several inns).

The first manzal certainly denotes al-Kiswe, while Dat al-Manazel is

Der*at, situated about 105 kilometers to the south of Damascus. Beyond
this halting place the first name mentioned by him is that of Sorar

(330 km.), this being the correct reading rather than the erroneous

Sora* of the text. Thence, according to Ibn Hordadbeh, the road leads

to Tebiik, al-Muhdata, and al-Akra*. The name of this latter halting

place has been preserved in the reservoir of al-Akra*, about two hundred
kilometers south-southeast of TebOk and not far from the railway station

of al-Mutalla*. The halting place of al-Muhdata is unknown to me, but

it may be identical with the modern station of al-Mu*azzam. The ancient

halting place of al-Al}zar between al-Mu*azzam and TebOk is still re-

membered under this name, but there is no reference to al-Muhdata
after the time of Sultan al-Malek al-Mu*azzam, who had the reservoir

of al-Mu*azzam constructed. It is therefore probable that the old name
al-Muhdata was replaced by the more modem al-Mu'azzam. After al-

Akra* the next halting place mentioned by Ibn hordadbeh is al-6unejne;

this, however, should have come before al-Akra* and even before al-Muh-

data. Al-Akra* is only forty kilometers away from the next halting

place of al-Hegr, so that it is scarcely likely that there was still another

halting place between them. About halfway between al-Ahzar and al-

Mu'azzam (al-Muhdata) is a place known as denajen al-Kazi with scanty

remains of the fortified building and reservoir with which all the pilgrims*

stations were provided. It is there that we may locate the ancient al-

6unejne. From al-Hegr the highroad proceeded to Wadi al-Kura*, or the

modem al-*Ela*.

Ibn Roste, op. cit, p. 183, and Kodama, JfardS (De Goeje), p, 191,

omit the first two halting places and mention the following ones in the

same order as that recorded by Ibn 9ord&dbeh.
Al-Mukaddasi, Ahsan (De Goeje), pp. 249 f., states that the road

leading to Tebuk begins at *Ammin. After two night halts it reaches

Ma*an ; after the same space, Teb^k ; and after a further four nights it

arrives at Tejma. Al-Mukaddasi thus gives the distance from ‘AmmUn
to Ma*an as three days* march, thence to Teb^k as likewise three, and
from TebOk to Tejma as five. From ‘Amman to Ma*an is more than

one hundred and ninety kilometers, so that one day*s march would work
out at nearly sixty-three kilometers. The length of the daily march
between Ma*lin and Tebdk would be still greater, amounting to nearly
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one hundred kilometers, if between these two places there were two
and not (as given by Codex Constantinopolitanus ; ibid., p. 250, note b)

three night halts (mandhel). As, however, a day’s march on the Pilgrim

Route always amounts to about sixty kilometers, we must agree with

the Constantinople codex and assign, not two, but three mandhel between
Ma'&n and Tebiik. If the author reckons four halting places from TebOk
to Tejma, he fixes a day’s march at about fifty-five kilometers and the

same also for the march from Tejma to the valley of al-Kura’.

Al-Idrisi, Nuzha (Brandel), p. 28, records more place names than his

predecessors. These names, however, are recorded so incorrectly that it

is difficult to locate the places. He asserts that the road from Damascus
leads to the first halting place of al-Kiswe, which is situated on a hill

on the western bank of the river al-A*wag:, which flows into a lake. To
the east of al-Kiswe there stood a large khan in which travelers put

up for the night. From al-Kiswe it is a day’s march to Zer*a (Ezra®,

see below; in the text erroneously spelled Da'a), and after a farther

march the inhabited settlement of Dat al-Man4zel, which I identify with

Der*at, is reached. From there onward the location of the various names
occasions great difficulties. The name of the next halting place, Janii*

or Ban^®, is the usual erroneous transcription of the accurate Sorar,

which halting place is mentioned by all the early geographers. But
from Der*at to Sorar is more than three hundred kilometers, and al-

Idrisi does not refer to any halting places situated between them. From
Sorar it is a day’s march to al-Batanijje, but al-Idrisi writes (Brandel,

op, dt,, p. 30) that Batanijje is identical with Der*at. After al-Batanijje

follows the inhabited settlement of Damma (Dimne). We might locate

this at the halting place of DHt al-Hagg, about forty kilometers south

of Sorar, near which terminates the se'ib of Dimne coming from the

spring of the same name. Sorar and Dimne in this order would agree

with the next halting place, Teb^k. The farther halting places are the

same as those given by the older authors, except that the name al-

6unejne is erroneously transcribed as al-Hanifijje.

In the year 1313 A. D. Abu-l-Feda’ (Muhtasar [Adler], Vol. 5, pp.
280 f.) made the journey on a camel from Mecca to Hama’ in twenty-five

days. He estimated the time occupied by his stay at al-Medina, al-‘Ela’,

Birke Ziza, and Damascus as three days, so that he traversed the whole
distance in twenty-two days but changed his animal on the journey.

From Mecca to Hama’ is more than nine hundred kilometers, so that

Abu-l-Feda’ must have traveled forty-five kilometers a day. As is clear

from the halting stations mentioned by him, he also proceeded on the

highroad of at-Teb<ikijje.

When Ibn Battiita (Tuhfa [Defremery and Sanguinetti], Vol. 1,

pp. 254 f.) set out on his pilgrimage in September, 1326 A. D., he pro-

ceeded with the pilgrims’ escort from Damascus to al-Kiswe, as-Sanamejn,
Zer®a, Bo$ra’, and thence by way of Ziza, al-Lagg:(in, and al-Kerak to Ma®lln.

— Defremery and Sanguinetti {loc, dt,) identify Zer'a with Edra'at.

This, however, is not correct, for Zer®a corresponds to the settlement of

Ezra* situated on the direct road from a$-l^anamejn to Boi^ra’, while

Edra®&t is to the west of it.

According to Ibn Battuta, Ma'fin i#^uated on the border of Syria.

To ^the south of Ma*an, beyond the halting place of ®Akabat ai^-Sawwan
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(the modem ‘Akabat al-Hegazijje) the escort proceeded through a bare,
rocky plain, of which it is said : ‘‘He who enters it is as if lost, he who
departs from it is as if new-born.” After two days the escort encamped
at the halting place of Dat Hagg, where there were two shallow wells
with water from below but no building. Ibn Battuta locates the next
halting place in the waterless valley of Baldahi. This name is not familiar
to me. The valley itself must be identical with al-Bezwa, which crosses
the Pilgrim Route about fifty kilometers to the south of Dat al-Hagg.
The next halting place is situated nearly forty kilometers to the south
of it. Beyond Tebhk the escort reached a region even more waste than
the former one and therefore marched more quickly in order to get away
from it as soon as possible. The halting place of al-Ubajder (al-A^izar)

lies in a deep valley enclosed by high slopes in places covered with lava.

Ibn Battflta rightly compares this to a valley of hell. Through this valley

the escort made its way to the large reservoir of al-Mu‘azzam named
after a sultan of the Ayyubite family. On the fifth day after leaving

Tebiik the escort reached the halting place of al-Hegr. The data given

indicate that the daily marches were fifty kilometers long.

Hag^i IJalfa {Gihdnnuma*, Constantinople, 1145 A. H., pp. 531, 539 f.;

Mmawwadaf Codex Vindobonensis, 1282 [Mxt. 389], fol. 187 v.) also de-

scribes this journey. Beyond Ma'an comes the waterless halting place of

Zahr al-‘Akaba, which is said also to be known as "Abadan. Then come
the date palms of Tubejlijj&t not far from the settlement of Lis; the

next place reached is DHt Hagg, or Hagar, where Sultan Suleiman built

a stronghold and where numerous wild palms grow in small gardens

irrigated from springs. There follows the halting^lace of Kfi' al-Busajt,

or "Ara’id, situated in a sandy region not far from Mount §arawra\ Thence
TebUk is reached. Farther south are the halting places of Morarat al-

Kalenderijje near a small hill without water, Uhajder, Birket al-Mu‘azzame,

and MarareS az-Zir, or Akrah. A half day's journey still farther to the

south from the last-named rises Mount at-Taf, where at Mazham the

camel of the Prophet Saleh was killed. Thence the road leads east to

Mabrak an-Naka and via the halting place of al-Hegr to the settlements

of the Prophet Saleh, where there are rock dwellings and numerous springs,

from which, however, no water should be drunk. The halting place of

al-"Ela' is a half day's journey distant from al-Hegr and is situated below

Mount Anan. —
The halting place of Zahr al-*Akaba is identical with the small

stronghold of Fai^6‘a, near the slope of "Akabat al-Hegazijje. The name
of "Abadan is not used by the old writers for this halting place. The
oasis of Tubejlijjat must be located at Sorar. What Hagi^i Jglalfa means
by the village of Lis and where he locates it is not clear to me. In his

Musawwada, or preliminary sketch of the Gihdn numa* (Codex Vindobonen-

sis, loc. cit.) he notes Lis in the margin and does not include it at the

right place. It is possible that Lis stands for Dis or ad-Dise, the name of

a valley terminating near Sorar. The basin near Sorar could be trans-

formed into a large oasis. Mehmed Edib, Mendzil (Constantinople, 1232

A. H.), p. 71, connects Lis with Zahr al-*Akaba and says that it is

situated beyond ‘Ab4d&n and resembles a village. The halting place of Dftt

Hag^ has preserved its name. K&* al-Busajt, or 'Ar&'id, is identical with

the halting place of al-Hazm, located in the flat, extensive plain of
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al-’Ar&jed and to the west of Mount Sarawra’. Morftrat al-Kalenderijje must
be sought where the route leaves the plain and enters among rugged
crags near Zahr al-Hagg;. The names Ubajder and Birket al-Mu*azzame
have been preserved as al-A{}zar and al-Mu‘azzam respectively. In place

of MarUreS az-Zir should be read Maf&re§ ar-Ruzz (rice carpets), as the

plain is called near the halting place of Dar al-Hamra’ because the

pilgrims declare that this plain is covered by petrified rice. Akrah is

erroneously transcribed instead of Akra*. In place of at-T&f should be
read at-T&k, which is the modern Abu Taka. The name al-Mazham today
belongs to a small railway station.

'Abdalrani an-Nfibulusi (Hdipi^a, CodexVindobonensis, 1269 [Mxt. 712],

Vol. 2, fol. 170 r.— 172 V.) on his return from al-Medina in the year 1694

A. D. spent the night at al-‘Ela’ and rode between sand drifts and rugged
mountains as far as a place called the Wells of the TamOd, which was
also known as Medajen S^leh, or al-He^. The pilgrims’ escort stayed

there all night and until the noon of the following day ; at midnight it

reached the defile of §ukk al-*Aguz, which I identify with the gully of

Sokb al-*Ag:0z, about forty kilometers distant from al-Hegr. The pilgrims

then proceeded through the plain of az-Zelakat, which is covered with

sand and soft stones and where the riding and draft animals frequently

stumbled, and at daybreak were at al-Ek6re‘ or MafareS ar-Ruzz. The
author here is connecting two places which in reality are at some distance

apart. Al-Ekere*, the name of which is the diminutive form of al-Akra',

lies to the southwest of Sokb al-'Agdz, while Mafares ar-Ruzz extend

more than twenty kilometers farther to the north. About an hour after

sunrise the pilgrims reached Dir al-Hamra’, where they found no water.

Here they stayed until one o’clock in the afternoon and then continued

their journey all night as far as the stronghold of al-Mu‘azzam, which
they reached an hour after sunrise. This they found half-ruined and un-

inhabited. Formerly it had been guarded by a company of Syrian soldiers,

but the Bedouins had broken through the walls and murdered the soldiers

;

whereupon the stronghold had been deserted. To the east of it *Abdal-

rani inspected a square reservoir, each side of which was two hundred
cubits long. The wall, one cubit thick, was built of the same material

as the stronghold. The latter contained a well with an abundance of water.

Setting out in the afternoon, they rode through a narrow, rough
valley covered with stones, which valley the author calls as-Safi. It seems
to me that this is an incorrect transcription of the name Lui^^an, which
he hastily noted down while riding on his camel; for Lui^i^an is the

most difficult section of the Pilgrim Route between al-*Ela’ and Tebiik

and the one with the worst reputation. That 'Abdalrani actually means
Lu$$&n is clear from his further statements. They rode for three hours

through the rough valley, whereupon they arrived at the basin of 6enajen
al-K&zi. This basin lies fifteen kilometers northwest of the beginning of

Lui^i^&n, which would entirely agree with the three hours’ ride. At 6en&jen
al-K&^i they found much sand and rugged soil covered with prickly plants

which tore pieces from their clothing. Aft^r sunrise they again entered

the valley and in three hours were at .\l|e halting place of al-Al}zar.

*Abdalrani refers to this well-constructediitronghold also as al-Ubajder
and explains that every year soldiers arrive there from Damascus to

guard the reservoir against the Bedouins who would like to water their
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flocks in it. Near the reservoir he saw a deep well containing good, fresh

water, which was said to have been dug for the pilgrims by the Prophet
al-Hadr, who was honored in the stronghold.

To the northwest of al-Uljajder the pilgrims left the inhospitable

valley, and [it seemed to them as if they had departed from the lower

world. From the valley they passed through the gap Nakb al-Ubajder,

covered with stones and bordered by rugged crags. Here both the people

and the animals were filled with fear and weariness. At the first gleam
of daybreak they reached an extensive plain and an [hour later arrived

at the halting place of Morajer Su'ejb, where there was no water. They
remained there until four o’clock in the afternoon. This halting place

is certainly identical with the modem Zahr al-Hagg, situated about
thirty-five kilometers to the northwest of al-Ahzar. Towards midnight
they proceeded through the sandy valley of al-Etel and at sunrise had
before them the stronghold of Tebuk, where they encamped. They thought
that they would meet there with various traders and people dispatched

toward them from Damascus, but these people were late and had not

yet arrived. In the powerful stronghold of Tebuk there was a well contain-

ing good water drawn up by a pump which was set in motion by animals.

The water thus obtained flowed into a spacious reservoir in the new fortress.

Having completed their afternoon prayers — that is, toward four

o’clock — the pilgrims left Tebuk and throughout the night traveled along

a plain covered with raza until they reached the halting place of al-K&*,

or K&‘ al-Bazwa, which name has been preserved in the modern Se'ib

al-Bezwa south of the railway station of al-Hazm. Soon after noon they

rode on, crossed a narrow but slippery plain at midnight, and encamped
by the large stronghold of Dat Hagg, where a company of Syrian soldiers

was guarding the reservoir. They remained there all night, watered their

animals, provided themselves with water for three days, and at four o’clock

in the afternoon continued the march. After midnight they again traversed

a slippery soil, that of Zelakat 'Ammar near the modern station of Halat
'Ammar, and an hour after sunrise stopped at the waterless halting place

of Gurajman situated among the hills. This is probably another name for

the site of the modern railway station of al-Mdawwara in the immediate
vicinity of the ancient pilgrims’ halting place of Sorar ; it is remarkable
that 'Abdalrani makes no reference to this old stronghold. After the

midday prayer the pilgrims rode on through almost impassable territory

until daybreak, when they ascended the slope of 'Akabat al-Halawa, or

the slope of sweetness — so called, ^Abdalrani says, because it brought
the pilgrims the joyful news that they would meet with their friends.

After a short rest they started off again at noon and did not encamp
until they reached Ma'an.
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The positions of place names occurring on the map of the Northern

He^dz accompanying this volume are indicated in the index in parentheses
by key letters and figures referring to the quadrangles on the map. The
reader should also consult the accompanying index map of the author*s

route and of his topographical descriptions.

The letters NA refer to the author*s map of Northern Arabia which
will accompany forthcoming volumes of the present series.

The most important page references are given in italics.

Brief, non-technical characterizations are given in parentheses for
the majority of the Arabic botanical terms. The Latin names of such
plants as have been identified by J,

are also given,

'A. Abbreviation for 'Ajn. See proper name
Al-A'&l (k9). 211

Al-A*ar, 322

Al-A'ara’, 322

Aaron, 26J^, 271, 286

‘Ab&dan, 329

Abbassidca, 61, 321

Al-*Abd (h6), 176

'Abdarazlz eben ‘Abdarrahtm&n eben Sa*Qd,

22. 23

'Abdal'aziz eben RaSid, 24

‘Abdalllih Pasha, 33

‘Abdalfani an*N&bulusi, 282, 325, 326, 330,

331, 335

‘Abdarraliini&n eben Sa'dd, 23

'Abdarrabmftn Effendi, 163, 167, 171, 234 -

*Abde, 253, 265, 266

'Abdejn (g2). 113

‘Abdul-^amfd, 78

Al-Abejje?, Has (15—6)

*Abejter, Radir (i5—6), 181, 190

‘Abejtrdn, See Ba*etrdn

AbhaV (jlO), 218

Al-'Abid, 4

Ab!da% 287, 292, 293

Abigail, 277

Al-Abja^ (c5); (h4), 135

Al-Abja?, Sm (c5). 43

Al-Abja?, W&di (f3), 72, 73, 96, 97, 99, 100,

101—106, 115, 132, 270, 297, 303, 322, 324, 326

Abocharab, 307, 308

Abraham, 48, 217, 248, 260, 265, 266, 279, 281,

282, 286—289, 292-294, 296, 323, 324

Al-Abra^ (d4), 41. 47. 68; (e5—6), 43

AbraV al-'AS&r (j—kll), 219, 222

‘Abs, Beni, 316

Abu, See main part of toposrraphical proper

name
Abu Rudajfa, 38, 256

Abukaion Koromanis, 318

Abu-l-Fa4&’il, 125, 218, 335

Abu-1-Fara&. 11, 160, 211, 335

Abu-l-Fat^ Na^r, 218

Velenovsky (see Bibliography, p, 3U0)

Abu-l-Feda*, 43, 61, 84, 139, 218, 256, 328, 335

Abu-1-Ha§em. 60

Abu Mui^ammed aI>Aswad, 79

Abu *Obejda, 88, 88, 256, 326

Abu Ruhm KultOm ibn Rusejn al-Rifari, 229

Abu Sama, a chief of the Beli, 128

Abu Sama, 15, 49. 273, 335

Abu 93, 118, 121, 127, 129

Abu Zejd al-Anf&ri, 256

Abu Zejd al-Bali)i, 280

Abyssinia. 287

Acalin, 310

'A5ba (j8), 205

Achoali, 310

Achrona, 313

Achrua, 313

*Ad, people of, 217, 273, 301, 316

'Ad&l, 301

'AdAme, Umm (8r5), 149

Adbe’el, 291

Ad Dianam, 64, 65, 66

*Ader (a scented subshrub with pinnate leaves

and small flowers), 32. 174

Adian, 65. 66

Al-'Adrijj&t, Se'iban (NA k -15). 11. 32

Adruk. 55. 71, 72, 125, 279

Adumu, 5, 311

Aela. 305, 306

Aelana, 299, 305

Aclanites, 305

Aelanitic Gulf, 304, 305, 306

Aelius Callus, 299, 310

‘Afcj2 al-Asmar, 219, 222

Al-'Afii (jll), 220

'Affan (j6). 134

. 'AfnAn, 121, 127—129, 131, 187—139, 144; on
the Turkish Government, 129

Africa, 84, 322, 326

‘AA&rem, Abu (b6). 16

1

(c3), 62

AWkm (f6). 35. 160

AKatharchides, 291, 292, 302, 335

Al-AAawel, 90

'AgejA&t, Abu (h7), 172

843
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'Agejgat, ‘Ajn abu (h7), 234

Al-'A&cltn (d4). 47. 68

*A41rt al-^elw (h—i9), 226

Agkale, 94, 313

‘Agl&n, 23

Al-*A&m&n. 23

Agra, 299

*Adram (a shrub withiong:, stiff branches

and scaled, needle-shaped leaves: resembles

rimtl, 68

Afirreni, 311

Ague, 129, 137, 143, 100, 202

'Ag'Oge, 113

Al-'AdOz, 144

Al-Agza*. 133

Al-Abarr (110), 212

Al-Ab&wAt (k4). 149

Al-Ab4ar, tSO, 318

Abejmer (c3—4). 47, 65

Al-Abejmer, Na^b (g3—4). 103

Al-Abb&f> 301. 316

Ahl ad-Dtre. 20

Al-Ahmar (c5). 41

Abmed eben Der‘, 174

Al-Ab^ar (hO)

Al-Ab?ar. ^al'at (h8—9). 202, WO—232, 313,

318, 327, 329, 330

Al-Ab?ar, W. (h—i8), 166, 201, 202, 204

Alla, 60, 64—66, 299. 306, 307, 308

Alla, Gulf of. 308, 312

Ailanitic Gulf, 300

Aina. 306

Ainu, island of. 306

Al-Ajde, 96. 155, 176, 201, 202, 221—223, 226,

230, 234

Al-*Ajdijje, 101

Al-*Ajen&t (f4), 96: (h3)

Al-*Ajjaba, 236

‘Ajjafi, Umm (b6), 10

AjjOb, Beni, 224

Al-Ajka. 280, 319

Ajla (d2), 15. 48, 49. 71. 72. 79, 80, 83—85,

87, 94, 116, 134—136, 139, 204, 254, 955, 266,

273, 275, 276, 279. 280, 281, 287, 309, 314,

316, 317, 321—324: well of, 88. 89

Ajlftn (i6), 133

Al-Ajm, 316, 316

‘Ajn. See proper name
‘Ajn, war scout, 269

*Ajn (h7)

Al-‘Ajn (g3), 100, 102

Al-*Ajn, S. (e—f2), 96

'Ajndna (h3), 71, 72, 98. 117, 123—IW, 127,

128, 130, 136, 268, 269, 303, 312, 322, 323

*Ajnuwunna*, 126

‘Ajr, 218, 219

Al-'AjrOn (h7), 172

*Ajrijje (a6), 11, 15

‘Abab, Umm (14), 133

Al-'Ab&ba (k9), 212

Al-‘Ababa (d2). 6. 15, 39. 48, 49, 62, 64. 66.

69. 70, 76, 81—89, 91, 95, 97, 128, 244, 262,

257. 259, 261—263, 267—270, 272, 275, 276,

287, 290, 292, 296—298, 308, 824, 325; strong-

hold, 85, 86: tower, 87

Al-‘Ababa. Gulf of (h-gl, g<4-e-d2), 48. 244, 245

Al-‘Ababa, (cont.) 262, 261-264, 268, 272,273,279,

282, 287, 292,296-297, 302, 303, 305, 306, 308, 312

Al-‘Ababa. b^al'at, 326

‘Ababat Ajla, 89, 267

‘Ababat al-Ual&wa, 331

'Ababat al-Ueg&zijje (c6), 38, 39, 329

*^Ababat ai?-$aww&n, 328

‘Ababat Uajdar, 232

Al-'AbAbil (18)

Al-*Ab&jIe, 4

Al-'Abejb, 301

'Abeiba (b6), 10, 11, 51

‘Abejba, ‘Ajn. (b4)

Al-'Abejl. 84

Al-*Abejla (e6—7), 38: (ill), 220

Al-*Abejl&t. 236

Al-*Abejrbe, 20(6

•Aber (h61, 166

Al-*Aber (f3)

Al-*Aker, ^arm (f3), 97

Al-Abma? (i9)

Abra*. 220

Al-Abra' (kll), 33, 220, 326, 327, 330

‘Abrabtm, 266

Abrab, 220, 329, 330

Al&M. 318

*Alaban (e3), 72, 73, 76, 76. 317

'Alalftn, 317

Al-*Alanda, 316

‘Ala? (h4), 133

*Ald.win, 6, 64, 59—61, 65, 80; clans, 69

‘Alda, Uarm abu (NA m6), 32

‘Alda, Umm (e6), 41

‘Aleftftn (g3) 97, 101, 103

‘Alcjdijjat, abu (c6), 14, 37, 39

‘Alejj&n eben $adfan, 197

‘Alejjfin, Uarm (NA 1-mB), 32

‘Alejb&t, Abu (g4—5), 149

‘Allba, Abu (b4)

Aleppo, 261

Alexandria, 1, 299

‘Ali ibn ‘Abdallah ibn ‘Abbas, 60, 61

‘All ibn Abi T&Ieb, 314

‘Alija. See FrejS ‘Alija

Amalek, 244, 260, 261

Amalekites, 244, 245, 247, 253, 259—262, 269,

271, 276, 276, 283, 284 ; origin, territory, etc., 269

‘Am&mre, 7

Al-‘Amara (k9), 211, 214

*Am&rat, 282

‘AmarSn, 96, 101

Amaziah, 244, 253

‘Arnel (k6, j—k6)

‘Amcl, Umm (j5), 136

Amh&r (j9), 218

‘Amm&n, 61, 317, 327

‘Ammar (d6), 41

Ammon, 284

Ammonites, 244, 253, 265, 269, 262, 263, 265,

271, 275, 276

Ammu. See main part of proper name
ha-Amorim, 271

Amorites, 255 ; mountains of, 263—265, 270—272,
278, 296; road of. 271

Amorkesos 259, 306, 307

Amos, Book of, 249
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*Amr ibn al-'As, 134, 321

‘Amr. the Ghassanian, 228

Al-Amrar (jlO); (g2). 115; (g6). 160

‘Amrat, Uabari (NA m5), 32

Amtar (k9), 212

*Am\id, Abu (b—c6), 7, 14, ij, 38

*Amdd, Mfi&S abu, 37

‘Am^d i^afar (18)

Amwas (fi;3), 97, 105

Anagemi, 300^ 310

An&n, 329

Anaatatica hierochuntina, L. See dafS mar-
jam and

‘Ancjza, ^al'at (a4—6)

Al-'Anejzi (c4)

‘Aneze, 218

*Anka (18), 134

'An^Orijje (h4), 133, 141

‘Antar, poet, 218

Antilebanon, 284

Apataioi. 311

Aqueducts. 52, 58, 125

Arab, 94, 275

Al-*Araba (d2—3, c—b3). 49, 58. 64. 66. 78. 83.

85. 244. 260. «.54. 266. 262. 263, 265, 266, 270. 271.

273, 276—278. 282. 286. 287. 296, 309. 317. 321

*Araba. road of. 254, 264, 265, 212, 207

Arabia. 6, 48. 217. 243—241, 249. 261, 252, 254.

255, 258, 261, 264, 272—274. 276, 279. 280,

283, 287—294. 299, 303, 306—312
Arabia Beata, 310

Arabia, Central, 293

Arabia Dcserta, 310, 311

Arabia Eudaimon, 309, 310

Arabia Felix. 44. 114. 124. 135, 246. 255, 256,

261, 273, 279, 292, 300, 308—312, 318

Arabia Petraea, 44, 60, 246, 255, 258, 306, 307,

309-~'in

Arabian desert, 312

Arabian trade, 243

Arabic lanAruaKC, 162, 164

Arabic names, xi

Arabic terms, xii

Arabic writers, on frontiers, 266, 258; on
Ma'an, 247; on the Northern ^cgaz. 302

Arabs, 48. 100, 104, 217, 218, 244, 245, 248, 254„

273—275, 286, 302, 309, 310

Araceni, 300, 310, 311

Arad, 271

^Ardd (a shrub with thin branches and yellow-

ish hairy leaves; resembles rate), 121

'Arad, Abu (g9)

Al-'Arad&t, 211

Al-*Araf. See ^ala’-l-'Araf

'Ar&’id, 160, 329

Al-'Arftjed (f—g6), 72, 73, 160, 330

Al-'Arajjek. Na^b (16), 144

Al-'ArajV^n (e2), 95

Araka, 121

Aram, 273, 312

Ardm, landmarks, 197

Al-'Aramat, 79, 80

Aramaua, 273, 312

'Ar'ar eben 6azi, 7, 21, 22

Al-Ararr, 321, 322

Al-Araz, 822

'Ard. 72. 73

Ardad (f2), 101

Al-'Arejf (kll), 220

'Arejf al-Balajln, 100

'Arejga (e3), 95. 100

Arejka (h4), 143

'Arejka (g5), 149

'Arejken (gl), 169, 172

'Arejkib, Umm. 150, 166, 156

Al-*Arej£a (b4), 61

Aretas, 59. 310

Al-'Arfa (a7), 11

*Arfed (Muailia arahica, Vel. ; a bushy subshrub
with white branches, small leaves and heads
of scented yellow flowers), 154, 179, 183,

184, 226

Aribi, 254* 272

'Arid, Ibn, 319

Al-'Aris, 286

Ariatida plumosa, L. See Na^i
'Ar)^ub al-M§ej^i (b3), 50, 55

Arnon, 283

Arraceni, 300

Arreni. 300, 310, 311

Ar(a (jlO), 218

Arfa (Calligonum comoaum, L.; a nearly leaf-

less shrub with scaled branches, clusters

of small flowers and nutshaped hairy fruits

;

ace Fig. 66; the camels are grazing on arfa;

the tree-like shrub beyond is fafa), 143, 175,

177, 178, 179, 229

Ar^a, Umm (jll), 220. 222; see also Ifikrt

umm Ar^a
Artemidorus, 38, 304, 305

Artemisia judaica, L. See Ba^etrdn
Arubi, 254, 272

Arubu, 288

Al-Arwah (d3), 90

Al-As'ad (il0),227

Al-Asad, wadi, 224

Al-Asajle (i4). 132

Aadl, 257

Al-'ASar (1—mil)
Al-Asawed, 90

'Asban, 77

Asdod, 290

'AsejHr (h7), 172, 194

Asejber (f3). 97, 101

Al-Asejher, 181

'Asera (h7), 172, 232, 233

Al-Asfal (k9). 211

Al-'Asfura (h7), 172

AShab (h5), 156. 179, 180

Al-AShab (c3), 64, 65; (110), 212, 215; (e2—3);
(f3), 96, 100

Al-*A9i (klO), 212, 214; (h5), 156

'A^i ^urma, 232. 320

Askalon, 288, 291

'Asia (dark green shrub), 122

Al-'A9la (h2). 117

Al-A^ma'i, 256

Asmar (g2), 116

Al-Asmar (e2), 95

'ASrin, Umm (d4), 45, 68

Assemanus, J. S., 60, 335

AifiOrIm, 287, 293
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Assyria, 243

Assyrians, 246, 247

Aateriaeua graveolena, Forsk. See Niked
Astragalm eahiricua, DC. See I4en al-h^mdr

AatragaJLua Forakahlei, Boiss.- See ietdde

*AfitiS abu 9adir (b--c5), 11, 12

Ai&leb, 301

Al-AtAleb, 300, 301

Al-AtAlet, 301

Al-*At4ne (i7); (i—j7), 201

ha-Atartm, 271

‘At&wne, 46, 144, 182, 187, 188, 235, 324

AthriUi, 311

•Atijje, Beni (d—e6, f7—8, g8—9, hlO), 16, 22,

• 26, 28, 45, 105, 128, 139, 144, 148, m, 152,

163, 155, 166, 163, 166, 168, 169, m, 175, 178,

181, 193, 199, 201, 203, 229, 234—237, 289,

32S, S2^; clans, 236, 236: head chief, 152

Al-‘A^j&t, 236, 2S6

*Atba (j8), 206, 206

*Atra (c4), 47, 66

‘Atdd (c3), 66, 67

‘Atdd, Bij&r (b4), 61

Auara, 59, 60

Ausitis, 261

Avalitae, 310

*Awad, 168

‘Aw&der, Ammu (ilO), 226

Al-A*wa&, 328

Al-Aw&n (k9), 212

Al-*Awasa, 69

•Awd, 71, 72

•Awde abu T&jeh, 2, 6, 7—P, 13, 16—19, 21,

22, 2A—29, 36, 37, 61, 236: camp, 17: depar-
ture from his camp, 29

‘Aw6re2 (110), 212, 217

Al-*Aw6re?, ^arrat (j9—10, k—110), 208, 213,

215, 218, 291, 293, 316, 317

Al-*Aw6a (c—d6), 33, 266

Al-*Awj^ijje (e3), 96, 96
Awl&d *£mrAn, 235

Awl&d Seltm, 236

Al-Awl&6, 314

Al-‘Awntd, 136, 137, 267, 281, 322, 323

*Awaed (Lyeium arabicum, Schw.: a dense
thorny shrub with sweet reddish berries),

228

Al-Awf&m (g7), 150

Al-‘A?&m, Ab- (b4)

Al-*A?&m, Umm (c3), 60, 69, 60

‘Az&za (i6), 73, 133

‘Afbe (h4), 123

'A^ejne, abu (i5—6), 137, 181

Al-*ASer (g9)

Axlad, 134

Azlam, 134, 324

Al-Azlam, 324, 326

Al-Aznam, ^al‘at, 325

Al-Aznam, W. (k6), 132, 134, 137, 323

Al-Azrab (NA i6), 15, 37, 49, 314
*Azza, place,78 ;beloved of the poet Kutejjer,94

‘Azz&m, 96

*Azz&zme, 286

Ba*al, 246

Baal-Gad, 266

Babylon, 248, 262, 261, 275, 282, 293

Babylonia, 5, 248, 261, 261, 311

Babylonian kings, 276

Baclanaza, 290, 310

Bada’ (18), 132, 134—137, 211, 266—268, 280,

281, 290, 313, 322

Bada* Ja'bi^b, 135, 267

Badais, 136, 290, 313

Badana, 288, 290

Badanatha, 290, 310

Badeos, 135, 290

Ba‘4t‘*‘dn or *abejtrdn (Artemisia judaica, L.

:

a kind of wormwood), 35, 68, 201

“Baggage of Batra,” 180

AUBabara (k5), 132, 326

Al-Bab!t (i6), 172, 192

Bahra*, 316

Al-Babrejn, 306

Al-Babtijje (d5). 41

Bftjer (NA j6—7). 26

BajjO? (c5), 43

B&ber (d3), 67

Al-Babb&r (h7), 161, 172

Al-Bakra (e3)

Al-Bakra, Darb (h7), 219, 221

B&b<ir (jlO), 219, 223

Bal&bt (16), 132

Al-Balas (g4), 149

Bal&ta (110), 212, 217

Baldab, 329

Balbejn, 218

Banizomaneis, 292, 304

Band*, 328

Al-Baradijje, 63

Al-B&red (g6), 149

Al-Bared, Ab- (i—j6), 136, 137

Barbas eben Fajez, 36

Barb&n (i3), 124, 303

Barley, 62, 168, 203

Al-Barra (d4), 45, 47, 68, 69

Barsimani, 292

Basalt, 199

Al-Ba^tri, §. (i7), 197

Al-Bai|ra, 279

Al-Basfa, 264, 271

Al-Batanijje, 328

Bafb as-Sikftra (h6), 161, 153

Batmizomaneis, 292, 302, 304

Batmizomani, 303

Bafn al-"Ababa (e6), 41

Bain al-Kibrtt, 324

Ba^n ]^01 (c6), 38, 41

AUBatra (c4), 44, 46, 47. 48: (16—6), 180; 318

Al-Batra, Bij&r, 46, 46

Al-Bft^a (112), 301

Al-Bdejje, (14-6), 133, 136

Al-Bdejje, Na^b (15), 73. 133, 144

Al-BdOl, 69

BdOn, 290

Beasts of prey, 176

Al-Bed* (g3). 72. 92, 99, 101, 102, 108, 113, 117,

126, 180, 139, 267, 268, 269, 278, 280, 282, 290,

293, 313, 316, 321—323, 325, 326; settlements

in, 120; (iT), 197

Al-Bed% *Ajn (j7), 134

Al-B&da, 68
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Al-Beda'in, iO«, 107

Al-Bed&je*, 301

Al-Bedarijjc. |farm (j6). 134, 136

Beden, 290

Al-Bedi* (k6). 132; (k7), 134:

Al-Bed!‘. ]^. (i7), 197^ S17\ graves. 198

Al-Bed!*a. 317

Bedouins, 157, 228, 307 ; srrave of a murdered
Bedouin, 91; robbery by. 11. 231: young
Bedouin guide, 139

Beersheba. 255, 261, 266, 297

Beirut, 1, 48

Bejdw&t (g4), 149

Bejfardrit 320

Bejt Zumm4ra% 71, 73

Al-Bekri. 61, 71, 72. 94. 125, 133, 134, 135, 211,

220, 229, 230, 247. 280. 300, 316, 335

Al-Bekri al Mi^ri, Samsaddin, 324, 335

Al-Beladori. 114, 318, 335

Bel&l (h5). 156

Beli (16—10), 71. 72. 128, 134, 136, 170, 179, 181,

199, 206, £08, £14, £16, 218, 221, 236: attack

by. 210; clans and territory. 211: Sammar
and, 217

Al-Belka’. 37. 49, 61. 203, 217, 256, 296

Benzer (e4)

Al-B6r (h6), 164, 155, 156

Bered, £65, £66

Berk ad-DOde (NA 16), 32

Berk al-Mba^i^ab (h3), 123, 124

Berk ar-Rezaje (c—d6), 33

Berk at-Tw4ref (f5—e6), 43

Berka’-d-Dime2 (g6), 154, 159, 160

Berka ‘Id (e4—5), 43; (h5— 6), 167, 158, 176

Berka-s-Smejhan (h6—7), 172, 174

Betinddn {Solanum melongena; eggplant),

320

Al-Bez (k9), 212

Al-B6?a(a6), 11; (b3—4), 58; (b4); (c3—4), 65;

(h9), 202, 226; (j4). 132, 136: (j8), 203. See
also Mojet al-Be?a

Al-Bezaj‘e, 4

Al-Be?l* (k8), 172, 126, 206

Al-Bezwa (g7), 150, 3£9, 331

Bbejran (h6). 156

Bible, xii

Biblical names, xii

Bid, 251

Bijar, plural of bir. See proper name
Bijar, 43

Al-Bijara, 50

Bilbejs, 290

Bildad the Shuhite, £49, £51, 293

Binoculars, 27

Bir. See proper name
Bird, 314

Al-Blrd, 225

Al-Birde (d4), 41, 68

Al-Birg (g3), 118, 120

Birk Sorar (d6—6)

Birka SarOra’ (f7). 160, 233, 317, 330

Birka. Umm (j8), 204

Al-Birke, £3£

Birke Ztza, 328

Birket al-Mu'a^fame, 224, 230, 329, 330

Btf (f5), 43, 261

Bjer&t Dabb&r&t (j8). 206

Blau. O.. 318, 336

Al-Bli, M§&fi (k9), 214

Blood, drinking enemy's. 7

Blood money, 53

Bnej^er (e4), 43

Bo?ra'. 15, 316, 328

Bo^ra in Edom, 249

Bostra, 60

Botta and Flandin. 288, 290, 336

Boulders, 80; childless wife and, 81: climbing,

98; gold dust in, 72; maiden's choice as
husband, 227; petrified pigs, 227

Brandy, 62

Al-Brejj^, 89, 90

Al-Brejk&t, 235

Al-Brejt (h6). 172, 174

Al-Brejtem (g2—3), 113

Brek al-Mb&mli (h8—9). 229, 231

Bremond, Gabrielle, 325, 336

Bridge, railway. 233

As-Bsajje^ (h4). 123

Al-Bsejra, 13

B^jjeh&t (c3), 45, 47, 66

Al-Btane (e3), 76

Al-Budaj', 117, 125

Al-Bubra, S££

Burajrig (j6), 136

Burial places, 26, 109, 144, 233; grave near
Zhejlil, 126; graves near al-Bed!*, 197, 198,

199; sepulchers at Madian, 113, 114, 116, 116

Burka, *Ajn (b4), 63, 54

Burka J^rajkre (i3-^), 132, 135

Burka Na*mi, 90

Burka l^&der, 228

Burka ^dera, ££8

Burka, Umm (e3), 76, 96

Al-Burma (a5), 11

Burton, Sir Richard F., xi

Bu^um, Umm (h6), 177

Bflz, £17, £51, 21A, 294

Buzfibn* 228

Bwftra (f3), 97

Al-BwOb (ill)

Al-Bwejb (NA m6~6), 32

Bwejb al-^&wi (d7), 33

Bwe2rc (kll), 221

Bythemani, S0£—60h
Byzantine influence, 259

Byzantines, 247, 259

Al-Cabd (c6), 16, 34, 35

Al-Cabd, Mg&S (c6), 33. 34

Caetani, Leone, 315, 336

Caff marjam (Anastatiea hieroehuntina, L.:

Rose of Jericho), 35. See also If^nifde

Calligonum eomosum, L. See Arpa
Camel riders, 15, 97, 131, 159; capture of an
unknown rider, 12

Camels, 6: backs lacerated, 190; buying and
branding, 28; climate unfavorable to, 141:

dates as food, 138: difficult going, 145;

exchanging for grain, 156: feet lacerated,

169, 219, 221; guarding. 44; hiding, 201:

killing for food, 18; hock6 lacerated, 191:

lameness, 194; lost camel returns, 219: night
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travel, 11: overfattenins, 28; pasturage.

10, 16, 66, 121: payment for, 27: railway
track and, 11: $&lel]i'a camel, 220: sole

covered with skin, 196; stealing, 18, 98. 99,

117: steep places for, 190, 192, 193; tethered,

101, 125; transporting by rail, 238: water-

ing, 39, 88, 149, 181, 182: weariness, 103,

213, 216, 221, 233; white she-camels, 37

Canaanites, 271

Canchlei. 310

Cariati, 310

Cariatth, 310

CarlmAn, 43

Carvings. 165, 176, 177

Casius. 310

Casr, Umm (j4—5), 135

Cassia, See Senne
Catabani, 310

Catabanian Arabs, 310

Caves, 63, 56, 70, 232 : of the servants of Moses,

214; undecorated. 12

Cedrei, 310

Centaurea arabica, Vel. See Mrdr
Centaurea MusilU Vel. See Mrdr
Chaldaeans, 248

Charcoal. 126, 160

Chariattaei, 310

Cholera, 84

Christian Arabs. 306

Christians, 318

Chronicles. Books of. 244, 245, 253, 262, 273—276
Circassian, 94

Circle of stones, 176

Circles marked on stone elevation, 112

City of Palms, 260

Classical writers, on frontiers, 268: on the

Northern ^ei^&z, 302, 309

Al-^lObe (j6). 322

Clothing, 126

Coast and islands of the Northern j^eg&z, 302

Coffee, 17, 26, 44. 67, 79, 209

Colors, 163

Constans, Emperor. 64

Constantine, Emperor, 64

Constantinople. 1. 14, 26. 39. 70. 78, 84, 117,

130, 170, 171, 237, 239, 306

Cows, 141

Crkas, 94

Crusaders, 273

Cultivation, 85; possibilities, 130

Culverts, railway. 224, 226, 227, 228

Curiosity, 54. 162

Czech Academy, xi

Da% 292

Da‘a, 328

Da*d'^ (Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum, L.; a
low bushy and fleshy annual with yellow-
ish flowers. See Semh), 36

Paba% 136

Dabba (j8). 206

Pabba, 135. JS6, 267

Ad-Dabbe (b4), 43. 219

Dabbet a6-$w6r, 123

Ad^Dabel, MSfti (f8)

Ad-Dabr (e2), 79, 96

Dacharenoi, 48

Dad, 292

Ad-Da'Sg (i8), 202

Dafdaf (h4), 123, 132, 149

Ad-Da‘gftnijje (a6), 11; (f3). 97

Ad-Dahab. Ab- (i7). 201

Ad-Dabftbti* (17—8), 197, 233

Dabal (i—j6), 134

Ad-Daban (b4)

Ad-Dabbaitn, 235

Daidan, 296

Dajdan, eJZ, 218» 243, 247, 274, 288, 290, 293—295,
308

Ad-Dajdan. 217, 218, 296

Ad-D&l (klO), 212

IJaHdk, See Mpi
Ad-Dama, W. (k5—6). 6, 72, 132—134, 136, 137,

139, 211, 312

Damascus. 1. 2. 5. 9. 10. 14. 20. 22. 26. 27. 30,

36, 37. 48. 49, 66. 60. 61, 84. 161, 163, 166—167,

171, 173, 218, 230, 234, 236, 238, 239, 245, 247,

262, 254, 262, 264, 275. 283, 284, 287, 297,

319—321, 326—328, 330, 331; Pilgrim Route
from, 326

Dams, 80

Qanabndb (Reseda alba, L.; Reseda arabiea,

Vel.; Oligomeris subulata, Delil.: a reseda-

like plant), 68

Damma, 328

P&na, 48

Ad-Dar, 87

Dar al-t)[a^ar, 220

Dar al-9a&a:, 43

Dar al-^amra’ (jll).211, 213, 219—222, 301, 330

Dar al-^mar, 326

Dar al-Radir, 232

Dar b^ajitbaj, 324

Ad-Dara (i6), 133; (j7-8), 201, 203

Ad-Darabig (f4—6), 43, 150

Dara§, Abu (g6—6), 160

Dara^, Ammu (g4—5), 149

Ad-Darak, Rito (d2), 89

DarawSc, 7

Darb. See proper name
Ad-Darejn (e—f6), 43

Da'san ai Zer, 169, 170, 172, 179, 181, 187, 235

Da^san eben HemS, 7

Da^san eben Rbejje% 178, 179

pat ai-9aaa, 43, leo

pat ai-i^aaa (e6), 33, 43, 328, 329, 331

pat al-^e^mi, 318

pat al-Manar, 38

pat al-Manazel, 327, 328

pat as-Saiasel, 134

pat az-Zerrab, 318

pat 9a», 43

pat 9aag. 329

Date palms, 43, 86. 87, 127, 139, 141

Dates, camels and, 138

Ad.Da‘0a (i8), 202

Ad-Da'&b (b4), 61

David, 261, 262, 276, 277

Ad-Dawawi (b4—5), 3. 52

Ad-Dbaklijje, 99

Ad-Dbawijjtn, 235

Dbejban (d6), 41
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Ad-Dbejbi (gS), 103, 117, 121

Dbejdeb Seli^ (e6), 33

Dbejjeb, 190

Ad-Dbejjeb (14), 133

Dbejjeb al-MSa* (ilO), 226

Dbejsuwat (h6), 176, 177

DbOr, 79

Dead Sea, 32, 64, 72, 166, 204, 243, 244, 248,

261—266, 267, 269--263, 265, 271, 273, 275,

277, 282, 283, 286, 289, 298, 302, 309, 310, 317

Dcbb&r (16). 136, 179, 191

Ad-Debbe (e2—3), 91

Deborah, 255, 298

Dedan 217, 218, 2U9~25U 274, 282, 287, 288,

293—2%%, 299

Defiles, 232

Dejdan, 217

Dejjer (16), 172, 192

Ad-Dejr (d2), 84, 87

\

(oasis), 297

Dejtan (16), 189

Del, Abu (14), 133

Deiara (b3—4), 55

Delltzsch, Friedrich, 289, 336

Dellem (16), 172, 192

Ad-Delw (18), 202

Ad-Den (f2)

Ad-Den, Ab- (f2). 96, 101, 102

Dera' umm Swfide (c4), 47

Der'at, 284, 327, 328

Ad-D6re* (17). 199

Ad-Derrc (j4), 132

Derw as-Sa^i (c4). 49

perw a§-$ulba (g4), 49. 62

Derwa’ (k9). 214

Deuteronomy. Book of. 254. 266. 260, 263-265,

270—272, 296—298
Ad-Dhal (e6—6), 43

Ad-D^ebin (16), 132

Dhorme, F. P., 290, 336

Di al-^!fa, 318

bi Tin (18), 202

Dia, 306

Ad-Difla (j7) 133, 203

Dibja ibn fjalffa, 204

Plj&b, Ammu, 52

Ad-pijabe, 236

Ad-pij&bin, 124, 129

Ad-Dij6r (j7), 134

Dijjc, Abu (14), 132

Ad-Dimei, ^ulban (g6—7), 160. 221

Dimne (f4, f6), 43, 328

Dims, Abu (b5), 11

Dims al-*OVbijje, 80

Dlninsr on camel flesh, 19

Diodorus Siculus, 292, 303, 304, 309, 336

Dir* (110), 222

Ad-Dir* (110), 222, 224

Dis, 329

DS§&n, 248

Ad-Dtsc (d4—6), 39, 329

Dizziness, 98

Djejb (h4), 161; (j6)

Dm (h4), 183, 144

Ad-Dm&nljje, 7

Dnlb (c3), 50, 62

Dolmens, 16, 31

Domada, 310

Domata, 310, 311

Domatha, 310

Ad-DrUlc (h5), 160

Dfejm (h4), 133, 143

Drejra, Ammu (e3), 76

Ad-Dr6ka (h8), 202

Dress. 126, 127

Drought, 100, 122, 173

Du al-6ife, 26

Du pafir, 160

Du-l-Marwa, 279

Ad-Dubba (h4), 135, U1—U3
Dubj&n, 90

Ad-Dud, Ab-. 60

Dfld. Ammu-d- (14), 133, 137

Dugana, 313

Ad-Dubban (16), 132, 326

Puhkan, 313

DUm palms (see the high palms in Figs. 57

and 58). 94, 107, 120. 121, 123, 141, 280

Ddma, 311

Dumat al-6andal (or DOmat al-6andalijje)

(NAmll), 6, 26, 38, 278, 301, 307, 308. 311,

319

Dura* (kind of millet). 126

Durd&5 (e7), 32, 33

Dusara, 48

Dusare, 48

Dusen (b4)

Ad-Dwejme (15—6), 132, 184

Dwejme, Abu (g2), 103

Ad-Dwejme£ (16), 172, 190

Eagle sent by All&h, 216

Eb*ejd, Nakb (j8), 205

Al-'Edejb (1 12)

Al-Edere' (hlO—11), 229

Edom, 44, 217, 244, 245, 248—253. 255, 26Jt, 265,

271, 272, 274—277, 283, 287, 290. 293, 294,

296—298; king of, 264

Edomites, 253, 262, 271, 272, 274, 277, 290

Edra*&t, 328

*£fa*, 287, 289, 290, 292, 293

*Ef&l, 325, 326

Al-*Efal (h3), 103, 115, 117, 130, 293, 303

Al-'Efar, 103, 108, 117, 293, 303

*Efer, 287, 293

Al-*Efrija (h3—4), 139

Ega’ (NA q—rl3—14), 257

Al-*Eg&ne (b3), 56; (g2)

Eglon, 260

Egra, 299, 300, 313

Egypt, 5, 15, 26. 48. 49. 68. 72, 84, 91. 95. 97.

99. 101, 106, 114, 128, 130, 134—137. 211.

244—246, 261, 264, 256, 260, 261, 266—269,

274, 276, 277, 279—281, 283, 285—288, 290,

291, 293, 297, 304, 305, 307, 309, 311, 316, 317,

321, 322, 324, 326; Exodus from. 267

Egyptians, 130

Ehzeri (f2)

Al-’Eb?6ri. S. (f2). 96, 96

*Ej&l *Abdall&h, 4

*Ejai al-Pa^an, 4

*Ej&l ^ajjane, 4

*Ejai Mar*i, 4
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*Ej&ne (jB), 116, 182

AMEjine (f6). 43

*Ejert al-KabS. 99

Al-'Ejs&wi (c7), 33

E^d&d. S. (gSh 97, 105

Al-'EVejl (f3), 102

Al-«EVejrbe (NA 12), 55

Al-EV5re% 330

E^t&n (f3), 96

Al-*Ela’ (ml2), 26, 161, £17, 243, 249, 268,

269, 282, 287, 288, 290, 293—295, 301, 308,

320, sge—sso
Elath, 5. 244, 246, 252. £54. 259. 261. 262. 264.

268. 272. 274—277, 287, 290, 292. 296—297
Elda*a. 287, 293

Elihu the Buzite, £49. 251

Elijah. 297

filim, £55-270, 297, 298

Eliphaz the Temanite, £45—£51, 260

Al-*Elli (e3), 76. 317

fil6th. 268

P&r&n, £5£, 259. 262, £55. £55, 276, 277.

287, 297

*Elw al-Jitama (d—e3). 75

*Elw ar-Rwa* (h4), 149

•Elw as-Sirr (f3). 79. 96—97
*Emftrt al-*AgOz (f6), 43

Al-£mb&^ (j7). 201

Al-*Emd6n. ‘Ajn (j7), 136

Al**Ezn6dijje (d3). 76

Al-*Emejjed (e4). 47

Al-*EmejV: (e2). 94; (f3). 97, 101

Al-Emeirer (e3), 76

Al-*Emer&t. 101. 129

*Emm6r (d5), 41

Emt&n (ff3), 97, 106

*Emdd (c4), 47, 65

Al-*EmOd (k6)

*Emdd. ‘Ajn (j5—6), 136

‘En MiSpa^ See Mifipa^, *En
Al-*En&b (NA 15), 32

AMEnftbijje (e2), 94

En&n, 301

*En&z (NA o6), 32

Al-‘Enftz (klO), 208, 215

*Enejk (e4). 43

Al-*Enejme (s—h4), 123, 132

Enemy’s blood, drinking, 7

Engadi, 253, 277

England. 130

English, 130

EnW (k9), 211

EnSejfe (k9), 211

EntOa (h8), 123

Al-‘Er&V (d7). 32; 317

Erd8ht *Aneze (h9), 202, 226

Al-*Erft&n, 285

‘Erka (c4). 47

Erosion, 166, 317

ErUn (k8), 206

Esau, 249, 252, 260, 264, 272

Al-EsAwed (eS), 76, 90

Esbonitae, 310

Efdek (g2), 108

Al-EMhed (111), 220

Al-*Esejf&t, 286

Al-*Esejle (g—h8), 117

‘E^jdngeber, £44, £54, 264, 268, 272

A1-*E6S (k8), 132, 206; (jlO), 222. 223

A1-‘ESS, S. (h2)

*E&S. Umm (d3); (f3). 97

Al-ESie. See 2altat al-ES2e

‘Etal, 201

Etel (species of tamarisk; a tree with needle-

shaped leaves; see Fig. 62), 161, 281, 323

Al-Etel (h7). 196, 233, 331

Al-Etel. W&di (h8)

Al-E(61i (h8), 160, 232

Al-Etle (k7). 134

Etle. Umm (d5). 41

Etleb (111—12), 220

Etmdn or tmdm (Penniaetum dichotomum,
Forsk.; a high' grass). 89. 96, 179, 193

Euphrates, 284

Europe, 35

Eusebius of Caesarea, 250, 251, 255, 258, 279,

296, 336

Exodus. See Israelites

Exodus, Book of, 267—269, 285, 286, 296—298
Extortion from travelers, 164, 166, 170

Eyes, inflamed, 70. 76, 77, 78. 83, 102, 143

Ezekiel. Book of. 217. 275. 289. 294

Ezra*, 328

Fagonia glutinoaa, Del. See Wrdka
Fagonia mollia» Del. See Wrdka
Fahad, 176

Al-Fakam. Uarm (15), 178, 183, 184

Al-Fak&m!n. 129

Al-Fakk&m (d3)

Al-F&jde (h9), 226

Al-Falak, Darb (j4—5). 136, 326

Al-Falkatejn, 314

Al-Fan&tse. 4

Al-Farak!n 102, 117

Fftrftn, 49. 281

Al-Farr&*a (k8), 206, £05

Farr&& ar-Rw§kbi, 93, 94

Al-Farrftgtn, 69

Al-Farrft'i (g2), 116

FarrASe (j5), 134; (i5)

FarS Dmc2a (k9—10). 212

FarSt *Edd (f3), 102

Fartak, RAs (hi), 102, 117

Far'On (f4), 43, 149

Al-Farwa (e—f3), 96

Farwa ibn 'Amr, 247

Al-Farwal (NA q7), 222

Al-Fa^a^ijjat (NA 16), 32

Fa^O'a, ^ala*a (c5). 16. 38. 39-41, 329

Fawftjde, 102, lU
FawAra (b4), 49

Al-FawAfle, 211

FawzAn as-SAbek, £0. ££—24, 27

FaflallAh, 94

Fe6i al-Kalk (e3), 96

Fejd (NA rl6). 267

FejkAn (g3), 97, 102. 108

FAnAn, 260. £5£

FerdAn (j9). 206, 216

FerdAt al-A^raS (g6), 160

Al-Ferri (i7). 197
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AI-FerS (sS). 103

Ferula sinaiea, Boiss. See Kal^
Fever, 77, 78, 83, 102, 121

Fezara, Beni, 160, 218, 315, 316

Al-FeMr, 26, 27

Al-Fgejma (j7), 136

Al-F^ejl (j8). 202

Al-F^ejtat (sr2). 115

Fisr trees, 191

Fisrhtiner, 36, 73

Fihat at-Tlejija (NA m6), 32

Fihat ^awmal (NA n5), 32, 33

Al-Filk (c3), 66

Firearms, 27

Fires, 148

Flavius Josephus, 278, 296, 338

Flints, 180

Flood, water from the, 316

Flour, 126, 203

Fortresses, 118, 125

Fothca, 310

Al-FraS (i6), 133

Al-Fre‘at, 208

Al-FrejS (i4), 132

FrejS ‘Alija (klO), 215, 221

FrejSt al-*EVejl. See Al-*EVejl

Frfiwel (i—j2)

Frontiers, 255

Fruits, 85, 218

Frdt* Ammu (f4—5), 43; (f4)

Al-Frdf, Umm (i5), 135

Frd?, Ammu (h6—6), 167, 158, 176

Al-FS€r (i4), 132

Fuel, 160

Al-FOha (h6), 157, 168

Al-FuVara*, 26, 176, 221—223, 225

Al-Fur (klO), 216

Al-Fur% 279

Al-Furft&n, 236

Al'Fursat, 236

FwAtre (b4)

Al-Fwaiple, See Tel'et al-Fwa^lc
Al-Fw€le (b4), 52

Al-Fw6ri, 51

FzSr al<;^&zi (e7), 33

Al-Fydl, 79

6. Abbreviation for 6ebel. See proper name.
6addan, Beni, 309

tifideb (6:3), Umm, 103

Gafa(r), 289

Al-Gafar (a6), 9—11, 14, 16, 26, 29. 32, 43,

48, 160

Al-Gafar, ](j:ulban (a6), 15, 38

Al«6afr, 160

Gai*, 245—247, 258

Gaia, 246

Gaisa, 313

Gajfa(r), 289

dajle (110), 212

dajS Iram, 273

(^fil al-l^aw^a’ (NA m6), 32

Al-6alad, 236

GalAd, Umm (h6). 157

6aml(id (jlO), 216

6amlQd 6idel (19), 212

Al-6ana^ (kl2). 220

6ar4&ra (h4), 133

Gardens, 56. 141; al-'A^aba, 83. 85; Tebdk,
161, 168

Garrisons, 126, 130

fiasar, Umm (d4), 68

Gaser, Umm (e3), 96
Al-6aw (j—k9), 213—217
AUGawahre, 129

Al-Gawl}a (k5), 132

Al-Gawla (k8). 90, 205, 206

Gaza, 5. 53, 244, 245, 247, 254, 260, 261, 266,

270, 274, 280. 284, 290, 291, 305, 321

Al-Gazl, 211

Al-Gbejl. See Mojet al-Gbejl

Al-Gbel, 268

Gdejdtiat (i7), 198, 232

Al-Gdejjed, MSa§ (i5). 137, 181, 183\ (b4). 51

Gdejl, Ammu (i4), 135

Gea, 246, 253

Al-Geba’ (j7), 201

Geba*, Umm (arS), 149

Gebal, 250

Al-Gebala (19), 136, 212

Gebalene, 252

Al-Gebu' (c6), 33

GebiiS MS&S, 36

Gebw (f4)

Gebw ‘Ajr (jlO), 218, 219

Gebw al-9amtr, 43

Geda'^&n, Twejjel (s3), 117

Gcdtd (e3)

Gedid, Bir (e3), 95

Gedirt a9-§efi (h—i6), 172, 180

Gedor, 246—247
GedO* (c2), 96

Geh&man, G. (£2), 96, 101

Al-Gehd4nijje (b6), 16

Gejhile, Umm (i4), 132

GejS, Ammu-1- (k8), 206, 213

Al-Geleb (i8), 202

al-Geles (fir4, h5, i6—7, j—k8, k9). 6, 73, 131,

180, 236

Al>Gem4i^em (b6), 10. 11

Al-Gemin, 52

Al-Gemez (h6)t 166

Gem4m, Umm (j8), 204

Al-Gen&£ (f3—4)
Genajen al-l^ft^i (h9), 228, 326, 827, 880

Gendarmes, 237; ordered to search for the

author, 230; Tebflk, 162; wounded gendarme,
238, 239

Genesis. Book of. 217, 248. 261, 262, 259, 260,

262, 266, 268, 275, 278, 282, 283, 285, 287-289,

291-294, 296

Gennijje (f2), 96

Al-GenOd (jlO), 220, 222

Oerad (Gymnocarpon frutieoaum, Pers. ; a
subshrub with white branches, narrow leav-

es, and small balls of flowers), 68

Al-GerAd. Umm (jlO), 219

Al-6erftftR;'129

Gerar, 245, 246, 266

Al-Ger&r, Umm, 266

Al-Gerd&m, Ab- (a6), 9

Al-Gerdawn. W. (a4—5)
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derf&n. Umm (111—12)» 220

6er!d. Umm (h6). 172

Gerrha. 38

Gerrhaeans, 302> 304

Al-^ertOma (h7), 161, 17t, 221, 321

eben F&jez, 36

Al-6ez&j (16)

Qhajjer (j7), 201

Ghassanian tribe, 228, 259

Al-6hejjer (b4), 65

Ghosts, 176

Al-6h^g, 235

Al-6i, 247, t53

Gi*&l, 273

Cibbe (j4), 132, 312

Al-^llidde (15), 133

6idde, Umm (f3), 97

Al-Siden (k8), 208

Gideon, 260, 284, 285

Al-Gtfe (k9), 211

6ifejn, Ammu, 26

Gifts, 27, 30. 79, 162

Gilead, 283

Gilt al-Mnejfiir (d4), 47

Al-6ill (c4), 47, 49

Al-(^ille, 94

Al-Gimm (i4), 135. 137

Al-fiimmed (h6). 164. 166

Al-6inz. ^tadlr (NA kS—4). 38

(Sirfejn, Umm (NA m7), 26

6irma, Umm (j5), 133

Al-Citte, 3

(itza, 2

Al-Gizel, W. (k9), 171, 201, 204—206, 208,

210—213, 217, 236, 314, 317

Glaser. Eduard, 290, 295

6lejf as-Semen (i6). 180, 184

6me*&nijjtn, 175, 235

Al-fimejl (b3—4). 66

GnOb, Abu (jll), 220, 222

6nejb. Abu (ilO), 224

(Soats, 46, 66, 141, 165, 190; lean goat, 109

6ob‘a. 303

Gold, buried, 124

Gold dust. 72

Al'Cowf (NA mil), 15. 38, 156, 175. 308, 319

Al-dow5ijje, S. (d2), 88

Grain. 155—156; prices, 203

Al-Cr&j‘e, 235

Granite. 67, 122

Grasa plots, 114, 116

Al-Crejs (h6—7), 172

Grohmann, Adolf, 290, 295

Al-60ba (kl). 220, 221

AUCiubejlilt, 308

Al-6ud&m. 33, 71—78, 80. 94, 134, 201, 204.

211, 218, 247, 248, 258, 273, 279, 318--317

du'ejb, Ammu (h7), 232

Al-Ouhajjer, 55

Al-6u^fa, 211

Al-duhfe (NA m6), 32

Guides. 70, 94, 97, 128, 139, 164, 179, 181, 210;

guide with a squint, 118: ignorance, 60;

lame man, 194, 202; pay, 29, 152, 213, 225;

at ar-^kejV, 196; young Bedouin guide,' 139

Qumejl, the poet, 136

Al*(jlunejne, 33, 3B6—328

GOr Ba‘al, 244, 2A5, 273, 274

6urajmftn. 331

6urfejn, 323, 324

durfejn. S. Umm (d2—3), 83

Ourfejn, Umm (e2—3), 94, 96, 324—326

Al-6urfejn, Umm, 325

€lw&d al-‘Ani. 2, 30. 161, 163, 165, 166, 169—171,

234—236, 238

Al-6wejbe, 66

^wejfle, 215

fawOred, 7

Gymnoearpon fruticoaum, Pers. Sec Oerad

Abbreviation for U^^bari. See pro-

per name.
Habakkuk, Book of, 250. 278, 286

UabAri, plural of habra. See proper name
Al-5abbini (h8-9). 231

Al-Uabra (i9), 226

Al-lfabt, 73

Al-Uadab (b4). 55; (e2—3), 95; (e3)

Uadab, Bir, 51

Uadad, 276, 277, 287

Al-Uadad (h5). U9, 150: (d4), 68; (g6). 160

Al-Uadara (h7), 196; (i6—7), 192, 193

Al-Uadr. 331

Haegra, 300, 310, 311

Al-Uafir (c4, d5), 41

Al-Uafr, 100

Hagar, 96, 265, 266

Uagar, 43, 329

Al-Hagar, 306

Hagar al-Bint, 227

HagaSAn, 211

Al-H&g&. Twejjel (c5), 38

Al-Haggar (j4), 132

Haggi Haifa, 134, 218, 220, 224, 230, 248, 281,

301, 320, 323, 324, 329, 336

Al-Hagr, 267

Hagra, 295, 299, 300, 305, 306

Hagrat, 299

Hagreni, 311

Haila, 64

HAinu, 306

Hajappa, 288—29Z
Hajbar, 259, 279, 294, 301

Al-Hajdar, 230

Hajdar Baba, 230

H&jel (NA ql4), 23. 259, 294

Hftjel eben F&jez, 36

Al-Hajja(, 52, 53

Hajjij, 102

Haj^, Umm, 89

Al-H&ka, S. (jlO), 222—224

HaVaf, 316

Hail (e2), 79, 88. 91—94, 101, 255, 313, 321—Z2h
Al-HaVh 325

Hala* umm ‘Awader (i9—10), 222

Hala’ Bedr (klO—11), 215

Hala* Dabne, 88 .

Hala* Hmejjet (jlO). 216

Hal&bel (h6). 157 '

Halak, 256, 263

Al-Halal (d3). 77 4v^

^

Hala’-l-'Araf (110), 212, 216
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^ala’>l-Bedr (k9). 214, 216

Al-Ualal. S. (d2). 89. 90

Q&l&t 'Amm&r (c6), 33, 331

Malawi (i6—7), 172, 193

Al-^jaide (c—d3)
^aleb, 261

9alfa (k9). 211

^alfa, Abu (i8). 202

Al>^alfa. g. (e5). 43

IJalll, the Kurd. 164, 165, 171. 172, 181, 185.

187, 190, 192—194, 202, 209, 213, 216, 225,

227—229. 232, 233, 236

0al!l Fatt&l, 2

^alkiim, Abu (c4), 47, 65

Al-Qaim? (k8), 206

Haloxylon articvlatum, Gav. See Rimt
^lalOfa. Abu (b5). 44

I^ama’ (NA b5). 328

Al-H&ma (i5). 133

^amad, 56

Al-Qam&jde, 168^ 321

Al-^amajse, 235

Al-Bam&m, Ab (a4—5), 11

Al-^amas (h9). 226, 228

IJamdp (wild fig). 191

yamata, Abu (111—12), 220; (k9). 213, 214;

(h4—5), 133, 144

^amata, Ammu (e3). 76

l^am&tA. Umm, 80

Al-IJambara (i6); (i6), 133. 172, 180. 181

Qamda, 215

Al-Hamdani, 71, 211, 218, 279, 315, 336

gained, a chief of the Beni 'Atijje, 235

Earned eben Dor*, 174

Al-lfamfla (iO)

AU^amir, Twejjel (f4)

Al-Uamis (hO), 176, 224, 228, 229

Hamites, 245—247

^ammad, chief of the Samson. 69, 70, 72—75

l^ammad, ruins (b3), 51, 55, 66, 270

Al-B^ammadin, 4

Al-^ammam (b5), 3

Al-^amm&za, 222

Al-^amra (g2). 113, 114, 117

^amra*-s-Se*ed (f3)

^amra’-g-Sw&rbi (h6), 172, 174, 175

l^amt at-Tjus (19), 132, 212

^amOd eben Farhan, 235

Al-^amOm (i4), 132, 135

Al-]^amza (g2), 113

Al-ijan&i^r (e5), 43

Al-^anda^i (k6), 134, 136, 137

tJani^Or, Umm (h6—7), 172, 174, 176

Al-Uanifijje, 328

Uanok. 287, 293

Uan^al, Umm (i9), 226; (h9—10), 226

Ifanzira (ilO), 227

Al-U&r. Ab- (e5), 43

Harab ad-Dukk&n. 53

Harab al-Blt)ejra (b4), 56

Har&bt al-'Abid (c3—4). 49

Har&bt ammu San&je^, 63

Al-Uarad (c6), 41
Al-9arada. 101

Al-9arag (s2). 115

Al-9araV* Ab- (d3), 80

Al-Uar&kts, Sbn. (f3). 96

Al-Uaraze (h6). 176

Uarb (i4). 136, 179. 191

Uarb abu T&jeh, 7

Uarb eben 'Atijje, 16, 27, 28, 30, 162, 161, 164,

168—170, 172, 187, 190, 234, 235; sister of, 190
Hareni, 310

Al-Uftrete, 230

^&rga, Umm (i—j6), 133

flardai or h^armal (African rue), 68
^arhura (c3), 62; (f2), 96; (h—i4), 133

Al-UariV, (f6), 43

Al-Uar!m, 221

Uar!? (h4). 123

Al-Uarka, 190

Uarm. Sse proper name
fiarmal. See ^iar^al

Al-Uarr (j4). 132

Al-Uarra, 155, 179

^arra Lajla, 256, 31U—316
Uarra Nuhejl, 317

Uarra TebOk, 320

Uarrat al-'Awerez (j9—10, k—110), 219
Uarrat an-Nar, 218

Uarrat ar-Raj^la, 314, 315

Uarrat ar-Rba (h6, i7—8—9, jO), 156, 208, 215,

218, 291, 317

H&rQn, Mount, 264, 272

Al-UarOs (g3), 113

Al-^ar^ijje (f2)

Al-Uasa’ (f2), 38; on Persian Gulf, 23, 49;

northern boundary of Edom, 294

Al-HaSa* (c2—3), 94

Al-Ua§a* (f2). 96

Ua?a, Umm (d3—4), 47; (f2), 96

Uasab, Umm (f5), 43

HaSaba, Abu (h5), 150, 161, 154

UaMreb, Abu (kO- -10), 216

Uasai^dn Tamar, 253, 259, 275

Uasat al-Kanis (NA g8), 219

Ua9er6t, 270

al-HaSi (j6), 132

Al-Uaslf (k—19). 132

Al-Hasim (k6—7), 134, 136

HaMrn, Umm (d4), 41; (h4), 133, 141; (g2— 3),

117; (i9), 226

Ua§m Limme. See Limme
^asm MartOm (kll), 220, 221

UaSm Nbejb (h5), 150, 151

Uasm 9ana' (jlO), 220, 222, 236

Al-Ua^nawen (j9), 219, 222

Al-Ua^ra (e5), 43

Uass&n ibn Tabet, 71. 72, 315, 336

Al-Uat&ba (a5), 9

yafar, expedition for grain, 156

Al-Uateb (i6). 184

Al-Uatijje (d6), 41

Al-ga^ijje (h4—6), 133

Al-^Jatta (19—10), 212

^atti, 288, 290, 291

Hauanae, 60

Hauare, 60

Hauarra, 65
Al-^awa (g—h3)

Al-9awa, S. M&&S (g3). 117. 121

Uawaje?, Umm (ilO), 226
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Al-9awAIde. 4

Al-Haw&ni (J5—6). 186

Qawftra (d8), 68. 76

Al-Haw&ra (e8). 96

Al-Uawfttel (f6). 43

Qaw&wtt. Abu (14). 133

^awda*. 26

Al-Hawga (o9). 8

Al-Hawi (e3). 72. 7S, 96

Al-9awtj (h6). 172

Qawtla. 261. t87

Al-Hawla (b3). 66

^awmal <j9)

Qawmal. ^el* (d7). 32. 216

tJawr Gerfs (dS—4). 68. 71. 72. 74, 76

Qawr Ramm (d4), 68

^awra’ (k8). 206: (s3). 97. 106. 108.113. ii8.

120, 126. 278. 280. 281. 301

Al-^awra*. 136, 137

^Jawr&n (NA g—h6—6). 16, 36. 37, 239, 284,

287. 316

9aw9a’. 26. 26

Al-9aw9a. ^ (NA m6). 25. 26, 32. 38. 319

Al’Qaw^al (g6). 160

Al-Uawwftr (h—19), 226, 229

^aww&ra, 69

Al-9aw?a (klO. Ill), 216, 221

Al-9afa (18). 136

Al-9az*ali (d3—4). 72

Al'l^a^ar. 60

Al-Qa^ar (k9)

l^a^ar Adar. 265

Al-ga?ar. *Ajn (1—j8)
Al-Uajar, W., 201

Ha^b as-S&fertn (c4). 47

Ha^bat ar-Ratama (c4), 47. 66

al-^azm (f6). 37. 150, 329, 331

^azm al-Gabd (NA m4), 31

Al-Qa^ma (j9), 206

Al-9a?ra. 270

Al-9afra (jlO), 219; (h8). 202

Al-ifa7?a (8:6—7) 160, 160

Qbejlc. Abu (d—e3), 76

Hbejr&t (16—6). 184

Al-lJbejr&t (g—h2), 117

Al-6bejt (f3). 73, 96. 100

Al-9dejb. Na^b (c4). 11. 39, 42. 43

Al-9d6ra (16-7)

Heat. 80. 83. 141. 146. 156, 190, 221

9ebra*. 126

l^ebrdn (j8). 204, 206

Hebrew traders. 307. 868

Hebrews. 807. 808

Hebron, 270

^edrei, S. (NA k8). 18. 86

Al-9eft8z. 1. 2. 20. 38. 43. 44. 48. 90. 100, 117,

128. 132, 134, 136, 187. 162. 166, 169, 204, 217.

252. 255—269, 279, 280, 290, 296. 300. 309, 311,

812. 819—821: northern frontier, 266. See
also Northern Qe^hs

Al-^eft&sljje. *AVabat (c6). See *AVabat al-

9eftteljje

AUQeft&zljje. Ma*&n. 4

Al-9eftera (NA ml4-*21). 807

Al-Qeftfe (c8). 60. 64. 66 f

AI-QTeiHjie. 97

Al-lJeJljje. NaVb (f3—4). 99, 100, 149

AU^eSr (111), 48. 102. 128, 134. 209, 211, 213,

218, 220—222. 228, 266—268, 280. 291, 292, 296,

299—301, 306, 311, 313, 314, 317—319, 327,

329, 330

Hegra, 268, 300, 311

Al-tfejmri (g4). 123. 132, 149

Al-0ejr&b (h6). 166

Hejr&n, Abu (d3)

UejSOml (16). 136

Heklnt ar>Rimt (d2). 90

Heiai, Beni. 167. 206

Al-Hel&l&t, 4

Hellet al-Batra, 180

AI-Helwa (b3—4). 66—55
Al-lj[em&ra (gS). 108. 107

l^em&ra. ^abra (c7)

Al-Hemdra, Qartn (c7). 32

Al-H^mmAza (jll). 220

Hemnatae, 310

Al-Henw (16). 184. 189

Heracllus. 314

^eres. Ascent of, 284, 285

Al-9erim (c—d4), 45. 47

Herodpolls, Gulf of, 302, SOS—SOS

Herodpolitic Gulf, 305

Al-^e^ani (d2) »

Al-^e^ani. S. (d2). 90

Hesb&n, 310

Al'^escb (f4). 149

Heshbon, 283

Al-Hefiim. 70

Hefitm, Umm (h—14). 133, 144

9e8ma* (c—d4. e—f—g5), 6, 33, 45, 49, 61, 66,

61. 72, 90. 134, 135, 144. 149, 151, 152, 155—157,

160, 176, 177, 180, 204. 206, 218, 235, 264,

272—274. 279, 282, 289, 311—5J5. S15—S17, 319

Al-Qefige (d6). 33

Al-9e9W&t. Se'lb&n (c6)

Al-9€wat, 86. 286

Hezcklah, king, 246, 545

Al-Ha&nagOm (NA k4), 32

Al-9aejl. S. (j6). 134

Qibt at-Tem&t!l (jll). 220, 222

Qidr. 230

Himan, 219

Al-Hlnd, Btr (e4). 43

Al-Hind, g. (e6), 43

Hippos, 312

QirV (18). 202

9ir^a. Abu (f6). 160

Al-0irVe. S. (j4), 132

Hirm Ibn Demdem al-Murri. 11

HirmAs. Btr eben (f6)

IJiSSt at-Tawr (e6), 33

Hittites. ^1
al-9Vftf (f—S2)> 101

9Vejl. 93

Hldvka, Joseph, xi

Qlej al-QmOdi. 172

Al-Hleb&t, 286

91ej al-9bejje (k9—10). 216

^lej as-Semeh (19), i222

91ej Zeben (e6), 43

Al-91ejfi (e8-4). 62

91ejfl. S. abu (g2). 103
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^lejje. Abu. 220, 224

Hlejjel eben Hirm&s. 235

91ejl&t abu Tarfa’ (jlO), 29. 223

al-HlOltt (e4). 43

yiewijjet an-Na^a (111—12), 220

Al-HlOiat, 235

Qluwwat (or yieww&t) (jlO), 218

Al-^m&m (10). 219, 222

^mftr a^-^awwan (NA 15). 32

Al-Qmejda (18), 202

Al-Qmejdat, 168

Al-^mejdijje, 97

Hmejjer (f3)

Qmejje^ (k9), 216

Al-Qmejjete (jlO), 222

Al-9mejmer (19)

Al-9mejra (d3). 77; (c3), 50, 66

9niejra-l-]^rajker. See ^mara’l-^rajlcer
Al-9mej>a, (c3). 47. 65; (e2). 79. 94. 98.

324; (e3)

9m€r ar-Rafi* (jO)

Al-^mOra (f3)

ymara*-l-?raj%:er (j4—5), 132, 324, 326

Al-9nia?a. See al-Qmcjza
^mOd. See AS-Sej^ QmOd
Al-^madat, 235

Al-Qnejfse (15), 179

9obab son of Ra'uel, 269, 286

Al-lJolo?ani (d3). 88

Holy woman, 99

Al-^omejma (c3—4), 6, 37, 52. 54, 56, 58—62,

64. 65, 270, 271, 297

Al-)^omsi (g3), 117

Honey, 137

Al-Qonscra (19), 212

Hor, 264, 271, 272

H6r, 275

Uor al-^amar (111), 220

al-lforb (110), 212

Horeb, 263, 267—270, 272, 286, 296—298
Horltes, 252. 259

Horma, 255, 271

Al-^orr (c4)

Hospitality. 108, 127, 137, 208; at the camp
of *Awde abu Tajeh, 17; demanding the
rights of, 209

Al-9o?on (or al-Qozn) (d6), 41

Al-Qi'ajbe (or al-Qrajba) (h3), 127, 122,

124—129, 131, 217, 218, 312; approach to,

122; commander and garrison. 126

Al-Hrajbe (h3), 123, 263, 298

j^rajmel (16), 132

Al-Hramse, 235

Al-tJraSe (h4). 133, 141

Al-Qrejbe (g3), 103

Al-9reja (e3), 96

Qrejm al-'A^fra (j6), 136

0rejman, Umm (h6), 172, 174, 313

Al-|^rejmat (f5), 43

IJrejmel (k9). 213

al-9rejta. NaVb (15). 133, 137, 181, 234

Qrejtat ammu RaOm (15), 133

Al-^rejz (klO), 215

^rOra, Abu (h4), 133

Al-Urob (h3), 102, 117, 121, 268, 269, 297, 298

Al-HrOf, 211

Al-0r£lt (f2—3), 95

Al-Hfajd (e3), 96

Al-HSajme, 235

Al-H^an, (j9), 221, 222

Al-H^ane (f3). 97. 99. 326

Al-H^anl (c4), 47. 65

Al-Hsej. d. (f2). 96

Al-H^ejb (14—5), 161, 168

Qsejje, Abu (d5). 41; 55

99ejje. Abu, 72

^sejjct Stejje (e5), 43

Hsejn, 124

l^^ejnan, Abu (b4), 10

Al-H?ejra (h6), 172, 176

^5em Birk (h8), 229, 230, 232, 233
Al-^fiOrme, 102

Qsi ammu Sejfen (e4—5), 43
j^sl, Ummu (e2). 91

H^iij al-Bcnn, 99

Al-Htan (h4), 133

Al-Ht&n (k8—9), 211

0t®j»nijje (e—f2), 95

Qubejba, Beni, 115

Hud, 218, 301

Al-^Jufejjere, 48

Al-Hufhuf, 306

Al-Hdg (NA n8), 37

Al-lJukOk (h6). 174

Hulful, S. (h6), 172

Al-^umajma, 55, 60, 61

Al-l^umran, 235

Hunajd ibn 'C?, 204, 313—315
Al-IJunfa (NA p9—10, qlO), 313

l^unn, Beni, 228

^ufiejn, 33

Husejn ibn MuSammet, 72, 73

Husham, 249

^uSSejn, 33

Huts at 'AjnOna, 124, 125

Al-Uu?ara, 201, 229, 235

Al-Hwamde, 235

Al-Hwara (112), 220

Hwejd, Nakb (j5). 135

Hwejman (f4), 149

Al-I^wejme (g4), 149, 150

Hwejmel (j9), 216

Al-Hwejmer (19), 212

al-Hw§t (14), 135

ywa^at (b4—5 , c6—7 , d7)

Al-ywetat (110)

^wetat at-Tihama (h3—4, 14—5, j5—6, k6—7),

6, 93, 101, 102, 117, 124, 127—129, 136, 139,

141, 144, 166, 170, 179, 182, 183, 185, 211, 289,

323; clans, 129

HwO^t eben (aad, 6, 69

^w§tat eben Gazi, 6, 7, 8, 13—IS, 18—22, 24,

27, 28, SO, 36, 38. 45. 50, 51. 54, 66, 128, 234,

235, 238

Al-HwOwira (e3). 95

Al-Uwij (h5), 149

Al-9£ejb (j—k8). 206

H^ejb al-Btf (e3), 96

Hzejb ar-Ru^bi (c4), 47, 65

Q^ejbt as-Sme'e (c4). 49

9^6r. ^ulban (k9), 214

Al-SfOrat. 69
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‘IbAd&n. 39

Ibadidi, 291—293
Ibexes, 176

Ibn ‘Abb&s, 280

Ibn al-Atlr, 300, 836

Ibn al-Fabih, 256, 267, 326, 337

Ibn as-Sikktt, 133, 317

Ibn BanOta, 218, 301, 320, 328, 336

Ibn ^abtb, 211

Ibn 9&&ar, 116, 337

Ibn IJalddn, 48, 837

Ibn ^awbal, 247, 256, 322, 337

Ibn Hi5&m, 33, 134, 204, 229, 279, 300, 313. 318, 337

Ibn Qord&dbeh, 279, 321, 322, 327, 337

Ibn Is^&b. 26, 33, 134, 313, 314, 326, . 337

Ibn Man^Or, 280, 337

Ibn M<l8a al-Qazemi, Muhammad, 180, 256

Ibn Roste, 279. 323, 327, 337

Ibn Sa‘d ibn Mant‘ az-Zuhri, 134, 337

Ibrahim al-^arbi, 266

*ld. See Berjjca *ld

J^n dl-‘hi,mdr (Astragalus Cahirieus, DC.:

a subshrub with white hairy branches and
leaves and larsre yellow flowers), 38

Idiba’il, 288, £91

Idibi’il, 288, £91

Al-Idrisi. 137, 266. 257, 280, 300, 319, 328, 337

Idumea, 261

‘IjjO ha-*Abarlm, 272

Illusion. 122

Al-*Imr&n (d—e3, f—g4, gS), 69, 70, 72, 74—80,

93-96, 98. 101, 105, 121: clans, 79

India. 307

Infirmary, 234, 236, 237

Inscriptions, 66. 60, 87, 109, 177, 211, 216:

Nabataean, 112: Nabataean and Greek at

Rw&fa, 185: TamOd, 194, 195

lotabe, 306—50S
Irak. 26, 43, 61, 248, 317

Iram, 6, 68, 72, 245, 258, 270, £73, 297, 312,

SIS—317
Irrigation, 4

*!?, 6, £5£

‘Isa Pasha, 218

Isaac, 282

Isaiah, Book of, 217, 275, 286, 289, 294

Ishmael, 96, £50, 278, 296

Ishmaelites, 283—286, 288, 291, 296

Isis, 302, 303

Islets, 124, 131

lsmA‘tl FAael PmIml, 1

Isma‘in, 9, 30, 31, 44. 45. 60. 61, 64, 61. 62, 66,

66, 72, 73. 83. 84. 94. 97. 99. 101, 106, 109,

117, 146, 147, 152, 161, 163, 239; poetry. 167

Israel, 264, 260, 267

Israelites, 66, 244, 254, 266, 260, 264—272, 278,

283—286, 297, 298

Iff^bel ‘Antar, S£S

Al-l9tabri. 134, 247, 267, 300, 322, 337, .

It’amara, £88, 298

Jabb (f4), 99, 149

Jabbok, 262, 284

Jacob 184-136, £S£, £53, 288

Al-Ja'Viibi, 66, 60, 61, 124, 279, 321, 322, 337^

J&b9t. 11, 26. 26, 33. 38, 43. 49. 61, 79. 80, 90, 94,

97. 115, 117, 126, 133, 135, 136, 137, 160,. 201,

204, 206, 211, 212, 217, 218, 219, 222, 230, 256,

267, 273, 280, 284, 289, 295, 301, 309, 313, 314,^

316, 317, 319, 320, 326, 338

Janba‘, 139

JanH*, 328

Al-Ja9&j9e. 235

Jchoram, 274

Jehoshaphat, 244

Al-Jem&ma, 320

Al-Jemanijje, S. (d2), 89

Jerde (110), 212

Jeremiah. Book of. 217, 248, 249, 251. 274, 275, 294

Jericho, 260

Jerome. 260, 251, 265, 279, 338

Jerusalem, 275 '

Jethro, 269, 286, 296, 325

Jews, lU, 275, 289, 318: Mohammed’s taxation

of. 114

Jezreel, 260

Jidda, 69, 126, 129

JiSba^, 287, 293

Jitm al.‘Imran (d3). 45. 49, 66. 64, 66, 70, 75,

80. 81. 246, 272, 273

Joab, 262, 276, 277, 287

Job, 5, 230, 232, £U, £U9, £51, £S£, £89, 293:

Book of, 248. 249, 288, 289, 293

Job'a (i3), 303

Jobab, 261

Joel, Book of, 289

Jogbcha, 284

JobSan, 217, 287

Joktan 287, 293

Jordan. 252, 260, 262, 283, 284

Joseph, son of Patriarch Jacob, 135, 136, 283

Josephus, Flavius, 278, 296, 338

Joshaphat, £U, 253, 274

Joshua, Book of, 255, 263, 283

Judea, 244, 245, 253, 261, 262, 274, 277

Judges, Book of, 244, 255, 260, 266, 268, 284,

285, 298

Justinian, 307, 308

]^. Abbreviation for ^ulb&n. See proper name
331

^a‘ ab-al.‘A9&m (ell), 220

^a‘ al-BasI^, 320

aUBazwa, 331

al-Busaj(, 160, 3£9

a9>$arir,' 160

Al-^a‘ade (NA k4—5), 32

Qabala, 54

^abr a^-Taw&ii, 323—324
]^abr ai-jwaSi (k5), 136, S£6

^adeS, 66, 264, £55, 269. 260, £6£—£66, 269—272,

276, 276, 278: Bible references to, 266: site

of. 262

]g[adeS Barne*a, £63—£66, 270, 296. 297

9a‘ed&n Riber, 106, 107

Kaff, Ammu (e4), 43

Al-Kafka (k9). 214, 216

Al-Kabala (h—i4), 133, 136, 144

Al-^a^aze (e3). 96

Al-^ajn, 160
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AI-Kal&t (aS), 11

l^al'at. See proper name
Kalb, 204, 315

Al-Kalb (14), 135

?alb al-Mfeawwab (d6—7), 33

AI-Kalbe (b5). 9

^aies, 322

KdLt> {Ferula sinaica, Boiss. ; hi^h perennial

with deeply divided leaves and compound
umbels of yellow flowers), 68

^alba (i5), 135

Al-Kalbi (f2), 95. 96

Kaller, Dr. Mark, 1

Kalt al-^alfa (c5)

^ammah, ‘Ajn (pr3). 103

Al-^amre (i4), 132

Kan&tel, Ammu (h9), 202, 226

^ansO^ al-9awri. See al-Malek al-Asraf

^ansuh al-Bawri
Al-Kan^ara (j7). 134

|j[arS.di, Umm (h4), 133, 141, IJ^J

Karamse, 4

Al-]|^arana (b4), 10, 50, 51

Al-^arjatejn, 49

¥arkar (j7), 284

Karkor, 284

^arnejn, Abu (j7—8), 203

li^art al-Amrar (NA 15), 32

Kart al-*Enab (NA 15), 32

l^&rt al-blamra* (i—j6), 134, 136

?art umm Ar^a (i—jl2), 219

AI-](j[asab, 139

al-^a^ba, Ras (hi), 117, 131, 302, 304, 309

^asem, chief of the ‘Asban, 77—79

Al'Kasim, 84

Kasr, See proper name
Al-KasOg (h5)

A'afa’ birds, 94, 95

^aVat al-'Egejbi (j—k8), 206

Al-^atawejn (ilO), 226

K&tibe, 220

Al-VaUa** (d3), 68; (f3), 100

Al-Kawakeb, 318

^awa^im, Abu-1 (i6), 131, 191

Al-]|Cawasme, 79

Al-^aws (d5), 41

Kawtar, 80

Ka?m, Ammu (e3), 96

Al-k^azwini, 97, 135, 273, 281, 309, 338

Al-Kbejda (b6), 11, 15; (g3), 103, 107, 113

Al-Kbe?&t, 129

^[dad (g2), 103

Kdar, 37, 61

^[dejdi (g3), 117

Al-^ddd (i9), 226, 228

Al-Kdur (c6), 15, 36, 37— 61, 76, 240, 247
Kebaba, 220

Al-Kebire, Ma'&n, 4

Al-Kebr!t (h2), 116

Ked&de, Ammu (e3), 76

Jf^edar, 310

Ked&r, 246

l^cdem, 282

l^edem. Bene, 248, 260, 283, 284. 307, 311
Al-Keder (c6). 37

¥efa% Umm (g2), 114, 117

{Pyrethrum Muaili, Vel.; scented
perennial with thin branches, hairy leaves,

and many heads of blue flowers), 68, 201

Al-Kej^Om (h6), 172

^ej^iima, Abu (c4). 43

Al-KejtOn (d3), 77

Al-Kelwa (NA m6—7), 26

Al-^:ena’ (h6). 1S8—192, 313; (b4), 52. 53, 58;

(h6—7), 164, 172, 174

Al.?ena’, B!r (h6). 172, 321

Al-^enna^ijje (NA 1—m6), 31, 32

Ker&ja $aleh. 301

Al-Kerak, 7, 14, 15, 49, 114, 155, 156, 203,

273, 328

Al-^^eraVer (j7), 132

^er&ker (or ^eraier) (NA j7—8), 284

Al-k:er&ker, Na^b (j7), 133

Al-^erin (e3), 96

Ketib al-Mbassi, 91, 93

Al-^e^in, Ab- (h6), 178

Keturah, 217, 251. 279, 282, 286, 288, 292—294, 296

Al-Kfafi (k5), 132, 324

^^ibal, 117, 125

Al-Kible, 281

Al-Kibrit, Twejjel (j4). 132, 324

k^ibrot hat-Ta’awa, 270

Al-^^ider (d3—4). 71

Al-]^idman, 69

Al-^idrijje (f6—6), 43

l^ijal, 117, 125

Al.^j:ijai (h3), 102, 117, 279, 312

Kings, Books of, 268, 276, 287, 297

Ifiir (h4), 123, 135

^jCir, *Ajn (h4), 133

Kiss, 137

Al-Kiswe (f3), 96, 327, 328

Al-Kitara (d3). 80

Kittel, Rudolf, xii

Klejb. See proper name
Al-Klcjb (f2), 96, 99

Al-Klejfei (f2—3, g2), 102

Al-KIdb (18—9), 132, 134

^Idb al-^ejl (d7), 33

Al-Kmajjes (j4), 132

A-^mejle (h2). 117

Al-Kne'er (i8), 201, 202

l^nefde {Anastatica hierochuntina, L.; rose

of Jericho; 6aff tnarjam of the ^we^t), 35

Al-Knej (18), 132, 134

Al-^nej, Nakb (18), 134

Al-Knejne (d3), 76

Al-^nene^ijje (d3), 67, 71

Kober, Dr. Leopold, 1

^odEma ibn 6a'far, 323, 338

Al-?:off (b—c4), 49

Koiil, 127

Al-](j:olzum, 281, 309

^olzum, Gulf of, 281

^olzum. Sea of, 48, 84, 136, 280, 309

Koptos, 299

Al-Korftn, 279, 291

Al-]^or;pijje, 96

}^6s al-Qn&ne (h4), 135, 141

Al-]g:rajje (f5), 43, 312
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Al-](|:rajje*e (b4). 62. 63

Kr&r, 37

Al-Krejb&t. 106

^rejda^^a (16). 132

^rejd&t al-Arnab (f2—3). 96. 98

Al-^rejn (e3). 76

Al-^rejn. §. (e3). 76. 76

Al-Krejntfe (c—d3). 68

Al-¥rejwet (h6). 176

]($:rej>&t. Abu (b-H:4). 60

Al-j^rejfi (e3). 90

Al-^r6n (b4). 63; (h7). 233

Al-^r6n. S. (c6). 34, 36

^ren&t al-^c^z&l (h8). 232

¥r6nt az-Zejj&t (b4), 56

¥rOn. Abu (e3), 76; (16). 184, 187

Al-KSAbrijjc, 133

Al-K9&ra (sr2). 113

Al-i^^&ra. S. (8:2). 103

Al-^9ejb. R&s (14). 135

Al-^9ejb. S. (b3)

^fejme. Abu (h6). 160. 151

^9ejr, Ammu (b4). 62

^9ejr (or ]($[96r) at-Tamra* (h7). 164. 233. 234.

318. 320

abu Tl^el^a (13). 129

Al-lftajfe (14). 133

Al-?t&n (k6). 134

ICte'at Dijabe (j-kS). 205. 206

Ktejb az-7ab‘i (b3). 60

Al-¥tejbe (g3). 117, 121

Al-Ktejf (e2). 91. 93

Al-Ktejfe (c3), 66

Al-?^jfe (17), 132: (j6), 134

(17). 199

Al-^t^jje (17), 199

^ubbet al-^agar, 43

Al-^u^&'a, 219

Al-KOfa, 33, 38. 279, 327

Al-Kulftba. 322

AI-]^umma (14), 135

Al-^Or, Ab- (h6), 166

Kur&‘ Rabba, 314

^ura* $&leh. 301

Al'Kura, W&di (northern), 26. 26; (southern),

26, 26. 33, 126, 134, 136. 206, 211, 217—219,

230. 256, 267, 269.279. 281, 300, 301, 316-319,
326—328

Al>^ur‘&n. 129, 236

Kurd, 164

^ur^. 136, 137, 217, 218, 257, 296

^urt&sljje (NA k3—4). 38

Al-KQs (g3). 117, 121

KOfi (Kush), 217

KOfi&n. 286

Al-^ufejbe, 322

^u^ejr ‘Amra (NA 16), 36

Kush. 286, 287, 288

Kushites, 247, 274, 286, 288, 294

Kutejjer. the poet. 94. 117, 126, 133, 136,

211, 281

l^wajem (j5). 133, 136

Al-^w&ra (h6). 160. 161

]9:we’, Umm (h8). 202

Al-^wejmi (15). 180. 181

Al-^wejse (d4). 47

Al-¥wejsl (h6). 160

Al-Kwejt. 23

Al-]^wemra (14). 133

Al-Kw8ra (c3). 62. 62—64, 66. 265; (15). 133, 181

Al'Kzejme (a6). 11

Al-La'aban (or La'b&n) (j8). 201, 202

Laba, 313

Laban. 262

Laeana, 306

Laeanitae, 305

Laeanites, 295, 299, 300, 306

Laeanitic Bay, 306

Laeanitlc Gulf, 292, 295, 302, 303, 305, 306

Al-Laaaun. 328

Laha (g3). 103

Lahaj R6*i, Be’er, 265, 266

Labm. 71, 72

Al-L&ja (17), 198—200
Lajka, 280

Lala, 'Ajn (j9), 205

Lam, Beni. 43. 230, 323, 324

Lame guide, 194, 202

Lamentations, Book of, 248

Lammens, Henri, 267, 338

Landmarks, 197

Al-LasAf. 218

La^am, Umm (d3), 80

L&^je, Umm (g5), 149

Al-LaU (k2), 103

Lava, 181, 184, 190, 191

Al-L&wi (f2). 96: (16), 185; (k9). 211

Layard, A. H.. 288, 338

Lebanon, 255

Leben, Umm (i6), 133; (i7), 196; (NA m5), 32

Lebenan (d3). 70. 79, 80

Lebtd (i6), 189, 190

Lebld, the poet, 273. 338

Al-LebOn (£3)

Legends. 10, 76. 81, 96. 97, 99. 176. 215, 227, 281

Lebjan. 295, 299, 305, 306

Lcbjftne (i6), 180, 184, 189; (j4). 132, 136

Al-Lehjane (j4—6), 136

Lemlemc (h9—10), 233

Leo, 306

Leopard, 176

Al-Lesel, Ab- (b4), 52, 64, 264, 271

Le^OStm, 287, 293

Leuke, 310

Leukekome, 60

Le’ummtm, 287, 293

Al-Libne (k9). 132

Limestone, 59, 67, 108

Limme (k8), 206

Ltn (kind of palm), 316, 317

Lts, 39. 329

Lizard. 124

Locusts. 76

Losof, Umm (g2). 114

Al-Lo^om (e4). 41

Al-Lowz (f—g3), 100, 149

Al-Lowza (i7—8), 133, 203

Lowze, Ammu (e4), 75

Lubna*. 79, 80

Lucius Aurelius Verus, 268

Lugana. 313
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Al-Lukk&m, 48

Lu99&n (h—i9), 228

Lu99An. 6. (h—i9), 228, 320, 330

Al-Lwij (i9). 201, 222

Lyeium arabicum, Schw. See ‘Awsed
Lyon, D.G., 246, 291, 338

Ma* Taten (d3), 76

Al-Ma‘ajjenlit (e3), 73, 76, 114

Al-Ma'a^le, 211

Ma'&l, 248

Ma'an (b4—6), 1—6. 8—10, 13, 14. 16. 18, 22.

27. 29, 30, 33, 38. 39, 45. 48. 49. 62. 62. 64.

66. 69. 71. 72. 84. 126. 127, 160, 161. 163,

174, 231—£39, ns—tkS, 261. 263, 264,

271, 272, m, 279, 282, 287, 288, 297, 314,

316, 3X7—329, 331; Arabic authors on. 247;

Ma'dn and, 243; map of environs and, 3;

return to, 238; shooting at. 238

Al-Ma'anan (d3), 68

Al-Ma‘atijje (f3). 96

Al-Ma*atteV (e3)

Al-Ma**aze (Beni 'Atijje), 45, 102, iJ5

Al-Ma“azi. See Sahjet al-Ma*'azi

Al-Mabna* (klO), 215

Al-Mabrak (e3), 76, 76, 93, 94, 273

Mabrak an-N^lca. 220, 329

Al-Mab‘0V (g2). 115

Madaba. 156

Al-Mad&mjc. 235 ^

Madan, 290

Madd,n, 314

Madana, 312

Al-Madbab (k9), 38

Ma'den Fartn, 211

Madiam, 255, 279, 296

Madiama, 268. 279. 290, 293, 296, 313

Madian, 66, 109—111, 113—116, 120, 121, 244,

250, 267—270, 276—278, 282, 283, 285—287,
289, 290, 293, 296—298, 313; city of, 278;

land of, 267, 269, 286; map of ancient,

110; tribe of. 282

Madiana, 278, 296

Madianites. 261, 260, 264, 269, 276, 278,

282—288,290, 293. 296; clans, 287; various
tribes, 293

Madjan 71, 72. 126, 133, 136, 137, 266, 257,

269, 278—282, 293, 296, 299, 301. 304. 312,

316, 319—32%
Al-Madkdr, B!r (i6). 189

Madman. 202

Al-Madsds (b); (j4), 132

Al-MadsOs, Na^b (g3—4), 100, 102

Al-Ma'ej^i (c3—4), 62

Al-Ma*eVel (k8—9), 61. 211

Al-M&*eze, 72, 73

Maf&refi ar-Ruzz (j—kll), 220, 330

Al-MaSn6n, Twejjel (e4—6), 43

Al-Mab&mid. 69

Al-Ma^&fi (g6). 160

Al-Ma\^a7a (k8), 132, 134, 206

Al.Mab&?a (110), 212

Maid and boulder, 227

Ma'tn, 2AS, 296

Al-Ma'in, 6. (j6), 71, 72, 136, 137

Maina, 114

Maisaimaneis, 292

Maisaimeneis, 311

Maj&ser, 211

Majk9‘ (m9), 38

Al-MaV&ble, 69, 79

Al-MaV'ade (h3—4). 139

MaVas? al-As'ad. See Al-As*ad
MaVbara, 220

MakbOl, Eben, 96

Al-M&ke?, 314

Al>Makbiil (i6). 133

Al-MakJe (f3). 97, 102

Al-Makla (g3—4), 100, 101, 107, 149

Al-Makla, Nakb (8:3-4). lOO, 102, 149

Al-Makmi (b6), 12, 16, 39

Makna, 114, 312, 313

Makna (g2), 6, 102, 113—116, 126, 312, 313

Makran aS-Sekk (k9). 214

Al-Makrizi, 136, 137, 256, 281, 309, 316, 320, 338

Maksadet ad-Dunja* (h9), 226, 229

Mak^adet al-^asja* (h9), 226, 229

Maksar al-6erra. 80

Al-Mak9iid (i3). 124 .

Al-Maktala (i6)

Al-Maktale. See Srejf al-Maktale

Malachi, Book of, 297

Al-Malaka (j7), 134

Mal&ka* aUAjtftm, 80

Malaria, 84, 167

Malchus of Philadelphia, 306, 307, 338

AbMalek al-ASraf ^an^Oh al-^wri, 134, 324

Al-Malek al-Mu'azzam 'Isa, 224, 327

Al-Malek an-N&^er Mubammed ibn b^ela’dn, 134

Malek ibn ^ar!m, 71, 73

Al-Malfi (e4), 96

Al-Malha (j9), 222; (i4—6), 135; 118—12%
Al-Malbaj^a (h5), 133

Al-Malhaga. Nakb (h6), 180

Al'Malik al*A§raf Sejfaddin b^aji^b&j, 324

Al-Malkata (g3), 118, 120, 121

Malran, S. (d2—3)

Al-Mambar (f7), 160

Al-Mamlah (a5), 10; (g7), 149, 172

Al-Mamlab> S. (d2), 90

AUManabb (17), 134

Al-Man&bcr (i7), 197

Al'Ma'nan. See al>Ma'an&n
Al-Manan (j4). 132

Man&^er a§-Serki, 95

Al-Manbal, 214, 216

Maon, 277

Ma'on, 243, 244, 247, 254, 274, 282, 283, 287, 288.

See also Ma‘&n
Ma'dnites, 253, 254, 283

Mara’, 267, 268

Al-Maradd (ilO), 224

Marftdtf, Abu (i9). 205

Marftj'e. See Mer&j'e

Mar&n, 160

Al-Mar&r, 71, 72

Mar&rcfi az-Zir, 220, 329, 330

Marauders, 14, 37, 74. 131

Marcianus of Heraclea, 124, 338

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, 268

Mardild, b^lejb (h6—7). 172, 194

Al-Marmak (b6). 12. 16
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Al-Marr (k6), 132

Al-Marra (16). 132

Marra. *Ajn (sr3). 103

Al-Marra umm Carda' (^). 117, 121

MarrOt, 72. 73

Al-Marrat, 71, 73, 315

Al-Mar§a (f2), 96

MarSa’, Btr (f2). 96

Marsimani, 291—293

MarzOV al-Kefafi, Sheikh. 324, 326

Mas’a, 288

Al-Ma9&b^e. 201, 235

Mas&reb, Abu (k5)

Al-MaS^ab (hS). 180

MaSra’ (f3), 97. 100

Al-Mai^ri, Bij&r (b4), 51

Al-Maiprijje, Ma*&n, 4

Massa, 260, 288

Al-Mas'ddi, 37. 60. 134. 246. 319, 338

Al-Mat&lka. 7

Mat'ama, 100

Matent al-Fle* (j8). 206

Matent al-Habwa (i—jlO), 223

Matent al-Merw (j8), 206

Matent aS-Sujd^ (h2—3), 117

Al-Matb (b6). 15. 16

Al-Matbane (h4—6), 133. 144

Al-Ma‘tijje. See al-Ma'a^ijje

Matlak eben Rbejje‘. 175

Al-Ma*w (h9). 228

Al-Maw‘ada (i7), 196

Al-Mawase, 129

Mawdd*. 11

Al-Mawbre (j4). 132, 135

M*awwal al-*Azab (b3). 55

Mazbam, 220

Al-Mazham (111), 220, 329, 330

Al-Ma^lOm (c6--7), 35

Al'Mazmar (d4), 45, 68

Al-Mdajfen (c—d3), 50, 67

Al-Mdawwara (d5—6), 27, 33, 175, 236, 331

Mdejfa‘&t (a5—6), 11

Mdejsls (j9), 222

Al-Mdejsis (h9), 226, 229

Mdun, 290

M6 Meriba, 265, 266

Mecca, 48. 69. 95. 105, 130, 139, 230, 247, 267,

259, 273, 280, 320—323, 327, 328

Al-MedAfe‘ (f9)

Al-Med&*lb (h4). 133, 144

Med&jen $&leb (NA s7), m, 155, 162, 165,

171, 209, 218, 221, 225, 301, 330

Medan, 287

Al-MedArii (h6—7), 159, 173

Al-Medhem (18), 134

Al-Medtna, 2. 9, 26, 33, 38. 43. 49, 60, 61, 69.

80, 84, 94, 95, 97. 134—136, 204, 205, 211,

218, 221, 256, 257, 259, 273, 279—281, 301,

314—316, 318—328, 330

Medtne Fftr&n, 281

Medlii^, 99

Al-Medra* (h7), 172, 318, 320

Meerschaum, 100

Meb&r, 160

Al-MebarOba (or al-MabarOba)* (hS), 166, 166

Mebtr abu *Alda, 32

Mebmed Edib, 33, 39, 43, 160, 218, 220. 224.

230, 232, 248, 301. 320, 329, 338

Al-Mebtebi (i9). 202

Al-Mebteteb (fir6—7—8), 150, 160, 196, 202,

267; (8r7)

Meinaion, 251

Al-Mcj&cri (i4), 135

MejsOra (i8). 202

Al-Mebbel (ilO), 220, 224

Al-Mebjfil (d3). 74

Mcbreb al-6emal (d3), 76

Ham-Melab. Ge% 263

Al>Mclhcm (h5), 156

Al-Meljftn (i5), 132. 133. 180

Al-Mell&b (>^3). 133

Al-Mell&b* l>arb (h3), 136, 324, 326

Al-Menage'e, 69 /
Meraj'e, 7, 54, 235

Meriba. 260, 269

Meribat b^adeS. 255, 266, 278. 298

AI-Mer9ed, Harm (c—d3), 60, 62. 65- 67, 69

Al-Mer^ed. IClcjb (d3), 68. 69

Al-Merw (h4), 133, 141

Al-Merwa. Na^b (j6). 136

McrwAn, Beni, 134

Merwan ibn al-Hakam, 327

Al-Mesabe (i6), 184, 185

Al-Mesadd (g—h2), 80. 114

Al-MeSahir, 129

Al-MesA'id (h2—3—4), 99, 101, 102, 108, 117,

121, 129, .m
Al-MeSall, 99

Al-Mesann, 56

Al-MeSarib (e3—4), 62

Meaembryanthemum Forakahlei, Hochst. See

Sem}j,

Meaembryanthemum nodiflorum, L. See Seirify

Messed du al-6!fe. 26

Messa, 269

MeSta, Umm, 95

Al-Mestebeb (i4), 132

Al-Meiaha (f3), 97

Al-Me'tedan (j—k6), 135, 136

Me'On, 243—247, 253

Me'Otiites, 253, 274, 283

Al-MezAjin (h9—10), 226

Al-Me'zftnijje (c4), 47

Al-Mgaw§a, 60, 61

Al-Mgej^el (e3), 96

Al-Mj^ejnin (j9). 222

AUMbaddes (19—10), 212

Al-Mbai^gar (d2). 89

Al-MbajneV (j6), 136

Mbakbab al-Cabd (c6—7). 34

Mbammad, the negro, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 23,

27, 30, 32, 35, 39. 44, 60. 51. 54, 60. 61,

65, 72—74, 88. 98, 101, 105, 109, 117, 118.

137, 143, 146, 167, 169, 160, 163; poetry.

106, 167

Mbammad eben Bassam, 20

Mbammad eben F&jcz, 36

Mbammad eben Rafitd, 23

Al-Mbarrak (d4). 68; (g6), 149, 150

Al-Mbarraka (19). 212

Al-MbarOk (c4), 47, 66

Al-Mb&S (d—e5), 41
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Al-Mh&S, 117

AUMba^^a (f5), 43

Al-Mba^^ab (h3). 124

Al-MhafiSam (j5), 132

Al-MbaSSar. Qarm (c7), 32

AUMbatta (ffS). 97. 101

Al-Mbawa (fir4). 149

Al-Mbawwar (hS). 150, 151

Al-Mhejbel (s6). 150, 176

Al-Mhejdi (h9), 226

AUMbejme? (f2—3). 96. 100

Al-Mhejmi (h5). 150. 154, 156

Al-Mhejr (h9). 226, 228, 317

Al-Mhej§. S. (d5), 41

Al-Mhcmm (f3). 96. 100

Al-Migdar (l-ml2)
Migrating families, 45

Mikwan al-^ai^i^ (g3). 103.

Mil. Ammu (c6). 16. 35, 36

Military Geographical Institute at Vienna, xi

Minaeans, 2^3, 251, 288, 295, 302, 304

Minaei. 310

Al-Minb (h6). 150, 151

MinbaSi (g3). 117

Minwa, Uabra (b7), 17, 19, 24, 31

Al-Mirgihem (g5). 149, 150

Miriam. 265, 271

AUMisma, 97. 100, 101

MiSpat, ‘fin. 259, 262, 263, 275, 276

Al-Mi^^b (i4). 132

Mists. 77. 122, 124

Mi^wal (ilO). 220, 224

Al-Mizwar (h6), 172, 175

Al-Miz2e (klO), 215, 221

Mkasseb, 70, 76. 77

Al-Mkattabe (kl2)

Mkebcl (ilO), 226

Al-Mkejbil (d6). 33; (hlO)

Mkejmen (h6), 178—180; (b5)

M^Or, Ammu (d4), 68

Al-Ml£b (i&); (c3). 50. 65

Al-Mleha (k8). 208

Mlejsa (j8), 205

Al'Mlosoma (h5). 154

Al-Mnabba (110), 215, 221

Al-Mnawab. S. (b7), 17

Al-Mnejdtr (f4), 43

Al-Mnebba. Darb, 285

Al-Mnife (g3), 103, 117

Moab, 5. 66. 125, 248, 250, 252, 254, 260, 264,

265, 272, 275, 279, 280, 283, 284, 288. 297

Moabite plain, 285

Moabites, 2U* 253, 283, 285

Moawiyah, 160

Al-Modejne, 312

Modiana, 312

Moduna, 312

Al-Mdfieb, 280

Mohammed. 26. 72. 204, 214, 218, 229, 273. 293,

300, 313, 314, 318; taxes Jews. 114

Al-Mohr (h9). 226

Mojet al-B6fa (j8). 203

Mojet aU6bejl (j7). 134

Mdjet al-Qf&ne, 99

Mojet RAmkn (d3—4), 68

Mdjet Sowfia. See SowSa

Monuments, 59

MorAJer, 230

Morajer ‘Abtd Mdsa, 214

Mor&jer al'^alenderijje, 232

MorAjer Su‘ejb (g3). 84. 102, 108, 109, 282,

323—326, 331

Al-Morar (d3—4), 68, 71, 72

MorAr ‘Antar, 72, 73

AUMorara (c5). 43

Al'MorAra (b4), 4

MorArat al-^alenderijje, 329, 330

Morejrat al-FAter (NA n8). 26

Morr (g5). 150

Al-Morr (c4). 52

Mdses, 255, 260, 263 -265, 267, 269, 271, 278—281,

283, 285, 286, 296—298, 325; caves of his ser>

vants, 214; water from the rock, 265

Mosques. 26, 160, 218, 230, 318

Mould. 161

Mountain of God, 267, 269, 270, 278, 286,

296—298
Mountains, architectural illusions. 122 ; strange

forms. 141, 142, 143, 156

Al-Mowreda (h8). 232

Al-Mradder (j4), 132

Mrah (f3). 100

Al-MrAh (h3), 117, 122, J2J^

Al-Mrajfeb (15), 133

Al-Mrabin. 235

MrallAn (k8), 208

Mrdr (Centaurea arabiea, Vel.; Centaurea
Mustli, Vel.; an annual centaury with

bristly flower heads), 35

Al'Mrasga (f4), 43]

Al-MrAtijje (d2), 73, 90

Al-MrAtijje (f6), 37, 221

Al-Mrejbet, 56

Al-Mrejfeb (h3), 117

Al-Mrejftdijje (NA m5), 32

Al-Mrejjera (b4), 7, 37, 52, 2^6, 2k7

Al-Mrejra (d4), 47, 68

Al-Mrejra (k9), 214

Al-MreJtbe (j6—7—i7), 136; (j6—7), 134

Al-Mrejwez (d3), 68

Al-Mrcjzel (g2), 115

Al-Mfir abu l^ajme (i4), 132

Al-Mfir abu HaSim (i4). 132

Al-M?abb (i—JIO), 222. 223

AUMimjbe, 131

M^ajbet darma (h—i3), 129, 131, 132, 303

AUMSaVkar (i6) 184; (j—k9). 205, 214

Al-M?alla (g3). 112, 113

Al-Msallam, BIr (f4). 43, 235

MSas. See proper name
Al-MSAg (c5), 15. 38; (ilO), 226

Al-Msattara, Ras (c4). 41, 44. 47

MsAwer (c3). 50. 62

Al-M^awwal (b5), 10. 11, 43

AUM^awwal, M^g (b4—5)

Al-Ms6frc (ill). 220, 222

Al-MsAb, 133

MseJbet (e3), 95

Mgejjtd (j8)

Al>Mgejjid (j8). 205

Mgejjig al-Uamis (or Mgejg al.|^amts) (h5—6),
150, 157
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Al-Msejlke (k8). 206

Msejmtr (b3)

Al-Mfejr (h2)

MSsjfi al-‘Abd (h6). 172

Al-Mfiejtijje (or al-MS6^ijje) (d6). 27. 38

Al-MSejtijje, Darb (d6). 221

Msellem al-*E?ejdi. 236

Al-MS6rif (NA n6). 32: (h9). 229

(b3)

Mtejr. 24

Mfi (dry al-^emdl; SeorzoneraMwilU
Vel.: a perennial with long roots, white,

dense branches, and hairy heads of yellow-

ish flowers), 36

Al-Mu*affara (g3). 103, 106, 123, 132, 149;

(h3—4)
Mu'aj^eb (e6), 43

Al.Mu*akkar (i9, i—j9). 226

Al-Mu‘allak (e3). 96

Mu'arraS (j4), 132

Al-Mu'a^^am, fortress and railway station

(ilO), 164, 166, 209, 213, 219, 220, 224, 225,

227, 228, 248, 257. 320, 327, 329, 330;

Mudtr at TebO^, 161, 166, 171, 221. 284, 236

Al-Mu*ej9 i (ar7), 161, 172

Al-Mu*ezz (h6). 172, 174, 175

Al-Mufa* (i4). 133

Al-Muballeba. 68

Mubammad eben *Emr&n. 235

Mubammad eben Mes'ed, 235

Mubammed ibn *Ali, 37. 60

Mubammed ibn Sa*dOn al-*Abdari, 326

Mubammed, Bits. 267

Mubammed, R&s Abi, 267

MubaS&ar al-bl&zem (h5). 160

Al-Mubdata, 267, 327

Al-Muhtedi (c3)

Al-Mubtele? (j7—8), 132, 133, 203

Al-Mubaddasi, 125, 135—137, 211, 256, 257,

279, 280, 300, 319. 323. 327, 339

Al-Muba^^ (b4)

Al-Mub&wel, 325, 326

Mukl (kind of palm), 281, 323

M^ia, 319

Miiller, D.H., 296, 339

Al-Mumba^ab* Nabb (c4—5), 41

Al-Muna’, 71, 73

Al-Murajta, 322

Al-Mu*reba. Darb, 321

Al-Muflta, 33

Murra, Beni, 11. 218

MQsa, 130, 131

Mdsa, Wadi, 88, 60. 68, 69, 70, 72, 73. 96. 101,

109, 263, 271

Al-Mu^Ab (14), 133: (kll), 221

Musii, Alois, Arabia Petraea, xi, 4, 6, 60, 64,

66. 69, 86. 129, 211, 339: Karte von Arabia
Petraea, 261, 265, 263, 264, 266, 339: ^ufejr
*Amra, xi, 228, 339: Umgebungskarte von
Wddi Miisa, Petra, 264, 266, 339

Muodia ardbiea, Vel. See *ArfeS
Al-Mu9tabra (ha-9), 231: (h8), 202

Al-MustabaVna (e6), 43

Mustapha Pasha, 230

Al-Mutalla« (kll), 221, 327
Al-Mutallab (i9), 226

Al-Mutall&t, 323, 324

Mutalleb, the shepherd, 171. 174, 175, 17S, 181,

182, 186, 227, 232, 236

Al-Mutanabbi, the poet, 317

Al-Mutawwaba (k9—10), 216

Al-Mutawwab (or al-M^awwab) (jlO), 219, 222

Al-Mu*tedel (112), 301

Al-Mutrammel (c6), 38

Al-Muttala'a (e4), 75

Al-Mw&hib, 208, 211

Al-Mwejfi* (19), 312

Al-Mw§leb (f3). 96. 99; (j4), 125, 131, 136, 137,

267, 298, 803, 323-^325

Al-Mw61eb* ^al'at. 326

Al-Mw61eb. S. (b3), 56

MwAreb, 6. (k7). 132, 134, 136

MwAred (h6—7)
Myos Hormos, 299'

Al-Mzannad (g5. h5), 149

Al-M^Ab'e (h6), 226

Al-MzAb^e (k5—6), 134

Al-Mzejjen (c6—7), 33

Al-Mzelbe (h5)

Al-Mzelie (111—12), 220

Al-MzArid (i9), 226

MzArtbAt, Ammu (i4). 133

Al-Mie99 (kll—12)

N. Abbreviation for Nabb. See proper name
An-Na‘&jem (i8), 198, 199, 232

Na^ama, 251

An-Na'&me (i7—8), 198, 202, 232

An-Na‘ami (d—e3), 76

An-Nababa (16)

Nabal, 277

Nabataea, 251

Nabataean Arabs, 302-305, 309—313

Nabataean inscriptions, 112, 185

Nabataean land, 306

Nabataeans. 59, 65. 120, 278, 291, 296

NAbe' (k6)

An-NAbira, 90, 228, 339

Nabk, 211, 257

An-Nabk, 71, 72, 137, 211, 322, 323

An-Na*ej?a (h—i6). 132, 133, 144

An-Na*emi (h4), 90, 133, 147, 148, 151, 317

Nabal Besor, 261

An-Nabala (h2). 117: (14), 133

An-Nabala, ^lejb (h2)

An-Nabala?, S. (h4)

Nabale, Umm, 144

An-Nabl, ^al'at, 286
an-Nahr, 266

NAjef (j9), 205, 216, 222

An-NAba, 231

Naba* al-*Alejj!n (d—e6—6), 41

Naba* l^emAjem (h6), 161, 153. 164

Nabb. See proper name
Nabwa (i4), 133

An-Namala. 244, 247, 263—266, 270
Na'mAn, 317

An-Na'mAn (k4—5), 136, 137, 267» 309

An-Na'mAn ibn Bafitr, 160

An-Namra (i4—6), 133: (j6), 134; (j—k6). 136

Narar (k7), 132, 136, 206
An-Na^Ara (c4), 60
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An-Nftsfe (c4). 46, 47

Na^ (dry aobot; Ariatida plumoaa, L.: a
smooth srrass with roots which sand sticks

to. and winged fruits), 68, 232, 233

Na^r, 218

An-NaSga§. Na^b (g3—4). 103

NateS (a kind of heliotrope). 68

An-NAteS (f2), 96

An-Natla (111—12)

An>Nawawi, 126, 339

An>Nawmftn (i--j7), 132

Naz'iLn (17) 136

An-Ndejra (h2), 117

An-Nderat (g5), 149

NdSrat al-Fhdl (e6—6), 43

Nebat as-Sw€mr&t. 52

Nebk, 211, 267

An-Nebk, 136

Necropolis of Mofajer §u*ejb, 109. Sie also

Burial places

Neda% Abu (d3). 68

Nedra (e4). 43. 76

Ncdrat as-Sba' (h6). 157, 176

Nefel (Trigonella hamoaa, L.; Trigonella

monantha, CAM.: Trigonella atellata,

Forsk.: a clover-like plant). 303

An-Nefdd (NA olO—14. pl5). .34, 37. 163, 289,

296, 311. 312

An-Neft&l. 212

Negd (19). 212; 22, 257. 261. 287

Neji:cl (a4), 5. 11

An-Negel (i4)^ 136

An-Negtli (NA n6), 32; 214

An-Nej^me (k9). 211

Nehemiah, Book of, 298

Nekfidat, Umm (h6), 150

An-Nekwa, S. (f2), 96

Nessa, 302—304

An-NetkK Nakb (i5—6). 184

An-Netki. Ras (15)

Nezaha (j6), 136

An-Neiib (j8, k8), 20b—208
Ne?ub (i9). 205. 226

An-N^ejli (f4), 43

An-Nggr (i4), 136

Nhejl, 317

An-Nfeejl (f2), 96

An-N|)ejle, S. (c3)

Nbejle, Ummu (c3), 50

Nhejr, 317

Nij^m az-?jOfi. 235

Nihja, 317

Nikd {Aateriacua gravcolens, Forsk.; shrub
with hard, gray, hairy branches and many
heads of yellow flowers). 68

Nile. 299. 310

NimVt 175

An-Nimrijjat (i7—8). 198, 199. 232

An-Nimrijje (f2), 96

Ntran, S. Umm (h3). 123

An-Nis‘a. 4

An-Nkejb. 38: 231

Nkejra (e3), 76, 76

Nmar. Abu. See Temllet abu Nmar
An-Nmejr (g3), 97. 103. 105

Nmejra (i4)

Nobab, 284

Nokalians. 306. 307

Nomads, Road of the, 284

No'man. 228

Northern Ue^az; classical and Arabic authors

on, 302, 309; coast and islands, 302

Notebook, lost. 211. 236

Notitia dignitatum, 60, 258, 339

N^ai, Ammu (d3), 76; (j7), 134

N^ejb, Ammu (h—i6), 172, 192

NSejfe, Abu (h7). 172, 233

Nsojle, Ummu (d2—3), 83

N^ejlet al-*Ajn (g3—4), 100

An-Nsiir. Ab-, 53

NOf (i6), 132, 134, 172, 184, 191

An-Nubbar (i3—4), 132, 135

An-Nukra, 284

Numbers. Book of, 260, 263—265, 267, 269—272,
278, 283. 286

Nu'mi, 90

An-Nu*mi, 90

Nurejjer (k7), 132, 136, 206

An-NOri cben Samian, 2, 8, 24, 27. 37, 239

Nurra (e4). 71. 75

An-Nusaj', 117

An-Nusba (k5), 132

An-Nuttak* 220

Nuwejbe* (i7)

An-Nwabte, 235

An-Nweb*e (or an-Nuwejb'e) (d3), 90, 100;

(i7), 196

Nwejfat (or Nuwejfat) (i6—7), 132, 134, 184, 191

An-Nzirat (f3), 101

Al-*Obejjat, 129

Obejje? abu Zukra (h—i6). 133

Obejjez at-Tarlk (h6), 133, 179

Obelisks, 156

Obodas. 59. 60, 299, 310

Obot, 272

Obraka, 313

Al-*Odejb, 325, 326

Officials, 62, 84

Ohod, 316

'Okba*. Beni, 81, 102, 114, 230

‘Okba’. MSag Beni (i5). 180

Al-'Okbijje, 81

Al-'Okfi, 85

'Omar ibn 'AbdaPaziz, 320

'Omar ibn al-Ua^^ab. 33, 319

Omayyads 117, 247, 321, 326, 327

Al-'Omejden (i8), 202

'Omejjed (k9), 215, 216

'Omejr (d4), 41

'Omejris (j9), 206

'Onejbefi (k8), 206

Onne, 12h 125. 268, 312

'Orf, Umm (j9), 218

Ornub (h4—6), 131. 132, 147, 150; (h4), 133, 144

Ostama, 312

Othman, Caliph. 322

Othman Pasha, 39. 220, 232

'Otman ^uweret, 259

Palestina Salutaris, 258

Palestina Tertia, 248, 255, 258, 307, 303
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Palestine. 60. 64. 134. 247. 248. 252. 253. 256,

259, 260, 262. 265. 274. 278. 280. 282. 285.

291. 302, 304, 307, 308, 314, 321

Palestine road, 66

Palms. 93. 121, 123, 140, 141

Palmyra (NA c8). 317

P&r&n, «50, 255, 26S, 266, 269—271, 275—278,

287. 298

Partridffe, 94, 95

Peiser. F. E.. 246. 289, 290

Pelusiac arm of the Nile. 310

Pelusium. 310

PenniBietuin diehotoinum, Forsk. See Etmdn
Persian Gulf, 5, 251, 257, 293, 306, 311, 318

Persians. 306

Peter. Bishop. 306

Petra, 38, 60. 65. 66. 70. 246. 247. 250. 251,

253—255. 269, 260, 263—266. 270—272, 278,

281, 290, 296—298, 302, 304, 310—312
Petrified pigs. 227

Petrifiod sea, 232

Petrified worms, 232

Philistines. 245, 274

Phoda, 310

Phodaca. 310

Phoenicia. 254, 264. 283

Phoenician harbors. 5

Phoinikon, 312

Phokon, 304

Pilgrim Route from Egypt. 49. 84, 95. 97, 121,

122, 126, 136, 211, 272, 273, 295, 321—326
Pilgrim Route from al-KOfa, 257

Pilgrim Route from Syria, 9. 14, 33, 37, 38,

97. 132, 135, 161, 163, 168. 217, 220-223, 225,

226. 231, 236, 257. 318, 319, 326—330
Pilgrims, 39, 84. 220 ; protection, 9, 69 ; robbery

of, 104, 160; stotions for. 129, 134

Pillars, broken, 58

Plants, collection, 76; lack of, 83, 88

Plateaus, 157

Pliny, 251, 290, 296. 299, 300, 305, 306, 310. 311, 339

Poems composed to the author, 106, 167

Praesidio. 66. 66

Prisoners, 94

Procopius of Caesarea, 265, 306—308, 339

Promised Land, 245, 260. 263, 266. 270. 271,

278. 284, 286

Prophet. See Mohammed
Protection, 150

Psalms, Book of. 266, 285, 297, 298

Ptolemies, 131

Ptolemy, Claudius, 60, 94. 114, 124, 135, 246,

266, 273, 279, 290, 291. 296. 300, 306, 311,

312, 313, 318, 839

Pulpits, 134, 160

Pdndn, 262

Pyramids, 67, 68, 166, 166

Pyrethrum Muatli, Vel. See

Quarantine station at TebOk, 163, 168, 234

9* Abbreviation for 9adtr. See proper name
Ra*ama, 217, 251, 289
Ar-Rabba, 279

R&ber, 69

R&ber, S. (e4). 41

RablMjjtn, 79

(see ^a^a), 257

^dejr&t Z&jeid (a6—7), 11

Radh as-Sumr (NA m6), 32

Radha (h—i9), 226

Ar-Radi (ilO), 226

Radijje, ‘Ajn (i4)

Radj&n, 66. 268, 286

Radma (h4), 122. 123

Ar-Rand (g—f2), 101, 269

Rafwkn (k8). 206

Ar-R&ha (g3). 97. 100, 103, 107, 149

Ar-Rababa (j7), 133, 136, 211

Ra^am birds, 156

Ar-Rabama (110). 212

Ar-R&hbijje. S. (d2). 88

Raiders, 233; at TebOk, 234

Railway, Qei^az, 223; construction. 226. 227,

231, 233

Rainfall. 74; lack of. 100, 122

Ra*is. 160

Al-^j&ltn. 69

Rajaman (h2—3). 124

Al-9&jbe (k8). 206

Rajd&n (k6). 135, 136

Ar-R&jes (h7), 160, 161, 172, 234, 321

]^jfe. 289, 290

Al-B&jme (g—h3), 103, 123

Ar-Rajme (j6)

Ar-Rkka (g—h3), 117, 121

R&ka, Abu (k9), 135, 210, 213

Rakak (g4), 149

Ar>Rakak, Darb (i6, k7), 131, 136, 137

Ar-Rakeb (g5), 149

A1-9&1 (j5), 132, 135, 325, 326

B&l. 6. (j5). 131. 133

Baiai (f2—3), 96

Rftman (d3). 45, 60, 68

Ar-Ramla (d5)

Ramm (d4), 6. 45. A7, 68. 72, 258, 270. 273, 297,

312, 315, 317

Al-^mr, 321

Ar-Ramti (e2), 95

lUlnem, Bij&r, 218|

Al>9&ra (g3). 97. 101

Barab, Abu (b3), 55. 56

Ar-Rar&j (k—19), 212

Bar&jer, Abu (j4), 132

AI-Barkk (s3). 103. 105

Al-Bar&ma (g3). 121

Bar&mtl ar-Rwala' (jll), 220

Barandal, ‘Ajn, 84

Barandal, S. (b3). 66

BAreb (klO). 216

Barejmtn, Umm (i4), 133

Al-Bartd (g3). 117

Barn^k (d3). 68

Barr (ilO)

AI-Barr (h4), -133. 187, lAO, U1
Barr, Btr 141, 322

BarrOr (i4), 136

R&s. See proper nirtne

Ar-R&fide (j8), 202, 204

R&ied, Umm (f^^. 95

RaSid, Eben, 26^1^, 166, tl7, 221

Ar-Ra^tfijje, Dairo (h3), 13(i, 137, 141

Ar-Rass (f4), 149
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j^ass&n, Beni, 228,

Al-Bataf&n, 11, 218, 316

Ratam (Retama Roetam, Forsk. ; shrub with

long rather stiff branches, lon^r needle-

shaped leaves, and hanging scented flowers

;

see Fig. 81), 38, 66, 62, 100, 102, 123, 146, 151,

174, 176, 179, 198, 201, 213

Ar-Ratam (d6), 41

Ar-Ratam, W&di (c5), 41

Ar-Ratama (a6); (e4—5), 41. See also Hazbat
ar-Ratama

Ar-Ratami (a6), 9

Ar-Ratawa (d3). 68

Rati> Umm (e4), 43

Ratijje (k9), 213

Ar-Ratijje (i4). 132

Ar-Ratijje (c6—6), 36

Ar-R&tijje, MSaS (c6—6), 37

R&tje (i—j6), 134; (k8), 206

Ar-Ratje (d6). 33

Ratje, Umm (i5—6), 184

Ravenna Geographer, 339

Ravines, 63. 56, 169, 222; al-:^ena*, 191; az-

^jejke, 146, 148

RHwa (h4), 123, 124

Ar-Rawa (h4), 123, 132, 135

Al-^awancm (g8), 160

Ar-Rawa?tn, 169, 178, 180, 235

Ar-Rawjan (i6), 132, 133, 170, 179, 180

Rawlinson, H. C., 246, 274, 291, 339

Al-itawr, 267

Ra^a (tree-like bush with long, flexible

boughs and lean needle-shaped leaves; see

the highest bush in Fig. 66), 66, 126, 159,

160, 172, 174, 177, 217, 320, 331. See also

Ra^a wood, 160

Raza, Umm. See Sat:net umm Raza
R&;pi (h5), 133, 135

Ar-Razijje, Sbn. (e3). 96

Al-Razwftn (h9—10), 226, 229, 233

Razza, 71, 72

Rbejje' abu Tajeh, 7, 8

Rbejla (h3). 117

Ar-Rbejiat, 236

Al-Rdawijje (c7), 32

Rdehat as-$f6ra (ilO), 226

Rdejhat al-Ramz (h6), 175

Rebec, 62

Red Sea, 6, 15, 49, 72, 76, 96, 102, 123, 124, 135,

252, 264—268, m. 265, 267, 273, 277—279,

291, 296, 299, 306—310, 319

Reeds, Sea of, m, tSk, 265, 267. 269, 272

Refa'a ibn Zejd, 313—316
Refade, Eben, 211, 917

Reftdtm, 260, 969

Reii^ob, 263

Rejian, S. (f6—6), 43

ReVaje?, Abu (e3). 75

Ar-Re^ariV (h7)

Ar-Rekijje (c3), 68

Re^fa, 212

Ar-Re^afa (d3). 80

Re^afat al-Re&az, 212

Reseda alba, L. See Qanabndb
Reservoirs, 16, 69, 230, 232; Al-A^far, 229:

Al-Mu'a^^iam, 224 ; natural, 216; TebOk, 167

Resin. 174

Retama Roetam, Forsk. See Ratam
Retame (i6). 133, 184, 190, 191

Ar-Retame (i7), 199

Ar-Retame, Rlejb (e3), 96

Revolt. 239

Ritam, Ammu (NA n6—6), 32

RgOm Sowhar (b7), 164, 233

RitOm, Ummu (h4), 136, 141

Rha, Ammu (g6), 149

Ar-R^a* (NA k5). 32

Ar-Rba (i6). 184

Ar-Rba, Rarrat. See Rarrat ar-R^a
Rhajjat, Abu (e3—4). 96

Rbajje (j9). 205. 222

Ar-Rbajje (110), 215

Rbejjan (kl2)

Ar-Rbejmi (i6~6), 180

Ri* (j9), 206, 216

Rice, 126, 203

Rieger, Fr. Ladislav, xi

Rif'at, 2, 17. 18, 61. 66, 145—147, 162, 164, 166,

182, 190, 210, 239

Riitlet al-Rrab (a6). 11

Ar-Rigm (j8), 204, 395, 396

Rijtm al-Fased (j8), 202, 906

Rigm al-Fazb (d2—3), 78, 81

Riha (f3), 100

RIban (c3). 62

Ar-Ribijjat, 99

Ar-Rija^, 23

RijaS, Abu (f3). 101, 102

Ar-R!ian (e3), 96

Rimt (Haloxylon artieulatum, Cav.; a large

bush with needle-shaped leaves and spikes

of small whitish flowers; see Fig. 26), 62,

81, 83, 91. 100, 103, 104, 124, 129, 149, 190,

213, 223, 226, 228

R!§, Abu (j6), 132

R!§, Abu, the family, 261

Ar-RiSe (h2), 116, 117; (NA m—n6), 32

Rkabe, Ummu (h8), 202

Ar-Rkejb (g4), 149

Rkejbe, Ammu (d4), 41

Rkejbe, Ammu, 184

Rkejbe, Ummu (h6), 1.66

Ar-Rkejb (or ar-Rkejjek) (h7), 172, 191, 194 , 195

Al-Riaie (ml2)

Rmam, Ummu (ilO), 226

Al-Rmejjem (i7), 196: (h7). 172

Rmejle, Abu (d4). 47, 68

Rmejt, Ummu (k6), 136

Ar-Rmamijje (h9—10), 223

Ar-RmOt, 211

Al-Rnejm, ^el* (NA q—r9), 26

Al-Rnejmat, 236

Road of the Nomads, 284

Robbery, 11. 13, 21, 61. 61. 104, 163, 176, 231;

attack and resistance, 117; attempt, 160;

of pilgrims. 160; stones rolled down on
robbers, 93

Rocks inhabited by spirits, 97, 99. See also

Boulders
Rodents, 223

Ar-Rokob (c4). 49; (112)

Roman Empire, 306
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Roman road, 5St 58, 6A—66

Romans, 269, 299, 306, 310

Rorobln (19-<10), 212

al-^orr, 47

Al-|to9on (e3), 76; (k8—9), 208, 211

Rost, Paul, 288, 339

Rows al-^Abd (14), 132

Row^e Nu*mi, 90

R6? at-Tleje (f3), 97

Ar-R&td, 236

Rtejm&t, Ammu (h9), 226, 229: (h8—9), 202

Rtcjm&t, Se‘ib&n abu (c5), 14. 39

Rtejm&t, Umm (or Ammu) (h6), 176

9ubata (k9), 208, 211

^ubejje. Sm Qlejj al-9^ij<!

Ar-Ruhba, 211

Ar-Rul^bi. See Hfejb ar-Ru^bi
Ruhejbe, 160

Ruins, 61—63, 80. 217: ^ammad, 65. 56;

^awra, 108: al-^omejma, 69: al-^ena*. 188;

al-Mal^a, 118, 119; l^w&fa, 183, 186, 186,

187: Umm at*Telftge, 48, 49

RuVuba, Umm (NA 1—m6), 32

Ar-Rumafa (17), 199

Rumejs, Ammu (k8), 132. 134, 206

Ar-Rumma’, 316

RummAn, Abu (£2—3)

ilurab (k6); (£3), 96; (16—7), 135

9urAba (e3), 76

Al-^uraba (h4), 144

Al-^urajje (£2), 96

Al-^urdr (h4), 149, 161

Ar-Ru9a£a (110), 212

R-Ate {Saleola laneifolia, Boiss.; perennial

with small prickly leaves and small pinkish
£lowers), 36

Ruzum&n, Abu (d3), 88

RwA£a, 186, S89

Bw&£a (i6), 164, 171. 188—m 268, 289, 291,

304. 311. 312; plan. 188

Ar-Rw&jat, 236

Ar-Rwala, 12, 24. 165, 282

Ar>Rwe'at, 236

Ar-Rw6ba (d3), 83: (h9). 226

Ar-RwejA!de (a6). 9, 11

Al-^twejr (a7), 11

Rwejs ad-DukkAne (b3), 60. 55

RwejsAt al-MetAha (£3)

RwejsAt, Ammu (b3), 66

RwejsAt umm ^la^a (c4), 36, 39. 43, 44

Rwejt (k6)

Ar-Rwejt (j6), 136

Ar>Rw6kbln, 79

9wAl al-ArAneb (i6), 184

Al-9wArAt (ilO), 224

RwAsAt al-9^1de, 67

RwAfide (j9). 222

RwASed al-‘AtfiAn (a6), 11

RwAfied ar>RawjAn (a6), 11

Ar-RwA^je (d6), 33

Ar-R^A^a (i9)

RfA^n, Btr (j8), 206

Al-^^ej (h8), 221, 233

Rfej, Ammu (i6). 172, 192

9?ejje, Ammu (h9). 160, 226

BzejlAt, Abu (s6), 149: (s6)

Rftm, Ummu (or Ammu) (sr4—6); (19), 226;

(S4). 149

S. Abbreviation for §e‘!b. See proper name
As-Sa*ad (k8—9). 132, 206, 208

$a‘ada*-l.Bar9a’ (c7), 32, 33

$a*ada*-l-Uamra* (d7), 32. 33

Sa‘a£ (16), 72. 132, 211, 267, 328, 326

A§-Sa*a£ (17)

A§-Sa‘Al (£3). 100

Sa'ar, N. abu (i5), 136

A9-Sa‘ara (h6). 166

Sa'arat al-'E£AS (h6). 166

Saba*, 288, 289, 293—296
As-Saba', BIr. 266

Sabaean territory, 310

Sabaeans. 217, 243, 247, 251, 288, 289, 295, 310

Saban, 296

SAbet (d3), 74, 79

Sab^a Soraf, 16

As-Sabba (e6), 16, 33, 43; (j4), 132, 303

Sacri£ices, 38. 166. 214

Sa‘d. Beni. 114, 319, 320

A9-$adaVa (b4), 53. 64. 65, 264, 271

Sa'dallAh, 114

$adr (i4). 133; 49

A9-$adr (kll), 136, 221, 222

$adr Uaw^a, 318, 319

Sa'eda (klO), 216

As>Sa‘AdAt, 235

Sa'ede (klO), 216

As-Sa*ejd (d—e6), 41

Sa'ejdAnijjln, 197, 235

As-Sa‘ejdAt. See as-Sa‘idAt

$a£a, Umm (h9), 202, 226

A?-$A£i. 330

A9-$a£ra (i4). 132, 324\ (i5). 133

§afra’-l-Bed', 105, 106

$a£wAn (h4). 123

Saj^arAt al-'ArAjes (j7), 134

SaAarat Mat^'ama {kA), 149

A9-§ahab (e—£3), 73, 96

Sahab at>Tal>Ak> See a^-Tal>&k

Saban, Ammu (e4), 75

Sabbat at-Twejs (19), 132

As-Sabbara (i6), 135

SAhjet ad-Dirri (e2—3), 91

SAhjet al-Ma‘‘Azi (d2—3. e3). 73. 91

Sahl al-Ma^rAn, 301

$abr, Beni, 12-15, 28, 36, 128

Sabta (h3)

Afi-SAbta (j6). 136

$a‘!d, Twejjel (ilO), 224, 318

A9-$a‘!d, 318

As-SaMdAt, S. (i5), 181. 182

Sa'ide, al-Welijje, 99

AS-SAjeb (srlO)

As'Sak (mil)

Ai-Sabba (£2), 96

A9-$ala’. RAs (iS^ 126, 322, 323

Salab al-*Arej£, ^
A9-9alAdeb (e4—5). 41

Saladin, 49 ^

Salaba (c4), 47, 66
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Salama, Abu (k6), 134, 300

Sal&mftt, 315

Salamja (NA c6), 21, Sg

Sa'lftn, Eben, 166

As-Sal&sel, 134

291, 300, 301, 329: his camel, 220

S&lem, the clerk of Qarb eben *At;ijje in

TebOk, 164—167, 169, 171, 172, 187, 188

S&lem, the father of eruide Sltmftn, 104

Salem, the neirro of 'Awde abu T&jeh, 9, 1$

S&lem, our ffuide of the Mes&*!d tribe, 109

112, 113, 118

S&lem al-Wakli, 235

S&lem eben ^amm&d eben G&d, 65, 66. 68,

69, 73, 74, 80, 87

S&lem eben Mal^bOl eben f>&d, 79

S&lem eben l^a^r, 235

Salil (h6), 176

Salit ibn 'Abdall&h ibn *Abb&s, 60

A9-$all&h&t. 4

As-Sall&m&t, ^9
As-Sall&min, 69

Salma (NA rl5), 257, 300

As-S&lmi (k5), 132

Salsola lancifolia, Boiss. See RUte
Salt Sea. 253. 265

Salt, Valley of. 253

S&lOm (hlO). 223, 226, 317

Saldwa’ (j6), 134, 135, 137. 322

Salydo. 302. 303

AS'Samake (i8). 202

Sam&msc. 79

Samaria. 2A6, 291. 293. 297

Ad-S&mijje (b4). 4

Sammar. 14. 23, 28. 37, 165. 175. 217, 226, 236,

237, 311

As-Samra (d5), 41

Samra’ TOm&n (f—g3), 103, 126

Sams&n. 69, 70, 79

Samuel, Books of, 261, 277

Sam*ai (d3). 68

Samur (thorny perennial). 257

A9>$anamejn, 328

Sanctuary at ]^w&fa, 185

Sand clouds. 317

Sand drifts, 157, 160

Sand storm. 169

Sandstone, 219

A9-$&ne‘ (k7), 132, 134, 136, 206

$anwa’, 220

S&r, Abu (i4)

AS-S&r (i4—5. j5), 133, 136, 137, 312, 322, 324

Afi*S&ra. 324

A§-Sara’, 247

Sarab (k7), 134. 136, 137, 211, 256, 280.

281, 322

AS-Sarab, 134

As-Sar&bit (d3), 68

As-Sar&bit* Umm (hS—4). 133, 135, 141

Saracen desert, 255, 279

Saraceni, 311

Saracens, 306—308

Afi-Saraf (f3), 97, S24t 325

Saraf al-Ba*l. 97, 322, 823

Saraf (or Srejf) at-Ta'&m (h9), 228

Sarafe Beni *At;ijje, 97, 325

SaraV al-Ba'l, 97

Saraka, 311

Sarakenoi, 311, 312

Sa^rdn iSttaedap Forsk.: shrub with prickly

leaves and small greenish flowers), 192

AS-Sar&r&t, 7. if—16, 19. 22, 26, 128

Sar&wa, 133

As-Sar&wil (i6). 184

Sar&wil, Abu (a6), 11

Sarawra, 316, 319, 329

Sarb. 211

Sa^ba*. 134

Sarbut Amrar (d3), 73, 76

Sarbut, Nakb umm (i5)

Sard&n (d4). 71. 75

As-Sard&n (d—e4), 41, 68, 72. 75

Sarsron II. 246, 288. 291. 293, 311

Sarikakis, Mr.. 161, 237, 238

As-$anra (Ma‘&n), 4

Sarma (h3). 118. 121, 128, 129. 132, 136. 137,

139, 141, 303, 317, 325, 326

AS-§arma (f2). 101; (h3), 120—133, 135, 322, 324

Sarmada (NA m6—6), 32

Sarora’. See Birka* Sarora’

Sarr, 33, 256. 320, 321

Sarraceni, 310

Sard*. 33

As-S&ti (h4). 123, 135

Sa^net umm ^aza (b5), 11

As-Sa'dd, 235

Sa*ud eben RaSid, 22, 154

Saul. 260, 261

Sawda’ ^amde. See Sowda* 9amde
Sawd al-LehOd (i6), 137

l^awra (i3—4)

§awra, Abu (j7—8), 198, 201, 202

$awra, Ammu (c4), 49, 52

Sa^a. 316

Af-I^b&b (d4). 47, 68; (j8), 204, 205

As-Sb&wi (j9), 205

Sbejh, 163, 166, 169, 171—176. 178—183, 185,

188, 190—194; altercation with Mutallek, 174

Sbejkuw&t (i9), 226

Sbejl&t (fir3), 106

As-Sbejfa, 261

As-Sbejti (h2), 117

Ag'Sberem (k5), 132

Sbn. Abbreviation for SeMb&n, plural of Se*ib

As-Sbdt, 169, 178, 236, 236

Scarecrow, 231

Scenitae, 310

Scenitan Arabs, 307

Schrader, Eberhard, 246, 290, 291, 340

Scorzonera Musili, Vel. See Mfi
Sd&d, Abu (h5), 150, 154

Sd&d, Ammu (d5), 41

Sdejjed (i—j6), 136

gdejjed R&zi (d6. e6—7). 33

Sdejjid (b4). 52

A9-^ejr (f3), 97, 101

Sd&r (f5) 43.

As-Sd&r (i8). 196

as-Sd&ra, 72, 73

$d&ra, Abu (h9—10). 226, 228
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Sdr (19). 212

Sea water. 127

Aa-Se‘afe (d3)

Se*ata (e6). 33. 35

Seba’ (Sheba). tl7, M, 287. 988

Sebtb (b3). 55

At-Sebtbi (c3). 58

As-Sed&ra (e3). 73. 79. 95

Afi-Sedtb (g3). 103. 113. 117. 121

AS-Sedijje. BIr (b5). 12. 42

Aa-Se*8d. 'A. (f3). 97. 99

A9-9e‘ede (h3—4). 122

Seetzen. U. J.. 321. 340

AS-Sefa*. 180

A9-$efi (h6). 176

As-Sehem (f5). 43

Se'tb (p(. fie'ib&n). See proper name
Se*lr. 66.244—248.250.252—255. 259.262—255.
270—272, 275. 276. 278. 287, 293. 296—298

Seidl (acacia with flat crown). 79. 80. 88. 90.

91. 95. 102. 124, 126. 129. 137. 141. 144. 217

Aa-Sejale (e3). 96

AS-Sejb&n (j7). 201. 203. 232, 233

Sejfaddawle. 317

Afi.Sejb ‘AhdallAh. 136

Sej^ al-^^ejr (e3). 95: (f3). 97

Afi-Sejb Qmed (hi). 117

AS-Sej^ QmOd (e2—3). 94

Sejht&, Umm (e3). 95

Aa-Sejjer (h6), 173. 178

dejber (c3). 50. 62

Sebb al-*Abd (16)

Ai-Sebb> 214

Aa-Sel* (19), 132, 212

$ela’ (i—j3). 303

SelSmijjtn, 129

l^elf (g3). 103

Seltm (h6). 176

Selim, Beni. 43, 320

Sella, Abu (glO)

Afi-Sell&l (111)

Afi-Sell&le (d3). 83

Sellftle, Umm (e5), 43

Afi-Sel91 (h6). 193

Sem, 293

Aa-Sem* (i7—8), 201

Sem^ (Meeemhryanthemurn ForskaMei,
Hochat.; Meeembryanthemum nodiflorum,

L.: low. sappy annual with green, fleahy

leavea and amall green flowera). 15, 35. 45.

203. See alao Da*d‘
Semne, 205

Aa-Semne (b4); (j8—^9). 205

A5-SemrAb (^8). 99. 101

A9-9en% Na^b (c5), 41

Sen&der, Abu (J5). 135

$en&ftr (i2). 124. 305

Senne (apeeiea of Cassia), 324

Septuagint, 249, 251, 252, 288. 289. 296

Sepulchers at Madlan. 113, 114, 115, 116

AS-Sera’ (b4—e4—6), 2. 6. 9. 10. 37—39,. 41.

44. 45. 47—49. 51—53, 55. 58. 60, 61, 65. 71.

72. 75. 149, 155. 286. 945. 945. 248, 959.

954—256. 258, 259, 268, 270. 272, 279. 280.

286. 287. 294, 296. 811, 815. 820

AS-Ser&f (f3). 97. 599—825

Afi.Ser!*a, 77

Serif 2. 17. 27. 39. 45. 60. 62. 66. 73. 78. 88. 97,

117, 148. 151. 173. 181. 185. 193. 213. 216. 225,

229. 230—232, 238. 239

Scriba, Abu (i4). 132

Serira, Abu (j4). 132

Serire. Abu (j4)

AS-Serbi (e3)

Ai-Serbijje. 307. 311

AS-Serm. 824

Serm al-Uarr (j4)

Serm al-Uii*be* See al-Uirbe. S.

Serm Dabba (hi—2), 116

Serm Mugawwan (hi). 117

AS-Se^w (c3)

A9-SfeJbe (e3), 7^, 79

Shaba’ S&mra (k7—17—8), 136, 137

Aa-ShAm (j8
—

^9), 205

As-Sbama’. 208. 210, 211

Sheba. 217. See also Seba*

Sheep. 66. 141

Sheikh 9m9d. See A§-Sejb UmOd
As-Shejb (110—11). 215

Shejb al-Ar&neb. 69

Shejb al-BOm (19). 132. 136. 212

AS-Shejba (a5), 11

Sbejjcr (18). 134

As-Sbejm (ml2)

As-Shejme, 184

Shellfish. 91

Shepherds. 149. 178

Sherbet. 230

Shota. 182. 230. 238

Shrines. 55. 94

As-Si65 (kll)

Sickness. 84. 127

Sidd (f3). 97

Aa-Sidd (h5). 180

Sidd al-^&b (e5). 41

Sidd. Ammu, 88

Siddim. 259. 262, 263, 275

Sidenoi. 311

A5-Sidijje (b5). 11. 12. 15. 43

Afi-Sidijje. Bir. See a&-Sedijje

Sidr (species of Acacia with long lean boughs),

16. 76. 217

As-Sidr (19). 212

Sidre (k—j5). 182

Sidre, Umm. 89

Signet rings. 220

Stfy (a kind of wormwood: see Fig. 19), 38, 66,

68. 145. 198. 201

A9-Sib. 62

Silla (medium high thorny shrub). 62, 68

Sihbet ar-Re^r (110), 212

Sihbet at-Tefihe (110). 212

Sihon, 283

Sij&le, Umm (14). 133 '

Aa-Sib (h4). 123, 132, 133, 144. 145. 147

As-SikAra (19). 2U
Sibb (srS). 106, iis

As-SibUJe (f2). 96

Ai-Sib!b (h5)» 160. 154

Sibb al.«AS<iz. 220
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T&ra, 318

As-Sikke, 52

AS-SiVri (h5). 180

SiV Wadi Mdsa. 70

As-Silmi (£3). 95

Silsil. 134

Simeon, men of, 245—247, 253

Simeonites, 262

Sin, 268, 269, 297

$in, wilderness of, 263, 265, 271, 278

Sinai, Mount, 265, 267—270, 278, 296—298
Sinai, Peninsula of, 191, 244, 257, 261, 267,

268, 274, 281, 282, 285, 290

Sinan, 204, 3U
Sin&r, 20J^, 313, 3U
As-Sinfe (i9), 226

Sirh&n, depression of (j7—k8—19), 13—15, 25,

32, 136, 155, 163, 251, 284

Sirhan, the clan, 36

As-’sirr (f3)

As-Sirrin, 257

A§-Sirt (j7), 133, 203

Sitar, 49, 80. 256

Sittim, 283

Sjejle, Abu (c3), 50, 65, 66: (d3), 69

Sjejle, Ammu (i4). 132

As-Sjlle, Umm (h3), 124

A§-Ska*a (fi:6), 150; (k— h6), 176

Sk&ka, Ammu (i4), 133

SV^ijje (18), 202

AS-SVel? (d4—6). 41

Skenitai, 311

A5-S(ci^c (i5), 132, 326

A^’^^Or (k9), 216

As-$V\ir, the clan, 69

Slaves, liberated, 94

Slej* (k9), 213, 214

Af-$lejbe (112)

Slejl&t, Abu (j—k9), 216

Slejm&t, 235

As-Slejsel (i—j6), 134; (j6—6), 135

Sliman, the robber gfuide, 104, 105, 109, 112

Slim&n cben Refade, 128, 208, 210

Smallpox, 181, 187, 192

AS-Smejbta (k9—10), 211, 216

Smejr as-Sebi\ii (d3), 69

Smejr 6aber (i4), 132

As-Smejsijje (d3), 89

Smokers, 100

§n&‘ ^aher (c4), 43, 44

Snake bite, 156

Snakes, 74, 185

Snan, Abu (j7), 136, 204

As-Sn&nijje (j—k8), 206

A8-Snejd*e, 99

As-Snejwijje (j4), 132, 136

Soaka, 135, 300, 313

So^b al-‘Aj^0z (kll), 220, 221, J30

A^-^o^V (8:2), 103

A9-SoVV> (8:2), 103

Solanum melongena. See BitinSdn
Soldiers, 84, 130: railway sruard, 228; sick-

ness, 127

Solomon, 246, 262, 273, 274

Somaliland, 287

Sdm&n. See TePet Sdm&n
A§-Sdmeri (a7)

A9-$dr (c3), 50, 62

l^dr, Abu (h6), 176

$orar, 125, 134, 204, 257, 279, 317

Sorar, IJabari (e5—6), 41, 43

Sorar. ^al'a (d6), 32, 33, 38, 39, 41, 256, 321,

326, 328, 329, 331

Sorr, 326, 327

Sord', 326

A§-Sowbak, 61, 273

Sowda’ Qamde (i7), 197

§owr, Abu. See §6r, Abu
Sow§a (f3), 100

as-Sowt (j7—8), 132, 205

Spelling:, xi

Spirits, 199; Bedouin man of vision, 215; rock-
inhabitins, 97, 99; tree-inhabiting, 10, 76

Sprenger, A., 259, 340

Springs, 53. 54; miraculous spring ‘Azzam, 96;

Tebuk, 167

Squinting guide, 118

As-Srajjed (kll). 221, 222

AS-Srejf (f3), 96; (ilO), 224

grejf ab-al-Bi? (i7), 197

Srejf abu Ralajin, 51

Srejf al-^atab (i4—6), 135

Srejf al-Maktale (f3). 95, 96

Srejf a^-Ta'am. See Saraf a^-Ta'am
Srejlj (e2—3)

Srejt) (d2). 89; (d3)

A§-Srejb (e2), 95

A§-Srejb (j6), 132

Srejm (f3), 96

As-SrOm (18), 134

As-Srurijj!n, 69

S^n, Ammu (g4), 149

A§-Star, Na^b and ruins (b—c4), 49, 52, 66,

246, 264, 271, 272

Starving warriors, 204

Statues of deities, 97

Stephen of Byzantium, 48, 59, 135, 246, 290,

300, 311, 340

Stones, piles as a memorial, 204; piles to avert
evil spirit, 199; for signet rings, 220

Strabo, 38. 299, 304, 305, 310, 340

Suaeda, Sp. See Sa^rdn

Sdal), 251, 287, 293

A§-Subej6e (c6—6), 15; (j7), 134

Subh&n, Eben, 154, 155

Sdd ar-Raraj (k9—110)

SQd&n, 287

Su'ejb, 113, 279—282, 301, 319

Suelleni, 310

Suez Canal, 69

Suez, Gulf of, 305, 309

Suez, Sea of. 324

As-SQV> See Tle'et as-SOlc

As-Sd^, Tfwejjel (k6)

Sukabya, 302, 303

As-Suli^ja’, 211

Sul^ja* Jazid, 211

Su^ja’-l-6azl. 211

SuVV al-'AgOz, 325, 326, 330

Afi-SuV^a (c3), 96
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As-Sukkari, 126

Sukkdt, 252

Af-I^ulba (k8). 206

Suleiman. Sultan, 43. 218, 230, 248, 320, 329

Sulejmftn ibn ‘Abdalmalek. 60, 126

Sultan, 170

As-Sult&ni, Bir (k5), 136

As-Suli&ni, Darb, 62

As-Sult&nijje (f2): (fS). 96, 97

Sumna, 206

As-Sunbuk, 317

Ai-Sunn&rijje (b3), 60, 65

Sunrise, 34, 56, 122

Sunset, 10, 153

Supplies, 161

SOr, 261, £65—267
A9.$urr (i4), 130, 132, 133, 135—137
SuSwa, Abu (i2). 124

Sw&k (k7). 134, 136, 300, 313

Swda (a hifirh plant similar to the kalb,), 68

Sw6be^ (d3), 74

Sw6fle. 227, 235

As-Sw6b^ (i4)

As-Sw6bel (f2), 96

aS-§w6^et (b7). 11, 31, 32

Swejd an-Nisw&n (k8—9), 206, 214

As'Swejda, 211

A^-Swejwtn (or a8>$w6wfn) (i6), 133, 181

Swelbin, 69

Sw6mAt (b4). 62

SwOmre (b4), 63

$w0r (14), 132

A9-$w0r (h3), 123, S25

$w6r, Abu, 143

As-Sw€rbijj!n, 235

A9-§w0wine (j—kll), 219, 220

Syria, 15, 26, 33, 38, 43, 44, 48, 61, 64, 72, 80,

84, 85, 97, 125, 135, 136, 160, 204, 205, 218,

221, 243, 245, 247, 249—251, 255, 256, 258,

274, 280, 281, 285, 287, 288, 291, 293, 300,

301, 307, 309—311, 314—317, 319, 321, 322,

326, 328; road to, 64, 219, 299

Syrian 'AVaba, 39

JAba, Ajn, 84

At-Tabab (eS), 94, 326

'PabaV&t Kallja (c3), 50, 62

At-Tabari, 134, 279, 300, 321, 326, 340

Ai-Tabarijje, 71

Tabeni, 310

Tab'dra, 270

Taberiija (b6), 10, 43

TabllijjAt, 33

Taboca Coromanis, 318

Taboca Romanis, 318

Tahvla Pevtingeriaiuit 60, 64, 66, 340

Tadra (k9), £14—216
220, 329, 330

At-Taff (f6—6), 160

At-Taff. S. (f~K6)
Ati-Tafba (e4), 76

AVTafile, 166

Tftft al-Muldk BOri, 49

At-Tab&ta, 4

Taima, 296

Taiman, 250, 296

At-TAje (e7), 32. 33

Tajj, 43. 228, 267, 273, 311, 312

Tajjebt Ism (k2), 96, 101

At-TAV> 220, 330

T&ba, Abu (kll), 220, 330

Ta^ar, Abu (h4). 133, 141

Tal&l eben F&jez, 36

'i'al'at Bey,. 1

Talba (17). 136

7alb (Acacia with dense crown and yellow

scented flowars; see Fisr. 84), 12, 15, 16, 36,

38, 174, 175, 180, 189, 190, 205, 213, 217, 223,

224, 226, 228, 248, 257

Tamarix hampeana, Boiss. See

Tamarix nilotiea, ,Ehrnh, See T'ar/a

Tamarix verrtieoda, Vel. See farfa
Tamtm ibn Aws ibn IJare^e ad-Darij, 125

At-Tamlat (c6), 33

At-Timri (f6), 43

Tamdd, 48, 102, 194, 195, 218, 220, 273, 291,

292, 300, 301, 330

Tamudi, 291, 293, 295, 311

Tana’, 136

A^-Tan&fijje, 137

Tan&zeb, Abu-^- (i—j6), 133

T&ran, 255, 281, 302, SOA, 306, 309

Tarbe (klO), 215

To>rfa (Tamarix hampeana, Boiss; Tamarix
nilotiea, Ehrnb. var. Tamarix verrucoea,

Vel.), 106, 107, 126, 233

A^Tarfa (e3), 76

Tarfa’, Abu (b5), 10, ill (i8), 202

At-Tarf&je (k9), 216

At-Tarif (b3—4), 56

Tarshish, 289

Tasan (b4), 52, 53

Taveni, 251, 310, 311

At-Taw&bte, 4

At-Taw&jhe, 7

Taw&ne, 261

At-Tawar (i5), 133

A^Taw^hijje (e2), 95

Tax collector, 8

Taxes, 114, 150; on date palms, 218

Tbejk, Abu (h5), 150, 156, 157

At-TbOt (f3), 96

Tea, 17

At-Tebafeber (e6), 43

TebOk (g7), 1, 26—27, 33, 43, 48, 61, 114, 126,

127, 128, 134, 137, 139, 149, 152, 155, 157,

159—174, 180, 188, 189, 196, 199, 201, 213,

214, 218, 221, 225—227, 229, 230, 232—234,

£56—239, 266, 267, 279—281, 300, 308, 312,

314, 316

—

321, 326—329, 331

1

departure from
on June 22, 171; description, 167; order to

return to, 226; raiders at, 234: railway
station, 237; return to, 234: sojourn at, 161

Tebdk, wadi, 33

At-Tebdkijje (road), 321, 326, 328

At-Tefihe (110), 212, 217

A^Teftle, 262, 293

Tejma (NA q9), 12, 24, 26, 29, 48, 94, 137, m,
155, 166, 174, 175, 211, 218, 227, 246, 267, 274,

280, 288—291, 293, 296, 300, 313, 314, 327, 328
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At-Tel&ge, S. (c4). 47

At-Teiage. Umm (c4), M, 49

Telam. 261

Telegrams sent from Tebilk, 171

Telegraph line, 62

Telegraph poles, 66

Teret al-FwAfle (i9), 226, 228

Tel'et a?-?ib (19)4 226

Tel'et S6mAn (i8), 202

Tel'et umm Tina (h8—9), 202, 226

Tell aUMarma (b4—5)

Tell a§-Sabm, (d6)

T6ma, 217, 274, 288, 294, 296

TemAjel an-Ne2ib (or Nekib) (j8). 205, 207

Teman, 250, 252

T6man, 5, 217, 249—2B2, 264, 278, 294, 311

At-Temile (g2), 103

At-Temile, S. (g2)

Temile, Ammu, 266

Temilet abu NmAr (h5—6), 179, 197, 226

Temilt ar-Radhe (h6), 137, 177

Temilt at-Tri^S (l»9), 226

Tena’, 257

Tenijje, Abu, 37

Tenijjet al-MedrAri, 320

Tenijjet Medran, 318

Tents, 16, 151

At-Terabtn, 53, 286

Terebinth (a big tree with red fruits), 16

Terlm (i4), 130, 132, 133, 135—137, 303, 312

At-Tf<ij^)wat (d3), 71

Thabaeni, 310

Thabaucha, 312

Thaditai, 311, 312

Thaiitai, 311

Thaima, 313

Thamuda, 291, 311

Thamudaei, 300, 310, 311

Thamudeni, 291

Thamudenoi, 185, 258, 291, 292, 302—304, 312

Thamudenon ethnos. 291, 312

Thamudi, 292

Thamydenoi, 291, 311

Thamyditai, 291, 311. 312

Thapaua, 312, 318

Thapaucha, 312, 318

Theophanes, 307, 340

Thcvenot, Jean de, 325, 340

At-Tbi (i5). 181

Thiman, 311

Thimaneans, 310, 311

Thoana, 311

Thomasberger, Rudolf. 1, 2

Thornia, 311

Tibb, Umm (h6), 172, 174

Tiberias, 71

Tiberias, Lake of, 262

Tidnek (klO), 216

Tiglath Pileser IV, 287, 288, 290, 291

Tlh beni IsrA’ll, 273, 316, 317

At-Tihama (j—k6, k7), 73, 79, 90. 180, 191, 205

At-Tih&ma, 135, 136

At-Tij&ha, 286

At-Till (d3). 67

Timaneans, 251

Timanei, 261

Tin, Ammu-t- (e3), 96

Tina, I^aPat ammu <h9)

Tina, Umm, See Tel'et umm Tina
Tine. Abu (k6). 136

Tine, 6. abu (k7). 132, 206

Ttran (il), 124, 302, 305. 306

Tir&n, Abu (k5). 132

Tireb (f2), 96, 100

Tirjam, 133

At-T^ekAt. 129

At-Ti&b (g3), 117; (j9), 206, 214

TlA'et as-Sak (h9), 202

At-Tleje« at-Tl«ie

Tleib (j6)

At-Tleib (k6), 134

Tlejba, Abu (a6), 11, 15

Tlejba, Ammu (d4—6), 41

At-TlejtuwAt (c6), 35

At.T16te (g4), 149

Tmad, 73

At-TmAd, 72, 73

Tmarr (i6), 132, 133, 181, 184, 187; (j6),

134, 135

Tmed Rabija (NA m6), 32

At-Tmejjem (i6), 174

Tmejmijje (e3)

At-Tmejmijje (e2), 95; (g3), 103

At-Tnejnir (c3), 96. 326

Toali, 310

Tobok. Abu (i9), 226

Tombs, 109. See also Burial places

Ton^ob (a tree-like bush with flexible boughs
and green oval leaves), 124, 129

Tdr, Abu (hlO), 223

Tor *Antar (d3), 72

Tor Endi (b4)

T6r Uamde (k9), 214, 215

At-Torra (19—10), 226

Tortoise, 52

Totaca, 310

Towers, circular, 197, 199; ruined, 25. See also

Watchtowers
Towr (or Tor) al-Wu3em (i4—5), 135

Towr, Abu. See Tor, Abu
Trab, Ammu (b5), 3

Trade, Arabian, 243

Trade routes, 136

Traders, 125, 218

Transliteration, xi, xii

Transport routes, 5, 254

TrAr al-AwfAm (f6), 150

Travelers, extortion from, 164, 166, 170

Treachery, 208

Trees as abodes of spirits, 10. 76

Trejbin, S. (c3), 60

Trejf al-BawwAl (f—g3), 102. 105

Trejf al-BAm (h—i6), 172, 192

At-Trejfi, 99

At-Trera (19—10)

Trieste, 1

Trigonella hamosa, L. See Nefel
Trigonella monantha, GAM. See Nefel
Trigonella stellata, Forsk. See Nefel
A^TubeJk (or Tubeji), 28. 204
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Tubej^ (or Tubeji) al-*Afar (NA m5—6), 13.

26. 31. S2» 36

TubejV (or Tubeji) al-Qamar (NA m7), 13.

26. St

TubejlijjUt. SS, 43, 329

Tudmor (NA c8). 317

At-Tdiijje (i8). 202

TOm&n, 2, 17, 18. 32, 68, 66, 73, 76. 78, 98, 103,

112, 146, 147, 149, 162, 164, 166, 167, 178, 182,

186. 190, 204, 210, 222, 230, 232, 238, 239

TOr, 324

136, 281

TOr Ba*al. 246

Turbftn (i4). 133

Turb&n, Abu (h4). 133, 143

furb&n ibn Farrag, 230

Turban, S. (c3)

(k6)

Turk, 94

At*TurV&n (e2)

Turki, B!r, 62

Turkish (zovcrnment, 1. 69, 84: 'Afn&n on,

129; headquarters, 4: order to return to

TebOk, 226 ; peace-makingamong the tribes,

14; representative atTebuk, 161; resistance*

to, 7, 8: treatment of tribes, 20

At-Tufra, 63

Turrah, Abu (c3), 65

Tu*0s. Ammu (h9), 226

At-Twane, 6, tSU tst, 26U, 271, 311

At-Twejje (k8), 206

At-TwejjeV (i4), 132

Twejjel. See proper name
At-Twejme (i6), 134

At-Twejmer, 192

At-fwejrijje (j8), 206, 207

Twejs, the singer, 211

Twele* al-Qo^ri, 204

At-Tweren (b6), 11; (i6—6), 180

Tw!l&t Mu'ammar (c3—4)

Tw!l gha^ (k4). 38, 48

Tyre, 217, 289, 294

Uba*, 117

‘Ubajd ibn J&sir ibn Numajr, 116

Udenoi, 311

'Udra, Beni. 134, 136, 218, 222, 228, 316—317,

319

Al-Ubaj^er, 224, 230, 232, S29—331
Al-U|}aj4er, Na^b, 230, SSI

U^ejmer (b—c3), 60

'Ujiin al-^a^ab, S2S—326

Umejja, Beni, 326

Umm. See main part of proper name
Ummu. See main part of proper name
Una’, 117, m, 125, 312

Una’, ‘Ajn, 124, 125, 312

Underground galleries, 26

Unna’, 126

*Ur4d, 71, 73

Uranius, 69, 291, 311, 340

*Urf, Umm. See ‘Orf, Umm
’UrOV. Abu (eS), 76. 76

'Of, 6, 248, 249, 251, 252, 293

Ufejheb, 72, 73

‘UtOf. 267

Al-*UtOn, 7

Al-'Uwajnid, 137, 267, 281

Al-’Uwejned (i6); (16—6), 137, 211.266, 267,

281, 303, 323, 324

Al-'UwO^er (h6). 166

Uzziah, King, 244, 245, 274

Vapors, 77, 122, 124

Varthema, Ludovico di, 340

Vegetables, 85

Vegetation, 228

Velenovsk^, J., 340

Vienna, 1

Volcanic regions. 166, 216, 216, 218, 219, 294,

298; holy volcano of al-Bedr, 215

Vultures, 166
'

W. Abbreviation for Wadi. See proper name
Wa'al, Amm (i6), 172, 184

Wa'ar (k6)

Wabrdn, 223

Al-Wabri (i4), 135

Al-Wabri, Darb (i5)

Al-W&b^e, 211

Wad'a, 11

Wad'at al-Uamra’ (b7), 11, 31

Wad’at ag-Shaba’, 11

W&di. See proper name
Wahad&n (b4), 62

Al-WahSe, 211

W&jel, Banu, 114, 136

Wajla, 126, 279

Al-W&^edi, 114, 300, 313, 315, 340

Al-Wak?an (i4), 132

Al-Walid ibn 'Abdalmalek, 60, 211, 320, 327

Al-Waraka (d3)

Al-Wara^a, Rfis (d3). 71—74
Al-Waset (e3), 96

Al-Watar (i7), 197—199, 232

Watchtowers, 38; al-Batra, 45, 47; al-Brejg,

89, 90

Water, 16: brackish, 93; digging for, 149: for

drinking, 128 ; fear of, 127 : pleasant to pil-

grims, 230

Watercourses, 24

Al-Wdej. See al-Wudej
Wdej *Amri, 176

Al-Wegh, 128, 136, 203, 208, 211, 217, 299. 322

Al-Wejth, ](j:al'at, 326

'Wej^ile, Ammu (h6). 172

Al-Wejmijje (h—i4), 133

Al-'Wejned (h6), 176, 177; (h6), 167, 173; 136.

See also al-'Uwejned
Weld ‘Ali, 26, 164, 165, 176, 234

Weld Slejman (or Sltman), 164, 156, 226, 226

Al-Weli ‘Azz&m (f2), 96

Al-Weli Uammad, 66

Al-Weli Sam’Ol (e3). 73, 96. 101, 270

Al-Welijje Sa'lde (f3), 99

Wellhausen, J., 316

Wells. 196, 197, 220; al-Batra. 46, 46; danger
of approaching, 26: Hagar and the well,

266; MSaS al-6dejd. 181, 183; rain wells, 16;

Tebak, 168
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Al-wewl (14), 133

W€zr6t» Ammu (j9). 222

Whajdc (b4)

Wheat, 51, 62

“Wilderness, grreat and terrible”, 263, 270

Winckler, Huaro, 274, 288, 290, 340

Windmill, 161

Winds, 167

Al-Wited (k8), 132, 134, 205, 206

Al-Wkala’, 236

WoVob (h2), 117

Women, childless, aided by boulder. 81

Worms that fell from Job, 230, 232

Al-Worob (h8), 202, 231

Wrdka {Fagonia glutinosa, Del.; Fagonia
mollis, Del. : bushy subshrub with hairy and
spiny branches, pink flowers, and green
pods). 68

Wright, J. K., xi

Wudej, 141

Al-Wudej (h6). 172

Wudej al-^ahwa (i9), 226

Wudej Rakeb (e5), 41—43

Wudej Sel!t (i9). 226

Al-Wudijan (NA dl3—jl6). 307

Al-Wuftera (f3), 97

Al-Wugide (e3), 76

Al-Wutejdat (c4); (k7—8), 132, 134, 136

AUWuierijjet al-BS^a (i8). 202

Al-Wu2erijjet as-Samra (18), 202

Zf Abbreviation for ?ei*. See proper name
(110), 212

Az>2^a‘ame (18), 136

^aba’, 136, 257

^ab'an (k7), 172

Az-Zabbale, 211

Az-?ab'i (d3), 70, 79; (h7)

Az-Zab!di, 280, 340

A?-?ab'ijje (h4), 133, 144

Zadagatta, 64, 65

Za'ejter, l^Carat (h5), 154, 155

9aba6an, 313

?abakan (j--k5). 132; (k5), 131, 1J6, 1S7, 3IS

A?-Z&bi (j“k9)

Az-ZaliilOta (14), 136

A?.?ahr (e4), 68, 75. 84. 96

l^ahr al-‘Akaba, 33. 39, 329

2;ahr al-l^agg. 232

?ahr al-T^Ugg; (h8). 232, 330. 331

:^ahr al-9m&r. 324, 326

:^ahr al-Mohr (h8), 232

:|^ahr ^emar, 323, 326

ZalaV, Abu (b4—6)
4alta *ESic (j9), 221

Az-Zam&hre, 124, 129
^

Az'Zamab&ari, 90

2!amb0b, Umm (h8), 232

ZAmel eben Subhan, 23, 164, 176

Zames, 311

Af'^amm (g6), 149, 160

Zamr (k9), 212
'

9amr&n, Umm (i9), 226

^aram (h9), 226

Az-Zarb (j6—7), 134

Zarb, Umm (e6), 43

Zarba, 6. (c3), 60

Zarba, S. (c3)

Af-Zarba, 132

A^-Zarba, Na^b (j8), 205, 206

Z&reb, Umm (d5), 41

Zftred, brook of, 264, 269, 272

Az-ZarnOk (c3), 50

Az-Za'tar (b4), 60. 66, 68

A?-Zawi^e (i4), 132

Az-Z&wije (i5), 180, 181

2a‘2a% Umm (i4). 133

Zba% 136

Zba‘, Ammu-f- (19), 212

Zbe* (j—k5), 132; (k5), 94, 126—132, 136—137,

174, 267, 303, 313, SU-StO
A?-Zbej*&ni, ^arm (b—c7)
Al-Zdejje (k8). 206

Az-Zebedijje (h5), 155, 156

Zehijje (h4). 133, 141

Zejd ibn 9&reta, 33, 204, 280, 314, 315

Az-Zejd&nijje (c7), 32

Zejjer, Abu (g5), 149

Az-Zejte (f4—5, f6), 43, 164, 235, 312; (e-f4),

43, 75;

Az-Zelak&t, 330

Zelak&t *Ammar, 331

A?-Zelfe (j8), 132, 206

A?-Zell (f3—4), 96

Az-Zenkulla (16). 184

Az'Zennftdijje (k9), 214

Zer*a. 328

Az-Zer&fa (c4), 49; (f3), 97, 101

Az-Zeranik (e3), 76, 76, 79

Az-Zerb, Bir (h4), 133

Az-Zerib (b4), 43, 60

Az-Zerka, 284

A^'Zersi (a5), 11

Az-Zerw (g3), 105

ietdde {Astragalus Forskahlei, Boiss.; bushy
subshrub with long spines and white flo-

wers), 38

Az-Zfufijje, 235

Zhejlil (h6), 172, 175, 176

A?-Zhejr. 184

Az-Zibed, Twejjel (NA m6), 32

Az-Ziblijjat (111), 220

Az-Ziblijje (b—c3), 60, 68

Az-Zihed (g—h3), 102, 103, 117, 123, 131, 316

Zihjawt, 316, 316

Zikl&b, 6. (k— 17), 134, 135

Ziklag, 261

Zimran, 287, 293

Zion, 289

Zlza, 2, 328

Zjejkat al-Fahade, 184

Az-Zjejke (d3), 70, 74, 78. 79: (h4), 146, 148:

(h7-8)

ZkOk, Ammu (e3), 75

Az-Z10% 235

ZIO' al-9umr (j—k7), 136

Z10*a. Ammu (f3)

Zob'&n (klO), 216, 221

Zomejn, Bani, 304

Zophar the Naamathite, 249 261
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ZoT (b4). 53

Az-Z6r (kll), 176

Zofar 71

A*-Zorf (e4). 96

Az-Zr&b (i8). 201

Az-Zrejb, 144

Af-Zi^ibijje, 99

Az-Zrejf (e3). 76

Zrejs (k8). 208

Zriib* Ammu (ilO), 226
ZrO^^, Ammu (h6), 159

Zubejde (1 5)

Zubejr ibn Bakk&r. 259

A?-Zufejjer (k8—9), 160, 232
Zufra. Abu (h2), 117

Zusrana. 313

Az-Zuhri Mubammed ibn Sih&b» 134

Zulaj', 204

A?-Zuma* (k6). 136; (k9), 211
Zumejrine, Ammu (h4—5), 149

Zumm&r!n, Abu (h6), 73, 154
Zumrud. 301

Zunnara (i4). 73, 133, 135

Az-Zupba (i7), 194, 197—199
Zwcjbt a9-§k0r (h—i6), 133, 179




